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Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, respectable Colleagues and Friends of KOD,

It is a real pleasure and great honor for me to greet You on behalf of the Organizing
Committee of the fifth international symposium about forming and design in
mechanical engineering – KOD 2008. This year, symposium KOD takes place at the
Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad, Serbia on 15th and 16th April 2008, and I
would like to thank You for participating in it.
As we all know, the basic goal of this event is to assemble experienced researchers
and practitioners from universities, scientific institutes and different enterprises and
organizations from this region. Also, it should initiate more intensive cooperation
and exchanging of practical professional experiences in the field of shaping,
forming and design in mechanical engineering. Having always present need for
making more effective, simplier, smaller, easier, noiseless, cheaper and more
beautiful and esthetic products that can easy be recycled and are not harmful for
environment, the cooperation between specialists of these fields should certainly be
intensived.
A hundred and three articles, by authors from ten countries, are published in this
Proceedings. This is certainly significant number, which means these topics have
potentials and are very interesting for researchings.
Thank You for coming in Novi Sad to take part in symposium KOD 2008 and for
Your interesting articles. I wish You success in Your further researchings and great
fortune and happiness in personal life.

Prof. PhD. Siniša Kuzmanović, Eng.
Chairman of the Organizing Committee of KOD

Novi Sad, 15 April 2008
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coordinate the activities of the conferences, journals and
special interest groups SIG in the global sense.
In the area of Industrial Design, activities are
predominantly separated from Engineering Design and
are performed in different way. Exhibitions, competitions,
jury indicators and evaluations etc. stimulate and direct
designers’ activities. Popular journals which present
designers’ results for public evaluation also act in the
sense of Industrial Design popularity.

Milosav OGNJANOVIĆ

In Mechanical Engineering technical (mechanical)
systems are complex and have to be more and more
aesthetic, and ecologically designed. Bionics, ergonomics,
surroundings, etc. increasingly effectuate new ideas,
knowledge and solutions in the area of Design in
Mechanical Engineering. All of the mentioned have to be
included in innovation and sustainability of Design in
Mechanical Engineering.

Abstract: Engineering design and Industrial design
contain the same field of action with different objectives
and different approaches to objective realization.
Mechanical engineering is specific in product
development, needs multidisciplinary approach which
includes all aspects of engineering design, aesthetic
design, ergonomic design, bionics in design, ecology in
design, etc. Systems for interactive communication are of
great support for these activities.

Product development comprises design process,
development of technology, development of user needs
etc. Extremely important area of product development is
the development of ideas for the new product. Relation
between the reached level of knowledge, technology, user
and market needs, society surroundings, environment etc.
create the platform for product idea generation. Methods
and philosophy of product idea generation are a complex
area of research. From this point of view, the design
process is an executive stage of product development.

DESIGN IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
- Multidisciplinary approach -

Key words: Mechanical Engineering, Design

2. RELATION BETWEEN ENGINEERING
AND INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

1. INTRODUCTION

The term “design” is very complex and includes various
activities directed to obtain technical solution. This term
means preparation (planning), transformation process of
knowledge to technical solution and outcome of this
process i.e. technical solution itself. Also, design implies
drawing, sketch or full presentation of technical solution.
Out of English, other languages have a set of words to
denote this area. Translation sometimes can be imprecise
and wrong. Also, the word “design” in other languages
causes trouble in view of the meaning. The main
examples are as follows. In English language there are
two design areas, Engineering Design and Industrial
Design. Both of them have the same objective, to create
the technical solution. Engineers possess methods and
rules of how to transform knowledge into technical
solution. In the German language the term for this area is
“Konstruktionstechnik” and in Serbian “Konstruisanje”.
Translation of Engineering Design in the Serbian
language as “Projektovanje” is not fully correct, apart for
some exceptions. This word has the meaning “Projekt =
zamisao” and “Projektovanje = osmišljavanje =
komponovanje gotovih celina“. It means that the word
„projektovanje“ can be used for complex systems which
can be combined of beforehand developed components or
subsystems. This is the reason why in the Serbian
language it is suitable to use „Inženjerski dizajn” in the
same way as in English. “Konstruisanje” and
“Projektovanje” are not Serbian words either, but
„Inženjerski dizajn” is more precise.

In general, the design is activity which is significantly
represented. The world is covered by institutions which
perform different kinds of design activities and processes.
The objectives of all of them are to obtain the new
products i.e. technical solutions and ideas for these
solutions in a short way and time and with a high quality
level. Transformation of knowledge to technical solutions
is extremely important for economic prosperity of
enterprises, states and for entire global society. It is
possible to divide design institutions into three groups:
institutions for Engineering Design, institutions for
Industrial Design and institutions which try to combine
those two approaches. Some of them have impressive
results and have become famous. These results can be
evaluated as new design methods and approaches, a new
way of design education, a new design philosophy, etc.
Numerous conferences in the area of Engineering Design
give opportunity to present results, new methods and
approaches, their applications and results, industrial
results etc. The principal among them is International
Conference on Engineering Design – ICED, which was
last held in Paris in August 2007 – ICED-07. Also,
numerous journals present the top results in Engineering
Design area. Journal of Engineering Design, Research in
Engineering Design, Design Studies are the leading
journals in this area. The Design Society is trying to
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Fig. 1. Relation between Engineering Design and Industrial Design [Freddi A.,-Univ. of Bologna]
Industrial Design is the area where the artists create
industrial products. It is the art for industry. The artists
use artistic approach, such as observation, imagination,
composition, etc. meet user needs on the market. They are
especially oriented to product aesthetics but have to solve
all other technical tasks with the poor technical
knowledge. In these cases they have to work in
cooperation with engineers. The next important detail is
that in the World of artists the term Industrial Design, is
colloquially transformed into “Design” only. Without
translation this word is transmitted in other languages like
in Serbian and then words Design and Aesthetic sound
pleonastic. Considering Engineering Design and
Industrial Design, the term Aesthetic Design has a certain
role in both areas.
Considering orientation and objectives of Engineering
Design and Industrial Design these two branches have a
great part of action which is the same. In Fig.1 after
Professor Alesandro Freddi from the University of
Bologna, this interaction is presented in the graphic sense.
The ten (10) features of the technical solutions are
considered. Safety in Engineering Design considers
Direct safety principles and Industrial Design considers
predominantly Environmental safety. Control in
Engineering Design treats using testing and measuring
and in Industrial Design using control intelligibility of
designer and user. The transport feature Engineering
Design treats like transportability but Industrial Design in
view of packaging design. Operation of developed
system, Engineering Design harmonizes with the use
2

conditions, Industrial Design harmonized with user
intelligibility. According to the presentation in Fig.1,
Industrial Design continues development of the
mentioned and other features starting from the features
developed in Engineering design. In the cases of products
of a simple structure, the whole design process can be
performed by industrial designers. In this case, and maybe
in the case of more complex systems, industrial designers
perform engineering activities in an artistic way, which
can be very wrong. The aim of the Fig. 1 is to show a
great interaction of Engineering and Industrial Design,
and that Engineering Design needs additional activities
which are special in Industrial Design. Also, Industrial
Design in the cases of complex systems, such as systems
in Mechanical Engineering, needs a strong base
(knowledge and skills) which is available in engineering
designers. Products with high level of performances and
quality, and suitable for market competition, have to be
developed in harmonized activities of engineers and
artists. For this purpose, they both have to be educated in
the way which stimulates this cooperation. Figure 3
shows relation between science, art and design.
Engineering Design is based on defined procedures,
methodologies and theory. Research and application try to
establish certain methods which can lead from simple idea
to the project in the form of complex information
structure for production, use, maintenance, recycling, etc.
Procedures include knowledge organization, process
organization, information flow, stages, operations and
activities which lead step by step to the result of design

Fig. 2. Description of DfX procedure method in Engineering Design
[Meerkamm H.- TU Erlangen]
process. Procedures can be defined in general, in the
sense of design synthesis, in the sense of design analysis
etc. In Figure 2 general procedure in design analysis using
DfX (Design for X) methods is presented.
Industrial Design, contrary to Engineering Design, is
based on designers’ abilities and skills. Using studies,
impressions, intuition, etc. a designer generates ideas how
to create composition, improvements or corrections.
Science is also the base for artistic design process.
Knowledge, theoretic, empiric, hypothesis, etc. can be
directed to decision-making in artistic design process.

science:
knowledge,
physical truth

art:
beauty, feelings
human truth

design:
use, benefit

Fig. 3. Main aims and methods of art, design and science
[Franke H.J. – TU Braunschweig]

3. ENGINEERING DESIGN SCIENCE
The last International Conference on Engineering Design
ICED-07 held in Paris, August 2007 gives very simple
structure of science of Engineering Design. All
conference presentations were divided into the following
groups: Assessment, Computation, Design for X,
Education, Innovation, Knowledge, Organization,
Theories & Methodologies, and User. Theoretical
thinking about product development or about design
process, philosophy and visions based on experiences and
intuition can be a challenge and support for the new

methods or products creation. General objective of design
science is to create a procedure combined of certain
methods which can provide transformation of reached
level of knowledge to the technical solutions. At the
moment, this transformation is predominantly performed
by the mental approach with support of developed
methods which can be used for realization of certain parts
of the general transformation in design process.
Computations are an important area of Engineering
Design. Numerical and analytical methods and analysis in
combination with experimental results provide data for
progress of design process. The data transformation
performed by different kinds of calculations presents the
main part of transformation processes in design. The
knowledge (what?, how?, when?, where?,...) is propulsive
and the subject of transformation with the aim to product
defining. The knowledge identification, collection,
processing, storage, organization and use are the subject
of Knowledge Engineering which is also a special area of
Design science.
Design for X is a set of methods directed to many kinds of
product features, limitations, and conditions connected to
the technologies, market, user needs etc. These methods
provide information, analysis, synthesis etc in certain of
the mentioned areas. By combination of DfX methods,
procedure for certain product development can be
satisfied. Also, by using DfX methods it is possible to
develop more complex design methods which can lead to
the products of high performances, for example Robust
methods. In Engineering Design DfX methods are with
the top concretization and application. The results verify
innovations in Engineering Design and Industry which
can be a special separate area. The innovation contains
new applications of design approaches to the new
industrial applications and design solutions. These results
are verification of developed methods, verification of
design quality or improvement of applied approach.
Organization of design process and product development
is also a special separate area of design science. Design
team arrangement, team collaboration, responsibilities,
etc. have to be performed in the way which can guarantee
maximal effects with the minimum of time. Management
of the process in small or big enterprises etc. has to be
defined at the scientific base. The role of product
development management is higher and more complex
compared to design process. That is the reason for special
field of activities in Design science.
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Theories and methodologies of design process and
product development have to be the major results of
Design science. Some of the developed methods give
good results and can be improved or transformed to the
new ones which can be more effective. Also, the user
needs and market needs directed product development
policy and they present themselves an important area of
design science. It is not enough to develop product and
very often it is necessary to develop user needs and
market for a certain new product. The questions
connected to the user are fully justifiable to be a separate
and specific area of Design science. Also, education in
Engineering Design needs systematic approach. It is
necessary to develop a specific way of thinking and multiobjective approach. That is the reason why Design
science is developing as a special field of design
education which contains specific approaches, philosophy
and methods for this purpose.

machine systems. A set of special design methods has
been developed to improve and accelerate this design
stage. Those are methods for machine parts shape
modeling, shape optimization, axiomatic design, design
parameters optimization, robust design etc.

4. FEATURES OF DESIGN IN MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
The main attributes of machine systems are a high level of
complexity, complex shape of components, relatively
high dimensions, a great effect on the environment, and
on humans themselves. Also, the strong design constraints
line as high level of load capacity, high level of reliability,
low level of vibration, noise and other kinds of pollution.
That is the reason why it is necessary to combine the
design process and process of product development of a
set of sub-areas which lead to the product of high quality.
Education, knowledge and skills of designers in
mechanical engineering have to be combined of general
knowledge of mechanical engineering, knowledge about
engineering design and product development, knowledge
about ergonomics, bionics, aesthetics, ecology, etc.
Special knowledge about certain machine systems is also
welcome. Knowledge about engineering design contains
design process (Conceptual design, Embodiment design,
Design for X), development of machine systems, decision
making,
special
methods
(axiomatic
methods,
optimization methods, etc.). These areas of knowledge
have to provide designer skills for product definition for
conceptual and embodiment design of machine systems.
Figure 4 shows conceptual design and embodiment design
of chosen machine system. Conceptual design is defined
by a sketch which contains machine parts structure and
principle of action (function). Conceptual stage of design
process includes the following set of design operations:
functional structure definition, choice of function carriers,
creation of design solution, and choice of optimal
conceptual solution. Transformation of conceptual design
to embodiment design is performed by a set of design
operations and activities. A group of operations is
decision operations, such as decision about selection of
machine parts material, machine parts shape and selection
of production method. The next group of operations is
calculation of machine parts dimensions combined with
design parameters of machine parts optimization and
decision making about these parameters. Embodiment
design is the top complex stage in design process of
4

Fig. 4. Conceptual and embodiment design
of machine system
Bionics presents in itself transformation of biologic
systems into technical systems. Numerous machine
systems were created by transforming the principles,
shapes etc. of biologic systems. In the case of forest
machine (Fig. 4 and 5), the principle of motion using six
legs has been transformed from animals, for example
from a river crab (Fig.5b). The principle of cutting the
tree can be also transformed from the cancer hand
principle. The principles of control, flying, swimming etc.
can be transformed from animals or of the other
biological systems. That is why Bionics is an important
aspect of designer education in mechanical engineering.

Fig. 5.Relation between principles of forest machine and
biological principle of the river cancer

Ergonomic defines relation between operation of
technical systems and operation of a human being.
Especially, relation between control tools (batons, bars,
displays,...) and position of a person who performs control
has to be suitable, effective, without making a person
tired and work unpleasant. The seats of operators are the
main components which have to be designed in
ergonomic way. The seat has to be with a kind of motion,
with control tools, with the systems which can protect
operator, etc. Also, operator cabin has to be adapted to
human operation and to be comfortable for a long work.
This is a very important part of design in mechanical
engineering. Figure 6 shows some of the examples.

Ecology is an area closely related to aesthetic, bionic and
ergonomic features of developed machine systems. These
systems have to be harmonised with surroundings, but do
not destroy ecological system additionally. Harmonised
relation between soil, water, air, animals, birds, insects,
flora, heat, etc. mustn’t be destructed by technical
(mechanical) systems in a short time or during a long time
of the system operation.
Mechanical engineers educated to perform design of
machine systems have also to be involved in introducing
different kinds of certain machine systems, for example
tool machines, energetic machines (motors, turbines,...),
vehicles, rail, electric machines, etc. Elective courses
have to provide opportunity for a student to choose and
learn about a set of different kinds of machines or a set of
one kind of machines. Some of the new directions in
technical system development, like mechatronic systems,
have to be included in designer education process too.

5. INTERACTIVE VISUALISATION

Fig. 6. Ergonomic components of machine systems
Product aesthetics means that machine system has to
provide working with a pleasure, reduce tiredness, does
not disturb harmony between the already existing
biological and technical systems etc. The shape,
dimensions and colours are the principle aesthetic features
of machine systems. Human evolution has been
performed over a very long period of time in natural
surroundings. Shapes and colours of the flora, animals
etc. have created human feelings which have to be
supported by technical (machine) systems. Relation
between dimensions is also defined in biological systems
and if we want to design aesthetic products it is necessary
to respect these relations.

Systems for interactive visualisation have had a great
expansion in development in recent times. This gives
great support and challenge for establishing design
processes and methods which can provide machine
systems of high quality level, harmonised with all
mentioned limitations and constraints. There are a few
groups systems and approaches which designers can use
for visualisation of designed objects and for interactive
corrections. The tools which provide this opportunity are
specific CAD software, virtual reality, 3D printing (fast
prototyping), 3D scanting, etc. The shape modelling
provides wire-models, boundary-models and solidmodels. By using Non-uniform Basier Splines – NURBS
modelling technique has got a very good interactive
attribute, especially in the cases of free form surfaces
(Fig.8). Also, parametric modelling, which can be
performed by high level CAD software, gives great
possibility for interactive variation, optimisation, and
aesthetic harmonisation of machine part shapes.
Possibility to animate developed system (assembly)
makes interactivity of the system significantly broader.

Fig. 8. Free-form parametised surfaces

Fig. 7. Aesthetic relations developed along
human evolution

Virtual reality is possibility to present a model of machine
part or machine system in real space. Using screens made
of the mirrors and projectors, the picture of the model is
presented in real space. The system can be with a single
screen, double screens, etc. to six screens. Pictures of
single- and multi-screen systems have to be synchronised
by corresponding software, and the picture can be clearly
visible using stereo (shutter) glasses. Interaction and
corrections of presented models can be performed by
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using corresponding sensors and interactive tools which a
user keeps at the shutter glasses and gloves. In Figure 9
only the principle of this action is presented. It is
necessary to mention that single-screen system needs two
mirrors and two projectors. Multi-screen system needs
one mirror and projector per screen.

Fig. 11. 3D scanner device
Fig.9. Principle of interaction in virtual reality
presentations
Printing in 3D space needs material which has to be used
for object materialisation. It can be some kind of plastics
or some kind of non-metallic or metallic powder. Using
this technology, machine parts or assemblies are made of
this material very similar to sintering method. Some kind
of materials have enough strength, thermo-resistance, etc.
that can be used in real exploitation. Also, this technology
is very suitable for interactive shape development. In
Figure 10, one of 3D printers and printing results are
presented.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Design in mechanical engineering introduces all aspects
of machine systems development. Compared to other
technical systems, these systems are of complex structure
and need multidisciplinary approach for development.
Development of machine systems contains all methods
and approaches in Engineering Design (Conceptual
design, Embodiment design, Design for X, Axiomatic
design, Decision making,...), including Ergonomic rules,
Bionic rules, and especially Aesthetic design. The
systems for interactive visualisation give strong support to
development of machine parts and systems with high
aesthetic attributes.
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and other differences, and means for obtaining better,
innovative design solution, as the way out of the project,
which is nowadays primary objective of any company.
This paper addresses analysis and research of basis for
innovative design solutions in contemporary, global
environment, which are the objective of performing interorganisational projects.

2. PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

DESIGN THROUGH INTERORGANISATIONAL PROJECTS BY
VIRTUAL TEAMS
Biljana MARKOVIĆ

Abstract: Contemporary conditions of foreseeing the
global environment require the execution of complex
projects by including the teams of specialists that are
geographically and culturally dislocated and distributed.
Design, as one of the design elements of new products,
requires maximal use of available competencies of
different participants, and as result of high requirements,
formation of so called virtual teams. They are means for
overcoming many differences, and what is more essential,
a manner of achieving better design solutions if they are
correctly composed.

Modern conditions of the foreseeing, and/or the market
requirements impose to the economy of any country more
complex tasks with respect to speed of mastering new
products, their quality, design, productivity and
flexibility.
The above-mentioned means that new products are
created in severe market competition which should fulfil
customers’ expectations, even their individual wishes,
which as result has striving for “innovative production”,
and/or “innovative management”. The only possible
solution in such actual environment conditions is
application of one of the global development strategies,
integrated product development as human oriented
approach to optimisation of product development process,
where knowledge, as result of the research in science and
technology, “plays” a decisive role with respect to
successfulness and positive outcome of such process.

competition
customer
market
we
P - profile
P specialist
- idea
P - concept

Key words: Inter-organisational projects, design, product
development, virtual teams, culture

1. INTRODUCTION

P - design

generalist

specialist
P - validation

design transfer
into production
interactions

P-

very strong

Inter-organisational projects of the product development,
especially those geographically dislocated and distributed,
become our every day event, with a tendency of the
growth in the future.
Such, complex projects become a new face of challenges
for companies which want to manage them. In projects of
such kind there is no fully clear and broadly usable
method for selecting the participants taking into account
their cultural and traditional differences in competencies,
which can reflect on differences in project results.
Design in such projects requires presence of a design
engineer who is “the one who is developing the project”,
a central designer and the one who is capable to create
(design) product. Requirements of such position are deep
engineering understanding, as well as high competencies
with respect to the process understanding. Designers must
mutually differ by methodological knowledge paired with
social competencies and potential in order to realise ideas,
and must be capable to understand, create (design), apply
and use.
In order to use in optimal manner the mentioned
capabilities and balance cultural differences, they link in
virtual teams, which are means for overcoming spatial,
cultural, geographical, temporal, organisational, structural

strong
exists
sequential control-circuit

P- introduction
P - utilisation
P -specialist
recycling

need of employees

Fig. 1. Integrated product development process
(A. Albers, IPEK, Karlsruhe)
Knowledge and knowledge holders, as the most important
resource of any society, in close and farther environment,
as well as the fluctuation and transfer of the knowledge to
the field of effective usage in concrete, practical
conditions, with emphasis to usage of potential of
available human resources, are driving lever for
development of new products and the basis of integrated
product development. This means that through design, as
one of unavoidable segments in a chain, making a process
of integrated product development, individual and team
characteristics of design engineers of the latest
generations, who must be sufficiently educated, are
shown to the greatest extent, with the objective of
acquiring necessary skills for participation in execution of
inter-organisational projects.
Product development is one of the basic fields in
entrepreneurship and innovative performances determine
reliable company’s success.
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Fig. 2. Differences between traditional and integrated
product development process

3. INTER-ORGANISATIONAL PROJECTS
By itself, the definition of the inter-organisational projects
tells about geographically and organisationally distributed
projects that can be classified depending on organisational
and geographical distance. Organisational distance tells
whether the project execution is entrusted to one
company, or the project involves two or more companies.
Geographical distance can be viewed through three
categories:
 Groups which can work at the same location, (in the
same facility)
 Groups which can be in the same company, but
different towns,
 Groups which can be spread in two or more different
countries.
Complexity of the design organisation increases when the
following axes moves upwards or to the right, i.e. when
organisational or geographical distances increase. The
following figure can facilitate classification of distributed
projects, i.e. help to clarify selection criterion and
differences between projects.

cultural differences to communication needs is widely
spread area, offering wide research possibilities from
different aspects.
The literature in the sphere of communications in the
product development projects states - that communication
can be divided:
 in traditional intra-organisational projects,
 in distributed intra-organisational projects,
 in distributed inter-organisational projects,
Communication in distributed intra-organisational
projects – is defined as communication within one
country, between companies that are in different
locations, but also between those which are
internationally distributed. Such project are often called
global projects, where differences between the globally
distributed inter-organisational projects, which are even
more complex and have their communication needs, must
be taken into consideration. In addition to geographic
dispersion of the team members, which have all projects
both the second and the third kind, the global projects also
show other communication barriers, e.g. cultural and
linguistic differences.
The importance of cultural differences in communications
must be understood by all those who aspire to deal with
projects of new product developments, in any form of
organisation. The scientists in the studies of 1996
(McDonough and Kahn) postulate a theory that the
biggest problem in global projects of new product
development are cultural and social.
McDonough (1999) shows the list of the following
sources of differences resulting from cultural context and
have the effect upon communication:
 approach in resolving problems,
 communication means (in communication with project
leader),
 practice in decision making. .
In order to develop better understanding of the culture and
overcome cultural differences, which reflect to the
process of the organising, developing and executing of
such global projects, it is necessary to define manners of
the measuring the support of such processes, and/or more
detailed analysis of the team work (inter-cultural teams).

4. TEAM WORK

Figure no. 3. Organizational and geographical
differences in distributed projects
Very important aspects, which determine the differences
in the above-mentioned projects, are manners of
communication, coordination and cultural differences
determining such differences.
Since when the communication in locally and globally
distributed projects has been considered, cultural aspects
shall be taken into consideration, particularly in globally
distributed projects. As a matter of fact, the effect of
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Because of size and complexity of many development
projects today, team work is better than the individual
work. According to previous fact, necessity of team work
in process of product development is worldwide accepted.
The results of team work are depending on many factors,
team members’ qualification, good structured product
development process, methods for supporting product
development process. The team work needs take attention
on different work’s styles, problem solving styles, of all
team members.
The design problems, by usage teams, are individual also,
in understanding, generating, evaluating and making
decisions, in same time. But, there exist many important
differences. In the first place, social aspects of team work,
which are growing up in every social activity. In the
second place, every team member has different problem's

understanding, different alternatives for problem solving,
and different knowledge for problem evaluating. The first
and second thing is good and the bad, in same time,
because – it is a place for many solutions and many
confusion, too.
The modern, design problem demands design team – a
relative small number of people, with complementary
skills, which has integrated in common purpose, common
target acquirement and common access, in amount which
they can to take a care for each other.
But, an effective team is much more than that.

Fig. 4. The effects of team characteristics on shared
understanding

4.1. Virtual team, virtual organization
If we want to crossover a previous differences (in fact –
social and culture differences), solution lies in usage next
model – virtual organization or virtual teams. The term
virtual organization has many definitions. Each of them
has minimum of one between next elements:
 Virtual organizations are geographically, and possible
cultural dispersing.
 They are working across space, time and organization
boundaries.
 Coordination and communication are performing by
using information technologies, or electronic network.
 The structure of virtual organization is flat, without
hierarchy and decentralized.
Virtual organization is temporary natural, composed from
group of people which are working to reach common
goals, and they are going away when the aim has been
ganged. Withal, it is very flexible, it can respond very
quickly, when an environment's conditions are changing.
Virtual organization is like an amorphous web link, which
is changing continuously, according to demands.
If we are looking on different studies, we can find
different qualities of virtual organization, but neither of
them is defining all presenting qualities. In fact,
definitions with all elements are looking like an imaginary
picture of future, and are not like a picture of our reality.
Does this kind of organization exist in real world? For
example, (Kraut 1999.), notified that he had a many
difficulties to make a decision what virtual organization
is, with all full field elements? He and his collaborators
suggested that virtual shape needs to be a degree of
organizational development. Virtual organization needs to
be observed like a continuum. In that case, every

organization has some of qualities of virtual organization.
Besides, virtual organization can't forming normally, in
form of perfect virtual organization, than through slowly
development and growing, from two or more traditional
organizations, which are changing and improving, step by
step, their structure, communication and coordination.
Additionally, some of studies are expecting from virtual
organizations to be established between different
companies or organizations, in another hand, to be intraorganizational.
If we are making some comparison between traditional
and virtual organization, according to structure, we can
see improvement in better effectives and efficacy,
flexibility and in speed of adaptation. Cohesion, which is
keeping virtual organization together, based on
communication and personal relationships, on the base of
informal structure. There are not enough empirical
evidences about structure of virtual organization, but
some of studies are talking about that authority’s structure
is flat, while communicably structure is hierarchy, in
some place. Some of authoresses are suggesting that
communicably structure needs to be conforming to task
characteristics: for routine tasks structure needs to be
more hierarchy, while complex tasks enter uncertainty,
and they must be controlled by additional discussion, and
decentralized making decision.
The coordination in this organization is challenge; it
should to help team’s members to formulate their
expectations about the rest team’s member behaviour.
Traditionally, more hierarchy organization has based on
standard way, by direct supervision. In virtual context,
monitoring could be expensive, very difficult and
ineffective, if personal is dispersing and coordination
needs to be between more companies. Katzy (2000)
considers that team member in virtual project should to
know when, what and how some thing will be done, by
another team member. In that case, coordination must be
accommodates with specific conditions for performing
every this kind of projects, specifically. Though
importance of coordination in virtual projects has
recognized, there are not enough knowledge about
examples of successful coordination practice.
While virtual organization means connecting intraorganizational teams, which can be dispersing, there is a
more possibility for performing inter-organizational
projects – by using virtual teams.
Differences between traditional types of teams, where
team members are performing their job through direct
contact, face to face, i.e. they are in the same work's
surroundings and they can be very quickly together. In
virtual team, team’s members are using computer
technology to connect physics separate members, to reach
common main goal. That team type enables to personnel
to cooperate on-line, by communication links, like
networks for big distance, or video-conference, or e-mail
- no meter that personnel is far only one room or whole
continent.
Virtual teams can do every thing which can do another
team also – shearing information, making decisions,
finishing tasks. They can include members from the same
organization or connect members from organization with
personnel from different organizations, (for example –
distributors with partners). They can collect all members
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to solve problems, for few days only, or for few months,
to finish project or they can exist permanently.
The next paragraph is defining free prime factors, which
are basis for explaining differences between virtual and
traditional teams:
 Absence of pare verbal signs (tone of voice, loudness
of voice, vibration) and verbal signs (eye's motion,
face expression, hand's motion and the rest of body
speech). That signs are helping to clarify
communication;
 Limitation of social context;
 Capabilities to cross over time and space limits;
So, in this field exits several definition of verbal teams,
but few elements are common for all of them:
 They are geographically dispersed;
 They are cultural dispersed;
 They hasn't space's boundaries;
 There aren't time's limitations, (if we are looking on
global work);
 There aren't limitations on organization lines;
 Communication and coordination are performing by
information technologies or computer networks;
 The structure is flat: isn't hierarchical, is
decentralized;
 They composed from groups of personnel, which are
working to reach common aim or task, and after that,
they are going away.
 They are very flexible, and they have capability to
react very fast, when the conditions of work
surrounding are changing.
Every company has common imperative today, to develop
themselves and to reach an innovative new product. In
that situation, they should perform inter-organization
projects, usage virtual organizations or by virtual teams,
with definite position and role of construction (design) in
that chain.

5. CONSTRUCTION (DESIGN) AS SOCIOCULTURAL SYSTEM OF THINKING
Teams of people are designing new products today.
Reciprocity between transfers of new knowledge on
individual level is cognitive distributing process. We can
see performances of design (construction) from corner of
owner of social organizations. That organization
composted from single person with cognitive skills. A
tools and methods for design are «culture means», they
are ensuring transmission structure and spreading of
cognitive status. They are a means for encryption of
human’s behaviour characteristics. The question is,
therefore, how to transmit cognitive information, as
means of design, on the field of individual objective
world? This is so-called «socio-cultural» cognitive
phenomena, which is bases for management of
individuals, i.e. human resource management, in process
of product development, in phase of design, and in the
rest phases.
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In the first place, it is necessary to understand three levels
of thinking process. First level is in connection with
cognitive behaviour of individuals, designers. This is
level of analyzing, which had been researched in
literature, and it is very good known as “how do designers
think?”. The next factors have a big influence on the first
level: competences in technical design, methods and
tools, domain of knowledge and ability for create pictures
as issues of information in mental process.
The second level - we can recognize it, when the group of
people are going to meet design conditions. The «hard»
skills of every person are becoming visible in that level.
The third level is level where subject of analyzing is
process of individual thinking, in the context of group
design. Investigators can find very small amount of
research results, only in empirical filed, in this level.
Generally, a relation between these levels of thinking is a
link between technical design tools and mental processes,
because designers can reach their ideas only by usage
technical design tools and equipment. Generally, a
conclusion is – technical tools ant methods are in the
strong and intensive link with a social context (depends
on boundary conditions of social context itself).

5.1. Experimental research, example
In the literature it is very possible to find broad
investigation range, which is describing individual and
distributive process of thinking, the manner for managing
thinking process, influence of social sphere, and how
design activity are growing up in particular situations.
When investigators need to go deeper in the process of
describing, evaluating and analyzing design, they should
to define an aim – looking on design process as a sociocultural system of thinking.
In order to analyze accessible research results, it is
possible to reach an frame of socio-cultural way of
thinking in design process - as an synthesis of three
fundamental constructions: situation model of action,
which is pointing on appearance of human behaviour
activities, (Schumann’s 1987.), distributing cognitive
access, which is promoting demand for observing
humans, facts and usage tools, under influence of social
organizational factor on thinking system (Hutchins’s
1995.), and, in the third place, theory of indirect action,
which is emphasizing reciprocity between actions and
tools, (Wertsch’s).
In order to touch useful research results, which can help
to define socio-cultural system of thinking in design
process, it is necessary to set up a adequate experiments,
such experiments which are considering differences
between unique or cross-culture teams, between teams
which are working in the sane place or singly, separately,
between discrete cultures separately. If we observe
discrete cultures, we should to look on target market of on
society, and his influence on interaction in phase of
previous design. The first problem is in a fact that is very
difficult to accommodate experiment conditions, which
can give answers on all questions. The second problem is
that several aspects can regard specifically on one
research question, and it is impossible to analyse that
question separately.

In situation when it’s necessary to reduce number of
research questions and detail analyzing which increases,
the most important questions and aspects are considering
during a period of experiment set up.
ORGANIZATION

The results of research enabled exceeding defined stage of
innovate in evaluation of team’s members competences,
also innovate access to human resource management in
product
development
process,
through
interorganizational projects, where design (construction) is a
basis’s segment of process.
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←

Organizational culture

set of rules, for example:
• consult outside experts
• focus on the system
• support company’s success

Team subculture

external event 2 →
outside help

shared workspace

←external event 1
dissatisfied market

• consult
outside
experts
Teamwork practice
• focus
agent
agent
agent
on
actions
actions
user
• apply
shared objects
DUTCH
DUTCH design (= new business process)

computer system (= business goal)
satisfy customer

(= business goal)

Fig. 5. Model of cultural influences on teamwork practice
in system design
During the consideration of previous experiment’s result
analysis, the problems which has appeared during
experiment’s performance, a references which are a
product of these experiments, perspectives for suggested
next investigations, I defined my own idea - how to set up
and use next experiment. In order to reach an innovative
idea for human resource management, in product
development process, my idea was to use a joint project
of collaboration between Mechanical faculty in Nis
(Serbia) and Mechanical faculty in Karslruhe (Germany).
That project included 4 teams, 2 from first state and 2
from second state, a combination of inter-culture teems
with
cross-culture cooperation, with common aim –
development of new product for German’s industry
demands. That fact is specific of this project. The manner
for target realisation was unique, a model KaLeP, which
has been used in education process for mechanical
engineers, on Institute for integrated product development
IPEK, Karlsruhe. That model is enabling a work on
concrete project’s tasks, in work’s conditions which are
very similar to real, industry’s requirements. The project
conceived in that way – performing according to in
advance predicted steps, which has presented by plan,
with predicted terms for lectures, workshops,
presentations and milestones (reviews). The plan has
predicted lecture’s performing, by nominated professors,
from their parental faculty, according to their educational
plan and program. Also, the plan has predicted, in
addition, adequate workshops, moulded by assistants and
presentations performed in same time, by usage modern
video-equipment, which enables establishment videoconference and enables participation for all participants in
process, under same conditions. Of course, “same
circumstances” didn’t possible to prepare, or to organize
in complete capacity, because of differences in the frame
of project background.

If we are looking on investigation’s stage in whole World,
and in our surrounding also, which has described in
accessible literature, when the subject are international
joint project of cooperation, including international
projects in design (construction), it is possible to
conclude:
 The team’s limitation and geographically distance
induces communication problems, notable as “poor
communication” or “waiting for answers”.
 The project management on distance includes
“disposition delay” and “underestimation of project
size and project complexity”
 The cultural and language’s differences create definite
form of communication problems, which can be
exceeded by good organization structure and with
correct team member selection.
The result of experiment is an innovative access to human
resource management, which has verified through
practice work. That access is consisting from next steps:
1. Engineer’s
competences
profile
evaluation
(evaluation for all team member),
2. Forming a functional team,
3. Introducing team to really job,
4. Analyzing and evaluation of team work in product
First step is defining through answers on questions from
five different domains, if we are talking about interorganizational projects, only.
 Culture (surroundings – environment)
 Distribution
 Planning
 Communication means
 Coordination
Experiment placement will be formidable challenge in the
future, then nowadays, because of very large number of
influencing factors and because of human behaviour
influence, during an experiment (in product development
process). Evaluation will entail more time than before,
because of fact that several areas can’t be route on one
investigation question. Furthermore, research results
transfer on industrial environment should to be performed
very careful, since some of boundaries conditions i.e.
success stress, are different and special for each
surroundings.
Every future experiment needs to demonstrate power and
problems of inter-cultural teams and inter-cultural work,
like a guide for effective work in that kind of
environment. This includes different areas (questions),
like next one: which tasks are useful for work in these
teams, which tasks aren’t suitable for that work? Today,
we believe that results of these investigations will ensure
better and deeper understanding a useful space for using
inter-cultural distributive teams and clarify requirements
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for communication media. Furthermore, it is very possible
that a result of this experiment will be some way mark for
future work in cross-culture distributive teams and similar
projects.
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designer's
responsibility
are
very
demanding.
Manufacturers perceive designers as providers of
competitive advantage in product value, market share and
lower unit production costs, rather than as professionals
who play an overall integrative design role in the
organization and its strategic objectives. Today, the
general public often perceives designers as mere stylists
to a (rampant) consumer economy.

2. DESIGN AS INTEGRATED ELEMENT OF
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

IMPORTANCE OF CONSUMERS IN
PRODUCT DESIGN PROCESS
Ružica KOVAČ ŽNIDERŠIĆ
Dražen MARIĆ
Abstract: The turbulent development of science and
technology has lead to major changes in all spheres of
man's existence, As such, it has resulted in the necessity of
applying multidisciplinary approach to solving problems
encountered by both individuals and corporations.
The issue of design, i.e. defining and styling products and
services, as well and their construction and general
formation, has, for a long time, been the exclusive task of
technologists and engineers. The changes in the living
and business conditions have increasingly been
introducing the product design issue into the area of
marketing.
The central field of research has shifted to consumers,
who are now better informed, more educated and more
demanding than ever before, as the fate of the designed
product or services is directly dependent on their positive
or negative purchase decisions.
The only way for companies to achieve their goals of
survival and market growth is to design such products
and services which meet the strict preferences and
demands of consumers on the market, which also
contributes to the improved quality of life.
Information on consumer behaviour and their response to
products and services available on the market are the
starting point for the increasingly complex process of
product and service design.
Key words: design, consumers, preferences, needs,
behaviour

1. INTRODUCTION
Contemporary design, as an activity, profession and
materialized outcomes, appears to deal with issues of
pressing importance. New questions are being asked of
design as societies and cultures confront a globalised
political, corporate and environmental agenda,
encompassing global warming, pollution, scarcity of
water and energy resources, poverty, social malaise and
health scares. Current perceptions of design and

Product design is a differentiating element in relation to
competitors’ products, so that it becomes a significant
source of achieving and maintaining a company’s
competitive advantage on the market. Choosing a
combination of functional, structural and aesthetic
features of a product is the essence of product design
projects.
The definitions of design are very numerous and specific.
Amic and Eames view design as a plan of arranging
elements in such a way as to best achieve a certain goal
([1], p. 4), whereas Caplan argues that design is the art of
arranging materials or opportunities into a planned shape
([1], p. 7).
The most commonly quoted definition is that given by the
International Council of Societies of Industrial Design:
Industrial design is a creative activity whose aim is to
determine the formal qualities of objects produced by
industry. Formal qualities are not only the external
features but principally structural and functional
relationships which convert a system to a coherent unity
from the point of view of user. Industrial design extends
to embrace all the aspects of human environment which
are conditioned by industrial production ([2], p. 190)
Design is therefore integrated into almost every aspect of
business, i.e. a company as a whole: The boundary
triangle enveloping the product design comprises: ([3], p.
72)
 the final purpose and use of products;
 materials from which the product was made;
 technology, equipment and processes used in its
production.
All of the above points to the necessity of co-operation
between industry designers with not only engineers but
also marketing experts.
Numerous conditions must be met for the product design
to be assessed as good and high-quality. The most
important among those numerous conditions to be met are
viewed through the following dimensions:
 product utility;
 ergonomic adaptability;
 technical and economic reliability;
 aesthetic sensitivity;
 consistency of image.
Design history is a record of the forms of life and
dominates the history of cultural development (including
technical, economic, aesthetic, social, psychological and
environmental aspects).
It is also clear is that modernist, organic, post – modern,
or any other doctrine with a recognisable semiotics, is
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easily subverted in the service of industry and to the glory
of consumerism and economic.
Design facilitates mass production and rapid turnaround
of new styles, ensuring shorter product (market) life
cycles and encouraging consumption for fashion's sake
rather than real need. Design encourages greater resource
flows and increases the production of factory and post –
consumer waste. In the Industrial Economy flows are
typically raw materials and energy; in the Consumer
Economy energy, finished materials and products are the
dominant flows; and in the Knowledge Economy flows
are dematerialized as electronic information yet they
require large amounts of energy, raw and finished
materials and products to support the rapidly expanding
knowledge infrastructure (satellites, internet and
telephony networks).
Design gives the Industrial, Consumer and Knowledge
economies material form, semiotic content and so
generates socio – cultural relevance. It is therefore not
surprising that the role of design in encouraging more
sustainable production and consumption has received
considerable attention.
Global competition, rapid changes in technology, and
market fragmentation have resulted in a more demanding
role of design process in companies

3. CONSUMERS IN THE DESIGN PROCESS
The marketing concept of business operations involves
the identification and satisfaction of consumer
expectations, needs and desires, in a way that facilitates
the growth in sales, profit and market share over the
longest time period possible. For the marketing concept to
be implemented, it is necessary for the company to
understand consumers, i.e. how and why they behave, and
create accordingly the range of its product and services
that consumers will buy and use. A company’s business
performance depends on the extent to which consumers
are satisfied with the offer.
The successful implementation of marketing implies
continuous marketing research offering high-quality
information on various forms of consumer behaviour in
various situations. This information is the basis for
formulating marketing strategy and, within it, solving the
central issue of new product design.
It is the consumers who, by making decisions to buy
certain products and services, most directly determine a
company’s sales and profit, i.e. its fate on the market.
Daily life yields a large number of business failure, high
death rate of new products on the market, and the
disappearance of a large number of companies from the
market. How well companies know their consumers will
affect their business success or failure.
Product design is the activity of translating consumers’
preferences and desires into a specific product. Consumer
information is necessary if companies what to achieve
their three main strategic tasks ([4], p. 41):
 discovering new attractive market opportunities;
 positioning products on the market;
 enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of
marketing strategies.
14

If we accept Philip Kotler’s definition that product is all
that can be offered to the market to meet a certain desire
or need ([5], p. 430), the consumer is undoubtedly the
personification of the market, and his/her expectations,
preferences and desires are the basic inputs in the new
product design and styling process.
While facing intensive global competition, rapid
technological change, and the changing patterns of
consumer behaviour on world markets, a company is
expected to maintain a competitive advantage. Therefore,
a consumer oriented product design process as well as
shortening the duration of the product design chain is a
necessity.
Customer feedback plays a major role in successful
product development. Customers have many ideas in
mind when considering new products or services in regard
to the PDC. Hence, designers and manufacturers must
listen to their customers' suggestions and keep closer ties
with them. If products fit the customers' expectations,
then this implies a higher likelihood of completing
projects successfully.
Challenges to strategic success in faster new product
development include the uncertainty of increasingly
turbulent business environments and market friction from
potential buyers and stakeholders, such as labour market
demands, the need to be competitive, the demand of
customers for just- in-time products etc. Shortening the
length of time it takes to complete the product design
chain is a necessity in maintaining a competitive
advantage.

1

2

3

4

5

1 – product concept
2 – detail engineering
3 – process engineering
4 – prototype manufacturing
5 – post - launch activities
Fig. 1. Product design chain
The product view has three categories ([6], p. 4):
 new product,
 upgraded products
 customized products
Each category has a different focus.
In new product design, product development should start
by analyzing the customer's needs and planning products
with the required functions, plus the manufacturing action
plan. In upgraded product design, because the
manufacturer already has experience in manufacturing
technology and has a product on hand, product
development can start with repositioning and focus on
improving the factors found necessary to maintain a
competitive edge. In customization, consumers explicitly
define the required functions and specification of the
product. The primary focus is on how to fulfil the
requirements.
There are numerous factors that have impact and define
consumer behaviour, consumer requirements, preferences
and consumption decisions ([4], p. 127):

 geographic factors – climate, soil;
 demographic factors – sex, age, population;
 economic factors – income, business cycles, marginal
saving and consumption rate;

 social factors – culture, reference groups, family,
social status, social role;
 psychological factors – personality, perception.
Integrated impact of all these factors creates specific
consumer behaviour.
Consumers appear increasingly willing to make purchase
decisions based upon their emotions about a product –
how it looks, or sounds, or makes them feel using it. But
the traditional design process based on user experience
goes only so far in creating radical innovations.
Concerning design process in new competitive and
demanding markets the facts are:
 Innovative product design is risky but provides
competitive advantage to companies that understand
how a product speaks to consumers.
 Little theory exists to point the way for companies that
want to create a successful design strategy beyond the
traditional user-driven design process.
 Companies often adopt one of three design strategies:
launch and see, see and launch, wait and see.
 Innovators understand and build off each other's ideas
better than the imitators do.
Innovative product design can be a risky proposition. Yet
as consumer purchases become increasingly driven by
emotions, the competitive advantage gained by how a
product speaks to consumers is clear. That is exactly the
way how Apple Computers Co. began its resurrection in
1998 with the unthinkable design of computers made of
blue, orange and pink plastic, compared to traditional
design of black Macintosh.
Focus groups and market research can help to define a
product. Design-driven innovations instead of user driven
innovations are not only user centred. Instead, it comes
from within the company. The reason is the fact that the
market doesn't always know what it wants. Companies
that do radical innovations do not listen to users. They
eventually value market feedback, but first they propose
things to the users.
In the face of market uncertainty companies can adopt
one of three different strategies:
 Launch and see – the company launches a variety of
products, and then measures market reaction to each,
relying on the selective capability of consumers to
determine which products to focus on.
 See and launch – the company employs some sort of
research process and then launches products based on
its findings.
 Wait and see – the company allows others to
experiment with various products, observes what is
most successful, and reacts accordingly.
Innovators avoid proposing a wide range of product signs
and languages as a way to protect brand identity. They
tend to adopt strategies that allow customers to easily
reconnect specific product signs to their brands.
In contrast, imitators show a greater variety in their
product portfolio. They observe what innovators do and

how the market reacts. But the feedback they receive is
initially so ambiguous, with several languages coexisting,
that they eventually imitate everything.

4. CONCLUSION
Consumer decisions whether to buy product or not,
crucially determine a company's success on the market.
There are numerous factors that have impact on consumer
behaviour as well as on their purchase decisions. Product
design is one of the main elements that consumers
consider in their consumption. On the other hand,
designers have successfully converted financial, natural,
human, and social capital into a new anthropocentric
focus of consumerism. In doing so they have been directly
responsible for a catalogue of adverse environmental and
social impacts and have assisted in encouraging new
consumer habits.
More recently, there has been a significant interest in how
consumer consumption patterns can be changed by
designing products that satisfy consumer requests for
contemporary form, function and emotions, by reviving
ideas of universal design, experimental design, but
moreover, emotion design and consumer-centred design.
Today, industrial design is “fast design” governed by
tridos of technology, politics, and marketing.
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THE MARKETING COMMUNICATION
ASPECT OF PRODUCT DESIGN
Suzana SALAI
Aleksandar GRUBOR

Abstract: Fierce competition as a contemporary
phenomenon has lead to the emergence of design as a tool
for differentiation and positioning of a company's
products and services. On well-developed markets,
pricing and technology are no longer sufficient for
achieving competitive advantage. Differentiated product
design also requires appropriately designed marketing
communications at three levels: in terms of marketing
instruments, marketing communication instruments, and
the uniqueness of promotional message. Designing a
promotional message in based on the following questions:
(1) the design of promotional message, i.e. what to say
(promotional message strategy); (2) the structure of
promotional message, i.e. how to say it (creative
strategy); (3) the form of promotional message, i.e. how
to express it symbolically; and (4) the source of
promotional message, i.e. who should say it.
Key words: consumer, marketing
promotional message, product, design

communication,

1. INTRODUCTION
In the contemporary conditions, producers and service
providers permanently and intensively search for new
design possibilities so as to as achieve differentiation and
set up different and more complete customer relations.
One of the recent marketing phenomena known as holistic
marketing (integration of activities in the research,
creation and delivery of value aimed at building longterm, mutually satisfying relations and joint prosperity
among key stakeholders) is based on the conscious
character of the emotional power of design and
importance of appearance for consumers, and the very
feeling that this product or service generates in
consumers. The brand, conveying the meaning of the
brand, and its positioning through design is of utmost
importance in the contemporary conditions. This is not
only the case with fast-moving consumer goods, but also
with reproduction items. Design is nowadays more

completely and comprehensively integrated in the
marketing management process.
The term ‘design’ is applied frequently but understood
differently. It used to be applied in the context of products
and their appearance. Design, however, has both a
material and a human dimension, and appearance is only
one of the dimensions of design. Shaping and styling of
products from the external aspect of visual appearance
comprises only one of the components of design. Design
is more than product design or industrial design; one can
also design the setting, the urban environment, a building,
communication etc. Attempts at finding an acceptable
definition of design have lead to very different
definitions. One of the broadest ones defines it as the
relationship between an object and its settings, and
synchronising these components with people’s interests
and needs. Design is not exclusively the external shape of
a product, nor is it the definition of colour, appearance or
any visual component of the product; in the broadest
sense, it is the visual, functional and qualitative formation
of the comprehensive living conditions. Individual
elements of design may be combined differently, but one
must bear in mind the basic aim of design, i.e. linking
people’s interests and objects in their environment.
Several different schools of design are mentioned as
reinforcement of this view: the German school of design
emphasises the philosophy of product utility; French
design focuses on elegance and style; the American
school starts from good design manifested in product
marketability; Swedish design combines shape and
function, etc.
Regardless of various and numerous views of design, the
strategic component from the aspect of marketing is that
of marketing instrument, with an accent on human
component (simplification of products whose parts are
integrated into reasonable wholes acceptable by
consumers; providing and emphasising the functions,
utility and symbolic features of the product; and the
application of anthropological and psychological
knowledge).

2. DESIGNING MARKETING INSTRUMENTS
A company manages the demand for its products by
‘relating’ to consumers and attracting potential
consumers. This is accomplished through the combination
and appropriate dosage, i.e. coordination of designed
marketing instruments (within each instrument and among
instruments) known as the 4P’s (Product, Place, Price,
Promotion and 7P’s (Product/service, Place, Price,
Promotion, People, Physical evidence, Processes). The
modern concept of instruments in global marketing
extends the list with two more P’s, i.e. Policy and Public
opinion. A marketer perceives these as a ‘toolkit’ to be
used in marketing plans.1 The marketing mix is perceived
by consumers as 4C’s (Consumer value, consumer Cost,
Convenience to buy and Communication). While a
company perceives itself as selling a product, consumers
perceive themselves as buying value, i.e. solving their
problem, where key interest lies in: the optimum design of
1

P. Kotler, How to Create, Win and Dominate Markets
[Serbian translation: Kako kreirati, ovladati i dominirati
tržištem], Adizes, Novi Sad, 2003, p. 123
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Design used to be a notion associated with the product in
its simplified form. Today, the concept of product itself is
understood differently, so that product design has also
acquired new dimensions. A product is no longer a
tangible, material offer. A product is much more than that.
A product is anything that can be offered on the market to
satisfy the customers’ needs, wants and preferences.

Products offered on the market include physical products,
services, experiences, events, persons, places, real estate,
organisations, ideas and information. A product is
therefore a package of physical, service and symbolic
features which is expected to be useful to the consumer,
but also to provide appropriate satisfaction.
When planning market offer and supply in modern
conditions, attention is paid to the levels of products,
which denotes adding and designing higher value for
consumers at each level.3 The first level comprises the
utility of product or service that the consumer buys when
purchasing a product or service. At the second level,
utility is transformed into the basic product. At the third
level, the marketer offers the expected product, i.e. a
range of attributes and conditions that the consumer
expects when purchasing a product. The extended product
represents the fourth level, when the product surpasses
consumers’ expectations in brand positioning and
competition. In this case, it is about differentiating and
viewing the total system of consumer spending, i.e. the
way they take and use a product or service. This is where
the so-called new competition emerges (T. Levitt), which
does not refer to what companies produce in their plants;
rather than that, competition denotes what they add to
their products in the form of packaging, service,
promotion, consumer advice, financing, delivery, storage
and other elements valued by the consumers. The fifth
level comprises the potential product which relates to the
inclusion of all possible extensions and transformations
that may occur in the future. This is the way of exploring
new methods of achieving consumer satisfaction whereby
a company makes its offer special.
Fierce competition as a contemporary phenomenon has
lead to the emergence of design as a tool for
differentiation and positioning of a company's products
and services. On well-developed markets, pricing and
technology are no longer sufficient for achieving
competitive advantage. It is now the design that
represents the determining factor of a company’s
competitive advantage. In this, design is understood as a
concept encompassing all the characteristics that affect
the appearance and functioning of a product or a service
in compliance with the consumers’ demands.
The parameters of thus conceived design are, in essence,
also the elements of product or service differentiation.
Design is the integrating force of the following segments:
form, features, performance quality, conformance quality,
durability, reliability, repairability and style. Form
includes the product’s size, shape or physical structure.
Features refer to the possibility of offering products with
various features which supplement their basic function.
Performance quality refers to the level at which a
product’s basic features function, and can be low,
average, high or superior. A company is supposed to
design performance levels which are appropriate for the
target market and which match the competitors’
performance levels. Conformance quality is the level of
identity of all units produced and the degree to which they
meet the promised specifications. Durability is the
measure of expected product lifespan. Reliability is the

2

3

total acquisition, utilisation and product storage costs;
maximum possible product availability; and two-way
communication. Therefore, successful marketers think
from the consumers’ point of view through the 4C’s, so as
to build the 4P’s or 7P’s on this basis.
An approach reflected in the coordination of marketing
instruments is the strategic approach of the so-called
Relation Marketing. One of the instruments within it is
the integrated marketing communication (IMC). IMC is
perceived by marketers as a revolutionary concept in
marketing communication as it removes the ‘partition
walls’ within companies, while achieving long-term
mutual relationships on the market, not only with
consumers or potential consumers, but also with other
stakeholders.2 Such an approach attains the goals of
relationship marketing and strategic approach in
marketing communication as a way of building two-way
communication in the form of ‘open dialogue’ between
the marketer and the consumer, based on long-term
understanding of consumers and their shopping patterns.
The integration of marketing instruments is the first level
of integration, the second one being the integration of
instruments within marketing communication, while the
third level refers to the unique message aimed at
consumers. The first-level integration is achieved through
the interaction of well-designed instruments of 7P’s, 6P’s
or 7P’s (the focus being not on the number of P’s, but on
the framework for creating marketing strategy).
The second level encompasses the integration of
marketing communication instruments: advertising, sales
promotion, personal marketing, marketing in public
relations, and direct marketing). Each instrument of
marketing communication is subject to the need for
design. Once the target market has been identified based
on the information gathered through market research, and
once the motives for consumer behaviour are recognised
for each marketing communication instrument (in IMC),
the promotion programme is developed and designed,
known as the 5M’s (Mission, Money, Message, Media,
Measurement).
The Mission defines the objectives of selling and
marketing communication; Money defines how much can
be spent; the promotional Message focuses on what kind
of message is to be created and sent, the Media defines
which transmitters are to be applied in sending the
promotional message, while Measurement includes
communication and sales results.
To achieve the marketing communication design, it is
necessary to view the product design and design
parameters used for creating product differentiation.

3. DESIGNING MARKETING INSTRUMENTS

S. Salai, I. Hegediš, A. Grubor, Marketing komunikacije
[Marketing communications], Ekonomski fakultet u
Subotici, Subotica, 2007, p. 16
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degree of likelihood that the product will not break down
within a given time period. Repairability is the degree of
ease of repairing a product when it breaks down. Style
includes the product’s appearance and the feeling it
generates in customers. Style encompasses product
aesthetics and the feeling it generates in a consumer
towards the product. The advantages of style are
manifested in creating difference which is hard to copy.
For a company, a well-designed product is one that is
easy to produce and distribute. For a consumer, a welldesigned product is one that looks good, is easy to
unpack, install, use, repair and dispose of.
If a physical product is hard to differentiate, the
possibility of achieving competitive advantage lies in
adding value and improving quality. Differentiation of
services is possible through ease of ordering, delivery,
installation, consumer education, customer care,
maintenance and repairs. Ease of ordering implies that
consumers can easily order what they require from a
company. Delivery refers to how well a product or service
is delivered to the customer. Installation refers to
activities aimed making the product usable at a given
location. Customer education implies training provided
by the company’s employees so that the customer can
properly and efficiently use the equipment purchased
from a company. Consumer care includes constant
provision of information, information systems and
advisory services provided by the supplier to the
consumer or customer. Maintenance and repairs refer to
the range of services helping the consumer to maintain the
purchased products in good condition.
Within both the product and marketing communication,
design also includes packaging, labelling and product
warranty. Packaging includes all the activities in
designing and producing the product wrap. Packaging,
therefore, has a dual function. The main, primary one
relates to product protection, and marginal, secondary to
promotional activities, i.e. conveying information to a
buyer. Well-designed packaging acts towards promotional
value. It is included in style creation. The first contact
between a buyer and a product is the contact with the
packaging, which can attract or put off a consumer. To
fulfil the marketing objectives of a brand, and at the same
time meet the customers’ wants, its aesthetic and
functional components must be carefully chosen.
Aesthetic components include the size and shape of
packaging, material colour, text and graphics. From the
aspect of functionality, structural design is essential.
Packaging elements must be coordinated and harmonised.
This means compliance with decisions on the pricing,
promotion and other segments of the marketing
programme.
Labelling is a complex graphic design appearing as a
segment of the packaging or a simple label. These are two
extreme labelling options. The role and significance of
label design stems from the functions of the label: product
or brand identification; product ranking, product
destribution and product promotion.
Warranties reduce the perceived consumer risk and
contribute to their security. This is one of the company's
legal obligations to meet the basic and reasonable
consumer expectations regarding the expected product
performances. Warranty design suggests high quality of
the product and trust in the company. It may also appear
as an element in the product promotion.

4. DESIGNING MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS
Once the target segment and communication target have
been defined, communication design is based on the
following issues: (1) the design of promotional message,
i.e. what to say (promotional message strategy); (2) the
structure of promotional message, i.e. how to say it
(creative strategy); (3) the form of promotional message,
i.e. how to express it symbolically; and (4) the source of
promotional message, i.e. who should say it.
What is said with the promotional message is the content
of information to be emphasised in the application of any
marketing communication instrument. If we remember
that a promotional message is the information that the
communicator wants to convey, that the contest of this
information is coded in a combination of symbols
supported with one or more appeals, the importance of
promotional message strategy design is clear. The
importance of promotional message strategy is present in
both offline and online communication. In the former, the
communicator decides what to say in the promotional
message, while in the latter the consumer chooses what to
hear or see. Designing ‘what to say with the promotional
message’ is in the function of a multitude of ideas and
topics that may secure the positioning of a product or a
company, and contribute to establishing the elements of
difference and similarity. It is believed that the
promotional message makes consumers expect a reward
that may be rational, sensual, the satisfaction of ego or
social satisfaction. These rewards are perceived by
consumers according to their own experience, which may
be experience based on the results of use, experience
based on the use of the product or experience based on
random use. The combination of the expected reward
types (4) and experience types (3) produces 12 types of
promotional messages. In the case of the users of
consumer goods, rational reward and experience based on
the results of use is the most common promotional
message strategy. In the case of industry buyers, the
promotional message strategy is based on product
performances because they know the product, they are
educated to recognise values and responsible for their
choice.
How to say includes creative strategy, i.e. transforming a
message into specific communication. Designing creative
strategy may be twofold: informative or transformative,
where both include several more creative approaches. The
informative creative strategy includes the description of
features or benefits offered by a product or service (e.g. a
promotional message based on problem solving,
promotional message in the form of product
demonstration, promotional message based on product
comparison,
celebrity
endorsement
etc.).
The
transformative creative strategy refers to the description
or benefits or images that are not related to the product
(e.g. what kind of persons use the product, what kind of
experience is gained by using the product etc.), aimed at
generating emotions that will motivate the purchase.
Creative approaches in both strategies (informative and
transformative) are related to the structure of the
promotional message. Promotional message structure
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includes three questions4: (1) whether the communicator
should draw definite conclusions or leave it to consumers
i.e. the recipients; (2) whether the argument contained in
the promotional message is to be aimed only in positive
and/or negative direction, i.e. whether to use unilateral or
bilateral arguments; (3) in which order to present the
strongest arguments.
There is no unified position as to drawing conclusion.
Some research has shown that more than a double number
of consumers changed their behaviour in the direction that
the communicator wanted them to when the conclusion
was drawn in a promotional message, than when they
were left to draw conclusions themselves. Other research
has produced opposite results. It has been concluded that
drawing conclusions is less efficient: in cases when the
communicator is regarded as unreliable, (s)he could be
blamed for attempting to influence the audience; in cases
when the problem was simplified or the audience were
sophisticated, the audience were bored, because what was
being explained was self-sufficient; in cases when the
problem was personal, the communicator was blamed for
drawing conclusions.
Too precise conclusion drawing in promotional messages
may lead to limited acceptance of products or services.
Recommendations in literature point to the need to draw
conclusions precisely for complex and specialised
products, whose usage is individually and clearly defined.
As for designing promotional messages that would only
praise or list disadvantages as well, i.e. deciding whether
to use unilateral or bilateral arguments, once again there is
no unified position. Some research results have shown
that unilateral arguments are more acceptable if the
audience are already predisposed to the communicator’s
position, while bilateral works better when the audience
are opposed, as in the case of the more sophisticated
audience.
The order of presenting arguments, i.e. whether the
strongest points should be presented at the beginning, the
middle or the end of the promotional message, also lacks
a unified definition. It is considered that in the case of
unilateral messages, giving the strongest point at the
beginning draws the audience’s attention and interest.
The source of promotional message (i.e. who is supposed
to say it) is directly related to the perception of message.
Namely, the credibility of the message source is
supported by three credibility factors: (1) expertise,
implying special knowledge possessed by the
communicator to support the claim; (2) reliability, i.e.
perceiving how objective, sincere and ‘honest’ a source
is; and (3) attraction, referring to the attractiveness of a
certain source. Personality traits such as sincerity, sense
of humour and natural stance contribute to the source’s
greater appeal and attraction.
If the consumer has a positive attitude to the source and
message, or a negative attitude to both, there is
congruence. If the consumer has one opinion about the
source, and an opposite opinion about the promotional
message; or if the message is conveyed by a celebrity that
a consumer likes, while the product praised is not liked by
the consumer, there occurs a change of opinion, which
4

S. Salai, I. Hegediš, A. Grubor, Marketing komunikacije
[Marketing communications], Ekonomski fakultet u
Subotici, Subotica, 2007, p. 80
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increases the degree of congruence between the two
assessments. The consumer will rate the celebrity lower,
or the product higher. The congruence principle includes
the possibility for the communicator to use his/her good
image to reduce negative feelings for his/her product, but
may also partially lose the appreciation of the audience.
The global communication programmes of multinational
corporations are faced with decisions whether a product is
appropriate for a certain country, which market segment
to target, which promotional message style to opt for, and
whether the promotional message should be devised
locally or globally. In addition to this, it is necessary to
adapt the promotional message to various cultures.

5. CONCLUSION
One of the essential determinants of competitive
advantage in the modern world is the design of products
and marketing communication. Their interaction provides:
exposing the right consumer to the right promotional
message about the right product in the right place at the
right time; drawing the consumer’s attention to the
desired promotional message about the product and the
product to the promotional message; realistic reflection of
the consumer’s level of understanding the product or
message; appropriate product positioning (in the
consumer’s conscience); motivating the consumer to think
about purchasing the product; achieving consumer
satisfaction and loyalty; creating strong product
associations and a positive and clear product and
corporate image.
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PRODUCT DIFERENTIATION
THROUGH DESIGN
Milan GAŠOVIĆ

Abstract: Product differentiation is any notable difference
in a product or brand in comparison with a competing
product or brand. In fact, product differentiation is what
motivates buyers and/or customers to perceive a product
as different from others. One of the key ways of
differentiating a product is its design. In this, product
design includes all the features of a product affecting its
appearance and functioning in accordance with
customers' demands.
Designers have a complex task as they have to focus on
the form, features, performances, convenience, style,
durability and reliability of a product. Design can also be
regarded as a process of product construction, where the
key importance belongs to the previous definition of the
product itself. Notably, when defining a product concept,
one must bear in mind customers' needs, demands and
preferences, as well as the benefits they expect from a
new product.
Product designers must also take into account the
limitations, both within the company and in their
environment. Some authors argue that design is
increasingly shifted from engineering to marketing. This
means that companies business strategies are
increasingly linked to industrial design strategies.
The measure of effectives of design is the number and
frequency of its modifications. All of the above is
associated with strategic marketing activities on target
market segments.
Key words: product differentiation, perception, customer
demands, construction, decision-making

1. INTRODUCTION
Individual products need to be differentiated. Also, if a
product is to become a brand, it has to be differentiated.
Differentiation refers to any noticeable difference in a
product or brand when compared to competing products
or brands
Product differentiation is often taken literally, in terms of
only physical differences. In reality, product
differentiation is nothing more than something that

motivates consumers to perceive a product or brand as
different from the others.
This ‘something’ may be
 brand
 design
 packaging
 labelling
 high pricing
 promotion
 level or service
 some other property.
There are products that allow very little variation (such as
steel or chicken), and yet a form of differentiation is
possible. On the other hand, there are products that allow
high differentiation levels (e.g. cars or furniture). There is
a multitude of design parameters for these products, such
as form, style, quality (durability, reliability, reparability
etc.)
Marketing specialists keep searching for new
differentiating dimensions.

2. THE NOTION OF DESIGN
Product design may be defined in various ways.
According to Kotler (17, p. 377) design encompasses all
product features affecting the way a product looks and
functions according to consumers' demands.
The International Council of Societies of Industrial
Design has formulated the following definition:
‘Industrial design is a creative activity whose aim is to
determine the formal qualities of objects produced by
industry. These formal qualities include formal features,
but first of all the structural and functional relations
transforming the system into a coherent whole, from the
point of view of both producers and users.’ (Vasiljević,
36, p. 48)
For consumers, a well-designed product is:
 aesthetically appealing;
 easy to unpack, install and use;
 easy to repair.
On the other hand, for a company, a well designed
product is:
 easy to produce;
 easy to distribute.
However, it is necessary to point to some incomplete,
even mistaken concepts of product design
In is a mistake to reduce design to product aesthetics,
which is only one of the more or less significant elements
of this design. Of course, aesthetics is far more important
for consumer products than reproduction goods. In this,
the five basic elements of product design are:
 cost-effectiveness
 functionality
 technological suitability
 ergonomic convenience
 aesthetics
Moreover, product design is infeasible without teamwork
and interdisciplinary co-operation. The team includes
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marketing experts, designers and constructors, technical
experts, psychologists, advertisers etc.
Variations in a product's physical features (functionality
and design) may be one of the most efficient selling
points in market competition. On some markets, customer
preferences are highly sensitive to changes in product
design, i.e. style. This is, for example, the case with
furniture, furnishings, cars, clothes, toys etc.
Translating a new product design, which has undergone
certain product development phases, into a real product, is
one of the main tasks in the product development process.
In essence, this transformation comes down to translating
verbal product features into a product prototype, its
packaging, brand name and supplementary services, such
as warranty and post-sale service. This stage of product
and development is known as research and development.
It includes applied research of specifications, prototypes
or pilot facilities, tools and production plants, production
start-up and initialising marketing activities.
Product design process can be divided into two stages:
 gathering all the relevant information
 actual work on product design
The first stage is referred to as analytic, and the other
creative.
Product design process is a creative, integrated process.
However, practice often offers the so-called line
management of product development and design.
To develop and design a product, it is of key importance
to define a product, on which the definition and
realization of the entire product project depends. When
defining a product concept, one must take into account the
consumer needs and tastes, as well as the benefits they
expect from the new product.
The interdependence between the physical features of a
product and the subjective assessment of product
attributes by the consumers is often very complex.

3. THE MAIN TASKS OF PRODUCT
DESIGNERS
Designers have a complex task when it comes to product
design. They must, first of all, focus on:
 form
 features
 performances
 convenience
 durability
 reliability
Designing the form of a product is, in fact, determining
the product by shape, colour, physiognomy and structure.
Designing various product characteristics is aimed at
contributing to its basic function. Product managers have
the duty to identify and select new characteristics through
consumer analysis and consideration of the relation
between consumer value and costs for the company. They
must also know the number of consumers who demand
the design of new features, the time required for it, as well
as the ease or difficulty of these activities.
Designing performance quality is an increasingly
significant parameter for product differentiation. In most
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cases, products can be classified into four performance
levels:
 low
 average
 high
 superior
Quality performance is the level at which the basic
features of a product function. Product managers must
make suggestions to designers as to how to create
performance levels suitable for the target market and
matching
the
competitors'
performance
level.
Furthermore, the performance level attained must me
consistently maintained. Permanent performance level
improvements can lead a company to higher profits and
higher market share.
Style refers to the appearance of a product and the feeling
towards this appearance from the consumer's perspective.
Style expresses difference which is hard to copy. Still, a
recognisable style does not necessarily imply good
performances of a given product.
Durability is the measure of a product's expected lifespan.
However, the price of durable products must not be too
high. Moreover, such a product should not become
technologically outdated quickly.

4. DESIGN AS A PRODUCT CONSTRUCTION
PROCESS
Design can also be considered as a process of
constructing a product. To develop and design a product,
it is of key importance to define the product itself, which
serves as a basis for the realisation of the entire product
project. Namely, when defining the concept of a product,
one must bear in mind the needs and tastes of potential
consumers, as well as the benefits that they will be
expecting from the new product.
In solving the perceived design aspect, designers and
constructors have the following three tasks:
•
to conceptualise the physical changes that will have
the desired impact on the users' perceptions and their
preferences for the product;
•
to translate the design into a tangible (i.e. physical)
shape or form;
•
to develop cost calculations from the point of view of
the new design's new features.
Having developed the product definition, a precise answer
must be given to the following questions:
- What are the ways to realise the adopted product
concept?
- What are the required resources?
- Can the new product be produced in the conditions of
the company's current internal environment
(equipment, human resources etc.)?
From the point of view of the answer to the questions
above, the definition of a product cannot be narrowed
down too early. The experience from developed countries
that new product specifications are defined in the initial
phase of product design is basically wrong. These
specifications, describing the product in detail, include a
list of components, speed of manufacture, size of the
product etc., are developed at the end of the product
development project.

The designers must count on limitations, both in their
own company and in the environment. The most frequent
limitations within companies include:
 availability of funds;
 compatibility of the new product with the
current production capacities and technologies;
 the company’s overall aims and planned
development;
 the resources and time required;
 R&D cost participation.
The limitations on product design development
coming from the corporate environment are of
technical and legal character:
 product safety
 packaging
 labelling
 registration
 branding

5. PRODUCT DESIGN RELATED
DECISION-MAKING
Product managers must initiate and participate in
extensive decision-making related to product
design. All these decisions can be classified into
three groups, from the point of view of:
 the product’s functional features;
 the product’s structural features;
 the product's aesthetic features.
The product's functional features refer to features related
to unexpected product benefits. Their development
requires certain technical skills; this is the field of R&D
departments.
The product's structural characteristics include size,
shape, form, colour, material, smell, texture etc. There are
numerous options in each product's system of structural
features. The product feature system is often used as a
basis for developing numerous related products in the
same line.
The aesthetic features include the design itself, shape and
colour, in addition to other 'ornamental' features, which
all together contributes to creating a visually appealing
and distinctive product which attracts the attention of
potential customers.

6. INTEGRATED PRODUCT ANALYSIS
Contemporary design implies the interdependence of
functional, structural and aesthetic product features. In
view of this, integrated product design analysis is
especially important. It is supposed to answer questions
related to:
 perceptual sensitivity to various types and advantages
(e.g. a product's aroma);
 how colours, type and intensive aroma affect the
customer's evaluation of a given product's benefits;
 how colours, type and intensive aroma are dependent
on the customers' preference for given products.

Marketing research should provide necessary information
for product design activities. How a product fits into the
consumption system, what the potential buyers' lifestyle is
like and what their living conditions and lifestyles are like
are questions to be answered so that the design activity
can be purposeful. Successful design requires close cooperation of engineers, designers and researchers. The
engineers' role is to answer the question whether the
product suit its purpose, which implies product value
analysis. Designers and market researchers should answer
the question whether product design is good. For
marketing, it is important whether a product's design will
tell the buyers what it is supposed to say about the
product. Experts in marketing, especially in promotion,
must help the designer to make the product tell the
consumers something about itself with its formal quality,
which potential buyers should know when deciding to
buy a product.
There are two important features of product tests based on
integrated design analysis:
 using experimental design;
 identifying optimum product design
Using experimental design enables designers to consider
numerous factors, both qualitative and quantitative, at
different levels. This has a dual advantage: limiting the
number of product prototypes and reducing the
respondents' task.
Identifying optimum product design is very important.
Two approaches are used in relation to this, i.e. simulation
and optimization.
Many studies in integrated analysis include computer
simulation, so as to calculate the new product’s market
share or interpolate the combination of factor levels.
Optimization procedures are used to define the optimum
or near-optimum product design.
The analysis of consumer preferences is based on the
following procedure:
 determining the physical features of a product that are
likely to be important to producers;
 introducing a value scale from minimum to maximum
level for each of the features;
 conducting consumer preference tests for the specific
product;
 analysing all test results for each of the product
features at the same time, so as to calculate the
percentage of consumers who will prefer each level;
 establishing preference levels dependent on the form
of final utilisation or other significant consumer
actions;
 locating the values of each preference of each product
on the market
 calculating the share of preferences of existing product
and evaluating the chances for product substitution
and entry of new products into all neglected market
segments
Consumer-based research must be supplemented with
technological research, which is often the primary source
of new product innovation.
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7. CONCLUSION
The opinion presented is that design is increasingly
shifted from engineering to marketing, and is increasingly
acquiring a strategic role. A process is created which links
corporate strategy with industrial design strategy all the
way to the product line and specific product design. The
measure of design efficiency includes the number of
design modifications and the frequency of design
modifications. This should all be done in close connection
to strategic marketing actions on target market segments.
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more hierarchical cultures, a lack of courage to question
the wisdom of the commissioner can drive engineers to
months of useless work.

2. THE DESIGN PROCESS

UTILISATION OF SELECTED TOOLS OF
ENVIRONMENTAL MANGEMENT
SYSTEM FOR IMPROVEMENT OF
PRODUCT PERFORMANCE
Miroslav BADIDA
Ružena KRÁLIKOVÁ
Jana VARGOVÁ
Abstract: Industrial products are a major source of
today’s
environmental
problems.
Sustainable
development entails that manufacturers of industrial
products take into account the environmental impacts
throughout the entire life cycle of a product, not just
focusing on environmental pollutants during the
manufacturing of the product. This holistic approach is
key to the minimization of resource consumption, as well
as the reduction of environmental pollutants. For
consumers, consumption habits are geared towards
sustainable consumption, where the consumer purchases
environmentally friendly products which use less
resources, generates less waste, and its production
consequences less pollution. In this process must be
involved the companies with their approach.
Key words: product life cycle, sustainable development

Most engineers concern themselves with physical
products in the broadest sense, i.e. every physical system
designed with a certain purpose is a product. A bicycle is
a product, but so is a factory, a water treatment facility, a
bridge and a new area of a city. All these are physical
systems, albeit it on different scales. Designing is the
developing and planning of such a product.
Different disciplines have different design processes,
though they share some common characteristics. The
design process can be characterized by the cycle of
design, [Roozenburg and Eekels, 1998] which describes
certain steps present in each design process (Figure 1).
When designing for sustainable development, designers
should bear it in mind throughout the design process.
The most important decisions concerning sustainable
development take place in the initial phase of the design
process—analysis; the earlier sustainable development
plays a role in the process, the larger its influence. It is
much easier to alter the assignment to improve
sustainability than trying to increase the sustainability of
an already finished detailed design. [Mihok, Liberkova,
2005].
Function
Analysis

Criteria
Synthesis
Preliminary
Simulation
Expected properties

1. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the design process is seen as one link in a
chain of steps. An organisation commissions a new
process or product to help it reach its goals. The engineer
that accepts the task of delivering the design is given a
programme of requirements, which the product should
ultimately adhere to. This list of requirements is also used
subsequently to evaluate the design that the engineer has
produced. Once the design is accepted, the job of the
designing engineer comes to an end.
Once the designer has accepted the programme of
requirements, the next step is to obtain a solution that fits
into all requirements completely (even if the demands
seem to be inconsistent). This lack of critique depends on
the engineer's culture. Western engineers are often
somewhat reluctant to criticise the commissioner but, in

Evaluation
Validity of design

Decision
Acceptable design
Fig. 1. The cycle of designing

3. ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
Environmental aspects, its loading and protection give
production enterprises the possibility of evaluation of
their production methodology, used technology, raw
material and energy management in term of
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environmental influence reduction. However, the quality
of these solutions is depended on project quality for new
building-up or reconstruction of production, there is
needed to add ecological aspects to ordinary methods of
projecting. The ecological ones in determined term ensure
sustainable development of environment. Policy,
economy and ecology have got significant function.
Works, function and possibilities in environmental
creation and protection is possible to outline in points
which represent strategy of mechanical engineering
development in environmental view at present:

 Environmental Technology Assessment
 Pollution and Waste Audits
 Environmental Management Accounting
 Hazard Assessment in Local Communities

 production of environmental suitable products,
 using of environmental acceptable technologies for
their production,

 energy and raw material economy – low-waste, nonwaste and recycling technologies,

 machinery and devices production for environmental
protection and creation (water treatment plants, filters,
separators, traps, eco-technology).

3.1. Assessment Tools
A system can be thought of as a number of interrelated
elements functioning together to achieve a clearly defined
objective. We can therefore say that an environmental
management system (EMS) consists of a number of
interrelated elements that function together to achieve the
objective of effective environmental management, Fig 2.
Sumary beetween the tools for the systematic
environmental evaluation of a product or service system
of environmental management we can take in:

 Environmental Impact Assessment

Fig.2. Functions EMS

 Life Cycle Assessment

Fig. 3. Relations within the production in the open system
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Fig. 4. Closed cycle of sustainable production and consumption

3.2. Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA)
In ISO 14040 Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA) is defined
as the “compilation and evaluation of the inputs,
outputs and potential environmental impacts of a
product system throughout its life cycle”. In other
words LCA is a Life-cycle assessment (LCA) is a
systematic framework for carrying out an assessment
of all of the environmental impacts associated with a
product over its entire life-cycle.

Fig.5 Phases of LCA

3.3 The framework of the life cycle assessment
The life cycle assessment must contain this three
phases:
I. phase – goal and scope definition
definition of the goals and the boundaries and the
content of system which should be assessed. As well as
the measures for comparison.
II. phase – inventory analysis
presents identifications and quantifications of all
primary material and energy inputs and all the outputs.
(wanted – unwanted)
III. phase – impact assessment

it is a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of data
obtained in the inventory phase according to the size
and the range of an impact.
IV. phase - Interpretation of the result and
identification of significant issues.
LCA is a tool that allows the total environmental
impact of a design or a product to be analysed. It can

be used during different phases of the design process. It
can also be used to optimise the environmental
performance of a design.
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is very often term
predominately in environmental management field.
Every product shows environmental “track” in
environment and this way these environmental impact
are evaluated during all its life cycle – from the cradle
to grave. It is complicated to obtain enough data
number from operation. Or obtained data are different
values, units or time and accuracy of obtaining.
Production process is also concerned hundreds of
products and its characters are complicated. In LCA
there are assessed for example harmful substances into
the air and water, amount of solid waste as well, energy
and raw material consumption, human environmental
effects, how are in production. Tools of LCA cover
general matters aswell as localizations independent
from evaluation methods.LCA quantifies the
environmental impact of a certain product-system. The
LCA of an existing product or system can set the
bottom line for a new design. The product system
encompasses all phases of the product life, i.e.
The life cycle assessment techniques used to control
the environmental aspects of products may have
different applications. Private companies may use
LCA-techniques internally for their development of
new products, or optimisation of existing products, to
reduce the environmental impact of the products in
their whole life cycle. (Fig. 4)
Externally, the companies may use the assessments to
document improvements for the consumer or
environmental authorities, or to compare the
environmental qualities of their product with those of
competing products. The information provided by LCA
can also be useful in applying an Eco-label licence.
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Public institutions may use the techniques for assessing
and improving public service systems (public
transportation, waste treatment, etc.). LCA may also be
used in the public control of environmental
performance of production companies. It is important
that the whole life cycle of the product will be taken
into account in these regulation activities, because
different products have very different environmental
effects and they are born in different stages in the life
cycle.
Indeed, as a part of the environmental regulation of
products, it is has been suggested that in the future, the
public tax revenue may be based primarily on
environmental taxation of products, rather than on
taxation of persons' incomes. For this environmental
regulation strategy to become efficient, the
environmental taxation of a product should reflect the
true environmental loading associated with the life
cycle of that product.
The criteria to be fulfilled for a product to be awarded
the official Eco-label of the European Community are
based on a life cycle screening of respective product
types.

[2] ROOZENBURG, N.F.M, - EEKELS, J.:
Productontwerpen, structuuren methoden (Utrecht,
the Neťherlands: Lemma, 1998).
[3] MIHOK, J. - LIBERKOVÁ, L.: Vyhodnocovanie
efektívnosti znižovania miery zaťaženosti životného
prostredia. In: Vedecké listy. roč. 1, č. 2 (2005), s.
47-51. ISSN 1336-815X
[4] RUSKO, M. - KREČMEROVÁ, T., 2005.
Sustainable
development
and
technology.
Mashino&stroene, No 5/2005, Year LIV, Sofia:
Mashinintelekt Ltd., p.63-66, ISSN 0025-455X
[5] FRATILA, D., ROS, O., GYENGE, Cs. LCA as
Evaluation Tool for Environment-Friendly Product
Development. Annals of MTeM for 2007 &
Proceedings of 8th MTeM Conference. Published by
MTeM 2007. Cluj-Napoca, 4rd-5th October 2007,
ISBN 973-9087-83-3, p.151-154."

4. CONCLUSION
The LCA methodology is considered to be one of the
most important and progressive tools of micro- and
macroeconomy for environmental protection these
days. Nowadays undergoes the LCA very intensive
development and is more used in a number of different
fields, mainly in Eco-labelling and company
marketing. It is really very valuable tool that can be
used by the decision-making at company, regional,
state as well the international level.
The achieved experience show that the most applicated
methodology LCA is at the company level as the tool
which helps by decision-making about its internal
issues. It is not only about strategy decision-making but
also about verifying impacts to the working
environment, work safety and on the size and the range
of breakdown risk. The advantage of the LCA
methodology, that shows the size and the range of the
negative environmental impact, is the ability to
discover directly the main sources, if they caused this
negative impact and the size of the portion, which is
involved.
The paper was elaborated in connection with the
projects VEGA No. 1/3231/06: Modeling of the factors
of industrial environment and their optimation in
specific conditions of mechanical engineering
companies, solved at the Department of Environmental
Studies and Process Management, Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering at the Technical University in
Košice.
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The list of software products dedicated for manufacturing
and engineering design support, continually growing up
and today we can talk about practically unlimited
possibilities of choice. For each case of user needs
structure we can select ( without any problems ) adequate
software solutions, beginning with trivial drafting or
NC/CNC/DNC – programming tools to high-end software
solutions purposed for engineering support during the
complete product life cycle.

PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF
MATING AND CONSTRAINTS
DEFINITION IN COMPUTER AIDED
ASSEMBLY DESIGN PROCESSES

If we start from assumption that the general case of
industrial product is complex product ( number of
components in its structure is n ≥ 2 ), we can represent
that product as a structure:

Cvijan KRSMANOVIĆ
Andraš ANDERLA
Klara RAFA
Abstract: In the practice of engineering design, assembly
modeling represents one of most complex and most
difficult tasks in all of its phases: from steps of scene
defining in virtual space and choosing of basic ( fixed )
part, to verification of the model in the process of
simulation analysis. In that context, an engineer designer invests greatest efforts and spends longest time
into mating process and definition of correspondent
constraints. It will a reality even if he has available,
contemporary and most powerful software tools for
modeling support. In this paper are shown some results of
researches in product modeling area and there is given
one systematization of basic principles and methods of
solving that kind of designer tasks. Also, authors in the
paper point to some very useful options of choice which
usually are not explicit given in application interfaces or
there is not valid explanation for them...
Key words: CAD, Assembly
Contraints, Simulation

Modeling,

In that way context, dominant place occupy software
solutions from category of Computer Aided Design tools
aimed for support in ‘birth of a product’ ( development,
design and/or product modeling ) and all of theoretical
explanations and experiments in this paper are oriented to
main goal: to offer for an engineer a procedural and each
different help important for accomplishing of full success
in his working processes.

Mating,

1. INTRODUCTION
Contemporary engineering practice and engineering
design activity as one its part, today are completely
unthinkable without serious and systematic using of
information technology means and tools. That means and
tools provide high level of efficiency end effectiveness of
industrial manufacturing. Industrial systems which are
based on using those means and tools, more and more
characterize their concurrent and competitive readiness on
the market. Software tools implementations and using in
working processes (in manufacturing and for
manufacturing) today is simple imperative. Engineers and
other practitioners who are lead manufacturing processes
in industrial systems, are accepting that imperative and
intensive use information technology means.

Si = S ( D, R )

(1)

where D represents a set of all its components, but R
represents a rule ( or set of rules ) applied in building
process of structure over the set D which aspire to be a
system [2] - industrial product. A logical way in designing
of final model of that system is application of bottom – up
principle. Basic procedure for application of that principle
we can represent on next way:

 to assign ( to develop ) models for each component
from set D,

 to develop models for all recognizable and
technologically acceptable assemblies ( distributed on
need and enough number of levels in the structure ),
and
 to integrate all models of assemblies into unique
model of the system ( industrial product ) with respect
of modular principles of design and building of
artificial systems.
In the second and the third step of given procedure we,
practically, define rules from set R in the primary model
of system represented by (1). That rules, all together,
represent sets of basic binary and derived multilateral
relations between components in the system, associated to
a number of constraints which exist or to be defined as a
condition of its accomplishment. Position in the structural
hierarchy of the system (industrial product) which is
immanent for system components ( which we will connect
using by binary relations and with ultimate respect of
correspondent constraints) have not importance for the
modeling process flow (for process flow is absolutely
unessential which level of complexity have product
components – are they elements, subassemblies or very
complex assemblies).
According to fact that final results of modeling processes
are geometric models of product components (with higher
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level of complexity), it is logical that mentioned rules and
constraints dominant of geometric type and character. In
the next chapters of this paper, on experimental bases, we
will show how we define that rules. After of that, using by
deduction method, to be derived a number of recommendations for successful participation in assembly modeling
process and for providing of hypotheses for its using.
It is especially important to emphasize the fact that the
product model (or model of any component from product
structure) very effective can to be used as a base for
functional verification of product (a substitute for product
prototype). All of that additionally emphasize the
importance of correct defining of rules and constraints in
assembly modeling and show to need that the set of rules
and constraints R must to be minimal and enough.

2. PROCEDURES AND METHODS OF
ASSEMBLY MODELING
2.1. Overview
Majority of contemporary software solutions from class
of CAD ( Computer Aided Design ) are founded just on
procedure for modular design in model building process.
In their structure, always and clearly are separated
software segments dedicated for elements ( parts)
modeling and design, and software segments aimed for
engineers’ support in processes of modeling and design of
different assemblies.
The greatest number of engineers very quickly and
successfully take over knowledge and skills need for
using of software tools purposed for part modeling, but in
processes of assembly modeling they often have
problems. Those problems are arising because there are
not explicit working procedures and because there are not
enough individual knowledge and skills need for
successfully assembly design.
This kind circumstances generate a need of definition of
assembly modeling procedure aimed for modeling all of
product components with essential attributes of higher
level of complexity. One of possible contents of that kind
procedures, in the complete general case, could be defined
on this way:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

scene selection and definition,
definition of basic ( fixed ) product component,
positioning of all other components on the scene,
component mating,
determining of constraints,
analysis of possible collisions,
simulation analysis, and
redesign and constraints revision.

For evaluation and verification of this procedure, the most
quick and the most reliable results we can take if we make
a correct experiment on assembly design problem area. In
experimental work there is planned and selected two
application software solutions: CATIA V5 and
SolidWorks.
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2.2. Specific capabilities of the CATIA
application environment
Application environment for assembly modeling and
working with assembly models (Assembly Workbench)
offers a number of high-performance and very flexible
software tools, which enable definition of components set
and determining of their relationships in the assembly
frame. On the same way as we combine models of
elements with goal of assembly model definition,
assembly models can be placed into combination aimed to
definition of final product model or model any assemblies
with higher level of complexity. Toolbox set for assembly
modeling enables mounting of all component models and
at each level in the structure of final product model.
In the sketching framework, models of individual
components can to be modified, analized, and we can
change their orientation depend of constraints sets
defined over them. For realisation of their preliminary
mounting, it is possible to place them into assembly
without using of constraints. In correspondent application
environment (modeling space) models of components can
’’jump’’ to goal positions, we can ’’pull’’ them or
’’keep’’ them with using different tools for their
translations and/or rotations.
The greatest part of industrial products and correspondent
geometric models consists of more different components
(elements, subassemblies, assemblies, ...). CATIA V5
offers tools which enable construction, navigation and
organization of parts and assemblies with goal of final
product model accomplishment. That kind environment
enebles to engineer (designer): movements from one tu
other component model, changes in model set contents,
changes of each component model and creating of
dimenzional, geometric and/or associative constraints.
User (designer) environment supplied with tool-bar sets
for operating with assemblies is very similar to
application environment for operating with parts
excluding of configuration tree. On the same way how
part models content geometric elements and assembly
models content part models. Configuration tree envelopes
all geometric elements and all part models which are
components in actual assembly model.
After successful design of new assembly model, CATIA
V5 would be create a new document wth correspondent
structure defined by configurational tree ( a document of
CATProduct type ). CATProduct file always contents
list of elements, complex components, positions in the
modeling space, constraints and relationships which, all
together, define assembly structure.

2.3. Environmental characteristics of the
SolidWorks solution
One of very important 3D product design advantages is a
possibility of product mounting and analysis on its virtual
prototype. SolidWorks software solution too enables
design and using of geometric model. Using by that
model we can to see and investigate a product before than

prototype was made. On this way, all designer mistakes
can to be identified and removed very quick – before than
we invest resources in its production.
During of assembly modeling it is very important to know
that in the modeling process always exist two concepts.
The first of them is assembly structure. If the structure
not contents subassemblies, then it is simple and it is not
flexible. In the same time, that structure requires more
resources for its design and manipulation.
The second fundamental concept, very often need in the
processes of assembly modeling, is component mating
(mate ). Its existence and using practically enable
operating part of the assembly modeling process in
SolidWorks application environment and creating of
virtual prototype of product.

3. ELEMENTS MATING AND CONSTRAINTS
DEFINITION
3.1. In the CATIA environment
Assembling of part models in the program solution
CATIA V5 is founded on the same principles which are
usable in physical assembling of parts in prototyping
workshop. Final assembly divides on the subassemblies
and all of they could be divided on individual
components. Basic approach of mounting parts into
assembly in application environment envelopes the same
sequence of events which exist in work processes with
real parts. It is important because we must to be sure that
the model and procedures of its composition emulate
product nature and its assembly processes. CATIA V5
offers just that way functionalities.

 Offset. We are using that kind of constraint when we
wish to place two recognized surfaces to be parallel
and at defined distance. Orientation of surfaces which
are mated is defined with correspondent normal
vectors and can to be aligned or anti-aligned type.

 Angle. This constraint the most often are in use when
we must to define relatonships between two
geometric primitives placed into modeling space
under some angle. Angle options can to be very
different, dependent of primitives type.

 Fix Component. Using by that constraint it is
possible to fix any component in modeling space.
Fixed component on that way stays an anchor for
assembly model and any its movement is not possible.

3.2. In the SolidWorks environment
Mate is an universal concept for defining of relationships
between two parts or two complex components. Mates
enable that component models have behavior and
reactions similar or the same as in real assembly. For
example, if we wish to open the door for some angle with
domain of values (0 – 90) [ º ], we can to make that kind
mate which enables the same behavior into SolidWorks
development environment .

CATIA V5 application environment envelopes a number
of software tools for user support in the work with
assemblies. Their aims are fixing, positioning and
limitation components in the assembly. Components can
be positioned and enveloped with constraints but it is not
ultimate. All of limitations in an assembly will be saved
in the section Constraints of the configuration tree.
Toolbox Constraints contents options for creating and
definition of constraints on the each level of an assembly.
Constraints for relationships between components can to
be:

 Coincident. This constraint we use always when exist
demand for coincidence of any linear primitives on
models of two mated components. It is possible to
create many different types of coincident constraint,
dependent of the type of selected geometric primitives
(center lines, for example).

 Contact. It is a constraint for defining of leaning
component onto component or coincidence of two
surfaces. Sometimes, this constraint means that two
planar surfaces stay complanar. Orientation of
surfaces which are mated is defined with
correspondent normal vectors.

Fig. 1.
Basic (standard) mates in the SolidWorks
application environment
Mate definitions help us in limitation of motion freedom
for each component in the scene selected for assembly
modeling. For total limitation of motion any component,
we must define a number of constraints which are enough
for remove all of six degrees of component motion
freedom.
Selected geometric elements (vertexes, edges, surfaces,
...) determine types of mates which are need. Basic mates
in SolidWorks development environment are next:
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Coincident:

Generates constraints using by edges,
general surfaces, and/or planes which
are coincident;
Parallel:
Defines a parallelism between selected
objects ( geometric primitives );
Perpendicular: Between objects who are connected
exist relationship characterized with 90º
angle;
Tangent:
Places connected objects using by
tangent relationship ( one of objects
must to be cylinder, cone or spherical );
Concentric:
Defines constraint who describes
objects with the same center;
Distance:
Two connected objects are placed at
defined general distance;
Angle:
Between objects who are connected
exist relationship characterized with
some angle;

In the SolidWorks application environment, it is possible
to define advanced mates for description of more complex
relationships between components and principles of
mating their models:

form of nearest primitive suitable for mating. SmartMate
creates couples of components using by motion freedom
levels which is not previously removed.
SmartMates can to be creted on 2 ways:
1. During of component motion, an option select must to
be permanent choice (for example, button <Alt> is
continually pressed). Selected component model
automatically stays transparent and it is starting a
automatically process of estimating of other objects
and their suitability for mating. If we recognize a
couple of coincident geometric primitives on selected
and nearest component, mating process is finished.
2. A designer selects an option move component from
assembly toolbar. After that he selects an option
smart-mate, and then he realizes simple selection of
connecting surface on any component who will
connected. Finally, a designer is moving a component
else he find other component with correspondent
connecting surface and automatically defines need
constraints.
During of mate process using by SmartMate option, it is
possible to select any adjustment option over the
relationships between mating components. That
relationship can to be Align or Anti-Align (a choice we
can realize with simple press to button <Tab> on our
keyboard). Any choice of adjustment option would not
terminate process which we started using by command
Mate.

4. CONSTRAINTS ANALYSIS AND
IDENTIFICATION OF MISTAKES IN
ASSEMBLY MODELING
4.1. How many components in the chain
In the process of assembly modeling, number of
components in assembly (structural chain) is arbitrary and
depends of assembly (product) function only. Processes of
component mating and constraints definition, however,
we always realize for a couple (two components from any
level in structural chain). This fact practically means that
all relationships from set R we must define as binary !

4.2. How many constraints per one component
Fig. 2. Advenced mates in the SolidWorks
application environment
Mate alignment is an option of choice which we can
define after definition a basic or advanced mate. It has
two of able values: aligned and anti-aligned.
Aligned value represents a case when normal vectors
oriented in the same direction. Anti-aligned value
represents a case when normal vectors oriented in the
opposite directions.
SmartMates we usually define using by ’pull’
mechanism, where a component translates through
modeling space. On the base parameters of selected
geometric element, constraints to be created
automatically. The cursor form stays floating and takes
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For any component couple we must define correspondent
constraints. Any component loose some of motion
freedom levels. A number of that kind constraints could
not define, but it is very important to know that a number
of constraints per one component must not to be greater
than ‘minimal and need’. Each needless constraint can to
be a problem in testing of assembly (product) function
and during its simulation analysis. Simulation analysis,
logically, always comes at the end of assembly modeling
or product modeling process.

4.3. How to isolate needless constraints
A configuration tree contents directory named Constraints
in which are recorded and presented all limitations
(constraints) defined for floating assembly.

generate mistakes. Each assembly can to have more
configurations [9] and it is possible that any
component is not in use although we define it as a
reference. It has influence to assembly modeling an
other components in assembly too.
 For the most important constraints we must define
names. That names enable easier constraint
identification and its modification.
 Using of constraints representation is always
recommended. On this way it is enable easier
accessories to configuration tree and its modifying.

4.5. How to avoid designer mistakes

Fig. 3. Review of mates and procedure of
needless constarints isolation
In presentations of the configuration tree we always can
find names of two components in the couple and type of
limitation declared during of mating process. When in the
configuration tree exists too much defined constraints for
a couple (phenomenon of needless constraints), CATIA
software solution sends correspondent message to user.
All needless definitions are signed and represented too.

Different and numerous designer mistakes how we make
and can to make in assembly modeling process, can to be
avoid if we correctly define assembly and its components,
if our preventive activities are continuous and if exist
permanent care about realizing of mandatory operations.
Some examples of that are the next:

 One component from set defined for an assembly
must to be fixed;

 All other components from an assembly have



4.4. How to supply clear definition of constraints
It is not necessary to move each component at desired
place and (after that) to create constraints. Establishing of
constraints generates automatically positioning of
components and creating of relationships between them.
Between geometric elements we establish relationships of
different types: coincidence, offset, contact by surfaces,
angle between geometric elements, etc. Usually it is
enough to define 2 – 3 constraints for completely
determined position of component. As the first, we must
to define constraint which corresponding to one
component only. That component will be selected as an
’anchor’ of assembly or final product. The same
component will take another constraint which fix that
component in modeling space, while other components
will be limited by their relations with it. Important rules in
that kind processes are:

 We define all constraints on the same way as in real
assembling process. That kind approach enables
easier motion studying and simplify redesign of
assemblies.
 During the modeling process it is not enough simple
select a reference – it is very important to understand
what we wish to do with that reference.
 All references in modeling process must to be simple.
For example: if we can to define position and
orientation of component with one of three basic
planes, it is the first and simple reference. Using of
surfaces on the component model in reference role can




constraints defined on the base relations with fixed
component;
After each modification ( definition of a new
constraint ) updates of configuration tree are ultimate;
If the floating component is complex assembly or
final product, it is very useful previously to define
possible subassemblies and correspondent constraints
– then the final assembling process can finish with
couple constraints only;
For constraints validation and verification always
need to use Zoom option;
When the assembly modeling process is finished, it is
good to check all possible collisions into one or more
iterations of simulation analysis.

5. SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
THEIR IMPORTANCE
For the experimental research of principles, methods and
procedures of assembly modeling processes in selected
application environments, in this article is exploited the
example of assembly of movable bearing in a car
coupling set. Basic components of that assembly ( in
structural and geometric aspects ) are very similar with
correspondent Renaults’ solution licensed at the start of
90th of last century which is implemented in car model
Renault 18. Especially accent in experiment is at possible
mistakes and specific attributes of assembly. That
assembly is shown at Fig. 4.
Before then start to define the assembly model, the
designer must to recognize goal function and must to
know basic assumptions for its realization. That basic
facts are:
 assembly function principles, and
 place and role of each component into assembly as a
base for determining of their relationships.
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Fig. 4. Assembly of the movable bearing
in a car coupling set
In the next step it is need to make decomposition of
assembly and to define more subassemblies.

Fig. 7. Subassembly of the bearing cage and
leading component

Fig. 8. A bearing subassembly

Fig. 5. Subassembly of
rotational movement
After of that we create (or reference) geometric models
for each subassembly. All subassembly models must to be
shown in the modeling space (selected scene) and take
some new and relevant attributes (fixed component or free
component).
On Fig. 5. to 8. are given illustrations of one of possible
approach to assembly decomposition for defined function
and correspondent structure.

Fig. 6. Eccentric connector subassembly
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In the process of final assembly modeling, we preliminary
select basic component (anchor) and assign to it the
attribute fixed component. Basic component in assembly
(subassembly) is fixed and it will be fixed in all of
referencing processes in assembly modeling. It is very
important step because there is possibility of next
mistake: assigned status ’fixed component’ is permanent
and it is not to be changed if fixed component will
referenced in complex assembly with other fixed
component else the attribute ’fix’ is not removed. If we
forget that, in processes of animation and/or simulation it
is possible that we take completely invalid vision about
function of product.
At the same way we can to build in more needless
constraints and we can to loose correct vision about its
real reasons. Because of that a designer must to be very
careful and systematic during of referencing
subassemblies in assembly design process. For example,
in assembly of movable bearing modeling (Fig. 6), one
component named as eccentric connector was been fixed
and it was need made free because it ( definitive ) is not
fixed in integrated assembly.
Using of basic constraints of types coincident, concentric
and distance we are taking the final assembly model

which, initially, is not fully functional although it is
looking complete correct. There is one very interesting
problem: how release the major motion of assembly if
flows on next way: drive shaft rotates and, together with
it, going on rotation of double lever with two legs
(fingers). Fingers of double lever are driving (pushing)
driving plate which slides during cylindrical guide
element. There we have a transformation of rotational
movement to linear translation.

Fig. 9. The first final result of the experiment
However, it is not unique and existing relationship
between double lever and driving plate components.
Besides to mentioned one, there exists connection
between two components through eccentric connector.
In the goal of taking complete realistic emulation of all
assembly motions, the contact between double lever and
driving plate is defined through tangent constraints. The
second relationship realized through eccentric connector,
in the first time was defined and represented with
constraint concentric for correspondent cylindrical
surfaces. That kind approach IS NOT gave correct result –
assembly was not correct moved.
A correct solution of this problem was taken when the
second relationship in mentioned couple of components
was defined at complete different way. Instead concentric
constraint, in the second approach, we was used constraint
coincident for axes of mated cylindrical surfaces. On this
way we was taken correct and realistic vision of assembly
motions. All of that is complete tested during simulation
analysis of assembly kinematics.

6. CONCLUSION
Assembly modeling process based on procedure of 8 steps
(see in chapter 2.1 in this paper) was released in two
simultaneous experiments and in two different application
environments. Proposal procedure of assembly modeling
is not shown significant weaknesses and most important
conclusion of this article is that this procedure can to be
recommended as an universal method for solving
problems in assembly modeling area.
Component mating and constraints definition in assembly
modeling process are two activities which can to flow

separated ( as two different processes ) and integrated ( in
the form of unique process ). Total independent of the
mentioned way of realizing, experimental researches and
their results are shown that in this context exist great
number of possibilities for mistake making and that
mistakes can to block all forms of engineers’ usage of
assembly model ( animation, simulation analysis ).
On the base of experience released in this experimental
research, it was identified a number of useful rules and
recommendations for engineers engaged in assembly
design processes. From that list there will given only
some ones.
When we mating components in an assembly,
correspondent constraints can but must not to be explicit
defined if we want to finish assembly modeling. A
designer always can to access to full palette of constraints
( at assembly level ) which helps in realizing of designers’
ideas. Possibilities for analysis in that context envelope
collision analysis and software tools aimed for constraint
analysis and constraints definition.
Special attention designers must to dedicate to design
very complex assemblies ( with extreme great
configuration trees ). Before of defining final model that
kind assembly, it is very important to have previously and
clear definitions of all subassemblies. During of modeling
process, for each subassembly we use mating rules and
define constraints on the same way as in case of elements
or simple parts. If we correct apply modular principle in
design process then the process will be easier and its
results will be better.
For enabling of ’launching’ possibilities in modeling of
complex assemblies ( animation and simulations ) often
exist need of detailed structural analysis on that
assemblies and/or need of revision and redefining of
previously established constraints.
Serious problems arising during a process of definition
kinematical relationships between components of
assembly. This problems stays more complex when
kinematical connects must to enable complex motions
(for example: cylindrical surface at a finger of double
lever and plane at driving plate on Fig. 9 are tangent,
but their kinematical task is enabling of simultaneous
rolling and sliding motion ).
Very often, there does exist a situation in which available
CAD solution with its tools is not enables defining some
of very complex relationships between components of an
assembly. In that kind cases is recommended definition of
auxiliary referent elements ( points, lines, planes, ... ).
That elements we must define individually at each of a
couple components using by Part Designer or any similar
software tool purposed for part modeling support.
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must ensure an adequate system of
communication between man and machine, and in the
same time facilitating the connections between more
systems;
 In general re-qualifying the staff according to the new
technologies, professional training in accordance with
the latest news in the field must constitute a very clear
and rigorous staff strategy.
The criteria for adapting the equipments and furniture to
man’s size during his activities are:

ERGONOMICS ELEMENTS APPLIED IN
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Liliana TOCARIU
Abstract: The ergonomics – through all its branches – it
especially deals with design problem of the tools and
equipment , because particularly in this domain work is
met with the capital goods and therefore the capital goods
must correspond to man’s qualities and possibilities. The
ergonomics has the purpose for the valuation as complete
as it can be of the creator potential of man , in the
circumstances of low consumption of vital energy , in the
limits of a lesser overworking . The rules of the
ergonomics are used in the different design aspects

a. The body’s position should allow for the operation of
the muscle system and reception organs (eyes, ears,
hands etc.) without making it tired;
b. The swiftness and frequency of movements should not
exceed the natural possibilities that it disposes;
c. Shape, position, the place of command units (handles,
levers, buttons, keys etc.) are chosen according to the
succession and frequency of usage;
d. For the easy perception of some indications and
information destined for man’s mental analysis, we
use striking accessories such as indicating needles,
dials, letters, graphic signs, etc. in stimulating shapes
and colours.
In Fig. 1 one can observe the shape of the arm holders,
conceived in the idea of increasing productivity by
reducing physical effort.

Key words: ergonomics, anthropometric data, economic
efficiency, shape, perception

1. INTRODUCTORY ELEMENTS
Ergonomics is a relatively new science, which has
appeared after the Second World War, with the objective
of conceiving and transforming equipment, furniture,
goods and in general all industrial products according to
the functional limits of the human body and the
satisfaction of the human psychological needs during
work, travel, relaxation and rest.
When establishing the size of the equipments, machines,
and furniture, we also take into account the relations
established between more spaces destined for work or
rest, the flows of circulation that must exist between
them.
The increase in profit and economic efficiency imposes
the operation of the man-machine system according to the
following criteria:
 Adapting the machines’ constructive and functioning
elements to man’s anatomical-psycho-physiological
specific features. Thus all ergonomics studies have
MAN as the central objective, being subordinate to it;
 The environment factors, such as lighting, noise,
temperature, environment colors, inter human
relations etc., influence the efficiency of the manmachine system. When establishing them we take into
consideration man’s capacity to adapt, which,
although is developed has limited possibilities;

Fig. 1. Different shapes of the arms holders
The images in figures 2 and 3 present types of
hydropneumatic machines, created according to the most
modern and newest ergonomical requirements, equiped
with action buttons and handles perfectly adapted to
man’s anatomical-psycho-physiological specific features.
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2. VIEWS REGARDING THE AESTETICS OF
INSTALLATIONS` ACTION AND
COMMAND UNITS

Fig.2. a

Fig. 3. The normal positioning areas of the tools and
commands according to Hidos and Isac

Fig.2. b
Fig. 2. (a and b) Types of modern hydropneumatic
machines
The design of the action and command units is included in
the sphere of ergonomics, most of the times the shape of
these elements also affecting the micro-structural
elements of the equipment, estimating the accuracy of the
shape being made subjectively.
The analysis of the shape is a complex study that must
take into account the functional role of the command
element, its position with regards to the planes of
reference of the operator’s body, to the height from the
ground, direction of action, the necessary level of effort,
the body’s anatomical physiological specific features and
man’s limbs.
Because the position of the hand-arm system is
continuously changed, we take into consideration the
anatomical factor of the effort’s ability to develop.
Positioning the action units is done according to the
body’s position, taking into consideration the direction
and the length of the movement that must be performed.
In figure 3, one can observe the normal positioning areas
of the tools and commands according to HIDOS and
ISAC. The visual field is between 15 o above the eye line
and 45 o under its level. In figure 4 we see the display of
the buttons at a comfortable distance of grip (according to
CONOVER). The distance of 112 cm allows the operator
to easily extend the arms.
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Fig. 4. The display of the buttons – according to Conover
The machines and installations are run by the workers
through commands that are transmitted with the help of
the command units operated by hand or by foot.

3. THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE
COMMAND UNITS
The command units can be manual or foot command
units.

Fig. 5( a , b ). Digital buttons ; a1- operation with the
middle finger; a2. operation with the thumb

The manually operated command units are the push
buttons, rotative buttons, levers, cranks and wheels.
In most situations the push button switches are operated
by the finger, which coined the phrase digital buttons (see
fig 5 a and b). When you need more force, you use the
hand or the thumb.
Ergonomics makes sure these buttons have a cylindrical
shape, with the diameter of 12-15 mm when it is operated
by the finger or 30-40 mm when it is pushed by thumb or
by hand, as is the case of buttons from the pressing
machines, guillotines etc. The stroke for the digital ones is
3-6 mm up to 10 mm; it is recommended that the push
surface should be concave and rough (with an increased
roughness) in order to prevent the finger from slipping
off.
They are usually coloured, each colour representing a
category of command. Thus, the red colour was adopted
for the off buttons. In case there are more buttons, we
recommend that they be arranged horizontally and not
vertically, thus avoiding command errors. The distance
between them must be between 15-50 mm.
Round shaped buttons were found to be less precise,
many slippages occurring. The square ones are more
secure. The recommended sizes are: 19 mm, the space
between buttons of 1, 6 mm, the stroke 9, 5 mm (see fig.
6).
There are more variants of the push button switches: tip
up switches, key-handle switches, tip up keys, sliding
switches.
The tip up switches are equipped with levers that ensure
contacts in the open and closed positions. The
constructive elements of the tip up switch are: the length
of the lever must be between 12-50 mm, the width
between 3-25 mm, the stroke must be done on an arc of
min. 40o (see fig. 7 and 8).

The key-lever switches are also tip up, but they have the
disadvantage of being operated by simply touching them
by mistake (see fig. 9).
The tip up keys swivel on an axle between two extreme
positions, « closed » and « open » as can be seen in figure
10.

Fig. 8. Kind of up switches

Fig. 9. The key-lever switches

Fig.6. Shaped buttons – recommended sizes

Fig. 10. The up keys swivel

Fig.7.Up switches – recommended sizes

The sliding switches are equipped with a striated and
indented prominence that must be pushed, usually with
the thumb; they operate in two alternating positions (see
fig. 11 a, b).
The return buttons are equipped with an arc that
immediately stops the operation by not exerting applied
force (see fig. 12).
The rotation buttons are generally used to regulate the
operation of machines and installations. They can be
round, cylindrical or conical, with a graduated plate or
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with an indicator, concentric or overlapping rotative
buttons, buttons operated by thumb (see fig. 13 a, b, c, d).

The levers allow for continuous and rapid adjustments;
they come in a large range of sizes. The handles’ range
can be of 12-500 mm (see fig. 16).

Fig. 11. The sliding switches
Fig. 14. Levers

Fig. 12. The return buttons
a)
b)
a) Pull type buttons (according to Canover)
b) T shaped command handle (according to Canover)
Fig. 15. Variants of the levers
a)

b)

a)

b)

a) Crank (according to Hidos and Isac)
b) Crank handles (according to Schmidtke)
c)

d)

Fig. 16. Levers for rapid adjustment

a) Buttons with indented style (according to Canover)
b) The sizes of the buttons in mm (according to Zincenko,
Munipov and Smalijan)
c) Rotative button with graduated plate (according to
Canover)
d) Ideal sizes for the overlapping concentric buttons
(according to Canover)
Fig. 13.( a, b, c ,d ) The return buttons
The levers are elements of commands used in designing
some machines and installations that have the advantage
of changing the position of an internal reference point and
a reduced effort due to their length. In the case of some
commands that demand precision, small levers are used,
which are operated by the fingers (see fig. 14).
The pull and push type command buttons are variants of
the levers (see fig. 15 a, b) (type of command initiated by
pulling a lever according to Chapanis and Kindkade). The
pull type rods may also be equipped with T shaped
handles.
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a

b
Fig. 17. Wheels ( a, b )

The wheels are command units that allow the
performance of a continuous, precise and low amplitude
adjustment. The classical shape of the wheel is circular,
being equipped with spikes fixed on a central hub. The
diameter of the wheel can vary between 175-525 mm. The
stroke of the wheel must not exceed 120 o so as not to
modify the position of the hands during operation (see
figure 17 a, b ).

It is recommended that foot command units, pedals or
buttons should be operated by simply extending the ankle
and that is why we must position them so that the leg in a
normal position may reach them. The ankle must not be
forced to make a movement larger than 25o (15o flexing
and 10o extension) with regards to the perpendicular of
the shank on the foot (see figure 18 a, b, c ).

Fig. 20 Buttons with sensors, isolating material
Other types of commands are those that use light, sound
or by changing the temperature of the environment or by
remote.
The command that uses light is operated by using optical
sensors and optical fiber if the machine is at a greater
distance.

a

good position- Yes

no
b

Yes

bad position - no
c

Fig. 18. Foot command units – pedals (a ,b, c )
Other command units – digital buttons or equipped with
sensors – are used in order to perform more comfortable
and more secure commands.
Digital buttons are in general very small (see figure
19). The command they run is given by the shape or color
or what is written, that is shown on the button or next to
it. The command is immediately given by pushing it just a
little, respectively 1-2 mm.

Fig. 19. Digital buttons
The buttons equipped with sensors are practically drawn
on the machines; they launch the command immediately
after touch: the difference in potential between the
button’s current and that of the human body produces the
command of the respective button (see figure 20).

The design of the dial must allow for the rapid read
through of the values by avoiding mistakes and which has
at the basis the following rules:
 the precision of the dial plate larger than it is
necessary, is useless, because its reading becomes
difficult, hard;
 the information must be presented in a very simple
form (for instance: on-off);
 the information must be used correctly, without
conversion in other units of measurement;
 numbers should be shown only for high enough
degrees, the subdivisions not shown corresponding to
five sub units at the most;
 the sizes of the gradations and of the numbers are
established according to the value ‘a’ of the maximum
distance from which the reading is done. The height of
the high gradations is a/90; of the middle ones
a/125;of the small ones a/200;
 the tip of the indicating needle must not cover the
gradations and numbers, but be very close to them;
 the words must be written in capitals at the beginning
and the rest of the word in normal style with the same
type of font; the words can be more easily read in this
way rather than the words being written only in the
same style;
 the words can be replaced by graphic suggestive
symbols that are easier to perceive and memorize;
 the range of colors of the dials, of the control panels
is used in order to supply the operator with different
information or to help him send different commands
by way of buttons, switches, handles etc. One of the
fundamental conditions of the control panels’ color
scheme is the perfect marking of the colors, all
different the general tone which is as neutral as
possible (grey, green, black) and each in connection to
the others. Because the colour memory produces
confusions five chosen shades among the pure colours
of the spectrum: red, orange, yellow, green, blue must
be used at most as base elements of the operating
code.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Ergonomics, through all its branches, deals with the
problem of tools and equipment design, as it is especially
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in this field that work with means of production generally
lies and that is why the means have to correspond to
man’s specific features and his possibilities.
When designing the tools and equipment one must
consider the anthropometric dimensions for the work
surface, the position of the devices, of the dials, pedals,
levers, buttons in order to allow a normal position of the
operator, not a tiresome position, with minimum
movement, stretches, bends, contractions.
Alls the modern products , from diferent fields , have high
ergonimics qualities ( see figure 21 a, b, c )

Ergonomics intertwines with the rules of work
organisation, having as purpose the most complete
capitalization of man’s creative capacity, under the
conditions of a very reduced consumption of vital energy.
Ergonomics ensures a maximum of work safety with
minimum effort, it contributes to the reduction of work
consumption and to the substantial increase in work
productivity.
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Fig. 21( a, b, c ) Modern products
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2. APPLICATION OF SIMULATIONS

POSSIBILITIES AND ADVANTAGES OF
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS DURING
DESIGN PROCESSES
Milosav GEORGIJEVIĆ
Vladimir BOJANIĆ
Goran BOJANIĆ

Abstract: From the very beginning with a development of
computer technologies also started development of the
simulation software. It can be said that today simulations
are the most modern tool for optimization. They founded
applications in all segments of product development and
design processes. The development processes also can be
analyzed in the framework of logistics, since it includes
rules (algorithms) which lead towards solution in
analyses of complex Supply Chain system. On the case of
container terminal used as the SC focal point, will be
presented the application and connection of simulation
within the development process from the planning up to
the designing of the equipment operating there. Special
accentuation is given to the advantages and problems
which follow usage of simulations on different levels of its
appliance.
Key words: Simulation softver, optimization, container
terminal

1. PROBLEM AND AIM
Subject of this paper are applications of simulations in
optimization of development processes. Limiting to the
example of container terminal, the current paper shows
results of simulation’s models work under existing and
designed conditions. Also by application of the highvalued software of simulation it is concluded that some
segments of the reality can not be directly copied into a
model, the aim is to signify a problem and to give
proposals how to solve it or, at least, how to improve the
way of indirect copying of the reality into a model.
Today’s and future global market relationships require
new approach to the process of development not only of
individual product, but the whole production system
which is again part of logistic network.

Since logistic processes are parts of larger business
processes which satisfy some society demands, in every
planning or reengineering the ideas must be searched in
the higher level of occurrences, which are at the level of
stock market. On this level the simulations are applicable
in social-economic domain. On the large corporation level
(LSS - Large Scale Systems) the simulations are
applicable in area of business processes. Results of these
simulations should derivate project tasks for technical
systems, which are subject of this paper. The first step is
to analyze material flow and logistic goodness parameter
of the system that is in planning or reengineering phase.
This analysis is basic framework of project demands for
designing of mechanization and equipment, managing of
manufacturing and material flows... By means of
feedback, after each level, we receive information how
practicable the whole idea is and if there is a need for
corrections on a previous level.
Time reserved for development and designing is
shortened by every day. Machines and technical systems
are becoming more and more complex. The only way to
stay competitive on today’s market is to tend toward
optimization of all area of operations. Consequence of
these facts is larger usage of the modern software in all
segments of mentioned processes.
Optimization of existent systems or designing a new
system demands analysis of all processes and system state
variables. Computer simulations are the most modern tool
for optimization and today they become routine method in
this area of techniques. Application of simulations has
many advantages comparing with other classic methods.
They enable dynamic system analysis which means that
with usage of simulation system can be described as the
function of time, with possibility of speeding up or
slowing down any event for its better observation.
Another important advantage of simulations is easy way
of changing any inner and extern factors or inlet values
and analysis of their influence on system functioning.
Modeling extremely large and complex systems,
analyzing system behavior in extreme conditions,
studding the behavior of nonexistent systems, are all
advantages of simulations. Iteration of simulations with a
different set of parameters is the path to system
optimization. One of the main advantages of using
simulations as a tool for material flow system
optimization is the possibility of defining any parameter
as stochastic value.
Nothing is perfect, neither are simulations. Their
capabilities are great, but also limited, no matter if any
classic program language or specialized software is used
for this purpose. Outlet of simulations depends on quality
of modeling, input data and software capabilities. So
knowledge of way how software works is crucial for
avoiding mistakes in simulation. How can real system be
described by existing software tools? That is the all time
present problem, and dealing with it considers some
approximations. Modeling is finding the right proportion
between approximations and results deviation of the real
parameter values.
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3. EXAMPLE OF USAGE OF SIMULATION
TROUGH DESIGN PROCESSES
3.1. Simulation of material flows
To illustrate previous statements here will be presented
example of planning of container terminal and designing
of quayside crane by means of computer simulation with
retrospective view of mentioned problems in application.
In the first step concept of the terminal is determined by
simulations of the material flows inside presented system.
Software used for this purpose was Enterprise Dynamics
6.
In the example of one port, in the conditions of expected
amount of material flow and demands defined by port’s
location, two options of terminal size were observed:

 100x100 m
 200x100 m

appropriate tool for every model element. These problems
were solved by combination of several software tools and
combination of their functions using the set of mutually
dependent commands. Most of the system parameters are
defined as stochastic values (for example: loading,unloading times, times of arrivals-departures, service
mechanism…). Studying of behavior of this complex
system by any other means than simulations would
undertake higher level of approximations. Outlet of the
simulation represents time share for all mechanization in
terminal, cycle time of container handling equipment wait
time of containers for service. These results were gained
for all variants of terminal. Analysis of these results is the
base for deciding which concept of container terminal is
the most suitable for the respective port. Next figure
represent graphical displays of the simulation results for
the concept of terminal size 100x100 m with one straddle
carrier.

And in both are analyzed cases with a use of straddle
carrier and reach stacker for handling containers inside
terminal. The task of the simulation is to define a needed
number of carriers and their technical parameters to avoid
queues and congestions at the crane as the main element
of the system.

Fig. 2. Time share of the crane and straddle carrier

3.2. Appliance of software for calculations and
proofs needed for product design
Fig. 1. Model view of container terminal 200x100m size
with straddle carriers (Software Enterprise Dynamics)
For easier analysis of the terminal, this system was
divided into 4 subsystems
 Quayside container crane and ship (lighter),
 Straddle carriers or reach stackers,
 Container storage,
 Locations for loading and unloading of trucks and
railway wagons.
Each subsystem can be analyzed as queue. There are
many classical methods for solution of this kind of
problems, but only simulations allow dynamic analysis of
system in real time.
Operating of every subsystem is dependent of functioning
of other three subsystems. Problem which occurred,
because of software limits, was how to model any element
of the system (e.g. straddle carrier) which has many
different functions. Another problem was the absence of
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Next step in development of example system considers
design of technical equipment which would be used. It is
already mentioned that time allowed for design of new
product is shortened every day. This resulted in larger
usage of software specialized for different engineering
calculations. Though generally these are not simulation
software, they will be considered here as part of appliance
of high-value software in development processes.
In concrete example next step toward system design is
design of the crane construction based on the results of
the first level simulations. As standards define several
load cases for this type of constructions it is necessary to
carry out calculations each of them. Mathematical
instrument implemented in software speeds up whole
process with possibility for quick and easy variation of
load and construction parameters. This is the way toward
optimization of the construction in short time period. For
presented example crane construction were analyzed with
different load specters (mass of container = 40t, 30t, 13t,
5t) and different position of trolley along main girder.
Stress spectrums gained this way are used for fatigue

calculations and determination of construction lifetime
based on standards EN 13001 and EN 13002. Next picture
shows stress distribution according to Misses where
container weight is 40t with maximum reach of the crane.

Fig. 4. Model of container crane in observed example
created in software ADAMS

Fig. 3. Beside mentioned here were performed proofs of
allowed deformation, global and local stability

3.3. Dynamic simulations of mechanical system
(software ADAMS)
Further analysis includes simulation problems which refer
to the adopted variant of the container quayside crane. For
the adopted terminal conception the container quayside
crane has been designed, which has the following
technical parameters:
Distance between tracks:
25 m
Outreach on both sides:
27, 5 m
Approximate weight:
290 t (included
trolley weight - 50t)
For dynamic analysis of mechanical system (container
crane steel construction in this case) there is need for
solving large number of differential equation which
describes observed system. This is not possible by usage
of other classical methods.
Elements of the steel construction are modeled as a
combinations of elastic elements (beams, which do not
have own mass) and rigid parts of small length (part)
which have own (equivalent) mass and which basic
position markers are most frequently positioned on the
connection points or on the places of local strengthens,
thus tending toward modeling after rules of macro FEM
elements. This kind of modeling produces differentiating
of a model from the real physical model, which is
lessening with smaller lengths of beam elements.
Definition of the moving (displacement) can be done only
between two rigid bodies, what is one of the basic
problems accompanying work and simulation with
ADAMS. So the basic problem in this simulation can be
recognized as problem of modeling of moving load along
elastic element. Model of container crane in observed
example created in software ADAMS is showed in the
next picture:

To model the effects of a beam, ADAMS uses a linear
translational and linear rotational action-reaction force
between two markers (points which coordinates define
position and orientation of the belonging element). The
forces the beam produces are linearly dependent on the
displacements, rotations, and corresponding velocities
between the markers at its endpoints.
The following constitutive equations define how
ADAMS/Solver uses the data for a linear field to apply a
force and a torque to the I marker depending on the
displacement rotation and velocity of the I marker relative
to the J marker.

where:
 Fx, Fy, and Fz are the measure numbers of the
translational force components in the coordinate
system of the J marker.
 x, y, and z are the translational displacements of the I
marker with respect to the J marker measured in the
coordinate system of the J marker.
 Vx, Vy, and Vz are the time derivatives of x, y, and z,
respectively.
 Tx, Ty, and Tz are the rotational force components in
the coordinate system of the J marker.
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Fig. 5. Container swaying simulation

 a, b, and c are the relative rotational displacements of
the I marker with respect to the J marker as expressed
in the x-, y-, and z-axis, respectively, of the J marker.
 wx, wy, and wz are the components of the angular
velocity of the I marker with respect to the J marker,
as seen by the J marker and measured in the J marker
coordinate system.
ADAMS/Solver (C++) defines each Kij as follows:

Determination of periods of oscillation for container is
basic for definition of container control. Force variations
gained this way allow more accurate definition of
dynamic factors for each element. When used in
combination with mentioned software for calculations of
basic proofs for the construction this is a step toward
optimization of all individual elements of observed
mechanical system.
With more sophisticated simulation models construction
design gets quit new dimension not only concerning time
needed for this process, but also better knowledge of
system behavior. This again can be the path to the new
scientific facts.

Here can be seen that this software defines beam as force
interaction between two rigid parts. One idea for solution
of the earlier mentioned problem is to define rigid
element between two BEAM elements (along which
trolleys are running) which will shifts along the beam and
does it in the way where at each step of integration all
previous parameters are copied and are being rewritten in
the new step. This element would be differentially small,
and after each integration step the lengths of beams which
connect the given elements are modified. This idea leads
towards micro FEM method; it is closer to reality but
more difficult to perform. After all there is still a problem
of errors that appear in transferring data from the previous
simulation unto a new – modified model, which due to
shifting of the rigid differentially small part has alternated
structure and during the new step of simulation would
appear problems in integration as consequence of
integration with changes on the model.
Next pictures show results of the performed simulations
in described example:
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Fig. 6. Position of ropes (16 ropes)

Fig. 7. Influence of different ropes span, length of ropes
and masses container on period of swinging
Whit showed simulation model it is possible to get
conclusions which are needful for optimization in early
phase planning and designing. Practical application can be
found in correction period of swinging with modification
ropes span, length and masses of container trolley and
crane... In the table are the results of simulation which
response ropes length 15m, container 30t, speader 10t.
Simulation models are maybe only reasonable solution for
early phase designing: easy variation influential
parameters for very short time.
Table. 1. Period of swing

Ropes span
(next fig.)
x=5m
x=6m
x=7m

period of
swinging
T = 2,8 s
T = 2,33 s
T = 2,17 s

Fig. 9. Ropes span and position (second view)
Whit results which are given in the table can be concluded
that whit longest ropes span period of swinging container
is shorter. These results are needed for control of crane,
and one of maybe the biggest problems of control on this
way can be solved.

4. CONCLUSION
Simulations are very powerful instrument and with no
doubt it can be said that they are most modern tool for
optimization. The present system approach requires
linking of all parts of the design processes, and that means
need for the interface between of respective simulation
software.
The explained simulation software (like all other
software) is superior in relation to any classical methods,
but they alone have many shortages, which by means of
adequate approach could be more or less successfully
solved. Some of possible improvements require partial
change of the mathematical tools. Results gained this way
are directly proportionate to the basic assumptions and
quality of input parameters.
At the end here must be mentioned that beside superiority
of this method it is not always feasible to use it. Before
it’s appliance it is necessary to analyze all goodness
parameters.
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part, from exploitation to aesthetic. Casting technology as
a technological discipline is suitable for mass and serial
production.

2. SHAPING AND DESIGN POSSIBILITIES

THE TECHNOLOGICALITY OF
SHAPING THE CASTINGS
Svetislav Lj. MARKOVIĆ
Svetislav JOVIČIĆ
Slobodan TANASIJEVIĆ
Danica JOSIFOVIĆ
Abstract: Using the various possibilities of fundamental
design elements (material and production methods), with
both industrial and art design, the casting technology
represents the right, and often the only choice which
allows realization of the designer's original idea. The
parts produced by casting technology may be subjected to
additional surface processing with the purpose of
decorating the casting, which further enhances the overall
aesthetic impression.
Key words: casting, shaping, the castings.

1. INTRODUCTION
Casting is the procedure of processing liquid metals. It
represents the oldest method of producing metal items
traced back to the very beginning of civilization, the
creation of the first states and introduction of the first
(cast) money. More than 5.000 years ago, the men started
to use casting for manufacturing weapon parts, tools,
dishes, jewellery and other useful items. Later, as casting
technology become a craft, people started making castings
for various purposes, from those placed in urban setting to
household items. Back then most of these items were
ornamented, which gave them aesthetic appearance. Thus
the design was developing alongside the casting
technology, while the latter was still a craft.
Shaping metals by casting allows various possibilities for
manufacturing the parts of the most complex shape. The
great number of machinery parts could not be
manufactured by other metal processing technologies save
casting (engine block, cylinder head) and, besides, in
cases of many machinery parts using other technologies
would be expensive.
The modern equipment used in casting technology allows
manufacturing of the castings of most complex shape,
high surface quality and dimensional accuracy and can
fulfil all the technical conditions laid before a machinery

The overall outward appearance of a certain product made
by serial production. The shape is one of the elements of
industrial design of a product and is determined b term
form (shape) in industrial design stands for the final and y
following:
 material,
 manufacturing method i.e. technological procedure,
 colour,
 ornament.
All these form elements contribute to aesthetic value of a
product which depends on the harmony created among the
above mentioned elements.
The outward of a certain product represents the direct
expression of visual relationship, but it is not the primary
goal of industrial design. The goal of industrial design as
a creative branch is not to make a product look nice, but
to meet the demands such as:
 functionality,
 economy,
 psychological adaptability to a man and other
demands, among which the aesthetic demand stands as
well,
 industrial design should create and ensure harmonious
relationship between a product and a man as its user.
Casting technology can completely satisfy the demands of
shaping and design together with some other demands
laid before a certain product. At making an industrial
product the constructor has a great number of alloys with
various purposes at his disposal, such as construction
types of grey smelting (above 100), different kinds of
steel (over 70), aluminum-based alloys (more than 30),
many magnesium-, copper- and zinc- based alloys. When
choosing alloys, one should take into account the complex
of factors determining manufacturing of a quality casting
with given properties and minimal production costs, such
as:
 technologicality of construction,
 alloy technologicality,
 the possibility of serial production,
 exploitation demands,
 the possibility of manufacturing the part in a certain
facility and others.
A very complex configuration of a part can be achieved
by casting technology, and regarding visual demands, the
outward appearance can be improved with conspicuous
materials, (for example, automobile wheels made from
aluminum-based alloy) colour and dimensions of the part
elements.

3. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF SHAPING THE
CASTINGS
The shape of the cast parts should be such as to provide
their suitability for production, to ensure the least possible
expenditure of labour and material and to allow the
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ultimate mechanization and automation of their
production. At shaping the castings, the following should
be taken into account:
 standardization,
 unification,
 exploitation suitability,
 transport capability (primarily by rail).

4. SHAPING THE OUTLINE OF THE
CASTING
It is necessary to simplify the outward appearance of the
casting in order to enable moulding and easy removal
from the mould. The pattern should not have the so-called
shadowed zones in its elements (Figure 1), the removal of
which excludes the application of repellent model parts,
additional cores, core markings, which lowers the
accuracy of manufacturing the castings [2].

a)

b)

Fig. 1. Cast construction: a) with shadowed zones,
b) without shadowed zones
The number of the curved contours in the casting should
be reduced to the smallest possible (Fig. 2) [2].

a)

b)

Fig. 3. The construction of the lever: a) with arms in
different planes, b) with arms in one plane
The castings with significant protuberances which wear
out rapidly should be disassembled and then reassembled
by means of welding or bolts. Sometimes, contrary to
this, it is more purposeful to unite the separated knots into
a cast whole. Such change enables significant shortening
of manufacturing process and improvement of the
construction exploitational characteristics.
The upper elongated surfaces of the casting (after pouring
in) should be curved, the lower plane should be
intersected with ribs (Figure 4.b). The developed surfaces
serve as the screens of heat radiation during casting.
Crests, ribs and surface inclinations keep the cast item
from being rejected due to distortion [2].

a)

b)

Fig. 4. Cast construction: a) incorrect, b) improved with
ribs
Rational projecting should be the main demand of shaping
(Figure 5.b) which reduces the number of defects, the
expenditure of material for moulds and cores, moulding
machine power and expenditure of working time [2].

a)

b)

Fig. 2. The outline of a bracket model: a) curved,
b) straight
The construction elements along the outline should be
arranged in one plane (Figure 3) [2].
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a)

b)

Fig. 5. Projecting of an item: a) non-rational,
b) rational

All the surfaces of the cast construction perpendicular to
the surface of disassembling the model during moulding
must be inclined with the aim of free removal of the
model from the mould and to core from the core box. The
inclination in the mould can be made in three ways
(Figure 6). The inclination depends on the height (length)
of the wall and is expressed in degrees/minutes. At
choosing the inclination according to the wall height it is
necessary to take into account the moulding method
(manual or machine) or the pattern material (metal,
wood).
If the vertical walls of the casting are processed, or their
thickness is less than 8 mm, positive inclination is
planned, at the thickness of the walls greater than 12 mm
and if their height is less than 100 mm than the inclination
is negative and if the walls are thicker then 8-12 mm and
taller than 100 mm, the inclination is positive-negative
[2].

a)

b)

5.2. Shaping joined walls
It is necessary to balance the thickness of joined walls in
order to remove internal tension and cavities due to
shrinking.
When joining walls it is necessary to avoid acute angles in
which tension and microcracks occur due to rapid
cooling. The chosen roundings should be such as to
ensure balanced transit and remove random shrinkage of
metals.
At shaping walls it is necessary to take into account their
arrangement during casting (Figure 7). The big horizontal
surfaces turned upwards during casting should be
avoided, since there could be residual gases, slag and
other non-metal impurities, which are formed within the
mould and separated from the metal. Besides that, the
schemes shown in Figure 7.b ensure localization of
internal tension and remove the waste caused by cracks,
due to their free distortion at cooling [2].

c)

Fig. 6. Mould inclination: a) increase in the wall
thickness (positive inclination), b) decrease in the wall
thickness (negative inclination), c) simultaneous increase
and decrease in the wall thickness (positive-negative
inclination)
At shaping the outline of the casting special attention
should be paid to base surfaces (serve as a support during
mechanical processing). It is desirable that the cast
construction have one and the same base surface for
making and checking models, for casting and mechanical
processing. The base surface of the long castings should
be moulded at the expense of reinforcement, props,
protuberances, which do not cause its distortion during
curving. It is essential that the base surfaces be of
minimal measurements and arranged at equal distance
from every point of the outline. This reduces the
allowance for all dimensions. The base surface should be
deliberately placed on the side where the least
measurement deviation is required. The base surface
should not intersect the parting surface of the mould.

a)

b)

Fig. 7. The schemes of cast constructions: a) incorrect, do
not allow the gases and other impurities to flow up to the
surface, b) correct

5. SHAPING WALLS
5.1. The choice of minimal wall thickness
The following should be taken into account at choosing
the minimal wall thickness of cast constructions:
 their purpose,
 overall measurements,
 weight,
 casting method.

a)

b)

Fig. 8. Cast construction: a) with a sprue and directional
solidification from the bottom upwards,
b) with chills, uniform solidification
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The construction of cast items should suit simultaneous or
directional solidification of the casting. The greatest
possible uniformity of the cross-section is desirable at
simultaneous solidification, while at directional
solidification it is the gradual increase in the wall
thickness along the assumed direction of solidification
(Figure 8) [2].
The cast shape shown in Figure 9.a is not suitable because
the walls are of different thickness and casting radii and
inclinations have not been planned in Figure 9.b, c.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 9. The shape of the casting regarding wall thickness:
a) unfavorable shape and, b, c) more favorable shapes

distortion, cast openings should be planned in places of
joining. The outer edge of the ribs should be curved in
order to facilitate (Figure 11, the right half with opening
A) [2].

7. SHAPING INNER SURFACES AND
OPENINGS
The making of almost all various cavities in the cast is
related to the application of sand cores, the manufacturing
process of which demands a lot of labour, the application
of expensive reinforcement (armature), long-lasting
drying. The cores are hard to remove from the casting.
Therefore they should be substituted with protruding
masses of beam-like shape. It is recommendable to stick
to the relation H<N and h<n, i.e., none of the beams
should protrude above the cavity of the mould parting
plane (Figure 12) [2].

6. SHAPING RIBS
The thickness of the ribs which shape the outline of the
casting should not exceed 80% of the least thickness of
the wall they are joined to, and the thickness of the inner
cavity ribs should not be more than 50% to 60% of the
wall thickness. The height of the ribs should not exceed
five time the wall thickness. It is recommendable to apply
the chessboard or ring cross-section of ribs and divisions
(Figure 10) [2].
Fig. 12. The measurements of the inner cavities formed by
protruding mould masses

Fig. 10. The scheme of shaping ribs and divisions
(N≥2H, d≥4a)

The inner cavity should have outlets, necessary for
lodging core supports. These openings should be quite
widened and, if possible, to represent cavity extension.
The widened openings for supports or shafts ensure the
necessary fixing of the core in mould and facilitate their
removal from the casting. If there is only one outlet in the
cavity (Figure 13.a) and one marking, metal supports
should be used to prop the core reliably, which worsens
the cast quality and spoils the walls randomly under the
supports (if their thickness is insufficient), in order for the
liquid metal to melt the support [2].

Fig. 11. Shaping stiffening ribs: the left half incorrect, the
straight rib outline; the right half correct
Stiffening ribs should be arranged normally to the parting
plane of the mould and corebox (with the aim of
simplifying moulding) and symmetrically (in order to
distribute internal tension uniformly). In order to decrease
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a)

b)

Fig. 13. Cast console: a) with the disassembled core and
support, b) without core disassemblage

One should bear in mind that the upper core support
easily conveys gases at the moment of pouring in. When
there is a greater number of cores, they should be unified,
one flat side planned, in order to avoid core distortion
during drying (Figure 14.b).
a)

b)

Fig. 17. The construction of the cast cavities:
a) technologically unsuitable, b) technologically siutable
a)

b)

Fig. 14. The construction of inner cavities:
a) technologically unsuitable, b) technologically suitable
with the developed flat surface A
The cavity cross-section should not be less than wall
thickness increased by half, in order to avoid core
breakage due to the pressure of the molten metal and to
allow sufficient reinforcement with stiff armature (Figure
15.b) [2].

The constructor’s wish to make a free tool outlet can
sometimes bring about incorrect construction with
technologically unsuitable cast hollow A (Figure 18.a). In
that case it is better to give up the hollow and choose one
of the possibilities shown in Figure 18.b [2].
Measurement b should not exceed measurement h and
should not be less than 6 mm.

a)

b)

Fig. 18. The construction of cost items: a) with cavity A,
non-recommendable, b) recommendable constructive
shaping

a)

b)

The shape of the casting shown in Figure 19.a is not
favorable because of the complex core. By changing the
shape (Figure 19.b), the use of the core is avoided or the
use of a simpler core is allowed.

Fig. 15. Cast cylinder: a) with narrow cavity A,
b) with widened cavity B
The shafts and openings of greater dimensions should be
reinforced by edges (Figure 16) [2], which prevent
formation of hot and cold cracks.

a)

b)

Fig. 19. Shaping the casting from the aspect of the core
complexity: a) unfavorable, b) more favorable shape

a)

b)

Fig. 16. The schemes of the edges of cast items:
a) with double wall (R=1,5 A, R1=A/2);
b) with one-hold wall (R=A)
The existence of a narrow hollow (Figure 17.a) may be
caused by slag. If it shouldn't be widened, than the
protuberance should be shaped as given an Figure 17.b
[2].

8. SHAPING FROM THE ASPECT OF THE
CONCENTRATION OF MATERIALS
At shaping cast items special attention should be paid to
the concentration of materials, which is specially
emphasized by distortions created during cooling.
The shape of the casting shown in Figure 20.a is not
adjusted to casting, since the concentration of the material
nor the possibility of shrinkage during cooling were taken
into account. It is necessary to change the shape of the
casting in the manner shown in Figure 20.b.
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The shapes of the castings shown in Figure 22.a are not
adjusted to casting due to a great concentration of
material, so it is recommended that they be reconstructed,
in order to avoid this. The suitable changes of the
proposed solutions are given in Figure 22.b.

9. SHAPING FROM THE ASPECT OF
MANUFACTURING (MOULDING AND
CASTING) AND PLACING SPRUES AND
VENTS

a)

At shaping the casting it is the constructor's obligation to
analyze and find the most favorable location for placing
sprues and vents. Incorrectly, placed vents and sprues are
the steady source of greater distortions and the occurrence
of depressions.

b)
Fig. 20. Shaping the casting from the aspect of the
concentration of materials: a) non-recommendable,
b) recommendable
For the same reason (the concentration of material and
possibility of cooling) the shape shown in Figure 21.b is
more favourable than the shape of the casting given in
Figure 21.a.

a)

b)

Fig. 23. Shaping the costs from the aspect of the
concentration of the material: a) non-recommendable,
b) recommendable shape
a)

b)

Fig. 21. Shaping the casting from the aspect of the
concentration of material: a) non-recommendable,
b) recommendable shape

a)

b)

Fig. 22. The examples of: a) unfavorable, b) and more
favorable shape of the castings from the aspect of the
concentration of materials
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At the casting shown in Figure 23.a the location for
placing sprues was not taken into account, which brought
about greater distortions and creation of depressions. For
that reason, the reconstruction was performed in the
manner given in Figure 23.b. The same applies to the
casting shown in Figure 24.

a)

b)

Fig. 24. Shaping the casting from the aspect of the
concentration of the material: a) unfavorable, b) more
favorable shape

The shape of the cast given in Figure 25.a is not
acceptable because manufacturing of a simple mould was
not taken into account. Much more favorable solution is
shown in Figure 25.b.

creation of the cold weld and of capturing the gases and
impurities in the metal. Therefore the horizontal walls
should be replaced with slanting walls with an inclination
as in Figure 27.b.

a)

a)

b)
b)
Fig. 25. Unfavorable (a) and favorable (b) shape of the
casting from the aspect of the concentration of material

Fig. 27. Shaping the disc manufactured by casting from
the aspect of the shrinkage of materials: a) unfavorable,
b) more favorable shape

10. SHAPING FROM THE ASPECT OF
SHRINKAGE OF MATERIALS

11. SHAPING FROM THE ASPECT OF
ASSEMBLAGE AND DISASSEMBLAGE

The next step after casting is cooling, which implies
shrinkage of materials. Its consequences must be taken
into account in the phase of shaping (constructing).The
shape of the casting must be such as to ensure the most
uniform shrinkage possible.
Every distortion of the casting wall causes unequal
cooling thereof on both sides, since the protuberant side
cools off more intensively, while the conveyance of the
heat is impeded on the hollow side.
Figure 26.a shows the casting shape which is not good
since it does not provide uniform shrinkage of material. It
is necessary to perform a slight change in the casting
shape, which will allow this (Figure 26.b).

It is demanded that the castings have the shape which
facilitates their positioning in a machinery mechanism or
system they belong to and disassemblage (removal) from
it. This is a very complex demand which can be fulfilled
by good shaping. For example, the manner of placing the
rolling bearing onto the casting in the phase of
assemblage should be planned in the phase of shaping, but
also the shape of the part should be adjusted to the tool
with which the rolling bearing can be removed during
disassemblage.
One should always bear in mind that striking the castings
with hammers and other hard parts must be avoided
during assemblage and disassemblage, because they are
sensitive to blows.

12. SHAPING FROM THE ASPECT OF FINAL
AND MACHINE PROCESSING

a)

b)

Fig. 26. Shaping the casting from the aspect of the
shrinkage of materials: a) non-recommendable,
b) recommendable shape
Almost the same conclusion applies to the shape of the
disc manufactured by casting, which is shown in Fig. 27.
The shape shown in Figure 27.a is not completely
adjusted to casting since the uniform shrinkage of
material during the cooling of the casting is not provided.
During casting the metal fills the mould from the bottom
upwards. If during going upwards to metal is supposed to
fill great horizontal surfaces, there is the danger of the

At shaping the castings the constructor must plan the
operations of machine and finish processing, which give a
machinery part its final appearance. The quality and
simplicity of the machine (finish) processing largely
depend on the casting shape.
At the cast machinery parts the mechanical processing on
both sides should not be allowed and this specially applies
to those surfaces which are subjected to the greatest load
forces.
The processing additives should be planned in the case of
the cast construction subsequently processed by
machines. At choosing processing additives the following
should be taken into account:
 the type of the alloy,
 the dimensions of the casting,
 the arrangement of the surfaces in the mould liable to
processing.
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The casting shape shown in Figure 28.a is not acceptable
due to the possible problems during the machine
processing of the opening. It is recommendable to make a
slight change of it in the manner shown in Figure 28.b.

a)

b)

Fig. 28. Shaping the casting with subsequent machine
processing: a) non-rational, b) rational
The proposal solution is not acceptable because of the
complex mould and fairly complex machine processing.
In after casting a hole should be drilled at a slant, this
could bring about the breakage of the tool. Therefore in
similar cases a special outlet or wall should be planned in
that place, which should be made thicker in order to get a
perpendicular surface by face milling as shown in Figure
28.b.
The casting shown in Figure 29.a has a lot of details on a
small surface which creates a series of problems at casting
and subsequent machine processing. Therefore it should
be changed so that the protuberances which are close to
each other are joined together, which makes the shape
more favorable for processing and the pattern cheaper
(Figure 29.b).

a)

b)

Fig. 29. Unfavorable (a) and more favorable (b) shape of
the casting which demands subsequent machine
processing

13. CONCLUSION
The shaping of machinery and device parts by casting has
many advantages. They are primarily in the following:
 variety of shapes,
 decrease in the expenditure of material,
 great productibility of various shapes...
The manufacturing productivity of the castings is directly
related to the shape of the castings. Therefore the shaping
is based upon:
 the demanded quality,
 the size of a series,
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 disposable equipment and other factors.
In order to shape the castings regularly it is necessary to
take into account:
 the complexity of the mould,
 the thickness of the walls,
 the ribs (reinforcement),
 the inner surfaces and openings,
 the concentration of materials,
 the manufacturing and positioning of the sprues and
vents,
 the shrinkage of materials,
 assemblage and disassemblage,
 final and machine processing.
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SIMULATED DESIGN OF ROADHEADER
SYSTEM

Fig. 1. The role of PLM in the engineer design cycles

Aranđel BABIĆ
Nemanja ILIĆ
Aleksandra PETROVIĆ
Marina PLJAKIĆ
Abstract: Product design according to PLM criteria
specifically has significant for machines in civil
engineering, as it is case with roadheaders for processing
infrastructure objects. Development of these accessories
is based on integrated design of product and technlology
in forming the family of products for HTML presentation.
Key words: integrated design, family, roadheader,
HTML.

1. INTRODUCTION
Product Life Management (PLM) can be defined as a
strategic business approach that includes an invariable set
of business solutions in order to support the cooperation
of the design, management, exchange and product
information use processes in the business surroundings of
the company, through all the phases of engineer design till
the very end of the Product Lifecycle – integrating
people, processes, business systems and information.
Basically, PLM permeates technologies like Product Data
Management (PDM), Electronic Industries Alliance
(EIA), Suppliers Chain Management (SCM), Enterprises
Resource Planning (ERP), Customer Relationship
Management (CRM), etc.
PLM is composed as a multicomponent system that
comprises: basic technologies and standards (e.g. XML,
visualization, Electronic Industries Alliance), authorial
information and analysis tools, concise functions (e.g.
data storage, data and working course management,
classification and programme management), etc.
Integrated design of products and technologies subprocesses refers to four stages of engineer design as
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Process system model with explained subprocesses PP and T
Product and technologies design process CAD/CAM
integration is based on the data exchange between these
two or more computer systems that are based either on the
same or different platforms. The explanation for the data
exchange introduction is given in the following example.
In order to physically realize the product, it has to be
designed first. Design information is kept in files. Some
of the files contain CAD data about the form and size of
the product. This information should be available to the
technology designer so that he/she could develop
CAPP/CAM, technological process of the product
making. However, this is impossible if the system for
process design CAPP/CAM cannot communicate with
CAD file.
SolidEdge and Edge CAM, which are based on the same
platform, were used in this work programme during
roadheader design packages.
The idea of information exchange through the global
network HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) and
HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language), which is the
basic language used for defining the forms of that
information through the global network, originated from
the group of scientists from CERN laboratory in Geneva.
The basic role and advantage of the information exchange
in producer – consumer relation on level HTML is seen in
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the fact that the consumer can simply generate his
demands using the Internet. Actually, the consumer can
state his demands simply by filling in the form, defined
using JAVA platform that is available to him on the
company’s site. The demand defined in this way is
tranformed, by the means of XLS protocol, into XML,
which generates a variant of the product/technology at the
customer’s demand based on the integrated XML syntax
and in the application ( in SolidEdge in this case).

Roadheader system design is based on the conceptual
analysis of the variantly generated and designed structures
(families) while the standardized and unified components
and sub-structures are taken into consideration to the
maximum degree.

Fig. 3. The architecture of Web applications using XML

2. ROADHEADER DESIGN
Roadheaders have specific possibility and flexibility for
digging out bases from soft to hard rock formations,
therefore they are widely used in underground mining and
tunnel construction. Specific quality of the design consists
of viewing the functional demands and their application,
in order to increase the productivity and reduce the costs
in the Product Lifecycle. They are designed according to
the principle of integrated forming of the family of
product.
Roadheaders are used in the tunnel processing, Fig. 4,
civil engineering, road construction, in the process of
pulling down, hydraulic engineering. While working they
make low level of noise in comparison with other mining
techniques.
Basic elements that make the structure of roadheader
processing system are:
 Drums, made of steel sheet metal thickness δ=20÷22
mm, with knives on the generetrix of the case, in
helicoid arrangement, and the drum diameter, foot and
number of knives present family of product
parameters.
 Casing with axle that is in detachable connection with
the drums. Casing with gears presents the power
transmitter between the hydro-engine and the drum,
that is a kinematic sub-system that provides the
adequate moment and number of revolutions in
accordance with kinematics of the cutting process.
 Hydro-engine based on the necessary oil flow
(lit/min), and operating pressure (bar) for the adequate
number of revolutions (min) and the designed torque
(Nm) of a roadheader.
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Fig. 4. Roadheader in action while processing a tunnel

3. TECHNOLOGY DESIGN
Technology design is another segment of integration. The
design realization consists of modelling the product and
technologies entirely for all the elements of the
installation structure. In this case a typical example is a
roadheader drum case with positioning holes of knife
holder arranged in the shape of a helicoid. The functional
demand of cutting holes depends on the drum diameter,
number of knives and helicoid feet. Case is modelled
variantly and in a parametric way in SolidEdge, and it is
afterwards introduced in the programme package for
technology design, EdgeCAM (Fig. 6) whose exit is NC
when cutting holes on CNC tool machine.

Fig. 6. A window in programme EdgeCAM
The condition is that an NU tool machine should enable
the positioning on axis C and tool movement along axis Y
( numerically managed lathe with Y/C management).
Every change in the model part is directly reradiated into
the technology module and vice versa if the change is
caused by the customer’s demand through HTML.

4. DATA EXCHANGE ON THE GLOBAL
NETWORK LEVEL
Data exchange on the global network level is done
variably and using parametric models of the roadheader
family system programmed in XML. Changes refer to the
part and technology and they are in principle defined by
the customers, that is designers. Roadheader system
model in HTML format is shown in Fig. 7, and by the
means of IPA Web Viewer it enables model manipulation
and provides information about the hierarchic structure
and list of materials for the defined variant.

Fig. 7. HTML: the roadheader system

5. CONCLUSION

Fig. 5. Roadheader family

Modern metodologies development of the integrated
design CAD/CAM enables companies, in this case
CORUN Užice, to react quickly to the market demands in
the sense of introducing new changes, that is variants of
its basic products.
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-Uncertainity due to the effect of assembly operations like
riveting, welding etc.
-Uncertainity due to effect of time on strength. Operating
environments may cause a gradual deterioration of
strength, leading to premature and unpredictable failure of
the part.
-Uncertainity in the nature and type of load applied.
-Assumptions and appoximations made in the nature of
surface conditions of the machine element.

1.1. Selection of the factor of safety

ANALYSIS OF THE FACTOR OF SAFETY
IN THE SOLIDWORKS ENVIRONMET
Andraš ANDERLA
Darko STEFANOVIĆ
Milan MIRKOVIĆ

Abstract: Constant development of CAD and CAM
software packages, beside design, enable different kinds
of analysis before actually producing certain product. In
this way, the time for making the product is also
shortened as the costs of developing the product. This all
is because it is not necessary to physically produce the
product in order to see how will it look like and how it
will behave. Before the production, it is possible to make
simulations of real exploitation conditions. In this paper,
the authors used COSMOSXpress which is fully
integrated into SolidWorks CAD system and with which is
possible to make simple and precise analysis, simulations
and optimizations. Here are presented the results of
research in the field of development and production of
machines for the process industry with an accent on the
factor of safety determination as an indicator which
affects the amount of used material. The results are
significant also from the economic aspect due to lower
product cost.
Key words: FOS, SolidWorks, Safety Factor

1. INTRODUCTION
The factor of safety also known as Safety Factor, is used
to provide a design margin over the theoretical design
capacity to allow for uncertainty in the design process.
Factor of safety is reccomended by the conditions over
which the designer has no control, that is to account for
the uncertatinities involved in the design process. The
uncertainities include (but not limited to),
-Uncertainity regarding exact properties of material. For
example, the yield strength can only be specified in
between a range.
-Uncertainity regarding the size. The designer has to use
the test data to design parts which are much smaller or
larger. It is well known that a small part has more strength
than a large one of same material.
-Uncertainity due to machining processes.

The selection of the appropriate factor of safety to be used
in design of components is essentially a compromise
between the associated additional cost and weight and the
benefit of increased safety or/and reliability. Generally an
increased factor of safety results from a heavier
component or a component made from a more exotic
material or/and improved component design. An
appropriate factor of safety is chosen based on several
considerations. Prime considerations are the accuracy of
load and wear estimates, the consequences of failure, and
the cost of over engineering the component to achieve
that factor of safety. For example, components whose
failure could result in substantial financial loss, serious
injury or death usually use a safety factor of four or
higher (often ten). Non-critical components generally
have a safety factor of two. Extreme care must be used in
dealing with vibration loads, more so if the vibrations
approach resonant frequencies. The vibrations resulting
from seismic disturbances are often important and need to
be considered in detail. Where higher factors might
appear desirable, a more thorough analysis of the problem
should be undertaken before deciding on their use.
 1.25 - 1.5 - Material properties known in detail.
Operating conditions known in detail. Loads and
resultant stresses and strains known with high degree
of certainity. Material test certificates, proof loading,
regular inspection and maintenance. Low weight is
important to design.
 1.5 - 2 - Known materials with certification under
reasonably constant environmental conditions,
subjected to loads and stresses that can be determined
using qualified design procedures. Proof tests, regular
inspection and maintenance required.
 2 - 2.5 - Materials obtained for reputable suppliers to
relevant standards operated in normal environments
and subjected to loads and stresses that can be
determined using checked calculations.
 2.5 - 3 - For less tried materials or for brittle materials
under average conditions of environment, load and
stress.
 3 - 4 - For untried materials used under average
conditions of environment, load and stress. Should
also be used with better-known materials that are to be
used in uncertain environments or subject to uncertain
stresses.
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Usually the factor of safety is kept larger, except in
aerospace and automobile industries. Here safety factors
are kept low (about 1.15 - 1.25) because the costs
associated with structural weight are so high. This low
safety factor is why aerospace parts and materials are
subject to more stringent testing and quality control. Now
computers are being used to provide more accurate
simulation of stresses that occur in components,
particularly in the case of high value products where
safety and saving weight is essential.

2. COSMOSXPRESS
COSMOSXpress is an analysis software, which is fully
integrated into SolidWorks. It is available since
SolidWorks 2003 release, and was not so much new in
itself as it was a way to make this technology accessible
to a new class of users. Before the introduction of
COSMOSXpress, analysis tools were difficult to use and
expensive. Now, engineers receive low-cost, easy to use,
wizard-based analysis software included with the
SolidWorks package. The user applies a couple of loads,
sets restraints, and starts the analysis. When
COSMOSXpress finishes, a red area indicates a potential
problem, while a blue one indicates that the analysis
software found no problems (Fig. 1.). Consequently,
COSMOSXpress considerably shortens the design cycle
because it lets engineers reduce the number of prototypes
needed to validate the design.

and aids in developing optimized designs. Quick and
inexpensive analysis often reveales non-intuitive solutions
and benefits engineers by allowing a better understand of
product’s behaviour [1].

4. USING ANALYSIS TO SAVE MATERIAL
The usage of CosmosXpress will be demonstrated in this
section and it will be based on a part named Control Arm
[2,3]. The control arm is fixed at the large hole and
subjected to a force at the small hole (Figure. 2.).

Fig. 2. Control Arm
CosmosXpress can be started by selecting the menu Tools
and then selecting CosmosXpress from the dropdown list
or by selecting the CosmosXpress analysis icon on the
Standard Toolbar. After that, the following window
appears (Fig. 3.).

Fig. 1. The result of the COSMOSXpress analysis

3. BENEFITS OF DESIGN ANALYSIS
In the absence of analysis tools, expensive prototypes-test
design cycles take place to ensure that the product’s
performance meets customer expectations. Design
analysis makes it possible to perform design cycles
quickly and inexpensively on computer models instead of
testing costly physical prototypes. Even when
manufacturing costs are not important considerations,
design analysis provides significant product quality
benefits, enabling engineers to detect design problems far
sooner than the time it takes to build a prototype. Design
analysis also facilitates studies of many design options
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Fig. 3. COSMOSXpress Welcome tab
With the Options… button it is possible to set the System
of Units (SI or English (IPS)) and set the directory in
which the results will be saved.
Clicking the Next button, opens the second tab where a
material should be specified. There is a library of
materials in SolidWorks which can be used, or users can
create their custom databases with specific values related
to the material. The material can be applied to the part in
either of two ways. The first one is to define it in the

Feature Manager Tree. The second one is to define it in
this step of the process analysis (Fig. 4.).

Fig. 4. Defining the material
After defining the material, a check mark appears on the
Material Tab and the Restraint Tab appears. As the name
of the tab says, restraints should be defined here. Each
restraint can contain multiple faces. The restrained faces
are constrained in all directions. At least one face of the
part must be restrained in order to avoid analysis failure
due to rigid body motion. Multiple sets of restraints can
be specified. Each set can have multiple faces (Fig. 5.).

plane. If this option is selected, reference plance has to be
selected from the Feature Manager Tree.
Pressure loads are applied normal to each selected face.

Fig. 6. Applying loads
For this example, a 4000 Newton force is applied to the
upper cylindrical face of the small hole. This force is
named UpwardForce.
The next tab in the row is the Analyze tab. On this tab it is
possible to run the test or change the settings. After
running the test, which may take a few minutes,
depending on the part, the result is displayed. Based on
the specified parameters, the lowes factor of safety (FOS)
in this design is 6.56. This means that COSMOSXpress
does not expect the model to fail under the specified
restraints and load. Since there is no need for this high
factor of safety, it means that a material can be removed
and thus the FOS will be smaller. On the other hand, the
part will be lighter and material will be saved. This must
not to affect the safety of the part. The modified part is
shown on the picture below (Fig. 7.).

Fig. 5. Defining restraints
In this example, the face of the large hole is going to be
selected by clicking on it in the graphics area. It is a good
practice to give a name to every restraint. In this way, it is
much easier to make changes later by reading the names
of the restraints. Thus, this particular one is named
FixedLargeHole.
When the definition of restraints is done, the next step is
to apply loads (Fig. 6.). Multiple sets of Forces and
Pressures can be applied. Likewise in the previous step,
each set can have multiple faces. There are two types of
Forces:
- Normal to each selected face – in this case the applied
force is in the direction normal to each selected face,
- Normal to a reference plane – this means that the
applied force is in the direction of a selected reference

Fig. 7. Modified Control Arm
After this, analysis is run for the second time.
Exclamation marks appear on the Analyze and Results
tabs, indicating that the part has to be reanalised and that
the existing results do not belong to the current geometry.
Also an Update button appears at the lower left corner of
the COSMOSXpress window. A click on this button will
cause COSMOSXpress to analyze the part once again,
this time with the modified geometry. When the analysis
is complete, COSMOSXpress replaces the exclamation
marks on the Analyze and Results tabs with check marks.
The new minimum factor of safety is listed approximately
as 1.42.
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5. CONCLUSION

CORRESPONDENCE

Results that were obtained through this research – and are
shown in this paper – indicate that COSMOSXpress is
very beneficial in terms of shortening production process
time, reduction of material expenditure and overall
production costs.
Software Tool COSMOSXpress is fully integrated into
SolidWorks CAD system and makes it possible to make
simple and precise analysis, simulations and
optimizations.
By introducing software tools like COSMOSXpress into
the production process in the industrial production
systems, more quality, efficient, humane and cheaper
work process performing and managing are obtained.
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SIMULATION OF THE CONTINUOUSLY
CAST SEMI-PRODUCTS IN THE CASE
OF INTRODUCTION OF CONSUMABLE
MICRO-COOLERS
Monika Erika POPA
Gabriela MIHUT

Abstract: Primordial method for the decrease of the
superheat of the steel of the in of the crystallizer, consist
in the introduction of consumable micro-coolers, which
can be exterior or internal.
The mathematical molding of the solidification and
cooling phenomenon of continuously cast semi-products,
presented the in afterwards, is based on the mathematical
description of phenomenon. This solution problem is,
practically, the heat solving equation in of non-steady
regime. For defined the heat conduction between semiproduct and crystallizer is necessary the cognition of
initial conditions, the variation law of the heat flux
between semi-product – crystallizer and the heat flux
between crystallizer – cooling water.
In this paper is presented simulation solidification model
of steel continuous casting, using finite element model.
For this is considered a section in mould-continuous
casting system. This section is divided with discreet
element structure. Using these experiments is made
graphical dependents of temperature in some different
point from surface crust to center of semi-product, and
also solidification speed for S235 (OL37) steel.
Keywords: continuous casting, steel, solidification

1. INTRODUCTION
The metallurgical industry from Romania is structured in
way echeloned assured necessary of iron metallurgical
products of the economic branches, and in order to
participate at the international changes of products from
steels in the sight compensation of the import of prime
materials.
The management in metallurgy must be find answers in
current stage, to another two questions, which operates
more criteria in the practice of the exploitation method.
 What technical-organizational solutions to adopted the
in the classic technology in order to growth of the cast

productivity, accomplished the quality metallurgical
products (the maximal productivity criteria)
 What sizes of continuously cast semi-products to
adopted the in manufacturing process, in order to
appropriate the final form, accomplished this quality
(the dimensional criteria)
Obviously, all these criteria’s are subordinate by-path of
primordial interest of the metallurgy’s managers, namely
the good qualities manufactured products at the minimal
costs.
The main task of the continuous cast is improved of
continuous cast steel quality. In order to assured the
solidification conditions imposed by the steel chemical
composition must be synchronize a numerous
technological factors, the most important be the steel
chemical composition, the casting temperature and speed
of drawing.
Primordial method for the decrease of the superheat of the
steel of the in of the crystallizer, consist in the
introduction of consumable micro-coolers, which can be
exterior or internal. The exterior micro-coolers can be
prepared out of the system and entered the crystallizer,
and the internal micro-coolers are constituted from steels
crusts, immediate format in the core of the semi-products,
on the water cooled surfaces. The outside micro-coolers
can be entered in the liquid steel below different forms:
small shots, granules or particles, draw-bars, wire, tube,
etc. The addition of micro-coolers in crystallizer drives to
the growth of the zone of the echi-axial crystals, diminish
the degree of superheat and reduce the axial porosity.
The mathematical molding of the solidification and
cooling phenomenon of continuously cast semi-products,
presented the in afterwards, is based on the mathematical
description of phenomenon. This solution problem is,
practically, the heat solving equation in of non-steady
regime. For defined the heat conduction between semiproduct and crystallizer is necessary the cognition of
initial conditions, the variation law of the heat flux
between semi-product – crystallizer and the heat flux
between crystallizer – cooling water. Some conditions are
can easy schematized, other only that drive to systems of
which equations can be solved on analytic path.

2. THE PROGRAMM
The computer program is written in C++ and works under
Win32 (i.e. Windows 95, 98, Me, NT4, 2000, XP – with
Intel processor). For the graphic interface, the program
uses MFC (Microsoft Foundation Classes), a class library
that encloses the functional character of the standard
programming interface Windows API – Application
Program Interface. The source program has a modular,
object-oriented architecture. One C++ module consists in
general in a pair of files: one with the extension.H (form
header) that contains function and/or class declarations,
used as interface with the other modules, and one with the
extension .CPP (from C++) that contains definitions
(implementations of the functions and classes declared in
the header). The other ones are auxiliaries of these or are
meant to implement graphs, windows, dialogue cases, etc.
The C standard functions (open (), or exit ()), which are
not a Windows API components, uses other biblioteq,
respectively MSVCRT (Microsoft Visual C Runtime).
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The 3D graphs are realized with the Windows
implementation of OpenGL specification (Open Graphics
Library). The dynamical biblioteq (MFC42.DLL,
MSVCRT.DLL, OPENGL32.DLL and GLU32.DLL) are
installed with the operating system.
For implementation of an algorithm of the above
described model we need the fallowing initial data:
ambient temperature, casting temperature, initial
temperature of the crystallizer, number of nodes from
half-finished product and from crystallizer with respect to
both axes, values of thermal conductibility for steel and
cupper function of temperature, values of enthalpy for
steel and copper function of temperature. In case of steel
this functional dependence need to include fusion latent
heat; tapping condition of half-finished product from
equipment; stopping condition of the algorithm. This
could be: manual stopping, after a given time period, at a
specified minimum, average, or maximum temperature of
the half-finished product, maximum variation of enthalpy
at an iteration.
The simulation is realized for a half-finished product
(bloom), having the cross-section 240x270 mm, made of
steel OL37-2K, according to the SR EN 10025 standard.
The data are: the ambient temperature 20°C, the casting
temperature 1550°C, the convection constant K = 15.
For configuration of specific dates for every steel grade,
using the main interface (fig. 1.) the program opens the
dialog box presented in fig. 2.

The simulation of the continuously cast semi-products is
effectuated in the case of 5% consumable micro-coolers
introduced in crystallizer. The simulation is effectuated
just for the primary and secondary cooling and not for the
entire line of cast installation. Thus is explained the great
values of the temperature of steel in the interior of the
semi-products (the middle layers) but which we diminish
the feather below the value of the temperature solidus up
to the moment which in the semi-product is uttered.
With the number of knots of digitization is major (both
the crystallizer and the semi-product) and the maximum
the variation of in an enthalpy in single iteration is less,
the real time of simulation is major. In this case, the real
time is 9h 8 min 44 s corresponding to the 13 min 21 s, in
simulated time. The run of the program can be interrupted
all moments, but with the mention as be start from same
moment of time but must run the program from
beginning. For illustrate the operation of the program, we
accomplished captures of the screen to different moments
of times, from which can obtain some information
concerning the temperatures in the cast equipment, the
real and simulated times.

Fig. 3. The dialog window at 54min 26s (real time),
respectivelly 0s (simulated time)
(at the moment of the micro-coolers introduces)

Fig. 1. The main window of the program

Fig. 4. The dialog window at 1h 48min 06s (real time),
respectivelly 2s (simulated time)

Fig. 5. The dialog window at 9h 8min 25s (real time),
respectivelly 13min 21s (simulated time)
(at the end of program simulation)
Fig. 2. The data input window
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The temperatures are indicated by the mean of a colored
gradient, having the values: red for casting temperature,

blue for ambient temperature and green for their average.
Any intermediary temperature is a combination of these.
A first obtained dependence is represented by temperature
variation of the half-finished product function of time
(fig.6.). The distribution of the discredited points is also
presented.

presented in fig.7. In this case to it is presented also the
position of the discredited points.
In the moment of the cast process beginning, in crystalizer
(in discretized points), the temperatures are relative high.
At 10s (simulated time) the temperature is between 350600oC, and it is observed a slowly decreasing of the
temperature of points placed near the center of the halffinished product, but also the variation mode of the
temperature from layers closer to wire surface
(320…550oC at 30s, 275…520oC at 1 min 7s, in final
moment of simulation ).
In fig. 8 the cumulate diagramme of the temperature are
presented. It is observed the two cooling zone,
respectivelly the primary cooling (when variated both the
temperature in crystallizer and the cast line), and the
secondary cooling (when only the cast line temperature is
present). It was obtained variation type for the
solidification speed, function of time. It refers to a
solidification speed calculated between two consecutive
iterations, fact that partially explain the oscillating aspect
of the curves.

Fig.6. Temperature variation function of time
At a time moment (in the presented case equal with 1 min
7s), when it took place the driving out of considered
surface from crystallizer, it took place an increasing of
temperature in the superior layers of the half-finished
product (with approximately 100°C in the corner and with
35…50°C in points 5 and 6 of the surface).
This increasing of the temperature is due to the lack of
cooling of the wire immediately after the driving out from
crystallizer to the firs ring of secondary cooling. After this
moment the cooling and the solidification of the wire took
place normally, the recorded temperatures corresponding
to the measured ones.
It needs to be specified that the simulation was realized
just for primary and secondary cooling, not for the entire
running of the wire in the equipment. This explains steel’s
high temperature values in the interior of the half-finished
product (middle layers), but they are decreasing under the
solidus temperature value until the cutting of the halffinished product.

Fig. 8. The temperature variation in crystallizer and the
cast line
Another type of temperature distribution, when the halffinished product is droved out from secondary cooling
zone, it is presented in fig. 9…fig.13, at 3s, 9s, 24s, 30s
and 60s, after introduced the micro-coolers.

Fig.7. The temperature variation in the crystallizer,
function of time
As regards the temperatures distribution in the crystallizer
(which take over the heat transferred by the half-finished
product and transfer it to the cooling water), it is

Fig. 9. The thermal field at 3s after the micro-coolers
addition
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Fig. 10. The thermal field at 9s after the micro-coolers
addition

Fig. 11. The thermal field at 24s after the micro-coolers
addition

Fig. 13. The thermal field at 60s after the micro coolers
addition

Fig. 14. The thermal field in semi-product (with section
240x270mm) at 13 min 21s (simulated time)
100 x[%]
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Fig.16. The diagonal

Fig. 12. The thermal field at 30s after the micro-coolers
addition
The fig. 14 presents the thermal field in the semi-product
in the moment of the 13 min 21s (simulated time). The
obtained regression surfaces corresponded from a quarter
from the semi-product section is like similarly of the other
parts of the section. From the point of view of the
temperature values, the semi-product corner is the first
cooled section, and the core is the most slowly cooled
part.
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Fig. 17. The thermal field in semi-product (240x270mm)
across the axe x for y = 0, depending in time

 it is consider that the crystallizer loose heat uniformly
on each surface
 it is consider that at zero moment the temperature of
steel mass is uniform. For the surface nodes it is
correct to assume that at the casting moment it took
place the formation of a thin solidified steel layer, and
the loosed heat by this layer is transmitted
instantaneously to the nodes from the interior surface
of the crystallizer.
 the evolving of fusion latent heat it is produced in
liquidus-solidus interval, direct proportional with the
temperature

3. CONCLUSION

Fig. 18. The thermal field in semi-product (section
240x270mm) across the diagonal, depending in time
In order to realize a bi-dimensional mathematical
modeling of a semi-finished product it is considered a
section of half-finished product-crystallizer assembly,
which is divided using a discretisation network (fig.19).
As results of the considered hypothesis, the half-finished
product-crystallizer assembly is symmetric with respect to
longitudinal axis of the half-finished product. The origin
of the system of coordinates will be in the center of the
half-finished product and the calculus will be made just
for positive x and y.
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Fig. 19. The discretisation network
The temperature of every node represents the mean
temperature of node adjacent surface. In these nodes are
written the finite differential equations presented above.
The model is realized based on the fallowing simplifying
assumptions:
 the heat transfer on longitudinal axis is neglected,
considering that heat transfer take place just in
horizontal section of the half-finished product
 the density variation is neglected
 the crystallizer section is consider to be a equivalent
rectangular section

Analyzing the graphical dependences from the performed
researches, based on literature review data and from own
experimental work it results the fallowing conclusions:
 The results obtained by simulation with presented
program being similar with practical data;
 In every diagram there are observed a temperature
leap or a solidification speed leap after approximately
1min 7s min from the beginning of the casting,
respectively immediately after the driving out from the
crystallizer of the considered section, leap caused by
the impossibility of elimination of a heat flux from the
half-finished product interior;
 It is observed a numerous crystallizing centers,
uniform distributed;
 Also, it is observed an appreciate difference between
the liquid steel temperature and the steel temperature
from immediate proximity of micro-coolers
 The indurations advances consisted standardized it a
temperatures of first in of the minute after the
administration of micro-coolers
 After precinct a minute from the administration microcoolers don't else notices significant differences what
in looks the variation of the temperature of the in mass
of steel
 Through the addition of micro-coolers is obtained
adjustment of the a temperature of the in of the
crystallizer depending on the quality and the quantity
of micro-coolers
 Modifying a series of parameters (number of
discretized points, dissipated heat in crystallizer and in
secondary cooling, data of steel grade) it could be
obtained more correct values, applicable to other steel
grades.
The number of nodes is established starting with the
necessity of finding a solution for the following
contradiction: the use of a high number of nodes increases
the precision of the model (the error introduced by the
hypothesis that the adjacent surface of every node has the
same temperature as the node is decreases with the
decrease of node area); on the other hand a high number
of nodes lead to an increasing of processing time due to
the increasing of nodes number and due to decreasing of
time intervals between iterations imposed by stability
conditions of the solutions.
The chosen time interval represent the time in which the
unsteady heat transfer process is approximate with a
steady process. From this reasons as well as the
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characteristics of the real process are far from that of a
steady one, the iteration period should be smaller.
In order to realize a bi-dimensional mathematical
modeling of a semi-finished product it is considered a
section of half-finished product-crystallizer assembly,
which is divided using a discretisation network. The
temperature of every node represents the mean
temperature of node adjacent surface.
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all machining process. Fixturing must provide for
possible access of machine tool straight to fixture
workpiece to make to possible no problem machining is
all asked directions. Workpiece position toward to
machine tool cannot to change during machine process
and not even by influence of cutting forces originated in
the machining. It means that fixturing must be enough
robust. Together with that must be fulfilled the necessary
condition of suitable fixturing and that the forces of
fixture mechanism in the place of workpiece contact can
not to produce the plastic deformation in his surface by
this makes to occur the damages.

2. TYPES OF FIXTURES

SIMULATION OF MACHINING IN CATIA
V5R15
Miriam MATÚŠOVÁ
Erika HRUŠKOVÁ
Abstract: Simulation is automatic software control of
format block entireness. In this case it is showed machine
tool moving in design. Moving characterized future
moving of cutting tool in the workpiece in machining.
Showing the curve of position transformation of machine
tool. The material is removed by machining tool in the
machine and this is possible to showed by graphical
simulation in the majority of systems.
Key words: simulation, machine tool, design, moving,
direction

1. INTRODUCTION
Continual development in manufacturing engineering area
and automatization increasing of production depend on
modification of technical parameters of manufacturing
machine and tools. There is occurred to constant
increasing of flexible production that provides for
possibility of effectively small-batch production. This fact
depends to production necessary move to general
machines with high flexibility, with decreased of
incidental time and logistics flexibility.
Neither kind of production, it is manufacture, machine
production, series and mass production cannot operate
without several kinds of fixtures.
Fixtures except for make simpler alone activity of
production machine and it means they decreased main
operated and incidental times. By that the ability to
produce higher quantity of the workpieces is increasing.
In the area of the machining is the necessary part of
machine – tool – workpiece – fixture (MTWF) system the
fixture too, to occur the constant development of the
fixture parts. Fixture construction depends on change
requests of the workpiece. Possibility of the modular
system dividing to smaller segments make possible to use
her many times in the fixture form. This type of modular
system is applied for several requests kinds of fixturing
and positioning and it is high flexible.
Machined workpiece must be fixtured in the operated
place to have the suitable position to machine tool during

Workpiece position toward to machine tool cannot to
change during machine process and not even by influence
of cutting forces originated in the machining. Sometimes
is necessary that the machine tool is directed by fixture if
the directing is not a part of the machine (for example if
in the classical lathe is needed to turn the sphere surface.).
Then the machine tool is directed by special secondary
device assembled in the machine that is included to
fixtures. Other kinds of the machine tool directing are
guide bushes directed the drilling tool.

2.1. Fixture classification
According to usage the fixtures are divided like:





Generous fixtures,
Group fixtures,
Modular system fixtures,
Special fixtures.

2.2. Fixture elements
Base elements
Positioning elements
Fixture elements
Suported elements
 Subsidiary elements





2.3. Fixture parts






Screws and screw female,
Excenters,
Cams,
Wedge mechanism,
Clamps.

2.4. Kinds of modular system
 ALUFIX
 Carr Lane
 VUNAR SUS –30,50,100
3. WORKPIECE DESIGN
In the Fig.1 is the workpiece where is showed using
process of the modular fixture.
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5. CONCLUSION

Fig. 1 Design of workpiece

By that is possible to design and simulated the other kinds
of machining. Simulation make possible to see the cutting
tool movement in machining of workpiece and it showed
the transformation curve of tool axis position. There is
possible to adjust the parameters of machine too that are
designed by the software during simulation. CATIA offer
the exit according to NC program. By data server
SMARTEAM is possible to review created system
straight through INTERNET through the production
concerns. After possibility apportion of connecting to
concrete files, user can measure product dimensions. It
means all product dimensions or files of other data type. It
is positive for productive flexible preparation and for all
production too.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPED
METHODOLOGY
The simplified block diagram is the best way to present
the basic phases during the development of procedure
(methodology) for teeth profile optimization in the case of
helical involute cylindrical gears. Such block diagram is
given bellow.
1. Define of necessary gear pair characteristics
and the base aspect for optimal profile selection

THE METHODOLOGY FOR HELICAL
GEAR TEETH PROFILE OPTIMIZATION
Ivana ATANASOVSKA
Vera NIKOLIĆ
Dejan DIMITRIJEVIĆ
Dejan MOMČILOVIĆ
Abstract: The teeth profile optimization is one of the
crucial factors for high level of reliability, life-time and
work safety of gear transmissions. The methodology
developed for selection of optimum helical gear teeth
profile has described in this paper. The developed
methodology enables teeth profile optimization with
different aspects: teeth load capacity, life-time, noise and
vibration etc.
The Finite Element Analysis has been used for the
calculations of meshed gear deformation and stress state.
The Finite Element Method (FEM) enables modeling of
real contact geometry during meshing period for helical
gears with involute teeth profile.
Especially important is the fact that the presented
methodology is the base algorithm for Decision support
system (DSS) design. This DSS will be an efficient
engineering tool for precise involute gear calculations.
Key words: helical gears, optimization, load distribution

1. INTRODUCTION
Research for identifying the load distribution and
deformation and stress state is more complex task, for
involute cylindrical gears with helical teeth, than the same
task for the involute straight spur gears, [7], [8]. The load
distribution in helical gears mesh could be solved only by
simultaneously resolving of load distribution between
immediately meshed teeth pairs and load distribution
along each of teeth pair contact line. For this purpose, the
mathematical model for load distribution solving in
helical cylindrical gears mesh is developed and described
in [2]. Presented mathematical model have some
assumptions and approximations, with detail features
described in [2], [7] and [8]. Also, for developing of the
algorithm presented in next chapter of this paper, authors
have modified the methodology for straight spur gear
teeth profile optimization, [6].

2. Define the teeth profile parameters which are
subjects of the optimization

3. The numerical experiments on 3D FEM meshed
teeth models for combinations of the parameters`
values which is take into consideration
4. Drawing of comparative diagrams for the obtained
numerical results

5. Selection of optimal values for the considering teeth
profile parameters

6. Numerical calculation of deformation and stress
state for gear pair with selected values of parameters
and standard deviations

7. Calculation and verifying of selected gear pair
safety factor

2.1. Define of necessary gear pair characteristics
and the base aspect for optimal profile
selection
The first step during the teeth profile optimization
procedure is to specify the prime characteristics for gear
pair that will be designed. This means, first of all, that the
nominal load and transmission ratio must be defined.
Than, material and heat-treatment requirements are often
predefined
parameters.
Also,
some
geometric
characteristics for gear pair could be specified in the start
of optimization. These geometric characteristics are
constant and are not subjects of optimization (e.g. overall
dimensions). (Note: the influence of standard deviations is
separately researched in sixth step of the developed
methodology.)
It is very important to recognize that requirements for
different fields of application of designed gears could
vary considerably. In first step of the methodology
procedure, the base aspect for optimal profile selecting
also has to be defined. The base aspect is defined as
obligatory and dominant requirement that designed gear
pair has to satisfy. In the most cases, dominant
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requirements for designed gear pair are surface durability
and tooth bending strength. Sometimes, one of these
requirements could be the priority one. This depends of
the gear tooth manufacturing accuracy — lead, profile
and spacing, additional material heat-treatment, type of
lubrication and the rest of required exploitation
conditions. For instance, when teeth flanks have increased
hardness by suitable material heat-treatment, the
requirement for tooth bending strength is the priority
aspect for optimization. The overall dimension of gear
pair is one more aspect that is often the base aspect in
optimization procedure, even more because in
contemporary machinery the dimensions have
permanently decreasing trend. The dominant requirements
for teeth profile optimization could be also gear life-time,
reducing of noise and vibration etc.

2.2. Define the teeth profile parameters which
are subjects of the optimization
It is very important to select sufficient but no above
necessary number of parameters with are subjects of the
gear optimization procedure. The proper selection of
optimized parameters ensures calculation time reduction
but will not affect to final result of teeth profile
optimization. The selected parameters have to be those
that have significant influence at load distribution in
helical gear mesh, as well as at deformation and stress
state of meshed teeth. In addition to selecting of the
parameters that will be optimized, this step of procedure
implies selection of discrete values for all of the
parameters. These values have to be in accordance with
valid standards, [10].

2.3. Numerical experiments on 3D FEM meshed
teeth models for the combinations of the
parameters` values which are taking into
consideration
This step implies m numerical experiments on 3D FEM
models of meshed helical gear pair. The each of these
numerical experiments has to include steps and
procedures defined in third chapter of this paper. The
number of repetition of numerical experiment m could be
calculate by folowing expresion: m = p1 ⋅ p 2 ⋅ ... ⋅ p n ,
where: n – is the number of parameters that are varying;
pi, i=1,n – is the numbers of discrete values for the
selected parameters.

2.4. Drawing of comparative diagrams for the
obtained numerical results
This step implies drawing of comparative diagrams for
each of selected parameters in previous step. The
comparative diagrams are combination of diagrams
obtained in 3.5 step of this paper, during numerical
experiments. Also, in this step procedure implies drawing
of comparative diagrams of maximum contact stress state
and maximum tooth bending stress state versus each of
selected parameters (for instance: addendum modification
coefficient of pinion and wheel x1 and x2, contact ratio εγ,
normal pressure angle αn, base helix angle βb etc.).
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2.5. Selection of optimal values for the
considering teeth profile parameters
In this step, the optimum values for parameters that are
varying are selected by the comparative diagrams in
accordance with defined base aspect for optimization. In
this way, the optimum gear pair characteristics are
defined.

2.6. Numerical calculation of deformation and
stress state for gear pair with selected values
of parameters and standard deviations
It is necessary to calculate the load capacity of gear pair
that has been optimized in previous steps of the
procedure. During this calculation, standard deviations of
gears have to be built in FEM models. The real values of
deviations could not be known in advance, so gear FEM
models stress calculations use standard allowable values
for deviations, in accordance with ISO 1328:1995, [11].
The numerical calculations give values of maximum
deformations and stresses appropriate for calculating of
the safety factors and verifying the optimization
procedure.

3. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT ON 3D FEM
HELICAL GEAR MODELS
Block diagram given in this chapter defines sub-steps
during any numerical experiment on FEM helical gears
model. Text below describes every sub-step during
calculation of load distribution, deformation and stress
state of helical gears with involute teeth profile.

3.1 Developing of plane finite element models for
a single set of varying values of parameters
For helical gears plane models represent face plane teeth
profile geometry and should be developed at the same
principles as defined for straight spur gears, [9]. The
paper [9] gives a detail description about the procedure of
plane FEM models developing and verifying with finite
element type description and description of external load
simulation and gear teeth contact simulation.

3.2 Determination of contact line positions
during a contact period relevant for load
distribution in mesh
Analytical expressions which described involute profile
and helical gear geometry exist in literature, [3] and [4].
This sub-step of developed procedure uses those
expressions for determination of relevant contact line
positions that will be modeled in scope of a numerical
experiment. The relevant positions are: first point of two
teeth pair mesh (when previous teeth pair out coming
mesh), first point of three teeth pair mesh (when next
teeth pair incoming in mesh) and the position during two
teeth pairs mesh when a sum of lengths of meshed teeth
pair contact lines has the maximum value.
Some more relevant contact line positions could be
defined. It is determined by requirements of a numerical
calculation and available calculation time.

3.1. Developing of plane finite element models for a
single set of varying values of parameters

3.2. Determination of contact line positions during a
contact period relevant for load distribution in mesh

3.3. Developing of 3D solid finite element models for
selected contact line positions

3.3 Development of 3D solid finite element
models for selected contact line positions
In this sub-step the procedure implies rotations of
developed plane finite element models for a single set of
values of varying parameters to the defined relevant
contact line positions.
Than, extruding of rotated plane models gives appropriate
3D solid finite element models for numerical calculations.
The paper [2] gives a detail description about the
procedure of developing and verifying of 3D helical gears
FEM models.

3.4 Numerical iterative experiment on developed
3D FEM models
In this sub-step the procedure implies numerical
experiment on developed 3D FEM models with iterative
procedure developed and detail described in [2]. The
iterative procedure takes in respect how variation of teeth
stiffness during meshing period influences on load
distribution in mesh. Also, it includes influence of
external load value on teeth stiffness and meshed teeth
pair stiffness. The iterative procedure uses adapted and
improved discrete-continual model for load distribution in
gear mesh. This discrete-continual model for helical gears
was developed on the base principles defined by
Айрапетов in [1] and Заблонский in [5] and it is
described in [2].

3.5 Drawing of diagrams for numerical results
monitoring

3.4. Numerical iterative experiment on developed 3D
FEM models

Diagrams that track the variation of gear teeth
deformations, gear teeth stiffness, mesh stiffness, load
distribution in mesh and gear stress state during a
meshing period of helical involute cylindrical gears, use
3D tape of display. Drown diagrams show variation of
variables at different relevant contact line positions during
meshing period and along every single contact line,
simultaneously. These diagrams give very explicit
overview of numerical results and enable identification of
maximum stresses competent for gears load capacity
calculations.

4. CONCLUSION

3.5. Drawing of diagrams for numerical results
monitoring

The methodology for helical gear teeth profile
optimization described in this paper is applicable for very
large range of practical problems in helical gears design.
First of all, it means when the standard calculation
procedures is not precise enough.
Developed finite element models of helical gears which
are the part of described methodology, present an
important improvement of the similar previous models.
Especially important characteristics of developed finite
element models are precise contact geometry modeling
and simulation of contact conditions by contact finite
elements. That gives a possibility for calculation of
contact deformation and stress state without Hertz theory
predictions and any approximation.
Especially important is the fact that the presented
methodology is the base algorithm for Decision support
system (DSS) design. The current rapid progress of both
of hardware and software of personal computers, in the
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near future will enable design of very fast and strong
information system (DSS) for helical gear teeth profile
optimization. This DSS will be an efficiently engineering
tool for precise involute gear calculations.
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numbers which satisfy (2), the particular set
r
x * = x1* , x 2* , K , x n* which yields the optimum values of
all the objective functions.
It is rarely the case that there is a single point that
simultaneously optimizes all the objective functions.
Therefore, we normally look for trade-offs, rather than
single solutions when dealing with multi-objective
optimization problems. The notion of optimality is
therefore, different in this case. The most commonly
adopted notion of optimality is called Pareto optimality.
r
We say that a vector of decision variables x * ∈ ℑ is
r
Pareto optimal if there does not exist another x ∈ ℑ such
r
r
r
r
that f i (x ) ≤ f i x * for all i = 1, k and f j (x ) < f j x * for

[

]

( )

MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION IN
HELICAL GEARS DESIGN
Lucian TUDOSE
Ovidiu BUIGA
Daniela JUCAN
Cornel ŞTEFANACHE
Abstract: In this paper, we propose a population-based
evolutionary multi-objective optimization approach based
on the concept of Pareto optimality, in order to design
helical gears. The goals of the optimization were to
minimize both the mass of the gearing and the flank
adhesive wear speed. In the actually optimal design
problem solved in this work, six genes and seventeen
constraints were taken in consideration. The Pareto
optimal set was obtained by running a new genetic
algorithm inspired by Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm II (NSGA-II) implemented in Cambrian v.3.09
software.

at least one j. Unfortunately, the concept of Pareto
optimality almost always gives not a single solution, but
rather a set of solutions called the Pareto optimal set. The
r
vectors x * corresponding to the solutions included in the
Pareto optimal set are called non-dominated. The plot of
the objective functions whose non-dominated vectors are
in the Pareto optimal set is called the Pareto front.
In the following paragraphs we will identify and propose
the variables (genes), the objective functions, and the
constraints which will be aggregated in the multiobjective optimization program.

2. DESIGN PROBLEM
The aim of our work is to perform a multi-objective
optimization in order to obtain a gearing as lighter as
possible and with a flank adhesive wear speed as lower as
possible. Obviously, these two objectives are in conflict
and so it is impossible to reach such a result. Therefore
we will use the Pareto front in order to deal with these
goals. The actual design input data are listed bellow.

Key words: helical gears, multi-objective optimization,
genetic algorithms.

3. DESIGN INPUT DATA

1. INTRODUCTION

Electrical engine horsepower, [kW]: P = 2.9
Transmission ratio: i = 3.55 = u12 _ standard

Multi-objective optimization (also called multi-criteria
optimization, multi-performance or vector optimization)
can be defined as the problem of finding [5]: “a vector
decision variables which satisfies constraints and
optimizes a vector function whose elements represent the
objective functions. These functions form a mathematical
description of performance criteria which are usually in
conflict with each other. Hence, the term optimize means
finding such a solution which would give the values of all
the objective functions acceptable to the designer.”
In these terms, we want to solve multi-objective
optimization problems of the form:
r
r
r
Minimize [ f1 (x ), f 2 (x ), K , f k (x )]
(1)
subject to the m constraints:
r
g i (x ) p 0, i = 1, m ( p means ≤, < or = )

(2)

where the k objective functions are f i : R n → R . We call
r
x = [x1 , x 2 , K , x n ] the vector of decision variables. We
want to determine from among the set ℑ of all sets of

( )

Rotational speed of shaft 1, [rot/min]: n1 = 925
Necessary life, [h]: Lh1 = 8000 , Lh 2 = 8000
Number of wheels the pinion, or the wheel, comes in
contact with: χ 1 = 1 , χ 2 = 1
Face width difference, [mm]: ∆b = 5
Material:
Pinion: 41MoCr11 (quenched and tempered) [MPa]:
HB1 = 3000
Wheel: 40Cr10 (quenched and tempered) [MPa]:
HB1 = 2700
Material density, [kg/mm3]: ρ mat = 7.85 ⋅ 10 −6
N stH = 10 3 , N BH = 5⋅ 107 , NstF = 104 , N BF = 3⋅ 10 6
Z N max = 1.6 , YN max = 2.5
Roughness average of the flank, [µm]:
Pinion: Raf 1 = 0.8

Wheel: Raf 2 = 0.8

Roughness average of the of the tooth root fillet, [µm]:
Pinion: Rar1 = 1.6
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Wheel: Rar 2 = 1.6
Allowable Hertz stress, [MPa]:
σ H lim1 = 760
σ H lim 2 = 720
Allowable bending stress, [MPa]:
σ F lim1 = 580
σ F lim 2 = 560
Safety factor for pitting and bending:
S H min = 1.15 , S F min = 1.25
Lubricant factors:
Z L1 = 1.05 , Z L 2 = 1.05
Tooth root surface factors:
YR1 = 1.02 , YR 2 = 1.02
Hardness ratio factor for the teeth flank: Z w = 1
Normal pitch error, [µm]: f pbr = 21
Material factor: Z E = 189.8
Precision class: 8
Basic metric rack profile (ISO53 (STAS 821)):
Normal pressure angle: α n = 20º
Addendum coefficient: han = 1
Clearance coefficient: c sa = 0.25
Bearing's efficiency: η rul = 0.99
Overload factor: K A = 1.25
Lubricant type: TIN 125 EP STAS 10588-76 with
kinematical viscosity 125-140 [mm2/s] at 50º C.
In order to perform the optimal design of the gearing is
necessary to set up:
 the variables (genes) that uniquely describe the
problem (both the objective function and the
constraints);
 the objective functions;
 the constraints of the problem.

4. OPTIMAL DESIGN OF GEARING
4.1. Genes
The first step of the setup of the optimization program
consists in the identification of the variables that are able
to uniquely describe the problem. These variables should
be involved in the calculus of the objective functions and
the constraints both.
Hereinafter, since the optimization will be performed
using genetic algorithms, instead of the term variable we
will use the term gene.
It is worthy to mention here that the notion of gene is
rather larger that the usual meaning of a variable. A gene
could be a real or an integer number, as well as an array, a
matrix or a list. The objects of the list could be anything
one could imagine and that have a numerical coding
representation.
The authors consider that there are six genes that can
describe completely the optimization problem. These
genes are listed in the Table 1. Note that the first two
genes (normal module and working centre distance) take
only standardized values in the appropriate mentioned
range (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Genes values
No

Genes

Values

1.

Normal module, mn

1.0 … 6.0 mm

2.

Working centre distance, aw

40 … 1400 mm

3.

Normal addendum
modification coefficient, xn1

–0.5 … 1

4.

Length width coefficient, ψa

0.2 … 0.8

5.

Standard pitch cylinder helix
angle, β

7 …15°

6.

Number of teeth of pinion, z1

25 … 56

4.2. Objective functions
As we already mentioned, the objective functions chosen
for this optimization model are the mass (volume) of the
gearing and the flank adhesive wear speed. Since we used
a very precise calculus of the tooth area [7], the gearing
mass was calculated accurately.

(

)

M gearing = V pinion + Vwheel ⋅ ρ mat → min

(

)

v wear = max v wear _ A , v wear _ E → min

(3)
(4)

where:
vwear_A, vwear_E – adhesive wear speed at start and end of
tooth engagement, respectively. These speeds were
calculated according to equations (148), (149).

4.3. Constraints
We attached to the optimization problem a set of
seventeen constraints. All values of these constraints have
to be negative or zero.
C1. Relative error of the actual speed ratio has to be
between -2.5% and +2.5%.
g1 =

u12 _ standard − u12 100
⋅
−1
u12 _ standard
2.5

(5)

C2. The Hertzian stress should be less or equal to the
allowable Hertzian stress.
g2 =

σH
−1
σ HP

(6)

C3. The bending stress at the tooth base has to be less or
equal to the allowable bending stress for the pinion.
g3 =

σ F1
−1
σ FP1

(7)

C4. The bending stress at the tooth base has to be less or
equal to the allowable bending stress for the wheel.
g4 =

σF2
−1
σ FP 2

(8)

C5. The normal addendum modification coefficient
should be in such range that the undercutting of the pinion
teeth doesn't get worse.

g5 =

17 ⋅ x n1
−1
14 − z n1

(9)

C6. The normal addendum modification coefficient
should be in such range that the undercutting of the wheel
teeth doesn't get worse.
17 ⋅ x n 2
−1
g6 =
14 − z n 2

c sa ⋅ mn
−1
s an1

(10)

(11)

C8. The profile shift should be so that the wheel tooth
thickness at top does not drop under a certain value.
c ⋅m
g 8 = sa n − 1
s an 2

5.1. Geometrical parameters
Number of teeth for wheel 2:

C7. The profile shift should be in such range that the
pinion tooth thickness at top does not decrease under a
certain value.
g7 =

5. PARAMETERS USED IN GEOMETRY,
STRENGTH AND WEAR CALCULUS OF
HELICAL GEARS

(

z 2 = round u12 _ standard ⋅ z1

)

(22)

Number of teeth ratio:
u12 =

z2
z1

(23)

Rotational speed of shaft II, [rot/min]:
n1
u12

n2 =

(24)

Horsepower, [kW]:

(12)

P1 = P ⋅ η rul

C9. Radial contact ration should be greater than a certain
imposed value.

P2 = P ⋅ η rul

Torques, [Nmm]:

ε
g 9 = α lim − 1
εα

T1 =

3 ⋅10 7 ⋅ P1
π ⋅ n1

(27)

T2 =

3 ⋅10 7 ⋅ P2
π ⋅ n2

(28)

(13)

C10. xn2 should be in the range of [-0.5…1].

g10 =

x n 2 − 0.25
−1
0.75

(14)

(25)
2

(26)

Centre distance, [mm]:

C11-16. For the span measurement following six
conditions should be satisfied:

a=

mn ⋅ ( z1 + z 2 )
2 ⋅ cos β

(29)

WNn1 ⋅ sin β b + 5
−1
b1

(15)

W ⋅ sin β b + 5
−1
g12 = Nn 2
b2

(16)

Radial pressure angle, [rad]:

(17)

⎛ tan α n
α t = atan⎜⎜
⎝ cos β

g11 =

g13 =

ρ At1
−1
ρ Nt1

b = ψ a ⋅ aw

(30)

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(31)

Working pressure angle, [rad]:

ρ
g14 = Nt1 − 1
ρ at1

(18)

g15 =

ρ Et 2
−1
ρ Nt 2

(19)

g16 =

ρ Nt 2
−1
ρ at 2

(20)

C17. z1 and z2 should be coprime numbers.
⎧− 1 if z 1 and z 2 are coprime
g17 = ⎨
⎩1 otherwise

Necessary blank width, [mm]:

(21)

In order to construct the objective functions and the
constraints, several parameters has to be computed. These
parameters are presented in the following paragraph. The
geometrical values and the strength calculus presented in
this paragraph were made according to DIN 3990-1987.

⎞
⎛ a
α wt = acos⎜⎜ ⋅ cos α t ⎟⎟
⎠
⎝ aw

(32)

invα wt = tan α wt − α wt

(33)

invα t = tan α t − α t

(34)

Normal addendum modification coefficient sum in normal
direction:
x sn =

(invα wt − invα t ) ⋅ ( z1 + z 2 )
2 ⋅ tan α n

xn 2 = x sn − xn1

(35)
(36)

Addendum modification coefficient sum:
x st = x sn ⋅ cos β

(37)

Numbers of teeth of the equivalent spur gears:
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z n1 =

z1
cos 3β

(38)

z n2 =

z2
cos 3 β

(39)

invα at 2 = tan α at 2 − α at 2

(57)

Standard pitch circular tooth thickness in normal direction
and in radial direction, [mm]:

Minimum normal addendum modification coefficients:

s n1 = (0.5 ⋅ π + 2 ⋅ x n1 ⋅ tan α n ) ⋅ mn

(58)

s n1 = (0.5 ⋅ π + 2 ⋅ x n 2 ⋅ tan α n ) ⋅ mn

(59)

xn1min =

14 − z n1
17

(40)

s t1 =

(0.5 ⋅ π + 2 ⋅ xt1 ⋅ tan α t ) ⋅ mn
cos β

(60)

x n 2 min =

14 − z n 2
17

(41)

st 2 =

(0.5 ⋅ π + 2 ⋅ xt 2 ⋅ tan α t ) ⋅ mn
cos β

(61)

Addendum modification coefficients:

Outside cylinder helix angles, [rad]:

xt1 = xn1 ⋅ cos β

(42)

xt 2 = xn 2 ⋅ cos β

(43)

Standard pitch diameters, [mm]:
m ⋅z
d1 = n 1
cos β

(44)

m ⋅z
d2 = n 2
cos β

(45)

Base diameters, [mm]:
d b1 = d1 ⋅ cos α t

(46)

d b 2 = d 2 ⋅ cos α t

(47)

Working pitch diameters, [mm]:
d w1

⎛ cos α t
= d1 ⎜⎜
⎝ cos α wt

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(48)

d w2

⎛ cos α t
= d 2 ⎜⎜
⎝ cos α wt

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(49)

(62)

⎛d
⎞
β a 2 = atan⎜⎜ a 2 ⋅ tan β ⎟⎟
⎝ d2
⎠

(63)

Outside cylinder circular tooth thickness in normal
direction and in radial direction, [mm]:
⎡
⎤ cos α t
m ⋅z
s at1 = ⎢(invα t − invα at1 ) ⋅ n 1 + s t1 ⎥ ⋅
cos
β
⎣
⎦ cos α at1

(64)

m ⋅z
⎡
⎤ cos α t
s at 2 = ⎢(invα t − invα at 2 ) ⋅ n 2 + s t 2 ⎥ ⋅
cos
β
⎣
⎦ cos α at 2

(65)

s an1 = s at1 ⋅ cos β a1

(66)

s an 2 = s at 2 ⋅ cos β a 2

(67)

Radial contact ratio:
2

εα =

Root diameters, [mm]:

⎡ z
⎤
d f 1 = mn ⋅ ⎢ 1 − 2 ⋅ (han + csa − xn1 )⎥
⎣ cosβ
⎦

(50)

⎡ z
⎤
= mn ⋅ ⎢ 2 − 2 ⋅ (han + csa − xn2 )⎥
⎣ cosβ
⎦

(51)

df2

⎛d
⎞
β a1 = atan⎜⎜ a1 ⋅ tan β ⎟⎟
⎝ d1
⎠

2

2

2

d a1 − d b1 + d a2 − d b2 − 2 ⋅ aw ⋅ sin α wt
2 ⋅ π ⋅ mn ⋅ cosα t

⋅ cosβ (68)

Overlap contact ratio:
εβ =

b ⋅ sin β
π ⋅ mn

Total contact ratio:
ε γ = εα + εβ

Outside diameters, [mm]:
⎡ z
⎤
d a1 = 2 ⋅ aw − mn ⋅ ⎢ 2 − 2 ⋅ (han + xn2 )⎥
⎣ cosβ
⎦

(52)

⎡ z
⎤
d a2 = 2 ⋅ aw − mn ⋅ ⎢ 1 − 2 ⋅ (han + xn1 )⎥
cos
β
⎣
⎦

(53)

(69)

(70)

Base cylinder helix angle, [rad]:
⎛d
⎞
β b = atan⎜⎜ b1 ⋅ tan β ⎟⎟
⎝ d1
⎠

(71)

Working pitch cylinder helix angle, [rad]:

Radial outside cylinder pressure angle, [rad]:

⎛d
⎞
β w = atan⎜⎜ w1 ⋅ tan β ⎟⎟
d
⎝ 1
⎠

(72)

⎞
⎛d
α at1 = acos⎜⎜ 1 ⋅ cos α t ⎟⎟
⎠
⎝ d a1

(54)

⎞
⎛d
= acos⎜⎜ 2 ⋅ cos α t ⎟⎟
⎠
⎝ d a2

(55)

Standard pitch diameter of the equivalent spur gears,
[mm]:

(56)

d n1 = mn ⋅ z n1

α at 2

invα at1 = tan α at1 − α at1
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5.2. Elements of the equivalent spur gear

(73)

d n 2 = mn ⋅ z n 2

(74)

Base diameter of the equivalent spur gears, [mm]:
d bn1 = d n1 ⋅ cos α n

(75)

d bn 2 = d n 2 ⋅ cos α n

(76)

Outside diameter of the equivalent spur gears, [mm]:
d an1 = d n1 + d a1 − d1

(77)

d an 2 = d n 2 + d a 2 − d 2

(78)

Working pressure angle of the equivalent spur gearing,
[rad]:
⎛ cos α wt ⋅ cos β b
α wn = acos⎜⎜
cos β w
⎝

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

cos α n
a
⋅
2
cos β b cos α wn

2

ε αn =

2

2

d an 1 − d bn 1 +

Yδst1 , Yδst 2 = f (YSa , ε αn , σ 02 )

2

d an 2 − d bn 2 − 2 ⋅ a wn ⋅ sin α wn
2 ⋅ π ⋅ m n ⋅ cos α n

Z X , Yx1 , Yx 2 = f (m n , Heat Treatment )
N L1 = 60 ⋅ n1 ⋅ Lh1 ⋅ χ 1

(95)

N L 2 = 60 ⋅ n2 ⋅ Lh 2 ⋅ χ 2

(96)

mH 1

⎛N ⎞
log⎜⎜ BH ⎟⎟
⎝ N stH ⎠
=
⎛
⎞
Z N max
⎟
log⎜⎜
⎟
⋅
⋅
Z
Z
Z
⎝ L1 R1 V 1 ⎠

mH 2

⎛N ⎞
log⎜⎜ BH ⎟⎟
⎝ N stH ⎠
=
⎛
Z N max
log⎜⎜
⎝ Z L 2 ⋅ Z R 2 ⋅ ZV 2

mF1

⎛N ⎞
log⎜⎜ BF ⎟⎟
⎝ N stF ⎠
=
⎛ YN max
⎞
⎟
log⎜⎜
⎟
⎝ Yδ1 ⋅ YR1 ⋅ Y X 1 ⎠

(99)

mF 2

⎛N ⎞
log⎜⎜ BF ⎟⎟
⎝ N stF ⎠
=
⎛
YN max
log⎜⎜
Y
⎝ δ 2 ⋅ YR 2 ⋅ YX 2

(100)

5.3. Strength parameters
Z R1 , Z R 2 = f ( R z100 , σ H lim )

(82)

Surface roughness factor for pressure contact and for
bending:
Rzf 1 = 4.4 ⋅ Raf 1

0.97

Rzf 2 = 4.4 ⋅ Raf 2
R z100 =

0.97

R zf 1 + R zf 2
2

R zr1 = 4.4 ⋅ Rar1

(83)
(84)
⋅

100
aw

0.97

R zr 2 = 4.4 ⋅ Rar 2

0.97

(85)

π ⋅ d1 ⋅ n1
60000

(101)

Z N2

⎧Z N max if N L2 ≤ N stH
⎪
1
⎪⎪⎛ N ⎞ m
BH
⎟⎟
= ⎨⎜⎜
if ( N stH < N L2 ) ∧ ( N L2 < N BH )
⎪⎝ N L2 ⎠
⎪1 otherwise
⎪⎩

(102)

⎧YN max if N L1 ≤ N stF
⎪
1
⎪⎪⎛ N ⎞ m
if ( N stH < N L1 ) ∧ ( N L1 < N BH )
YN1 = ⎨⎜⎜ BH ⎟⎟
⎪⎝ N L1 ⎠
⎪1 otherwise
⎪⎩

(103)

(88)

(89)

Tooth profile factor:
YFa1 , YFa 2 = f ( z , x)

(90)

Dimension factor of root stress:
YSa1 , YSa 2 = f ( z , x)

(91)

Factor of material sensibility to stress concentration at the
tooth root:

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(98)

Z N1

Sliding speed factor:
v1 =

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎧Z N max if N L1 ≤ N stH
⎪
1
⎪⎪⎛ N ⎞ m
BH
⎟⎟
= ⎨⎜⎜
if ( N stH < N L1 ) ∧ ( N L1 < N BH )
⎪⎝ N L1 ⎠
⎪1 otherwise
⎪⎩

Velocity factors:
Z V 1 , Z V 2 = f (v, σ H lim )

(97)

Life factors for pitting:

(86)
(87)

(94)

Number of loading cycles:

(81)

Roughness factors:

(93)

Dimension factor for pitting and for bending:

(80)

Radial contact ratio of the equivalent spurs gearing:

(92)

Factor of material sensibility to stress concentration at the
tooth root in static loading:

(79)

Working centre distance of the equivalent spurs gearing,
[mm]:
a wn =

Yδ1 , Yδ 2 = f (YSa , Heat Treatment )

H1

H2

F1
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YN 2

⎧YN max if N L2 ≤ N stF
⎪
1
⎪⎪⎛ N ⎞ m
= ⎨⎜⎜ BH ⎟⎟
if ( N stH < N L2 ) ∧ ( N L2 < N BH )
⎪⎝ N L1 ⎠
⎪1 otherwise
⎪⎩
F2

Tangential force, [N]:
(104)

σ HP1 =

σ H lim1 ⋅ Z N 1 ⋅ Z w ⋅ Z L1 ⋅ Z R1 ⋅ Z V 1 ⋅ Z X
S H min

(105)

σ HP 2 =

σ H lim 2 ⋅ Z N 2 ⋅ Z w ⋅ Z L 2 ⋅ Z R 2 ⋅ Z V 2 ⋅ Z x
S H min

(106)

(123)

σ F lim 2 ⋅ Y N 2 ⋅ Yδ 2 ⋅ Yδ 2 ⋅ Y X 2
S F min

(109)

Z E ⋅ Z ε ⋅ Z H ⋅ Zβ
aw

⋅

cos α t
⋅
cos α wt

T1 ⋅ K A ⋅ K V ⋅ K Hβ ⋅ K Hα u12 + 1
⋅
⋅
u12
2⋅b

(110)

(111)

Zone factor:
(112)

Helix angle factor for pitting:

Z β = cos β

(113)

K vα = f (vz l / 100, Precision )

(114)

K vβ = f (vz l / 100, Precision )

(115)

Dynamic load factor:
(116)

(124)

Load distribution factor:
⎧⎪1 − 0.25 ⋅ ε β if ε β ≤ 1
Yβ min = ⎨
⎪⎩0.75 if ε β > 1

Load distribution factor:

⎧⎪ K vβ − ε β ⋅ ( K vβ − K vα ) if ε β < 1
Kv = ⎨
⎪⎩ K vβ if ε β ≥ 1

Hertzian stress, [MPa]:
σ H = (u12 + 1) ⋅

Contact ratio factor:

2 ⋅ cos β b
sin α wt ⋅ cos α wt

Dimension factor of root stress for pitting and for
bending:

K Fα = qα ⋅ ε α

σ FP 2 =

ZH =

(121)

(122)

(108)

0.75
ε αn

⎧
⎛
⎞
⎜
⎪
f pbr − 4 ⎟
⎟
⎪⎪0.5 if 4 ⋅ ⎜ 0.1 +
Ft ⎟ ≤ 0.5
⎜
qα = ⎨
⎜
⎟
⎪
b
⎝
⎠
⎪
⎪⎩1 otherwise

⎛ 1
⎞
K Hα = 1 + 2 ⋅ (qα − 0.5) ⋅ ⎜ 2 − 1⎟
⎜Z
⎟
⎝ ε
⎠

σ F lim 1 ⋅ Y N 1 ⋅ Y δ1 ⋅ Y R 1 ⋅ Y X 1
S F min

Yε = 0.25 +

(120)

(107)

σ FP 1 =

⎧ 4 − εβ
εβ
⎪
⋅ (1 − ε β ) ⋅ 1 if ε β < 1
3
εα
⎪
Zε = ⎨
⎪ 1
⎪ ε if ε β ≥ 1
⎩ α

2 ⋅ T1
d1

Auxiliary factor:

Allowable stresses, [MPa]:

⎧σ HP1 if σ HP1 < σ HP 2
σ HP = ⎨
⎩σ HP 2 if σ HP1 > σ HP1

Ft =

⎧
⎪⎪Yβ min
Yβ = ⎨
⎪1 - ε
β
⎪⎩

3⋅β
< Yβ min
2⋅π
3⋅β
3⋅β
⋅
> Yβ min
if 1 - ε β ⋅
2⋅π
2⋅π

(125)

if 1 - ε β ⋅

(126)

Width of the wheel and pinion, [mm]:
b2 = b

(127)

b1 = b + ∆b

(128)

Bending stress, [MPa]:
2

σ F1

⎞
⎛z
T1 ⋅ z1 ⋅ ⎜⎜ 2 + 1⎟⎟ ⋅ K A ⋅ K v ⋅ K Fβ
⎠
⎝ z1
⋅ K Fα ⋅ Yε ⋅ Yβ ⋅
=
2
2 ⋅ b1 ⋅ a w ⋅ cosβ

⎛ cos α t
⋅ YFa1 ⋅ YSa1 ⋅ ⎜⎜
⎝ cos α wt

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(129)

2

b1 YFa 2 YSa 2
⋅
⋅
b2 YFa1 YSa1

Tooth flank load distribution factor for pitting and for
bending:

σ F 2 = σ F1 ⋅

K Hβ = f (ψ d , Gear Position )

(117)

5.4. Control elements

K Fβ = f (ψ d , Gear Position )

(118)

⎛
⎞
z1 ⋅ cos α t
⎟⎟
α Nt1 = acos⎜⎜
⎝ z1 + 2 ⋅ xn1 ⋅ cos β ⎠

(131)

⎛
⎞
z 2 ⋅ cos α t
⎟⎟
α Nt 2 = acos⎜⎜
⎝ z 2 + 2 ⋅ xn 2 ⋅ cos β ⎠

(132)

where:
ψd =

82

b
d1

(119)

(130)

Teeth number for span measurement:

5.5. Results

N1calc = 0.5 +

z1
π

⎛ tan α Nt1 2 ⋅ xn1 ⋅ tan α n
⎞
⋅ ⎜⎜
−
− invα n ⎟⎟ (133)
2
z1
⎝ cos β
⎠

N 2calc = 0.5 +

z2
π

⎞
⎛ tan α Nt 2 2 ⋅ xn2 ⋅ tan α n
⋅ ⎜⎜
−
− invα n ⎟⎟ (134)
2
z2
⎠
⎝ cos β

N 1 = round(N 1calc )

(135)

N 2 = round(N 2calc )

(136)

The optimal Pareto set was obtained using Cambrian
v.3.09 software belonging to the Optimal Design Centre
of the Technical University of Cluj-Napoca. The resulted
Pareto front is presented in figure 1.

6. CONCLUSION
Obviously, it is up to the designer to choose, from the
optimal Pareto set (fig. 1), the appropriate design solution.

Normal and radial span measurement for no backlash
gearing, [mm]:
W Nn1 = 2 ⋅ x n1 ⋅ mn ⋅ sin α n + m n ⋅ cos α n ⋅ [( N 1 − 0.5)] ⋅
⋅ π + z1 ⋅ invα t
W Nn 2 = 2 ⋅ x n 2 ⋅ m n ⋅ sin α n + m n ⋅ cos α n ⋅ [( N 2 − 0.5)] ⋅
⋅ π + z 2 ⋅ invα t

(137)
(138)

W Nt1 =

W Nn1
cos β b

(139)

W Nt 2 =

W Nn 2
cos β b

(140)
Fig.1. Pareto front (flank wear speed vs. gearing mass)

Curvature profiles radii in the measurement points of span
in radial direction, [mm]:
ρ Nt1 = 0.5 ⋅ W Nt1

(141)

ρ Nt 2 = 0.5 ⋅ WNt 2

(142)

Curvature profiles radii in the first and in the last point of
contact, [mm]:
ρ At1 = a w ⋅ sin α wt − 0.5d b 2 ⋅ tan α at 2

(143)

ρ Et 2 = aw ⋅ sin α wt − 0.5d b1 ⋅ tan α at1

(144)

Analysing the Pareto front we can draw a few important
conclusions as follow:
 The gearing with the lower mass (4.87 kg) has the
highest flank speed wear (2.28·10-8 mm/h);
 The flank speed wear can be decrease from the value
of 2.28·10-8 mm/h to 1.85·10-8 mm/h (knee point of the
graph) without a significant increase of the gearing
mass (fig. 2 is representing a zoom in the interesting
part of Pareto front);

Curvature profiles radii, [mm]:
ρ at1 = 0.5d a1 ⋅ sin α at1

(145)

ρ at 2 = 0.5d a 2 ⋅ sin α at 2

(146)

Flank wear speed, [mm/h·10-8]:

vwear(ρ1 , ρ 2 ) =

0.0375
π ⋅ cos 1.05α n

⎡ (1+ u12 ) ⋅ (ρ1 + ρ 2 ) ⋅T1 ⎤
⋅⎢
⎥
ρ1 ⋅ ρ 2 ⋅ cosβ
⎣
⎦

k ⋅ n1 ⋅ ρ1 −
⋅

ψa

0.55

ρ2
0.1
⋅ ZE
ρ1
1.6

⋅ aw

⋅

(147)

1.05

Fig.2. Zoom in of the interesting part of Pareto front
 To obtain the lower flank speed wear the mass of the
gearing must be substantially increase (over 15 kg);

where:
ρ1, ρ2 – curvature profiles radii, [mm].
Flanks wear speed at start of tooth engagement:
vwear_ A (ρ1A , ρ2 A ) = vwear(ρ At1 , ρat2 )

(148)

Flanks wear speed at the end of tooth engagement:
vwear_ E (ρ1E , ρ 2E ) = vwear(ρ at1 , ρ Et2 )

(149)

 As one can see, the knee part of the graph (the middle
point in fig. 3) seems to be the most interesting part,
as a result of the deal between the conflicting
objectives: mass and flank speed wear. In figure 4 the
gearing corresponding to the above three solutions are
shown. Their main parameters are plotted in the
figure. The middle solution seems to be a valuable
choice.
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Fig.3. Three interesting solutions

Fig.4. Models of the interesting solutions
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2. THEORETICAL BASIS
This interference can be avoid if the contact line doesn’t
coincide with the segment delimitated by the tangency
points formed between the base circles and the contact
line, AE ∉ T1T2 (fig. 1). The limit case is when point A
coincides with point T1 (fig. 2). Thereby the sequences
inequalities take place:
d i1 ≥ d b1 or α i1 ≥ 0 ,

TOOTH ADDENDUM MODIFICATION
TO AVOID THE INTERFERENCE
BETWEEN THE PINION DEDENDUM
AND INTERNAL WHEEL ADDENDUM

(1)

where di1 is the diameter of the point where the pinion
tooth makes contact to the wheel tooth on a point of the
addendum on da2; αi1 is the pressure angle corresponding
to the point of di diameter of the active profile of the
pinion tooth.

Cristina A. BOZAN
Cătălin C. GAVRILĂ
Abstract: Internal gearings are manufactured with profile
modification to obtain an imposed center distance. Beside
the limitation due to external wheel, the gearing
limitation at the internal wheel is due to following
reasons: interference between external wheel dedendum
with internal wheel addendum; interference among
addendum of both wheels at the beginning and ending of
gearing; interference on radial direction of the
assembling; tangency of base diameters limits; the
guarantee of the continuity by obtaining contact ratio
higher than one.
The authors of the paper are analyzing the influence of
internal wheel addendum modification coefficient relating
to external wheel number of teeth, gear ratio and helix
angle on the pitch cylinder. The performed analysis takes
account by the interference between the pinion dedendum
and internal wheel addendum but also the maintenance of
a standard backlash of the tooth addendum.

Fig. 1. Geometric parameters of internal gear

Key words: internal gearing, profile modification,
addendum extension.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cylindrical internal gear functionality is limited by few
causes, some of them depending by the tooth geometry.
The limitation of the functionality is influenced by the
external wheel, internal wheel or the gearing
phenomenon. Beside the limitation due to external wheel,
the gearing limitation at the internal wheel is due to
following reasons: interference between external wheel
dedendum with internal wheel addendum; interference
among addendum of both wheels at the beginning and
ending of gearing; interference on radial direction of the
assembling; tangency of base diameters limits; the
guarantee of the continuity by obtaining contact ratio
higher than one.

Fig. 2. Interference limit case A≡T1
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(

The O1T1A (Figure 1) result:
2

*
h = mn 2han
+ cn*

(

d i1 2 = O1 A = O1T1 + T2 A − T1T2

)

2

,

(2)

and

d i1

Considering the relationship between the base diameter
and the addendum diameter it can be write the next
relation d b 2 2 = (d a 2 2)cos α at 2 that determines the
equation for di1
d i1 = d b21 + (d a 2 sin α at 2 − 2aw sin α wt ) .
2

(4)

From relation (1) results
d a 2 sin α at 2 ≥ 2aw sin α wt

(5)

and using the relation

(

)

d a22 sin 2 α at 2 = d a22 1 − cos 2 α at 2 = d a22 − d b22

it can be avoid the interference between external wheel
dedendum with internal wheel addendum.
d a22 ≥ d b22 + 4a w2 sin 2 α wt .

(6)

The base diameter of the wheel has the following form
db2 =

mn
z 2 cos α t ,
cos β

(7)

k2 =

hr − h d f 2 − d a 2
*
=
− 2han
+ cn* ,
mn
2mn

k2 =

1 ⎡
2
z 2 − z 22 + (z 2 − z1 ) tg 2 α wt cos α t ⎤ −
⎢
⎥⎦
2 cos β ⎣

(

(

(8)

Introducing (7) and (8) in (6) results the equation that
determinates the maximum value of the addendum
diameter of the wheel, so that the interference dose not
take place
d a 2 = mn

cos α t
cos β

z 22 + (z 2 − z1 ) tg 2 α wt .
2

(9)

The dedendum diameter is determinate whit the relation

(

⎛ z
*
+ cn* + xn 2
d f 2 = mn ⎜⎜ 2 + 2 han
β
cos
⎝

)⎞⎟⎟ ,
⎠

(10)

based on those relations it can be establish the real
addendum extension of the wheel

(

)

hr = d f 2 − d a 2 2 .

(11)

The addendum extension coefficient for the wheel can be
expressed using the standard addendum of the tooth in the
next relation
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)

)

(13)

(14)

− h − xn 2 .
*
an

If k2 > 0 results an extension of the tooth addendum
referenced to the standard size of the tooth, therefore a
reduction of the tooth wheel addendum, da2; if k2 < 0
results a truncation of the tooth addendum, therefore an
extension of the wheel addendum da2; in case k2 = 0
results a standard size of the tooth, therefore the wheel
addendum remains the same as in the case of unmodified
gearing. Notable is the addendum extension coefficient k2
that has the maximum value determinate at the
interference between the tooth; such as the wheel
addendum has to be realized at value but lesser than the
calculated one. In the case of the extension of the tooth
addendum is induced a limitation to maintain a normal
clearance equal to c * mn , in the case where the addendum
extension coefficient must respect the condition k2≤k1,
where k1 is the addendum extension tooth coefficient for
internal gear. The value for the coefficient k1 is
established in [1, 2], and it can be determined with the
relation

and the distance between the axis
cos α t
m z − z1 cos α t
aw = a
= n 2
.
cos α wt cos β 2 cos α wt

(12)

It can be now establish the next relation for the addendum
extension coefficient using the normal modulus for the
wheel

2

2
2
⎞
⎛ d 2
⎞ ⎛d ⎞
⎛
⎛d ⎞
2 = ⎜ b1 ⎟ + ⎜⎜ ⎜ a 2 ⎟ − ⎜ b 2 ⎟ − aw sin α wt ⎟⎟ , (3)
⎟
⎝ 2 ⎠ ⎜ ⎝ 2 ⎠ ⎝ 2 ⎠
⎠
⎝

),

k1 = xdn −

⎞
z 2 − z1 ⎛ cos α t
⎜
− 1⎟⎟ ,
2 cos β ⎜⎝ cos α wt
⎠

(15)

where xdn = xn2 − xn1 represents the profile modification
coefficient. The pressure angle in frontal plane is
determined with

α t = arctg(tg α n cos β) ,

(16)

and the real gearing angle
invα wt = invα t + 2

xdn
tgα n ;
z 2 − z1

invα wt = tgα wt − α wt [rad ] .

(17)
(18)

The imposed restrictive condition is considering the
avoidance of the interference at the dedendum of the
pinion teeth
xn1 ≥ (14 − z n1 ) / 17

(19)

and for negative addendum modification is the gearing
condition for internal gear α wt > 0 .

3. SOFTWARE
Regarding the analysis of the influence of profile
modification on the extension of the wheel addendum it
was elaborated a computer program that has the following
characteristic: easy insertion of the input data, the
possibility to position the variable parameter on the x axis
and a variable parameter on the diagram; a tabled disposal
of the output data so that the variation curves can be
easily represented.
The main menu of the program (Figure 3), includes
toolbars as: Input data, Calculus, Output data and Exit.

Fig 3. The main menu of the program
The window Input data (Figure 4) allow the user to
choose a variable value on the x axis and a fix value of the
other parameter.

4. INFLUENCE ANALISYS OF THE PROFILE
SHIFT COEFFICIENT ON THE WHEEL
TOOTH ADDENDUM
After presenting this hypothesis it results the dependence
of the factor k2: difference coefficient of the profile
modification value xd or xdn; coefficient of the addendum
modification for the pinion x1 or xn1 ; teeth number of the
pinion z1 ; gear ratio u ; helix angle β.
Figure 6 represents the k2 coefficient variation for a spur
gear depending on xd and z1, for a gear ratio u=3 and a
coefficient of the addendum modification x1=0.
After analyzing this diagram the following conclusions
can be done:
 Regardless of the pinion teeth number, if the
difference of the profile modification xd value
increases, it increase also the value of the addendum
modification coefficient for the wheel tooth;
 It can also be notice that the value of the k2 coefficient
is increasing continuous up to the value of the tooth
addendum extension of the wheel, maintaining also the
normal clearance condition at the tooth addendum, k1 ;
 For a relative bigger number of pinion teeth (z1>22)
the k2 coefficient must always be less then k1.

Fig 4. Input data window
A piece of the output data window is shown in Figure 5

Fig 6. k2=f (xd, z1, β=0º, u=3, x1=0)

Fig 5. Output data window

Figure 7 represents the same variation for an internal gear
with helix angle (β=150). The conclusions previously
presented for Figure 6 are valid in this case also, with the
difference that the up limit of k2 by k1 it appear at a
smaller number of teeth (z1=20).
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The truncation of the addendum of the wheel is more
pronounced at the spur gear (Figure 6 for z1=18 and xd=0,
it results k2≈-0.11) relative to helical gear (Figure 7 from
the same input data k2= -0.02).

The decreasing of the teeth addendum of the wheel is
more pronounced at the spur gear (Figure 8 for u=2.0 and
xd=0, results k2≈-0.1) relative to helical gear (Figure 9
from the same input data k2= -0.015).

Fig. 7. k2=f (xdn, z1, β=15º, u=3)

Fig. 8. k2=f(xd, u, , z1=20, β=0º)

In Figure 8 it’s presented the variation of the wheel
addendum coefficient of a spur gear, term to the
difference coefficient of the profile modification xd and
the gear ratio u for z1=20 and x1=0.
The conclusions resulting from the analysis of the
diagram can be resumed as following:
• For the same value of the difference coefficient of the
profile modification value xd and the growth of the
gear ratio u, increases the value of the addendum of
the wheel modification coefficient k2 ;
• The value of the addendum of the wheel modification
coefficient is increasing but limited to maintain the
normal clearance condition at the tooth addendum, k1 ;
For bigger value of ratio gear u, the modification of the
teeth addendum for the wheel is given only by k1, with the
purpose to maintain a normal clearance at the tooth
addendum.
Figure 9 presents the variation diagram for an internal
helical gear (β=150). The conclusions previously presented
for Figure 8 are valid in this case also, with the difference
that the up limit of k2 by k1 it appear at a value of the gear
ratio of u=3.0 (Figure 9).

Fig. 9. k=f(xdn, u, , z1=20, β=15º)
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Analyzing the figure 10, where is presented the variation
of the extension coefficient for the teeth addendum of the
wheel, term to the difference coefficient of the profile
modification xd and the helix angle β, for z1=20 and u=3.0,
the next conclusions can be formulated:
 The value of the addendum of the wheel modification
coefficient is increasing in the same time as the helix
angle β, not depending of the value of the difference
coefficient of the profile modification value xd ;
 The diminution of the addendum of the wheel is
increasing but limited to maintain the normal
clearance condition at the tooth addendum, k1 ;
 For values higher then 20º for the helix angle β, the
modification of the addendum of the wheel teeth
depends only by the coefficient k1 with the purpose to
maintain a normal clearance at the tooth addendum.

 For values bigger then xn1=0.2 the value of k2
coefficient is the almost the same for both type of
gearing.
 The value of the tooth addendum extension factor k2
increasing but limited to maintain the normal
clearance condition at the tooth addendum, k1.

Fig11. k=f(xdn, β, z1=20, u=3)

5. CONCLUSION

Fig 10. k=f(xdn, β, z1=20, u=3)
Figure 11 presents the variation diagram of the extension
coefficient for the teeth addendum of the wheel, both for
helical (β=15º) and spur (β=0º) gear, term to the
difference coefficient of the profile modification xdn and
the addendum modification coefficient for the pinion xn1,
for z1=20 and u=3.0.
The next conclusions can be formulated:
 With the increasing of the addendum modification
coefficient value of the pinion xn1, it increasing also
the value of the coefficient k2.

Based on the above presented software and diagrams, the
following general conclusion can be formulated:
 The computer program presented has some
characteristics like easy insertion of the input data, the
possibility to position the variable parameter on the x
axis and a variable parameter on the diagram and also
a tabled disposal of the output data so that the
variation curves can be easily represented. So, it can
be applied also for other types of gearings, with other
different characteristics.
 With the decreasing of the pinion teeth number the tooth
addendum extension factor k2 rises for the spur gear as
well as for the helical gear. So it is recommended to
choose grater number of teeth for the pinion.
 For bigger values of the gear ratio u, the tooth
addendum extension factor k2 is decreasing for helical
gear or spur gear.
 The value of the tooth addendum extension factor k2 is
decreasing with the increase of the helix angle β
reaching the maximum value for β=0.
 For the helix angle β values higher, the value of the
tooth addendum extension factor k2 increasing but is
limited, to maintain a normal clearance at the tooth
addendum the modification of the addendum of the
wheel teeth and depends only by the coefficient k1.
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2. THEORETICAL BASIS
The contact ratio of the internal gear is determined with
the relation [4, 5]
d a21 − d b21 − d a22 − d b22 + 2aw sin α wt

εα =

2πmn cos α t

cos β ,

(1)

with can be written as
εα =

PROFILE MODIFICATIONS INFLUENCE
ON THE CONTACT RATIO OF
INTERNAL GEAR

ε αz1 − ε αz 2
cos β
2π cos α t

(2)

where εαz1 and εαz2, are factors that express the amount of
pinion (z1) and wheel (z2), on the frontal contact ratio εα.
The tip diameters of the two gears (Figure 1) are
calculated with the relations [2, 6]:

Gheorghe MOLDOVEAN
Cristina A. BOZAN
Livia HUIDAN
Abstract: The internal spur gear are used as independent
gears, as well as in the case of reduction planetary gears,
in car or maschine tools transmissions, but also in the
transmissions of wind turbines, as rotative speed
multipliers. Regardless of the transmission it is used for,
the overall size of the gearing and its rezistance depend
also on the contact ratio of the internal gear, which is
influenced by many geometrical parameters, such as:
profile modification coefficients, gear helix angle, teeth
numbers of the two gears, therefore also the gear ratio. In
this paper, the authors are analyzing the influence of the
above prezented parameters on the contact ratio of the
internal gear.

Fig. 1. Internal gear
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⎡ z
⎤
*
d a1 = mn ⎢ 1 + 2 han
+ xn1 − k1 ⎥ ;
cos
β
⎣
⎦

1. INTRODUCTION

⎡ z
*
d a 2 = mn ⎢ 2 − 2 han
− xn 2 + k
⎣ cos β

One of the greatest advantages of involute cylindrical
gears is the possibility of producing them with profile
modification. The profile modifications have in view the
obtaining of a maximum resistance to the contact stress,
respectively bending stress, or the achieving of a
maximum resistance to seizing, through equalizing of the
specific slips at teeth tip.
For the internal gears, the priority pursuit is the obtaining
of an imposed center distance and, sometimes, of a
greater strength to bending stress.
The contact ratio of the internal gear is influenced by
profile modifications, helix angle, difference between the
teeth numbers of the gears and parameters of the standard
rack.
For a detailed analysis of the influence of profile
modifications on the frontal contact ratio εα, the change of
tooth depth, as a consequence of avoiding the interference
between the dedendum of the external gear (pinion) and
the addendum of the internal wheel [1], will be considered
and also to maintain a normal clearance at the teeth tip of
the two meshing gears [3].

⎦

where k1 represents the addendum extension factor of the
pinion, determined out of the condition of maintaining a
normal clearance at the tooth tip cn* mn ; k = min(k1 , k 2 ) ,
where k2 represents the addendum extension factor of the
internal gear, determined out of the condition of avoiding
the interferance between the deddendum pinion and
addendum internal gear.
The factor k1 are calculated with the relation [3]
k1 = xdn −

⎞
z 2 − z1 ⎛ cos α t
⎜⎜
− 1⎟⎟ ,
2 cos β ⎝ cos α wt
⎠

(5)

wher xdn = xn 2 − xn1 and the factor k2 with the relation [1]
k2 =

1 ⎡
2
z 2 − z 22 + (z 2 − z1 ) tg 2 α wt cos α t ⎤ −
⎢
⎥⎦
⎣
2 cos β

(

)

(6)

− h − xn 2 .
*
an

The base diamters of the two gears are determined with
the relations
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d b1, 2 = d1, 2 cos α t = mn z1, 2

cos α t
,
cos β

(7)

and the center distance can be written as
aw = a

m z − z cos α t
cos α t
.
= n 2 1
cos α wt cos β 2 cos α wt

(8)

Introducing the relations (3)...(8) in relation (1) the
relations for determining the contact ratio εαz1 and εαz2,
are resulting. These values do not depend on the normal
modulethe relations being presented as following:

(

)

2

⎡ z
⎤ ⎛ cos α t
*
ε αz1 = ⎢ 1 + 2 han
+ xn1 − k1 ⎥ − ⎜⎜ z1
cos
β
⎣
⎦ ⎝ cos β
cos α t
− z1
tg α wt ;
cos β

(

)

2

The window Input data, presented in Figure 3, allows the
selection of the variable parameter on the x axis and the
selection of the variable parameter which delimits the
drawn curves.The parameters with permanent values are
changed according to the previously chosen parameters,
the other Combo Box-es remaining out of work.
A part of the window with the obtained results is
presented in Figure 4.

2

⎞
⎟⎟ −
⎠

(9)

2

⎤ ⎛ cos α t ⎞
⎡ z
*
ε α z 2 = ⎢ 2 − 2 han
− xn 2 + k ⎥ − ⎜⎜ z 2
⎟⎟ −
⎦ ⎝ cos β ⎠
⎣ cos β
(10)
cos α t
− z2
tg α wt ;
cos β

A single qualification which considers the avoiding of the
interference at the pinion tooth root is imposed,

(

)

xn1 ≥ (14 − z n1 ) / 17 cu z n1 = z1 cos β cos 2 β b .

(11)
Fig.3. Input data window

The transverse pressure angle αt is calculated with the
relation

α t = arctg(tg α n cos β)

(12)

and, to determine the pressure angle at the pitch cylinder
α wt, the relations
invα wt = invα t + 2

xdn
tgα n ;
z2 − z1

invα wt = tgα wt − α wt [rad ] .

(13)
(14)

are used.
Fig. 4. Output data window

3. SOFTWARE
To analyze the influenence of the most important
parameters on the contact ratio of the internal gears, a
computational program was elaborated, characterized by:
eazy introducing of the input data; possibility of selecting
the variable parameter on the x axis, respectively of the
variable parameter in diagram drawing;
tabular
arrangement of the results, so the variation curves can be
easily represented.
The main menu of the elaborated computational program,
presented in Figure 2, containes the following modules:
Input data, Calculus, Results, Output data.

4. PROFILE MODIFICATIONS INFLUENCE
ON THE FRONTAL CONTACT RATIO
From the above presented considerations results that the
frontal contact ratio of an internal gear depends on the
profile modification coefficient of the pinion, as well as
on the teeth number, gear ratio, profile modification
difference coefficient and helix angle. The following
presented diagrams where drawn considering a standard
rack,

characterized

by

αn=20º;

*
han
= han mn = 1.0 ;

cn* = cn mn = 0.25 .

Fig. 2. Main menu of the computational program
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In Figure 5, the variation of the frontal contact ratio εα of
an internal gear is presented, as a function of the pinion
teeth number z1 and of the helix angle β, for u=3 and
xdn=0.5. Analyzing the diagrams presented in Figure 5, the
following conclusions can be formulated:

• The frontal contact ratio εα is higher in the case of a
spur gear (β=0º) compared with a helical gear (β=15º);
this can be explained by the fact that the frontal
module is higher for a helical gear than the module for
a spur gear;

xdn for the two gears, is presented in Figure 7, for z1=20
and u=3.

Fig. 6. εα = f(xn1, u, β, xdn=0.5 and z1=20)

Fig. 5. εα = f(xn1, z1, β, xdn=0.5 and u=3)
 Together with the increasing of the pinion teeth
number, the frontal contact ratio of the gear becomes
higher, the value of the increasing for spur gear being
almost equally high to that for helical gears;
 For small pinion teeth numbers and negative values of
the pinion profile modification coefficient xn1, first an
increasing of the frontal contact ratio takes place and
then a decreasing during the increasing of the
coefficient xn1; for higher pinion teeth numbers, the
values of the coefficient xn1 when the contact ratio
begins to decrease are out of the gear existence field.
 The frontal contact ratio decreases with the increasing
of the pinion profile modification coefficient, at
positive values of the latter.
In Figure 6, the variation of the frontal contact ratio εα is
presented depending on the gear ratio u and the helix
angle β, for z1=20 and xdn=0.5. It is obvious that:
 Also in this situation, the variation curves of the frontal
contact ratio εα have the same shape as those form
Figure 5;
 Together with the increasing of coefficient xn1, an
increasing of the frontal contact ratio takes place, at
negative values of the pinion profile modification
coefficient, respectively a decreasing of the contact
ratio, at positive values of the coefficient xn1;
 The frontal contact ratio εα becomes higher with the
increasing of the gear ratio u and lower with the
increasing of the helix angle β.
The variation of the frontal contact ratio εα, depending on
the value of the profile modification difference coefficient

Fig. 7. εα = f(xn1, xdn, β, u=3 and z1=20)
The conclusions resulting from the analysis of this
diagrams are presented as following:
 The frontal contact ratio εα diminishes, at a high
enough degree, with the increasing of profile
modification difference coefficient xdn of the two
gears;
 For negative values of the pinion profile modification
coefficient, the frontal contact ratio increases very
much, especially for spur gears and negative values of
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the difference coefficient xdn; it can be noticed that, for
β=0º and xdn =-0.5 (dotted line in Figure 7), the
maximum value of the frontal contact ratio appears for
xn1≈0.15;
To get an image of the variation of the frontal contact
ratio εα, depending on the helix angle β and the profile
modification coefficient xn1, the diagram from Figure 8
was drawn. From this results that:

result, which would lead to the diminishing of the gear
averall size.
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Fig. 8. εα = f(xn1, β, z1=20, u=3 and xdn=0.5)
 The maximum value of the frontal contact ratio εα
decreases with the increasing of the helix angle β;
 Together with the increasing of the helix angle β, the
maximum value of the frontal contact ratio εα appears
for smaller values of the pinion profile modification
coefficient xn1.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the presented diagrams allows to
formulate the following conclusions:
 The frontal contact ratio of an internal spur gear is
higher than that of a helical gear, as shown also in [7];
 The frontal contact ratio grows with the increasing of
the pinion teeth number z1 and of the gear ratio u ; the
maximum value appears for negative values of xn1,
small pinion teeth number and gear ratio, respectively
for positive values, great teeth number and gear ratio ;
 Together with the increasing of the coefficient xn1 an
increasing of the frontal contact ratio takes place, for
negative values of the pinion profile modification
coefficient, respectively a decreasing of the contact
ratio, for positive values of the coefficient xn1.
 The outputs presented in this paper allow the designers.
To select those values of gear parameters so that internal
spur gears with a frontal contact ratio as high as possible
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ON THE CONTACT STRESS CALCULUS
OF SPIRAL BEVEL GEARS
Doru VELICU
Radu VELICU

Abstract: The paper comes with specifications on the
position, along the gearing line, of the point with
maximum contact stress. The analyses use the virtual
cylindrical gear corresponding to the medium frontal
cones of the spiral bevel gear. In order to determine the
point of maximum contact stress, the ratio between the
curvature radii of the substitute gear tooth profiles is
analysed depending on the radial addendumm
modification coefficient xhm1, pinion number of teeth z1
and gear ratio u. There are considered the ratios between
the curvature radii at gearing pole and also in the inner
points of single meshing. The conclusions drawn from the
diagrams of variation of the ratio between the profile
curvature radii are leading to determining the gearing
point with the maximal contact stress.
Key words: spiral bevel gear, contact stress, inner points

1. INTRODUCTION
Maximal contact stress of any gear appears during the
single pair gearing process. These maximal stresses can
appear either on the gearing pole or in one of the inner
points of single pair gearing. In the case of bevel spiral
gears, contact stress calculus is performed on the medium
section of teeth, applying the assumptions and calculus
relations from helical gears on the virtual substitute gear
corresponding to the medium frontal cones of the real
bevel gear[1]. The substitute gear of a spiral bevel gear
(fig. 1) is a helical gear with the following features: helix
angle of the virtual helical gear is equal with the helix
angle βm of the spiral bevel gears; the pitch radii dv1,2/2
are equal with the length of the two medium frontal cones
generators; normal module of the substitute gear is equal
with the medium normal module of the spiral bevel gear;
tooth height of the substitute gear is equal with the
medium tooth height of the spiral bevel gear; tangential
force at the pinion of the substitute gear is equal with the
tangential force at the medium section of the spiral bevel
gear.

Fig. 1. Spiral bevel gear and substitute helical gear

2. THEORETICAL BASES
The calculus relation, established by Hertz for the contact
stress σH is based on a model for contact along generator,
between two cylinders, applied on the substitute helical
gear
σH = ZE

Fn 1
,
lk ρ

(1)

where: ZE is the elasticity factor; Fn – normal force
between teeth; lk – contact length; 1/ρ –relative curvature.
For calculus of the contact stress in any point Y, placed on
the gearing line of the substitute gear, relation (1)
becomes

σ HY = Z E

Fn 1
l k ρY

(2)

where
ρ
+ ρ vnY 2
1
1
1
,
=
+
= vnY 1
ρ Y ρ vnY 1 ρ vnY 2
ρ vnY 1ρ vnY 2

(3)

ρvnY1 and ρvnY2 being the curvature radii in normal plane
of the virtual gear teeth profiles, for the contact point Y.
Considering teeth contact of virtual gear in the gearing
pole C (fig. 2) and taking account that the summ of
curvature ratio is constant ( ρ vnY 1 + ρ vnY 2 = T1T2 ), it results
that the maximal relative curvature appears in the points
where the product of the two radii is minimal, point A and
point E. It must also be considered that on segments AB
and DE there is a double pair gearing, and the load is
divided between the two pairs of teeth. As a result, the
maximal contact stress can appear at the inner points of
single pair gearing, B and D. The single pair gearing line
BD is changing position on the theoretical gearing line
T1T2, depending on the radial addendumm modification
coefficient xhm1, the gear ratio u and the number of teeth at
pinion z1.
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teeth profiles in points B, C and D and also the point of
maximal stress can be drawn:
 If ρ vnC1 > ρ vnB1 , so ρ vnC1 ρ vnB1 > 1 , maximal contact
stress appears in point B;
 If ρ vnC 2 > ρ vnD 2 , so ρ vnC 2 ρ vnD 2 > 1 , maximal contact
stress appears in point D;
 If ρ vnC1 ρ vnB1 ≤ 1 or ρ vnC 2 ρ vnB 2 ≤ 1 , maximal contact
stress appears in point C.

Starting from the calculus relations established for the
numbers of teeth from pinion and wheel of the substitute
gear of the orthogonal bevel gears ( Σ = 90° )
z v1 =

z1
z2
u2 +1
; zv2 =
= z 2 u 2 + 1, (4)
= z1
cos δ1
cos δ2
u

Curvature radii in normal plane, at the gearing pole C, are
determined ( see fig. 3) with:

Fig. 2. Geometry of substitute gearing
Considering that on the segments of double pairs gearing
the load is uniformly distributed on the gearing teeth
pairs, Figure 3 shows the variation of the term

1 ρY ,

which influences the distribution of contact stress along
the gearing segment, for the substitute helical gear.

Y

ρ vnC1 =

ρ vC1
d sin α vt mmt z1 u 2 + 1 sin α n
= v1
=
; (5)
cos β vb
2 cos β vb
2u
cos 2 β vb

ρ vnC 2 =

mmt z 2 u 2 + 1 sin α n
,
2
cos 2 β vb

(6)

where: mmt is the frontal medium module; αn – normal
pitch angle; βvb – helix angle of the substitute gear at the
base circle.
Curvature radius for pinion, in normal plane, at point B
(see fig. 3), is determined starting from relation
ρ vnB1 =

T E − pvb
ρ vB1
= 1
=
cos β vb
cos β vb

(7)

⎤ 1
⎡d
= ⎢ vb1 tan α a1 − πmmt cos α vt ⎥
2
⎦ cos β vb
⎣

and finally becoming
⎡ z u2 +1
⎤ cos α
vt
ρ vnB1 = mmt ⎢ 1
tan α at1 − π⎥
.
2u
⎢⎣
⎥⎦ cos β vb

(8)

For point D, curvature radius for wheel tooth profile is
⎡ z u2 +1
⎤ cos α
vt
ρ vnD 2 = mmt ⎢ 2
tan α at 2 − π⎥
.
2
⎢⎣
⎥⎦ cos β vb

(9)

On the above relations, the unknowns are determined with
relations:
α at1 = arccos

d vb1
=
d va1

⎡
z1 u 2 + 1 cos α vt
= arccos⎢
⎢⎣ z1 u 2 + 1 + 2u hat* + x hm1

(

Fig. 3. Distribution of contact stress along the gearing
segment (example)
From fig. 2 and fig. 3, the following correlations between
the curvature radii in normal plane of the substitute gear
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)

(10)

⎤
⎥;
⎥⎦

⎡
z1u u 2 + 1 cos α vt
α at 2 = arccos⎢
⎢⎣ z1u u 2 + 1 + 2 hat* + x hm1

(

The following relations are also used:

)

⎤
⎥.
⎥⎦

(11)

α t = arctg(tan α n cos β m );

(12)

βvb = arccos(sin α n sin α vt ).

The calculus relations for the addendumm diameters dva1,2
of the substitute gear, used in relations (10) and (11), are
determined for the Gleason spiral bevel gear [1, 5]. For
eloid or paloid spiral bevel gears, relations must consider
their specific geometry.
Using relations (5), (6), (8), (9) and (12) the ratios
between the curvature radii in the points of possible
maximum contact stress result:
tan α n
ρ vnC1
z1 u 2 + 1
;
=
2
ρ vnB1 z u + 1 tan α − 2πu cos β m
1
at1

(13)

tan α n
ρ vnC 2
z1 u u 2 + 1
..
=
2
ρ vnD 2 z u u + 1 tan α − 2π cos β m
at1
1

(14)

The contact stresses at the inner points of single pair
gearing B and D are determined with [1, 5]:
σ HB = Z B σ HC ; σ HD = Z D σ HC ,

(15)

where: σ HC is the contact stress at gearing pole C; ZB and
ZD – contact factors for the inner points of single pair
gearing B and D.
The factors ZB and ZD are determined with relations [1, 5]:
ZB

ZD

tan α vt
2
⎛ d2
⎞⎛
⎞
⎜ va1 − 1 − 2π ⎟⎜ d ve 2 − 1 − (ε − 1) 2π ⎟
vα
⎜ d vb2 1
z v1 ⎟⎜ d vb2 2
zv2 ⎟
⎝
⎠⎝
⎠

tan α vt
2
⎛ d2
⎞⎛
⎞
⎜ va 2 − 1 − 2π ⎟⎜ d ve1 − 1 − (ε − 1) 2π ⎟
vα
2
2
⎜ d vb 2
z v 2 ⎟⎜ d vb1
z v1 ⎟
⎝
⎠⎝
⎠

;

(16)

,

(17)

where: αvt is the frontal pressure angle of the substitute
gear; εvα – contact ratio of the substitute gear.
In the calculus of the angles αat1 and αat2, the radial
addendumm modification coefficients, presented in Table 1,
are involved [1].

3. CALCULATION AND CONCLUSIONS
The calculus relations presented above have been
implemented in a software. Running the software gave
several arrays of values for ratios ρ vnC1 > ρ vnB1 and
ρ vnC 2 > ρ vnD 2 and also for contact factors ZB and ZD, for
different values of the number of pinion teeth z1, helix
angle βm and gear ratio u. Using these data, several
diagrams have been drawn, presenting the variation of
ratios between curvature radii or contact factors in the
inner points of single pair gearing B and D, depending on
the variables presented above. There have been used the
following ranges: number of pinion teeth z1 = 6…18,
reccomended for gears made of cemented steel [5, 7],
usually used for spiral bevel gears; helix angle βm =
32…37°, usually βm = 35°; gear ratio u = 1.1…6. All the
results are for normal rack (pressure angle αn = 20°).
Figures 4 and 5 present the variation of ρ vnC1 ρ vnB1 and
ρ vnC 2 ρ vnD 2 depending on the gear ratio, for spiral bevel
gears with pinion number of teeth z1 = {6; 8; 10; 12; 14;
16} and medium pitch helix angle βm = 35°. By analysing
these diagrams, few conclusions can be drawn:
 The values of the ratio ρ vnC1 ρ vnB1 are decreasing
with increased pinion number of teeth (see fig. 4);
ρ vnC1 ρ vnB1 > 1 for any spiral bevel gear;
 For the same pinion number of teeth z1, the ratio
ρ vnC1 ρ vnB1 has significant change only for bevel gears
with z1 > 10 and u = 1…2;
 The values of the ratio ρ vnC 2 ρ vnD 2 have significant
decrease (see fig. 5) with incresed gear ratio and pinion
number of teeth;
 For u > 2, there are several situations for which
ρ vnC 2 ρ vnD 2 < 1 , the contact stress becoming higher in the
gearing pole than in the inner point D;
 The analyses of
the ratios ρ vnC1 ρ vnB1 and
ρ vnC 2 ρ vnD 2 include also a change of the radial
addendumm modification coefficients, this being increasing
with decreasing pinion number of teeth (see table 1).
Figures 6 and 7 present the variation of the contact factors
ZB and ZD for the single pair gearing points B and D,
depending on the same variables u and z1. By analysing
these diagrams, few conclusions can be drawn:

Table 1. Radial addendumm modification coefficients for Gleason spiral bevel gears
Number of
pinion teeth z1

1.1

1.15

≤8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18

0.06
0.04

0.10
0.08

Gear ratio u
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.6
2.0
3.0
Radial addendumm modification coefficients xhm1 = - xhm2
0.48
0.46
0.40
0.43
0.38
0.40
0.36
0.38
0.32
0.34
0.38
0.24
0.28
0.32
0.36
0.18
0.20
0.26
0.29
0.35
0.12
0.15
0.18
0.24
0.28
0.34
0.10
0.12
0.16
0.22
0.26
0.32

5.0

≥ 6.0

0.51
0.48
0.45
0.43
0.42
0.40
0.38
0.37
0.35
0.33

0.52
0.50
0.46
0.45
0.43
0.40
0.38
0.37
0.35
0.34
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Fig. 4. ρ vnC1 ρ vnB1 depending on the gear ratio, for spiral
bevel gears

Fig. 5. ρ vnC 2 ρ vnD 2 depending on the gear ratio, for spiral
bevel gears
 Variation of ZB and ZD factors are similar with variation
of ratios ρ vnC1 ρ vnB1 , respectively ρ vnC 2 ρ vnD 2 ;
 For any spiral bevel gear ZB > 1 (see fig. 6), so the
contact stress is higher in the inner single pair gearing
point B than in the gearing pole C;
 For gears with u > 2, contact factor ZD < 1, so the
contact stress is higher in the gearing pole C than in the
inner single pair gearing point D.
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Fig. 6. Contact factor ZB depending on the gear ratio, for
spiral bevel gears

Fig. 7. Contact factor ZD depending on the gear ratio, for
spiral bevel gears
Figure 8 presents variation of ratios ρ vnC1 ρ vnB1 and
ρ vnC 2 ρ vnD 2 depending on gear ratio u, for spiral bevel

gears with z1 = 16 and for helix angle βm in the limits of
range (βm = 32° and βm = 37°). Figure 9 shows the
variation of contact factors ZB and ZD depending on the
same variables.

Fig. 8. ρ vnC1 ρ vnB1 and ρ vnC 2 ρ vnD 2 depending on gear
ratio u, for spiral bevel gears with z1 = 16

Fig. 9. Contact factors ZB and ZD depending on gear ratio
u, for spiral bevel gears with z1 = 16
The diagrams show that the influence of the helix angle
βm is insignificant. It also show that, for any spiral bevel
gear with z1 = 16 , for any value of the gear ratio the
maximum contact stress appears in point B (ZB > 1, ZB >
ZD). Point B is always positioned at left of gearing pole C.
Point D is ussualy positioned at the left of gearing pole C,
excepting the values u < 2, depending also on the value of
βm when point D moves to the right of point C.

Fig. 10. ρ vnC1 ρ vnB1 and ρ vnC 2 ρ vnD 2 depending on pinion
number of teeth, for spiral bevel gears with gear ratio u = 3

Fig. 11. Contact factors ZB and ZD depending on pinion
number of teeth, for spiral bevel gears with gear ratio u = 3
Figure 10 presents variation of ratios ρ vnC1 ρ vnB1 and
ρ vnC 2 ρ vnD 2 depending on pinion number of teeth, for

spiral bevel gears with gear ratio u = 3 and for helix angle
βm in the limits of range (βm = 32° and βm = 37°). Figure
11 shows the variation of contact factors ZB and ZD
depending on the same variables.
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Together with the previous diagrams they show that, for
any value of the gear ratio or pinion number of teeth, the
maximum contact stress appears in point B (ZB > 1, ZB >
ZD). Point B is always positioned at left of gearing pole C
( ρ vnC1 ρ vnB1 > 1 ) . Point D is ussualy positioned at the left
of gearing pole C ( ρ vnC 2 ρ vnD 2 < 1 ), excepting for the
small values of gear ratio u < 2, influenced also by small
values of βm and also high values of z1, when point D
moves to the right of point C ( ρ vnC 2 ρ vnD 2 ≥ 1 ).

[5] DIN 3990 Teil 1. Tragfähigkeitsberechnung von
Kegelrädern ohne Achsversetzung.
[6] ISO 6336-2: 1996 (E). Calculation of load capacity
of spur and helical gears. Part 2: Calculation of
surface durability (pitting).
[7] Straight Bevel Gear Design. Gleason-Machine
Division, New York, 1980.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
CONCERNING THE DEFORMING
CURVE OF THE HARMONIC DRIVE
Remus I. ŞERBAN
Abstract: In this paper there is presented an experimental
research concerning the measurements of the harmonic
drive deforming curve using an elliptical generator. The
main purpose is to compare the real deforming curves of
the flexible gear teeth, raised using different loads, with
the calculated deforming curve. The second purpose is to
evaluate the influence of the load primarily on the flexible
gear and also on the gearing.
Key words: harmonic drive, deforming curve, flex gear,
wave generator, flexspline

1. HARMONIC DRIVE’S HISTORY AND THE
ACTUAL INDUSTRIAL CONTEXT
Harmonic drive, the commercial name of the “strain wave
gearing” invented and patented by C. Walton Musser
(1959), is the new generation of high ratio gearings. This
can be considered the beginning of the new era for
technical solutions concerning the movement precision of
high ratio gearing. The Musser solution was developed
and utilized for the first time by United Shoe Machinery
Ltd. and Hasegawa Gear Work Ltd. (1964). Among the
first who have been interested in this type of gearing were
the army and the aerospace industry.
Historically the first major application was an aerospace
one, the harmonic drive being used at the mechanical
transmission within the individual wheel drives of the
Lunar Roving vehicle, in the Apollo 15 mission to the
Moon (1971). In the same period another important
application was the telescope drive actuator for the
imaging photopolarimeter assembled on Pioneer 10,
NASA’s planetary probe (1972), which operated thirty
years later ([1], Schäfer and Slatter, 2003).
Since 1980 a special device used for detecting the flap
angle, the Position-Pick-up unit, of the Airbus have been
manufactured in more then 20000 units without a single
operating failure.
There are many other applications within the aerospace
domain: the communications, weather and military
surveillance satellites use harmonic drive mechanism for

antennas actuators and control; the positioning
mechanisms of the Hubble space telescope (launched in
1990); applications which include communications.
In the 1970s and 1980s the range of applications begins
to extend into the civil engineering, industrial robotics
and machine tools. The number of applications increases
year after year, so that this type of gearing is now
considered the standard for precise positioning drives.
For the reason of precision and many others harmonic
drive was used and still is used in most fields of
technical conception: machine tools (routers, milling,
water jet or flame cutting machines); printing and
converting machines (small motors, input and speed
control equipments); robotics (arm movement, hand
positioning); medical equipment (patient beds, MRI Cat
scan gantries, radiation therapy equipment, surgical robots,
imaging camera positioning); semiconductors (equipment
for high positional accuracy, reproducibility and low
vibration, electron beam inspection tool); aerospace and
military equipment.
The advantages of the harmonic drive are:
 High single stage coaxial reduction ratios (1/30 to
1/320);
 High positional accuracy and repeatability due to the
great number of mating teeth (50% of the teeth are
mating with 50% of the teeth of the mating gears)
which have as result the equalizing and neutralising
the accumulated pitch errors on rotational accuracy;
 High torque ratio in small size (30% smaller then a
conventional product) and lightweight (50% smaller
weight);
 High torque capacity due to the 30% of the teeth
which are always taking some load and these teeth
come in contact with one another face to face;
Therefore every tooth is subjected to a minimum force
while providing a maximum of torque;
 High efficiency due to the very little slide motion
between the mating teeth; the motion loss due to the
friction is reduced substantially.
 Quiet and vibration free operations are possible
because there is no rolling contact between the teeth
and the teeth provide a well balanced force;
 Nearly zero backlash;
 Capability to work in humid environment;
 Capability to work in vacuum environment;
 Withstanding of G-force of lift-off;
 Smooth operation when reversing direction;
 High duty cycle and operational life;
 Special materials components manufacturing.

2. THE TRAJECTORY OF THE FLEXIBLE
GEAR TEETH
Let’s consider a harmonic drive, having a classic shape,
with a cup flexspline and using an elliptic wave generator,
Figure 1.
The main components are: the wave generator, flexspline
and circular spline.
The wave generator is an oval-shaped cam, whose
geometry is elliptic, with a thin ball bearing placed around
the outer circumference of the cam. The wave generator
is mounted onto the motor shaft.
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Fig. 1. Harmonic drive using elliptic wave generator
(Harmonic Drive. LLC).
The flexspline is a thin, cup-shaped component made of
high resisting and elasticity steel, with teeth formed along
the outer circumference of the cup's opening. The gear's
output shaft is attached to the bottom of the flexspline.
The circular spline is a rigid internal gear with teeth
formed along its inner circumference. These teeth are the
same modulus and the same base pitch size as those of the
flexspline.
The working principle is as it follows, Figure 2: the wave
generator is mounted on the drive shaft and as it is rotated,
it imparts a continuously moving elliptical form or wavelike motion to the flexspline. This causes the meshing of
the external teeth of the flexspline with the internal teeth
of the circular spline. There are two equidistant points of
engagement to progress in a continuous rolling
fashion. It also allows for full tooth disengagement at the
two points opposite the minor axis of the wave generator.

Fig. 2. The harmonic drive principle by using an elliptic
wave generator.
Because the number of the teeth of the circular spline z1 is
greater with two then for the flexspline z2 (the elliptic cam
produces two generated waves on the major axis), the
flexible gear pitch is wrapping over the rigid gear pitch.
Due to the difference of the teeth the flexible gear is
rotating, so that at a 360 degree rotation clockwise of the
wave generator the flexspline is rotating with the angle
measured between two teeth. This displacement is always
in the opposite direction of the rotation of the wave
generator, e.g. if the wave generator is rotating in a
clockwise direction, the two teeth per revolution
displacement of the flexspline will be in a counter
clockwise direction and vice versa. The calculated
trajectory of the flexspline depends of modulus and
number of teeth.
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The theoretic curve corresponding to the teeth trajectory
was determined in my doctoral thesis.
A very important problem is due to low rigidity of the
components: flexible ball bearing and spline, the gearing
could be distorted and the gearing parameters altered. The
measurements of the flexspline deformations when
loading the harmonic drive a necessary to show the real
relative positions of the teeth during gearing and the
influence of the load on the gear kinematics: backlash,
carrying capacity and clearance.
The backlash. Normally the harmonic drive is considered
zero backlash, due to the big number of teeth in contact,
and the clearance becomes zero.
Load torsions the flexible gear and produces some
specific positions different from those theoretically
calculated. This deflection can reduce the average number
of pairs of teeth in contact. As a consequence, the
backlash can increase especially at the reversing
directions.
The carrying capacity. Due to the torque elasticity, the
flexible gear circular deforming creates an effect, which
decreases the carrying capacity, by reducing the gearing
number of teeth.
The clearance. If the deformation of the flexspline is too
high the clearance can reduce to zero in a specific area,
the phenomenon producing the interference of the teeth.
In another specific area the clearance increases and the
back lash can also increase.
Another important influence which must be analysed is
the lubrication of the gearing, when the lubricant film is
squeezed between the flanks of the two gears. If the
uncontrolled deflection of the flexible gear is too high the
position of the tooth is distorted and in a specific position
the lubricant film can be shared.
Τheoretical calculus of the stability and rigidity and the
dependence between the rigidity and the thickness wall of
a thin profile is presented by Ponomariov (1964).
Unfortunately a mathematical calculus for the flexible
gear deflection, under the torque ratio is practically
impossible.
A mathematical model for the calculus of the torque angle
and the torque deflection is presented in the volume of the
2nd Balkan conference on engineering education (1993).
The model and the results refer to a theoretic calculus on
a hypothetical (ideal) harmonic drive. Practically, the
values of the two parameters are different, due to the
complex stress state which can’t be described
mathematically with great precision.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH FOR THE
DEFORMING CURVE DEFINITION
All these reasons lead to experimental measurement of the
deforming curve to clarify the influence of the load on the
parameters described before.
The experiments were made using a cvasistatic testing
stand, which is presented in figure 3.
The stand for static tests is from the class of the linear
testing stands with open energetic flux.
The main components of the stands are:
- The rotational displacement transducer is Karl Zeiss,
with precision of 10 seconds;

transducer. The total rotating angle of the wave generator
is 360°.
Loaded system measurements. For the loaded
measurements the loading equippment is connected. The
torque ratios to which the gearing is tested are:
200,400,600,800 Nm.
The first torque is of 200 Nm. After the measurements of
the flexspline deflexion the system remains loaded. For
the next series of measurements an extra value of the
torque is added, continuing the increasing of the torque,
up to the value of 800 Nm.
The conditions and methodology of testing and the
equipment of measurement are the same.

4. RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS
Fig. 3. Stand for determining the trajectory of the
flexspline teeth and the displacement of them for an
unloaded and loaded system.
 The income mechanical movement device has the
precision of 60 seconds/ one complete rotation of the
wave generator;
 The harmonic drive is a classic gearing with the long
flexible gear;
 loading system is mechanical, the maximal torque
being Mt=2000 Nm.
 TV camera to view the tooth displacement and the
output rotating angle;
 Inductive displacement transducers with precision of
displacement of 0,1 µm.

4.1. Measurements of unloaded gearing
The diagram of the unloaded system deforming curve is
presented in figure 4.

3.1. Geometry of the harmonic drive gearing
For the experimental research the main components
(flexspline and circular spline) of the harmonic drive have
been manufactured in the technological laboratories of the
university, using the theoretic results determined by
mathematical modelling of the gearing. The geometric
parameters of the two components have been determined
using the basic metric rack normalized for module
m=1mm (ha=1 mm; hf=1,25 mm; c0=0,25 mm; α=20°).
The main geometric parameters are: z1=182 teeth; z2=180
teeth; m=1mm; x1=0,25mm; x2=0,1; d1=182mm;
d2=180mm; da1=180,5mm; da2=182,2mm; df1=185mm;
df2=177,3mm.
Tooth profile is involute and the length of the cup
flexspline is 180mm.
The wave generator is elliptic with the axis a=73,15mm
and b=70,85mm. The flexible ball bearing was took over
from the production of a local harmonic drive
manufacturer.

3.2. Methodology of measurements
For defining the trajectory of the flexible gear the
measurements have been made in two situations:
unloaded measurements and loaded measurements.
Unloaded measurements (Mt=0 Nm). Loading system is
disconnected. The displacements of a tooth are made by
rotating the cam wave generator. The rotation of the cam
is sequential with a step of 3 degrees. The rotation angle
is measured with an high precision microscope. The
displacement of the tooth is measured with the inductive

Fig. 4. The calculated and the experimental deforming
curve of the flexible gear, for an unloaded system.
The coordinates are: x axis- the rotation angle of the wave
generator; y axis- vector radius modulus of the elliptical
cam.
The curve marked with (□) represents the theoretic
deforming curve raised using the algorithm presented in
the paper published in Balkan region conference ([2],
2003). The curve is described by a point situated at the
intersection of the symmetry axis of the tooth and the
pitch circle (curve).
The curve marked (○) represents the experimental
deforming curve, measured in a point on the surface of
the cylindrical flexspline, in a position in front of the teeth.
If the two curves are compared, it can be fond out that in
the extreme positions (the rotations angles 0°-15° and
75°-90°) of the rotating cycle, there is a deviation of
approximately 60µm, comparative with the theoretical
curve.
This fact is explained by the eccentricity of the wave
generator, measured from the symmetry axis. Continuing
the rotation of the cam it can be observed that the
deviation has the same value but it had opposite side. This
confirms the explanation given before.
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4.2. Measurements of loaded gearing
For the loaded system the diagrams of the deforming
curves had been raised in two situations: the deforming
curve at the beginning of the gearing and the deforming
curve at the end of the gearing.

In this area the experimental curves and the theoretic one
are overlapped.
The teeth begin to enter the gearing and the clearance
becomes smaller up to the minimum value.

I. The deforming curve at the beginning of gearing. The
diagrams have been raised using the same coordinate
system used for measurements of the unloaded deforming
curve. The torque ratios for the experiments were: 200,
400, 600, 800 Nm.
There are three different angular zones:
a) Rotating angle of the wave generator 0° ≤ φ ≤ 30°,
figure 5.
Analysing the diagrams, one can say the following:
 the absolute displacement increases by increasing the
torque ratio;
Fig. 6. The relative deformation under different torque
ratio.
c) Rotating angle of the wave generator 60° ≤ φ ≤ 90°,
figure 7.

Fig. 5. Experimental deforming curves at the beginning of
the gearing, for different torque, rotating angle
0° ≤ φ ≤ 30°
 the relative displacement is decreasing by increasing
the torque, figure 6; This happened due to the
increasing of the rigidity which stabilises the
flexspline shape.
Increasing the absolute displacement, the clearance
between the two teeth is reducing up to zero and the
flanks of the conjugate tooth come in contact. The
lubricant film is squeezed and frequently cut.
b) Rotating angle of the wave generator 30° ≤ φ ≤ 60°.
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Fig. 7. Experimental deforming curves at the beginning of
the gearing, for different torque, rotating angle
60° ≤ φ ≤ 90°
In this area it produces the entire gearing, the circular
pitch of rigid gear comes tangent to the curved pitch of
the flexible gear. Due to the torque, beginning with a
rotating angle of 60 degrees the deforming curves

separates (see figure 7) and the relative deforming
variation is increasing with the torque.
The phenomenon can be explained by the beginning of
the elastic upsetting of the flexible gear. For this reason it
produces the pushing of the tooth of the flexible gear into
the empty of the rigid gear. The pushing force increases
with the resisting torque.
Concerning the values of the relative displacements, these
are very low ( ∆R E ≅ 6 µm ).
II. The deforming curve at the end of the gearing. The
diagrams are presented in figure 8.

In this area the teeth are getting out from the gearing. The
clearance from flanks increases and the wall of the
flexible gear has free deforming up to the maxima value.
The maximal value of the flexible gear deforming is
decreasing if increasing of the torque. The explanation is
that, if the torque is increasing, due to the elastic
deformations the clearance in that area becomes zero. The
rigidity increases and the deformation decreases. With the
increasing of the torque the propagation of the amplitude
of the deformation increases (see Figure 10).
Taking count of the hypothesis of constant length of the
flexible gear, this thing arises from the tendency of
propagate the deformation towards the zone which is not
in gearing.
In figure 9 one can distinguish the qualitative of the two
consequences presented previously.
 Rotation angle is 30° ≤ φ ≤ 90°; The amplitude of
relative deformations (∆RE) diminishes, so that to the
end of the loop, these values are approximately equals
with the ones obtained for a rotation angle ϕ=0 (the
tooth beginning to gear again);

Fig. 8. Experimental deforming curves at the end of
gearing, for different torque, rotating angle
0° ≤ φ ≤ 30°
Continuing the rotation of the wave generator
displacement of the gears changes and produces
quitting of the gearing.
In this area, behind the wave generator in appears
elastic upsetting of the flexible gear material. There
three different main zones:

the
the
the
are

 Rotation angle is 0° ≤ φ ≤ 15° (see figure 8); The
contact of the teeth is at the level of the pitch diameter.
The teeth are in full gearing and the elastic upsetting is
prevented and the clearance between the elements in
contact becomes zero.
 Rotation angle is 15° ≤ φ ≤ 30°, figure 8;

Fig.9. Experimental deforming curves at the end of
gearing for different torque, rotating angle
60° ≤ φ ≤ 90°.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Analyzing the results concerning the deforming curve
resulted from the elliptic wave generator, it can be
concluded that:
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 Flexible gear follows the theoretical deformation
curve;
 Relative relief of the deformations doesn’t depend on
the shape of the deforming curve, but only of the
clearances among the elements in contact (camflexible ball bearing-flexible gear);
 Increasing the torque the amplitude of maximal
deformation decreases, figure 10;
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Fig. 10. The increasing of the deforming amplitude
depending of the torque
Decreasing the amplitude the site upsetting is increasing.
This fact is favourable to the fatigue resistance due to the
flexion of the flexible gear;
 There have been no negative influences, by using the
elliptical wave generator.
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the given axis distance - a. Conditions between moment
of inertia in function of gear ratio and rotary moment. For
finding an optimal form, we started from Hertz’s pressure
on flank of cogs and intensity of stress in bottom.
Modeling of gear geometry was done with software
CATIA V5P3 R11.
START
CATIA

PARAMETRIC MODELING OF GEAR
GEOMETRY BASED ON RELATIONS OF
SIZE FORM AND TRANSMISSION
RATIO IN GEAR SHAFTING
Predrag ŽIVKOVIĆ
Ivica ČAMAGIĆ
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Abstract: Gears in gear shafting are exposed to high
intensity of stress of complex sharing. Modeling of gear
geometry was preceded by analysis of work condition and
analysis of geometric forms and accomplished solutions.
Purpose of work was finding a form gear of minimal size
necessary to transfer the given load for adequate gear
ratio. Conditions between size of gear and moment of
inertia were made in function of gear ratio and rotary
moment.
For finding an optimal form, we started from Hertz’s
pressure on flank of cogs and intensity of stress in bottom.
Conditions between size of gear ratio, modul, axis
distance, width of gears i intensity of stress on cog flank
and in bottom. Parametric modeling of gear geometry in
outlines of this work should be significant for next two
aspects: presents a developed method for gear geometry
modeling.

profile form defining

acquring the final form of
tooth
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fundamental parametric gear geometry modeling
represents a fase in which form and dimensions of
models and all components that are needed to perform
forecast and analysis are defined. Gears in gear shafting
are the most important components, their form and
geometry are specific. Because of their specific features,
they represent a challenge for defining a form, size and
dimensions. Therefore, in outlines of this work,
parametric gear modeling of cylindric gears with straight
cobs were made, as an element of already existing form or
form of a mechanical part that is repeated and
fundamental in gear shafting. Purpose of work was
finding a form gear of minimal size and weight, necessary
to transfer given load for given gear ratio - u and keeping

no
print preparation

the end
Fig. 1. Preposition of algorhythm for parametric
modeling of teeth form geometry.
Form of gear geometry can be shown in parametric form,
so that the whole procedure of modeling can be
automated. Attained form is kept in program and model
mode, in outlines of software. Changing the parametar or
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one of the parametars, can obtain a gear family based on
same form, in function of one or more parametars.
Considering that there is a large number of constructional
solutions and performance of body gears in gear shafting.
Their form depends ( full sized body of gear, body of gear
where crown of gear connects with arms to hub or in
form of circular panel as a body of gear, weakend with
openings because of weight). It’s common that it’s
possible to make a parametric condition of geometric
form body of gear, in function of toothing parametars. For
finding the optimal parametars of toothing, we started
from Hertz’s pressure on flanks of the teeth and intensity
of stress on the bottom, and for given gear ratio u and axis
distance a, which should be kept .
Based on the parametar analysis of geometry toothing of
cylindric gears with straight teeth, on picture 1. there was
given a preposition of algorhythm which can be used at
modeling the form of flanks, as a mechanical part that is
by form, assignment, function and other repeated, and
based on it can bring row of decisions.

a − r1
, then it’s needed pitch
r1
a
radius of a small gear r1 =
, showed with purpose
a +1

ratio shows in form u =

of preserving the needed axis distance and demanded gear
ration. Then we can define radius of pitch circle of
pursuited gear. If gear mass is M = b ⋅ r ⋅ π ⋅ ρ , where
2

b - width of the gear, r - pitch circle radius, ρ - gear
material density. Overall mass of toothed pair is

M uk = M 1 + M 2 = π ⋅ ρ ⋅ b ⋅ (r12 + r22 ). If we show
pitch circle radius by gear ratio, the overall mass of
toothed pair, in function of axis distance - a , width of
gear - b and gear ratio u , can be written as

M uk = π ⋅ ρ ⋅ a 2 ⋅ b ⋅
Knowing

that

J cil= M cil ⋅

2. METHODOLOGY OF REALISATION
PROCEEDING FOR SPUR GEAR

1 + u2
.
(1 + u )2

cylindric

moment

of

inertia

2
cil

r
. Then te reducted moment of inertia for
2

toothed pair 1-2, can be written as

Before we access the process of modeling for parametric
modeling of cylindric gears with straight teeth, we need to
analyse flank forms of teeth cogged pair fig.2 and perform
specific conditions with aim of preserving axis distance
a = r1 + r2 , and gear ratio.

u=

Resurrecting connection for r2 = a − r1 and if mobile

ω
rizl
r
z
= 2 = 2 = 1.
rulaz r1 z1 ω2

J uk = J1 +

π ⋅ρ
1 + u2
J2
r2
r2
= M1 ⋅ 1 + M 2 ⋅ 2 =
⋅ b ⋅ a4 ⋅
2
2
2⋅u
2
u
(1 + u )4

For finding the particular gear size we used Hertz’s
pressure of teeth flanks.

σ H = Z E ⋅ Z H ⋅ Zε ⋅

Ftrac ⋅ K Hα ⋅ K Hβ ⋅ (u + 1)
, (1)
b ⋅ d1 ⋅ u

If material elastic factor is written as Z E =

0,175 E ,

where E , N/mm , module of gear material elastic.
Factor of flank teeth form, for cylindric gears with
2

Gear Wheel

Tout

straight teeth for

β =0

has form Z H =

2
. For
sin 2α t

4 − εα
, if ε α - notch of
3
meshing , is shown via number of teeth z1 , and gear ratio
u , then it’s:
factor notch of meshing Z ε =

r2

a

r1

⎛
⎞
4 4
⎜ sin 2 α + + 2 +
⎟
z1 z1
⎜
⎟
z1
εα =
⎜
⎟
2 ⋅ π ⋅ cos α ⎜
4
4
2
⎟
⎜ + u ⋅ sin α + z u + z 2u 2 − (u + 1) ⋅ sin α ⎟
1
1
⎝
⎠
If we know that

Pinion Tin

Fig. 2. Cylindric toothed pair
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Ft =

T (u + 1)
2a
2⋅a ⋅u
,
i d2 =
, d1 =
a ⋅u
u +1
u +1

and with their exchange in equation (1), we get intensity
of stress on teeth flanks which can be shown with next
equation:

σ H2 = Z H2 ⋅ Z E2 ⋅ Zε2 ⋅ K Hα ⋅ K Hβ ⋅

Trac ⋅ (u + 1)3
, then
2 ⋅ b ⋅ a2 ⋅ u 2

it’s gear axis distance:

a b = Z ⋅ Z ⋅ Zε ⋅ K Hα ⋅ K Hβ
2

2
H

2
E

2

σ H max =

Trac (u + 1)
,
2u 2 ⋅ σ H2 max
3

(2)

If we consider that reviewed ideal toothed pair, made
without profile mistakes, without mistakes with factor of
dynamic condition K v = 1 and KA=1. Then the factors of
load sharing on pair of teeth in leash

that was attained with equation (2). Values of maximum
intensity of stresss σ H max i σ F max , would have value

K Hα = 1 , and factor

of load sharing along contiguous line on flanks of teeth
lacking the most precise value K Hβ = 1 ÷ 1,3 .
For size of axis distance - a , i gear ration - u , by
equation (2), calculated size of maximum intensity of
stress on flanks of teeth should be calculated on critical
value of intensity of stress for gear material σ H lim .
Which is adequate to dynamic durability and number of
changes N HD . It can be shown on a diagram of
destruction and dynamic durability of teeth flanks, as on
on picture 3.

σ H lim
SH

and

σ F max =

σ F lim
SF

. For size of axis

distance a , and gear ratio u , by equation (3), calculated
size of work intensity of stress on bottom of the teeth
should be calculated on critical value of intensity of stress
for gear material σ F lim . Which is appropriate for a
dynamic durability and number of changes N FD .
It can be shown on a diagram of destruction and dynamic
bottom of teeth, as on picture 4.
For this kind of relationship of axis distance - a , and
given value of gear ratio - u , was done a modeling of
cylindric toothed pair with straight teeth, whose
parametars are given in a table 1. Realised models are
given on a figure 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

σFΝ

σmFNNF=const

σΗΝ

σF lim
σmHNNH=const
σΗ lim

σFmax
NFD

σHmax

NHD

NF

Fig. 4. Diagram of destruction and dynamic durability of
teeth flanks
NH

Fig. 3. Diagram of destruction and dynamic durability of
teeth flanks.
With the samo procedure, connections between geometric
sizes of toothed pair and intensity of stress on bottom of
the teeth were made, and size of axis distance can be
expressed with next equation:

Trac ⋅ z1 ⋅ (u + 1)
2 ⋅ u ⋅ σ F max

2

a b = YF ⋅ Yε ⋅ K Fα ⋅ K Fβ
2

(3)

Fig. 5. Teeth profile for correction coefficient x=0,4594.

where:
−z
14

YF ≈ 2,2 + 3,1 ⋅ e , is factor of teeth form,
1
Yε =
, - factor of meshing notch. K Fα and K Fβ are

εα

factor of load sharing on teeth pair in mesh and along
contiguous line on teeth flanks. If missing some more
precise references, K Fα = 1 , a K Fβ = K Hβ . Minding
that intensity of stresss of surface pressure on teeth flanks
are greater then intensity of stress on bottom, geometry
modeling was done considering the size of axis distance

Fig. 6. Gear form for z=12 and x=0,4594.
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Tab. 1. Testing results
z

Pinion
12

Gear Wheel
30

m(mm)

3,5

3,5

a(mm)
x

0,4594

module, number of teeth and correction coefficient of
teeth flanks, for evolvent teeth flanks and work intensity
of stress, on flanks and bottom of teeth. Parametric
modeling, in outlines of this work should be significant
for next two aspects: presents a developed method for
cylindric gear geometry modeling for gears with straight
teeth and variation of size and form of gear.

75
0,4594

α

200

αwt

22,9420

Fig. 9. Teeth form and gear size for z= 30 and x=0.
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Fig. 8. Teeth form and gear size for z=30 and x=0,4594.

3. CONCLUSION
It was achieved that parametric modeling of cylindric
toothed pair with straight teeth, for already given limits,
and so: preserving given axis distance and gear ratio if
work intensity of stress was less then critical. Relations
were reinstated, between gear ratio and axis distance with
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OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS FOR TECHNOECONOMICAL PLANETARY GEAR
TRANSMISSIONS OPTIMIZATION
Aleksandar VULIĆ
Jelena STEFANOVIĆ-MARINOVIĆ
Abstract: Optimization tasks for mechanical systems are
compound processes of theoretical researches which
include knowledge of mechanical systems design in
general, uniqueness of concrete mechanical system and
methods of mathematical optimization. Geared power
transmissions with constant transmission ratio are the
most frequently used mechanical transmissions. Planetary
gear transmissions represent the particular group of
geared transmissions, which increase their importance.
Design of planetary gear transmissions means also
successful application of parameter optimization.
Optimization process begins with determination of
mathematical model. The mathematical model is defined
by selection of functional demands (criteria, i.e. demands)
and functional constraints (possibilities). Each of this
criterion is a function of several variables. In this paper
objective functions for planetary gear transmissions
optimization will be formulated. Subject of optimisation is
planetary gear transmission type 2K-h, variant A. The
following criteria are selected: volume, mass, efficiency
and production costs, which means: minimal volume,
minimal mass, maximal efficiency and minimal
production costs. Optimisation is limited to geared pairs
of these transmissions.
Key words: planetary gear transmissions, objective
functions,

1. INTRODUCTION
Optimization is defined as science which deals with
determination of the best solution for functioning of a
system. Optimization tasks for mechanical systems are
compound processes of theoretical researches which
include knowledge of mechanical systems design in
general, uniqueness of concrete mechanical system and

methods of mathematical optimization. Geared power
transmissions with constant transmission ratio are the
most frequently used mechanical transmissions. Planetary
gear transmissions represent the particular group of
geared transmissions. In the scope of this group planetary
gear transmissions increase their importance. Design of
planetary gear transmissions means also successful
application of parameter optimization.
Optimization process begins with determination of
mathematical model. The mathematical model is defined
by selection of functional demands (criteria, i.e. demands)
and functional constraints (possibilities). Each of this
criterion is a function of several variables.
In this paper objective functions for planetary gear
transmissions optimization will be formulated.
Subject of optimisation is planetary gear transmission
type 2K-h, variant A, acc. to the literature [4] with
3

immobile internal gear ( Ah1 ) (Fig.1.).This transmission
has central sun wheel (external gearing), central toothed
rim (internal gearing) and planetary gears (satellites)
which are in the same time in mesh with external and
internal gears. Optimisation is limited to geared pairs of
these transmissions.
Z3

z2

Z1

h

Fig.1

2. SELECTION OF OPTIMIZATION
CRITERIA
For optimization of planetary gears it is not possible to
express the solution quality by one criterion but several
unharmonized criteria must be discussed. This imposes
the use of multi-criterion optimization. Setting of the
multi-criteria model is significant step towards the reality
of planetary gear and determination of Pareto set of
optimal solutions.
Selection of optimization criteria is the key moment at
setting of optimization criteria. Each of this criterion is
function of several variables which have to satisfy the
constraints. Problem of multi-criteria optimization has
some possible cases: minimum of all criterion functions,
maximum of all criterion functions or minimum for some
of them and maximum for other criterion functions.
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For optimization of geared transmissions it is possible to
use different criteria. The most frequent are: minimal
dimensions, minimal mass, maximal strength, minimal
error of transmission ration, etc. Beside these, for
optimization criteria for mechanical transmissions,
according to the designer choice, also a peripheral
velocity of planetary transmissions satellites, safety
factors for tooth surface and root, transverse contact ratio,
transmission dimensions (length, width, height), tooth
stress strength (working, critical), tooth safety factor,
punctuality of rotation transmission, life time of
transmission, transmission complexity, etc., can be used.
Taking into consideration the uniqueness of planetary
gears as compound mechanical systems following criteria
are selected: volume, mass, efficiency and production
costs, which means: minimal volume, minimal mass,
maximal efficiency and minimal production costs.
In the scope of mathematical model definition, it is
necessary to determine variables because each target
function is a function of several parameters.
In this article for variables are taken: teeth number of
central sun wheel z1, teeth number of planetary gears
(satellites) z2, teeth number of toothed rim z3, number of
planetary gears nw, gear module mn and gear width b.
Objective function are presented as function of this
variables.
Mass, volume and production costs need to be minimized,
but efficiency degree needs to be maximised. Because, for
mathematical model is needed, that all components of
vector of target function have the same extremes, it is
accepted that vector of target function is maximized
making that components of target vector which have to be
minimized obtain negative sign. Target functions are:

f1 ( x ) = −V ( x ) ,
f 2 ( x ) = − m( x ) ,
f 3 (x ) = η p (x ) ,
function

3. OVERALL DIMENSIONS
Overall dimensions are the frequently used criteria for
optimization of geared pairs in different shapes. A
transmission volume expresses mostly this criterion, i.e.
volume necessary for built-in. It can be determined by
volume of rectangular parallelepiped dimensions of
BxHxL in which is possible to put in the transmission
[13]:

V = B⋅H ⋅L

vector

is

four-dimensional

vector

f ( x ) = ( f1 ( x ), f 2 ( x ), f 3 ( x ), f 4 ( x )) ...................

Vector of optimization variables is vector which has six
dimensions, i.e.:

x = ( x1 , x 2 , x3 , x 4 , x5 , x6 ) = ( z1 , z 2 , z 3 , n w , mn ,b ) ...
In our problem, we have six decision variables,
corresponding to the basic design parameters........
The task of multi-criterion optimization is, accordingly,
formulated as:

max[ f1 ( x ), f 2 ( x ), f 3 (x ), f 4 (x )]

For this type of planetary gear:

B=b, H=L=dw3,
making volume expressed as

V = d w2 3 ⋅ b (82

(2)

Beside this volume, it is possible to observe the volume
of geared pairs which is equal to the sum of volumes of
all gears.
For this type, because satellites and central sun wheel are
in inside of toothed rim, this volume is expressed by:

d w2 3 ⋅ π
V=
b
4

(3)

In kinematics conjunction of geared pairs is considered as
rolling of pitch cylinders, which means that in these
equations pitch diameters are used.

doz=1.22 ·d3
or overall volume of planetary transmission expressed by
this diameter:

V pl =

d oz2 ⋅ π
B
4

d w2 3 ⋅ π
b
4

V=

Set of criteria is determined as set of ’’sixes’’ of
construction parameters which satisfy anticipated
constraints:

And final

F = {( f 1 ( x ), f 2 ( x ), f 3 ( x ), f 4 ( x )) x ∈ D}

(4).

where is transmission width is B, B ≈ 3b , b is face
width, and dw3 is pitch diameter.
Each of these volumes is function of the same variables.
In this article authors decide to use the volume according
to the expression (3).

..............................................................
Where x ∈ D and D is set of allowed solutions.
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(1)

For determination of overall dimensions of planetary
gears it is possible to use external diameter of planetary
transmission doz, which is function of toothed rim
diameter [9]:

f 4 ( x ) = −T ( x )

And

Therefore, we have the discrete multi-criteria
optimization problem and very complicated component of
objective functions vectors, which are nonlinear and can
not be expressed according one equation but demand
calculations.

⎛m ⋅z
cos α t ⎞
⎟⎟
V = ⋅ b ⋅ ⎜⎜ n 3 ⋅
4
⎝ cos β cos α wt 23 ⎠

π

2

.

(5)

Volume is, than, function

V = V (z 3 , b , m n )
4. MASS
Minimal mass is one of the most used optimization
criteria. It provides facilitation of transport and mounting,
decreasing of inertial forces and moments, together with
decreasing of load of other transmission elements (shaft,
bearings, and casing). Also, in that case, it can be
expected, with great possibility, that production costs will
be minimal or very close to minimum.
Mass is determined as sum of all gears in transmission (n
is number of gears), while gear mass is determined as
gear volume multiplied with density of gear material
n

m = ∑ m zi

reduction of friction on tooth sides. Meshing losses are
determined as summary of particular losses of all gears in
contact.
Therefore, efficiency degree of transmission with
immobile axes can be equalized with partial efficiency
degree of gearing:

η 0 ≈ η z = η12 ⋅ η 23 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
where η12 , η 23 ,..are efficiency degrees of geared pairs on
the flow of roiling power in transmission.
Because, η12 ≈ η 23 , η 23 ≈ η 32 , it is considered that
efficiency degree of this transmission does not depend on
direction of rolling power flow. Efficiency degree of
geared pair with tooth number z1 and z2 can be calculated
as:

η12 = 1 − ξ 12

i =1

where mass of particular gear is m z = ρ ⋅ V z .
To determine gear mass, factors concerning tooth load
reduction treating deviation of gear shape from cylinder
(k) can be taken into consideration too. For purposes of
optimization, i.e. comparison of gears with different
parameters, this factor hasn’t significant importance
because it is given in advance and constant in the process
of optimization.

where ξ is coefficient of power losses of geared pair
expressed with:

⎛1

1 ⎞

ξ = π ⋅ µ ⋅ f ⎜⎜ + ⎟⎟ .................................................
⎝ z1 z 2 ⎠

Mass is, therefore, function of

µ is coefficient of friction between tooth and f- contact
factor.
For hardened and grinded gears, together with good
lubrication with oil, friction coefficient of µ=0.06 can be
adopted. Average values of contact factor are f=0.8 at
external and f=1 at internal pair [8,5]. Taking into
consideration of these data and in shortage of contact
data, for accurate determination of coefficients of losses,
for the purposes of optimization, an approximate
calculation can be used, where for (π ⋅ µ ⋅ f ) the
following values are taken:

m = m( z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , m n , b )

 0.15 for external pair
 0.20 for internal pair

Final expression of this function is:

mn2
cos 2 α t
2
m = 0.25 ⋅ π ⋅ b ⋅ ρ ⋅
[ k1 ⋅ z1 ⋅
+
cos 2 β
cos 2 α wt12

cos 2 α t
cos 2 α t
2
nw ⋅ k 2 ⋅ z ⋅
+ k 3 ⋅ z3 ⋅
]
cos 2 α wt12
cos 2 α wt 23
2
2

(6)

5. EFFICIENCY DEGREE
This is one of the most important criterion of evaluation
of designed and made construction. Power losses in
planetary transmissions consist of losses in gears
meshing, losses in bearings and losses due to oil mixing
and spraying. Calculation of gear transmissions efficiency
in general is confined on losses depending on friction on
tooth sides, i.e. on calculation of mesh power losses. The
reason is that, by calculations, these losses can be
determined with the highest accuracy. At determination of
losses in bearing considerable errors can occur. Losses
due to oil mixing and spraying are insufficiently
investigated. These losses are minor part of losses
regarding losses at contacts and carriers.
Mesh power losses can be accurately determined using
compound expressions of rated transmission power,
meshing losses degree and coefficient of friction. These
losses can be reduced by use of geared pairs with lower
modules and higher tooth number, oils with low viscosity
for higher circumferential velocities, synthetic oils and by

On this way efficiency degree at full load becomes
function of tooth number.
Coefficient of losses is determined as summary of
particular losses of all gears in contact. For this type of
transmission with carrier immobile coefficient of losses is
determined as:

⎛ 1
⎛1
1 ⎞
1⎞
+ ⎟⎟ + 0.20⎜⎜ + ⎟⎟ , i.e.
⎝ z1 z 2 ⎠
⎝ z 2 z3 ⎠

ξ h = 0.15⎜⎜

ξh =

0.15 0.35 0.20
+
+
z1
z2
z3

And efficiency degree for transmission with immobile
axes is:

η 0 = η13h = 1 − ξ h
⎡ 0.15 0.35 0.20 ⎤
+
+
⎥ ....................
z2
z3 ⎦
⎣ z1

ηo = 1− ⎢
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Shifting from this transmission (with immobile axes) to
the planetary gear transmission no one of factors
influencing on the efficiency of geared pair isn’t changed,
which means that efficiency degree of the planetary gear
transmission can be determined by their comparison, i.e.
by establishing of functional relation:

η pl = η13h = f (η 0 ) ...........................................................
For selected transmission efficiency degree can be
expressed by the following relation:

η13h =

Pout Ph P1 − Pl
.....
=
=
Pin
P1
P1

(7).................

where Pl is power loss due to the friction in transmission.
Taking into consideration only losses due to friction on
tooth sides, power loss is proportional to the friction and
sliding velocity which is function of relative angular
speed of the observed gear. On such way, efficiency
degree of transmission with immobile carrier can be taken
as relative efficiency degree, i.e.:

η 0 = η13h =

Poutr
Pinr

........................

where:

Pinr = T1 ⋅ ω1r - relative power at transmission input
Poutr = Pinr − Pl - relative power on transmission output

and i13 =
h

z3
, gear ratio for the transmission with
z1

immobile carrier
Final expression for efficiency degree for this planetary
gear transmission is:

η p = η 13h = 1 −

z 3 ⎡ 0.15 0.35 0.20 ⎤
+
+
⎢
⎥ (11).
z 3 − z1 ⎣ z1
z2
z3 ⎦

η = η ( z1 , z 2 , z 3 )
Efficiency degree is very useful to take as one of the
criteria for multi-criteria optimization because its use as
the only criteria for optimization would give unacceptable
constructions for the following reasons: increasing of
gear dimensions (diameter and width) causes decreasing
of surface pressures and friction coefficients (due to
increasing of sliding velocity) [7]. On the other way, by
increasing of gear dimensions, tooth load decreases,
making obvious that in this case, power losses due to
sliding friction will also decrease, which leads to
increasing of efficiency degree. Which means that optimal
construction according to criteria of maximal efficiency
degree will be obtained for very high values of
optimization variables defining gear dimensions (the
highest values allowed by constrains).

6. PRODUCTION COSTS

where

Dealing with techno-economical optimization also
economy demands must be taken into consideration. First,
these demands are related with production costs. These
costs consist of costs for material for production and costs
of production process itself. As a measure of production
costs, as economical factor, time for gear production is
taken.
Production times are determined according to
technologies of Lorenz [11] and Hofler [12]and procedure
described in the literature for mechanical processing [10].
This function is than determined as sum of all gears
production times.
Because it is necessary in starting data (mathematical
model), to assign material, including the primary costs
for material and price factor into criteria function is
senseless, because material is constant in optimization
process formulated on such way.
Production costs depends in great measure on producers,
in other words on producers equipment. Taking into
consideration previously set parameters for geared pairs
optimization, in other words taking into consideration
transmission defined by parameters of geared pairs z1, z2,
z3, mn, nw, b function which includes costs can be defined
only by times needed for production.
According to the literature [10] production time for one
piece is:

η 0 = η13h = η13h ⋅η 23h .

Tk = Tg + T pr + T p + Td

Based on this efficiency degree, power losses due to
friction at transmission work can be determined:

(

)

Pl = 1 − η13h ⋅ T1 ⋅ ω1r

(8)...

......
and requested efficiency degree becomes:

η13h = 1 − (1 − η13h ) ⋅

ω1r
ω1

..................

.

.. (9)..

where:

ω1r – relative angular speed of central gear 1
ω1 – absolute angular speed of central gear 1
Taking into consideration compound movement
subordinations [9] relation between relative and absolute
angular speed of central gear is obtained 1:

ih
ω1r
= h 13
ω1 i13 − 1

...

Making that expression (9) becomes:

1 − η 0 ⋅ i13h
.................
η pl = η =
1 − i13h
3
1h
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(10).

where:

H ≥b+

Tg-main mechanical time
Tpr- preparation time
Tp- auxiliary time
Td-extra time
Expressions for calculation of these times are, also,
according to the literature [10], according to "FETTE"
and Lorenz technology, and for drilling time, according to
the "HÖFLER" technology.
Preparation, auxiliary and extra time doesn’t depend on
geared pairs parameters. The only time which directly
depends on adopted optimization parameters for geared
pairs is the main mechanical time, and it is adopted as
function for optimization of geared pairs.
Main mechanical time for gears production by milling
cutter for worm gear is:

Tg = i

L⋅z
g ⋅s⋅n

in

i.e.

T = Tg + Tbr
Production tool for toothed rim is toothed wheel (round
toothed knife), method Fellows. Main mechanical time
according to the literature [10] for processing is:

z ⋅ m ⋅π
h
+ 3 t
⋅i
Sr ⋅ n
S kr ⋅ n

T3 =

d3 ⋅π ⋅ 2
1 + 2 ⋅ hG
+
+
n DHG ⋅ S rG n DHG ⋅ S krG

d3 ⋅π
hF
+
n DHF ⋅ S rF n DHF ⋅ S krF

............

FT = T1 + n w ⋅ T2 + T3 ......................
7. CONCLUSION
The essence of optimization process in mechanical
systems is comparison of mechanical systems with
different parameters in the same conditions and selection
of the best variant. Based on established criteria and
limitations, an "optimal" solution is selected, determined
by designed parameters.
In this paper objective functions for chosen type of
planetary gear transmission are formulated. Next
objective functions are determined: overall dimensions,
mass, efficiency degree and production costs.
Mass and volume are the most frequent and very
important optimization criteria. It is desirable that
efficiency degree is to be used as one of many objective
functions, because if this function will be only function
obtained construction will be not acceptable. As a
measure of production costs, as economical factor, time
for gear production is taken. In this way, this function is
determined as sum of all gears production times.
Such determined criteria as functions of selected
optimization variables are the first step towards the
determination of Pareto set of optimal solutions.

in minutes

where:
h-teeth height
Sr-radial lead in mm/double stroke, selected
dependence of tensile strength of material [11]
Number of double strokes n is:

n=

Circular lead in mm/double stroke Skr depends on number
of passes, module and material, and number of passes i
from module. Already knowing the predicted modules for
planetary transmission gears, three passes are expected,
two rough (index"H") and one fine (“F").
Expression for main mechanical time for this processing
obtains the final form:

Optimization function is summary of processing times for
central sun wheel, satellites and toothed rim.

minutes.

where:
i-number of passes
L-total stroke length of milling cutter which depends of
gear width, in mm
n - number of revolutions of worm milling cutter in min-1
z- gear teeth number
g- milling cutter stroke number
s- axial lead in mm/t.r. (t.r. table revolutions)
Main mechanical time is summary of roughing passes and
finishing passes times.
Grinding time calculation is according to "HÖFLER"
technology. Necessary data for calculation of grinding
time for one gear, according to this technology, are gear
tooth number z, module mn, helix angle β, gear width b,
addendum modification coefficient x, and characteristic
gear diameters d,dw,da,db,df.
Production time for gear with external tooth system z1 and
z2 is
T = Tg ,

Tg =

1
⋅ b + m n ⋅ π ⋅ sin β .....................................
7
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The most usual planetary units are presented in Table 1.
They are defined by structural scheme, number of teeth
and their interior gear ratio
i0 = i0 (14 ) = i14H =

ω1H
n
n − n H ⎛ n1H
= 1H = 1
=⎜
ω 4 H n4 H n4 − n H ⎜⎝ n4 H

⎞
⎟⎟
. (1)
⎠ H ≡0

Calculus relations for the interior gear ratios, depending
on the number of teeth and the usual field of values are
also presented in Table 1, for each planetary unit.
Table 1: The most common planetary units
No.

Structural scheme

ON THE MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF
PLANETARY UNITS
Radu VELICU

Abstract: The paper is presenting a simplified approach
to the theoretical determination of planetary efficiency of
planetary units. The experimental results for gear
efficiency of one step speed reducers give a comparison
with the theoretical results. The comparison is meaned to
show the accuracy of theoretical calculations used in
planetary gear transmissions design.

1.

i0 = (-11,3 ... -1,2);
usual i0 = (-4,5 ... -1,5);
z
i0 = − 4
z1

2.

i0 = (1,2...11,3);
usual i0 = (1,5...4,5);
z
i0 = 4
z1

3.

i0 = (-11,3...-0,22),
for z2 < z4;
i0 = (-23,3 ... -11,3),
for z2 > z4;
z z
i0 = − 2 4
z1 z 3

Key words: planetary unit, efficiency, planetary speed
reducer

1. INTRODUCTION
Planetary unit [2, 3, 4] is a 2DOF mechanism with the
following properties:
 it has a carrier H, which is rotating around the central
rotational axis of the unit;
 it has two central gears, 1 and 4, with the same central
rotational axis;
 by the inversion of movement relatively to the carrier,
a mechanism with fixed axis, called gear unit
associated to the planetary unit, is obtained.
Figure 1 is presenting the symbolical scheme of a
planetary unit.

4.

A planetary unit has three working situations:
 as a 2DOF mechanism, when carrier and both central
gears are free;
 as a 1DOF planetary mechanism, when a central gear is
blocked;
 as a 1DOF mechanism with fixed axis, when the carrier
is blocked.

i0 = (0,076...13,2), only
1
if i0 < η 0 or i0 >
;
η0
i0 =

5.

Fig. 1. Planetary unit symbolical scheme

Interior gear ratio
Range and calculus
relation

z2 z4
z1 z 3

i0 < 4,55 ;
z z
i0 = 2 4
z1 z 3

2. THEORETICAL ASPECTS
The gear ratio i = ω input ω output of the 1DOF planetary
unit can be established depending the working situation
and the interior gear ratio of the planetary unit i(i0) [1, 2,
3].
Neglecting the friction losses, the transmission ratio of the
torques i = − Tout Tinp is the same with the transmission
ratio i(i0).
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Considering the friction, the transmission ratio of the
torques⎯i can be established using the expression of the
transmission ratio i(i0), ⎯i = i(i0), where i 0 = η 0x1 i0 ,
η 0 = η1H4 is the mechanical efficiency of the gear unit

associated to the planetary unit. The exponent x1 indicates
the function of the central gear 1 of the planetary unit
inside the gear unit associated (x1 = +1 - central gear 1 is
working as an input element; x1 = -1 - central gear 1 is
working as an output element). The exponent x1 is given
by the sign of the power P01 circulating inside the gear
unit associated to the planetary unit, obtaind by
movement inversion relatively to the carrier H,
x1 = sgn P01 = ±1. Because the sign of the power P01 is the
same with the sign of the ratio P01 /Pinp ( Pinp > 0), the
following calculus relation is proposed for the exponent x1
⎛P
x1 = sgn⎜ 01
⎜ Pinp
⎝

⎞
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎟ = sgn⎜ T1 ( ω1H ) ⎟ = sgn⎜ T1 ω1 − ωH
⎜ Tinp ωinp ⎟
⎜ Tinp ωinp
⎟
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠

⎞
⎟=
⎟
⎠

⎛ T ⎞
= sgn⎜ 1 ⎟ sgn i1fixinp − i Hfixinp ,
⎜ Tinp ⎟
⎝
⎠

(

(2)

)

where: inp designates the input element into the planetary
unit, fix – blocked element of the planetary unit. The sign
of the ratio T1/ Tinp is not influenced by the existance of
friction and ratios between any of the torques on the
central elements are not modified depending the working
situation: T1 / T1 =1; T1 / T4 = -1/i0; T1 / TH = 1/(i0-1). For
the special cases, the transmission ratios i xyz become: for
≡

x

i xyz = i xxz = ω xz / ω xz = 1 ;

y,

for

x

≡

η=−

( )

ωout
Pout
T
1 i i0
= − out
=i =
.
Pinp
Tinp ωinp
i i ( i0 )

(3)

The previous deduction considered as neglectible the
effects of inertia. With this hypothesis a planetary unit
and the associated gear unit have identical relative
motions between their elements, different absolute
motions and identical torques. The hypothesis of non
inertia is satisfactory describing the reality if:
 the working regime of the planetary transmission is
characterized by approximately constant rotational
speed;
 friction losses on rotational couples are very low
relative to the friction losses in gears.
Table 2 presents the expressions of the transmission ratio,
exponent x1 and mechanical efficiency for planetary units
in all possible working situations.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
The speed reducers with one step (fig.2) produced by
ANGRED S.A. Baia Mare [5] have been tested. In order
to determine the mechanical efficiency of planetary units
the testing stand presented in figure 3 has been used. The
testing stand is working at ANGRED S.A. Baia Mare.

H

4

1

4

1

z

H

i xyz = i xyx = ω xx / ω yx = 0 .

Calculus relation for the mechanical efficiency of the
planetary unit is

a
b
Fig. 2. Structural and symbolical scheme of planetary
speed reducers

Table 2. Transmission ratio and mechanical efficiency for planetary units
Working situation
Input

Transmission
ratio i

Output Fixed

η0

1

4

H

i0

1

1

H

4

1 − i0

⎛ i ⎞
sgn⎜⎜ 0 ⎟⎟
⎝ i0 −1 ⎠

4

1

H

1
i0

-1

4

H

1

i0 − 1
i0

⎛ 1 ⎞
⎟⎟
sgn⎜⎜
⎝ i0 −1 ⎠

H

1

4

1
1 − i0

⎛ i
sgn⎜⎜ 0
⎝ 1 − i0

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

H

4

1

i0
i0 − 1

⎛ 1
sgn⎜⎜
⎝ 1 − i0

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
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Mechanical
efficiency η

Exponent x1

1, for i0∈(-∞, 0) ∪ (1, +∞);
-1, for i0∈(0, 1)

1 − η 0x1 i0
1 − i0
η0

1, for i0∈(1, +∞);
-1, for i0∈(-∞, 1)\ {0}
1, for i0∈(0, 1);
-1, for i0∈(-∞, 0) ∪ (1, +∞)
1, for i0∈(-∞, 1) \ {0};
-1, for i0∈(1, +∞)

η 0x1 i0 − 1
η0x1 (i0 − 1)
1 − i0
1 − η 0x1 i0
η 0x1 (i0 − 1)
η 0x1 i0 − 1

1- Electric actuator; 2- Power supply; 3- Speed reducer; 4- Electromagnetic brake; 5- Torquemeter; 6- Clutches;
7- Pulse generator; 8- Speedmeter; 9- Tensometer; 10- Control panel; 11- Torque controller.
Fig. 3. Testing stand
The purpose of testing was to obtain the variation of
mechanical efficiency depending on transmission ratio,
for different input rotational speed, input torque, and size
of speed reducer [5].
The gear ratio of these speed reducers is i = i14H = 1 − i0 ,
and the theoretical mechanical efficiency has the
1 − i0 η 0
expression η =
(x1 =1).
1 − i0
Because the mechanical efficiency of the gear unit
associated with the planetary unit was not established for
an individual non-planetary gear, it has been considered
1 − η (1 − i0 )
, calculated depending the mechanical
η0 =
i0
efficiency η experimentally established for the planetary
speed reducer with transmission ratio i = 6,14 (i0 = -5,14).
Figures 4 … 9 are presenting the variation of
experimental and theoretical mechanical efficiency
depending of the transmission ratios, for six sizes of the
speed reducers (M1...M6) and for transmission ratio in the
range i = 4 … 13 (corresponding to 4 constructions
1P1...1P4). The tests have been made for the nominal
values of the input torque and rotational speed.
The results indicates a slice decrease of mechanical
efficiency with the increase of input rotational speed, with
the transmission ratio and with the size of the speed
reducer. There is also a decrease of mechanical efficiency
with the decrease of input torque.
Analyse of the results presented in fig. 4 to fig. 9 leads to
the following conclusions:
 Theoretical and experimental mech. efficiency are
decreasing with the transmission ratio, experimental
mechanical efficiency having a deeper decrease ;
 For a range of transmission ratio i ∈ (4 … 13), the
variation of experimental mechanical efficiency was
1.3 ... 2.7%, and of the theoretical mechanical
efficiency was 0.37 ... 0.49% ;

 The maximum gap between the theoretical and
experimental mechanical efficiency was 0.98% (M1)
... 1.49% (M6).

Experimental
Theoretical

Fig. 4. Size 1 (M1)

Experimental
E x p e rim en tal
Theoretical
T h e o r e tica l

Fig. 5. Size 2 (M2)
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Experimental

Experimental

Theoretical

Theoretical

Fig. 6. Size 3 (M3)

Fig. 9. Size 6 (M6)
The relative small differencies between the theoretical
and experimental values of mechanical efficiency
confirms the good precision of theoretical calculations.
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2. GROUNDING KINEMATIC SCHEME

APPROACH FOR FINDING OF
VARIANTS GEAR TRANSMISSIONS
Georgy DINEV
Abstract: In this paper is presented one approach for
finding of variants gear transmission variants with
cylindrical wheels. On the base of developed methodic
for analysis of constructional decisions is grounded a
choice of suitable cinematic scheme of gear transmission.
This scheme is visualized with graph of connections
which elucidated the connection between assembly parts.
On point of theoretical view are possible many of
variants for many- stage gear transmission, but only
some of them have practical application. On this base is
presented three variants of planetary gears which we
analyzed trough gear ratio and torque moment and in the
same stages. As a result a base gear transmission- double
stage planetary gear is grounded. This gear is object of
future constructional documentation. For development of
constructional documentation of this gear transmission
we use the create 3D geometrical model and CAD system
SolidWorks.
Key words: approach, variants, scheme, gear,
transmission,
geometrical,
model,
constructive,
documentation, CAD, system.

1. INTRODUCTION
To ground the suitable variant of gear-reductor for the
aims of constructional dokumentation more often are
used the methods of created for analysis of conceptional
resolution during its design[3]. In some cases for
development of new constructions is used also the
formalized presentation of gears [5]. On the view point
for application of a base of knowledge in [6] for gears
design is recommended the use of experts systems [1].
Because of this in [2] is presented the application of some
algorithms and shemes for generation of assembled unit
composed only from details.
The ground of gears variants up to date problem of
methodological point of view as well as for generation of
assembled unit. For this purpose in the present work is
presented an approach for a search of variants of
cinematic gears schemes, based on criteria graphs of
connections between joints, finding of gear-planetary
reducer and its design documentation in CAD media [4].

From the comparison maid on [3] is clear that the most
suitable variant in the example is a planetary reducer , as
it received 29 points from the 32 points possible.
To ground the most suitable cinematic scheme of the
chosen gear transmission variant and development of its
constructional documentation the approach proposed [6]
may be used to generate many-step gears. It is based on
the development of variants of model gears for
mechanical leading and by synthesis and analysis is
obtained the most suitable decision for generation of
cinematic gear scheme from the point of view of higher
indexes-loading distribution in transmission coefficient of
efficiency etc. On the base of this scheme geometrical
forms of details from the corresponding step of planetary
gear are generated.
From theoretical point of view in this case are possible
many of variants as they can reach up to 12, but not all of
them are of practical use. Because of these consideration
and design technology three variants of cinematic scheme
for two-step planetary reducer were structured recording
standards requirements, shown on Fig. 1.
The gear is designed for moving monorial motor hoist
with 4,5 kw power and transmission ratio of 60. It can be
composed to the cylinder as outside ( Fig.1a and Fig.1b )
as well as inside ( Fig.1c ) for a better compactness of
transmission.
On Fig.2 are shown the constructions of both steps of
cinematic scheme of variant 1 ( Fig.1a ) which is
considered as a basic gear and is an object of further
design documentation. On the base of this scheme the
designer can develop a geometrical model for the
purposes of assemble unit constructional design.
The transmission ratios of gear variants are:

TB
〉0 ;
TA
T
Variant 3 i = B 〈 0 ,
TA

Variant1 i

=

Variant 2 i

=

TB
〈0 ;
TA

where i is the transmission ratio of the gear;
TA – torque moment on the entrance of gear;
TB – torque moment on the exit of gear;
T1I – torque moment on the entrance of first step (T1I=TA);
T3I – torque moment on the crown-wheel of first step;
THI – torque moment on the exit from the first step;
T1II – torque moment on the entrance of second step;
T3II – torque moment on the crown-wheel of second step;
THII – torque moment on the exit of second step(THII=TB).
The transmission ratio for torque moment which is
transmit through planetary reducer crown-wheel in the
different steps of gear is determined by the dependence:

T3i z 3i
=
〉 + 1,
T1i
z1i
where i is the number of corresponding step;
z3 – the number of crown teeth;
z1 – the number of pinion teeth.
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Fig. 1 Variants of kinematic schemes of planetary gears
а-variant 1 ; b-variant 2; c-variant 3
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Fig. 2. Constructive decision of planetary gear
а-The first stage; b-The second stage
On the base of specified cinematic scheme of gear
transmission my be applied a formalized search for
variants of constructive decisions to develop its
component assembly units. For this purpose its necessary
to make graph-model of mechanical product using basic
variant. Operations on the graph model may be applied
when searching for suitable constructive decisions.
For CAD constructive documentation of gear
transmission with cylindrical gears is developed approach
[6]. The functional application this approach is make with
generate 3D parametrical geometrical model of planetary
gears on Fig. 1a.
On Fig. 3 is shown 3D geometrical model of assembly
unit and Fig.4 2D drawing of assembly unit.
This planetary reducers are manufactured in small type
size. On this point of view for prepare of complete
constructional documents may be use 3D assembly unit.
This geometrical models are use for prepare to Catalog of
reserve parts.

3. CONCLUSION
The application of the developed methodology for
analysis of construction decisions in designed of gears is
clarified. Variants are made of cinematic schemes of
planetary reducers for purposes of construction
documentation are developed. An algorithm for search of
gears variants by transformation of its graph model is
grounded.

Symbol
H0225061001
H0225091001
H02251010
-01

Maximal
size, mm
345
440
565

Conjunctive size,
mm
114.860
116,180
209,820
211,180
334,750
336,180

Weight,
kg
85,80
86,35
87,00

Fig. 3. Assembly unit of planetary reducer
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Fig. 4. Constructive drawing of assembly unit
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2. SHAPE MEMORY EFFECT

LOW-BACKLASH GEARS WITH NITISHAPE MEMORY ALLOYS
Wolfgang PREDKI
Björn BAUER

Abstract: This paper investigates the use of shape
memory alloys (SMA) within transmissions to achieve low
backlash within spur gears. Shape Memory Alloys are
characterized by their ability to return to their initial
shape after a mechanical deformation by heating this
element. The SMA-element transforms during heating into
the initial shape it had before its deformation. Low
backlash is demanded within nearly all types of gear
types. Especially in the range of positioning systems this
requirement is very dominant. The general existing
problem is the thermal expansion of the shafts and gears
in the operating system. The adjustment of the gears with
low backlash at ambient temperature leads to clamping of
the gears with increasing temperature. This clamping
leads to the destruction of the gears and the whole system.
To avoid this aspect and to maintain low backlash for
ambient and operating temperature, Nickel-Titanium
(NiTi) Shape Memory Alloys are implemented within a
spur gear. In this system the NiTi-elements work as
actuators that are activated by the oil temperature of the
transmission.

In shape memory technology two different effects can be
distinguished. The first effect is the so called
pseudoelasticity. A component with pseudoelastic
material behavior can be deformed at constant ambient
temperature. After unloading it takes its initial shape. This
effect is not comparable with a linear-elastic material
behavior of common materials. It is based on a phase
transformation from austenitic phase to martensite.
Within the pseudoelastic effect a stress induced phase
transformation occurs. In opposite to this effect the so
called thermal shape memory effect exists. A deformation
at ambient temperature remains after unloading of the
SMA-component. By increasing the temperature the
component transforms into its initial shape. Here the
phase transformation occurs from martensite at ambient
temperature to austenite at higher temperatures. The type
of effect SMA’s show, depends on the percentage of
Nickel. An increasing Ni-percentage leads to a
pseudoelastic behavior. An Alloy with a Ni-percentage
smaller than 50.2 at% shows the thermal SMA-effect [1].
One type of the thermal SMA-effect is the extrinsic twoway effect. In this case the SMA-springs are working
against an external mechanical load. Fig. 1 illustrates this
effect.

Key words: shape memory alloys, low-backlash gears,
spur gears, thermal activation

1. INTRODUCTION
In drive technology low backlash gears are demanded.
Especially in automation technology, where precise
positioning is demanded, low backlash gears are getting
more important. Currently those gears are realised with
high gear qualities in combination with a selection and
combination of best fitting gears. This is of course an
extensive process. This work offers solutions of lowbacklash gears by using Shape Memory actuators. The
used SMA-material is Nickel-Titanium (NiTi). NiTi-SMA
show the characteristic to remind an initial shape after
deformation. This deformation is revealed by heating the
SMA-component.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the extrinsic two-way
effect
Fig. 1 a) shows the unloaded SMA-spring. In Fig. 1 b) the
SMA-actuator is loaded at ambient temperature. The
deformation occurs in martensitic phase. By heating the
spring system the SMA-spring transforms into the
austenite according to Fig. 3 c). During this
transformation the SMA-spring stiffness increases. The
compressed spring tries to expand into its initial shape
and is able to lift the mass. During the cooling process the
SMA-spring transforms into the martensite. The springstiffness decreases and the mechanical force is able to
compress the SMA-element again. This system works
autarkic and the described cycle can be repeated without
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external
interventions.
The
mechanical
and
thermomechanical dimensioning of the SMA-springs and
the spring system is based on the geometrical properties
of the NiTi springs in martensitic and austenitic phase and
on the steel springs [2,3].

3. CONCEPT AND CONSTRUCTIVE
SOLUTION
The concept of the transmission bases on a radial movable
drive shaft. Fig. 2 shows the general concept.

Fig. 4. Side view on the transmission concept
The SMA springs are cylindrical rods that are working as
solid body springs. They are positioned in bore holes in a
plate that is fixed with the housing. The general concept
of the test bench is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 2. General concept of the transmission
The drive shaft is clamped between the SMA-springs and
the steel springs. The radial movement occurs over the
bearings of the drive shaft. Fig. 3 shows a more detailed
side view of the transmission.

Fig. 5. Test Bench
The transmission is driven by an electric motor. The
torque is realised by a generator. The typical speed is
about n = 1300 1/min and the torque at the output shaft
amounts T = 150 Nm.

4. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Fig. 3. Side view on the transmission concept
The transformation of the NiTi-SMA leads to a radial
movement of the drive shaft into the left direction
according to Fig. 3. The nominal centre distance increases
and as a result of this the backlash also increases. With
this concept the gears can be adjusted with a defined low
backlash at ambient temperature. To avoid clamping of
the gears at operating temperature as a result of thermal
expansions of the teeth, the SMA-actuators provoke an
increasing backlash. With this concept the gears have low
backlash at two different temperature levels.
The construction of the transmission is focused on the
adjustment unit of the drive shaft. For this the drive shaft
with the bearings is mounted on a linear guiding, which is
clamped between the SMA-spring and the steel spring.
Fig. 4 shows the cross-sectional picture of the
transmission.
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The testing of the transmission under real conditions leads
to meaningful results regarding the effectiveness of the
NiTi-actuators. The main parameters that are measured
are the radial force F, the change of backlash ∆j, the radial
movement of the input shaft ss, the temperatures of the oil
sump ϑOil, the SMA ϑSMA and the housing ϑh, the torque
T and the speed n. The radial force F is measured with
strain gauges that are applied to the adjusting screw. The
change of backlash is measured with the help of rotary
encoders. There are two encoders: one is connected with
the drive shaft, the other one with the output shaft. One of
the encoders gives in a defined position a starting signal.
The other decoder has 180,000 increments per revolution.
After the starting signal this high resolution encoder
counts the number of bars until it gives the stop signal in
a second defined position. A change of the backlash
induced by the movement of the SMA-actuators would
lead to a different number of counted bars between the

defined starting and stop signal. This difference of bars
can be transformed into a relative rotation angle ∆ϕ [4].
Equation (1) shows the calculation of the angle.

∆ϕ =

I1 − I0
⋅ 2 ⋅π
I tot

(1)

In equation (1) I0 is the counted number of increments at
the beginning of the measurement. I1 is the number of
increments after a certain time period. Itot is the total
number of increments per revolution. It amounts Itot =
180,000. The angle ∆ϕ represents the relative rotation of
the gear wheels as a result of the radial movement of the
drive shaft. In addition to this the radial movement is
measured with a distance sensor.

Fig. 6. Run of the radial Force, the SMA-temperature and
the relative rotation angle over the time
Fig. 6 shows the run of the main parameters over the time.
The radial force, measured with strain gauges on the
adjustment screw, increases at the beginning of the
measurement. The reason for this behavior is the rising
difference between the oil temperature and the
temperature of the housing. Thermal expansions like in
the linear guiding lead to an increasing radial force. When
this temperature difference takes a constant value, the
radial force also shows a constant run. After 2,200
seconds the radial force rises again. This increasing force
depends on the transformation of the SMA-actuator from
martensite to austenite. The SMA-spring gets stiffer and
the actuators expand. This expansion leads to a
compression of the steel springs and to a horizontal
movement of the drive shaft. The backlash of the
gearwheels increases. This gets visible with the run of the
relative rotation angle between the two gearwheels. At the
point where the transformation begins the angle increases
because of an increasing backlash. When the
transformation is finished the radial force and the relative
rotation angle show constant runs again. Fig. 7 shows the
run of the radial force and the relative rotation angle over
the SMA-temperature.
It gets visible that the activation of the SMA at about
48°C leads to an increasing radial force and relative
rotation angle of the gearwheels because of the increasing
centre distance a. The cooling phase occurs in stationary
condition with n = 0. In this phase a distance sensor
measures the horizontal movement of the drive shaft.
Fig. 8 shows the run of the parameters over the time.

Fig. 7. Run of the radial force and the relative rotation
angle over the SMA-temperature for the heating phase

Fig. 8. Run of the radial force and the change of centre
distance over the SMA-temperature for the cooling phase
The phase transformation from austenite to martensite
occurs at a SMA-temperature of about 40°C. At this point
the radial force decreases as well as the centre distance.
The total adjustment travel caused by the SMA-actuators
amounts 50 µm.

5. CONCLUSION
The investigations concerning low-backlash gears with
NiTi shape memory alloys show the high potential of
NiTi-actuators. The measurement results of a standard
transmission lead to the possibility to realize two
conditions of low backlash. The gear wheels can be
mounted with minimum backlash at ambient temperature.
An increasing temperature at operating condition and the
associated danger of clamping gear wheels can be avoided
by using SMA-actuators which increase the backlash.
With SMA-actuators an autarkic system with two
conditions of low backlash can be realized.
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EHD LUBRICATION OF
WORM GEAR PAIRS
Aleksandar MILTENOVIĆ
Miloš MILOVANČEVIĆ
Đorđe MILTENOVIĆ
Abstract: Main advantage of worm gear transmitters is
their compact construction and possibility of high gear
ratio. On the other side, worm gear transmitters are
followed with relatively high sliding of tooth flanks
because of mix friction and it brings to their wear,
increase of energy loss and decrease of efficiency ratio.
This has as result effect of boundary conditions
respectively decreased of working life. Therefore many
researches have as topic lubrication and wear of worm
gear tooth flank. In this article is given review of
historical development in field of EHD lubrication and
modern approach of use for worm gear.
Key words: EHD, lubrication, worm gear

1. INTRODUCTION
Important role in power dissipation and thermal stability of
transmitters is knowledge of lubrication conditions in contact
area of tooth flanks. For calculation of elastohydrodynamic
(EHD) lubricant film thickness it must be taken in the same
time hydrodynamic low of lubricant film forming (Reynolds
equitation) and solid body elasticity (deform equitation). Oil
viscosity has important role proximately before it comes in
lubrication zone. Therefore, forming of elastohydrodynamical
lubricant film thickness for contact surfaces separation in
proportionally of load and speed ration in contact zone as well
as oil viscosity and material elasticity.

2. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF EHD
LUBRICATION
In slide-rolling contact, like roll bearings, gears, sprocketwheels etc. comes to elastic deformation of contact surfaces
because of contact pressure. Because of this deformations
contact pattern is greater, so that the stress for all that the load is
greater, stays in allowable bounds. Lubrication with

deformations (elastohydrodynamic), request that researchers try
to understand this phenomena and to describe it with
mathematical model and to define its influence on construction.
If the elastic deformations of contact bodies are greater or equal
of lubricant film thickness it is elastohydrodynamical (EHD)
lubrication or elastohydrodynamic. Lubrication is hydrodynamical if the deformations are negligible. If the bodies in
contact are rigid, like steel, it is hard EHD lubrication. Soft
EHD lubrication is if one or both bodies in contact has small
module of elasticity. Stationary EHD means that time doesn’t
play any role, and unstationary or dynamical load EHD
lubrication is depending from time.
Two bodies contact is making local elliptic load surface (elliptic
contact). Two possible extreme cases are cycle contact (point
contact) and stripe contact (line contact). Deformations of
loaded bodies by line contact are in one plane.
Important data of tribo system are lubricant film
thickness, pressure in oil layer, load, friction and stress in
material. On this way it is possible the condition of
lubrication (total separation, mix or bounding lubrication)
and energy dissipation like as researching of influence on
working life.
Mainly researches are considered thickness of lubricant
film and pressure in stationary isothermal hard EHD line
contact. Stationary soft elastohydrodynamic, termoelastohydrodynamic and unstationary elastohydrodynamic
are less researched.
Before hundred years are set on very important base of
modern elastohydrodynamic. Review of historical
development in EHD lubrication is given in table 1.

3. CALCULATION OF LUBRICANT FILM
THICKNESS
Lubrication conditions in zone of elastohydrodynamical
slide-rolling contact can be determine only by knowing
lubricant film thickness in contact area. Dowson and
Higginson [7] develop approximately equitation for
lubricant film thickness hmin in closely area of stationary
EHD line contact. Base of this model is EHD backlash
lubrication, is made on “half-infinitly” body of equivalent
cylinder and rigid plane, which is shown on picture 1.
Within Hertz width contact 2-bH react pressure pH with
ideal elliptic distribution, which match to normal low of
distribution. Hydrodynamic pressure p in backlash has in
the high loaded contact zone approximately elliptical
distribution. Pressure is different in inlet and outlet area.
After maximum in the middle contact zone come to
upswing pressure rise (Petrusevich point) and after that
pressure drop on outlet in contact zone. Maximal pressure
is dropping with start of tightness backlash on minimal
thickness lubricant film hmin. Tightness is develops under
elastically reversible deformation body in contact because
of pressure drop. In other area of backlash in contact zone
is approximately even lubricant film thickness.
Important assumption for calculation of lubricant film
thickness according to Dowson/Higginson [6] with EHD
model backlash lubrication are isothermal contact
(exclude temperature rise of oil and because of pressure
and friction), constant pressure in lubricant film (exclude
is change of oil density because of pressure), like as assumeption that Newton law of tangential stress τ = η · δν/δy.
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Table 1. Historical development of EHD lubrication
Period
18811882

1882.

1886.

Contents
Hertz published his studies in domain of contact mechanics [1].
He gave mathematical formula for distribution of normal stress
in contact, where magnitude of elliptic or trace contact surface
and total deformation of two bodies in contact give as load
function, properties of material and geometry of contact bodies.
Tower [2] starts with experimental researches of wear branch and
he gives important discovery connected with possibilities of
making pressure in lubricant film of sliding bearings.

Picture

Heinrich Rudolf Hertz 1857-1894

Reynolds [3] with partial differential equitation explains pressure
in thick in lubricant film. This represents very important
equitation in tribology and for case that established assumption
can be reliably describe how lubricant film has been created by
total lubrication (without contact of surfaces).
Osborne Reynolds 1842-1912

1916

1939.

1959.

Martin [4] gives approximately equitation for lubricant film
thickness by EHD lubrication. His example of calculation gives
calculation with lubricant film thickness with 3 µm, what should
be enough for lubrication. This equitation gives values, which are
less from roughness on contact surfaces.
Key moment in history of elastohydrodynamics was article of
Ertel. Ertel [5] manage to join different equitation that are
connected complex problem of elastic deformations, energy
dissipation and hydrodynamics and to show them with only one
equitation. In case of very high load in contact pressure on
lubricant film it is getting closer to contact pressure of solid
bodies, as there is no oil in contact because deformations are
similar in both cases. Ertel equitation is giving optimistically
estimation for lubricant film in hard contact.
Dowson i Higginson [6] have expanded equitation of Ertel and
Reynolds for very high loaded lubricated cylinders. Their well
known approximately equitation for lubricant film thickness by
stationary EHD line contact is published in 1961 [7]. This
equitation has been later slightly changed, and behind numbers
numerical and experimental solutions it serve as base for
calculation.

Martin: solid bodies and fluid
isoviscosity behavion

Ertel: deformations and fluid
piezoviscosity behavior

Dowson/Higginson: elastic
deformations and fluid piezoviscosity
behavior

Equitation for lubricant film thickness in tightness
backlash according to Dowson and Higginson [7]:

Lubricant film thickness h is approximately:

hmin = 2, 65 ⋅ ρ red ⋅ G 0,54 ⋅ U 0,7 ⋅ W −0,13

h = 1,15 ⋅ hmin

ρred - equivalent radius of curvature

ρ red =

r1 ⋅ r2
r1 + r2

(2)

G,U, W – dimensionless parameters.
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(1)

(3)

Half of Hertz width bH for line contact:

bH =

8 ⋅ ρ red ⋅ FN
p
= 4 ⋅ ρ red ⋅ H
π ⋅ l ⋅ Ered
Ered

(4)

Fig. 2. Boundaries of EHD theory by worm gears
isotherms, where terminal influence on less total speed can
be excluded.

Parameter of elasticity G:

G = α ⋅ Ered

(5)

α - coefficient which depend from viscosity-pressure oil
ration
Ered - equivalent module of elasticity

Ered =

2
1 − v / E1 + 1 − v22 / E2

(

2
1

)

(

E1, E2 – modules of elasticity

(6)

)

4. VALID AREA FOR EHD-THEORY
Boundaries of EHD theory are established by Moes [7] und
Stößel [16] had them expand. Moes established by dimensionless
parameter G, U and W additional parameters N2 and N3:

ν12, ν12 – Poissons coefficients
Speed parameter U:

U=

η0 M ⋅ vΣn
2 ⋅ ρ red ⋅ Ered

EHD calculated according to (1) is not enough correct for
contact conditions with high component of speed in direction of
line contact. For worm gear transmitters that mean that in
contact area with high rolling partition, calculated lubricant films
thickness cannot be discuss as physically measured and only as
calculated parameter.

N 2 = W / U 1/ 2 ; N 3 = G ⋅ U 1/ 4

(7)

η0Μ – dynamical viscosity on mass temperature and
surrounding pressure;
νΣn – total speed in direction on normal line contact.
If l is length of line contact then parameter W can be
determine as:

⎛ p ⎞
FN
W=
= 2 ⋅π ⋅ ⎜ H ⎟
l ⋅ ρ red ⋅ Ered
⎝ Ered ⎠

2

(8)

Equitation (1) is useable and with experimentally confirmed
for greater applying area. It is measured lower thickness of
lubricant film when oil viscosity was high and high total
speed in ratio on obtained with equitation (1). That is result
of higher temperature that is become due to effect of shear in
contact area. EHD contact can be calculated across

(9)

According to Stößel [16] EHD calculation of lubricant film
thickness are valid if the conditions are satisfied:

N 24 / 3 ⋅ N 3 > 10; N 3 > 2,5

(10)

Pic. 2 shows EHD parameters according to (9) for calculated
contact line of standard worm gear transmitter loaded on
gear width. Working conditions are chosen for inlet number
of revolutions 1500 min-1, and outlet number of
revolutions 670Nm. First condition has no importance on
worm gears and second one is not valid in the middle of
tooth. Cause for that is small lubricant film thickness for
total speeds normal to contact line in this area. EHD
theory invalid area expands with decrease of inlet number
of rotation. By small number of revolutions (n1<150min--1)
EHD calculation of lubricant film thickness is valid only
for very small area on outlet and inlet.
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Fig. 3. Contact lines of standard worm gears, important
parameters for EHD calculation like as ration of rolling speed
along tooth flank

5. EHD THEORY BY WORM GEARS
EHD calculation of lubricant film thickness can be used by
some points of contact area by worm gear transmitters if are
known local values of speed and radius of curvature. Picture 3
shows contact lines of standard worm gear transmitters

according to DIN 3996 as projections in worm gear plane. By
ZI worm gears contact lines are approximately parallel, and by
greater gear ratio they are horizontal along gear flank.
Picture 3 shows ration of a rolling speed along contact line
as and parameters for calculated lubricant film thickness.
On one part of formed lubricant film rolling speed (νΣn) is
in normal direction on contact line. This contains
characteristic null place for worm gear transmitter, which is
more or less on inlet side and it depends from an angle of
gearing. In inlet and outlet direction of gear contact value
of this component is increasing. Second important
parameter is for EHD theory is equivalent radius of
curvature ρred which is decreasing in outlet direction. That
means that on outlet side is Hertz pressure higher. That has
influence on pitting appearance on this side. Negative
influence of high pressure on lubricant film thickness can
be recompense with higher rolling speed νΣn.
On picture 3 can be seen that on worm gear transmitters
rolling speed is change a bit along tooth flank. Angle
between vectors of rolling speed vg and contact line
(projected in plane of worm gear) is changed along contact
line for +45° to -45°. In total contact area are exist huge
part of rolling in direction of contact line. On middle of
tooth flank rolling speed vg is matching with direction of
contact lines.
For calculation of minimal lubricant film thickness hmin
Predki [10] used equitation:
2

⎛ v ⎞ ⎛ db ⎞
hmin = cth ⋅1, 6 ⋅ α 0,6 ⋅η00,7 ⋅ Er0,03 ⋅ ρ E0,43 ⋅ ⎜ sum ⎟ ⋅ ⎜
⎟
⎝ 2 ⎠ ⎝ dF ⎠

(11)

This equitation is similar to Dowson/Higginson equitation,
but with more technical correction factors according to Wilson
and Madhavian [13].

Fig. 4. Distribution of local lubricant film thickness hmin on tooth flank worm gear
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0,13

and sliding. Till sliding speed change is relatively
small, change of rolling speed is relatively huge and it
has great influence on creation of lubricant film.

Because:
dF 2 ⋅ π ⋅ ρ E 2
=
⋅ pH
db
Er
It is (12):
hmin = cth ⋅1, 6 ⋅ 2 ⋅ ( 2 ⋅ π )
0,6

−0,13

⋅α

0,6

⋅η

0,7
0

⋅E

0,16
r

⋅ ρ ⋅v
0,3
E

0,7 2
sum

⋅p

−0,26
H

Geometry influence on lubricant film thickness is defined
with parameter:
0,7
cgh = ρ E0,3 ⋅ vsum

3. In real conditions in middle area of gear tooth it
doesn’t come to stoppage of lubricant film, already
exist effective lubricant film thickness heff followed
with mix friction, which is following enlarged wear of
tooth flanks.

On this way with change in equitation (12) is getting next
equitation for local lubricant film thickness:
hmin = cth ⋅ cgh ⋅ 0, 7756 ⋅ α 0,6 ⋅η00,7 ⋅ Er0,16 ⋅ pH−0,26

Correction terminal factor:
1
cth =
≤1
0,62
2
⎛ β 0 ⋅η0 ⋅ vsum
⎞
1 + 0, 254 ⋅ ⎜
⎟
4⋅λ
⎝
⎠
In equitation (11) – (14) are:
α - press-viscosity exponent
η0 - input (start) viscosity
Er - reduce module of elasticity
ρ E - equivalent radius of curvature
vsum - total speed
pH - Hertz pressure
β 0 - temperature-viscosity exponent
λ - termical conductivity

(13)

(14)

On picture 4 is given distribution example of local lubricant film
thickness hmin on tooth flank for worm gear, that is calculated
according to (13). Lubrication film thickness is following
influence of rolling speed that is normal on contact line, so that
between some lines practically cannot be notice the difference.
Minimal lubrication film thickness in middle of worm gear face
width is out of the valid EHD area according to the equitation (1).
Lubrication film thickness calculation doesn’t consider influence
of bottom tolling on lubrication film forming. Because of
lubrication layer attached on surface should expect additional
horizontal transport of lubricant in lubricant backlash, what
prioritly has influence on calculated area of minimal backlash.
Here is case of mix friction, in which is effective lubricant film
thickness heff, with exception on real contact points, does not
interrupt. According to (13) lubricant film thickness cannot be for
worm gear discuss as physically measured value but it represent
information parameter of lubricant condition in contact.

6. CONCLUSION
Based on article it can be concluded:
1. Lubrication generally, and especially for worm gear is
from great importance for carrying capacity, working
life and reliability. Problem of liquid lubrication of
tooth flank worm gear is still not solved either
theoretically neither practical, and therefore is in work
present wear, that brings to critical work conditions.
2. It is present wear by worm gear area where it is not
possible applying of EHD theory of lubrication.
Contact area of tooth flank is followed with rolling
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below steel density, the moments of inertia of parts and
energy consumption for speeding up and braking as
consequence decrease that allows to raise frequency of
rotation.
Recently manufacturing of some sizes of chains is made
completely from polymeric composites and if before it
concerned basically low-loaded chain drives now there
are sprockets and chains from the polymeric composites,
capable to transfer the much bigger loads which are not
demanding thus lubrication, working without noise, and
having good wear resistance
The purpose of the present paper is to consider some
sprockets and chains of a chain drives according to its
shapes and design.

SHAPE AND MECHANICAL DESIGN OF
THE CHAIN DRIVES OF A POLYMERIC
COMPOSITES
Oleg PILIPENKO
Abstract: Design of five patented polymeric parts and
chain drives from polymeric composites are presented. All
inventions considered further concern mechanical
engineering and can be used in the gear and chain drives
which are a part of drives robots, polygraph, textile, foodprocessing, agricultural and other machines. Types of
polymeric and metal-polymeric sprockets and chains are
given.
Key words: polymeric sprockets, chains, chain drive

1. INTRODUCTION
At the basis of a modern technological civilization ability
to make more and more products lays at their decrease
material and energy consumption. The successful decision
economic, power and ecological problems is in many
respects predetermined by application of new
constructional materials, in particular, polymeric
composites, for manufacture of parts of machines [1].
In mechanical engineering parts of chain drives were
traditionally made of steel, that in many cases it is
inexpedient. Chain drives from polymeric composites find
more and more wide application thanks to high reliability
and constructive simplicity in all areas of mechanical
engineering, in particular, in robot-building, textile,
polygraphic, food-processing, agricultural mechanical
engineering. They possess necessary flexibility, work
without vibrations, slipping and appreciable noise,
lubrication do not demand, are capable to amortize easy
pushes and impacts, have smaller, than belt drives,
dimensional and weight characteristics, and also can be
used in wide enough range of speeds and loadings.
Manufacturing of parts of chain drives from polymeric
composites low-waste and not very power-consuming.
From them is easier make parts of difficult shape, they are
so technological, that give the chance to create the socalled integrated parts, which manufacture from metal
much more expensively or in general it is impossible. As
density of polymeric composite materials several times

2. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
At designing of chain drives of any machine give a close
attention to possible frequencies of disturbance of
oscillations for the purpose of an exception of resonances.
Thus issue that transfer of the same power it is possible to
carry out at different speeds, varying according to useful
turning force. It is necessary to have in view of, that small
speeds are unprofitable, as lead big tensions and, hence, to
heavy chains. Practice of operation of chain drives shows,
that in overwhelming number of cases the useful tension
of standard metal chains makes 10-20 % from their
ultimate load. Therefore have sense to produce not only
sprockets [1], but also chains from polymeric composites.
They, though have no such values breaking loadings as
at metal chains, however, not only often satisfy to the
most widespread conditions of operation, but also
advantage on weight, energy consumption, to speeds,
noiselessness, anticorrosive firmness and lubrication
allow to get [3,4,5].
Manufacturing of chain drives and their elements from
polymeric composites according to the designs similar
metal, in most cases is impossible because of differences
in technological and physical-mechanical properties of
materials. For example, joints with tightness, used at
manufacturing practically all metal chains, cannot be used
for assemblage of chains from polymeric materials
because of easing close fits because of a relaxation of
stresses, characteristic for polymers. Besides, owing to
dimensional isolation of a design of a roller chain the
increase in dangerous sections of plates in places of ears
without substantial growth of dimensions (width) of a
chain is impossible, that for chains from polymeric
materials is of great importance owing to lower strength
and rigidity of constructional polymeric materials in
comparison with the steels traditionally applied for this
purpose.
The method of structurally functional designing has been
applied to creation of designs of elements of chain drives
with
necessary
technological
and
operational
characteristics.
Designing of parts of chain drives from polymeric
composites is closely connected with designing of press
molds for their injection molding under pressure on
injection automatic machines and technology of
processing of polymeric materials in a product.
The basic requirements shown to designs of parts from
polymeric materials, produced by injection molding under
pressure, look as follows.
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1. A part should have technological biases.
2. In parts undercuts are inadmissible.
3. Admissions should be technically proved, i.e. are
calculated taking into account physical-mechanical
characteristics of applied materials.
4. Parts, whenever possible, should not have console
sites.
5. The shape of parts should to provide, whenever
possible, application of one-piece matrixes and
punches (signs).
6. The part configuration should not interfere to free
filling of a injection mould by melt.
7. Most responsible elements of a part, whenever
possible, should not get to a plane of a detachment of
the mold.
8. The part should have the roundings off necessary for
increase of mechanical strength, simplification of
process
shape-formation
and
appearance
improvements.
9. Walls should be probably thin and an equal thickness.
Except these requirements, at creation of designs of
elements of chain drives possibility of execution of parts
integrated was used, i.e. one monolithic part made for one
technological operation, can include the maximum
number of structurally functional elements. So, at
designing and manufacturing of chains their links
represented monolithic parts.
After creation of basic designs design parameters of
created elements at which definition possibility of their
work together with standard parts of chain drives was
pawned have been established. It became for the purpose
of a possibility of their further use in the available
equipment and for reception of more exact comparative
characteristics. Such design parameters are: a chain step,
the shape and the sizes of elements of engagement,
distance between internal plates. They coincided with
corresponding elements of roller chains in accordance
with ГOCT 13568-75 and sprockets in accordance with
ГOСT 592-81. The corresponding equipment for
manufacture of links of chains and sprockets of the
developed designs by injection molding method under
pressure on injection automatic machines has been made.
Chains made of polymeric composites based on
polyamides,
have
the
dimensional
precision
corresponding to precision driving roller chains of a
general purpose with small breaking force, and chains
from glass-filled marks have higher precision
characteristic for chains at which assemblage apply a
selective method.

3. POLYMERIC SPROCKET
Deformation of a polymeric sprocket in case of the
application of loading to one tooth extends and on the
next teeth located both in a direction, and against a
direction of rotation of an sprocket [3]. Essential change
of the stress-strained state in a body of a sprocket
depending on the shape of teeth, radius of a transitive
zone at a hollow is observed. Constructive changes of a
sprocket for the account of introduction of thickenings of
a zone of fit to a shaft lead to essential redistribution of
stresses and deformations and decrease extreme stresses
on an external surface of a tooth and in a sprocket body
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approximately in 1,5 times. A critical zone in a sprocket
body is all bottom of a hollow of toothed rim, and not just
a working surface of a tooth, as at usual rigid metal
sprockets.
Designing of sprockets from polymeric composites is a
some complicated because the sizes of toothed rim are
limited by the sizes of a chain, and it is impossible to
increase its strength for the account of increase in width
of a tooth (as in case of a gear). It is necessary to consider
also the profile shape a tooth which appreciably defines as
much as possible admissible speed of movement and
service life of a chain and sprockets. At operation of the
chain drive equipped with sprockets from polymeric
composites, it is necessary to give advantage to the profile
shape according to ГОСТ 592-81 (rectilinear) before the
profile shape it agree ГOСT 591-69 (concave-convex) for
some reasons, basic of which is ability of a rectilinear
profile to compensate the maximum increase in a step of a
chain as a result of its wear without engagement breaking.
The invention purpose is simplification of a design by
performance of a reinforcing element in the shape of one
part. On fig. 1 the metal-polymeric sprocket containing
teeth 1 from polymeric composite, and the reinforcing
elements 2 radially located in everyone tooth connected
among themselves is presented [6].

Fig. 1. Polymeric sprocket
The reinforcing element is executed in the form of the
screw closed spring 3, each of which coils is placed in a
tooth 1 and has a profile, equidistant to a tooth profile in
its cross section. At sprocket work there is an elastic
interaction between the tooth loaded at present and the
teeth next to it that allows redistribution transferred
loading. Besides, the elastic reinforcing coil absorbs a part
of energy of impact of teeth about chain joints.
Let's notice, that it is possible to operate by stress-strained
state of a design [2] by its purposeful change rigidity
(thickness of a toothed rim, a nave, quantity of ribs and
their arrangement, application of spokes instead of ribs,
saving thus a material, etc.) depending on the
requirements shown by conditions of operation of chain
drives.

4. ELASTIC MONOLITHIC LINK OF A
CHAIN
In an invention basis there was a task in view to create
such monolithic link of the chain which design would

allow to prevention damage of working contact surfaces
in the course of chain assemblage, and for the account of
it to raise its reliability. On fig. 2 the monolithic link of a
chain is shown in two projections, where 1 - ledges is
represented; 2 - a working part of a hole; 3 - head,
consisting of a cap (a) and leg (б); 4 - a hole for
assemblage; 5 - symmetrically located bent plates; 6 - the
pin. Size L gets out such that height H of ledges 1 allowed
carry out assemblage [7].
Only elastic deformations thus take place. In each of
plates the special holes formed by two arches of various
radiuses which centers do not coincide are carried out and
lay on a longitudinal axis of a link. One of arches (smaller
radius) is the worker, and the second (larger radius) serves
for realization of assemblage of a chain. The centers of
the arches forming holes are a little dissolved for
formation of ledges which prevent from spontaneous
dismantling of a chain. Diameter of an arch of a working
part of a hole 2 and leg of head 3б are equal among
themselves, and also diameters are equal: the greatest cap
of head 3а and arches of a hole 4 larger radius.
Chain assemblage is carried out as follows: the link is
inserted by the side on which are located heads between
deformed plates of the following link. Caps of heads 3а
are inserted into holes 4 (in places larger radius), and
plates pass in undistorted state.

Fig. 3. Chain with elastic monolithic links

5. DRIVING POLYMERIC CHAIN
Definition of the shape of parts driving chains meeting
requirements equirigidity and having the minimum weight
at maintenance of necessary strength, is the most actual
problem both at creation of new chain drives, and at
perfection existing.
On fig. 4 the chain including monolithic internal links 1,
external links of 2 and coupling pins 3 is represented [8].
Plates of links are executed by straight lines for giving of
possibility of increase in their thickness without loss of
ability to their assemblage in a uniform chain. Thus at
assemblage the principle of elastic deformation of links is
not applied any more. It is reached by introduction in a
chain of a modular external link 2 which is fixed in a
chain by means of the coupling pin 3, simultaneously
incorporating with an internal monolithic link 1.
Stress-strained state, contact stresses and other question
according to such chains are considered in [3].

Fig. 2. Elastic monolithic link of a chain
By longitudinal force the heads are entered into a working
part of a hole, it is elastic deforming thus ledges 1 in the
middle of a hole. These ledges prevent from spontaneous
dismantling of a chain.
On fig. 3 the chain with elastic monolithic links is shown.
It is important to note that of such links as is shown on
fig. 2 it is possible to assemble two-, three- and multirow
chains. Example of three-row chain is shown on fig. 8
[3].
To use chains with elastic monolithic links on the
available equipment and not to create for them special
sprockets, it is necessary, that external diameter of pins
was equal to diameter of rollers driving chains of type ПР
according to ГОСТ 13568-75 corresponding steps. Sizes
of diameters heads and radiuses of the arches forming
holes in plates, can change in certain limits depending on
physical-mechanical properties of an applied polymeric
composite.

Fig. 4. Driving polymeric chain

6. MULTIROW CHAINS
In a basis of the invention a creation task in view
multirow chains by assemblage of chains from monolithic
links of a special design, providing with that reduction of
quantity of parts and decrease in expenditures of labor
(connections proportional to quantity between parts) on
assemblage multirow chains, for the purpose of increase
of reliability connected with non-failure operation of
multirow chains.
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On fig. 5 the design two-row chain is shown, consisting
of the monolithic links 1 which design is shown on fig. 6,
and from plates 2 with two holes. Links are connected
among themselves by in chessboard order extended ends
of 3 pins 4 (fig. 6a) in the chain middle [9].
The free ends of pins are connected by plates 2 (fig. 5).
The chain link (fig. 6a) is a monolithic part which can be
broken conditionally into two direct plate-like elements 5
with holes 6, and the pin 4 with caps 7 on its ends for
protection of breaking of connection of links of a chain in
the course of its operation.

plates 2 is represented. Generally the quantity of numbers
multirow chain theoretically is not limited.

Fig. 7. Design two-row chain
Multirow chains (fig. 5,7,8) work together with multiring
sprockets or mounting on a shaft a number of separate
sprockets. Thus chain pins co-operate with teeth of
sprockets.

Fig. 5. Design two-row chain

Fig. 8. Design three-row chain

Fig. 6. Design different links of a chains
We will note, that from such links it is possible to
assemble only two-row chain.
More universal design of a monolithic link is presented on
fig. 6б. It can be broken conditionally into pins 8 and
plates 9. Plates are symmetrical concerning the pin
middle. The combined plate which is too a monolithic
element and a part of a link is necessary for assemblage
multirow chain from these links. It consists (fig. 6в) of
one plate 10 and pin 11.
Thus, two-row chain (fig. 7) assembles from the links 1
which design is shown on fig. 6б, and from the combined
plates 2 agrees fig. 5в. Links of such chain are connected
among themselves in chessboard order, and on each side
free plates and the free ends of pins are connected by the
combined plates 2.
By this principle it is possible to create three- four- or
multirow chains. For example, on fig. 8 the three-row
chain assembled from monolithic links 1 and combined
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7. SPATIAL CHAIN DRIVE FOR NOT
PARALLEL SHAFTS
In an invention basis there was a task in view to create
such chain drive which could provide transfer of the
twisting moment between not parallel (crisscross) shafts.
The spatial chain (fig.9) consists of the links 1 which
working surface is executed in the form of the sphere,
connected among themselves cross bonds 2 [10].
The link (fig. 9) is executed in the form of the monolithic
part consisting of two hemispheres 1 of radius R, 2
diameters connected among themselves by a cylindrical
crosspiece Dпер, four ledges 3 (on two from both sides) by
thickness Hвыст and radius Rвыст with holes 4 of
diameters Dотв, hollows 5 (on one from both sides) width
L and radius R1 of the spherical surface forming their
bottom.
The centers of spherical surfaces of a link are points A
and Б, the distance between which is equal to a chain step.
All cylindrical surfaces and planes are constructed
concerning axes X, Y, Y1, Z, Z1.

The sprocket for spatial chain represents a disk (fig. 11),
on a cylindrical surface 1 which the hollows 2 consisting
of a part of a concave spherical surface 3 and convex part
of a tore 4 are executed. In the middle of a cylindrical
surface the slot 5 which profile is formed by arches of
circles is executed.
On fig. 11 are shown generatrix of sphere 6 - a circle of
radius Ru and generatrix of tore 7 - a circle of radius R1.
The centers of circles of generatrixes lay on dividing
circles 8 of radius R∂ of a sprocket .

Fig. 9. Chain for spatial chain drive

For reduction materials consumption sprocket on its face
surfaces recess 9 can be executed, and rigidity of a
sprocket in this case is provided with stiffening ribs 10.
The sprocket is mounted on a shaft by a hole 11.
Spatial chain drive (fig. 12) works as follows. At rotation
of a sprocket 1 movement is transferred to a chain 2.
Connection by cross bond allows a chain to be bent in any
direction. Contact between a chain and a sprocket occurs
on spherical surfaces 3 and 4.

Fig. 10. Design link for chains with spatial potentialities

Fig. 12. Spatial chain drive

The centers of holes 4 lay on axes Y иY1. On the same
axes the centers of circles of radius Rвыст forming ledges
3 lay also. The planes forming internal surfaces of ledges
3 and lateral surfaces of hollows 5 are symmetric
concerning an axis X. A bottom of a hollow 5 is a part of
a spherical surface of radius R1.
By means of spherical surfaces 1 (fig. 10) is transferred
the force directed on a longitudinal axis of a chain. The
crosspiece 2 prevent to transverse sliding of links of a
chain on a sprocket. The corner of turn of links of a chain
is limited and equal 2α, it can be changed, varying
distance C (distance from axis Z to a surface 6, fig. 10).

Application of polymeric parts of drives by engagement
gives the chance to dissipate a considerable quantity of
energy of a cyclic bend of teeth and impact at an input in
engagement.
For improvement of antifriction characteristics of
compositions on the basis of polyamides, strength
increase at compression, resistance to chemicals,
shrinkage and water absorptions decrease in glass-filled
marks of polyamides add molybdenum disulphide,
keeping the self-lubricating properties in the range of
temperatures from -70°C to +230°С.
For the purpose of improvement of heat conductivity,
antifriction properties and decrease shrinkage glass-filled
polyamides apply graphite. It is necessary to notice, that
the additive as graphite, and molybdenum disulphide in
base (unfilled) marks of polyamides does not lead to
decrease in wear from a sliding friction in comparison
with pure polyamides.
Polymeric composites are created on the basis of
polyamides ПА-6 and a ПA-6.6, made Chernigov PU
"Chemical fiber". As a result of their updating by various
functional
additives
their
physical-mechanical
characteristics cardinally improve.
Schemes of a working condition of the chain drive
equipped with sprockets and chains from polymeric
composites, and also parameters of its adjustment are
considered in [5].

Fig. 11. Sprocket for spatial chain drive
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8. CONCLUSION
Presented design of sprockets and chains from polymeric
composites are shown that its design philosophy differ
first of all by application of elastic deformation polymeric
materials. Instead of six metal parts of which the link
standard roller driving chain consists, it is made one
monolithic link from polymeric composite.
Links of the offered design can be made by injection
molding under pressure on injection automatic machine
from polymeric composites during one technological
operation.
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AUTOMATIZATION OF RADIAL
JOURNAL BEARINGS DESIGN PROCESS
Dragan MILČIĆ
Vojkan MILOŠEVIĆ
Miroslav MIJAJLOVIĆ
Abstract: Calculation of radial hydrodynamical journal
bearings is relatively complicated and requires great
number of iterative solution steps in order to reach
adequate solution. This is the reason why the software for
calculation and modeling of radial hydrodynamical
journal bearings has been developed. This software gives
possibility to easily check maximal carrying load of
journal bearings, hydrodynamical floating conditions and
thermal stability issue – working temperature of bearing.
This software connects calculation module to the CAD
(Autodesk Inventor) where can get virtual model of
standard journal bearings.

 Simulation of movements and monitoring in working
condition,
 CNC code generation, in order to automate
manufacturing process,
 Sheet metal design support, mold base, for metals and
plastics etc.,
 IGES i STEP database generation and usage in other
CAD and CAM systems,
 Constructive optimization,
 Mechanism analysis,
 Analysis of experimental data derived from prototype
testing,
 Marketing support – easy presentation making,
realistic rendering, animation.
Virtual product development enables high speed
innovations and manufacturing, high quality products and
economic production.
Corporation’s concurrence and quick accommodation to
market requests require software for calculations of
mechanical parts and tools which will enable easy 3D
modeling and other automatization (CAD, CAD/CAM or
CAD/CAM/CAE tools).
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering Nis is working long
time period on development of integrated computer
program for complete design of power transmitters –
Power Transmitter Design Software (PTD). Integrated
program system PTD, shown in Figure 1, has three main
parts:
1. Program modules for power transmission element’s
calculation,
2. Program modules for calculation of rotation elements,
3. Program modules for calculations of mechanical
connections.

1. INTRODUCTION
Product shaping is very important phase of design
process. Shaping theory is scientific discipline which
studies methods and acts of parts, machine assemblies and
machines shaping. Shaping tools, hardware and software
for visualization of shapes by computer applications are
parts of shaping theory, also.
Application of computers in product shaping process
includes Computer Aided (CA) technologies – Computer
Aided Design (CAD), Computer Aided Manufacturing
(CAM), and Computer Aided Engineering (CAE).
Software applications, used for shaping in this phase of
design have to enable and ease:
 Static and dynamic calculations,
 Element modeling, including complex shapes and
three dimensional (3D) curves or faces,
 Elements assembling into precisely defined relations
and shapes,
 Application of standard elements, generated from
adequate databases or part libraries (springs, bolts,
bearings etc.),
 Automatic development of technical documentation as
product of modeling and assembling,
 Automatic creation part lists,

Fig. 1. Integrated system for power transmitters design
PTD [9]
Integral part of program module, for rotation elements is
software for calculation and design of radial
hydrodynamical journal bearings. Software is capable to
automate design process of these bearings. There is
dynamical connection between this software and
Autodesk Inventor Software (AI) – calculated and
designed bearing and its components are automatically
modeled in AI.
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2. RADIAL JOURNAL BEARINGS DESIGN
PROCESS
Modern knowledge and design science still do not include
tribological aspects of design enough, even thou they are
main condition of work without failures for moving parts
(wearing). From tribological point of view, it is very
important to make adequate selection of elements
included in the system – machine. These aspects concern
about material, lubrication and system of lubrication.
After that, designer has to determine working and
tribological characteristics of system – work rate in
function of wearing, lubrication, temperature, friction etc.
Journal bearings are very often used in heavy machinery:
for cranes, milling machines, turbines, choppers, rollers,
presses, redactors etc. As its name says, journal bearings
parts are journal one by another during work. Basic
advantage of journal bearings, comparing to the roller
bearings is in their carrying strength – working rate. If
journal bearings have hydrodynamical floating conditions,
bearing has almost infernal working rate. This is very
important fact considering machines working with large
rotating speed. In this situation, roller bearings are almost
useless. On the other hand, modern machine design trend,
requests increase of carrying load, velocity and round
speed and decrease of mass. This trend shows that
application of journal bearings is going to increase.
Because of the large area of contact between shaft and the
tilting pad - grove (which always have to be separated by
lubricant), journal bearings have ability to reduce noise
and vibration – journal bearings can reduce severe
working overloads during work. Journal bearings can be
manufactured as single parted or as double parted. Roller
bearings are always single parted. This is second main
advantage of journal bearings – they can be used in
situations where roller bearings cannot be used because
the montage. Most familiar example of journal bearings
usage is at crank shaft.
Single element and mass production price difference of
journal bearings is significantly smaller then for roller
bearings. Roller bearings are concurrent and economic to
produce only for mass production. For shaft diameters,
smaller than 10 mm and larger than 300 mm roller
bearings are produced only for special cases what gives
great advantage to usage of journal bearings.
Journal bearings are more compact and smaller than roller
bearings. If we compare two bearings, journal and roller,
with same carrying ability, journal bearing is much
smaller than roller bearing. This is an advantage for usage
on shafts, loaded with radial forces.

Figure 2 shows the most important part of the journal
bearing – journal par: shaft (1) and tilting pad (2).
For easier comparison, main characteristics of journal and
roller bearing are given in table 1
Table 1. Characteristics of roller and journal bearings
Journal with
Roller
hydrodynamical
floating
Specific load
−
+
Dimensions

−

+

Work rate

−

+

Price

−

+

External loads on the journal bearings, expressed by force
F, must be equally distributed over the complete journal
area of journal pair. Because the relatively movement of
the journal surfaces, friction as resistance to journal
appears. Significant amount of mechanical energy is
being converted to heat, what results in increase of
working temperature. Under the circumstances wearing of
the journal pair increase, dimensions and shape of journal
pair change, also.
Best protection from wearing and significant decrease of
friction is achieved when contact surfaces of journal pair
are completely separated with lubricant – oil. Friction
coefficient µ decreases, comparing to the static friction
coefficient up to the 100 times and its values is
µ=0,005÷0,001. This type of friction is called liquid
friction. Layer of oil, between surfaces caries the same
force F, so it is expectable to have significant pressure in
oil film, in order to keep continuum and avoid direct
contact of journal surfaces. With hydrodynamic lubricated
bearings, oil film is being formed only if journal surfaces
are moving one to each other. Journal velocity must be
large enough and journal surfaces positioned at correct
angle one to another in order to take oil into the bearing
and keep adequate pressure in the oil film.
Hydrodynamical floating is an imperative for efficient
usage of journal bearings during all projected working
life. Oil film is carrying element; it is equivalent to the
rollers, needles, spheres at roller bearings.
Prerequisite for successful creation of oil film is choice of
oil adequate lubricant characteristics. Even in condition of
liquid friction, there are significant resistances to journal.
Resistances appear in the oil film itself, and it is measured
as viscosity. Viscosity is ability of fluid to resist change
of its shape and it is expressed by tangent stresses
between layers of fluid which are moving one opposite to
another. According to Newton’s law, tangent stress in
planes is equal:

τ=

Ft
dv
=η ⋅ k
A
dy

(1)

meaning, it is proportional to the gradient of velocity over
perpendicular direction to the direction of movement.
Coefficient of proportionality η is called dynamical
viscosity and it is equal to:
Fig. 2. Radial journal bearing
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η=

τ
dvk /dy

(2)

Beside dynamical viscosity, there is kinematical viscosity
ν, equal to de ration of dynamical viscosity η and oil
densityρ:

ν=

η
ρ

(3)

Viscosity of liquid lubricants depends of temperature and
pressure. Increase of temperature, decreases viscosity and
increase of pressure, increases viscosity.
According to ISO viscosity classification, all liquid
lubricants for industrial usage are separated according to
middle value of kinematical viscosity at 400C in 18
groups: ISO VG 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 22, 32, 46, 68, 100,
150, 220, 320, 460, 680, 1000 and 1500. Number in
definition of ISO VG mark, represent value of
kinematical viscosity with variation of ±10%.

3. CALCULATION OF RADIAL JOURNAL
BEARINGS
Calculation for journal bearings is an iterative process.
For first iteration, some of the values have to be guessed,
than recalculated and used as input for new iteration.
Carrying load represents maximal force that journal
bearing can carry throughout its life span without
overcoming allowed temperature, intensive wear out or
surface destruction of journal bearing. If there is
hydrodynamic lubrication, oil film should be greater than
minimal allowed value.
List of symbols used in calculation.
pdoz -allowed surface pressure for chosen material
homin -allowed thickness of oil film
ω -angular velocity
µ -friction coefficient
ρ
-oil density (ρ = 900 kg/m3)
c
-specific oil caloric, c = 2000 J/(m3K)
q
-oil flow m3/s
υi
-temperature of oil at the exit °C
υu -temperature of oil at the entrance °C
Cgr -constant (1÷8)

- diameter of the shaft
- inner diameter of tilting pad
- length of tilting pad

3.6. Journal velocity for minute rounding speed n
π ⋅d ⋅n
v=

60

3.7. Minimal thickness of oil film:
D ⋅ψ
h0 =
(1 − ε ) ≥ h0 min
2

(8)

(9)

3.8. Relative thickness of oil film:
h0
h0
=
f / 2 ψ ⋅d / 2

δ=

(10)

3.9. Eccentricity:
e=

f
− h0
2

S0 =

(4)

3.3. Specific load of bearing:
(5)

(11)

e
= 1−δ
f/2

(12)

p ⋅ψ 2
η ⋅ω

(13)

Somerfield’s number enables to compare bearings about
speed and carrying ability, so, it represents carrying
ability. As function of Somerfield’s number S0, there are
tri different types of journal bearings:
- S0 ≤ 1 - speedy, less loaded bearings;
- S0 > 1÷3 – medially loaded bearings;
- S0 > 3 – heavily loaded bearings.

3.12. Friction characteristic:

3.4. Absolute gap:
f=D–d

Selected value for za ψ can be achieved with some
following leanings H7/a8, H7/b8, H7/c8, H7/d8, H7/e8,
H6/f6, H7/f7, H5/g4, H5/g6, H7/g6.

(Somerfield’s number):

φ = 0,5÷1 – speedy, less loaded bearings
φ = 0,3÷0,7 – optimal value

F
≤ pdoz
B⋅D

(7)

3.11. Characteristic of bearings carrying ability

3.2. Design characteristic:

p=

f
D−d
=
D
D
4
ψ = 0,8 ⋅ v

ψ=

ε=

3.1. Bearing dimensions:

φ = B/D = 0,2...1...(1,5)

3.5. Relative gap:

3.10. Relative eccentricity:

Calculation process follows the procedure:
d
D
B

Figure 3. Specific load of radial journal bearing

(6)

for S0<1

µ 3
=
ψ S0

(14)
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for S0>1

µ
3
=
ψ
S0

(15)

3.13. Friction energy loses:
Great amount mechanical energy is converted to head
because the influence of friction. Power used for friction
resistance overcoming PG in W is:
PG = F ⋅ µ ⋅ν
(16)

3.14. Compulsory cooling and heat distribution of
bearing:
QP = ρ ⋅ c ⋅ q ⋅ (ϑi − ϑu )

(17)

By rule, it is taken (υi - υu) = 20 K.
Oil flow in area of hydodynamical pressure is determined
by:
q = D 3 ⋅ψ ⋅ ω ⋅ K ql

(18)

3.15. Thermal stability of bearing:
Stationary working temperature of bearing is 50÷60 °C,
rarely 70÷80 °C, and especially over 100 °C. With
circular lubrication, border working temperature is υLlim =
100 °C.
For stationary condition is necessary that energy loses are
equal to distributed:
PG = QP

Fig. 4. User interface for data input

(19)

3.16. Hydodynamical floating condition.
ngr =

F ⋅10−7
η ⋅ Cgr ⋅ VL

(20)

4. PROGRAM MODULE FOR CALCULATIONS
OF RADIAL JOURNAL BEARINGS
Figure 4 gives user interface for data input necessary for
carrying ability calculations for hydrodynamical journal
bearings. First two data to input are diameter (D) and
width (B) of bearing. After that, program calculates
characteristic φ. Then intensity of force (F) and round
velocity (n) have to be entered. After that, user has to
choose lubricant oil.
Gradation viscosity for different oil types is given in
Figure 5. User gives one of four gradation modules,
program compares then and adopts standard ISO VG
mark for further calculations.
Next group of input data is connected for thermal stability
and it is necessary to input working temperature of the
bearing and output oil temperature. Program possesses
limitation module and it is not possible to input non
adequate data. Final input concerns about material of
tilting pad. It is done at special mask, shown in Figure 6.
Program offers list of standard allows, referenced in
literature, but, gives possibility to create user database of
materials, which are not given by standard.
Finally, there is testing module for specific load and after
this user gets clear message if material is satisfactory or
not.
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Fig. 5. Oil selection

Fig. 6. Material mask

Further calculations consider carrying ability of bearing
and thickness of the oil film. Absolute and relative gap,
dynamical viscosity, Somerfield’s number, relative and
minimal thickness of oil film, also. As output from
calculations, software gives information wills the
hydrodynamical floating will be adequate or not.
Diagrams of temperature (ϑ) and dynamical viscosity (η),
and kinematical viscosity (ν) (Figure 6.), diagram of
Somerfield’s number (So) and relative thickness of oil
film (δ), relative eccentricity (ε) for various ratios B/D
(Figure. 8.) are used for calculations.

Fig. 8. Somerfield’s number S0 and relative oil film
thickness (δ) dependency
Value of relative oil film thickness δ, is determined from
dependency of Somerfield’s number S0 and ratio B/D.
Since this value is defined only for certain values of B/D
(Figure 8), for any other value between two existing,
program recalculates then according to the Lagrange
polynoms and uses linear interpolation (of those two
values) concerning Somerfield’s number and finds
precisely relative thickness of oil film (Example 2.).
Example 2.- Somerfield’s number and relative oil film
thickness dependency

Fig. 7. Diagram temperature (ϑ) -dynamical (η)
kinematical (ν) viscosity of oil
Curves have been separated to 2 or more parts and with
Lagrange polynomial interpolation (21) we came to the
interpolation functions used in program (Example 2.).
n

Pn ( x ) = ∑ yk Lk ( x)
k =0

Lk ( x ) =

( x − x0 )...( x − xk −1 )( x − xk +1 )...( x − xn )
( xk − x0 )...( xk − xk −1 )( xk − xk +1 )...( xk − xn )

(21)

Example 1.-dependency temperature (ϑ) and viscosity
If isovg = 220 Then
If jota < 90 Then
eta = -2.01048 * 10 ^ -11 * (-167.18 +
(22943.1 + (-299.713 + q) * q) * (12597.2
216 + q) * q) * (4056.62 + (-110.584 + q) *
End If
If jota >= 90 Then
eta = 3.90625 * 10 ^ -7 * (41471.7
404.401 + q) * q) * (17376.7 + (-243.599 +
q)
End If
End If

q) *
+ (q)

+ (q) *

If bd > 1 And bd < 1.5 Then
If x >= 0.22 And x < 1 Then
d10 = 0.44 + (-0.461538 + (0.293522 - 0.24179 *
(-0.6 + x)) * (-0.22 + x)) * (-1 + x)
End If
If x >= 1 And x < 6 Then
d10 = 0.12 + (-0.064 + (0.0146667 - 0.00341667
*(-4 + x)) * (-1 + x)) * (-6 + x)
End If
If x >= 6 And x <= 19 Then
d10 = 0.05 + (-0.00538462 + 0.00041958 * (-6 +
x)) * (-19 + x )
End If
If xd >= 0.35 And xd < 1 Then
d15 = 0.54 + (-0.4 + (0.3 - 0.166667 * (-0.6 +
x)) * (-0.35 + x)) * (-1 + x)
End If
If x >= 1 And x < 6 Then
d15 = 0.15 + (-0.078 + (0.0176667 - 0.00516667 *
(-4 + x)) * (-1 + x)) * (-6 + x)
End If
If x >= 6 And x <= 20 Then
d15 = 0.0505 + (-0.00710714 + 0.000539286 * (-6
+ x)) * (-20 + x)
End If
m = ((d15 - d10) * (bd - 1)) / 0.25
delta = d10 + m
End If

User interface (Figure 9.) is for thermal stability testing of
bearing and gives great amount of control values like flow
coefficient, friction coefficient, energy loses form friction
influence, oil flow and working temperature are.
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Figure 10. shows choice of fitting and standard tolerance
fields. Right side of the interface window gives numerous
examples of already used and standard values. All the
values are standard and given in literature as examples
that become rule. Usage of those fitting will provide
absolute GAP of bearing and while lower left corner of
the interface gives possibility to choose manually
tolerance field, ISO quality of the field for shaft and
tilting pad. After selection, software calculates all
necessary values: tolerance fields, values of tolerances,
dimensions and graphical display of all values. User only
has to choose selected tolerance field and confirm his
decision.
After confirmation, software returns to the previous
module and calculates values necessary for existence of
minimal oil film thickness. There are two critical options
– if assembly is manufactured with minimal or maximal
GAP (Figure. 11.).

Fig. 9. User interface for thermal stability testing
Next program module calculates energy loses because of
the friction (PG) and compares it to the values Qp. There
we have difference form output temperature (ϑi) and input
temperature (ϑu) of oil. When we add half of the output
temperature to the input temperature, we get working
temperature of oil.
For radial journal hydro dynamical bearings, it is very
important to check maximal round speed value. After this
check, program calculates border rotating frequency of
the bearing.

Fig. 11. Carrying ability in function of chosen fitting
It is explicitly shown if the selected fitting is adequate or
not. After confirmation of this information, program
returns to the main frame. User can forward his
calculation, input and output data to the Microsoft Word.

5. PROGRAM MODULE FOR RADIAL
JOURNAL BEARINGS MODELING

Fig. 10. Fitting
Very important part of calculations concerns about
dimensions fitting. Inadequate choice of fitting could give
smaller GAP then necessary for hydrodynamical floating.
Minimal value of oil film thickness has to be always
present in bearing.
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This module offers to the user 8 standard journal bearing
types (Figure 12).
After selection of a single type, software offers selection
(tilting pad or complete journal bearing) and allows shaft
diameter selection based on which will copy all necessary
data from standard database. All the data given in the
interface is according to the ISO standard. Some of the
data are parametric – enable creation family of similar
parts, but, most of the data are not, because the demands
of ISO (Figure 13.). Interface shows all the data to the
user and gives him possibility to change some of the data.

Fig. 12. User interface with 8 standard journal bearings
and tilting pad
So, here are several variant solutions of a single bearing
and they can be generated also. All bearings can be
generated in the CAD application Autodesk Inventor.

Fig. 13. Table from AI – parameters of a single 3D shape
(shaft and tilting pad) defined in AI

Fig. 14. User interface which forms Microsoft Excel
Worksheet – dynamical connection to the CAD - AI
Outputs from this program module are 3D models of
tilting pad and complete journal bearing. These models
can be modified, assembled or used for technical
documentation generation (Figure 15, 16, 17 and 18).

Fig. 15. 3D model of tilting pad generated by AI

Dynamical connection between software for calculations
and CAD – AI is made by Microsoft Excel Worksheet
(Figure 14). Example 3 gives software code for Microsoft
Excel Worksheet generation.
Example 3.
Dim x As Object
Set x = CreateObject("Excel.Sheet")
x.Application.Visible = True
x.Application.Workbooks.Add
x.Application.Workbooks.Open
App.Path
&
"\EI\din_8221.xls", , True
x.Application.Visible = True
x.Application.Cells(1, 1).Value = "d1stand"
x.Application.Cells(2, 1).Value = "bstand"
x.Application.Cells(3, 1).Value = "d2stand"
x.Application.Cells(4, 1).Value = "fstand"
x.Application.Cells(1,2).Value = Val(Text1.Text)
x.Application.Cells(2,2).Value = Val(Text2.Text)
x.Application.Cells(3,2).Value = Val(Text3.Text)
x.Application.Cells(4,2).Value = Val(Text4.Text)

Fig. 16. 3D model of journal bearing generated by AI
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Fig. 17. 3D model of tilting pad generated by AI
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Fig. 18. 3D model of journal bearing generated by AI

6. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the given, conclusions might be:
1. Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Nis is
developing an integrated system for design of power
transmitters – PTD.
2. Integral part of this system is program module for
automated calculation and design of radial journal
hydrodynamical bearings.
3. Developed
intelligent
program module
for
calculations and model generation in Cad gives
automated approach of design process. Automatism of
iterative process, necessary for journal bearing
calculations, gives much faster and more precise
solutions then normal – made by hand calculations.
4. There is a dynamical connection between calculations
software and CAD system Autodesk Inventor.
Connection is achieved with Microsoft Excel
Worksheet.
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temperature, etc.) show a random variation in time and in
space. Because of this randomness the instantaneous
value of flow properties (velocity and pressure in
considered case) has a little practical significance, but the
averaged values of those properties are interesting for the
engineering standpoint.
The classical modeling of turbulent motion presumes
decomposition of the motion into two components: an
averaged motion and a fluctuating motion with nonperiodical random character.
To make an idea precise, it is necessary to represent the
flow variables, i.e. fluid velocities and pressure, as the
superposition of an averaged quantity (mean variable) and
a fluctuating component, i.e.

EFFECTS OF THE TURBULENCE
ON LUBRICATION OF EHD JOURNAL
BEARINGS

Abstract: The purpose of the current study is to elaborate
the bearing performance model under turbulent
conditions. It is considerate the lubrication process of
finite length journal bearings with thin elastic layer on
the shaft. The modified Reynolds equation that determines
the pressure distribution is carried out on the base of
Constantinescu’s turbulent lubrication model.
bearings,

(1)

p = p + p′ ,

(2)

where the averaged variables are denoted as - V ( u ,
v , w ), p , but the fluctuating variables as - V ′ ( u ′ ,
v′ , w′ ), p ′ .

Vassil ALEXANDROV
Juliana JAVOROVA
Kiril STANULOV
Antonia MANOLOVA

Key words: turbulence, journal
hydrodynamic (EHD) lubrication

V = V + V ′ ( u = u + u ′ ; v = v + v′ ; w = w + w′ );

elasto-

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent times the occurrence of turbulence in the
lubricating film due mainly to the use of higher surface
speeds and in some cases to the use of lower kinematicalviscosity lubricants has become of practical significance
in hydrodynamic lubrication.
It is very important to analyze turbulent effects on the
fluid film bearings used in high speed rotational machines
as steam and gas turbines and electric generators, so that
many studies on turbulent film lubrication have been
presented by a number of researches. A similar attempt
along these lines is the current paper, as its object is to
elaborate a journal bearing performance model under
turbulent conditions. The model is extended to a finite
length bearing with thin resilient layer on the journal;
such its radial distortions must be considered in the
analysis.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The averaged value V of the velocity components, is
interpreted as a time average and is calculated according
to
t +t
1 0
(3)
V=
V dt ,
t0 ∫t
where t0 is the large by module value.
In view of the fact that the velocity fluctuating are
positive or negative values, the time averaged their values
are zero, i.e.
u ′ = 0 ; v ′ = 0 ; w′ = 0 ;

(4)

p′ = 0 .

(5)

Dynamics of the turbulent motion. Reynolds equation
Here is assumed that the differential equations of NavierStokes and continuity equation are applicable and for
turbulent case. On this base Reynolds make a suggestion
for differential equation of averaged turbulent motion for
uncompressible isoviscous fluid.
The system of constitutive differential equations of fluid
flow (Eqs. of momentum transport and flow continuity)
for the considered case - without taking account of mass
forces, is:
u

∂u
∂u
∂u
1 ∂p
+v +w
=−
+ υ∇ 2 u ;
ρ ∂x
∂x
∂y
∂z

u

∂v
∂v
∂v
1 ∂p
+v +w = −
+ υ∇ 2 v ;
ρ ∂y
∂x
∂y
∂z

u

∂w
∂w
∂w
1 ∂p
+v
+w
=−
+ υ∇ 2 w ;
ρ ∂z
∂x
∂y
∂z

(6)

Kinematics of turbulent motion

∂u ∂v ∂w
+ +
=0.
∂x ∂y ∂z

Turbulent fluid flow motion is an irregular flow condition
in which the various flow quantities (velocity, pressure,

At using the continuity equation, the left side of the
Navier-Stokes equations from (6) becomes:

2.1. Equations of turbulent fluid flow motion
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u

∂u
∂u
∂u ∂
∂
∂
+v +w
= ( uu ) + ( uv ) + ( uw ) ;
∂x
∂y
∂z ∂x
∂y
∂z

u

∂v
∂v
∂v ∂
∂
∂
+ v + w = ( vu ) + ( vv ) + ( vw ) ;
∂x
∂y
∂z ∂x
∂y
∂z

u

∂w
∂w
∂w ∂
∂
∂
+v
+w
= ( wu ) + ( wv ) + ( ww ) .
∂x
∂y
∂z ∂x
∂y
∂z

(7)

After substitution of (7) in (6) and following averaging of
the first three equations, these equations take a following
form:
∂
∂
∂
1 ∂p
(8)
uu + uv + uw = −
+ υ∇ 2 u ;
ρ ∂x
∂x
∂y
∂z

( )( )
uv = ( u + u ′ )( v + v ′ ) = uv + u ′v ′ = u v + u ′v′
uw = ( u + u ′ )( w + w′ ) = u w + u ′w′ = u w + u ′w′ ;
vv = ( v + v′ )( v + v′ ) = v + v′ = v v + v′ ;
vw = ( v + v ′ )( w + w′ ) = vw + v ′ w′ = v w + v′ w′ ;
ww = ( w + w′ )( w + w′ ) = w + w′ = w w + w′ ,
uu = u + u ′ u + u ′ = u 2 + u ′ 2 = u u + u ′ 2 ;

(9)

2

2

2

where u ′ = v ′ = w′ = 0 is taken into account.
If the above expresses (9) are substituted in averaged
equations of turbulent motion (8), the last mentioned are
transforming to:
⎛ ∂u
⎞
∂ p ∂ ⎛ ∂u
∂u
∂u ⎞
+v
+w
+ ⎜⎜η
− ρ u ′ 2 ⎟⎟ +
⎟⎟ = −
∂y
∂z ⎠
∂x ∂x ⎝ ∂x
⎝ ∂x
⎠

ρ ⎜⎜ u
+

⎞ ∂ ⎛ ∂u
⎞
∂ ⎛ ∂u
− ρ u ′v ′ ⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜η
− ρ u ′w′ ⎟⎟ ;
⎜⎜η
∂y ⎝ ∂y
⎠ ∂z ⎝ ∂z
⎠

(10)

⎛ ∂v
⎞
∂v
∂v ⎞
∂p ∂ ⎛ ∂ v
+v
+ w ⎟⎟ = − + ⎜⎜η
− ρ v ′u ′ ⎟⎟ +
∂y
∂z ⎠
∂y ∂x ⎝ ∂x
⎝ ∂x
⎠

ρ ⎜⎜ u
+

⎞ ∂ ⎛ ∂v
⎞
∂ ⎛ ∂v
− ρ v ′ 2 ⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜η
− ρ v ′w′ ⎟⎟ ;
⎜⎜η
∂y ⎝ ∂y
⎠ ∂z ⎝ ∂z
⎠
⎛ ∂w
⎞
∂w
∂w ⎞
∂p ∂ ⎛ ∂ w
+v
+w
− ρ w′u ′ ⎟⎟ +
⎟⎟ = − + ⎜⎜η
∂y
∂z ⎠
∂z ∂x ⎝ ∂x
⎝ ∂x
⎠

ρ ⎜⎜ u
+

⎞ ∂ ⎛ ∂w
⎞
∂ ⎛ ∂w
− ρ w′v ′ ⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜η
− ρ w′ 2 ⎟⎟ .
⎜⎜η
∂y ⎝ ∂y
⎠ ∂z ⎝ ∂z
⎠

The system (10) is called the system equations of
Reynolds for turbulent motion.
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ρ u ′w′

TTS = − ρ v′u ′

ρ v ′v ′

ρ v′w′

(11)

ρ w′u ′ ρ w′v′ ρ w′w′
or

p= p ;

Here the velocity components must be expressed in their
averaged values and fluctuating components:

2

ρ u ′v′

(12)

In laminar flow

∂
∂
∂
1 ∂p
wu + wv + ww = −
+ υ∇ 2 w .
ρ ∂z
∂x
∂y
∂z

2

ρ u ′u ′

τ i j = − ρ vi′v′j .

∂
∂
∂
1 ∂p
vu + vv + vw = −
+ υ∇ 2 v
ρ ∂y
∂x
∂y
∂z

2

The additional terms on right-hand side of Reynolds
equations express the additional stresses in flow, which
are originated as a result of turbulent fluctuation (the
other terms are contributions from the mean flow). These
additional stresses are the averaged by time variables,
quadratic in relation to fluctuating components of the
velocity. Mathematical their combination can be express
by tensor, which is called a tensor of turbulent stresses
(apparent stress tensor, Reynolds stress tensor):

V =V

⇒

− ρ vi′v ′j ≡ 0 ,

(13)

such from (10) can be receive the classical constitutive
equation for a Newtonian fluid.
The Reynolds stress tensor is symmetrical, because of that
has six independent components that bring about the
influence of the flow fluctuations into the mean flow. In
the current case the analysis thus far renders four mean
flow equations (Eqs. of motion and of continuity), but at
each spatial point in the flow field the unknown variables
are ten, i.e. one pressure, three fluid velocities and six
components of the Reynolds stress tensor.
Since there isn’t any possibility of deriving additional
equations on purely theoretical grounds, can be approach
as follows: 1) making assumptions concerning the
character of the flow and 2) considering experimental
data. This predicament gives rise to the so-called
phenomenological or semi-empirical models of
turbulence.
The fundamental of turbulence modeling thus lies on
relating the six Reynolds stress components ( τ i j ) to the
mean flow quantities in some physical plausible manner –
(See fundamental references of Hinze [2], Povh [5],
Tennekes and Lumley [9], Rodi [6], Frish [1], Holms at
al. [3]).
A number of models of turbulence have been proposed
and each one designed to supply additional equations.
They range from the simple, such as the constant eddy
viscosity hypothesis of Boussinesq to the sophisticated,
exemplified by the 28-equation model of Kolovandin
[18].
Before a short discussion about various mathematical
models of turbulence and additional comments about their
applications to the turbulent flow of a lubricant in the
clearance space of a bearing, it is necessary to reduce the
equations of motion by taking into account the
simplifying features of the lubricant film geometry.
In according with conventional prerequisites in
hydrodynamic (HD) theory of lubrication, the system of
equations (10) is reduced to the following system [8]:
⎞
∂ p ∂ ⎛ ∂u
= ⎜⎜η
− ρ u ′v ′ ⎟⎟ ;
∂x ∂y ⎝ ∂y
⎠

(14.a)

∂p
∂p
=0
=0;
∂y
∂y

(14.b)

⎞
∂ p ∂ ⎛ ∂w
= ⎜⎜η
− ρ v ′w′ ⎟⎟ .
∂z ∂y ⎝ ∂y
⎠

(14.c)

2.2. Turbulence models
The first attempt to provide a mathematical model of
turbulence was made by Boussinesq in 1877, when he
proposed a relation between the Reynolds stresses and the
mean velocity gradient in the form:
⎛ ∂Vi

∂V j ⎞
⎟,
(15)
⎜ ∂x j ∂xi ⎟
⎝
⎠
where ε m is eddy viscosity (supplementary viscosity).
The latter is not a material constant, in contrast to the
molecular viscosity η , and it is variable in the space of
+

turbulent flow, ( ε m >> η ).
Prandtl suggested that the eddy viscosity ε m can be
representing by [19]:

εm = l2

∂u
∂y

(16)

when dealing with a two-dimensional mean flow along
the solid wall, which is located at y = 0 .
Together with that, Prandtl assumed that the so-called
mixing length l in Eqn. (16) is
l =ky,

τ xy = − ρ u ′v′ = ρ l 2

du du
.
dy dy

(19)

The latter presupposes, that ε m ≥ 0 , whatever the sign of

However, here must be remark that the turbulent
conditions in thin layers are not observed unless
Re ≥ 2.103 - [8], [7].
To calculate bearing performance under turbulent
conditions, can be employ Eqs. (14) and the different
ideas, as: - mixing length, [11]; - eddy viscosity, [17],
[13]; - empirical drag laws, [14], [10].
In these models a closure is obtained by relating the
Reynolds stress to the mean flow characteristics. Such
representations, when used in conjunctions with Eqs. (14)
can lead to relationships between the mean velocity and
the mean pressure gradient. To obtain the governing
equation for pressure, the mean velocity, now in terms of
the mean pressure, is substituted into continuity equation
in a development that parallels the laminar flow case.
Several of the available models yield a formally identical
turbulent Reynolds equation – [12], [16], [15].

τ i j = − ρ vi′v′j = ρε m ⎜

Taking into account expresses (15) and (18), the stresses
can be representing as

(17)

where y is distance from the wall and k is a dimensionless constant, that must be deduced from experiment.
At 2-D flow, the attention is focused on only one
Reynolds stress component and in accordance with Eqn.
(15), can be written the approximation, [19], [8]:
du
τ xy ≈ − ρ u ′v′ = ρε m
.
(18)
dy
Here the viscous stresses are neglected, since ρε m >> η .
This situation is valid for the cases of motion, which is on
the large distance from the wall.

du dy .
In the regions close to the wall (so-called viscous
sublayer) → η du dy >> ρ u ′v′ and the respective stress,

which is called wall stress τ w , is given by
du
.
(20)
dy
In the application of the boundary-layer flows, Prandtl
integrated Eqn. (19) within the constant stress layer; that
is, in the layer outside the viscous sublayer that is still
close enough to the wall, so that the condition τ xy = τ w is

τw =η

approximately satisfied.
The determination of the velocity profile in the domain of
this layer

τ ' = τ xy = − ρ u ′v′ = τ w

(21)

is carried out through a Prandtl’s formula
2

⎛ du ⎞
(22)
⎟⎟ = τ w ,
⎝ dy ⎠
where k is the non-dimensional constant from (17).
A solution of Eqn. (22) with respect to du dy

τ ′ = ρ k 2 y 2 ⎜⎜

du
=
dy

τw
ρ k 2 y2

(23)

and a following integration leads to:
1 τw
ln y + C .
(24)
k ρ
In conformity with the express (24) the velocity profile is
logarithmical. Consequently it differs considerably from
the velocity profile of laminar flow, which is linear.
Nevertheless, at the determination of integral constant С
must be taking into account the laminar viscous sublayer
with thickness yL .
The viscous sublayer thickness is given by

u=

yL = β

η
η
υ
υ
=β
=β
=β * ,
v
τwρ
ρ τw ρ
τw ρ

(25)

where v* = τ w ρ ,[m/s] is a local friction velocity [8],
(velocity of shear stress [4] or shear velocity [5]). The
constant β depends on the nature of wall surface.
Here is introduced the quantity

l * = υ v* ,

(26)

which is so-called dynamic length [5] and by this way the
thickness of viscous sublayer is

yL = β l * .

(27)
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Assuming that in the viscous sublayer the velocity u
depends linear on y and making use of (25), can be obtain
the magnitude of velocity uL on the sublayer boundary.
From the Stokes equation at v = w = 0 follows that
∂ ∂u
η
=0,
∂y ∂y

(28)

which after twice integration give

η

∂u
∂y

= C = τw ;

u=

y =0

τw
y + C1 .
η

(29)

And since at y = 0 , u = 0 follows that C1 = 0 .
Than the velocity is expressed as
u=

τw
y.
η

(30)

uL =

τw
τ
υ β ⎛τw ⎞
y = wβ =
⎜ ⎟ =
η L η v* v* ⎝ ρ ⎠

β ( v* )
v*

2

= β v* . (31)

Fig. 1 Velocity profiles
Through the obtained expressions, which are using as
boundary conditions, can be determining the integration
constant С in (24):
v*
uL = ln yL + C ,
k

(32)

v*
⎡
1⎛
υ ⎞⎤
C = β v − ln yL = = v* ⎢ β − ⎜ ln β + ln * ⎟ ⎥ .
k
k⎝
v ⎠⎦
⎣
The latter is substituted in (24)

u 1
1
⎛
⎞ 1 υ
= ln y + ⎜ β − ln β ⎟ − ln * ,
k
v* k
⎝
⎠ k v

(33)

(34)

whence follows
u 1 y v* ⎛
1
⎞
= ln
+ ⎜ β − ln β ⎟ .
*
υ ⎝
k
k
v
⎠

(35)

(36)

The last expression corresponds to the experimental data
for k and β in [2], [8].
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According to [4] the interval of commensurable viscous
and turbulent stresses is 4 ≤ ( yv* υ ) ≤ 50 .

From the expression (25) can be see, that if the magnitude
of velocity rises, τ w increases too and than the thickness
of viscous sublayer yL will decrease. In this case the wall
roughnesses begin to influence on turbulent flow and the
stream-lined wall is called hydraulic-rough [4].
From above mentioned models of the turbulent flows, in
the current paper will be use the model of Constantinescu
[11]. The approach in this turbulent lubrication model is
based on the Prandtl’s hypothesis about mixing length,
Eqn. (17). Following the ideas of Prandtl, the mixing
length is made to vanish at the walls and to vary linearly
with the distance from the nearest wall:
l =ky

0≤ y≤h 2;

l = k y′

0 ≤ y′ ≤ h 2 ,

(37)

where h – film thickness;
y′ = h − y .
After substitution of l from Eqn (37) and turbulent stress
− ρ u ′v′ from Eqn (19) into the first equation of (14), the
equation of turbulent motion in an infinitely long bearing
( ∂ p ∂z = 0 ; w = 0 ) is obtained.
For the case 0 ≤ y ≤ h 2 this equation takes a form
∂ p ∂ ⎛ ∂u
∂u ∂u ⎞
= ⎜η
+ ρ k 2 y2
⎟.
⎜
∂x ∂y ⎝ ∂y
∂y ∂y ⎟⎠

(38)

ŷ = y h ;

u = u u* ;

Reh = u * h υ ,

(39)

where u * = u2 is the velocity of a point from shaft surface
( ω r ) at u1 = 0 ( velocity of the point from stationary
bearing surface); Re h is the local Reynolds number. By
this way Eqn. (38) transforms to non-dimensional
equation of turbulent motion:
∂p 2 1 1
h * =
u η
∂x

(40)

h 1 ∂ ⎛η 2 2 2 1
∂u ∂u *2
1 ∂u ⎞
h ⎜ k h yˆ 2 ρ
u + η u*
= η u*
⎟
h h ∂yˆ ⎝ η
h
h ∂yˆ ⎠
∂yˆ ∂yˆ

If (35) transforms to decimal logarithms, than
u 2,303 y v* ⎛
2,303
⎞
=
+⎜β −
lg
lg β ⎟ .
*
υ ⎝
k
k
v
⎠

domain of commensurable viscous and turbulent stresses;
at ( yv* υ ) > 70 – turbulent flow with turbulent stresses.

For setting in a non-dimensional mode of Eqn. (38), it is
necessary to introduce the dimensionless variables:

from where according to (25) and (32) follows
*

stresses, laminar flow; at 5 < ( yv* υ ) < 70 – transitional

2.3. Constantinescu’s model

Taking into account (30), at y = yL the velocity is
2

According to [5] the values of the express yv* υ define
three domains, in which predominate viscous or
respectively turbulent stresses. At ( yv* υ ) < 5 - viscous

An equation (40) can be rewritten as:
∂ ⎛ 2 2
∂u ∂u ∂u ⎞ h 2 ∂ p
+ ⎟−
=0
⎜ k yˆ Re h
∂yˆ ⎝
∂yˆ ∂yˆ ∂yˆ ⎠ η u * ∂x

(41)

and integration of the last equation yields:
k 2 Re h yˆ 2

∂u ∂u ∂u h 2 ∂ p
y −C = 0 .
+
−
∂yˆ ∂yˆ ∂yˆ η u * ∂x

The respective turbulent stress is

(42)

The integration constant С in the last equation is equal by
magnitude of the dimensionless wall stress at yˆ = 0 :
∂u
u* ∂ u ∂ u hτ w
∂u
=
;
;C =
τw =η
=η
*
∂yˆ
∂y
h ∂yˆ ∂yˆ η u

yˆ = 0

hτ
= w* (43)
ηu

It may therefore take on positive, zero or negative values,
because of the velocity gradient ∂ u ∂ yˆ , might take on
positive or negative values.
After introducing the notations
h2 ∂ p
A = k 2 Reh ;
,
B=− *
η u ∂x
an Eqn. (42) is represented as:

A yˆ 2

∂u ∂u ∂u
+
+ B y −C = 0.
∂yˆ ∂yˆ ∂yˆ

(44)

(45)

Following the Prandtl’s idea, Constantinescu divided the
flow regime 0 ≤ yˆ ≤ 1 2 into two layers:
а) 0 ≤ yˆ ≤ yˆ L (viscous sublayer), where the effect of
Reynolds stress is negligible. Here an Eqn. (45) has a
form:
∂u
+ B y −C = 0 ;
∂yˆ

(46)

б) yˆ ≥ yˆ L (turbulence core), where the effect of molecular
viscosity is small and Eqn. (45) is modified to:
∂u ∂u
A yˆ 2
+ B y −C = 0 .
(47)
∂yˆ ∂yˆ
Equations (46) and (47) are to be solved simultaneously,
with similar equations for the other half of the layer.

− ρ v′ w′ = ρ l 2

∂w ∂w
.
∂y ∂y

(50)

The coefficients k x and k z in (48) and (49) are function
of the local Reynolds number Re h and by Constantinescu
k x = 12 + 0,53 ( k 2 Re h )

0,725

k z = 12 + 0, 296 ( k 2 Reh )

;

0,65

(51)
,

(52)

where k is an empirical constant, which is given as [12]
k = 0,125 Re h 0,07 .

(53)

The average velocities in x and z directions are
represented respectively as:
um = ump + ums ;

wm = wmp ,

(54)

where ums is average velocity of shear flow; ums = 0,5 for
turbulent and for laminar flow. The average velocities of
pressure flow ump and wmp can be founded from Eqs.
(48) and (49).
Substituting um and wm
continuity equation

into the once-integrated

∂
∂
1 ∂h
h um +
h wm +
=0,
u2 ∂t
∂x
∂z

(

)

(

)

(55)

is obtained the differential equation that models the
distribution of pressure in a turbulent lubricant film (by
Constantinescu’s model):
∂ ⎛ h3 ∂ p ⎞ ∂ ⎛ h3 ∂ p ⎞ u2 ∂h
+ v0 .
⎜
⎟+ ⎜
⎟=
∂x ⎜⎝ k xη ∂x ⎟⎠ ∂z ⎜⎝ k zη ∂z ⎟⎠ 2 ∂x

(56)

Here the velocity v0 = v1 − v2 is the squeeze velocity of
the bearing surfaces.

2.4. Finite length journal bearings
According Constantinescu [11] and in conformity with
(44), the following approximate relation can be
introduced:
Bx ≡ −

h2 ∂ p
= k x ( Reh ) ump .
η u * ∂x

(48)

Here ump is the average velocity of pressure flow in x
direction.
An analysis, similar to the above, yields the following
relationship between axial pressure drop and average
velocity of pressure flow in the same direction:
Bz ≡ −

h2 ∂ p
= k z ( Re h ) wmp ,
η u * ∂z

(49)

where wmp is the dimensionless average velocity of
pressure flow in axial (z) direction.

Fig. 2. Journal bearing with an
elastic coating on the shaft

3. EHD MODEL OF LUBRICATION
As a matter a fact the present formulation represents 2D
elastohydrodynamic (EHD) problem. The standard
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approach at such complex investigation presupposes
composing and simultaneously solution of several
underlying equations.
The modified Reynolds equation (56) must be incorporate
with the equation, governing the fluid film geometry:

A model of journal bearing under turbulent conditions is
suggested. It is concerned to finite long journal bearing
with a thin layer around the shaft and its radial distortions
must be taken into consideration. The modified Reynolds
equation of pressure distribution is derived on the base of
Constantinescu’s turbulent lubrication model, which is
elaborated on the hypothesis about mixing length.
On the base of the developed EHD model of lubrication,
complex solutions for bearing performance characteristics
and stability of the dynamic system can be carrying out.
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PROGRAM SYSTEM FOR CRITICAL
STABILITY DETERMINATION OF EHD
JOURNAL BEARINGS UNDER
TURBULENT CONDITIONS
Juliana JAVOROVA
Abstract: The present work is aimed to study the effect of
interaction of turbulent conditions and shafts liner elastic
deformation on the performance of EHD journal bearings
and on the stability of the dynamic system as a whole.
The modified Reynolds equation is worked out on the base
of Constantinescu’s turbulent lubrication model. The 2-D
EHD problem is investigated under elasticity conditions in
accordance to the Vlassov model of an elastic foundation.
On the base of calculated bearing performance, test for
stability is carried out by introducing the modified
Hurwitz stability criteria.
The numerical solution of the mixed problem is done by
original program system which is intended for scientific
investigation, but can be used and in direct engineer
practice.
Key words: elastohydrodynamic (EHD) lubrication,
turbulence, journal bearings stability

1. INTRODUCTION
The classical theory of hydrodynamic lubrication assumes
that the flow in the bearing clearance is laminar. But in
the bearings operating under a high speed and using lowviscosity oils the turbulent conditions can not be
neglected. The classical Reynolds equation is not valid in
this situation.
In recent years, many lubrication theories introducing
turbulent effects have been presented with the increase in
speed and scale of machines.
When a transition from laminar flows to turbulent flows
occurs, the velocity distribution becomes flat due to the
diffusion of fluid particles. Such a phenomenon is
recognized with an increase of viscosity. Numbers of
studies on turbulent lubrication have been developed to
determine the turbulent coefficients including an apparent
viscosity.
The turbulent coefficients have been derived by the
following research workers: Constantinescu applied

Prandtl’s mixing length model [8], Ng used the eddy
diffusion theory [12] and Aoki introduced a mixing length
theory based on the law of wall [7]. In their papers, the
characteristics of turbulent flows is linearized by
assuming that the effect of pressure flow is smaller than
that of shear flows and the turbulent coefficients depend
only on shear flows, because the turbulent lubrication is
very complicated.
On the other hand, Tao introduced a concept of bulk flow
into the turbulent lubrication theory and analyzed
infinitely short width bearings [15]. Hirs obtained the
turbulent coefficients by applying the bulk flow theory to
three dimensional flows [9], but his turbulent coefficients
have some error in superlaminar flows with a small
Reynolds number.
Wada and Hashimoto have derived a generalized
turbulent lubrication equation based on the frictional law
of fluid and clarified the effect of pressure gradients on
the turbulent coefficients [16].
In [5] Szeri made a generalization of the models used
recurrently in thin film flows. Similar attempts can be
founded and in [4]. By [5] and [4] Constantinescu’s
model is preferred to model turbulent flow in journal and
thrust bearings, such predictions compare well with
measurements for bearings with smooth surfaces [1].
Along with that most of research on the design of HD
journal bearings relies on the assumption that both the
journal and bearing are rigid bodies. However, under very
high loading conditions of the bearings in some
applications and/or when using bearings with layers on
the contact surfaces, distortion of these contact surfaces is
significant and can not be ignored. There is increasing
trend for using polymers and similar (Nylon, laminated
phenolics, Lexan, Darlin, etc.) as bearings materials and
layers in different applications, due to their good
tribological properties - Osman [13], Lawrowski [23],
Fillon [11], etc.
The effect of elastic deformation of the bearing surface on
the static performance of HD journal bearings was studied
by Ezatt at al. [19], Mostafa at al. [24]. These studies
concluded that an increase of the coefficient of friction
resulted from an increase of oil film thickness for bearing
materials of relatively low modulus of elasticity.
The dynamic characteristics of elastic cylindrical journal
bearing are explored by Michimura at al. [10], where is
used numerical analysis to compute the instability
threshold of a rigid rotor and flexible bearing system by
simultaneously solving the equations of motion of the
rotor and sleeve, the deflection equation and the modified
Reynolds equation. The variation of stiffness values
affects oil film geometry, which in turn affects the
performance characteristics of the bearing.
The major factors affecting the HD journal bearing are
thermal and elastic deformation, which cause a reduction
in pressure generated in the oil film [14]. Their design
requires careful attention because consideration has to be
given to the steady load-carrying characteristics and also
to the oil film dynamic performance, since this is
important in determining machine critical speeds and
stability characteristics.
The present authors in earlier works [17, 20, 22] studied
the influence of elastic deformations with/without
combination of other effects (rough bearing surfaces,
inertia forces, etc.) on the lubrication process of HD
journal bearings.
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Nomenclature
c

Radial clearance , [m]

u , v, w

Velocity components, [m.s-1]

C1 , C2 , D1 , D2

Stiffness coefficients by Gutjar
Shaft liner thickness, [m]
Young's modulus, [Pa]

W

Load-carrying capacity, [N]
Dimensionless load-carrying capacity

Eccentricity, [m]
Film thickness, [m]
Dimensionless film thickness = h / c
Turbulent coefficients
Bearing axial length, [m]
Mass of rotor per bearing, [kg]

α = 2r / L
β = c/r
γ
ε = e/c
θ = x/r

d
E

e
h
H
kx , kz

L

m
p

Re
Reh
S

Hydrodynamic pressure, [Pa]
Shaft liner outer radius, [m]
Global Reynolds number = ω rc / υ
Local Reynolds number = ω r h / υ
Sommerfeld number

x, y , z

Orthogonal Cartesian coordinates

r

The purpose of the present work is to develop algorithm
and program system for studying the simultaneous effect
of the turbulent conditions and shafts liner elastic
deformation on the performance characteristics of HD
journal bearings and on the stability of the dynamic
system as a whole.
The problem is investigated for a Newtonian lubricant
under isothermal and isoviscous conditions. The bearings’
shaft is covered with a thin resilient layer, whose radial
displacements are of the same order of magnitude as the
film thickness (Fig. 1). They are determined in
accordance to the Vlassov model of an elastic foundation
[17]. The turbulence effects are taken into account by
modified Reynolds equation governing the film pressure,
such the latter is derived in [18] on the base of
Constantinescu’s turbulent lubrication model.
The numerical solution with FDM is carried out to solve
the Reynolds, elasticity and film geometry equations for
pressure distribution, deformations and film thickness

W

= W ( c / r ) / 6ηω rL
2

ψ ij
δ
υ
η

Diameter to length ratio
Clearance ratio
Attitude angle, [rad]
Eccentricity ratio
Circumferential coordinate
Damping coefficients by Gutjar

µ

Liner surface points radial displacement, [m]
Kinematical viscosity of the lubricant, [m2/s]
Dynamic viscosity of the lubricant, [Pa.s]
Poisson's ratio

Π
ω

Dimensionless pressure = p. ( c / r )2 / 6ηω
Shaft angular velocity, [s-1]

dynamic system on the base of the functional relation
between non-dimensional load parameter (Sommerfeld
number), shaft angular velocity and the fixed position of
the shaft centre on the trajectory of her movable
equilibrium [6, 3].

2. EHD MODEL. STABILITY
The coordinate system and the configuration of journal
bearing are shown on a Fig. 1. It is assumed that the
journal and bearing are circular and their surfaces are
smooth, the load is applied in vertical direction, the
groove is filled with a lubricant of a constant pressure,
and the journal rotates with a constant angular velocity ω
about its axis. A shafts’ liner with elastic properties µ and
E is press-fitted on a journal and the housing is rigid. The
liner thickness d is assumed to be of the same order of
magnitude as the lubricant thickness. In the present
analysis the following assumptions are also considered:
the layers material is homogenous and isotropic, the
variation of the pressure across the layer and the fluid film
is negligible, and the thermal effects are not considered.

2.1. Method of approach

Fig.1. Journal bearing with a
soft layer on the shaft
within the lubricated clearance.
By the other hand, the solution of the stability problem
presupposes determination of the critical stability of the
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Essentially the presented formulation represents a mixed
problem – of the hydrodynamic theory of lubrication (2-D
EHD problem) and of the vibration theory.
The standard approach at similar complex investigation
presupposes at the beginning composing and
simultaneous solution of modified Reynolds and elasticity
equations to obtain the HD pressure distribution and the
film thickness geometry. In this sense the differential
equation of pressure distribution in a turbulent lubricant
film must be incorporate with the film thickness equation,
such the latter takes into account and elastic distortion of
the shaft’s layer.
On the base of solutions for film pressure and thickness
can be determine the basic bearing characteristics, which
are inputs for the following part of the problem, namely –

critical stability determination of the dynamic system
“lubricant film-bearing shaft” under conditions of
turbulent lubrication and deformability of the bearing
surfaces.

2.2. Modified Reynolds equation
The case shown in Fig. 1 is considered, where two
surfaces are separated by incompressible fluid under
turbulent conditions.
The Reynolds equation, which governs the pressure
distribution, is obtained from the integral form of
continuity equation at assumption Re>2.103. For the
steady-state case modified Reynolds equation can be
written as [18]:
∂ ⎛ h3 ∂ p ⎞ ∂ ⎛ h3 ∂ p ⎞
∂h
,
⎜
⎟+ ⎜
⎟ = 6ω r
∂x ⎜⎝ k x η ∂x ⎟⎠ ∂z ⎜⎝ k z η ∂z ⎟⎠
∂x

;

0 ,65

p.

(6)

2.4. Film forces and bearing characteristics
Once the film pressure distribution is known, the
hydrodynamic film forces acting on the system can be
determined by integrating the dimensionless pressure over
the journal surface. Expressing in terms of dimensionless
quantities give
1 2π

∫ Π cos θ dθ dz

1

;

(2)
,

(3)

1 2π

W2 =

∫ ∫ Π sin θ dθ dz

1

,

(7.b)

−1 0

where W1 and W2 are the components along and
perpendicular to the line of centers, respectively.
Then the resultant dimensionless load carrying capacity
W can be calculated by

β2
W.
6ηω rL

where k is a the mixing length empirical constant, which
is given as

W = W12 + W22 =

k = 0 ,125 Reh 0 ,07 .

Consequently, the attitude angle is

(4)

It is known, that for laminar flow k x = k z = 0 and from
Eqn (1) can be obtaining the classical Reynolds equation.

2.3. Oil-film thickness
The approach used in the present study aims to
superimpose the deformation of the layer on the shaft,
caused by hydrodynamic pressure generated onto the oil
film thickness. The film thickness is then modified to
account for the estimated elastic deformation as follows:
h = c + e cos θ + δ .

(5)

x
Ψ (0)

z

(7.a)

−1 0

the local Reynolds number Reh and by model of
Constantinescu

k z = 12 + 0, 296 ( k 2 Reh )

(1 − 2µ )(1 + µ ) d
(1 − µ ) E

W1 = − ∫

Here the turbulent coefficients k x and k z are function of

k x = 12 + 0,53 ( k 2 Reh )

δ=

(1)

where p is the mean turbulent pressure.

0 ,725

determined according to the Vlassov three-dimensional
model of elastic foundation (Fig. 2).
The solving of the last equation for the case of thin layer
is worked up in details in [17], because of which only the
final form is given here, namely

y

γ = tan −1 (W2 W1 )

(8)

(9)

and the Sommerfeld number may be express quantitative
as
Wβ2
S=
= 6W .
(10)
ηω rL

2.5. Stability criteria
Considering small plane oscillation about a position of
equilibrium corresponding to the own weight of the rotor,
the differential equations of motion of the shaft centre can
be written in the form:
&+ ψ xx x&+ ψ yx y&+ C1 x − D1 y = 0 ;
mx&

(11.a)

&+ ψ yy y&+ ψ xy x&+ C2 y + D2 x = 0 ,
my&

(11.b)

where C1 x − D1 y , C2 y + D2 x are the components of the
HD forces and ψ xx x&+ ψ yx y&; ψ yy y&+ ψ xy x& are the damping

p (x,0,z)

Ψ (y)

d
E, µ

Fig. 2. Three-dimensional model of elastic layer
with a limited thickness
The last term of this equation takes into account the
influence of the elastic layer deformation. In current paper
the liner’s surface points radial displacements are

forces components, [2].
With application of standard approach to solve the last
equations, the relevant characteristic equation, which is a
polynomial of the 4th order, is obtained. From its
coefficients the modified stability criteria (which are
based on the Hurwitz and Ljapunov theorems) are worked
out:
∆1 = α1 > 0 ;
∆3 = α 3∆2 − α12α 4 > 0 ;

∆2 = α1α 2 − α 3 > 0 ;

(12)

∆4 = α 4 ∆3 > 0 ,
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where

α1 = 2 ( Bxx + Byy ) ;

(13)

α 2 = T11 + T22 + 4 ( Bxx Byy − Bxy2 ) ;
α 3 = 2 ( ByyT11 + BxxT22 ) − 2 Bxy (T12 + T21 ) ;
α 4 = T11T22 − T12T21 .
The introducing here terms must be read as follows:

(

)

B xy = B yx = ε 1 − ε 2 Bηη + 1 − 2ε 2 Bηξ − ε 1 − ε 2 Bξξ ;

(

)

B xx = ε 2 Bηη + 2ε 1 − ε 2 Bηξ + 1 − ε 2 Bξξ ;

(

)

Byy = 1 − ε 2 Bηη − 2ε 1 − ε 2 Bξη + ε 2 Bξξ ;
Bηη =

Bξξ =

these minors are positive Eqn (12). If any of them is
negative, the system becomes unstable.
The algorithm used in this part is based on the modified
stability criteria by Hurwitz and Ljapunov [21], such the
elaborated method of approach is easier for use than
known theoretical methods.
A summary of suggested approach of solution is given as
simple flow chart on a Fig. 3, where the colored area
shows only the solution of “pure” hydrodynamic
lubrication case.

3π g / c

1
;
32 ⎡
2 1− ε ⎤ S
4ω (1 − ε 2 ) ⎢1 + 1,5 ( 2r / L )
1 + ε 2 ⎥⎦
⎣
2

1
1− ε 2
;
g /c
2ω
ε

T11 = 1 +
T12 =

based on the adequate to the theoretical treatment in
paragraph 2.5 algorithm. For stability calculation, the
program carries out the computation of the values of the
characteristic equation coefficients - α i . Then these
values are used to evaluate the non-dimensional principal
minors ∆ i . The system is considered to be stable if all of

1
1− ε

2

;

T22 =

Bηξ = Bξη =

1
g /c ;
2ω

1 dS
ε
;
S dε

ε
1− ε 2
1
dS
−
1− ε 2
; T 21 =
.
2
S
dε
1− ε
ε

Detailed determination of HD and damping forces, as
well as determination of modified stability criteria are
presented in [21].

3. COMPUTER SIMULATION
3.1. General simulation procedure
The problem for simultaneous influence of lubricant
turbulent motion and shafts layer elastic deformations on
the dynamic performance characteristics of finite journal
bearings was solved numerically by original program
system.
The system consists of two basic sections. First of them is
concern to the EHD part of the problem and second to the
stability study. The pressure distribution under turbulent
condition Eqn (1), the film shape within the lubricant film
region Eqn (5), and elastic deformations distribution Eqn
(6) are the outputs of the numerical solution, which is
done by using a program code TURB (elaborated on
Digital Visual Fortran – DVF 6.1). Then with an attached
program code PERFORMANCES (developed on DVF)
the performance parameters as: load carrying capacity –
Sommerfeld number Eqn (10), attitude angle Eqn (9),
friction factor F r and side leakage flow Q are
calculated. This program is possessed of convenient
interface, as the output results are arranged in a suitable
structure to integration in a following part of the program.
For the stability branch of the problem, the program
module STABIL has been created. STABIL is developed
in MATCAD 2000 Professional environment, such it is
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Fig. 3. Solution scheme

3.2. EHD solution - Algorithm procedure
Since the bearing is symmetrical about its central plane
( z1 = 0 ), it is clear that the hydrodynamic pressure is
symmetrical about this middle plane. Thus only one-half
of the bearing needs to be considered for the analysis. In
the circumferential direction it is assumed that the
positive pressure terminates at θ * where the pressure
gradient angle is zero - Reynolds boundary conditions.
An iterative numerical procedure by applying the FDM is
used for solving the problem. The successive overrelaxation (SOR) is adopted in order to improve the
convergence rate [13, 22, etc.]. Negative pressure values
are immediately put to zero to be satisfying the Reynolds
boundary conditions. The film shape is estimated as being
due to the eccentricity of the journal with respect to the

8
6

Π
4
2

0

1

0

θ

0

180
360

-1

z1

(a)
Fig. 4. A general iterative methods for
the solution of EHD problem
8

bearing, in addition to the elastic deformation of the liner
on the shaft as result of the pressure generated in the oil
film. The following steps are performed (Fig. 4):
1) No deformation on the shafts layer is assumed and the
value of the oil film thickness all over the bearing is
estimated.
2) For the estimated film thickness, Eqn (1) can be solved
numerically to obtain the generated pressure in oil film.
3) For the generated pressure, the elastic deformation can
be calculated in a direction normal to the bearing surfaces
using the Eqn (6).
4) The film shape, Eqn (5), is then modified to account
for the estimated elastic deformation.
5) Steps (2) to (4) should be repeated until convergence of
solution is obtained.
The film domain is divided by the grid spacing. Different
mesh sizes have been tried and a mesh with 70 intervals
in the circumferential direction and 16 intervals across the
bearing width is used. This size gives a rapid rate of
convergence and agreeable computer working time. It was
observed that increasing of the number of grid points
almost does not affect the results. The convergence
criterion adopted for dimensionless pressure is
m

n

∑∑ Π
i =1 j =1

(k )
i, j

− Π i(,kj −1)

m

n

∑∑ Π
i =1 j =1

(k )
i, j

6

Π
4
2

0

1

0

θ

0

180
360

-1

z1

(b)

8
6

Π
4
2

0

1

0

θ

≤ 1.10−5 .

0

180
360

-1

z1

(c)

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSIONS
8

The suggested analysis is on the base of assumption that
the effect of turbulent lubrication can be presented by
Reynolds number – Re and the effect of deformability of
the shafts layer - by parameters µ and E. Then,
considering the mathematical model, the governing
parameters are eccentricity ratio ε, diameter to length
ratio α, Re and elastic layer parameters µ, E. The results
were obtained for α equal to 0,5; 1,0 and 2,0; ε was
varied from 0,1 to 0,9. To establish the validity of the
solution algorithm and the computer code employed in the
current study, comparison between the results of the
present numerical solution and the available theoretical
results from previous study were conducted. For the

6

Π
4
2

0

1

0

θ

0

180
360

-1

z1

(d)
Fig. 5. Effect of the shafts layer deformability
on the pressure distribution
(a) rigid case; (b) soft case 1; (c) soft case 2; (d) soft case 3
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purpose of the comparison the Reynolds number is set to
1.103; 5.103; 10.103 at different elasticity parameters
( δ ≠ 0 ): E = 2.1011 [Pa], µ = 0, 25 (rigid case);

12.0
Re = 10.10**3; rigid case

α = 0.5

E = 1, 63.108 [Pa], µ = 0,38 (soft case 1);

Re = 5.10**3; rigid case

10.0
Re = 1.10**3; rigid case

E = 7,33.107 [Pa], µ = 0, 4 (soft case 2);
E = 4, 07.107 [Pa]; µ = 0, 41 (soft case 3).
Figure 5 shows the variation of dimensionless pressure
distribution in both circumferential and axial directions
with α = 1 and Re = 3.103 for different values of the
elasticity parameters. The effects of deformability of the
shafts liner reduce the film pressure, and when the value
of Young’s modulus is smaller ( µ is large), the influence
is visibly distinguished.
The numerical results from Figures 6 and 7 provide the
distributions of oil film thickness and radial
displacements of the liner surface points for the “soft case
1” in which turbulent conditions are taken into account
Re = 2,5.103 .

8.0

Π

6.0

4.0

2.0

0.0
0

90

180

θ

270

360

Fig. 8. Circumferential distribution of pressure Π
under laminar and turbulent conditions

The effect of turbulent lubrication conditions without
surfaces deformability (rigid case) on the pressure profile
is shown on Fig. 8. The presented cases are: laminar
lubrication ( Re = 1.103 ) and turbulent lubrications

12.0
Re = 10.10**3; rigid case

α = 0.5

Re = 5.10**3; rigid case

10.0
Re = 5.10**3; softcase

8.0

Π

0.86
0.645

6.0

4.0

H
0.43

2.0

0.215
1

0

0.0

0

0

θ

180
360

0

z1

-1

90

180

θ

270

360

Fig. 9. HD pressure Π under different turbulent
and deformability conditions

Fig. 6. Profile of film thickness

1

0.5

z1

0

-0.5

-1
0

90

180

270

360

θ

Fig. 7. Deformation rise distribution
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Fig. 10. Attitude angle versus eccentricity ratio

( Re = 5.103 and Re = 10.103 ). On the next Fig. 9 three
examples are plotted: at different turbulent conditions
( Re = 5.103 ; Re = 10.103 ) and respectively with rigid
surfaces (rigid case) or with consideration of
deformability (sоft case 2).
The relationsheap between attitude angle γ and
eccentricity ratio is shown in Fig. 10, from which is
follows that the attitude angle in turbulent flows is larger
than that in laminar flows under the constant eccentricity
ratio. However, the dependencies of the attitude angle on
the global (mean) Reynolds number are low.
From the other results (Fig. 5, 8, 9) it has been observed
that the maximum pressure values increase with the
values of the Reynolds number in contrast to larger
deformability values. When the Reynolds number is
within the framework of laminar conditions, the pressure
distribution represents the pure EHD lubrication case and
if deformations are ignored the lubrication is “only”
hydrodynamically – classical lubrication.
Table 1 Comparison between “laminar” and
“turbulent” solutions at α = 2 , rigid case
Re

1.103

TEST

5.103

TEST

ε

W

0,1

0.1724

No

0.2384

No

0,2

0.2264

No

0.3172

No

0,3

0.3064

No

0.4341

No

0,4

0.4305

No

0.6162

No

0,5

0.6359

No

0.9198

No

0,6

1.0091

No

1.5002

Yes

0,7

1.7925

Yes

2.6613

Yes

0,8

3.8925

Yes

5.8813

Yes

0,9

13.5917

Yes

20.9866

Yes

W

Table 2 Comparison between “laminar” and
“turbulent” solutions at α = 2 , soft case 3
Re

1.103

TEST

5.103

TEST

ε

W

0,1

0.1379

No

0.1907

No

0,2

0.1811

No

0.2537

No

0,3

0.2451

No

0.3473

No

0,4

0.3444

No

0.4930

No

0,5

0.5087

No

0.7359

No

0,6

0.8073

No

1.1819

No

0,7

1.4342

No

2.1291

Yes

0,8

3.1140

Yes

4.7052

Yes

0,9

10.8733

Yes

16.7893

Yes

W

At the solution for non-dimensional load capacity the
above mentioned trends are also keeping (See Table 1 and
Table 2).

A comparison between the variation of load capacity with
eccentricity ratio ε ( 0,1 ÷ 0,9 ) at α = 2 and different
deformability of shaft layers (rigid case and soft case 3
respectively) for solutions under laminar and turbulent
conditions is presented in Table 1 and Table 2. For all
cases the stability test is made using introduced criteria. It
was found to be in a good agreement with results,
reported in [16] although the methods and some
theoretical treatments are different. Values which are
calculated by current method are slightly lower,
particularly at bigger eccentricities.
For the considered here cases the results can be interpret
by this means: for the concrete value of ε at rendering
into account the turbulent effects the probability for
consideration of the system as stable is consolidated
( ε = 0, 6 , Table 1). By the other hand, if the
deformability is taken into consideration for this concrete
case ( ε = 0, 6 , Table 2) is still possible the system as
unstable to be determine. In this means it is necessary to
make a stability test for every concrete case.

5. CONCLUSION
In the paper is suggested an original algorithm and
program system for solving of the considered here mixed
problem – of the HD lubrication theory and of the
vibration theory. By using of the program codes TURB
and PERFORMANCES and program module STABIL all
parts of the research are numerically analyzed.
It was studied the dynamic performance of HD journal
bearings in consideration of turbulent conditions and
deformability of the elastic layer on the journal. In order
to render an account the turbulent effects, the modified
Reynolds equation is solved simultaneously with
elasticity equation, using FDM. On the base of HD
pressure and film thickness values the load carrying
capacity is calculated. Once the bearing characteristics are
obtained by integrating the hydrodynamic pressure along
the fluid film, dynamic behaviours are determined by
solving the equations of motion of the shaft centre. Test
for stability is carried out by introducing the modified
Hurwitz stability criteria.
According to the obtained results, the conclusions can be
described as follows.
The turbulent effect is significant and the maximum
values of the HD pressure apparent increase. As the value
of the Reynolds number Re is within the framework till
2.103, the problem reduces to the classical EHD
lubrication case. Concerning to the Sommerfeld number,
the tendency to augmentation is evident.
By the other hand the pressure and load carrying capacity
coefficient increase upon decreasing of deformability of
the bearing surfaces (of the shaft layer). The turbulent
conditions (and the elastic deformations of the bearing
surfaces) must be taken into consideration at the solution
of similar kind of problems, because this change of HD
pressure values affects the bearing performance
characteristics and respectively the stable zone of the
bearing.
It was found that consideration of the above mentioned
effects has an opposite influence on the stability state of
the system.
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The testing stand is a stand with opening power circuit; in
case of stand with opening power circuit, the absolved
energy from grating is dissipate in loading system after
what is cross tested product.
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1. INTRODUCTION

DYNAMIC TESTING OF A NEW
ELASTIC COUPLING WITH
NONMETALLIC ELEMENTS AND THE
RESULTS OF TESTING
Marilena RADU
Abstract: The paper presents some aspects about the
dynamic testing of a new elastic coupling with normal
bolts and nonmetallic elements and the experimental
results of this testing.

The paper presents some aspects about dynamic testing of
original solution of an elastic coupling with intermediary
nonmetallic elements (see fig. 1) in which the nonmetallic
element has various shapes and is made of various
qualities of rubber [1, 2].
These nonmetallic elements are mounting on the
cylindrical bolts [3].
At this constructive variant of the prototype, the torsion
moment is transmitted from the driver semi coupling to
the nonmetallic elements, of various shapes, through all
the four cylindrical bolts, fixed rigidly on the driver semi
coupling, and through the intermediary disc to the driven
semi coupling [3]. The stresses which appear are
compression in the sense of the motion, in the area in
front of the bolts, crushing on the contact surface and
traction in the area defined by section B-B.
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Fig.1. Elastic coupling with cylindrical bolts and intermediate nonmetallic elements

2. ELASTIC COUPLING DYNAMIC TESTING
WITH CYLINDRICAL BOLTS AND
NONMETALLIC ELEMENTS
In the frame of activities by experimental tests were
realized tests of performance, respective by study of
coupling behaviour in functionary. Inside activity of
experimental research followed prosecution and dynamic
testing with following principal objectives:

 dynamic behaviour determination of coupling in
different functionary regimes;
 determination of induced stresses and deformations in
elastic element, respective on bolt;
 determination of energetic loss through deformation of
element from rubber.
For development in good conditions of experimental tests
was necessary preliminary activities, which were consisted
in: equilibration of shafts ends of stand;
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in: equilibration of shafts ends of stand; equilibration of
applied sensor on coupling for determination of angular
deformation of coupling in dynamic regime [3].
The installation for dynamic test of realized prototype
may be seeing in figure 2. The component elements of
this installation are: 1 represents training group (electrical
motor and pump), 2 - feed pipes, 3 - bed frame, 4 –
hydraulic motor, 5 – quadrilateral mechanism, 6 – support
bearing, 10 - angular transducer, 11 – adjustable support,
12 – pre-tension system, 13 – torsiometer shafts, 15 –
manometer, 16 - hydraulic controlling device, TER –
resistive electrical transducers. The entry (I) and out-put
(II) shafts are collinear.
A first determination realized in dynamic system, entry
shaft I and out-put shaft II being collinearly, had claim
scope graphic recording, in the same time, to oscilograph,
of torsion moment variation to entry shaft, respectively to
out-put shaft, rate of diagram being presents in figure 4,
those three zone of this graph being presented in detail in
figure 4, a...c.
Fig. 2. Stand for dynamic testing
Zone I

Mtentry

Zone I

Zone II

Mtout-put
a

1
2

Zone II

3
a
6
II
5
b
2

Zone III

4

1
c
I
b
Fig. 3. Testing stand equipped with necessary apparatus for
testing
equilibration of applied sensor on coupling for determination
of angular deformation of coupling in dynamic regime [3].
For development in good conditions of experimental tests
was necessary preliminary activities, which were consisted
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Fig. 4. Torque variation in dynamic regime, entry and
out-put shafts are collinearly
In figure 5 you can see variation of torque to the out-put
shaft in function of variation angle by relative rotation
between those two semi-couplings the speed of graphic
recording was by 100 mm/s, entry and out- put shafts are
collinearly. In figure 6 you can see variation of torque to
the out-put shaft in function of variation angle by relative
rotation between those two semi-couplings (entry and out-

put shafts was collinearly). In experimental test, it was
whished the following of experimental behaviour of
coupling and in case of introduction of one radial
offsetting in dynamic regime. So, the entry I and out-put
II shafts were radial offsetting with ∆r = 0,4 mm.
At the oscilograph was registered, for each part case,
variation of torque to the out-put shaft in function of
relative rotation angle between those two semi-couplings.
From figure 6 is appearing that, in dynamic regime the
maxim angle of relative rotation between those semicouplings has value ∆ϕ = 0,74° .
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From comparing of obtained graphs in fig. 4 (dynamic
testing without radial offsetting, the entry and out-put
shafts being collinearly) and fig. 6 (dynamic testing with
radial offsetting, the entry and out-put shafts being
nonlinearly), is consisting that maxim angle of relative
rotation, between those two semi-couplings has
value ∆ϕ = 2,2° , what is confirming coupling stiffening
to radial offsetting because overstraining of elastic
elements.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 2.1 2.2 2.3
Angle of relative rotation between semi-couplings, φ [grade]
Fig. 5. Variation of torque to out-put, Mt in function of angle of relative rotation between semi –couplings, φ
(entry and out-put shafts was collinearly)
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Fig. 6. Variation of torque to out-put, Mt in function of angle of relative rotation between semi –couplings,
φ (entry and out-put shafts are radial offsetting)

3. CONCLUSION
After static equilibration of coupling, and of applied
sensor on the coupling for determination of angular
deformation of coupling in dynamic regime, of
equilibration of those two shafts from componence of
stand for experimental test went to realizing of proposed
testing. The deformations and solicitations from
nonmetallic material are depended of charge (torsion
moment Mt).This constructive variant assure a good
damping of shocks and torsion vibrations, reason of
nonmetallic elements realized from different qualities of
rubber. For this coupling, in function of constructive form
of nonmetallic element and material of elastic nonmetallic
element, it may obtain different elastic characteristics.
During the experimental test was detecting a silence
functionary of prototype. At the same, it was not detecting
vibrations or radial beats, what confirms a good designing
and a good execution, as well as a good equilibration of
this.
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The main axial load parameter inducing design
dimensioning procedure is external load (on assembly –
F*, on each bolt – F); frequently, the most difficult
problem is to determine the other axial loads.
That always means the axial preload (Fo) fitting –
implying the preload torque (Mtn) choice – and remanent
load (Frem) take.

2. THEORETICAL APROACH OF THE
PROBLEM ACCORDING TO THE FORCEDEFLECTION DIAGRAM

THE DETERMINATION OF THE
MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
AXIAL PRELOADED CONNECTIONS
USED FOR FLANGED ASSEMBLIES
Niculae GRIGORE
Adrian CREITARU
Abstract: This kind of joint has to be approached according
to the force-deflection diagram, which illustrates the
relation between the axial loads and the respective
induced deformations. The initial tensile load Fo, which is
the core load concept, is consequentially induced by the
preload torque Mtp. Axial load relationships involve the
spring constant of the bolts kb and flanges kf, the constant
ko and frictional coefficients. Analytical procedure for the
complex determination of these loads has to be
corroborated by experimental confirmation.

The theoretical resolution for this kind of assembly
problem implicates the uniform axial load hypothesis,
over each bolt-nut connection.
This may refer to preload force, external load distribution,
remanent and resultant load and also to all related bolt and
flange deformations.

2.1. Axial force system determination using the
force-deflection diagram
For each bolt and nut connection of the flanged assemblies
there are two particular stages:
 The post-preload stage, when Mtn preload torque is
applied on nut; this implies the elastic deformation –
bolt linear extension and both flanges compression;
 The working stage; this case the external load
application involves the supplementary bolt extension
and adequate flanges de-compression.
The assembly components and their deflection manner
regarding each working phase, the general load action and
distribution are shown in figure 2.

Key words: flanged assembly, bolt-nut connection, forcedeflection diagram, axial preload, spring constants

1. INTRODUCTION
In oil and gas domain, a lot of drilling, chemical or
petrochemical equipments are built using flanged
assemblies. This kind of joints can be designed as static
parts or power transmission components. Most of the
cases are characterized by axial symmetry; a specific nb
number of identical bolt-nut connections have a
symmetric angular spacing of holes (Fig.1), which
becomes a determinative factor f identical axial load
distribution.

Fig. 2. The flanged assembly components, load action and
deflection manner
Fig. 1. Usual case of flanged assembly, using symmetrical
bolt and nut connections

The main assembly components – bolt and flanges – get
in both working stages different deflectional aspects: the
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bolt core deformation is elongating while flanges are
compressed.
To the common knowledge the analytical practice uses
both the two force-deflection diagrams (for bolt and
flanges) laid-out and superposed as a single one (Fig.3)
[2], [3], [4], [5].

When axial external force (F) and preload force (Fo) are
known – both determined per each bolt – the total
(resultant) axial force per each bolt can be written as:
Ft = Fo + Fs = Fo + k o ·F

(6)

In these conditions, the remanent axial load for each bolt
(Frem) can be calculated by relation:
Frem = Fo - (F - Fs ) = Fo - (1 - k o ) ·F

(7)

For the same preload conditions (Fo=ct), increasing F
implies decreasing Frem. Therefore, the external load, F,
can be restricted by vanishing equation (7). In this
situation, the maximum value for external force might be:
Flim =

Fig. 3. The force-deflection diagram for the assembly
laid-out by superposing
The elastic deformation hypotheses must be considered
on this force-deflection diagram for each assembly
component. This way, both characteristic φ and ψ
gradients can be expressed by relations:
(1)

and
Fo
= cf
δo

(2)

(8)

In almost cases, keeping the tightness condition means
plus values of remanent force (Frem>0); therefore (7)
equation becomes a restrictive condition:
Fo > (1 - ko ) ·F

(9)

Introducing in this expression the safety coefficient, C,
the axial preload force can be expressed depending on
external load, by using:
Fo > C · (1 - k o ) ·F

F
tgφ = o = cb
λo

tgψ =

Fo
1 - ko

(10)

Petrochemical design regulations used for these kinds of
assemblies recommends for safety coefficient [3]:
 C = 1.25…1.5 – for dead load;
 C = 2.5…4 – for variable load.

2.2. Axial load system determination by usual
design procedure

These relevant parameters are usually called:
 cb – spring constant (rigidity) of the bolt;
 cf – spring constant (rigidity) of the flanges.
If preloaded by initial force, Fo, the bolt becomes in the
working stage over-loaded by supplementary force, Fs.
This can be expressed using the well known external load
(F) and previously defined spring constant (cb and cf),
using the expression:
Fs = F ·

cb
cb + c f

(3)

The analytical calculus practice always uses the notorious
notation:
ko =

cb
=
cb + c f

1
<1
cf
1+
cb

(4)

ko is overall spring constant or stiffness coefficient. The
effective values for this coefficient can de considered:
ko=0.2…0.3 [3].

The practice of analytical design calculus for this kind of
assembly shall first consider a given value for the axial
external force (working load per whole flanged joint, F*).
In this case, the shape and most of dimensional
characteristics are preliminary unknown, except (certain
cases) the flange ones. As follows external force for the
bolt-nut assembly can de determined by the whole
external load of the joint:
F=

F*
nb

(11)

when nb is the bolt number which can be chosen or
purposely prescribed by specific norms.
At the same time, some specific sealing conditions could
in most of the cases be prescribed depending on the
tightening type and components that have to be used. That
allows for the axial remanent force to be determined by
calculus:
Frem =

*
Fseal
Φ( p , Dseal , F , packing )
=
nb
nb

(12)

Using equation (3) and (4), the supplementary force, Fs,
can be compactly expressed:

Once these components set out the full weight - total axial
load on bolt - may be calculated by equation:

Fs = ko ·F

Ft = F + Frem
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(5)

(13)

This is the moment for the bolt to be dimensioned;
considering the nut likely to be tightened under load the
following relation may be used:
d1 =

4· Fc
π· σ adm

(14)

In relation (14) the Fc design load takes into respect the
double pulling and twisting strain, while considering:
Fc=1.3·Ft.
Then the bolt and nut size shall be properly taken out of
standards and all geometric elements of such shall be set
out to be further required in calculation. Together with the
flange geometrical features, they may be used to
determine the two spring constants cb and cf by making
use of common practice relations [2], [3], [4].
Using relation (4), ko – the overall spring constant can be
determined; that is necessary to rigorously establish the
supplementary force according to equation (5).
The procedure of subsequent determination of the system
axial loads ends up with calculating the bolt axial preload:
Fo = Ft - Fs

for the torque of Mtn nut. Then, as the F external working
load increases the manner is followed up how the Frem
assembly remanent axial load diminishes – the one ensuring
remanent clamping of the flanges thus ensuring sealing off.
The remanent axial load is cancelled when flanges cease
to be clamped and there is no more sealing. This moment
can be rendered evident using a special compressed air system.

3.1. Experimental system structure
The experiment can be done on the testing plant ZDMU
30 (Fig.5, c), using assembly with threaded nut-bolt
elements (Fig.5, a, b), two special gripping devices,
tensometer instrumentation, dynamometric hand-key and
also pneumatic control accessories.

(15)

Also the nut tightening torque (Mtn) can be determined by
using the value of Fo and relating to each other the
assembly dimensional and mechanical features:
M tn = Fo ·

d2
2

[ tg (α

m

)

+ φ' + µ n ·

Dec
d2

]

(16)

The algorithm used to determine the system of loads
above described may be synthetically shown in the block
diagram in figure 4.

Fig. 5. Testing plant and assembly components

3.2. Assembly structure and testing scheme
The M16 assembly with threaded elements is detailed in
figure 6. The main components are: 1 – Lifting eye; 2 –
Bolt; 3 – Nut; 4 – Threaded fishing socket; 5 – Flange; 6
– Air discharge channel; 7 – Bonded strain gauges; 8 –
Tensometric wires; 9 – Tensometer.

Fig. 4. The block diagram for the load algorithm calculus

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
The proposed experimental test is an application for an
assembly as the type presented in figure 2. It is composed
by two flanges and a M16 size bolt-nut pair.
At the beginning, checking is desired by this experiment
of the axial preload Fo induced in applying a certain value

Fig. 6. Assembly structure and testing scheme
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3.3. Working Procedure
Test checking is aimed within the first experimental stage
for the preload (Fo) developed into the bolt depending on
the torque applied to nut (Mtn); flanges are superposed and
the bolt fixed with the two bonded strain gauges glued on
the rod at 180o, that are connected to the tensometer.
Then the nut torque is applied at the pres-established
value by using the dynamometric-hand key; the two
strains corresponding to preload (εo1 and εo2) and their
average will be:
ε +ε
εo = o1 o 2
(17)
2
Assembly is fixed into bushings then on the pull test
machine (testing plant).
The second stage follows next of experimental checking
of working axial loads in the assembly (F and Frem).
Increasing values of external load (F) are applied and
pairs of elastic strains are check read (εt1 and εt2) to
calculate their averages for such.
ε +ε
ε t = t1 t 2
(17′)
2
The supplementary elastic strain may be determined by
the relation:
ε s = εt - ε o
(18)
Then the system is unloaded and the assembly taken off
the pull test machine and the nut unscrewed until the
elastic tensile is cancelled (εo = 0).
The experiment is repeated by following up the same
stages above-described yet for other values of the nut
torque:
M tn( 2 ) < M tn( 3 ) < ... < M tn( n )
(19)
Increasing preloads correspond to similar increasing torques:
Fo( 2 ) < Fo( 3 ) < ... < Fo( n )
(20)
For each of the following preload conditions
( M tn( k ) , Fo( k ) ) the same testing scenario shall be carried
out and the found out experimental results recorded.
When all experimental determination is done, the test
results have to be connected in evaluating diagrams; these
can combine main theoretical and test results, such as in
figure 7 complex representation.

4. CONCLUSION
The theoretic-experimental analyze of the bolt-nut flanged
connection facilitates the comparison between results of
the analytical determination of load parameters ensemble
and those got by the test procedure. Thus we can
appreciate the main parametric results:
 The specific connection between preload torque on the
nut (Mtn) and the corresponding preload axial force
(Fo); experimental results are quite close to calculated
ones – there are differences of 2-4%;
 There are no higher than 5% differences when
comparing the calculated supplementary load (Fs) by
the similar values got by experimental procedure;
 The using of the additional pneumatic control system
(Fig.5), we can detect the precise tightness lose
moment; that means the remanent load annulment
(Frem = 0) caused by the corresponding flange
compression annulment.
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Fig.7. Experimental results adjoined
in the combined diagram of the characteristics
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order that the maximal diametral clearance to overtake
0,080 mm, and maksimalcircumferential clearance 0,040
mm per roller. Dimensions dissipations housing bores are
to 0,018 mm, and shaft to 0,012 mm.
On the basis of upper refereing knowing we adopting:
- for housing bore diameter
D = D n =Dmin

(1)

and
Dmax = D + Hk

(2)

and cardan cross shaft
d = dn

DETERMINATION BASIC
GEOMETRICAL VALUES OF THE
NEEDLE BEARING FOR CARDAN
CROSSES
Sava St. SEKULIĆ

Abstract: The determination basic dimensions elements
cardan cross (shaft and housing bore diameters) of
needle bearing with tolerances which obligate optimal
clearances on roller orders and circuit housing bore
diameters. Positive experience of lasting life in
exploitation is pointed. The example of calculation is
given at the end of paper, too.
Key words: Cardan cross, needle bearing, clearance

(3)

and
dmin = d - Hr

(4)

Direct from figure Fig. 1. follows:
- diameter clearance
Zd = D - 2di - d

(5)

- circuit on roller order diameter
Oi = Di π = z (di + Z0) = (D - di) π

(6)

- circumferential clearance on roller order diameter
Z0 = π (D - di)/z - di

(7)

- housing bore diameter
Dim = (Dm + dm )/2 = [(D +Hk + D)/2 + (d + d - Hr )/2]/2 =
=[D + (Hk /2) + d - (Hr /2)]/2

(8)

Extrernal clearance values per diameter are
Zd max = D + Hk i- 2di - d – H

NOMENCLATURE

Zd min = D - 2di - d

D - pich diameter mm,
D i - housing bore diameter mm,
d - shaft diameter mm,
d i - roller diameter mm,
H k - housing bore tolerance mm,
Hr - shaft tolerance mm,
Oi - roller order diameter mm,
Z - clearance mm,
z - number of rollers,
c, d, m, max, min, n, k, r, t (indexes) - indexes by
corresponding values (circumferential, diametral, mean,
maximal, minimal, nominal, housing, shaft, theotetical).

and mean clearance values on roller orders diameter
Zd m = (Zd max + Zd min)/2 = D - 2di - d + (Hk - Hr)/2

(9)
(10)
(11)

Extrernal clearace values on circut housing bore diameter
Z0 max = π ( D + Hk - di)/z - di

(12)

Z0 min = π ( D - di )/z - di

(13)

1. INTRODUCTION
The needle bearing of cardan cross are unfavorable loaded
in exploitation and remain life in conected for the purpose
of: 1. cross and housing material and corresponding heat
treatment and 2. functional shaft and housing geometry
of the bearings.

2. GROUND FOUNDATION
By analysis of the large number types of the cardan
crosses made of famouse producers (Ford, Jeep-Wylys,
Chevrolet, GMS, Dodge, Studebacker, DiamondMarmon, Federal, Saurer-FAP, Fiat), we conclude in the

Fig.1. Basic dimensions of needle bearing of Cardan
cross
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From (12) follows nominal housing bore diameter
Dn = D = (z/π) [Z0 max + di (1 + π/z) ] - Hk

(14)

and from (1) and (2) nominal shaft diameter

Table 2. Clearance values

dn = d = D - 2di - Zd max + Hk - Hr

(15)

3. ORDER FOR DETERMINATION OF BASIC
GEOMETRICAL VALUES OF THE
NEEDLE BEARING
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

 extremal and mean diameter clearance values by (9),
(10) and (11) (numerical values are clasified in Table 2)

Shaft diameter d calculation on the basis of adopt
twist moment,
Adopt standard value of roller diameter di ,
Varying interer values of roller z from equation (14)
calculate corresponding diameters D,
On the basis of equation (15) for all preliminary
calculated bore diameters, calculate corresponding
shaft diameters and adopt smaller and them
corresponding bore diameter D which satisfy
condition dt < d
Calculate:
- minimal circumferential clearance Z0 min (13),
- external and mean diameter clearance values Zd max
(9) and Zd min (10) and then corresponding mean value
Zdm (11).

4. EXAMPLE
1. Calculated shaft diameter value dt = 18,2 mm.
2. Adopt roller diameter di =2,4 mm
3. Varying number of roller z = 26, 27 and 28, and
adoptind maximal recomended clearance value per
diameter Zdmax = 0,080 mm, housing bore clearance Hk =
0,018 mm and shaft Hr = 0,012 mm.
- calculate corresponding housing bore diameters D (14)
and shaft d (15) (numerical values are clasified in Table
1), and adopt shaft diameter d = 18,495 mm which
corresponding number of roller z = 27 and housing bore
diameter D = 23,345 mm.

zi

zimax

zimin

zim

zimax-zimin

zd

80

50

65

30

zo

40

37

38,5

3

By upper refered procedure ordered number of types
cardan crosses are reconstruced, by why was came to
failure after 80000 to 100000 km to go over by vehicles
on which was builded.

5. CONCLUSION
Referring to the above montioned, we can conclude:
Proposed
procedure
ensure
corect
dimensions
determination of the needle bearings, by why clearances
are provided, and by machining adopted toleraces can be
attain without dificulties.
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Next basic values are for:
 housung d =23,245
 shaft

+ 0 , 018
0

and

d =18,495 −00, 012

Table 1. Adopting shaft diameter
z

26

27

28

D

22,576

23,345

233,769

d

17,726

18,495

18,919

4. Satisfy adopted roller diameter via relation Dim /di = 5
to 10.
- against (3) housing bore diameter Dim = 20,922 mm and
Dim /di = 8,7, which satisfy.
5. Satisfy of clearence
 minimal circumferential clearance by (13) and
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ASPECTS CONCERNING ROBOTIC
ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS USING
FORCE SENSORS
Ciprian ARON
Gheorghe MOGAN

Abstract: In many industrial robotic applications, force
control is a necessary issue in order to guarantee certain
process requisites and the quality and efficiency of the
final product. In this paper are presented aspects
concerning using a force sensor applied to industrial
robotic mechanical assembly tasks. The used force sensor
is integrated on the ABB robot that is included in a
flexible assembly cell. Furthermore, in the paper are
presented different strategies for classic cases of robotic
assembly operations like peg in hole and screw-nut. For
each assembly case it is developed algorithms and
software modules to continuously monitoring and
correction of assembly processes associated of
elementary tasks. Implementing in practice these
strategies leads to improve the time and accuracy of the
assembly tasks.
Key words: industrial robots, robotic assembly, force
control.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mechanical assembly involves the integration of various
parts to obtain products or systems. Usually, robotized
assembly process suppose unknowing the collision forces
and the process sometimes is possible to be interrupt
consequently of parts collision interactions with blocking.
Thus, there are many industrial robot assembly
applications in which it is necessary to control the
interaction forces between the robot and its environment,
taken in account, for instance, robot-robot and humanrobot cooperation for assembly operations tasks. In order
to achieve the force control, can be used a specialized
force sensor that can measure objects contact forces to be
controlled on-line and finish the task correctly without
damaging the robot tools or working objects. The objects
contact forces depend by the stiffness of the end effector
and working objects and the contact force direction. In
practice there are two force control techniques. In the first

case to success achieve of the task, contact forces is
controlled discreetly and is sufficiently to keep the
currently values inside an imposed domain (Passive Force
Control). Usually, this technique adding flexibility to the
end-effector damping of all the objects possible impacts
and increase the tolerance to positioning errors.
Furthermore, it is easily to detail and careful planning of
flying trajectories and object approach. There are many
applications in the practice based on this technique with
high efficiency, and in fact this technique is currently the
standard approach in industry. Secondly, the force control
case suppose that contact forces are controlled
continuously to keep the currently values near an imposed
value (Active Force Control) [1]. In fact the controller
making the contact forces to take some particular value or
more generally to follow a predefined force profile as part
of the task [2].
In this paper are presented aspects concerning a force
control system applied to various industrial robotic
assembly tasks. Using a particular force sensor, it is
presented integration of the sensor on the industrial robot
and are developed elementary algorithms for robotic
assembly operations. Also, are presented different
strategies for various cases of robotic assembly operation
like peg in hole and screw-nut. For each assembly case, it
is developed algorithms and software modules to
continuously monitoring and correction of assembly
processes associated of elementary tasks.

2. PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH
INFRASTRUCTURE AND SOFTWARE
On industrial robotics applications force sensors are
usually placed between robot arm and the end-efector
(gripper) of the robot (fig.2). This means that the sensors
have to be reasonably small and it is built in several sizes
to adapt to different type of robot. For this research it is
used a Schunk force sensor, type FTC-050 (fig. 1), with
the follows main parts: 1 – optical fibers, for displaying
the operating status; 2 – bellow seal, for protecting
against coarse dirt; 3 – direct mounting by means of
standardized ISO 9409 interface for robots; 4 – optical
force sensor system controller to measure the loads
applied; 5 – spring elements to achieve a defined degree
of rigidity; 6 – locking mechanism for centric locking
with defined flexibility (pneumatic drive): 7 – housing
with reduced (high strength aluminum alloy) [4].

Fig. 1. The FTC – 050 Schunk sensor
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software. This package is very useful to create the robot
programs structure and the source code. Programming in
RobotStudio on-line provides many advantages, such as: a
text editor optimization for RAPID code, with auto-text
and tool tip information about instructions and
parameters; program check with program error marking
and close access to configuration and editing I/O signals.

Fig. 2. The ABB robot equipped with FTC Schunk sensor
The FTC-050 force sensor has on base a combination of
mechanical flexible device and an optoelectronic position
measuring system for all six degrees of freedom. The
flexibility prevents an erratic increase in the measurement
values in the event of contact and therefore facilitates
force-controlled assembly operations with the least
possible lag. By means of four high-speed measurement
cells, the sensor measures the displacement of two plates
positioned one above the other. Spring elements connect
the plates, and forces and moments are calculated from
the displacements using a rigidity matrix. The
symmetrical alignment of the measurement cells ensures
that the forces in all six degrees of freedom and the
displacement of the tool center point can be calculated
efficiently in optimum time. The robot can be steered and
controlled quickly in real time thanks to measurement
value output at intervals of 1kHz [4].
The communication between sensor and controller of the
robot it was made through the serial port RS 232 (fig. 3).

Fig. 4. Program module of robot controller force sensor
All the developed research applications are made on a
robotic assembly cell which is located at Transilvania
University from Brasov. This robotic assembly cell is
basically composed of two ABB robots, with six degree
of freedom, (IRB 1600 and IRB 2400), two CNC
machines tool (lathe and mill), one conveyor, an assembly
table, a vision system and other pheripherical parts. In
fig.5 it is presented an overview of this robotic assembly
cell.

Fig. 5. The robotic assembly cell
Fig. 3. Force sensor - robot controller link

3. DEVELOPING AND TESTING THE FORCE

CONTROL SYSTEM
In order to initiate the communication between robot
controller and force sensor and for read and writes the
data, it was developed a specific algorithm. The
associated program (fig. 4) it was made in RAPID
software that is dedicated to ABB robots programming
[3]. This program contains procedures for the follows
actions: open COM, read data from the sensor, display the
data and close communications. The programs for the
robot control it was made in RobotStudio on-line
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In order to evaluate the working of force control system it
is developed an application that suppose moving the robot
acting by operator hand on the robot tool-center point. In
this case as result of randomly pulls or pushes are
generate forces and moments that are measured by force
sensor and consequently the robot structure is moved to
counteract the forces in order to reduce its to zero. If no
applied force to the robot structure is stationary; if the

structure is pushed or pulled, the robot moves in order to
annihilate these external inputs, retracting, advancing
and/or rotating according to the sign of the force [1]. In
fig.6 it is presented the algorithm of the defined
applications. The program of robot, for this application is
presented in fig.7. The program it is very simple and
contains two points for the robot movements and a few
subroutines for force sensor control.

detected just by monitoring the actual force readings,
from the FTC-050 sensor device [2].

a.
b.
Fig. 8. The positions of two assembly parts a. initial. b.
final
In fig.9 it is presented the movement strategy of the robot
to search adequate position of the peg near the associated
hole.

Fig. 9. The movement trajectory of the robot

Fig. 6. The algorithm of force control

The robot starts descending on the z axe until the peg has
contact with the second part and the force Fz is chanced.
After the contact between the two parts is established, the
robot starts move the peg along a trajectory which it is
described in fig. 9. The robot will move the peg along the
trajectory (x and y axes) around the hole until the current
value of force Fz is equal with the initial value of this
force (before contact). When the force Fz has the initial
value and the values of Fx and Fy are approximately zero,
means that peg is exactly above of the hole, so the robot it
will continue the initial program and introduces the peg in
hole. During this process if the values of forces Fx and Fy
are not approximately zero, the controller will correct by
micro movements, on the x and y axes until forces Fx and
Fy become approximately zero. In fig.10 it is described a
simplified flowchart of the force control used to define
the robot motion.

Fig. 7. Program module developed in RobotStudio on-line
software

4. DEVELOPING OF FORCE CONTROL
STRATEGIES FOR PEG IN HOLE
ASSEMBLY
In this chapter it is presented a search strategy for a peg in
hole robotic assembly operation with uncertainty position.
In order to align parts before assembly process is not used
a vision system so the assembly initial positioning is
performed on blind search strategies. The positions of the
two assembly parts are presented in fig.8.
The idea of the force control strategies is to measure
continuously the forces and to keep its values equal with
desired contact force values. A collision between the endeffector with an assembly part and other part can be easily

Fig. 10. The simplified flowchart of the force control for
peg and hole assembly
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5. ROBOTIC SCREWING OPERATION
USING A FORCE SENSOR
In the robotic screwing assembly operation the force
sensor is used to verifying the correct alignment of the
two parts and to monitoring continuously the force which
can appear during of screwing operation. The part A (fig.
11) it is placed on the conveyor and the part B it is on the
assembly table. The robot takes the part A and positioned
it above of part B in programmed position. After that the
robot starts descending moving until the force sensor
detects an increased force on a one of the three axes. The
robot starts to follow a strategy in order to obtain the
alignment of the two parts. After the alignment is
complete the robot begins the screwing operation. The
pitch of thread is 1 mm, so at a rotation of 360 degree
after each 1 mm descending the robot will monitor the
contact force. If the contact force is kept in the
programmed values the robot will continue the screwing
process and if not the robot will reoriented the tool until
all the three collision forces (Fx, Fy, Fz) will become
approximate zero.

compliance devices or a vision system to make an
assembly of two parts because can appear some small
position errors, in special, when the two parts of assembly
have small tolerances. In these cases, is adequate to
develop special strategies based on forces collision
detection and performing micro movements to diminish
these forces. Through these micro movements of the robot
the position errors are eliminated.
In the paper, it is presented the integration of a Schunk
force sensor on the ABB robot and are developed some
algorithms for industrial ABB robots force control.
Furthermore, are presented different strategies for classic
cases of robotic assembly operation like peg in hole and
screw-nut. The algorithms and programs developed are
very simple and are very easy to implement in robots
programming system.
As the future work it will be developed more studies for
classical assembly operations in order to develop module
program for various practical situations and generate
special robot functions that will be included in basic
robots programming system.
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In fig. 12 it is presented the force control strategy for a
screwing operation.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Robotic assembly involves the integration various
components to obtain a product. In many cases of
assembly operations are not sufficient to use auxiliary
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ASPECTS CONCERNING
COOPERATION OF TWO INDUSTRIAL
ROBOTS FOR MANIPULATION RIGID
OBJECTS
Marius IONESCU

One of the main objectives of a robotic cooperative
system is to manipulate objects. Manipulation is usually
performed with the follows aim:
 changing the space position of an object (transfer it
from one place to another),
 tracking a given trajectory with a given orientation,
 performing some actions on a stationary or mobile
objects.
Cooperative robots are usually required in flexible
manufacturing
systems
or
complex
working
environments. In particular, when an object under
processing is too large or too heavy, a single robot may
not be enough to handle it. Two or more manipulators are
to be used in such case.
The master-slave robotic cooperation method (fig. 1) [9]
is adequate to be used for cooperative tasks to move
different rigid objects. A trajectory is fed by the master
robot in order to move the effector to the desired
positions. The slave robot follows the movements of the
master robot by using a sensor for force measurements.
Thus, the master robot it is controlled in position, in order
to fulfill the desired trajectory, and the slave robot it is
controlled in force.

Abstract: In this paper are presented aspects concerning
the master-slave method of cooperation in order to
manipulate rigid objects with two industrial robots. The
goal of this paper is to present the strategies of
manipulation rigid objects with different shapes and
weight. It is presented the grasping object strategies in
function by start position, choice trajectories and of final
positions. The robots collaboration in order to achieve
grasping, movement and orientation strategies increase
the flexibility into a manufacturing robotic cell and
eliminate the auxiliary devices.
Key words: industrial robot, robots cooperation, force
control, master-slave method.

1. INTRODUCTION
Under the notion ‘cooperative work’, is understood, in a
widest sense, the performing of a coordinated action of
several participants (cooperators) engaged in a given task.
Cooperative work is performed by a cooperative system
consisting of cooperators and work objects.
Cooperative work incorporates the joint work of the
cooperators, their coordinated action in task execution,
contact with the environment, and mutual contact of the
cooperators, either directly or indirectly via the work
object [1].
In robotics, for example, the term cooperative system it is
a system, usually, composed by two robots as
cooperators. The cooperation participants and the object
may be either rigid or elastic.
Robotic cooperative work encompasses the joint work of
the robots, controlling of the task execution, interaction
with the environment, and robot-robot interactions as
direct contact or, due to the nature of the task, as indirect
contact.

Fig. 1. Principle of master-slave robots cooperation
method

2. DESCRIPTION OF USED EQUIPMENTS
All research experiments are performed in the Robotics
Laboratory at the Product Design and Robotics
Department of “Transilvania” University of Brasov. The
used two robots (ABB IRB 1600x-145 and ABB IRB
2400L) are integrated in a flexible cell (fig. 2). The ABB
IRB 2400L robot is assigned to be the master robot and
the ABB IRB 1600x-145 robot as the slave robot that it is
equipped with a JR3force sensor [8] for force control. In
order to identification shapes and positions of the objects
in robots environment it is used a OptiMaster vision
system that is composed by a Fujinon CCD video camera,
a processing unit of the image (Active Mill MATROX),
that are integrated in robot controller using RS 232 serial
line. The communication with the CCD camera is made
through the Matrox video card, and the information being
passed to the application by means of ActiveMill
components [7].
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In this application the OptiMaster Systems is used for the
recognition of an object and its grasping by a robot and
can be used to inspection the quality of the objects such as
the identification of the surface.
The force sensor used, type 100M40A (fig. 3), is made by
JR3 Inc. It is a wrist sensor and has a mechanical structure
instrumented with strain gauges which can measure forces
in the x, y and z directions as well as the corresponding
moments. It is mounted on the wrist of the robot between
the end-effector and joint six flange. It is DSP-based and
has a sample rate of 8kHz. It can measure forces up to
400N and moments up to 40Nm [10].

and calls a command function, in which the vision system
recognized the object with corresponding orientation
(fig.4.b). In function of this information the robot IRB
2400 moves the object in final position (fig.4.c).
When the part it is recognized by vision system IRB 2400
robot move to the transfer area and gripping the object
and send a signal to IRB 1600 robot to open griper. After
that IRB 2400 move the object in final position with
desired orientation.

a

Fig. 2. The Flexible robotic cell

b

c
Fig.4. Transferring flow
a) identify the object; b) transferring; c) manipulate to
final position
Fig. 3. Force sensor type 100M40A

3. A STRATEGY TO TRANSFERRING
OBJECTS FROM A ROBOT TO ANOTHER
For this application the objects which will be transferring
from one place to another by the two robots are disposed
on the deposit corresponding of IRB 1600 robot (fig.3).
The objects have a pre-established position but different
orientation. The robot IRB 1600 gripping and carrying
each of these objects in transfer area, where the vision
system identifies the shape and orientation (fig.4.a).
Through orientation are considered the front and back of
each objects, and in this case the objects have different
dimensions.
The robot IRB 1600 is halted in one position on transfer
area and sends a start signal to IRB 2400 robot. The robot
IRB 2400 arrives in a position around the transfer area
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For communication between the robots, it is declared
some input and output discrete signals:
 digital output:
- Do Semnal_IRB2400,
- DoMove_IRB1600,
 digital input: - DiConf_IRB2400,
for IRB 1600 robot;
 digital output:
- Do Semnal_IRB1600,
- DoMove_IRB2400,
 digital input: - DiConf_IRB1600,
for IRB 2400 robot.
Using this information (signals) it is created procedures,
which permit each of robots to starting and stopping the
other robot.
These signals between the robot controllers are connected
in the follow manner: the signal DoSemnal_IRB1600
from IRB2400 robot controller with DiConf_IRB2400
signal from IRB1600 robot controller and the signal

DoSemnal_IRB1600 from IRB2400 robot controller with
DiConf_IRB2400 signal from IRB1600 robot controller.
Taking in account the signals communication structure
presented above is concurred an algorithm that is
performed in RAPID ABB package.
PROC W_Conf_IRB2400()
WaitDI DiConf_IRB2400, 1;
Reset DoSemnal_IRB2400;
ENDPROC
PROC S_Conf_IRB1600()
Set DoSemnal_IRB2400;
WaitTime 2;
ENDPROC
PROC W_Conf_IRB1600()
WaitDI DiConf_IRB1600, 1;
Reset DoSemnal_IRB1600;
ENDPROC
PROC S_Conf_IRB2400()
Set DoSemnal_IRB1600;
WaitTime 2;
ENDPROC
The function which is called of the IRB 2400 robot by
vision system to identify the object has associated the
follows code:
FUNC num Check_PartA()
VAR num ret_val;
!Return 0 - No part
!
1 – Part A with orientation 1
!
2 – Part A with orientation 2
Open "COM1:",RobW_VIS\Write;
Open "COM1:",RobR_VIS\Read;
ClearIOBuff RobR_VIS;
VIS_Exec ("Part A with orientation 2");
VIS_Check_Result;
Close RobW_VIS;
Close RobR_VIS;
IF bErrorFlag_VIS=TRUE THEN
TPWrite "OPTIM: Eroare de comunicatie.";
bErrorFlag_VIS:=FALSE;
RETURN 0;
ELSE
IF nErrorReg_VIS<>0 THEN
TPWrite "OPTIM: Eroare.";
RETURN 0;
ELSE
IF nCountReg_VIS = 1 THEN
IF stModelReg_VIS = " Part A with orientation 2"
THEN
TPWrite "OPTIM: Part A with orientation 2.";
ret_val := 2;
return ret_val;
ENDIF
ELSE
TPWrite "OPTIM: Part A with orientation 2 not found.";
ret_val := 0;
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
Open "COM1:",RobW_VIS\Write;

Open "COM1:",RobR_VIS\Read;
ClearIOBuff RobR_VIS;
VIS_Exec ("Part A with orientation 1");
VIS_Check_Result;
Close RobW_VIS;
Close RobR_VIS;
IF bErrorFlag_VIS=TRUE THEN
TPWrite "OPTIM: Eroare de comunicatie.";
bErrorFlag_VIS:=FALSE;
RETURN 0;
ELSE
IF nErrorReg_VIS<>0 THEN
TPWrite "OPTIM: Eroare.";
RETURN 0;
ELSE
IF nCountReg_VIS = 1 THEN
IF stModelReg_VIS = " Part A with orientation 1"
THEN TPWrite "OPTIM: Part A with orientation 1.";
ret_val := 1;
ENDIF
ELSE
TPWrite "OPTIM: Part A with orientation 1 not found.";
ret_val := 0;
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
return ret_val;
ENDFUNC

4. RIGID OBJECTS MANIPULATION WITH
TWO INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS
An object, with large dimensions and a weight, which
exceed the maxim loading of a robot, can be manipulated
with two robots. In this case it is frequently used masterslave cooperation method. This method supposes that one
of robot named master assume the major role in
manipulation of loading.
The exceed loading it is compensated by the second robot
(slave) during the master robot move the object on
trajectory.
The master robot accomplishes the main role and used a
strategy of control in position for object movements and
the slave robot used the force control superposed on
position control strategy.
In order to manipulate an object which doesn’t exceed the
maxim loading of one robot, the master robot following
the desired trajectory of object and the slave robot with
the force sensor introduces the pressure on this object in
certain directions. Also, master robot it’s controlled and
commanded in position for accomplishing the trajectory
and the slave robot it’s controlled in force.
In figure 5 are presented force sensor integration on the
IRB 1600x-145 robot. The IRC5 controller houses the
components that control and power the robot arm.
The Master Computer hosts the DSP-based JR3 force
sensor card that communicates and power the sensor. The
Master Computer also communicates with the robot
controller via RS232 standard.
In practice, the forces sampling rate by the DSP board
was set to 8 kHz (0.125 ms) and the values were read
from the sensor every 100 ms by the main program.
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Contact Forces are measured at the JR3 force sensor
which is attached to the robot’s flange edge using an
adapter plate and the Torque values are computed by the
JR3 DSP card.
The origin for the force coordinate frame is located in the
centre of the sensor unit.

Using the vision system for objects identification
eliminates the robots programming for each type of
object.
In order to transferring and carrying objects it is used
external sensor (vision system), because is not necessary a
very good precision. For cooperation between robots that
suppose correlate interaction and assembly operations it is
necessary a high accuracy that is obtained using internal
sensors (force sensor).
As the future work it will be developed application of
robots cooperation which includes weight compensation.
The both robots will be equipped with force sensor and
will be developed applications with symmetrical method
of robots cooperation.
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Fig. 5. Integration diagram of 100M40A sensor on the
IRB1600 robot

Fig. 6. Master-slave method robots cooperation
In this case where the object doesn’t exceed the maxim
loading of one robot, it is using the master-slave method
without weight compensation. The robots grip
simultaneous the object and after that the master robot
starts to following the desired trajectory of object. During
the process the force sensor, which is mounted on the
slave robot detected changing of forces and moments. The
slave robot follows the master robot moving in order to
reduce any forces or/and moments to zero.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Transferring and carrying different objects by one robot to
another increase the flexibility in a manufacturing cells
and eliminate the auxiliary robots devices.
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2. TECHNICAL AND KINEMATICAL
CHARACTERISTICS FROM ASYMMETRIC
PANTOGRAPH MECHANISM

KINEMATIC AND DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
FOR EP3 ASYMMETRIC PANTOGRAPH
MECHANISM USED IN RAILWAY
ELECTRIC TRACTION WITH SAM 5.0
PROGRAMS

Kinetostatic and dynamic analysis is made from EP3
asymmetric pantograph mechanism who has the kinematic
scheme presented in figure 1 and the following technical
characteristics:
 Sleigh length – 1600mm;
 Maximum work height – 2600mm;
 Railway engine maximum speed – 160km/h;
 Work nominal pressure in the pantograph cylinder
8÷10daN/cm2 (this cylinder will give the rotation movement
of element 1);
 Pantograph time to get up: 8÷10s;
 Pantograph time to get down: 4÷6s;
 Stress on the contact wire: 7,6daN/cm2.

Cristina MIKLOS
Imre Zsolt MIKLOS
Carmen ALIC

Abstract: Through EP3 asymmetric pantograph
mechanism kinematic analysis the authors aim to do a
geometrical study on pantograph’s motion and to
determinate kinematical parameters for the components
part (position, velocity, acceleration). Kinetostatic
analysis for the pantograph mechanism was made to
determinate kinematic joint reaction forces and counterbalance moment of pantograph mechanism driving
element from waiting position to the work position. This
study was made by the authors with the analyze program
SAM 5.0.
Key words: railway electric traction, pantograph, analyze

1. INTRODUCTION
Railway engine, as engine electric vehicle, catch the
energy from the contact line.
With all inconvenients generated by the investitions and
constructions, to current exploitation and maintenance on
electrified installations as well as to assure the energy
transfer quality from contact line to railway engine, the
stoke solution with electric energy from an elastic contact
line still the most economical in this moment.
The current collection system is made by a glissant
contact and contact piece of support devices are
symmetric and asymmetric pantographs.
To elaborating some models with higher practical
application, recent researches point out that qualitative
and quantitative information who characterize kinetostatic
and dynamic pantograph mechanism behavior are
necessary to develop dynamic response models and to
compose an optimization set design parameters.

Fig. 1. Asymmetric pantograph mechanism kinematic
scheme
Component kinematic elements geometric dimensions
are:
 l1 = 1600mm;
 l2 = 1150mm;
 l3 = 350mm;
 l4 = 1850mm;
 The length between 1st and 3rd support – 800mm.
Making analyze to kinematic scheme of pantograph
mechanism (fig.1) result: the components of the
mechanism are: 3 mobile kinematic elements 1, 2, 3+4
(elements 3 and 4 are rigid to each other, so the angle
between them is constant); 4 kinematic joints five class
(C5) 1, 2, 3 and 4, joint 5 assure sleigh immobilization;
the mechanism may be consider plane, so will have the
family f=3; n=3; C5=4 ⇒ mechanisms freedom degree
number:
M = 3n – 2C5 = 3 · 3 – 2 · 4 = 1

(1)

⇒ Pantograph mechanism is defined well, so each
position of driving element 1 will correspond to
determinated positions for other kinematic elements.
The extreme positions for pantograph mechanism are
presented in fig.2 and have been established considering
that arm (4) extremity (5) have the maximum height
2600mm.
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a) Wait position – pantograph mechanism maximum
closed

Fig. 3. Mechanism driving motion characteristics
Driving element angular velocity ω1 result from rotational
angle declaration (52,56dgr) open in time as mechanism
is in elevation (10s), from pantograph wait position to
work position on maximum height.
- Kinematic analysis: the aim is to obtain kinematic value
chart variation from kinematic element components, in
time between the pantograph mechanisms is in wait
position and work position on maximum height.
The kinematic analysis results for some of these elements
are:
For 3rd kinematic element:

b) Work position on maximum height – pantograph
mechanism is maximum open
Fig. 2. Pantograph mechanism extreme positions
Driving element (1) position angle in mechanism wait
position is: ϕ1min = 3dgr. and mechanism position angle in
work situation on maximum height is: ϕ1max = 55,56dgr.

3. PANTOGRAPH MECHANISM
KINEMATIC ANALYSIS
Movement geometric study and determine kinematical
parameters (position, velocity, and acceleration) were
made following the next steps:
- Mechanism modeling in SAM 5.0: for a joint
quadrilateral mechanism existing in program’s library it
will attribute the 1st, 2nd, 3rd kinematic element lengths as
mechanism studied initial data and position angle ϕ1min =
3dgr, then will be attach 4th kinematic element (with the
specification of length) and the new element is rigidized
with the 3rd kinematic element through declaration of
relative angle between them.
- Motion drive gear identification and declaration: the
mechanism is moved by the driving element (1) and the
motion is rotation uniform (angular acceleration ε1 = 0),
with the characteristics like fig.3.
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Fig. 4. Position A(3), angular velocity AV(3) and
acceleration AA(3)
For 4th kinematic element:

Fig. 5. Position A(4), angular velocity AV(4) and
acceleration AA(4)
For pantograph sleigh (point 5 of kinematic element 4):
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For this analysis was made the following steps:
- Mass, inertia moment and kinematic elements centroid
position determination – was made individually for each
element (fig.8), because inertia properties for pantograph
mechanism elements have a significant influence in
kinematic and dynamic behaviour of mechanism.

Fig. 6. Position y(5), absolute velocity V_abs(5) and
acceleration A_abs(5)

Fig. 8. Mass properties for connecting rod element
Mass effects were considered through gravity forces
positioned in centroid point of each element.
- Determine the exterior load of mechanism (fig.9) – let’s
consider a concentrate vertical force in contact point
between the pantograph sleigh and catenary suspension
contact wire (this force result from contact force Fc=90N
on contact unit surface).

Fig. 7. Pantograph sleigh described position in time

4. PANTOGRAPH MECHANISM
KINETOSTATIC ANALYSIS
The purpose of doing this analyze is to determine
kinematic joint reaction forces and counter-balance
moment of pantograph mechanism driving element from
wait position to the work position.
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Fig. 9.Pantograph mechanism load scheme. Wait position
- Reactions variation from kinematic joints in time from
wait to work position: the chart results based on functions
who described kinematic joints 1, 2, 4 reactions variation
are presented in fig.10-12.

Fig. 10. 1st Kinematic joint reaction

Fig. 12. 4th Kinematic joint reaction
- Counter-balance moment of driving element (1), when
the pantograph mechanism goes up – fig.13

Fig. 11. 2nd Kinematic joint reaction

Fig. 13. Driving element counter-balance moment
variation of pantograph mechanism
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5. CONCLUSION
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summarized below:
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 Kinetostatic behavior characterization from some
complex mechanism classes is illustrated in the
present paper for the railway electric traction
pantograph mechanisms;
 Analysis through numeric simulation allows
effectuating study and theoretical research efficiently
to develop behavior models for some of these complex
systems;
 The study may be efficiently better by well
identification for mechanism geometrics and
mechanics parameters and to conceiving adequate
kinematic models;
 Mechanics phenomens study is easiest by using the
engineering software, interactive PC software package
for design, analysis (motion, force);
 Mechanisms can either be generated via the design
wizards or they can be assembled from basic
components including beams, sliders, gears, belts,
springs, dampers and friction elements;
 The mathematical foundation of the analysis kernel,
inspired by the well-known finite element approach,
offers a large number of features and overcomes many
of the problems of traditional mechanism programs,
integrates pre-processing, numerical analysis and post
processing, such as animation and plots, in an easy to
use environment;
 Relative fast results obtaining allow to users to
analyze multiple ways, models develop and
mechanism optimization.
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Braking section no120

the next paragraphs. Whole the mechanism is presented
the in figure 2, which in don't be represented the cranks
who driving booth two pulling bars and am determined
just the which sizes put the evident a braking transom.

Kinematics scheme of mechanism, [2] is presented in
figure 1. The mechanism is related to a plan reference
system axes, with the origin in fixes couples A, OX axis
is orientated with a parallel direction to the couples fixed
direction D, G, I. This is a plan mechanism, made from 11
kinematic mobile elements and 15 kinematic rotational
couples of V class (formed quadrangular A,B,C,D; dyad
C,E,G; dyad E,F,I; dyad H(L)MJ; dyad K,NN) and
translational couple, in P.
Y
13

H 8
1

A
Bs

2

B
ω1

Cs

Cd
C

4

6

E

Bd

Roller table
Braking section no 2
Braking section no1

I
7

5

3

Fig. 2. Braking device for line no 1 and 2

2. ESTABLISHMENT INITIAL CONDITIONS
FOR CALCULUS
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1. INTRODUCTION

Pulling beam

Key words: rolling mills, kinetostatic analysis
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Braking line no 2

Braking section no 2
Braking section no 1

Abstract: The cooling beds of small profile rolling mills
have a two braking mechanism for each braking line.
Braking mechanism follow up entrance rolled table. This
is compose from two parts, first part is mobile and assure
braking of rolled steel and the second part is fixed part
who are receive rolled steel to the braking mechanism.
In this paper is presented a kinetostatic analyses for one
of these two mechanisms, because construction and
working is very similar for each braking line. This
analysis is made based of classical methods, in Mathcad
software product.

Braking line no 1

Marius ARDELEAN
Erika ARDELEAN
Teodor HEPUT
Ana SOCALICI

Roller table

KINETOSTATIC ANALYSIS METHOD
FOR BRAKING MECHANISM

F

X

Fig. 1. Kinematic scheme of braking mechanism
The brake mechanism of booth line presents a
constructive particularity: thus by reason of large-sized
length of cooling bed the complete mechanism is format
by multiplication on the length of bed, to same distance,
of a constitutive basic component shall be studied the in

Plans mechanisms are mechanisms of family f=3, the
degree of mobility for plan mechanisms (f=3) is
calculated with the relation:
M3=3·n-2·C5-C4=3·11-2·16-0=1
Therefore, mechanism has mobility degree coequal of 1.
Kinetostatic analyses is done for the structural groups in
which the mechanism is decomposed, considerate static
determinate, and by reason of the fact as useful resistant
force which load the mechanism reacts on the effectors
elements, [1]. Kinetostatic analyses begins inversely
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against kinematics analysis scilicet from most far-off
structural group against the leading element, who contains
the effector element (the brake segment H(L)MJ in phase
of braking and the raise draw-bars on an equal-phase in
raise of laminate).
Studied case is one which in the motion is stopped
(damped) when stock bar are moved decelerate with
initial speed v0, acceleration a and force of inertia Fi. Bar
is stopped by the mobile trough lifting of to the
mechanism. In figure 3 is presented first line braking
scheme.
v0

N1

N2

Ff1

N3

Ff2

N4

Ff3

Ff4

Nn-1

Ff5

Ff n-1

Nn
Ff n

G
Roller table

Bar stock

Mobile trough

Friction force according to of a braking segment:
F f 1 = µ ⋅ N 1
Total friction force:

(1)

µ ⋅ N= µ ⋅G

dv
= −Ff
dt

(3)

Integration of motion equation is :
Ff
m

⋅ t or

Space equation is:
Ff
⋅ t 2 or
x = v ⋅t −
0

(4)

v = v0 − µ ⋅ g ⋅ t

2⋅m

x = v0 ⋅ t −

µ⋅g
2

⋅t 2

(5)

In order to be determining most disadvantageous loads is
considered two cases with differed dynamic loads of
braking mechanism for a laminate with full circular
section. The friction coefficient is can appreciated as be of
0.55 for the case dry friction.
For Ø10mm with full circular section, initial speed of
laminate is v01=14m/s
Time for braking of laminate is:
(6)
v1 = v01 − µ ⋅ g ⋅ t1
If v1=0

⇒

t1 =

v 01

µ⋅g

=

14
= 2,594 s
0,55 ⋅ 9,81

(7)

Braking distances is:
x1 = v01 ⋅ t1 −

µ⋅g
2

⋅ t12 = 18,163m

(8)

In most cases length of laminated line is between 75 and
100 m (depending of type of laminate). In present case is
adopted a laminated line length of L=90 m (length of
cooling bed is 120 m).
For Ø28mm with full circular section, initial speed of
laminate is v01=4m/s
Time for braking of laminate is:
(9)
v2 = v02 − µ ⋅ g ⋅ t 2
If

v2=0

⇒

v
4
t 2 = 02 =
= 0,741s
µ ⋅ g 0,55 ⋅ 9,81

Braking distances is:
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(10)

(11)

2

⋅ t 2 = 1,482 m

π ⋅ d1 2
4

2
⋅ L ⋅ ρ ⋅ v 01

2

4

⋅L⋅ρ =

π ⋅ 0,012
4

= 5435,1 N ⋅ m

(12)

⋅ 90 ⋅ 7850 = 55,46 kg

(15)

Dynamic loading forces related to an element (segment)
of mobile trough:
E
5435,1
(16)
E = F ⋅ L ⋅l ⇒
F = c1 =
= 116,858 N
î1

î1

L ⋅l

108,163 ⋅ 0,43

Total acting forces related to braking segment is:
µ ⋅ m1 ⋅ g

Ft1 = Fî 1 + µ ⋅ N 1 = Fî1 +

Motion equation of laminates:

v = v0 −

π ⋅ d1 2

c1

F f = F f 1 + F f 2 + F f 3 + ... + F f n = µ ⋅ ( N 1 + N 2 + N 3 + ... + N n ) (2)

2

Braking distances is:
Lf1=L+s1=90+18,163=108,163
m
(13)
As per figure 3, relative braking length (for one linear
metre of laminate) is: lf=0,43/1=0,43
(14)
Mass of laminate is:
m1 =

Fig. 3. First line braking scheme

m⋅

m ⋅ v01
=
2

E c1 =

N5

µ⋅g

Length of laminated line is also L=90 m.
Determination of loads forces for braking mechanism is
made, like for laminated length calculus, for two extreme
cases. Load force has two components, first is friction
force - proportional with laminate weight and second due
to inertia laminate force.
So for Ø10mm with full circular section initially
kinetically energy of laminate is:
2

Fi

a

x2 = v02 ⋅ t 2 −

nf

= 120,182 N

(17)

When bar are lifted from the lifting lever, acting forces of
this is:
π ⋅ d1 2
⋅ L⋅ ρ ⋅ g
G
(18)
Fr1 = 1 = 4
= 6,045 N
nt
nt
Where
ρ-steel mass density [kg/m3];
nt =90 – number of lever who are lifting the bar;
nf =90 – number of braking section who are support the
laminate bar.
In case of Ø28 mm with full circular section initially
kinetically energy of laminate is:
2

Ec2

m ⋅ v02
=
=
2

π ⋅ d22
4

⋅ L ⋅ ρ ⋅ v 02
2

= 869,616 N ⋅ m

(19)

Braking distances is:
Lf2=L+s2=90+1,482=91,482 m
(20)
As per figure 3, relative braking length (for one linear
(21)
metre of laminate) is: lf=0,43/1=0,43
Mass of laminate is:

π ⋅ d22

(22)
⋅ L ⋅ ρ = 434,808 kg
4
Dynamic loading forces related to an element (segment)
of mobile trough:
E
869,616
= 22,106 N (23)
E = F ⋅ L ⋅ l ⇒ F = c2 =
m2 =

c2

î2

î2

L ⋅l

91,482 ⋅ 0,43

Total acting forces related to braking segment is:
Ft 2 = Fî 2 + µ ⋅ N 2 = Fî 2 +

µ ⋅ m2 ⋅ g
nf

= 48,172 N

(24)

When bar are lifted from the lifting lever, acting forces of
this is:

π ⋅ d22
G
Fr 2 = 2 =
nt

4

⋅L⋅ρ ⋅ g
nt

= 47,39 N

ρ - steel mass density [kg/m3];
nt =90 – number of lever who are lifting the bar;
nf =90 – number of braking section who are support the
laminate bar.
Based on anterior calculus, the most unfavorable loading
case is:
 for first work faze (braking of laminate) is considered
loads determinate with relationship 17;
 for second work faze (laminate lifting from lever N) is
considered loads resulted from relationship 25.

3. KINETOSTATIC ANALYSIS OF FIRST
LINE BREAKING MECHANISM
Kinetostaic analysis is made for first braking mechanism,
with anterior determined loads. Analysis is presented just
for relevant dyads. Loads and moment variation for an
complete rotation of crank is made in Mathcad software
product, [3].
Dyad H(L)MJ:
Due to constructive originality of the mechanism,
components elements of dyad H(L)MJ is behaved as rigid
an he’s executes a motion translational in plan with speed
and acceleration of couples J and H.
In figure 4 is presented the mode of graphic determination
of the acceleration for barycenter of element MJ (element
12) and the loading with inertia forces of element.
In figure 4 angle τ12 are:
ε
(26)
τ = arctan 3
12

RMy

N1

(25)

ω3 2

Position angle of inertia forces in XOY frame is:
Ω = ψ + 990 + τ

(27)

Ft

L

13, l13

M RMx

-RMx

Fi13x
G13
Fi13y

11, l11

-RMy
Fi12x

Fi11x
G11
Fi11y
RHy
H

RHx

12, l12
+
+

-

+

J

G12
Fi12y
RJy
RJx

Fig. 5. Dyad H(L)MJ – kinetostatic calculus scheme
⎧ Fi 11x = −m11 ⋅ aG11 cos Ω = −m11 ⋅ a J ⋅ cos Ω (30)
Fi 11 = −m11 ⋅ aG11 → ⎨
⎩ Fi 11 y = −m11 ⋅ aG11 sin Ω = −m11 ⋅ a J ⋅ sin Ω
⎧ Fi 12 x = −m12 ⋅ aG12 cos Ω = −m12 ⋅ a J ⋅ cos Ω (31)
Fi 12 = −m12 ⋅ aG12 → ⎨
⎩ Fi 12 y = −m12 ⋅ aG12 sin Ω = −m12 ⋅ a J ⋅ sin Ω
⎧ Fi 13 x = −m13 ⋅ aG13 cos Ω = −m13 ⋅ a J ⋅ cos Ω (32)
Fi 13 = −m13 ⋅ aG13 → ⎨
⎩ Fi 13 y = −m13 ⋅ aG32 sin Ω = −m13 ⋅ a J ⋅ sin Ω

In figure 5 reaction components from couple is
RH(RHx,RHy), RM(RMx,RMy) si RJ(RJx,RJy). With notation
from figure 5, when component mass is known (m11=5kg,
m12=5 kg, m13=20kg), resolving algorithm is:
⎧RMx − Fi12 x + R Jx = 0
⎪R − F − G + R = 0
i12 y
12
Jy
⎪ My
(33)
⎪RHx − Fi11x − Ft − Fi13x − RMx = 0
⎪
⎪RHy − Fi11y − G11 − Fi13 y − G13 − N1 − RMy = 0
⎨
⎪⎛⎜ R − Fi12 x ⎞⎟ ⋅ l = 0
12
⎪⎝ Mx
2 ⎠
⎪
G + Fi13 y + N1
⎞
⎪− ⎛⎜ Fi11x + F + F + R ⎞⎟ ⋅ l + ⎛⎜ 13
+ RMy ⎟⎟ ⋅ l13 = 0
i13 x
t
Mx
11
⎜
⎪⎩ ⎝ 2
2
⎠
⎝
⎠

Resultant of reaction forces from H, M and J couple is:
2
2
2
2
2
2
RJ = RJx + RJy RM = RMx + RMy RH = RHx + RHy (34)
,
,
and in figure 6 is presented variation of this forces for a
complete rotation of crank.

For facilitate the calculus, afferent inertia force of all
elements is shall decomposed in components who acts in
the barycenters of respective element. Thus components
of inertia forces developed from movement mass with
acceleration of H( or J) couples have expressions:
FiHx = FiH ⋅ cos( Ω − 180 0 ) = − FiH ⋅ cos Ω

(28)

FiHy = FiH ⋅ sin(Ω − 180 ) = − FiH ⋅ sin Ω

(29)

0

G13

L

M

aG12

t

aG12

12, l12

11, l11
G11

13, l13

τ12

Ω
Fi 12x

n

aG12

G12
P12

Fi 13

ψ
I

Fi 12y
Fi 11

H

Fi 12

J

ω3
ε3

Fig. 4. Positioning of inertia forces on element JM
The loads for dyad H(L)MJ with inertia forces fixed in the
barycenters of elements, force N1 from the laminate
weight, force Ft from friction and inertia force of laminate
are presented in figure 5.
Inertial forces and this axis of reference component is
determined with relation:

Fig. 6. Resultant of reaction forces from H, M and J
couple with position angle of the crank
Crank AB:
Loading scheme for leading element is presented
in figure 7.
Because angular speed ω1 is equal, the barycenters are
just normal component of acceleration:
(35)
a G1 = AG1 ⋅ ω12
and component of inertial forces is:
⎧Fi 1x = −m1 ⋅ aG1 cos α
(36)
Fi1 = −m1 ⋅ aG1 → ⎨
⎩ Fi 1 y = −m1 ⋅ aG1 sin α
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Fi1y
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+
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RAy
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Fig. 7. Crank AB– kinetostatic calculus scheme
Equilibrium equation is:
⎧
⎪R − R + F = 0
(37)
Bx
i1 x
⎪⎪ Ax
−
+
−
=
0
R
R
F
G
⎨ Ay
By
i1 y
1
⎪
⎛ G1 − Fi1 y
⎞
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⎪M e + ⎜⎜
+ RBy ⎟⎟ ⋅ l1 ⋅ cos α + ⎜ i1x − R Bx ⎟ ⋅ l1 ⋅ sin α = 0
2
⎠
⎝ 2
⎝
⎠
⎩⎪
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so
⎛ G1 − Fi1 y
⎞
⎛F
⎞
(38)
M e = −⎜⎜
+ R By ⎟⎟ ⋅ l1 ⋅ cos α − ⎜ i1x − R Bx ⎟ ⋅ l1 ⋅ sin α
2
2
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠

and
2

R A = R Ax + R Ay

2

(39)

4. CONCLUSION
In figure 8 is presented variation mode of equilibration
moment Me. In conditions which are considerate friction
from kinematic couple, we consider as is produced a
growth with 7... 8% of reaction and equilibration moment
values. The forces of inertia and moments of inertia have
the little values of the order of few hundreds (thousands)
N or Nּm.
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Fig. 8. Equilibration moments Me, with
position angle of the crank
With maximum value of equilibration moment it can be
calculate motor and effective moment:
(40)
87,5
M mot = 9550 ⋅

600
10

= 13927,0833N ⋅ m

M ef = 1,08 ⋅ max(M e ) = 1,08 ⋅ 9222,926 = 9960,760 N ⋅ m (41)

In conclusion, based on relation 38 and 39, is can said as
the electric motor is good calculated.
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[1],[2],[3] it can be noticed that a generalized
dimensionless motion law without shocks and without
symmetries in the middle of the course can be obtained
starting with the generalized polynomial as follows:
y = C p x p + C q x q + C r x r + C s x s + ..., p < q < r < s < ...

(1)

The unknown coefficients in equation (1) are determined
through the generalized recursion relations:
q ⋅ r ⋅ s...

p ⋅ r ⋅ s...

⎫
;⎪
⎪
⎬
p ⋅ q ⋅ s...
p ⋅ q ⋅ r...
; Cs =
. ⎪
Cr =
( p − r )(q − r )(s − r )...
( p − s )(q − s )(r − s )... ⎪⎭

Cp =

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
ANALYTICAL SYNTHESIS OF FACE
CAM USING HIGH GRADE
POLYNOMIAL MOTION LAWS
Sava IANICI
Draghita IANICI
Liviu COMAN

Abstract: The paper presents an analytical synthesis of
the face cams using some of the high degree polynomial
rectilinear translation low motion of follower with
circular roller. By comparison between different degree
polynomial low motion find the optimum cam profile for
eliminate de elastic shocks by election an adequate low
for follower acceleration. The optimum cam profile is
machining in the very rational technological steps for the
high precision achievement.
Key words: face cam, roller follower, polynomial low,
elastic shock, technological step, cam profile.

1. INTRODUCTION
The operation without hard or elastic shocks of the face
cam used for the distribution and injection systems of
high power Diesel engines for railway or nautical traction
produced at S.C. UCMR - S.A Reşiţa, is a major objective
which is especially tempting for the planners and engine
builders from Reşiţa.
The achievement of such a purpose supposes that the
planner does the cam dimensional synthesis starting with
the selection of some cam lever motion laws according to
the maximal efficiency of the distribution or injection
process, with the theoretical absence of shocks and with
an extremely elaborate production technology which
ensures minimal deviations of the cam final profile in
relation with the ideally planned theoretical profile.
An attempt is made to solve this difficult problem through
the direct collaboration between the theoretical and
practical experience of the first two authors.

2. THE SELECTION OF A POLYNOMIAL
MOTION LAW FOR THE CAM FOLLOWER
From the optimal selection theory of the lever motion law

(q − p )(r − p )(s − p )...

; Cq =

(2)

( p − q )(r − q )(s − q )...

Making the first choice which leads to favourable
asymmetries of the follower motion law it is accepted:
p = 4, q = 8 and s = 16 and with the relations (2) the
following coefficient values are obtained:
8 ⋅ 12 ⋅ 16

4 ⋅ 12 ⋅ 16

⎫ (3)
⎪
⎪
⎬
4 ⋅ 8 ⋅ 16
4 ⋅ 8 ⋅ 12
= 4; C16 =
= −1⎪
C12 =
(4 − 12 ) ⋅ (8 − 12 ) ⋅ (16 − 12 )
(4 − 16 ) ⋅ (8 − 16 ) ⋅ (12 − 16 )
⎪
⎭
C4 =

(8 − 4 ) ⋅ (12 − 4 ) ⋅ (16 − 4 )

= 4; C 8 =

(4 − 8) ⋅ (12 − 8) ⋅ (16 − 8)

With these coefficient values, the
polynomial equation (1) takes the form:

= −6;

dimensionless
(4)

y = 4 x 4 − 6 x 8 + 4 x 12 − x 16

The first, the second and the third derivative give the
dimensionless motion laws for velocities, accelerations
and shocks having the following expressions:
(5)
y ' = 16 x 3 − 48 x 7 + 48 x 11 − 16 x 15
y ' ' = 48 x 2 − 336 x 6 + 528 x10 − 240 x14

(6)

y ' ' ' = 96 x − 2016 x 5 + 5280 x 9 − 3360 x13

(7)

It is observed that at the ends of the follower active (lift)
course for x = 0 and x = 1 from the relations (5), (6) and
(7) we obtain null values for velocity, acceleration and
dimensionless shock.
These derivatives can be graphically represented for the
follower lift course if the independent variable takes
successively the values on the interval x = [0;1], see
figures 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Fig. 1. Dimensionless displacement for the follower
16 grade polynomial during the lift course
In specialized literature [1],[2],[4] it is estimated that by
increasing the dimensionless polynomial grade it is
obtained a reduction of the possibility of elastic shocks
occurrence and face cams synthesis with polynomials up
to 50 grade were tried.
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Fig. 2. The follower dimensionless velocity during
the lift course for the 16 grade polynomial

Fig. 5. The follower dimensionless displacement
for polynomial of 56 grade

Fig. 3. The follower dimensionless acceleration during
the lift course for 16 grade polynomial

Fig. 6. The follower dimensionless velocity
for polynomial of 56 grade

Fig. 4. The follower dimensionless shock during
the lift course for 16 grade polynomial
An attempt is made to choose a dimensionless motion law
of 56 grade. Thus, the exponents of this polynomial are
chosen, having the values: p = 14, q = 28, r = 42, s = 56.
Through the generalized relations (2) the following
coefficients are obtained:
28⋅ 42⋅ 56

C14 =

(28 −14)(. 42 −14)(. 56 −14)

C42 =

(14 − 42)(. 28 − 42)(. 56 − 42)

14⋅ 28⋅ 56

14⋅ 42⋅ 56

= 4; C28 =

(14 − 28)(. 42 − 28)(. 56 − 28)

= 4; C56 =

(14 − 56)(. 28 − 56)(. 42 − 56)

14⋅ 28⋅ 42

= −6;

Fig. 7. The follower dimensionless acceleration
for polynomial of 56 grade

(8)

= −1

Using the values of the coefficients in the relations (8),
the polynomial equation (1) becomes:
(9)
y = 4 x14 − 6 x 28 + 4 x 42 − x 56
We obtained a follower motion law of 56 grade, and
through
successive
differentiations
result
the
dimensionless motion laws for velocity, acceleration and
shock, as follows:
y’ = 56x13 – 168x27 +168x41 –56x55
(10)
12
26
40
54
y’’ = 728x – 4536x + 6888x – 3080x
(11)
11
25
39
53
y’’’ = 8736x – 117936x + 275520x – 166320x (12)
The follower dimensionless motion laws with polynomial
(10), of 56 grade is presented in figures 5, 6, 7 and 8.
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Fig. 8. The follower dimensionless shock
for polynomial of 56 grade
The stages of calculation are repeated for a grade 100
polynomial dimensionless motion law, accepting the
exponents: p = 25, q = 50, r = 75 and s = 100.
Programming the necessary algebraical calculations in
MathCAD and with the generalized relations (2) we
obtain the coefficients:

50 ⋅ 75 ⋅ 100

C25 =

(50 − 25) (75 − 25) (100 − 25)

C75 =

(25 − 75) (50 − 75) (100 − 75)

25 ⋅ 50 ⋅ 100

25 ⋅ 75 ⋅ 100

= 4; C50 =

(25 − 50) (75 − 50) (100 − 50)

= 4; C100 =

(25 − 100) (50 − 100) (75 − 100)

25 ⋅ 50 ⋅ 75

= −6;

(13)

course; s - the follower momentary displacement; h- the
follower course.

= −1

The dimensionless displacement is:
y = 4 x 25 − 6 x 50 + 4 x 75 − x100

(14)

The dimensionless velocity, acceleration and shock are
represented by the expressions:
y’ = 100x24 – 300x49 +300x74 –56x99
(15)
23
48
73
98
y’’ = 2400x – 14700x + 22200x – 9900x
(16)
22
47
72
97
y’’’ = 5200x – 705600x +1620600x –970200x (17)
The follower dimensionless motion laws with polynomial
(14) of grade 100 are presented in figures 9,10,11 and 12.

Fig. 12. The follower dimensionless shock
for 100 grade polynomial
For example for the dimensionless motion law for the
polynomial of 16 grade, the relations (18) introduced in
expression (4), leads to real displacement:
s=

h

ϕ

16
1

.[4ϕ112ϕ 4 − 6ϕ18ϕ 8 + 4ϕ14ϕ 12 − ϕ 16 ]

Through successive differentiation in relation to the time
of the equation (19) we obtain the equations of reduced
velocity v/ω1 and of the follower reduced acceleration
a/ω12, which permit the marking of the diagrams for these
cinematic parameters according to the cam rotation angle
for the follower lift course.
The parametrical equations of the cam real profile, in
relation with a rectangular system of coordinates axis
having the origin in the centre of the cam are obtained
classically [1]. For example, for the 16 grade polynomial,
we obtain the equations of the real profile of the necessary
rotative face cam:

Fig. 9. The follower dimensionless displacement
for 100 grade polynomial

x = (Rb + s ). sin ϕ +

Fig. 10. The follower dimensionless velocity
for 100 grade polynomial

(

The follower real motion laws can be obtained from the
dimensionless displacement relations (4), (9) and (14)
replacing the variables x and y with their expressions:

ϕ
s
; y=
ϕ1
h

)

y = Rb + s . cos ϕ −

Fig. 11. The follower dimensionless acceleration
for 100 grade polynomial

x=

(19)

(18)

where: φ is the cam momentary rotation angle; φ1 - the
cam rotation angle corresponding to the follower lift

⎡v
⎤
r.⎢ . cos ϕ − (Rb + s ). sin ϕ ⎥
⎣ ω1
⎦
1
2
2
⎧⎡ v
⎤ ⎡v
⎤ ⎫ 2
⎪
⎨⎢ . sin ϕ + (Rb + s ). cos ϕ ⎥ + ⎢ . cos ϕ − (Rb + s ). sin ϕ ⎥ ⎬
ω
ω
⎦ ⎣ 1
⎦ ⎭
⎪⎩⎣ 1

⎡v
⎤
r.⎢ . sin ϕ + (Rb + s ). cos ϕ ⎥
⎣ ω1
⎦
1
2
2
⎧⎡ v
⎤ ⎡v
⎤ ⎫ 2
⎪
⎨⎢ . sin ϕ + (Rb + s ). cos ϕ ⎥ + ⎢ . cos ϕ − (Rb + s ). sin ϕ ⎥ ⎬
ω
ω
⎭
1
1
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎪⎩

(20)
;

.

where: Rb is the cam basis circle radius; s - the follower
momentary displacement; ω1 – the cam angular velocity,
φ - the cam momentary rotation angle and r - the follower
cylindrical roller radius. These values can be determined
using the methods given in the specialized literature
[1],[2],[4].
The shifting follower motion law for the dropping course
it is usually chosen identical to the determined motion law
for the lift course.
Similarly with the analytical synthesis for the cam profile
for 16 grade polynomial, presented above, we can do the
analytical synthesis for the 56 and 100 grade polynomials
as well. For other grade polynomials, the method
exemplified can be applied similarly with those presented
for 16 grade polynomial.
If we make an analysis of the curves which represent the
variation of the follower cam dimensionless parameters in
figures 1,2,3,…,12, obtained through MathCAD program,
developed for polynomials 16, 56 and 100 for the lift
course many observations can be made referring to:
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 the dimensionless displacement and speed are laws
wanted by the planners having null values at the ends
of the course and they do not present symmetries in
relation to the middle of the course;
 the dimensionless accelerations are adequate, null at
the ends of the course and without symmetries and the
maximal amplitudes raise from -12,76 for the 16 grade
polynomial to -117,41 (9,2 times bigger) for the 56
grade polynomial and to -357,48 (28 times bigger) for
the 100 grade polynomial;
 the dimensionless shocks are adequate, null at the
ends of the course and without symmetries and the
maximal amplitudes increase from 134,424 for the 16
grade polynomial to 4.799,9 (35,7 times bigger) for 56
grade polynomial and 26.550,68 (197,5 times bigger)
for 100 grade polynomial.
These conclusions contradict some estimations referring
to the obtainance of some dynamic advantages for
increasing the grade of the dimensionless polynomial
chosen by the planner. It is observed that the 16 grade
polynomial works better than the 56 grade one and much
better than the 100 grade.
At the production of the face cams admission, exhaustion
and injection cams for Diesel engines of high power type:
6S 70 MC, 6L 42 MC, R 251 and 4L 35 MC, in paper [5]
it is presented the optimization of technical parameters
and of the processing phases through milling and
rectification on numerical command machines, trying to
obtain, with high precision, the real profile of the
analytical planned cam, maximal productivity with a
minimal cost. For the injection cam of the R 251 engine
the characteristical phases of the follower correspond to
the cam rotation angle, thus: lift course φ1 = 0°…47°59’;
superior stationary φ1 = 47°59’…72°31’; dropping course
φ1 = 72°31’…120°30’ and inferior stationary φ1 =
120°30’…360°.
At the milling processing with helical plain milling
cutters, of the planar cam profile for the construction of
slow Diesel engines of high power type MAN Burmeister
& Wein, the optimization of the cutting service
establishes the advantageous combination between the
cutting depth, advance and velocity of the miller which
ensures the minimal cost of the operation and the optimal
use of the miller and the machine.

3. CONCLUSION
The comparative study of some motion laws for the
follower for polynomials with high degree was laborious
and it was approached by MATHCAD program, adapted
by the authors for drawing the diagrams for dimensionless
displacement, velocity, acceleration and shock, for the
face rotative cam and follower in shifting motion, with
roller, in the construction of high power Diesel engines.
The follower dimensionless motion laws were chosen as
16, 56 and 100 degree polynomials and the synthesis was
analytically made. From the point of view of elastic
shocks for the working of these face cam, the exaggerate
increase of the polynomial degree (over 16) is not
justified because the calculations are very complex and
the functional parameters worsen considerably.
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The optimization of the technological factors at the face
cams processing for big Diesel engines bring obvious
advantages regarding the cinematic precision, the
productivity and the cost.
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1. THE BUILDING AND FUNCTION OF THE
CABLE CONNECTING DEVICES

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF CABLE
CONNETING DEVICES FOR ONE SIDE
WEDGED WINDING ENGINE VESSELS
Iosif DUMITRESCU
Dumitru JULA
Iosif KOVACS
Bogdan-Zeno COZMA
Abstract: Extracting installations are used for the
transport betwen the underground and the surface the
minerals, machines and personal with the help of the
extracting vessels. The cable tie devices have the purpose
of conecting the cables of the extracting installations to
the extracting vessels. Depending on their construction
the cable tie devices can be: with a center and a loop; self
clench interstratified on one or both sides; with an
articulated jaw; with conical friction plugs, with plugs
and flanges. In this paper there will be analysed the cable
connecting devices for one side wedged winding engine
vessels, for the cable diametres from 25mm to 55mm and
static loads from 100 kN to 270 kN.

The DLC-1, DLC-2 and DLC-3 cable connecting devices
for one side wedged winding engine vessels are used to
fix the cables of the extraction installations of the
extracting vessels under top security circumstances, the
safety coefficient being of minimum 10.
The constructive- functional characteristics of the DLC-1,
DLC-2 and DLC-3 devices presented in figure 1 are given
in table 1.
When launching the operation, the beneficiary will
(obligatory) indicate the diametre of cable d, the diametre
of bolt D and the thickness of the extracting vessel Gt
rod.
The DLC-1, DLC-2 and DLC-3 cable connecting devices
represent the constructive variant with one side wedged
winding. The extracting installation cable is wrapped on
the metallic wedged engine, 9, that has the shape of a
feather. The core may slide within a metallic construction
made up of the left – right shields, the 4 and 5 reference
points and the right – left jaw, 3 and 6 reference points
that are stiffed among one another by means of special 7
screws and adjustment 8 pegs. The adjustment pegs are
mainly used to ensure the execution and the precise
positioning of the elements belonging to the mechanic
resistance structure in order to accomplish the wedged
angle.
The right jaw, reference point number 9, is provided on
the inside with a canal similar to the one on the core of
the engine which together assure the cable wedging
surface. Those two surfaces of cable fixing are covered
with an anti-friction alloyage based on lead and tin which
ensure the cable protection against crushing. The force of
friction between the cable and the two surfaces is as
higher as the suspended force is.

Key words: cable connecting device, extracting vessels
Table 1. The characteristics of the DLC-1, DLC-2 and DLC-3 cable connecting devices
Nr.

Characteristic name

UM

1

Maximum static load

2

The diametre of the cable, d

mm

3
4
5
6

The radius of cable winding, R
The method of fixing the cable
The diametre of the bolt, D
The distance between the shields, S
height, h
Shield dimensions
length, l
(around the bolt)
width, s
height, H
Clearance gauge
length, L
dimensions
width, G
The mass without the shooting device
The cable and the connectors for the cable

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

7
8
9
10

The distance between the axis of the cable
and the axis of the shooting device screw, B

tons (kN)

Characteristic value
DLC-1
DLC-2
DLC-3
10,2 (102)
17,5 (175)
27 (270)
25; 26…30
36…40;
46…50;
31…35
41…45
51…55
173
220
270
One side winding
70; 80
80; 90
90; 100; 110
55
60
70
120
160
200
190
250
300
20
28
35
1141
1445
1775
520
670
820
202
233
262

kg

181

376

649

mm

110

141

166
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Fig. 1. Cable connecting device with one side winding
In the inferior part the shields are provided with holes for
the main bolt, reference point number 3, which assures
the connection with the extracting vessel. The main bolt is
fixed in the box of the main bolt, 15, which allows the
usage of different bolt diametres without processing the
bore holes in the shields, the diametre of fixing the bolt
being obtained only by its processing. Moreover, the box
also plays the role of protecting the oval-shaping of the
alloyages from the shields in the area where there might
exist direct contact with the main bolt.
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Fixing the main bolt is carried out, on the one hand, by
means of a checking plate, 12, which also prevents the
winding of the bolt, and on the other hand, by means of a
sloping wedge, 14.
The centre of the alloyages from the shields, respectively
the centre of the main bolt meant for connecting,
coincides with the axis of the cable, that is obtained by
adopting the corresponding thickness of the guiding rules
19, according to the diameter of the cable belonging to the
cables group (d...d’), the variation of the rule width is of

2mm. To assure the capacity of fixing the extracting cable
in the device, supplementary, it was provided the fixing at
the free end of the cable in a pair of clamps 1 that are
leant against the superior part of the shields.
By guiding the cable on the wedge core and by its fixing
between an elastic element 16 and a fixed guiding 17, the
phenomenon of cable worn out when entering the device
is considerably diminished, being diminished the number
of broken wires of the cable in that area.
Out-wedging the core, that is setting free the cable from
the device frame is made by detaching clamps 1 from the
cable and of the screw nuts from the 18 area, and pushing
the core downwards. The distance where the core travels
is limited by the checks on the right nad on the left, 10
and 20.
The label, 11, is meant for identifying the device for cable
connecting.
The cable pulling device is used only to tie the cable in
the device, to pull the end of the cable in the device. This
doesn’t have to be ordered for each device, due to its
inter-changing and usage only when it comes to fixing the
device.
In order to fix the extracting cable on the connecting
devices, the devices for pulling the cable are necessary,
for each trip-dimension.
The main parts that make up the pulling cable devices are
shown in figure 2.
The pulling cable device is made up of a screwed up axle,
21, provided with a square thread Pt 36×6, where the
screw nut travels 22. By means of another parallel wedge,
26, the sliding of the wedged axle in the plinth 25 is
carried out, which, on its turn, is fixed on the cable
connecting device, on the right jaw, 3, by means of the
M16 fixing screw, reference point 27.
The extracting cable, that has to be pulled out, is fixed in
a fixed clamp 23 and the clamp 24. The cable fixing canal
is worked out according to its diameter, on diameter
groups.
By manual action of the screw nut 22, the relative travel
of the entire mechanism is made out, that is pulling out
the free end of the cable belonging to the extracting
installation.
The checking of the function to no avail, both ways, of
the mechanism of pulling the free end of the cable is
made by manually operating the arm of a fixed key over
the stretching screw nut, the operating force must not
exceed 50 N.
The cable connecting devices have to assure the interchangeability of the elements that make them up, they
don`t have to lead to the deterioration of the cable and
they mustn`t allow cable sliding. For this, the surfaces of
the fixed jaws and of the metallic core that get in touch
with the metallic cable, are covered with a layer of
antifriction alloyage Y-Sn10/STAS 202-86, with its
thickness of 3,5 – 4 mm. As well, the main bolt and its
boxes from the shields must not have plastic distortions in
the contact area after functioning.
The main elements (shield on the right, shield on the left,
main bolt, metallic core, fixed boxes) must be
dimensioned in such a way as the maximum static load to
present a safety coefficient higher than 10.
Grading the cable connecting device, in order to warn
cable crash, by applying the gradation 1, 2 and 3 with the

Fig. 2. Device for pulling the end of the cable
jagger (fig. 1, seen inside B), on the core next to the
border downwards the check, on one side and on the other
side. Here is the application:
- gradation 1 is obtained by introducing, in the
canal made up by the core and the jaw on the right, a
gauge having the minimum diametre of the cable range
for which the device has been built (25; 26; 31 mm for
DLC-1, 36; 41 mm for DLC-2 and 46; 51 mm for DLC-3)
and core winding up to blocking the gauge. Gradation 1
indicates the corresponding functioning of the device;
- gradation 2 is obtained by introducing a plate
of 3mm width between the core flanks and the jaw on the
right and by winding the core till its blocking. Gradation 2
indicates the limit to which the devices can be used;
- gradation 3 is obtained by putting the core in
contact with the jaw on the right by winding the core with
the help of the screw nut. Gradation 3 shows the complete
crush of the cable and the self-blocking of the device.

2. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DEVICE
Due to the safety coefficient that has to be applied to
these devices it is necessary a more precise determination
of the tension from their elements.
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In order to realise an analysis with finit element of the
cable connecting device, a 3D geometrical modelling of it
was needed. Modelling the elements of the device were
made due to the Solid Edge software, and the analysis
with finite elements was made with the COSMOS Design
STAR software.

cutting tension τ = 56,59 MPa, in the extreme horizontal
points, resulting that the equivalent tension in the vertical
points is σechv = 99,03 MPa, and on the horizontal σecho =
98,01 MPa.
It is noticeable that the values got by analythic calculus
are higher, with a deviation of 15%, due to the model of
calculus used (girder simply leant with concentrated force
in the middle of the girder).

3. CONCLUSION
All in all, it can be said that using modern CAD softwares
to assure performances for the interactive mechanic
engineering, here for example, allowed the quickly
checking of the bolt and the corresponding choosing of
the material. For the bolt, the allied steel
42MoCr11/STAS 791-88 is recommended, which has the
breaking resistance Rm = 1100 MPa, resulting a safety
coefficient of 11,1.
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Fig. 3. DLC-3 with distance between the shields
and a 3 mm rod
The analysis was made only at the main bolt which is ther
most required element. In the execution documents of the
devices, the bolt checking was made according Navier
(pure bending) on a girder model simply leant against the
middle of the girder with a concentrated force, and its
length being equal to the distance between the shields
plus the width of a shield. Conditioning that d/l ≥ 1/4 the
bolt is requested for a simple bending (Juravski) where
the tangential tension given by the cutting force appears.
In figure 3 is presented the way of analysis with finite
elements of the DLC-3 device (27 tons) for a 64mm width
of the extracting vessel, a distance of 70mm between the
shields, a width of 35mm of the shield and a diametre of
90mm of the bolt. It can be noticeable that the maximum
tension (σ = 83,89 MPa) appears in a point in the cutting
area, situated above the neutral axis. This is explained by
the fact that for the dimension and checking calculus
Juravski`s relation had to be applied:
σ ech = σ 2 + 3τ 2
(1)
For the above conditions there results a bending tension σ
= 99,03 MPa, in the extreme vertical points , and the
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middle objects), a middle gripping force, sometimes, a
bigger gripping force.
In the paper there is shown a mechanical gripper with
jaws designed for a pyrotechnic robot with capability to
manipulate some dangerous devices with little and middle
weights.

2. STRUCTURAL SYNTHESIS AND
ANALYSIS
2.1. Structural synthesis

SYNTHESIS, ANALYSIS, DESIGN AND
FUNCTIONAL SIMULATION FOR A
GRIPPER WITH JAWS
Tiberiu Stefan MANESCU
Sava IANICI
Florentin CREANGA
Gheorghe Lucian ISTODE

The following problems were solved using structural
synthesis : a good stroke (relative big – for objects
with middle gauge); a gripping force of ≈10 daN; two
support- jaws elements; a good amplification of the
motor.force and a plane – parallel movement.
After a comparative analysis between more structural
schemes, the version of fig.1 was selected. This scheme
has the peculiarity that it is powered with a screw and it
has a parallelogram mechanism as support-jaws
mechanism.

Abstract: The gripping mechanisms with pawls (jaws) are
used at industrial robots, but also at service robots, like
pyrotechnic robots. In the paper the main stages of
synthesis, analysis, design and functional simulation are
shown for a linkage gripping mechanism with pawls. The
structural synthesis and analysis are used to adopt the
structural scheme. The kinematic synthesis is used to
obtain a correct closing of the gripping mechanism and
using the kinematic analysis are obtained the kinematic
function. A static synthesis and analysis is made too. A
model 3D and a functional simulation was made for
identify an optimum version of the gripper. A prototype of
the gripper was made and a solution for to attach the
gripper at a pyrotechnic robot was proposed.
Fig. 1. The structural scheme

Key words : robots,gripper, jaws

2.2. Structural analysis
1. INTRODUCTION
The mechanical grippers with jaws [1] are often used at
industrial robots and at some service robots, like
pyrotechnic robots, too. These grippers are composed of
five main constructive modules: the engine element or the
motto-mechanism, the module to power the support-jaws
elements or the mechanism, the support jaws elements,
the jaws module and the grasped object module.
Regarding the constructive characteristic of elements
which form the mechanism, they can be: linkage, cam
mechanisms, gear mechanisms, rope and pulley
mechanisms.
Regarding the movements of the support- jaws elements,
and implicitly the movement of the jaws, the grippers
with jaws can be with: rotative movement, translational
movement or rotto-translational movement.
The mechanical grippers for pyrotechnic robots are
mechanical grippers which were adapted for: safe
working, grasping many types of objects (little and

The gripping mechanism has 3 external connections L = 3
(ω1, M1, v6, F6, v6’, F6’) - fig.2,a and it is composed of two
symmetrical elementary mechanisms (V6, F6, V6’, F6’),
one for each support-jaw element (fig.2,b).
The degree of freedom (Mj) of the elementary mechanism
is calculated with:

The degree of freedom (M) of the poly-contour mechanism
is M =

∑M −∑ f
j

ck

and it is obtained with
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3.2. Kinematic analysis
The positions and the speeds for the characteristic points
K1 and K2 of the jaws are calculated with the kinematic
method of the vector closed chain.
3.3. The functions of positions
For the I mechanism the vector equation is (fig.4,a,b):

a

a

b
Fig. 2. The block scheme and the graph
The significations for M and L-M are:
M=1 → kinematic: a independent movement:
ω1→ static: a function for external forces: M1=M1(F6, F6’)
L-M=2 → kinematic: two function for external
movements: v6=v6(ω1),
v6’=v6’(ω1) → static: two external independent forces: F6,
F6’

b

3. KINEMATIC SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS
3.1. Kinematic synthesis
For the first time the main linear dimensions and values of
the main angles were adapted for the correct closing of
the gripping mechanism.
The kinematic scheme in open position and in close
position is shown in fig.3.

Fig. 4. The kinematic chains
The scalar equations are:

The following equation can be obtained from this system:
The resultant solution is:

The
K1 = M(x,y) position is obtained of the following vector
equation (fig.4,b):
The scalar positions of the K1 point are:

Fig. 3. The kinematic scheme
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The functions of speeds.

The functions of speeds are the derivative in function of
the time of the functions for positions.

4. STATIC SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS
4.1. Static synthesis
The static synthesis solves the problem of obtaining the
necessary gripping force.

4.2. Static analysis
The functions of the external forces are obtained using the
theorem of balance between powers of entrance and
emergence of the mechanism.

5. DESIGN AND FUNCTIONAL
SIMULATION
The calculation of strength was made in function of the
internal forces which act between elements.
Then the technical project was made and a 3D simulation
too (fig.5,a,b).

Fig. 6. The prototype
A solution of attachment of the gripper at a pyrotechnic
robot is shown in fig.7.

a
Fig. 7. A solution of attachment

6. CONCLUSIONS
Regarding the aspects which were presented the following
conclusions can be formulated:
1. The gripping mechanisms with jaws can be used at
pyrotechnic robots after some modifications.
2. For these grippers, structural and kinematic synthesis
and analysis and constructive design must be made
with some modifications as in usually gripping
mechanisms with jaws.
3. Functional simulation is used to obtain an optimum
version for the grippers of the pyrotechnic robots.
b
Fig. 5. The technical project (a) and the 3D simulation (b)
The functional simulation (fig.5,b) is used to identify an
optimum version for the gripping mechanism.
A prototype is shown in fig.6.
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transmission, later on hydrodynamic one, and today it is a
hydrostatic transmission with hydromotors. The drive of the
independent fork mechanism is hydrostatic with
hydrocylinders /1, 2/.
A more economical production of forklift trucks imposes
the need for standardizing models into families with
appropriate characteristics, whereby the tendency is to
cover a wider range of customers’ desires. This paper
considers the development of new front-loading forklift
truck family, with special attention to their design
(simulation and analysis) based on modern methods and
use of appropriate software packages and computers.

2. PARAMETRIC SEQUENCE DEVELOPMENT
FOR NEW FAMILY OF FORKLIFT TRUCKS

ESSENTIAL DEVELOPMENT OF
FORKLIFT TRUCK FAMILIES
Vlada ILIĆ
Zoran MARINKOVIĆ
Dragan MARINKOVIĆ

Abstract: The paper deals with actual problems of the
development of the families of modern front-loading forklift
trucks by the application of state-of-the-art designing methods.
Based on the analysis of several renowned forklift truck
producers in the world, a new family of these forklift trucks
has been established, comprising eight lifting capacity
members ranging from 1.0 to 4.0 t with defined parametric
and dimensional sequence of sizes from standard geometric
orders of R10. Also, a concept of the application of CAD/FEA
designing technology in a standard model (representative) of
the chosen forklift truck family is presented in the paper.
Within this scope, the available software packages applied in
the realization of specific development stages of this forklift
truck family (SolidWorks, CosmosWorks, Nastran, Automation
Studio, Excel etc.) have also been analyzed. The outcome of
this paper should be to lead to the conclusion of rational
industrial approach to the family of front-loading forklift
trucks and to provide the validity evaluation of the chosen
scientific and software approach to the problem.
Keywords: forklift trucks, evolution, family, design

1. INTRODUCTION
Forklift trucks are lifting-transport machines with cyclic
work and are used for transport, reloading and storage
operations inside and outside of factories, warehouses, etc.
These frequently used machines are produced in series
using the approach of modular assemblage. They consist of
a truck chassis with a drive and an additional vertical
frame, along which the forks are moved. A forklift truck
may also comprise a set of additional devices. Nowadays
there is a large number of different types of these machines,
which are distinguished by the type of drive, the way
movement of forks is achieved, lifting capacity, elevation
height, etc.
There have been many stages in the forklift truck
development, i.e. many generations of the machine have
been developed changing the concept of translational
movement. The first generations used a mechanical

Designing a forklift truck family is a very complex process,
not only due to the necessity to take into account a number of
factors and limitations, but also because those factors and
limitations affect the concept of the forklift family to a great
extent. A family of products implies a series of well defined
types – models of different size and characteristics, which take
values according to a predefined rule based on a unification
principle. Predefined characteristics, already existing concepts
of forklift trucks, technical achievements and modular
assemblage led to a generalization of possible solutions /3, 4/.
Based on the analysis of several renowned forklift truck
producers Daewoo, Still, Hyundai, Linde, Jungheinrich,
Clark and Pobeda, a new family of these machines has been
established (Tab. 1). This family comprises eight lifting
capacity members ranging from 1000 to 4000 kg with a
defined common ratio.
Before design, calculation and dimensioning of a typical
model are approached it is necessary to determine appropriate
parameters for each type, i.e. the whole family. Assessments
and analytical solutions do not always allow objective
determination of the optimal values of parameters.
The solution procedure is based on theoretical background of
developing sequences according to predefined rules.
Sequences (parametric and dimensional) based on standard
numbers allow consideration of a great number of allowable
parameter values and, accordingly, a great number of variant
characteristics /4, 5/.
Parametric sequence is a logically defined set of parameter
values based on rules. As parameters for the forklift truck family
appropriate technical characteristics are chosen, such as: lifting
capacity, elevation velocity, elevation height, mass of the forklift
truck, etc. The main parameter of a dimensional sequence is
dimension, i.e. the value of assemblage dimensions, positioning
dimensions and their components. Development of parametric
and dimensional sequence is one of the most important tasks of
standardization and an important basis for both the family
development and the design and choice of single modules
(elements, machine assemblages and motors) in the modular
based design.
As a main parameter of the developed forklift truck family
the lifting capacity (kg) is chosen. Hence, these values form
a standard sequence of numbers from the order R10 with a
common ration of ϕ = 1.25, except for the fourth member, the
lifting capacity of which is 1800 kg. As already emphasized,
the family consists of 8 models with corresponding lifting
capacity. The smallest lifting capacity is 1000 kg, and the
largest is 4000 kg. This does not exclude the possibility to
extend the family with new members, for example with lifting
capacity of 5000 kg, etc. Also, it is possible to exclude some of
the members, e.g. the one with the lifting capacity of 1800 kg.
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Table 1: Technical characteristics of the new developed family of front-loading forklift truck (VIL)
V. I. L.
No. Parameter

Unit

Typical models of the forklift truck family
1.
VIL –D10

2.
VIL – D12

3.
VIL – D16

4.
VIL – D18

5.
VIL – D20

6.
VIL – D25

7.
VIL – D30

8
VIL – D40

1.

Lifting capacity

kg

1000

1200
(1250)

1600

1800

2000

2500

3150
(3000)

4000

2.

Elevation
(max. height)

mm

2405

3650

3650

3885

3885

3885

4050

4050

3.

Drive - power

kW

28

28

31

31

35

35

40

40

4.

Velocity
- with load
- without load

km/h

16
17

16
17

18
18

18
18,5

21
22

21
22

22
23

22
23

5.

Mass

kg

2300

2820

2800

3260

3300

4030

4500

4560

6.

Turning radius

mm

1760

1815

1830

2026

2270

2270

2300

2400

7.

Elevating velocity

mm/s

580

560

540

500

520

520

500

500

8.

Lowering velocity

mm/s

580

560

540

520

560

540

540

540

9.

System pressure

bar

88

140

150

150

170

170

180

200

mm

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

0

6/9

6/9

6/9

6/9

5/9

5/9

5/9

5/9

mm

380

380

430

430

482

482

485

485

Front
rear

18x7-8/16
18x7-8/16

18x7-8/16
18x7-8/16

18x7-8/16
18x7-8/16

18x7-8/16
18x7-8/16

7-7/16PR
6,5-9/9

7-7/16PR
6,5-9/9

7-7/16PR
6,5-9/9

7-7/16PR
6,5-9/9

10. Loading center
11. Frame angle
12. Wheel-fork distance
13. Tires

Standard sequence

R20/2 =10; φ = 1,25

R20/1; φ = 1,12

3. CAD/FEA PROCEDURES IN DESIGN OF
FORKLIFT TRUCK FAMILY
It is not rational to use classic methods of design and
calculations in the process of development of forklift truck

R20/2= 10; φ = 1,25

family given in Tab. 1. Instead, modern CAD/FEA
procedures are to be taken advantage of /6, 7/. They imply
the use of complex 3D parametric modeling in an
automated design process by means of a computer and
appropriate software packages, as it is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of CAD/FEA design procedures, modeling and calculation of forklift truck family
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This 3D model is characterized by exchangeable values of
geometrical quantities. This property is of invaluable
significance for the efficiency of geometric modeling, since
it allows for a continuous change of dimensions of models
belonging to the same product family. The automation of
design requires the use of appropriate software for
generating geometrical models. Some of the software
packages are given in Fig. 1 and some others are:
ProENGINEER, Solid Works, CATIA etc. They include
geometrical modelers, FEM preprocessors and software for
manufacturing process (CIM).
This figure also demonstrates a modern concept of
computer aided development of a forklift truck typical
model, which comprises: CAD modeling, FEA modeling,
technical documentation (CADD) and finally possible
experimental analyses (BEAM, Catman, HP 98640A) of
developed forklift truck prototype.
In order to avoid geometrical modeling of each single
member of the family, the parametric modeling is used. The
advantage lies in the fact that with this approach only one
member of the family is modeled and the others are obtained
based on the initial member.
Creating the family in this manner is possible only in
software packages supporting parametric modeling.
SolidWorks is one of them and it has been used in this case.
Modeling in SolidWorks consists of a set of operations,
which, in a step by step process, upgrade the geometry of the
model to the final one. Software allows the user to make
changes on the model at any time. The modeling process is
saved in a form of a hierarchically arranged branched tree.
Additionally, the dimensions of the model can be changed,
since they are defined in the form of parameter and not as
concrete numerical values.
Before the modeling is approached it is necessary to choose
the basic model of the family. This is a representative of the
family, i.e. a typical model. Based on this model, the other
members of the family are obtained. In this specific case, it is a
forklift truck VIL-D20 with the lifting capacity of 2000 kg
from the Tab. 1.
In SolidWorks three dependent modeling levels can be
distinguished. Those are:
 Part,
 Assembly,
 Drawing.
Modeling starts in the module Part, subassemblies and
assemblies are done in the module Assembly, while
technical documentation is realized in the module Drawing.
Hence, the process of 3D parametric modeling starts in the
module Part. As an example, two types of standardized
forks are considered, the first one is classic and the second
one with rounded neck (Fig. 2)
Changing dimensions of the basic member, new members
of the family are obtained. This approach originates from
the need for a unique model basis that can be easily
handled (independently from SolidWorks) and furthermore
provides a link between the model and other software
packages, which are not directly related to SolidWorks, but
are used to define the values of the model parameters based
on certain criteria. Design table used by SolidWorks is a
table given in Microsoft Excel.

Fig. 2. Standardized forks
As an example of modeling subassemblies of the forklift
truck typical model in the module Assembly, two
subassemblies are given:
• chassis structures (Fig.3)
• lifting system – frame, forks basis and forks (Fig.4).

Fig. 3. Chassis structure of the forklift truck typical model

Fig. 4. Lifting system – frame, forks basis and forks
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The above given subassemblies (Figs. 3 and 4) are modeled
based on the relations between the parts of the basic model.
Parameters of the model may be dimensions and relations
between the assembly parts. Besides these parameters, there
are other parameters used to define the relationship between
the family members and the basic model. Also, in the module
Assembly, it is possible to create design tables in the same
manner and with the same purpose as in the module Part.
As already emphasized, in the process of forklift truck family
development the modular approach to design is taken
advantage of. This implies that a great number of driving
mechanism components and steering devices, offered by
specialized producers, are adequately chosen and incorporated
in the models. Additionally, all those components can be
obtained nowadays as subassemblies in electronic form, which
significantly facilitates the design process.
Having formed the models of components and
subassemblies of the basic family model and having got the
models of ready-to-use components, the basic model of the
forklift truck VIL-D20 can be formed, which is done in the
module Assembly following the same procedure used for the
parametric modeling of the subassembly geometry. Fig. 5
depicts the assembly of the basic model VIL-D20, with lifting
capacity of 2000 kg.

structure is briefly given here (Fig. 3) for a specific load case.
The case is depicted in Fig. 6 /8/.

Fig. 6. The first case of loading the forklift truck VIL–D20
For this case the static analysis of the chassis structure
under loading is given in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5. Typical forklift truck model VIL-D20
Working with families has many advantages. The basic
advantage is the ease of handling the model as well as
promptness in creating technical documentation for the
whole family. Additionally, since it is dealt with 3D CAD
modeling, the modeling errors are minimized. During the
design process the designer has an overview over the
relations between the parts, which also minimizes the
possibility of error occurring.
The creation of technical documentation is automated in the
module Drawing, i.e. the third level of modeling in
SolidWorks. Based on the formed 3D CAD model, the
model projections are just a matter of choosing the
appropriate projection plains and scales. One also needs to
choose the model, for which the documentation is to be
created. Besides projections, there are also other features for
representing the smallest details of the model.
Designing a family implies also the strength calculation. The
procedure of determining the stress state of the chassis
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Fig. 7. Static analysis of the chassis structure under loading
The model used for the strength calculation resembles the
actual model and the stress state of the model is determined
by means of the finite element method (FEA). The procedure
requires discretization of the model using appropriate type of
finite element. This is done automatically in the software
package MSC NASTRAN 2004. In this manner, an FEA
discrete model of the structure is obtained, as depicted in Fig.
8. The model has 305221 elements with 93599 nodes and it
is described by 562194 equations.
Fig. 9 shows the FEA model of the front part of the structure.

Fig. 11. Von Mises stress of the front part of the structure

Fig. 8. FEA - model of the forklift truck chassis structure

Fig. 9. Front part of the structure – FEA model
The stress state of the chassis structure shows the von Mises
stresses and is depicted in Fig. 10, while Fig. 11 shows the
von Mises stresses for the front part of the structure.

In the first case, the structure is loaded by the maximal
lifting capacity with the forks in the low position (Fig. 6).
The following areas should be observed:
• front support,
• connection between the frame and the chassis structure,
• connection between the counterweight and the chassis
structure.
The maximal equivalent stress of 11.97 ≈ 12 kN/cm2 is in the
front area of the structure. This value does not exceed the
allowed value (24 kN/cm2 for the steel 0561). Larger stresses
can also be noticed in the area of connection between the
frame and the structure and between the counterweight and
the structure. In these areas, the stresses are less than one
third of the allowed stress. In the remaining part of the
structure stresses have small values.
Such a calculation can also be conducted for other cases, e.g.
for the forklift truck on a downhill with lifted forks carrying
maximal load of 2000 kg. The stability check of the forklift
truck is also a part of the calculations, i.e. the overturn safety
factor is determined.
The calculations also include simulations and analyses of the
forklift truck hydrostatic system. This is also done by means
of appropriate software packages and a computer, as
described in /9/.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 10. Von Mises stresses in the chassis structure of the
forklift truck

Based on the above given text, the following conclusions
can be drawn:
 forklift truck is the most frequently used machine of
internal transport, which is nowadays produced in series,
 the developed standard family of front-loading forklift
trucks VIL comprising 8 typical models is
characterized by a wide range of technical
characteristics related to lifting capacity ranging from
1.0 to 4.0 t,
 the proposed 3D CAD/FEA design, modeling,
calculation and examination procedure provides
development of modern, competitive and highly efficient
products
 the chosen scientific and software approach to product
development is justified and should be used for this
purpose.
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function of which analytical expression is unknown and
which cannot be determined by analytical means.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF
CONTROLLING TRANSPORT
CAPACITY VARIATION OF BELT
CONVEYORS
Florin POPESCU
Abstract: The permanent measurement of the mining
material volume controlled by continuous transporting
equipment machines implies knowing its transversal
section profile at a given moment and the instantaneous
velocity of the transporting belt conveyor. The
approximation of the material profile section is done by
measuring the level of the transporting material in
different points and afterwards by approximating the
corresponding curve through methods of numerical
interpolation. In this paper two approximation
(interpolation) methods are presented: Lagrange and the
spline functions method.
Key words: interpolation, Lagrange, spline

1. NUMERICAL METHODS OF
APPROXIMATING A PROFILE
In Figure 1, the profile (2) can be approximated by
interpolation, after having measured its height, compared
to the overflow head (1) of the belt conveyor with the
help of some ultrasound translators (T1 ... Tn) set up on
the frame (3); the instantaneous velocity is determined by
measuring the output tension of a tachogenerator (TG)
stimulated by the belt conveyor.
The sizes mentioned above constitute the input data
(tensions), which will be read by using a data acquisition
card on a numerical computer.
The calculus of the volume is done by integrating the
approximate profile of the transported mining mass by its
average density we can determine its mass debit.
To integrate the profile of the mining mass so as to
calculate the transversal area it is necessary to measure its
height compared to the overflow head in several points
and approximating the form through numerical methods
of interpolation.
The interpolation is a calculus method used for obtaining
a simple approximate function, using the known discrete
values (resulting from measurements, experiments) of the

Fig. 1. Measure principle
The function f can be tabular in calculus, which means
that the corresponding values of the argument x: f(x0),
f(x1), ..., f(xn) are known. Using these values a rather
simple function is built for calculus, which in the given
points x0, x1, ..., xn can take the same value as the given
function and in other different points of x0, x1,..., xn by
approximating with a certain degree of precision the
values of the function.
Frequently this function which approximates f is
presented like a polynomial, because on short distance
intervals of the x argument the function f(x) can be
approximated successfully by using curves, their
analytical representation being polynomials.
If the equation f(x) = 0 has a real root a in the (a, b)
interval, the successive approximations (approximate
values) of x are given by the formula:
x k +1 = x k −

f (x k )
, k = 0 ,1,2,...
f ' (x k )

(1)

The interpolation is important nevertheless in the cases in
which the analytical function is unknown. Moreover, it is
an important theoretical instrument being used in the case
of other numerical calculus methods as the numerical
derivation, the numerical integration and the numerical
integration of differential equations.

2. THE LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION
POLYNOMIAL
Let’s consider f: [a, b] → R and the distinctive knots x0,
x1,.., xn from the x0, x1,.., xn interval.
Supposing that we also know the values of the function yi
= f(xi), (i = 0,1,...,n) in these knots, we want to determine
a polynomial of grade n which can approximate the
function f.
For this we will represent the grade n polynomial
according to the y0, y1,...,y n ordinates, that is:
Ln (x ) = y 0 b0 (x ) + y1b1 (x ) + ... + y n bn (x )

(2)

where bo(x), b1(x),...,bn(x) represent grade n polynomials,
which will be determined by imposing the interpolation
conditions:
Ln (xi ) = y i , i = 0,1,..., n

(3)
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The Ln(x) polynomial from (2) can be written like this:
Ln (x ) =

n

∑y

k

k =0

(x − xo )...(x − xk −1 )...(x − xn )
(xk − xo )...(xk − xk −1 )...(xk − xn )

(4)

We can simplify this form of the Lagrange interpolation
polynomial by considering the function:
Q( x ) = ( x − x 0 )( x − x1 ) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ( x − x n )

(5)

Its derivative being for x = xk
Q' (x k ) = (x k - x 0 )...(x k - x k -1 )...(x k - x n )

(6)

The Lagrange polynomial can be also written under the
form:
Ln (x ) =

n

∑y
k =0

k

Q(x )
(x − xk )Q' (xk )

(7)

3. SPLINE FUNCTIONS
The interpolation issue can also be expressed on portions
for polynomial functions.
Let a = x1 < x2 < ... < xn = b be a division of the [a, b]
interval. A spline polynomial function of grade p with the
knots in the points xi i = 1, ..., n is an S function with the
following characteristics:
-on each interval [xi xi+1], i = 1, ... ,n - 1, S(x) is a
polynomial of grade p
-S(x) and its first p - 1 derivatives are continuous on [a,
b].
We will analyze the interpolation with the help of cubical
spline functions by determining the number of
parameters, which characterize a cubical spline function.
According to the n - 1 subintervals we have n - 1
fragments of polynomials of grade three each one
characterized by 4 parameters, so we have 4n - 4
parameters to determine in all.
The fact that the S function and its S’ and S" derivatives
must be continuous in the interior xi knots (i = 2, ..., n - 1)
gives us 3(n - 2) conditions. Then S(xi) = yi for each
knot gives us again n conditions, so in all 4n - 6
conditions. As a result, we still need two more
supplementary conditions to determine in a single way the
spline cubical function. These can be specified in several
ways. For instance we can claim that:
S" ( x1 ) = S" ( x n ) = 0

(8)

Constructing a spline cubical function represents a simple,
stable numerical procedure. Let’s consider the subinterval
(xi, xi+1) and let:
hi = xi +1 − xi

(9)

x − xi
hi

(10)

ω' = 1 − ω

(11)

ω=

If x covers this subinterval then ω varies from 0 to 1 and
ω from 1 to 0. It is not difficult to notice that on the
considered subinterval we could have represented S(x)
like this:
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((

)

(

S (x ) = ωyi +1 + ω yi + hi2 ω 3 − ω σ i +1 + ω 3 − ω

))

(12)

where σi şi σi+1 are constants that are still undetermined.
The first two terms correspond to a customary linear
interpolation and the last term represents a cubical
correction which will allow us to insure the smoothness of
S(x). Let’s notice that this term is null on both extremities
of the subinterval so:
For the spline polynomial function which verifies the
conditions of limit, the σi coefficients verify the next n
linear equation system with n unknown factors.
The matrix of the system is tridiagonal, symmetrical, nonsingular, and dominantly diagonal. To find the unique
solution of the system we can use the Gauss method
without pivotation. The Gauss elimination reduces the
system at the form:
⎡α 1 h1 0 ⎤
⎡σ ⎤ ⎡ β ⎤
⎢0 α
h2 ⎥⎥ ⎢ 1 ⎥ ⎢ 1 ⎥
2
⎢
σ
β
⎢.................... ⎥ ⎢ 2 ⎥ = ⎢ 2 ⎥
⎢
⎥⎢ M ⎥ ⎢ M ⎥
0 α n ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥ ⎣σ n ⎦ ⎣ β n ⎦
⎣
⎦

(13)

where the diagonal elements are calculated in the
following way:

α1 = −h1
α i = 2(hi −1 + hi ) −

hi2−1

α i −1

, i = 2 ,3,...,n − 1

(14)

......................................

α n = − hn−1 −

hn2−1

α n−1

and the free β terms:

β1 = h12 ∆ 1(3)
β i = (∆ i − ∆ i −1 ) −

hi −1β i −1

α i −1

, i = 2,3,...,n − 1

............................................

β n = − hn2−1∆ (n3−)3 − hn−1

(15)

β n−1
α n−1

As a result, the αi coefficients are calculated by regressive
substitution:

σn =

β n β i − hiσ i +1
=
, i = n − 1,n − 2,...,1
αn
α1

(16)

In some applications it is advisable to keep αi and to use
them directly for the calculus of the spline function. But if
we need to calculate several times the spline function then
the terms must be put in order. For several reasons it is
advisable to calculate and to keep the coefficients bi, ci
and di for representing the cubical spline function:
S ( x ) = yi + bi ( x − xi ) + ci ( x − xi )2 + d i ( x − xi )3

(17)

on each subinterval [xi, xi+1], i = 1, 2, ..., n – 1. These
coefficients are represented according to the formulae:

y i +1 − y i
− hi (σ i +1 + 2σ i ),
hi

σi =

(18)

c i = 3σ i ,
di =

σ i +1 − σ i
hi

, i = 1,2 ,..., n − 1

4. A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF NUMERICAL
INTERPOLATION METHODS
To compare the two interpolation methods presented
above (polynomial interpolation through Lagrange
interpolation polynomial and interpolation through spline
cubical functions) we have used the C programming
language.
For evaluation we have taken into account two calculus
variants. The first synthetizes a transversal section
corresponding to an uniform arranging of the material on
the belt conveyor in the overflow point area. The
considered measured values (in relative units) are shown
in table 1

The second calculus variant synthetizes a transversal
section corresponding to an unregular arranging of the
material on the belt conveyor in the overflow point. As in
the proceeding case we will show in table 2 the relative
values of x and y.
Table 2. The relative values of x and y (second variant)
x

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

y

0

1

2,5

1

1,5

1

0

Now through linear interpolation the measured profile is
the one from figure 5:

Table 1. The relative values of x and y (first variant)
X

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Fig. 5. The profile of linear interpolation (second variant)

Y

0

1

1,5

2

1,5

1

0

The Lagrange interpolation polynomial leads to a profile
like the one in figure 6:

Through linear interpolation the measured profile is the
one from figure 2:

Fig. 2. The profile of the linear interpolation (first
variant)
The Lagrange interpolation polynomial leads to the
profile shown in figure 3:

Fig. 6. The Lagrange interpolation profile (2nd variant)
Using spline functions the profile in figure 7 resulted:

Fig. 3. The Lagrange interpolation profile (first variant)
Using the spline functions, the profile from figure 4
resulted:

Fig. 7. The Spline interpolation profile (2nd variant)

5. CONCLUSION

Fig. 4. The Spline interpolation profile ( first variant)

By analyzing the two variants taken into account we can
conclude that the best approximation of a profile is done
by using the spline functions. The interpolation through
Lagrange polynomial has an oscillatory character and the
form of the resulting curve using this procedure especially
in the case of the second variant is far from physical
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reality, if we take into account that this approximation
would model the profile of the transversal section of the
transported material in the overflow point of a belt
conveyor. We can also notice that on some intervals the
Lagrange polynomial has negative values, which
mathematically speaking do not raise any problems
regarding the calculus of the area, but practically speaking
they do not correspond to reality.
The best approximation can be obtained by using spline
functions. Mathematically speaking this approximation is
efficient because it determines a cubical polynomial
function for each pair of points. At the same time a great
number of measurement points do not determine
approximations that can surpass the physical context.
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manufacturer for belt-conveyors designed the "BELTMAN
HC-1 Habasit calculator", Figure 1.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT FOR
CALCULATING AND SIMULATION OF
BELT-CONVEYORS
Dragan ŽIVANIĆ
Jovan VLADIĆ
Radomir ĐOKIĆ

Abstract: The development of computer technology along
with the calculation of belt-conveyors has been
increasingly assisted by computer usage. Thus, the
calculation time has been decreased and different
variation analysis became possible by varying the input
parameter. Although there is a variety of computer
software for calculating belt-conveyors worldwide, each
of them has been created under certain conditions and
constraints and is in possession of renowned beltconveyor manufacturer. This justifies developing one’s
own software, since the achieved results contribute
determining desired parameters necessary for designing,
with a possibility of simultaneous updating databases of
certain size. The paper considers the history of
developing calculation procedure for belt-conveyors,
beginning with calculators that were used to perform
certain procedures, up to the development of computer
software in contemporary object oriented computer
languages.
Key words: calculation, belt conveyor, software

1. CALCULATING WITH CALCULATORS
By all means, the appearance of first calculators had
decreased the time that was necessary to complete the
calculations, but during the data entry the user had to pay
attention not only to numerical values, but to the entry
and sequence of mathematical operators (+, −, (, ), /…) as
well. However, in some situations it was difficult to detect
and identify any error, so it was easy to gain wrong
impression of obtaining correct results. When it was
necessary to alter only a single parameter, it was also
necessary to repeat the whole procedure.
In order to accelerate the calculation procedure and
decrease the possibility of incorrect data entry,
HABASIT, the well established strap- and belt

Fig. 1. The BELTMAN HC-1 calculator
Apart from the standard functions, this calculator had 5
predefined calculation procedures stored in its memory. 4
out of 5 procedures were intended for different shapes of
strap conveyors and the remaining one for belt conveyors.
Each of these calculation procedures was intended
exclusively for belts and straps made by the
aforementioned manufacturer, so after choosing the
procedure the user also had to set the type of the element.
Thus, the properties of the strap, i.e. the belt, were
defined. The next step was entering certain dimensions
according to the predefined sequence which was
described in accompanying literature. Finally, the values
of output parameters were obtained, such as the maximum
force inside the belt, the necessary tensile force and
power, which completed the whole calculation.
Thus, the calculation procedure was considerably
accelerated and the fact that user needed to insert only
few values without direct calculation, had decreased the
possibility of incorrect data entry. On the other hand, a
huge constraint and drawback was the fact that the
procedures were exclusively intended for belts and straps
of a certain manufacturer and that it was impossible to
monitor the calculation procedure itself so the user had no
actual overview of effects and parameters considered by
the computer.

2. CALCULATING WITH A SOFTWARE
PACKAGE OF GENERAL PURPOSE
Certain mathematical procedures and calculations are
easy to solve by using some of the software of general
purpose. Thus, the Microsoft Excel application software
as part of the Microsoft Office package had overgrown its
original designation long ago. This software was
primarily intended for spreadsheet calculations but it is
capable to fulfill many more user requests as well, starting
with the simplest assistance such as the automated
spreadsheet calculation, plotting on basis of spreadsheet
data, up to a complex statistical analysis system and
forecasting methodology etc.
The belt-conveyor calculating program was designed by
using the Microsoft Excel. Methodology of routing the
contour has enabled the calculation. The data are inserted
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into the first worksheet where the results are displayed as
well. The tables are on the second worksheet where the
individual coefficients and parameters of belt-conveyors
are chosen. Figure 2 shows a program segment.

Fig. 2. Input program segments for calculating the beltconveyors in Microsoft Excel
After inserting basic dimensions, the belt width is chosen
and the belt-conveyor routing is defined. In order to
choose some of the dimensions a certain dimension from
the proposed list (belt shape on the Figure …) should be
assigned and thus, its value could be chosen from the
corresponding table using the following procedure:
INDEX (Tabele!$F$3:$/$9, MATCH (C24, Tabele!
$F$3:$F$9), MATCH (A25, Tabele!$F$3:$/$3))
After calculating forces inside the belt, the checkup and
calculation of the driving mechanism has been performed
and, if necessary, shifting from single- to double-drum
drive or additional tightening of the belt, Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Part of the driving mechanism checkup and
calculation program
Finally, the number of carrying layers of the belts is
checked as well as the radius of concave curves, and the
necessary tightening weight and the brake momentum are
calculated. Thus, all the relevant parameters of the beltconveyor are calculated.
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3. CALCULATING WITH OBJECT
ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGES
In order to calculate the belt-conveyor, a program was
designed using the MS Visual Basic 6.0 software
package. Microsoft’s Visual Basic product has been
defined as a programming system, which has made it easy
to write Windows based computer programs. It includes
Visual Basic language as well as number of tools that help
you write these programs. It is the most widely used and
the number one front-end development tool for Windows
application today. Visual Basic is different from
conventional programming languages. The core is a set of
independent codes that are activated by and respond to
specific events. Features that increase usability include
the use of modular programming techniques, multiple
windowing facility, easy to use statements and powerful
built-in functions. Visual Basic is well supported by third
party products.
The program has been comprised of several modules that
were made independently during the program
development. This means that the input values were
inserted manually for each module, and then the output
values were analyzed. Afterwards modules were matched
as the output values of one module represented the input
parameters of the other. Therefore, the basic program
algorithm is linear (serial), and so it is impossible to
execute a module without execution of the previous one.
Such programming approach is acceptable for users since
the large number of initial parameters, needed for
calculation, were not inserted on the very beginning, but
during the calculation procedure itself. The program is
held up on a certain point requiring the user to insert some
of the initial parameters. Previous experience suggests
that programs that require entry of large number of initial
data in the very beginning may confuse the user, when he
is not certain or able to identify which program segment
needs a certain parameter. Besides, during the program
execution it is possible to follow the obtained output
values and by simple alteration of some of its input
parameters to correct the results. In this way the user
precisely knows which parameter affects certain
dimension and how.
In the main window there are four command buttons that
stand for issuing commands to open some of the
windows, data entry and calculation. When the data entry
is completed in one window, the access inside the main
window is enabled to the next command. This solution
has been chosen due to the fact that during the program
development some of the windows are made as
independent modules, while some of the input parameters
are output values and parameters that were defined or
calculated within the previous module. To avoid incorrect
data entry sequence that would cause program failure the
user is in this way led through the data entry procedure.
At the beginning of calculation, the transported material
should be chosen from the offered list or a new material
of certain characteristics could be defined. Afterwards,
the window for route definition is activated.
At shorter conveyors it is common to define the route
through the position of loading and unloading spots. This
program allows application for very long conveyors as

well, that may have very complex route between the
loading and unloading spots.
The contour of the route analysis displays the inflection
points, terrain profile (defined by the inflection points)
and the offered route, all this in proper colors and line
types, Figure 4. It is possible to increase and decrease the
image size within some reasonable boundaries, and by
moving the cursor over the image, an informative pop-up
text box displays the current coordinates. Thus, it is
possible to see its coordinates by bringing the cursor over
a point.

position, Figure 6. The data should be saved as it was the
case in the previous windows, and if the user forgets, he
will be reminded to do so.

Fig. 6. The load, unload and drive defining window

Fig. 4. Route of the belt-conveyor
After the route has been defined, it is necessary to insert
parameters in order to define the belt. Insertion of
parameters is divided into sections (frames) representing
logical integers. Figure 5 shows the windows where those
parameters have been defined. The parameters are
essential to define the conveyors belts.

Afterwards, the preliminary conveyor calculation has
been performed, Figure 7. The preliminary calculation has
been performed according to all the inserted initial data,
and data taken from the database by the program. All the
defined checkups have been performed on this basis. The
program checks the security levels of the single- and
double-drum drive respectively for cases of the same and
different forces, but the same security levels. If none of
the requirements are met, the program elaborates the case
of the double-drum drive (the same security level against
sliding) and if necessary, calculates the value of
additional tightening force that will lead to the fulfillment
of that requirement. This additional tightening force is
added to calculated forces on each point of the conveyor
and their values are displayed in a table.
Besides characteristic points, the scheme of the conveyor
provides the position of loading, unloading and
tightening, as well.

Fig. 5. The belt defining window
At the end of entry it is necessary to save the data by
clicking the "Accept" command. If the user has forgotten,
he will be reminded on his way out of the window and
asked whether he wants to save the data or not. It is
possible to open this window later on and correct the data
as well. Every ulterior change made inside the window is
registered by the program and affects the calculation.
Thus, by varying the different initial parameters, the user
is in the position to affect the calculations outcome, to
analyze it and obtain optimal results.
Afterwards, the position and type of loading and
unloading equipment is defined, as well as the drivers'

Fig. 7. The route calculating window
Under the table showing the values of forces, there are
data necessary for checking up some parameters, such as
the maximum force of the belt, required number of the
belts carrying layers and the required radius of the
concave curve on the working and return side.
This part of calculation could be programmed in a way
that it automatically executes everything in the
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background. In that case, the user would lack the
information how the program altered the inserted initial
parameters and wouldn't be able to discern the effects of
alteration of some of the input parameters on the output
values. As the program is not a professional one and is
intended primarily for educating student, the user would
be short of some very useful information. Thus, the user is
able to design a whole range of belts and apply them to
such a conveyor by changing the number of carrying
layers and their tensile strengths. Later on this would help
him to choose a belt from catalogues provided by the
manufacturers.
Afterwards, the detailed calculation is carried out. It
represents the elaboration of preliminary calculations and
is based on obtained data, and above all, on data about the
initial tension (the value of force inside the belt on the
point of descending from the driving drum). It is carried
out using the same principle of contour routing. However,
as there are more factors to be considered (the belt and
material resistance to deformation, resistance to cylinder
impression into the belt, resistance to cylinder rotation)
and as the patterns are considerably complex compared to
the previous calculation, it is impossible to carry it out
without a preliminary calculation
After completing calculation, it is also possible to print all
the data relevant to the analyzed conveyor using the
command "Report" from the "Calculation" window menu.
It is possible to print the report, i.e. the scheme of the belt
conveyors route separately from the text, since the user is
able to alter a large number of parameters and he has
different results for the same conveyor routing, i.e.
written reports.

4. CONCLUSION
Calculators enable performing simple procedures and
calculations. Designing computer programs in software of
general purpose along with the means of modern, object
oriented languages enables the user to successfully insert
parameters and follow the results. Thus, changing data
manually allows the user to gain full control over the
input data, as well as return information of how the
change affected the output results. Furthermore, it enables
quick and efficient processing of large number of possible
variances of belt conveyors while searching the optimal
one.
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1. INTRODUCTION

DESIGN OF A FEED SYSTEM
FOR KS-3M SHEARER ADAPTED FOR
295-842 RYBNIK CONVEYER
Vilhelm ITU
Iosif DUMITRESCU
Dumitru JULA
Marin Silviu NAN
Abstract: The paper presents technical solutions to
correlate the function of KS-3M shearer with Rybnik
295/842 conveyer in order to observe Occupational
Health and Safety requirements.
These machines, alongside of CMA-5H powered support
make up a powered face complex used to extract coal in
panel 4/seam 3/block VI.

KS-3M shearer alongside of Rybnik 295/842 conveyer,
together with CMA-5H powered support make up a
powered face complex used to extract coal in panel
4/seam3/block VI in Paroseni Mine.
The shearer’s and conveyer’s technical characteristics, as
designed by the producers were not correlated,
considering that they are of different make and come from
different countries. Nevertheless, the two machines show
some compatibility.
The main lack of correlation between the two lies in the
fact that the conveyer is equipped with a for the guidance
part, requiring a feed mechanism on the shearer with
vertical driving gear (rack feed system), while the shearer
is equipped with a calibrated chain feed mechanism,
where the driving gear is horizontally mounted.
Moreover, at the driving and return ends of the conveyer
the traction chain can not be fixed.
Therefore, the principal technical characteristics of the
feed system had to be modified. The paper presents the
technical solution of adapting the KS-3M shearer feed
system to the 295/842 Rybnik conveyer.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SHEARER
AND CONVEYER
2.1. Principal technical characteristics of KS-3M
shearer
Table 1 shows the technical characteristics of the KS-3M
shearer in the CMA-5H powered support complex.

Key words: shearer, conveyer, correlation
Table 1. Technical characteristics of ks-3m shearer
No
1
2
3
4

5

6

Characteristic
Cutting height
Work layout
direction
Incline
ascending/descending
Specific coal cutting resistance
type
number
width
Diameter with bits
Cutting part
Rotation
Cutting
speed
Bit types
Bits fastening type
Type
Feed speed
Feed force
Maximum
feed force
Feed mechanism
Traction part
Work inclination

Location of driving stars
Hydraulic pump type
Hydraulic motor type
Weight

Unit
m
degree

Value
1,8…3,3
shuttle
Up to la 25

degree

Up to 8

daN/cm
piece
m
m
rot/min

Up to 300
Auger drum
2
0,63
1,8
29

m/s

2,45

m/min
kN

CMR-4
No bolts
G405
0…4,0
240

kN

380

mm
kg

Calibrated chain Ø26×92
D-2
horizontal
1 NP 120
DP 510
2380
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Table 1. Technical characteristics of KS-3M shearer (cont)
No

7

8
9

Characteristics

Electrical motor

Feed control
Cutting parts position control

10

Hydraulic control system

11

Size

12

Type
Number
One hour power
Duration power
Rotation
Voltage
Pump type
Work pressure
Flow
Length
Width
Height (from the floor)
Clearance

Weight

Unit

Value

piece
kW
kW
rot/min
V
MPa
l/min
m
m
m
m
t

1EDKO-5K
2
145
105
1470
660
automatic or manual
manual
KS3MS 5008.000
max. 12
9,6
7,550…7,650
0,950
1,510…1,720
0,392
23,6…24,2

2.2. Principal technical characteristics of Rybnik 295/842 scraper conveyer
The principal technical characteristics of Rybnik 295/842 conveyer are shown in table 2.
Table 2. Technical characteristics of Rybnik 295/842 scraper conveyer
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Characteristics
Maximum transportation capacity
Average transportation capacity
Total installed power
Maximum conveyer length
Traction part
Number of chains
Distance between scrapes
Transportation speed
Type of driving reducers
Transmission ratio
Maximum longitudinal transportation angle
Maximum transversal face angle
Height
Width
Line chute
Length
Thickness of wear sheet
Joint resistance between chutes

3. ADAPTING KS-3M SHEARER FEED
SYSTEM TO RYBNIK 295/842 CONVEYER
3.1. Justification of the general solution adopted
The technical characteristics presented for the two
machines refer to classical solutions originally devised by
the producers, which were not correlated, considering that
they are from different countries.
Nevertheless, the two machines are compatible, at least
from the following points of view:
 the shearer’s cutting capacity can be supported by the
scraper conveyer;
 dimension wise, the shearer can be mounted on the
conveyer, by suitable modifications, with no essential
changes that might lead to diminishing their resistance
characteristics;
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Unit

Value

t/h
t/h
kW
m
mm
piece
mm
m/s
degree
degree
mm
mm
mm
mm
kN/joint

1300
1100
935
300
Calibrated chain Ø30×108
2
1080
1,3
K15, W15 –FMR Ryfama
i=33
±35
±15
295
842
1500
40
3000

 the conveyer’s robust structure resists to
approximately 24 tons weight of the shearer;
 the design of the scraper shearer allows coal loading in
good conditions by the auger drums.
The main lack of correlation between the two machines
lies in the fact that the conveyer is equipped with a rack
for the guidance part, which requires a vertical driving
gear feed system on the shearer (rack feed system), while
the shearer is equipped with calibrated chain feed
mechanism where the driving gear are horizontally
mounted.
Moreover, the driving and return ends of the conveyer are
not equipped with fastening devices of the traction chain.
Table 3 shows the main technical characteristics of the
modified feed system, and Fig. 1 shows the technical
solution of adaptation of the Rybnik 295/842 shearer.

Table 3. Technical characteristics of the modified feed system
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Characteristics
Feed force
Emergency feed force
Feed speed
Traction part
Towards the face
Movement system
Towards the support
Distance between captive guides
Distance between the three sliding skids
Distance between transversal support points
Clearance

Unit
kN
kN
m/min
mm
mm
mm
mm

Value
240
380
0…4
Calibrated chain φ26×92-D2
fixed, with sliding skid
Captive roller guide
3685
900, 2545
1020
715

Fig.1. KS-3M feed system for Rybnik 295/842 conveyer
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The analysis of Table 3 shows that the feed mechanism
characteristics were kept, that is the feed force and speed,
the size of the traction part in the form of a calibrated
chain. Only the movement systems were modified, that is
the guidance of the shearer on the conveyer, the technical
solutions adopted leading to a higher clearance value,
which is beneficial, since it ensures a larger transversal
surface for the coal flow.
Adaptation of the shearer feed system to the scraper
conveyer, according to Fig. 1 lies in [6]:
- design of captive guides, position 1 and 3. Guides are
mounted on the shearer’s reduction, that is the feed
mechanism, towards the powered support (mined out
space). This involves substitution of existing sliding
captive guides on the shearer, which, for some of the
solutions applied, required guidance tubes on the
conveyer, and led to extremely high friction forces. These
had to be overcome by the force developed by the feed
mechanism.
The recently adopted solution does not require
modification of the rack on the conveyer, therefore the

solution of the producer is not modified, it being the path
for the roller of the guidance;
- replacement of hydraulic cylinders (jacks) of the
guidance skids from the face side with fixed elements,
position 2, mounted on the reducer and position 4,
mounted on the feed mechanism. The presence of lifting
and lowering hydraulic cylinders of the shearer is not
justified, considering the work technology with the
shearer. Moreover, the use of fixed elements removes the
associated hydraulic circuit, the general hydraulic layout
on the shearer is simplified, and the possibility of defaults
is eliminated;
- design of traction chain fastening elements, at the two
ends of the conveyer, position 5 at the end of the return
end and position 6 at the driving end. This is necessary,
since the conveyer, designed for a rack feed system, has
no such elements.
Chain anchoring solution, used when the shearer works in
tandem with TR-7A scraper conveyer is kept, adding a
fastening plate in addition to stations. The chain linking
solution used for TR-7A conveyer is verified in practice.

Fig. 2. Overall solution for roller guide mounted on the reducer

3.2. Solutions adopted for roller guides
The overall design solution mounted on the shearer
reducer towards the mined out space is given in Fig. 2.
The main components of the guide are the roller support,
the roller bolt, the guide, the roller with its associated
elements for mounting and sealing the rolling bearing.
The entire structure of the guide is mounted on the body
of the principal reducer of the shearer by the roller,
position 1, and fifteen M24x1000 screws and of Grower
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disks, positions 14 and 15. The roller support is a welded
structure allowing its fastening to the reducer by one
hundred M24 screws vertically mounted from the
downside of the shearer and five screws horizontally
mounted from the lateral side of the reducer. The use of
15 screws for fastening the guide is explained by the fact
that it is mounted in the area where the larger weight of
the principal reducer is concentrated and of the drving
reducers of the drums [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [7].

The guide components are assembled with a Ø95 bolt,
position 2, ensured by the disk, position 11, an M45x3
nut, position 12, and a blocking wire of the nut, position
13. Due to the mounting conditions of the bearing,

position 6, and spacer collar, the outside of the bolt is in
k7 field of tolerance. The bolt rests on a the guide roller
by a F8/k7 adjustment, position 3, providing in the same
time a captive guide, guiding the shearer on the conveyer.

Fig.3. Overall solution for the roller guide mounted on the feed mechanism
The roller, position 4, representing the essential element
in the structure of the guide, is equipped in the inside, by
its cover, position 5, with a spacer, position 7, M12x30
screws and associated Grower disks, positions 9 and 10,
oscillating ball series 22319, position 6, and sleeve
B110140, providing the lubricating room of the ball.
The overall design solution of the roller guide mounted on
the feed mechanism of the shearer, towards the mined out
space is shown in Fig. 3.
The construction solution of the guide is identical to that
of the roller guide mounted on the reducer, with two
differences.
The first is connected to its fastening to the feed
mechanism which has an other configuration and requires
an other support type for the roller, position 1.
The support is fastened to the feed mechanism with ten
M24 x 100 screws.
The second difference relates to the equipping of the
guide with a click, position 16, mounted by a bolt,
position 15, to the body of the guide, with safety role in
the movement of the shearer.

3.3. Design solutions for skids at the face side
Skid components at the face side, mounted to the shearer
reducer, are presented in Fig. 4.
Modification of this movement system lied in replacing
the two hydraulic cylinders (jacks) with two fixed linking
plates, position 1, two types of spacers, positions 2 and 3,
to make the structure rigid.
The other components of the system were kept, that is the
reducer support, skids, Ø50 and Ø70 diameter bolts, for
which blocking wires were provided, positions 4 and 5.

Fig. 5 gives the overall solution for the skid mounted to
the feed mechanism.
The solution of principle is identical, only that there is
one linking plate, the other components being kept in this
case as well [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [7].

3.4. Connection of feed mechanism chain to the
conveyer
Fig. 6 shows the overall solution for the modifications
made at the connection between the feed mechanism
chain and the metal structure of the return station of the
conveyer [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [7].
The connection solution for the connection of the chain to
TR-7A conveyer, verified in practice, is kept, but the
linking plate was provided, position 1, mounted through
two M36x200 screws, nuts and Grower disks, positions 2,
3 and 4, on the metal structure of the return station.
The element supporting the chain and ensuring change of
direction is coupled with the linking plate through Ø74
bolt, position 5, provided by a blocking wire, position 6.
The overall solution of modifications made at the
connection between the feed mechanism chain and the
metal structure of the conveyer driving station is given in
Fig. 7 [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [7].
In principle, the adopted solution meets the requirements
for the connection for the return station of the conveyer,
but the configuration of the linking plate devised in
accordance with the form and size of the end chute of the
scraper conveyer driving end, differs.
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Fig. 4. Modifications in the skid structure at the face mounted on the reducer

Fig. 5. Modifications in the structure of the skid at the front mounted on the feed mechanism
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Fig. 6. Design solution to link feed mechanism chain to conveyer driving station

Fig. 7. Design solution to link feed mechanism chain to conveyer return station
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions resulted from the solutions
developed to modify KS-3M shearer feed mechanism
adapted to Rybnik 295/842 conveyer, used in Paroseni
Mine face, panel 4, seam 3, block VI, slice 1, meeting
occupational health and safety requirements.
 adapting the KS-3M shearer feed system to 295/842
Rybnik conveyer lies in: modification of skid captive
sliding guides at the mined out space side;
replacement of skid hydraulic jacks at the face side
with fixed elements; developing a linking modality of
the feed mechanism to conveyer driving stations;
 the feed system applied did not modify the
technological operating and deployment parameters of
KŞ-3M shearer and Rybnik 295/842 conveyer;
 the technical solutions meet health and safety
requirements;
 replacement of sliding captive guides at the mined out
space, applied for TR-7A conveyer with roller captive
guides reduced friction in the guides and improved the
power coefficient of the shearer used to cut coal;
 replacement of skid hydraulic jacks at the face side
with fixed elements resulted in lower adjustment
possibilities of the shearer position as to the conveyer,
but it increased in the same time the reliability of the
sliding skid movement system;
 the use of three sliding skids instead of two, as in the
former feed system, contact pressure value between
the skid and the , and the wear and shearer traction
force, respectively, reduced;
 tension value in the component elements of the roller
guide assembly of the KS-3M shearer feed system
adapted to Rybnik 295/842 conveyer are no higher
than tear resistance values.
The following design improvement are suggested,
analyzing the technical solution found:
 roller without guide bed to remove double guidance
on the rack (both by rollers and by captive guide);
 to improve mounting conditions for the roller in
guidance and support, instead of the two spacer
collars, a roller wide sleeve should be used where a
radial-axial ball should be mounted, with 23222
(φ110 x φ 200 x 70) barrel rollers, of higher dynamic
capacity than the present ones;
 a centering bed should be implemented on the guide
sleeve and a seating on the vertical plate to improve
the positioning of the two elements and the way of
force transmission from the roller guide to the support
fixed to the shearer;
 welding some teeth to the periphery of the feed guide
roller to clean the rack.
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1.1. Proposal of size computation and number of
suckers
For assurance of safe manipulation with an element a
fundamental prerequisite has to be satisfied:

z.FS ≥ F .kb .k p

(1)

where z is a number of suckers,
FS - gripping force of sucker,

F - gravitation force,
kb - coefficient of safety ( kb = 2 ÷ 3 ) [3],
k p - coefficient of robotics system operation (common –
THE CHOICE OF AN ADEQUATE
EFFECTOR DESIGN

k p = 1, hard – k p = 1.15, heavy – k p = 1.30) [1].

Marián TOLNAY
Ľuboš MAGDOLEN
Abstract: The paper published in the anthology describes
an automated selection and optimized layout of vacuum
elements in manipulation effectors of industrial robots
and manipulators. Computer aided selection provides the
user with a complete proposal of the necessary number,
size and layout of pneumatic suction cups for
manipulation with flat parts of circular or rectangular
shapes. The computation of the required size and number
of suction cups is conditioned by safe manipulation with
the object and layout optimation from the point of
providing an allowable deflection of the component, the
value of which is determined by the user. The paper
presents the basic structure of end effectors and a brief
comment on current situation in the area of gripper
selection and design. In conclusion there are described
possibilities of further completion of the computer aided
system for vacuum gripper design.
Key words: effectors, gripper, suction gripper, suction
cups, object handling

Fig. 1. Basic scheme of a vacuum sucker.
The gravity force can be obtained by using the known
contour dimensions and material type of the manipulated
object from the relation

F = m.g = ρ .

π .D 2
4

.h.g

(2)

where m is weight of gripped object,
g - gravity acceleration (g = 9,8066 m/s2),
ρ - mass density of steel (ρ = 7850 kg/m3),

h - object thickness,
D - object diameter.

1. PROPOSAL OF A SELECTION
METHODICS AND ARRANGEMENT OF
VACUUM ELEMENTS INTO GRASP
SYSTEMS

The amount of gripping force of the sucker to grip and
hold on the object can be obtained from the relation:

The proposed solutions and computations were created
for objects determined for manipulation with vacuum
jaws with the following assumptions:
The manipulated object is:
 flat, plane, in the form of a circle with a dimension
from 20 to 2000 millimeters.
 its material is a steel sheet from 0.2 to 7 millimeters
thick.
The choice of a necessary size (diameter) and number of
suckers is conditioned by safety of manipulation with the
object and the optimization of the arrangement is
depending on assuring the allowed deflection of the
manipulated object, the value of which is entered into the
program by the user[1,2].

where pu is vacuum pressure in the sucker chamber,

FS = pu .Se = pu

π ( D p .ke )

2

4

(3)

Se - effective contact surface of sucker,
D p - sucker diameter,
ke - coefficient of sucker deformation, which reduces the
sucker diameter to an effective diameter of sucker.
( ke = 0,8 ).
The value of vacuum pu in computation is determined
from the standard atmospheric pressure 0.1013 MPa.
After substitution of the equations (2) and (3) into the
fundamental condition (1) we obtain a relationship for
calculation of the necessary diameter of suckers:
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Dp =

4.F .kb .k p 1
z. pu .π ke

FS

(4)

FS

vacuum effectors

If the calculated diameter of the sucker D p satisfies the

Ru

condition, D p ≤ D pk ; ( D pk max = 125mm ) and simultaneously
the whole area of the sucker is placed on a

R

manipulated object in a distance from the edge,
i.e. D p .1, 2 ≤ D , the number of suckers is z = 1 .

For the transverse force from the interval

1.2. Proposal of the method for sucker layout
The manipulated object of a circular shape can be for
deflection calculations considered as a circular plate since
its thickness, compared to the diameter, is very small

2D
(h ≤
) [4]. The differential equation of the
5
inclination course of the deflection line for circular plates
has the form :

d ⎡1 d
12t
( rϕ ) ⎤⎥ = 3
⎢
dr ⎣ r dr
⎦ bh

Fig. 3. Multiple sucker grip

valid (Fig. 4a):
and in Ru

< r < R is the value of the transverse force

R 2 p rp
(Fig. 4b): t2 =
−
2r
2
p
t1

t1

p = h.ρ .g

a
t2

r

b
Fig. 4. Presentation of the load of the manipulated object

and for the deflection
(7)

For a solution of the case of gripping the object by a
single sucker, the manipulated object can be simplified to
a circular plate fixed in the central diameter, i.e. the
diameter of the sucker D p .
FS

vacuum effector

t2
Ru

(6)

Y = − ∫ ϕ .dr + konst.

r
p

For the load by own gravitation the relation holds

By introducing the boundary conditions
r=0
φ1 = 0
r = Ru
φ1 = φ2
r = Ru
σ1 = σ2
r=R
σ1 = 0
r = Ru
y1 = y2 = 0
and solving the related equations we get the deflection
equation on the perimeter [4]:

YY =

Dp

239 R 4 .ρ .g 141 R 2 .Ru2 .ρ .g 43 Ru4 .ρ .g
+
−
+
208 B.h 2
104 B.h 2
208 B.h 2
R 2 .R 2 .ρ .g Ru
(9)
+3 u
ln
B.h 2
R

and the deflection in the plate center:

D

YS =

Fig. 2. Single sucker grip
For deflection of such a plate the following relation is
valid [4]:
2

2

⎛ ⎛ 2D ⎞ ⎞
⎛ 2D ⎞
⎛ 2D ⎞
0,94
-0,53 + 1,53 ⎜
- 3, 21.ln ⎜
- 3,55 ⎜ ln ⎜
⎟ 2
⎜ D ⎟⎟ ⎛
⎜ D ⎟⎟
⎜ ⎜ D p ⎟⎟ ⎟
⎞
p
p
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠
⎠⎠
2D
⎝ ⎝
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
⎝ Dp ⎠
2

⎛ 2D ⎞
1,3 ⎜
+ 0, 7
⎜ D ⎟⎟
⎝ p⎠

The case of multiple sucker gripping of the object is
designed on a pitch circle with the radius Ru .
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rp
2

(5)

where r is the radius for calculation of inclination,
ϕ - inclination in the place r ,
t - transverse force,
h - material thickness,
b - material constant.

Y=

t1 =

0 < r < Ru is

143 Ru4 .ρ .g R 2 .Ru2 .ρ .g ⎛ 57 3 R ⎞
+
− ln ⎟ (10)
⎜
208 B.h 2
B.h 2 ⎝ 104 2 Ru ⎠

The total deflection of the circular plate can be then
expressed as a sum of these deflections:

Y = YY + YS
(8)

(11)

The way of laying out suckers:
The assumption is to lay out the suckers on pitch circle
with diameter Du (grasp diameter). The minimal grasp
diameter Du min , on which are the suckers laid out, must

be such that all designed suckers are laid out on the
circle Du min . The following relation must be true:

π .Du min = z.Dp (1 + 0,9 )

(12)

From the relationship (12) it results the minimal grasp
diameter:

Du min =

z.D p .1,9

(13)

π

Moreover, another condition concerning the distance from
the object edge must be satisfied:
( Du min + D p ).1, 2 ≤ D
(14)






Output Formular.cs
Output Forumular.Designer.cs
Output Picture/Image.cs
Output Picture.Designer.cs

3. CONCLUSION
The presented procedure/method of the proposal
simplifies the designer’s work in designing vacuum jaws
and makes it more effective. It also helps the user to
choose the right size and a proper number of suckers for
manipulation with steel sheets of a circular shape and then
select
their
optimal
layout
in
the
sucker
construction/assembly.
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Fig. 6. Layout of suckers on the diameter Du
The plate deflection is then calculated according to the
theory presented in the previous chapter and this is
compared with the allowed deflection which is entered by
the user. If the calculated deflection is greater as the
allowed one, it is necessary gradually increase the grasp
diameter Du by the value ∆D to the value of the
maximum grasp diameter Du max which is represented by
relations:
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Du max = D − 2.D p
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Du max − Du min
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2. PROPOSAL OF AN AUTOMATED
SELECTION AND LAYOUT OF VACUUM
ELEMENTS FOR GRASP SYSTEMS
The created software contains an automated selection and
vacuum elements layout optimation for grasp systems of
industrial robots and manipulators. It provides a complete
design of proper sizes, number and layout of vacuum
suckers. The program is based on the method described in
the previous chapter.
The program in the presented version is written in the
programming language Microsoft Visual C# 2005 and
consists of source files [5,6]:
 MainForm.cs
 MainForm.Designer.cs
 Introductory Formular.cs
 Introductory Formular.Designer.cs
 Base.cs
 Circle.cs
 Exceptions.cs
 Enums.cs
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of the proposal of an automated selection and layout of vacuum objects in grasp systems.
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making the way of the ultrasound beam and good
reflection on the target.
In order to avoid such interference (figure 2) between two or
more units of this type, depending on the installation, the units
should be installed at a minimum distance of Bmin>0.25 m.
Consequently the number of disturbing points will be limited.
This allows the transducers to determine the profile of the
transported material.

CONTROLS WAYS OF THE
TRANSPORTATION CAPACITY
VARIATION FOR THE CANVAS
CONVEYER
Andrei MAGYARI
Florin POPESCU
Iosif KOVACS
Marin Silviu NAN
Vilhelm ITU

Fig. 1. Ultrasound transducer Microsonar UT-212

Abstract: Mining transportation is an important element
of the economic efficiency rising in mining sector,
because the transportation average included in the cost of
production for one tone of extracted coal, represents
approximately half of it. In order to control the
transportation system and to have enough information
about the below-ground and the above-ground
manufacturing process, it is necessary to keep a close
look on the transported output through the canvas
conveyer. The present study wants to solve the problem by
using some unconventional methods, in order to assure
reliability, precision, as well as the possibility of
integrating it into the mining monitoring system. The
constant measurement of the cross section of the
transported material through the canvas conveyer, as
well as of the belt speed, leads to the determination of the
transported volume, and depending on it, knowing the
average density, you can determine the output.
Key words: ultrasound transducers

Fig. 2. Interference depending on the installation
The transfer characteristic of the Microsonar UT-212

1. THE ULTRASOUND TRANSDUCER
MICROSONAR UT-212

transducer is shown in figure 3.

In order to measure the height of the profile of the
transported material, at the head of the canvas conveyer, it
is used ultrasound transducers. Microsonar UT-212
(figure 1) is a ultrasound transducer suitable for detection
of the position or measuring distance of objects. The
measurement can only be accomplished if the space
between the unit and the target is free of any obstacles for

Fig. 3. The transfer characteristic
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According to the targets position (figure 4) the result of
the measure will be the one shown in table 1.
Table 1. The result of the measure
Targets present
1,2,3
2,3
3

Measured distance
X1
X2
Error

The experiments were made using two transducers
Microsonar UT-212, which were installed on a plate
surface (figure 4), which allows to change the distance in
order to set up their transfer characteristic.

2. PROGRAMMING
For read the signal of the transducers we utilize an I/O
(A/D-D/A) card.

2.1. Analogue-digital conversion
1) select the channel to be read
OUT port, channel
2) cancel the parameters
OUT (port+1),1
3) start conversion
FOR I=1 to 6
A=INP (port+12)
NEXT I
FOR I=1 to 8
A=INP (port+8)
NEXT I
4) read the above octet (4 bits)
C=INP (port+3)
HB=(C/16 – INT(C/16))*16
5) read the below octet (8 bits)
LB=INP(port+2)
6)measure the value

Fig. 4. Target position

A/D=HB*256+LB

In figure 5 it is shown the transducer transfer characteristic

2.2. Digital – analogue conversion

MicrosonarUT-212, as well as its transfer equation. The

1)write the above octet on the channel 1 (4 bits)

measured distance was taken by changing the plate surface
distance, on which two transducers had been installed, with a
pitch of 50mm and by measuring the frequency of the
transducers. The equation was used in an application, which
allows to measure the distance to the target.

OUT (port + 5), Hdata
2) write the below octet on channel 1 (8bits)
OUT(port+4),Ldata
3)write the above octet on channel 2 (4 bits)
OUT (port + 7), Hdata
4)write the below octet on channel 2 (8 bits)
OUT(port+6),Ldata
The programming has the following functions:
 reads the frequencies of the transducers, at different
intervals chosen by the user;
 displays analogically the value of the read frequency,
and digitally its value and the value according to its
distance (figure 6);at the user request writes in a folder
the value of the read distances;
 by pressing a button allows to drive a pitch by pitch

Fig. 5. Transducer transfer characteristic
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motor in order to measure a specific target.

materials (the profile variation and the speed variation)
we can say that the programming in C language can give
us instantaneous information regarding both the volume
of the transported material and its discharge.
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3. CONCLUSION
To measure the volume of the transported material means
to approximate its profile by interpolation and measuring
its momentary velocity. The researches done conclude
that it is possible to measure with a transducer the profile
height of the transported material at the head of the
canvas conveyer. The effective measurement of the
volume is done by taking information from the
transducers to a computer and a data acquisition card.
Taking into account the speed variation of the measured
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construction, more complicated comparative with other
rolling mils cooling beds, [1].
In construction of these beds is a lot of type of mechanism
like entrance roller table, brake mechanism, transversal
transport mechanism, exhaust mechanism, delivery roller
table and other, as follows.
The braking device is located along of straighten bar
grizzly with rakes and deliver material forward to the
rakes.
Clutch
Mobile rakes
Fix rakes

Table role

ASPECTS REGARDING
TO DIMENSIONING OF SHAPE
COOLING BED
Erika ARDELEAN
Marius ARDELEAN
Teodor HEPUT
Ana SOCALICI

Abstract: In this paper is presented a study about
designing of cooling bed area, width and length, of shape
rolling mills in accordance with rolled material speed
and cooling time. These cooling beds have a lot of
mechanism like brake mechanism, transversal transport
mechanism, evacuation mechanism, and other. In second
part of paper is presented a few graphical dependences
between end rolling temperature and cooling time for
different rolled shape.

Brake device
line 2

Brake device
line 1

Fig. 1. Braking and separating device
Role of braking device is to stop laminate on move and
enters in the delivery trough. The actuation of braking
device for both line, is done with how many of a direct
current engine on bent axle and a drawing bar, [3].
Straighten bar grizzly with rakes is located near the table
role of braking device. He consists of the mobile rakes
and mobile rakes from cast-iron plaque.
Mobile rakes

Key words: rolling mills, cooling bed area
Fix rakes
Role

1. INTRODUCTION
For design of the cooling beds I can’t indicated the
unitary principles, the structure of the cooling beds
depends the first in the row of lamination speed and the
lamination program, also is accessible of the local
conditions what are for instance the length and the width
of the hall.
The cooling bed is assures the cooling of warm laminates
arrived from last lamination stand or from heat treatment
furnace, up to temperature of cold adjustments.
This temperature is due to corresponds the conditions of
processing and handle at forwards the flow-sheet, so is
placed usual between 60-1000C. Simultaneously the
cooling bed is useful for the laminate transport to
adjustment matching, and in some construction warns
deformation due to the thermal tensions accomplishes
removal of bent laminates.

2. EQUIPMENT OF SMALL SHAPE STOCK
BAR COOLING BED
In this paper is presented especial cooling beds of small
shape rolling mils. This type of cooling beds has a special

Flywheel

Axle

Fig. 2. Scheme for eccentric the axle for actuation of
mobile rake
Bar stock is take over of rakes from trough supply path
and put on the bar grizzly plaques whence is transported
on inclined cooling role also of the mobile rakes, who
working for both line in same rhythm. On bar grizzly
straighten, bars stock are cooled equal, straightening such
long ago that in transport time across the surface of the
cooling role, don't produces an permanent deformation.
The reclination of rolls produces a parallel transversal
movement of stock bar to the grouping and evacuation
device.
The grouping and evacuation device is located in behind
of cooling surface, [2]. He consists in oscillatory grizzly’s
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bar which takes over the grouped stock bar what comes
from the inclined rolls and transport them to delivery
roller table.

crossbar
crossbar carriage saddle
crank and
connecting-rod
assembly

drived roll (with eccentric)

⎡⎛ T ⎞ 4 ⎛ T ' ⎞ 4 ⎤
dQ rad = Srad ⋅ ε ⋅ c 0 ⋅ ⎢⎜
⎟ −⎜
⎟ ⎥ ⋅ dt r
⎣⎢⎝ 100 ⎠ ⎝ 100 ⎠ ⎦⎥

(3)

and because T' is very little against T, is neglected. In
estimative calculus is can be utilized his relation:
m
(hours)
(4)
t r = m ⋅ t ra
Srad
where:
tra is specific cooling time ( h/kg·m2 )
Diameter, (mm)
41,6
16

Delivery roller table transport the groups of stock bar
from the grouping and evacuation device as far as cold
cross cut. The roller tables are free and driven role.
The design of cooling bed presented in next paragraph is
for this type of cooling bed (small shape stock bar).

3. DIMENSIONING ELEMENTS OF THIS
TYPE OF COOLING BED
At design, with how much is will chosen a large cooling
surface, as much will be more the cooling capacity. The
cooling capacity C of cooling beds is correlated with the
bar mill productivity q and with cooling time tr as per the
relation:
C = q ⋅ tr (ton )
(1)
The value tr results from calculus of laminate heat cession
to the environment, main through radiation. The
convective cession is important in interval of
temperatures of cca. 600 - 1000 0C, in conditions of
strong air circulations from under beds to skylights of the
hall, the one what reduces cooling time in respectively
interval of 1.2 – 1.8 or. The heat cession through
conductibility is negligible. For pipes cooling, convective
heat cession is more marked by reason of air flows from
the interior cavity, in conversely, the cession through
radiation is much more. For appreciation of pipes cooling
time, is corrected through divisor coefficient 1.2 – 1.5 the
necessary time of circular full section.
Material temperature to the outgoing of the cooling bed is
due to in mostly below 15000C. When after cooling, the
material is guided in the main flux, temperature has not to
exceed 10000C.
For each case must be determinate material maxim
admissible temperature at outgoing of the bed, thus for
surface utilization grade of 50%, at differences of 200C is
necessary beds wide with several meters, so a big
investments. Diagram from figure 1 represents
dependents of width to length of the bed, for the most
disadvantageous material section, whereat is necessary
this division before crossing on the cooling bed, therefore
total cooling surface shall be used-up in proportion
of 50%.
Radiated heat is calculated with relation:
⎡⎛ T ⎞ 4 ⎛ T ⎞ 4 ⎤
Q rad = S rad ⋅ ε ⋅ c 0 ⋅ ⎢⎜ 1 ⎟ − ⎜ 2 ⎟ ⎥ ⋅ t r
⎣⎢⎝ 100 ⎠ ⎝ 100 ⎠ ⎦⎥

(J)

Because T1 and T1 are varying in time, can be written:
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(2)

Width of cooling bed , (m)

Fig. 3. Grouping and evacuation device
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Figure 4 Dependences between width to length
of cooling bed
Cooling time can be calculated with next relation:
S tr
( minutes )
tr =

p tr

⋅ ∆x

(5)

where:
Str – transversal section of laminates (mm2);
ptr – perimeter of transversal section (mm);
∆x – temperature factor (minutes).
The temperature factor is dependent on temperature
difference in beginning and end of cooling, ∆x is
determined from figure 1, as per relation:
∆x = Xs.r - Xi.r
(6)
where:
Xs.r –value of the temperature factor for end of cooling;
Xi.r - value of the temperature factor for beginning of
cooling;
With help of load capacity C can be calculated width of
the bed:
, (m)
(7)
C
B=

m1

−a

where:
m1 - mass of laminates, which occupies the length of the
bed, (tons) (in the of a case short laminate, deposited inline on two rows on bed, is considered mass both
laminates);
a - distances between laminates axes ( m ).
The length of cooling beds is orientated after the
laminates length and has in continuation the adequate
values, enforced of next considerations:
 beds for heavy profiles up to 36 m, depending on the
maxim delivery length and bay open;

 beds for intermediate profiles up to 110 m and beds
for lightweight profiles upt to 150 m, depending on
lamination speed and cadence of supply cuted
laminated to the flywheel scissors;
 beds for pipes up to 36 m, depending on the maximum
utilization length and bay open.
The adequate length containing also necessary reverse for
braking and the line-up, cut-off irregularities addition and
handle errors.
The minimum material length is determinated of the cycle
of the brake mechanism and lamination speed. Thus, if
the cycle of brake mechanism tc is 5 seconds, and
lamination speed vlam=16 m/s, the minimum material
length is:
lmin=tc⋅vlam = 5 ⋅16 =80 (m)

where:
v – bar speed (m/s);
f – attrition coefficient , with average value f = 0,55.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

(8)

The minimum theoretical length of the cooling bed must
be increased considering necessity as the laminated length
is an exact common multiple of all finite length. Based of
practical results, the minimum theoretical length must
increase with a third in order to obtain an optimum divisor
in finite length. If the local condition of space limits the
width of the bed, the real length is chosen still more bigly
than one result from the condition of optimum divisor.
The number of bars which must taked over the cooling
bed is obtained dividing the cooling cycle to the cycle of
brake mechanism. For each bar needs to be considered the
space for the wide laminated profile.

Fig. 5. Dependences between end cooling temperature
and cooling time, for different thickness of I shape
1 – 40 mm; 2 – 25 mm; 3 – 15 mm.; 4 – 8 mm

tr
(pieces)
(9)
tc
where:
Nb – number of bars can taken of bed.
The width of the cooling bed depends on maxim
admissible material temperature on exhaust of the bed and
can be calculated with the relation:
Nb =

tr
(m)
(10)
⋅p
tc
where:
lp – width of cooling bed ( m ) ;
p – step of moving-bar grizzly ( m ).
The width of delivery device on the cooling bed results
from the width of delivery roller table, which is
dimensioned depending on the size cut-off cold scissors.
lp =

ld = 2,5 ⋅ lc ( m )

Fig. 6. Dependences between end cooling temperature
and cooling time, for different thickness of angle bar
shape 1 – 15x100x12 mm; 2 – 80x65x8 mm;
3 – 35x35x4 mm

(11)

where:
ld –width of deliver device ( m ) ;
lc – width of delivery roller table ( m ) .
To the small profiles bar mills, laminated bars must be
divided with help of a flywheel rotating scissors, because
the length of lamination exceeds the length of cooling
bed. Distance among the cooling bed and the flywheel
rotating scissors depends on lamination speed. In practice,
distance is definite of the braking space on top speed and
requested distances for command effectuation. After 0,5
seconds from the cutting of it can begun the process of
braking.
The braking space S1 is calculated with the relation>
v2
(m)
(12)
S1 =
2⋅g⋅f

Fig. 7. Dependences between end cooling temperature
and cooling time, for different thickness of bar shape
1 – 400 mm; 2 – 300 mm; 3 – 160 mm; 4 – 100 mm
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On the strength of experimental values for cooling of
different profiles shape, is traced the variation curves of
temperature for end of cooling depending on time and are
determinates the coefficients of proper correlation of the
regression curves.
Graphical dependences is presented in figure 2, 3 and 4.

5. CONCLUSION
The cooling beds is dimensioning mainly based of the bar
mill productivity, on the dimensions of laminated product
and as a matter of fact as in the time of the cooling
process is not shall to produce deformations of laminated
product on bed.
In the whole equipment of the bar mills, the cooling beds
are an important part, taking into consideration that to
ending of the lamination process, laminated product must
be cooled the in proper conditions (the cooling conditions
is important in what looks microstructure and the features
physic-mechanical characteristics of laminated product).
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simultaneous welding [1], what significantly decreased the
mentioned problems.

A

DESIGN AND APPLICATION OF
APPARATUS FOR WELDING THE
TRUCK BODY ASSEMBLY IN THE
PROTECTIVE GASSES ATMOSPHERE
Vukić LAZIĆ
Milorad JOVANOVIĆ
Branislav NEDELJKOVIĆ
Radun VULOVIĆ
Dejan ĐORĐEVIĆ
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Abstract: In the paper is considered the semi-automatic
welding of different steels from which are made the
housing, ring and flange of the rear axle of the truck from
the IVECO program. Welding is done in the protective gas
atmosphere by the specially constructed device with two
welding heads and with possibility of monitoring the
welding parameters. In the paper is also given the short
description of the device with its main components. Further
is presented the optimally chosen technology of welding for
the given assembly, including different filler metalss and
protective gasses, as well as their influence on the inputoutput characteristics of the weld and structure in the heat
affected zone (HAZ).

12

SEMI-HOUSING TUBE

25MnCr6
UNI 6403

Detail "A"

Key words: apparatus for welding, GMA welding, truck
body, semi-housing

Fig. 1. The semi-housing assembly with the ring and
flange-presentation of the fillet welds and measuring points

1. INTRODUCTION

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE WELDING
APPARATUS

In the existing production conditions in welding the semihousing tube with the ring and the flange (Figure 1), for
different types of rear axle of trucks made of different
steels, numerous problems were expressed that showed as
the incorrectly chosen support base, impossibility of
welding both parts at the same time, longer welding time,
higher consumption of the cutting tool in the following
operations of mechanical machining, etc. those were the
reasons that a group of authors have constructed completely
new apparatus for welding with two guns for the

The primary application of this device is for performing the
semi-automatic welding of the mentioned assemblies from
the production program ZASTAVA - IVECO TRUCKS.
Further, with this device can successfully be welded all the
parts of rotational shape with arbitrarily set partial or
continuous circular welds (cardan shafts, etc.).
The apparatus consists of large number of mechanical,
electrical, pneumatic, logic and combined components.
Figure 2 gives the schematics of the apparatus.
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CO2

Ar

MIMA
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MIMA

MED 44
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- Microcomputer
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WELDING APPARATUS
- DC motor ISM 50.3.40000
- Regulator
- Reductor
- Sensor carrier
- Burners
- Support carriers
- Apparatus skeleton
- Fan
Manual control
stand

Fig. 2. The welding apparatus schematics
The welding apparatus itself, consists of servo-motor with
tacho-generator and incremental sensor, clutch and
reductor, as the driving group, then the apparatus skeleton,
protective doors with two micro-switches, longitudinal and
vertical burner's supports, mechanism for the burner fine
adjustment, fixture device, burner, pedal foe activating the
pneumatic fixing cylinder, base plate and protective cables.
The programmable controller LPA 512 consists of
combined switching and linear unit LNAP 19 predicted for
supplying the power to the microcomputer unit from two
modules - computers A and B, whose basic functions are
related to communication of the apparatus itself with the
peripheral devices, and terminator whose role is to connect
the input-output units with the computer B.
Transformers controlled by the thiristor LPA 500, made by
ESAB, with the flat current - voltage characteristics, are
chosen in such a way that they make possible for choosing
the previously determined optimal welding parameters.
Devices for addition of the wire MED 44, are intended for
moving the wire of the diameter dw = (0.8 - 2.4) mm, with
the speed vw = (2 - 18) m/min.
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Coolers of the type OCC1, are used for water cooling of the
burner, while the device for gasses mixing MIMA serve for
choosing the optimal mixture of the protective gasses. The
had controls stand consists of 14 buttons, potentiometers
and selectors, while the control stand consists of 20 code
switches, buttons, 6 indicating instruments for welding
parameters readout and 7 signaling lamps. The welding
apparatus also consists of system of pneumatic components
and corresponding executing and control organs,
ventilation system for taking away gasses, etc. [1].

3. BASE AND FILLER METAL
In choosing the optimal welding technology: procedure,
filler metal, welding parameters and type of protective
gasses, we started from the chemical composition of the
base material, its thickness and mechanical and thermalphysical characteristics. Also are taken into account the
requirements defined by constructive drawing, and before
all the requirements that are related to geometry and the so
called “S” safety characteristics. In table 1 it is given
chemical composition and in table 2, mechanical

mm), and filled wire in the conditions with and without
preheating (FLUXOFIL 42 - dw = 1.2 mm) (tab. 3) [5, 6].

properties, thickness and microstructure of base material
(2) are being designated. For test welds of the mentioned
assemblies was applied both solid wire (VAC 60 - dw = 1.6
Table 1. Chemical composition of the base metal [5, 6]
Part

Code

UNI 6403
1

Content of chemical elements, %

Requiremen
t

Standard

C

Mn

Si

P

S

Cr

Cu

Mo

Al

N

Prescribed

0.200.28

1.201.70

0.150.35

max
0.035

0.020
0.040

0.300.60

max
0.30

-

0.020
0.050

-

Analyzed

0.26

1.28

0.15

0.012

0.020

0.40

-

-

-

-

Prescribed

0.220.29

0.500.80

0.150.40

max
0.035

max
0.035

0.901.20

-

0.150.30

-

-

25MnCr6
IVECO-52541

UNI 6403
25MnCr6
IVECO-52541

2
≈ Č4730

JUS C.B9.021

Analyzed

0.27

0.71

0.26

0.033

0.027

1.13

-

0.21

-

-

FE 510

IVECO-52891

Prescribed

max
0.22

max
1.70

max
0.60

max
0.050

max
0.050

-

-

-

min
0.020

0.009

≈ Č0561

JUS C.B0.500

Analyzed

0.15

1.17

0.18

0.013

0.020

-

-

-

0.022

-

3

Table 2. Mechanical properties, thicknees and microstructure of the base metal [5, 6]
Deo

Code

Rm, MPa

RP, MPa

A5, %

HV

s, mm

Microstructure

1

25MnCr6

875

640

14

172

10

Interphase tempered structure
(mainly sorbite)

2

25MnCr6 ≈ Č4730

980

700

11

252

13

Interphase tempered structure
(mainly sorbite)

3

FE 510 ≈ Č0561

565

185

27

170

12

Lamellar ferrite-perlite microstructure

Table 3. Chemical composition filler metals, kind gases and mechanical properties weld metal
Chemical composition, %
Wire type
C

Si

Mn

Cr

Ni

Mo

VAC 60 cored
wire

0.1

0.9

1.5

-

-

-

FLUXOFIL 42
flux-cored wire

0.05

0.35

1.30

0.40

2.40

0.40

As the protective gas was used the mixture of argon and
carbon dioxide, but the best results are realized with the
ratio Ar / CO2 = 80 / 20 (%), what is in accordance with
recommendations from literature [2, 4].

4. BASIC WELDING PARAMETERS

Gas mixture,
Ar/CO2, %

Mechanical properties of the weld metal
Rm, MPa

ReH, MPa

A5, %

KV, J

80/20

510-590

410-490

22-30

80-125

80/20

730-830

670-720

16-20

80-120

parameters the choice was done of parameters for both
wires and welds. After that the test welding were done by
variation of the basic parameters, as well as the subsequent
control by destruction of realized welds. In this way we
came up with the optimal welding regime (Tab. 4).

Based on the recommendations for choice of welding
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Table 4. Realized welding parameters and welds dimensions [3]

Filler
metal

Base metal
states

Weld
dimension,
mm

Basic parameters
CO2 procedures
I,

U,

vz,

ql =

vt,

Q,

U ⋅ I ⋅η ,
vz
J/cm

A

V

cm/s

m/min

l/min

a1,

a2,

δ1′,

δ1″,

δ2′,

δ2″,

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

VAC 60

T0=20°C

5×5

345

31

0.59

7

15-20

15408

-

6.0

-

-

3.0

1.9

∅ 1.6 mm

without preheat.

3×3

315

30

1.18

5.5

10-15

6822

3.2

-

1.3

2.9

-

-

FLUXOFIL 42

T0=20°C

5×5

280

28

0.52

11

15-20

12684

-

4.8

-

-

1.3

2.1

∅ 1.2 mm

without preheat.

3×3

270

28

1.1

8

10-15

5932

3.3

-

1.5

2.0

-

-

FLUXOFIL 42

T0=Tp=200°C

5×5

280

28

0.52

11

15-20

12684

-

4.5

-

-

2.7

1.5

∅ 1.2 mm

with preheating

3×3

270

28

1.1

8

10-15

5932

3.6

-

1.4

1.5

-

-

5. EVALUATION OF THE WELDABILITY OF
THE BASE MATERIAL
The steels that the semi-housing tube and ring are made of
(see Figure 1), are of the approximately similar chemical
compositions. Those are the low alloyed steels, that are
very sensitive to welding. According to computational
methods for evaluation of weldability [3], these steels
should be preheated, or the suitable technology of welding
should be applied. However, regardless of these
precautions, it is possible to allow for somewhat higher
values of hardness of the HAZ of 350 HV, with condition
that the possibility of appearance of cold cracks is
prevented, as well as the visible faults in the weld, i.e., with
mandatory application of dry and clean wires.
The flange steels belongs the group of C-Mn steel of
increased strength. It is fairly weldable and it is not prone to

appearance of cold cracks, i.e., to transformation
brittleness. Expected hardness in the HAZ are less than 350
HV. By suitable choice of welding parameters is possible to
realize the optimal toughness [2].

6. RESULTS OF HARDNESS
MEASUREMENTS AND
MICROSTRUCTURE INVESTIGATIONS
Measurements of microhardness was done on specially
prepared samples of all samples welded with solid and
filled wire. As no significant differences were observed in
values of maximal hardness, here are presented only results
for fillet weld (3x3) made with solid wire, without
preheating (Figure 3, 4 and 5).

l1S

18
3 - Flange

2 - Ring

5×5
5×5

∅70+1.5

S

l1 N
l2 N
L±0.5
Fig. 3. Semi-housong assembly with ring and flange
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1-Semi-housing tube

7×7

17

∅86+2

l

12±1

S
2

N

Fig. 4. Distribution of hardness and microstructure of fillet welds, ring - the semi-housing tube

Fig. 5. Distribution of hardness and microstructure of fillet welds, flange - the semi-housing tube
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7 CONCLUSION
By application of the newly constructed apparatus the
rationalization was performed related to improvement of
quality, shortening of the working time, decrease of
production operations costs, facilitation of work in
subsequent operations of mechanical machining, as well as
possibility of monitoring and control the welding
parameters during the technological process. By detailed
analysis of hardness and microstructure, it was established
that these materials can successfully be welded with the
solid wire of the given chemical composition.
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it in the way suitable for the packaging operation. At the
stacking phase, arrangement of product set is transformed
from the area (i.e. 3x7) to unit (i.e. 1x1) and brought to
appropriate position – horizontal or vertical. These
operations are performed by modules that form the
manipulative system.
General development concept anticipates existence of 4
modules:
1. Receiver
2. Holder
3. Revolver
4. Stacker
that can be observed in accompanying figure, and will be
discussed in this paper.

FUNCTIONAL-DESIGN ANALYSIS OF
MODULAR MANIPULATING SYSTEM
Milan KOSTIĆ
Maja ČAVIĆ
Miodrag ZLOKOLICA

Abstract: A functional and design analysis of product
manipulating system that is a part of line for plastic sheet
thermoforming is presented in this paper. This analysis is
a part of design procedure for a new manipulative system
for cup alike products. It incorporates modular principle
in order to obtain a versatile system that is able to fulfill
various demands. Analysis is based on existing
contemporary devices, as well as on functional and
technical demands that emerges from conceptual system
development. It includes definition of particular modules,
their functional characteristics, description and
evaluation of general design solutions, validation of their
coordination and definition of constraints which one
module imposes on others and the complete system.
Result of this analysis is a set of feasible design solutions
that are functionally and technically appropriate. Further
detailed design processing of these solutions will lead to
optimal design of the system.
Keywords: functional-design analysis, modular system,
thermoforming products manipulation

Fig. 1. General arrangement of manipulative system

2. RECEIVER
Receiver is a module that takes a product set from the
thermoforming tool and transfers it to the next module
(holder or revolver) with linear and, possibly, rotational
movement. Main issues of receiver functioning are
movement and number of carried products.

2.1. Movement
 Linear
 80 degrees rotation
 10 degrees rotation

(l)
(80)
(10)

1. INTRODUCTION
A production line for thermoforming of plastic sheet
products, apart from additional devices, consists of two
main machines: a thermoforming machine and a product
manipulating machine that is not compulsory, but greatly
improves productivity and quality of the product.
In this project, the main machine is thermoforming
machine with rotational table that produces various kinds
of products from different plastic sheets. Important
characteristic of this machine is that tool table in which
the product is formed is positioned at tilted position at the
end of thermoforming phase, namely, at 80 degrees to the
vertical.
The main function of manipulative system which is
connected to the main machine is to take a set of products
from the tool, transfer it to the stacking position and stack

Fig. 2. Movement of the receiver
The main task of receiver movement is to move product
set away from the forming tool. Its simplest solution is
pure linear move. But, if we take into account that it has
to be handed over to the next module, some sort of
rotation can be added, in order to align products with
horizontal or vertical holder. That is why 10 and 80
degrees rotation is mentioned. Two lengths of linear
movement can be defined – the short one (about 200 mm)
and the long one (about 600 mm), that depends on
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number of carried products.
The receiver is attached to a slider by a rigid or rotational
joint. A slider is driven by motor and ball screw spindle
and a whole assembly is positioned at the side of the
machine. This arrangement gives a vide range ofadjustment. The rotation is forced through the mechanism
attached to the receiver. For lesser rotational angles a
secondary guidance is recommended, and for greater
some sort of slider-crank mechanism.

3.2. Movement
 Stationary holder
 Movable holder

(s)
(m)

2.2. Number of products
 1 cup
(1)
 more cups
(5)
The receiver can take one set of products from the tool
and immediately brings it to the next module, or perform
a taking operation several (5) times before passing them
further on.
In the first case, it has only long move. As it carries onlyone set of products, it is simple and light.
In the second case, it has 4 short moves and one long. The
operational time is shorter, but the receiver is more
complicated, specially the product holding device.
-

3. HOLDER
The holder is the module that takes the product from the
receiver and passes it on to the revolver. The main issues
of its design are existence of the holder, its movement and
driving.

3.1. Existence
 Yes
 No

(1)
(0)

-

-

Fig. 4. Movement of the holder
If the holder is fixed, the only advantage is more freedom
in the arrangement of modules and the design of holding
devices. (see 3.1).
Movement of the holder facilitates approaching of
neighbor modules and product transfer. It is generally
collinear with the direction of product transfer. This
movement can be adjusted to the movement of the
receiver or the revolver that depends on driving solution
(see 3.3). In the later case, the revolver can have only one
movement.

3.3. Driving
 Connected
(c)
 Independent
(i)
If the receiver caries one cup, movement of the holder
must be adjusted to it, and can be connected, without its
own input device. This can be achieved through
connecting mechanism. This facilitates the transfer
between the receiver and the holder.
If the receiver caries more cups, movement of the holder
must be adjusted to revolver movement, and facilitates the
transfer between the holder and the revolver. In this case
the holder must have independant driving. If this is the
case, the holder can have double movement – toward both
modules that can have much simpler design.

4. REVOLVER
Fig. 3. Existence of the holder
Some of manipulating operations occupies more time than
the others. That is why it is necessary to accumulate
products on some module. If the receiver caries only one
cup, a holder, which performs accumulation, is necessary.
If the receiver caries more cups, the holder can be
omitted.
Omitting the holder obviously simplifies the design of the
system. On the other hand, its existence gives much more
freedom to design other modules. There are more
solutions for the arrangement and the design of receiver
and revolver, a collision between modules is less likely,
separate holder facilitates arrangement of movements
necessary for product transfer, e.t.c. It also enables some
additional operations like rotation of product set, which
can be required for stacking quality purposes.
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Revolver is a module that takes the product set from the
previous module and brings it to the place where stacking
will be performed. It can also act as an accumulator. The
main issues of its design are number and character of
movement, rotation axis and number of boxes.

4.1. Number of movements
 One
(1)
 Two
(2)
In the first case the revolver has only the main movement
that serves to bring products to the stacking position. It
can be linear or rotational.
In the other case, beside the main movement, auxiliary
movement toward the holder exists that facilitates transfer
from the holder. Auxiliary movement is linear and it is
necessary when the holder is fixed. Two movements can

be linked with the mechanism, although they are
generally separated and require two inputs.

Fig. 7. Number of revolver boxes

Fig. 5. Movement of the revolver
-

4.2. Main movement
 Linear
 Rotation in line
 Rotation perpendicular

(l)
(rl)
(rp)

-

-

Revolver can have one or more boxes for products.
In the first case the box must be returned to receiving
position by the time the holder is fully loaded. The
stacking operation must be finished at the same time.
If the revolver has more boxes (2 to 4 can be
accommodated, but the operation is almost the same), the
box does not have to return at the same time, but the
stacking operation still has to be finished. Since the
stacking phase generally lasts much longer than the
rotation and transfer from the holder, more boxes design
does not gain much time.
In translatory main movement more boxes has no
meaning.

5. STACKER
Fig. 6. Main movement of the revolver
Linear main movement means that revolver is moving
linearly, perpendicularly to the direction in which
products are coming from the holder. In this case a
conveyer belt on which products are placed can act as a
revolver, but only if products are vertically oriented.
Otherwise, it can be designed as a box that receives
products from the holder.
Revolver can also have rotational main movement in
region of 90 or 180 degrees. The axis of rotation can be
parallel to products arrival direction (case 2) or
perpendicular to it (case 3). Rotational movement
generally requires more space than linear one, but gives
more freedom to arrangement of stacking devices. The
same applies for the rotation angle, regarding 180 versus
90 degrees.
Direction of rotational axis defines required space and
orientation of stacking operation. In both cases a large
space is required perpendicular to the rotation axis and a
small one in the direction of it. Stacking direction, that is
important for defining final product orientation, is parallel
to rotation axis in case 2 and perpendicular to it in case 3.
Only in case 3 and angle of rotation of 90 degrees,
stacking direction can be perpendicular to the direction of
product transfer.

4.3. Number of boxes
 One
 More

(1)
(2)

The function of the stacker is to extract product set (3x7),
row by row, from the revolver and transform it to 1x7
arrangement. In the second phase, it should be further
arranged to 1x1. Stacking in phase one can be done in
vertical or horizontal direction. One common design of
the first phase stacker consists of row of extracting
cylinders (1 on fig. 8.) and the receiving platform. (2 on
fig. 8.) (Note that instead of row of cylinders, only one
can be placed, which pushes a row of extractors; also, the
simple platform is suitable only for horizontal stacking).
In order to perform stacking, the revolver or the platform
has to move in the direction perpendicular to the
extracting direction.

5.1. Phase one stacker
Three moving solutions can be arranged.
 Revolver moving

Fig. 8. Phase one stacker, solution1
Moving of the revolver in order to assist first phase
stacking is feasible if it has linear main movement, with
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no auxiliary movement. Instead of one long stroke that
moves the product from the previous module, in this case
the revolver box has three steps, each one intended to
place one row of products in line with the stationary row
of cylinders. Generally, this design requires one row of
cylinders and the platform is stationary.
 Platform moving, 3 rows of extracting cylinders

Fig. 9. Phase one stacker, solution 2
In this case, the revolver is not assisting stacking. There
are three rows of cylinders, aligned with product rows in
the revolver. They are acting sequentially, when the
platform moves in aligning position with each row. An
increased cost of more cylinders is partially compensated
by decreased number of driving units.
 Moving platform, moving cylinders

In the other case, it is necessary to add a receiving box (2a
on fig. 11.) that would take product from the revolver. In
it, the first phase of stacking will be performed, and it will
pass products to the platform, where second phase will be
done. This solution is much more complicated than the
previous one.

6. FEASIBLE SOLUTIONS
It is possible to reach a concept of the design for complete
manipulative system, based on these module solutions. It
is obvious, as mentioned in the text, that it is not feasible
to combine all module variants because they impose some
limitations to each other. Nevertheless, number of feasible
designs is considerable.
It is convenient to designate them to ease the further
design considerations. For example, variant
Rec 10/1 H 1/m/i R 1/rl/2 S h/3
will refer to the solution in which:
Receiver is rotating 10 degrees and caries one set of cups
Holder is present, and moves independent from the
receiver
Revolver has only main movement – rotation parallel to
product arrival direction (horizontal) and has 2 boxes
Stacking is in horizontal direction with moving platform
and cylinders.

7. CONCLUSION

Fig. 10. Phase one stacker, solution 3
This case is similar to previous, but there is one row of
extracting cylinders that moves together with the
platform, keeping aligned position, and activates when
aligned with a row of products. This solution is simpler
than previous (less parts), but moving of cylinders
perpendicular to its acting direction is somewhat
complicated. Moving of the platform also complicates
second phase stacking.

5.2. Second phase stacking
Second phase stacking, rearranging the product set from
1x7 to 1x1, can be easily accomplished by their free fall
on the inclined platform, without any additional parts or
product transfer. This is, however, possible only when the
first phase stacking is performed horizontally.

Design solution for manipulative system generated in this
way clearly defines arrangement of modules that leads to
general appearance and required space for complete
system. Most important characteristics of modules are
defined, such as: movement, number and class of drives,
general appearance, orientation, position and main
dimensions. So, a set of feasible design solutions that are
functionally and technically appropriate can be easily
recognized. Further detailed design processing of these
solutions will lead to optimal design of the system.
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Fig. 11. Phase two stacker with receiving box
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spokes gives the frequency of the electromagnetic energy
emitted by the magnetron.
The Microwave Collective from the University of Oradea,
led by prof.univ.dr.ing. Teodor Maghiar, has realized a set
of magnetrons of 200 W (fig.1), 650 W (fig.2), 800 W
and 1.5 kW magnetrons (fig.3), for the first time in our
country. Several installations have been made that use
these magnetrons in military, medical, household and
industrial applications (breaking hard rocks by means of
microwaves, pre-polymerization of bakelite, conditioning
of hemp tow, wood drying, meat thawing etc). In order to
build the magnetrons, several devices and installations
were designed and realized, of which some are patented
or in the process of patenting.

RESEARCH ABOUT THE CATHODE
CARBURIZING AND EXHAUSTION OF
THE 800W MAGNETRON, MADE AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF ORADEA
Traian BUIDOŞ
Mircea-Petru URSU
Teodor MAGHIAR
Abstract: This paper presents the experimental research
carried out by the Microwave Collective from the
University of Oradea, concerning the realization of the
technologies for carburizing the 800 W cathode, the
closing and the exhaustion of the magnetron that uses this
cathode. All the authors are members of the Microwave
Collective.

Fig. 1. The 200 W magnetron (the very first working
magnetron realized in Romania).

Key words: magnetron, microwaves, cathode, welding,
exhaustion

1. INTRODUCTION
The magnetron is an electronic device that generates
microwave energy, by transforming the low-frequency
energy taken from the network (f = 50 Hz) into highfrequency energy (f = 2450 MHz). It consists of a vacuum
electronic tube provided with two main elements:
 anode – made of OFHC copper, with 10 ÷ 20 cavities
which act as resonant circuits; one cavity has got an
antenna which allows the extraction of the microwave
energy and its transmission to the outside, for example
to a waveguide;
 cathode – mainly helicoidally-shaped, made of
thorium-wolfram wire (direct heating); it is heated to
approximately 2000°C by applying a 5 ÷ 10 V voltage
and it is connected to an approximately 6 ÷ 10 kV
negative potential versus the anode.
The magnetron operation is based on the electron
movement under simultaneous action of orthogonal
electric and magnetic fields. Basically, under the
simultaneous actions of the radial electric field and the
axial magnetic field, the electronic cloud emitted by the
cathode spins around the cathode and electronic “spokes”
start to form. The rotation speed of these electronic

Fig. 2. The 650 W magnetron, with metal-glass junction
(up) and metal-ceramic junction (down).

Fig. 3. The 1500 W magnetron, air-cooled, with metalglass junctions.
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2. THE MAGNETRON CATHODE
The cathode consists of a spiral thermo-emissive filament,
made of thorium wolfram, which produces an electronic
cloud when fed with cathode current (fig.4 and fig.5); the
electronic cloud is then driven to the anode.
The thorium wolfram filament contains about 1.7%
thorium, as ThO2. In the industrial electronic vacuum
tubes, the filament is heated at about 2800K for 2min in
order to reduce ThO2 to metallic thorium, operation that
activates the cathode. Continuing this process at 2100K
allows thorium diffusion to the cathode surface, forming a
monomolecular layer with good electronic emission.

During normal use, thorium evaporates continuously from
the cathode surface, being immediately replaced from
inside by diffusion.
The cathode properties are much improved by carburizing
the surface layer, which can be achieved by heating the
cathode at 1800 ÷ 1900°C in a hydrocarbon atmosphere
(benzene, for example). The benzene molecules dissociate
at this temperature and the produced carbon forms
wolfram carbide. The monomolecular thorium layer
adheres better on wolfram carbide than on metallic
wolfram, its evaporation being reduced.
The Microwave Collective from the University of Oradea
realized a magnetron filament carburizing installation.

Fig. 4. The assembled 800 W magnetron cathode; 1 – thorium wolfram filament, 2 – upper plate extension rod, 3 –
connection rod to the central rod, 4 – getter holder, 5 – spacer ring, 6 – common cathode rod, 7 – ceramic insulator.

Fig. 5. The cathode of the 800W magnetron.

Fig. 6. 800 W magnetron filament carburizing installation.
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2.1. The carburizing installation
The carburizing installation diagram is shown in fig.6.
The main part, where the cathodes to be carburized are
put, is the wire protected 30-liter glass recipient C,
positioned on the metallic support plate P by means of the
gasket packing G. The plate features two brass terminals
B which form 400 A current ways. By mounting the
support clamp S to the terminals B, four more 800 W
magnetron cathodes K can be parallel connected. When
mounting the cathodes, the glass bell is lifted and held by
a guide support.
The filament supply power is taken from the single-phase
220 V / 50 Hz network, by means of the adjustable
voltage stabilizer STA and the transformer TR; the latter
features secondary coil taps connected to the selector
switch K1; the supply parameters are measured by means
of the ammeter A and the voltmeter V.
The inner space of the glass bell is connected through the
tube C1 to the three-way tap R1 which, when set to
position 1, connects it to the vacuum pump AV through
the tube C2. When set to position 2, the tube C1 is
connected through the tube C3 to the recipient B, which is
provided with a batcher tap D. The extension tube C1′ and
the tap R2 are used for air admission into the bell.

2.2. The carburizing technology
The cathode carburizing consists of several steps:
 two cathodes are fixed in the support clamp by means of
their filament connection rods;
 the glass bell is lowered on the support plate; with R2
closed, R3 opened and R1 set to position 1, the vacuum
of the recipients C and B is initiated;
 after reaching 10-3 torr, in order to degas the filaments,
the cathodes are heated several times by supplying them
repeatedly with increasing voltages, as in tab.1.
After completing the heating cycles, the cathodes don’t
emit gases any more.

Table 1. The measured parameters during cathode
degassing (p = 10-3 torr)

the moving piece cavity; the quantity required for two
cathodes is passed to the vacuumed recipient B, where it
evaporates rapidly.
Turning the tap R1 to position 2, the vacuum pump is
separated from the glass bell and the latter absorbs the
benzene vapors from the recipient B.
Observing the cathode constructive particularities, the
filament heating to about 1900°C in benzene vapors is
executed by short heating cycles, so that the plates
temperature doesn’t exceed the platinum melting point. In
tab.2 are shown the measured parameters that allow
carburizing process control.

Table 2. The measured parameters during cathode
carburizing.
Cycle
Uf [V]
Ifi/Iff
t [s]
Tf [°C]
1
14
65/60
20
1950
2
14
60/57
20
1900
3

14

57/55

20

1850

The heating times and the final filament temperatures,
measured with the radiation pyrometer PYROTYPO,
maintain the plates temperatures below 1773°C, not
harming the platinum solders.
The filament temperatures at 10-3 torr, in benzene vapors,
are lower than those reached at the same voltage, but in
higher vacuum (10-6 torr), because the vapors feature a
convection cooling effect on the filament, which does not
occur in higher vacuum.
Examining the data from tab.2 and neglecting the
wolfram carbide electric conductivity versus the one of
the thorium wolfram, one can appreciate the percentage of
the carburized section in the total wolfram wire section.
Observing that after the three carburizing cycles, made at
the same voltage (14 V), the filament current decreased
from Ifi = 65 A (initial) to Iff = 55 A (final) as a result of
electric resistance increasing, from the currents ratio
results:
I fi R f
I fi
ρ ⋅ l ⋅ Si
(1)
=
=
; Sf =
⋅ Si = 0.846 ⋅ Si
I ff
Ri ρ ⋅ l ⋅ S f
I ff

Cycle

Uf [V]

If [A]/cathode

t [s]

Tf [°C]

1

5

31.5

30

1660

2

5

31.5

30

1660

3

5

31.5

30

1660

4

6.3

35

30

1760

So the carburized part is 15.4% from the total section of
the filament. Microscope examination of a polished
transversal section demonstrates the concordance between
estimation and reality, as the thickness of the carburized
layer is about 20% from filament wire radius.
The experiments and measurements made at specified
heating power showed that this cathode constructive
version can be used also for 1500 W magnetrons.

5

6.3

35

30

1760
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6

6.3

35

30

1760

7

7.5

39

30

1850

8

7.5

39

30

1850

9

7.5

39

30

1850

In order to make the carburizing process to be
reproducible, the hydrocarbon quantities must be
accurately batched; so the benzene is poured into the
funnel of the batcher tap D, filling the 0.2 ml volume of

The exhaustion of the magnetron is necessary in order to
obtain 10-6-10-7 torr final internal pressure. This comprises
all the operations carried out on the magnetron connected to
the vacuum installation: degassing of anodic block, cathode
and getter support, cathode forming and activation, and
magnetron final closing. A special electric oven has been
designed and made in order to comply with these
requirements (fig.7).
When mounting the magnetron into the exhaustion oven,
the filament connection rods 7, made of nickel, are extended
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by means of flexible 6mm2 non-insulated copper
conductors, soldered by means of the Ag45-Cu35-Sn25
alloy, which allow safe electrical contact for temperatures
up to 630°C. These conductors are passed through the
thermo-insulating cap 3 and, in order to measure the current,
and the filament is connected in series with a 50/5 A
bushing transformer. The electrical power is supplied by the
secondary coil of the 220/12V / 630VA single-phase
transformer, connected to the output of the ATR-8
autotransformer.

Fig. 7. The 800W magnetron mounted into the electric
exhaustion oven.
The magnetron is mounted on the ring-shaped support
platform 6, with the anodic block 5 fastened by the ring 4;
the platform is set to such height that the glass bell
exhaustion nozzle 2 should reach the level of the thermoinsulating cap 3. In order to ensure thermal protection, the
bell is covered with an isinglass washer 1 that allows visual
control. The outer end of vacuum nozzle 2 may provide
information about the magnetron inner hygiene by means of
volatile impurities condensation.
Usually it takes about 2hrs to achieve the preliminary
vacuum of 10-2 torr, after which the diffusion vacuum pump
is started and the oven is gradually heated up to 450°C; in
order to prevent the outer oxidation of the magnetron, a
current of protector gas circulates inside the oven, such as
CO2 or Ar.
If the inner hygiene is adequate, the heating and exhaustion
at 450°C takes about 15hrs, after which the inner pressure
should become 2⋅10-6 torr. If a pressure of only 10-4-10-5 torr
is achieved after this period, the magnetron is to be tested by
means of helium leak detectors.

Table 3. Voltage, current and power values during the
cathode degassing and activation
Uf[V]

7

8

9

10

If[A]

35

37

40

43

Pf[W]

245

295

360

430
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After the 2⋅10-6 torr pressure is reached, the cathode
degassing and forming operation may begin. Even if the
cathodes have already been degassed prior carburizing, they
do absorb large quantities of gas which are not completely
removed at 450°C. In order to degas and activate the
cathode, the voltage and current will be gradually increased
until they exceed the nominal values (6 V / 28÷30 A),
according to tab.3. These values are maintained for 15s with
2min pause between two consecutive heating operations.
These over-heating operations make sure that the cathode
will not emit any gases at nominal temperature.
In order to thermally protect the magnetron, the oven
heating will be decreased during cathode degassing, so that
the magnetron temperature should not exceed 450°C
because of the heated cathode. At first, the vacuum may
significantly deteriorate and the pressure may rise above
10-5 torr; the over-heating operations will be repeated until
the pressure will not exceed 3-4⋅10-6 torr.
The pyrometric measurements carried out on a magnetron
fitted with an air-tight observation window confirmed that
the filament temperature exceeds 2200°C when the cathode
heating power exceeds 400W, and the thorium oxide is
reduced to metallic thorium. Due to the very short heating
time, the platinum soldering points are not damaged.
At the end of the exhaustion operation, the voltage and
current nominal values are restored and, if the vacuum
remains at 1-2⋅10-6 torr, the exhaustion is considered to be
completed. If not, the successive heating operations will be
repeated until the above-mentioned vacuum value is
achieved. Fig.8 shows the graphs Ta = f1(t), Tc = f2(t) and
p = f3(t), that is the anode and cathode temperatures and the
inner pressure versus the heating time, respectively.

Fig. 8. The anode and cathode temperatures and the
pressure versus the exhaustion time.
Before the final closing, the emission current is checked
again, after which the magnetron is heated once more at
450°C and, at this temperature, it will be closed by flameheating the vacuum nozzle. Due to the vacuum and glass
softening, the vacuum nozzle strangulates and closes. After
the heating is stopped, the magnetron may be removed from
the oven when its temperature drops under 80°C.
The vacuum quality for closed magnetrons is evaluated by
means of the anode-cathode leakage current, at room
temperature and 4kV anodic voltage. The current, measured
with ISOLATION METER type P435 MERATRONIK,
must not exceed 0.5⋅10-6 A.

Fig. 9. Exhaustion experimental stand.
The experimental exhaustion stand (fig.9) comprises three
main elements: the AV-100 vacuum aggregate, the
exhaustion oven and the power supplies for anode and
cathode circuits. The oven temperature is manually set,
based on the indications of the thermocouple from within
the oven. A more modern version comprises an
alternative voltage variator for setting the heating power
and for programming the oven temperature. The vacuum
diffusion pump is water-cooled, so the water flow must be
maintained in order not to damage the diffusion oil.
The electrical exhaustion oven, made and experimented at
the University of Oradea, and it was successfully used for
degassing, exhaustion, getter activation and closing of the
magnetrons built here.

realized some microwave progressive field drying pilotinstallations for stratiform materials, wood etc.
By means of magnetron-type microwave generators we
finalized contracts in various domains, of which we
mention:
 “Research, design and experimenting of an
installation for breaking hard rocks by means of
microwaves”;
 “Research and design for the realization of an
installation for microwave drying speed automated
determination for non-metallic materials”;
 “Study of hemp flakes microwave conditioning”.

4. CONCLUSION
The carburizing of the magnetron cathode leads to
improved reliability and emission characteristics,
compared to the common non-carburized magnetron
cathodes.
Also, vacuum is very important in order to achieve the
optimum magnetron performances. The installation that
we used allowed to reach a pressure of 2⋅10-6 torr inside
our magnetrons.
The completion of the magnetrons at the University of
Oradea, for the first time in our country, led to the
construction of many microwave installations, of which
we mention the bakelite powder pre-polymerization
installation and the drying & calcination speed of the
graphite sludge measurement installation. Also we
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THE PRESENT STATE ANALYSIS OF
STANDARD IMPLEMENTATION ABOUT
WASTE FROM ELECTRIC AND
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT IN
SLOVAKIA
Lucia SOTAKOVA
Miroslav BADIDA

Abstract: Waste from electric and electronic equipment
(WEEE) is a category, which is special from construction
and material heterogeneousness point of view.
Additionally, many parts of these equipments or products
requires special handling in treatment, in the range from
collection, through the manipulation and transport till
final pretreatment.
Specialty of WEEE category is also in a dangerous
character of many components originating at the
processing, e.g. batteries, light sources containing
mercury, etc.
The goal of this paper is to evaluate current way of
collection and recycling of WEEE in Slovakia, refer to an
existing limitations not only for collection and recycling,
but also for administration of an arose and collected
WEEE for the valuation needs of limits fulfillment
specified by European Union.
Key words: WEEE, collective system, recycling,

1. INTRODUCTION
Solving problems related to the end of electric and
electronic devices life is an up-to-date topic in Slovakia as
well as worldwide. Technical innovation in the field of
these devices has been growing exponentially. Industry
produces an enormous amount of new equipment with the
use of ever newer technology, which has resulted in the
fact that electric and electronic waste is one of the most
serious problems in relation to quantity as well as
ecological and health danger. There is no doubt that the
problem with EEE waste deserves as much attention as
problems with other types of waste. Therefore, solving
this problem is not only a local issue but it also concerns
the society all over the word.

Environmental policy aims at preserving, protection and
improvement of the quality of the environment, protection
of human health and economical utilization of natural
resources.
Determination of the partial objectives within the
framework of fulfilling recycling measurements and
appreciation of electric and electronic waste, to which the
Slovak Republic has contracted itself, is based upon
analysis of the current state of the occurrence of electric
and electronic equipment in the market, accumulation of
electric waste in Slovakia and development prediction in
this field.
Introduction of producers´ responsibility is one of the
ways to ensure development and production of equipment
in a way that will ensure its modernization, reparation,
appreciation and recycling as well as restriction on using
certain dangerous substances in electric and electronic
equipment.

2. CURRENT SITUATION IN THE EU AND
SLOVAKIA
Collection and recycling of electric and electronic waste
is provided by collective systems established by
producers in almost all European countries. These
systems are legitimate associations of people who have
taken over their members´ responsibilities resulting from
the European waste legislation. 820 tons of waste was
collected in Europe in 2006 through the collective
systems associated in the WEEE Forum. In some of these
countries a developed system of collection has existed for
10 to 15 years. These countries (Belgium, Denmark,
Sweden, Switzerland and Norway) form a significant part
of the overall volume of the collected electric and
electronic waste. Through the collective systems
producers and importers of electric and electronic
equipment are able to implement the collection and
recycling of electric and electronic waste in an effective
and successful way.
The WEEE Forum membership also enables its members
to exchange experiences and information regarding
collection and recycling of the electro-waste and to get
involved in common projects in this field.
In most European countries responsibilities for the
collection and financing are equally shared by
municipalities, producers and sellers of electric and
electronic equipment. Such a model enables all the parts
of the chain to get involved in the system of ecological
waste disposal. This way the collection is more effective
and communication with the public is more intensive and
direct.
Slovak collective systems are also the members of the
WEEE organization. In Slovakia the electric and
electronic waste collection system was introduced in
2005. In 2006 more than 8583 tons of waste was
collected. In 2007 around 18 000 tons of electric and
electronic waste was collected and processed, which
represents more than a double increase and it is about 3kg
per one resident compared to 1,7kg per one resident in
2006. Figure 1 shows the amount of the collected and
processed electric and electronic waste in the Slovak
Republic and the estimation for the following years.
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Fig. 1. The amount of the collected and processed WEEE
in the Slovak Republic for individual years
Implementation of legislation in the field of ecological
electric and electronic waste disposal is relatively good;
however, there are some problems. With regard to a low
sale of new products which is represented by
approximately 8,5– 9kg per one resident (in developed
EU countries it represents around 25 – 30kg or more per
one resident) and due to lack of waste sources, fulfilling
of limits and goals regarding the collection for 2008 and
the following years seems to be unrealistic. The limits and
goals for Slovakia in 2008 and the following years
represent 4kg per one resident. According to the valid
legislation in Slovakia only producers and importers are
responsible for the collection and recycling of electric and
electronic waste. They are also obliged to pay penalty for
the default of the set limits. Although municipalities are
responsible for the collection of the communal waste and
electric and electronic waste from households is part of
that waste, according to the respective Slovak legislation
the producers of electro-devices and not the state are
obliged to collect 4kg yearly per one resident. Except for
the obligation to take care of the collection, producers
also have to finance collection and processing.

Slovak Republic are obliged to take care of separate
collection and recycling of the WEEE.
However, they are free to fulfil the obligation in a
collective or individual way. Most producers and
importers use the second option and fulfil their obligation
through the existing collective systems which focuses on:
1. only some categories of the WEEE
2. all categories of the WEEE
According to available information in Slovakia there are
currently 10 collective organizations of various legal
nature and they are divided into two main groups:
1. group – collective organization established by
producers and importers
2. group – organization represented by collecting
companies or companies processing the WEEE
Although some authorized organizations state that they
operate in the field of all categories, it is obvious that
almost every category has its own dominant system.
In the collective system all the producers in a specific
category are part of the same system that provide for the
collection.
Experiences of the collective systems operating since
2003 have shown a continuous increase in the amount of
the collected electrical and electronic waste.
According to the survey (GfK, 2006) one of the most
favorite ways of electrical and electronic waste disposal
in households is the collection action, which is favored by
40% of the Slovak population, while one quarter of the
Slovak people prefer the free take-back system by shops
(Fig.2). On the other hand, the lowest number of people
prefer to store electric and electronic equipment at home,
or to leave it by waste containers.

2.1 Collective Systems in Slovakia
In practice there exist two main ways of electric and
electronic waste collection from households.
 By means of communal/municipal infrastructure,
 By means of take-back system in shops
In the first case households deliver their waste to the
communal/municipal system of waste collection and the
owner is the respective municipality, which may deliver
the waste to a waste collecting and recycling company. In
the second case the waste is taken away by the (shop)
producer who consequently delivers it to the waste
collecting and recycling company. There also exists the
third option, when the waste collecting companies take
away the electric and electronic waste directly from
households (calendar waste collecting).
According to the Act N. 773/2004 Coll. the producers and
importers of electric and electronic equipment (EE) in the
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Fig. 2. Preferred way of waste disposal of household
electrical and electronic equipment
In countries where the collective systems have been
working for some time, the volume of the collected and
recycled electrical and electronic waste increases every
year while the costs decrease. This shows that the
collective systems positively influence the whole market

with WEEE, since the subsequent decrease in recycling
fees is beneficial mainly for consumers. Moreover, in
many countries of the EU (France, Great Britain, Italy,
Poland) the collective systems are only being created.

2.2 Financing collection, transport and recycling
Producers are financially responsible for the collection,
transport and recycling. At present they pay fees to the
collective systems which take over the responsibility.
Authorized organizations pay to shops for every piece of
electric and electronic equipment which is taken back
(Fig. 3).
The recycling fee covers costs for the collection, sorting out,
transport, recycling and appreciation of large and small
household appliances.
The amount of the recycling fee depends on:
 amount of launched electric and electronic appliances
in the market
 amount of collected electric and electronic waste for a
given period
 amount of recycled electric and electronic waste
The implemented system is beneficial since according to
it individual producers are responsible for the collection.
Disadvantageous is the fact that in the initial phase of the
implementation it is quite complicated to determine the
percentage of the collection since up to now we do not
know the relation between the rate of the electric and
electronic equipment and that of the electric and
electronic waste in the market.
Producer

Producer´s
price

Visual
recycling
tariff

Wholesale

Wholesale´s
price

Visual
recycling
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Retail trade
Retail
trade´s
price
Visual
recycling
tariff

Collective
systems

Consumer

Fig. 3. Finance flow diagram

3. TREATMENT AND APPRECIATION OF
ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC WASTE
To handle the WEEE it is possible to use a wide range of
procedures, processes and technologies. When choosing
appropriate procedures it is necessary to take into
consideration not only their highest possible efficiency,
their preservation in relation to the environment, but also
their economic demand.

By determining the obligations for the producers,
cooperation of the municipalities and the residents,
collecting and logistics companies, the process of
handling WEEE is not finished yet. A separate activity is
also the actual processing – recycling – appreciation of
the WEEE. With regard to the specifics of this group of
waste its processing also has its peculiarities.
This kind of activity is also subject to regulation in the
form of different norms, rules, legislative acts.
Obligations to the processors are also imposed by the
directives of the European Community.
All facilities and organizations performing processing of
the WEEE should fulfil certain minimum norms. At the
same time, they should use the best available technologies
for processing – recycling – appreciation, safeguarding
the human health protection and high level of
environment protection.
The main rules which should be taken into consideration
are:
 level of used technologies,,
 existence of introduced managerial systems in the area
of quality, environment and safety,
 level of expertise of the staff,
 level complexity and quality of internal legislative
acts of the processor.
Likewise, it is necessary to create conditions for
consequent and identifiable separation of parts containing
dangerous substances, for fulfillment of technical
requirements for the sites of manipulation and storage,
including utilization of appropriate containers, appropriate
instruments, devices and tools.
Until 2004 activities in the given area were focusing on
technologies of handling the hazardous waste from
electric and electronic waste. Development of handling
the electric and electronic equipment (EEE) and electric
and electronic waste was fostered by passing the Act Nr.
733/2004 Coll. which modifies and amends the Act Nr.
223/2001 Coll. about the waste, thereby implementing the
Directive 96/2002/ES (WEEE).
The most significant implemented project in the Slovak
Republic is building of treatment capacity of complex
system of electric and electronic waste recycling with the
target annual capacity of 5050 tons, which enables to
appreciate majority of electric and electronic waste within
the specified 10 categories of this waste. As of June 2006
this company started to use also an operation for cooling
and air-conditioning appliances enabling consequent
recycling of material components also from these
products.
The company operates in the whole area of Slovakia and
is a standard regional collecting company and at the same
time also an authorized processor of WEEE in all
categories. Apart from this company, there are several
other processing companies with smaller processing
capacities that operate in Slovakia and provide processing
of particular types of waste from electric and electronic
appliances.
For an efficient, sustainable and transparent system of
collecting and consequent recycling of electric and
electronic waste to work in Slovakia, it is necessary,
according to the producers and importers, to amend the
existing legislation. Among the problems pertaining to the
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electric and electronic waste which still persist are
mainly:
1. deformation of the real market as a result of certain
provisions of the Act on waste,
2. vague rules about the operation of collective systems
and inaccuracies in the determination of producers´
obligations,
3. non-transparent and non-uniform system of records
enabling abuse of receipts ,
4. misleading advertising in the effort to commercialize
activities of collective systems while simultaneously
offering unrealistic service rates.
For the planning and prevention needs it is inevitable to
define conditions of cooperation, rights and obligations of
the collective systems and to secure their operation based
on equal conditions.
As well as that, it is necessary to create a complex
information system about electric and electronic
equipment and electric and electronic waste existing on
the Slovak market. Consequently, it is necessary to
elaborate a methodology of interpretation of Information
system outputs and to interpret the outputs on a high
analytical level. For this purpose it is also needed to
create an expert background.

[2] DAS, S.K. and MATTHEW, S., Characterization
of material outputs from an electronics
demanufacturing facility, Proceedings of IEEE
Interantional Symposium on Electronics and the
Environment, 1999
[3] GOTTBERG, ANNIKA, Producer responsibility
for WEEE as a driver of ecodesign: Case studies of
business responses to producer responsibility
charges, Nov-2003
[4] Hedemalm, P. Carlsson, P. Palm, V. Waste from
electrical and electronic products- a survey of the
contents materials and hazardous substances in
electric and electronic products. ThemaNord
1995:554. Nordic Council of Ministers.
Copenhagen 1995. s.96s
[5] STUDIA – Zabezpecenie relevantnych podkladov
pre pripravu novely zakona c. 223/2001 Z. z.
o odpadoch a o zmene a doplneni niektorych
zakonov v zneni neskorsich predpisov, Recyklacny
fond, Banska Bystrica, 2004, 218 str.
[6] RIESITELSKY KOLEKTIV - 2. priebezna sprava
–
Implementacia
smernic
o
odpade
z elektrickych a elektronickych zariadeni, SAZP,
Bratislava, 2006, 154 str
[7] EU (2003a) Directive 2002/96/EC on waste on
electric and electronic equipment of 17 January
2003, Official Journal L37, 13/02/2003, p. 24-37.

4. CONCLUSION
Efficiency of electric and electronic equipment recycling
in Europe keeps growing. The same is true also for
Slovakia where the legislation in the area of the electric
and electronic waste came into force in August 2005.
Experience of the collective systems which have been in
operation since 2003 documents a continuous growth of
the collected amount of the electric and electronic waste.
In countries which have the collective systems already in
operation the amount of collected and recycled electric
and electronic waste has been significantly growing year
by year, while simultaneously decreasing the costs. This
proves the positive effect of collective systems on the
whole WEEE market since the consequent decrease of
recycling fees is of great benefit mainly to the consumers.
For an efficient, sustainable and transparent system of
collecting and consequent recycling of electric and
electronic waste to work in Slovakia, it is necessary,
according to the producers and importers, to amend the
existing legislation. Such a change would help to solve a
wide range of currently vaguely defined questions, e. g.
responsibility of producers (collective systems) for the
collection of all accumulated amount of waste from the
predefined collection sites in the whole area of Slovakia,
uniform collection performance in the whole area of
Slovakia, rewarding of municipalities and collection
companies based on the actually performed collection or
cooperation of collective systems of producers in the
development of the collection infrastructure.
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DESIGN OF AUTOMATED PARKING
GARAGES
Krasimir KRASTANOV
Abstract: Parking as part of an overall transportation
system is one of the crucial issues of our times. Parking
has often been reduced to the construction of the most
minimal stand-alone structure or parking lot without
human, aesthetic or integrative considerations. Parking
garages that stow and retrieve cars automatically are
becoming viable solutions for parking shortages.
Although their application is still limited, storage systems
become increasingly popular for storing cars.
Different elements of the automated parking garage are
described. The aim of the report is to facilitate the
problem of optimal design and performance evaluation of
the automated parking systems.
Key words: parking, design, cars, optimal, automated
parking garage

1. INTRODUCTION
Automated parking garages have captured the attention of
building and real estate developers, architects, builders
and municipalities, not because of their cool, futuristic
robotics features, but because of their space-saving
efficiencies.
Automated parking garages can hold two to three times
the number of cars as traditional ramp-style parking
garages of the same volume.
Changes in the vehicle size have changed the parking
space dimensions necessary to accommodate large cars
and small cars. These vehicle changes have also reduced
the aisle width requirements to access a parking stall.
Large cars typically need approximately 9 feet of stall
width to provide sufficient door opening width, and small
cars need approximately 8 feet of stall width.
The one-size-fits-all designs are easier to execute for
several reasons: 1) most drivers do not know the size of
the vehicle or whether it is a large or small car; 2) most
drivers take the first available space regardless of size;
and 3) large cars parked in small-car spaces create
problems by encroaching on adjacent spaces and possibly
on the adjoining aisles.

Automated parking systems require up to 50% less space
to handle the same number of vehicles compared to
conventional, ramped parking facilities. Depending on the
specific configuration of the parking system, automated
parking facilities may also require less real estate than
conventional garages. These factors make automated
parking garages a competively priced, flexbile alternative
to conventional parking facilities. The minimum space
requirements for single carousel systems is 100 x 100
feet. 180 x 180 feet is required for double carousel
garages.
While automated parking facilities require considerably
more electric power than their conventional counterparts,
the management and maintenance aspects are much less
labor intensive, resulting in cost savings overall. In
addition, conveying technology eliminates the need to
move cars manually through the parking structure,
eliminating polluting vehicle exhaust emissions
throughout the parking structure.

2. ELEMENTS OF AUTOMATED PARKING
GARAGES
It’s very important we to reach design flexibility when we
planning one automated parking garage.
Conventional ramped parking facilities often offer an
unfavorable appearance in urban surroundings.
Automated parking systems, on the other hand, are
constructed with a closed facade, allowing city planners
and architects considerable flexibility in designing the
shape and appearance of the finished parking facility.
There are some elements which we should foresee in the
design of automated parking garages.

2.1. Pallets
Drive-on aluminium "stackable" pallets would be used
with groves and chocks for vehicle wheels, and hard
points for lifting, pushing, supporting and stacking
pallets. Nominally one-foot thick, pallets would have
almost no mechanical parts.
Pallets would have permanent bar codes, so the system
can identify the storage and return destinations, and note
them on the "car-check card". A few special "patrol
pallets" would be suitably equipped for inspectors to
"ride" through the automated system doing troubleshooting, routine maintenance, and/or repair work.

Fig. 1. Using of pallets in automated parking garages
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2.2. Pallet Roller Track Systems

2.5. Cog-Elevators

Standard lengths of pallet roller frames would be used,
using two rows of rubber-tired automotive wheels
powered by electric motors to move the pallets along,
riding in groves on the underside of the pallets. Pallets
would trundle forward above their pallet tracks, or
sideways to change from one track to another. Some kind
of braking system, hopefully regenerative, would also be
required for each wheel.

The key mechanical element in automated parking system
is the cog-elevator proposed to lift (or lower) each loaded
pallet to its designated receiving container, by "crawling"
up corner cog-rails using gripping cog wheels (positively
synchronized) at each corner and driven by 75horsepower Metrorail regenerative electric motors. Each
elevator would include lengthwise pallet roller frames to
receive and discharge pallets. It must also include raisable
side-wise pallet rollers for moving pallets for storage to
either side. Each must also include mechanisms for
pushing pallets to, and retrieving them from, positive
detents in each container (and for sensing if a pallet, by
mistake, is already occupying that container). Aircraft
electric rotary screw shaft flap extenders might be used.
Metrorail motors maximize initial torque, consistent with
the needs of these elevators.
In tall structures, two or three elevators might be included
in each shaft to reduce storing/retrieving times, and
hopefully to provide redundancy for the system's most
complex component. Components would be ruggedized,
and 'instrumented' for predicting potential failures. Some
might be able to visualize these elevators as having
evolved "genetically" from contemporary 4-wheel drive
tow trucks.

2.3. Pallet Stackers
Slightly modified pallets would be used to permit
stacking and moving of 5-8 empty pallets, since one is
needed per stored vehicle and each must be moved back
during off-peak times from "output" gates to "intake"
gates (not an insignificant problem). Procedures would be
developed to collect/stack pallets of departing cars and
move/restack them for entering cars during off-peak
times. Stacks would be stored in containers closest to the
"ground floor plaza" to permit rapid recovery and return.

2.4. Storage Containers with Vertical Cog-rails
Steel or aluminum containers of minimum realistic size
and clearance would be used, half would be end-loading
and half side-loading, each capable of "receiving" and
locking a pallet, pushed over to it by the vertical cogelevators (below). Each container would have reinforced
corner posts for stacking loaded containers up to fifteen
high, and include some bar-code reader identifying the
pallet it is storing, and some distress (motion, smoke,
heat) detection systems. Vertical edges of each container
would be reinforced for attaching vertical cog-rail guideways for cog-elevators (technologies: container ships, cog
railways, household security systems).
These stacks of containers would appear very similar to
those in everyday use on and below deck in container
ships. For aesthetic purposes, some additional exterior
surface could be applied for specific installations. There is
no requirement for external ventilation since no internal
combustion engines are involved inside the structure. The
construction of the vehicle containers differs slightly from
shipping containers in that no load-bearing floor would be
required. In this regard, the car containers would be more
like metal file cabinets where the load in born by rollers
near the side walls (i.e., the pallet equates to the file
drawer).

2.6. Power Towers
One reason for using electrically powered systems,
besides their own environmental cleanliness, is to be able
to convert kinetic energy from the descending loaded cogelevators back into potential energy. This would be done
by using the re-generated electricity to lift some very
heavy weight in a special elevator shaft. The potential
energy of that raised weight would generate electricity
when later allowed to descend. The "packing box" in
which the vehicle is moved about on its pallet still has a
"density" of only about 5 lbs/cuft (a 3000-pound car in a
600 cuft "box"). Solid steel, on the other hand, has a
normal density of about 500lbs/cuft (100 times higher).
Low-grade recycled steel from crushed cars could be used
to provide the heavy weights. Hence, with perfect power
conversion efficiency, a (stronger) cog-elevator could
easily raise a weight sufficient to then provide power to
raise 200 vehicles (half as high on average). With only
75% efficiency, it could still lift 150 cars, or, say, 100
cars, plus providing power to move the pallets
horizontally in and out of the parking structure.
(technologies: certain heavy industries, including mines,
and Metrorail cars using electric regeneration)

2.7. Turn table
Single-Car Turntables allow one vehicle to be turned
round easily and efficiently. No more reversing down the
drive in the rain and the ice - just safe, simple access to
garage. By using of turntable a vehicle can be driven into
its parking location, turned and driven back out into the
road with maximum safety.
This concept relies on the actual turntable being the
parking space.
When a car enters the site to park it is a simple matter to
turn the turntable until an empty parking space is suitably
Fig. 2.
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aligned. Similarly each car is “rotated” into position for
driving out of the site when it needs to.

3. OPTIMIZING OF GEOMETRICAL SIZES
OF AUTOMATED PARKING GARAGE BY
MINIMAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT
The optimal height of one automated parking garage is
the height at which the investments for building of
automated parking garage are minimum.
Lets we have the following design of the automated
parking garage /fig.3/.

Fig. 3. Using of turntable in automated parking garages

2.8. Computer-based Management System
The computer management system would have two basic
functions: first, of course, to manage the movement of the
loaded pallets to and from their storage containers on
demand. The container could easily be selected based on
short- or long-term parking, vehicle weight, etc. The
owner into the pick-up slot at a suitable delivery station
would subsequently insert that card. This aspect of the
system is based on tracking and moving the pallets,
independent of the vehicles on them. (Technologies:
automated warehousing, package mailing, delivery
systems)
Second, the computer system would do the billing and
issue to the driver a "car-check card", in response to a
credit card or "metrocard'. It could determine individual
storage fee rates depending on many vehicle- and ownerspecific variables. Note here that the fee structure is based
on the characteristics of the vehicle and the address of its
owner, not the pallet. (technologies: supermarket checkout systems, Metro "smart cards", E-Z Pass technologies).
These variables could well include all the following:
 How long has the vehicle been stored?
 Is this a fuel-efficient (or hybrid, say) small car
deserving favorable parking rates?
 Is this car being returned to its long-term homegarage? (Another favorable long-term rate)
 Is this car being parked at its normal daytime place of
employment?
 Is this parking facility at a normal transfer-to-public
transit location?
 Is this parking lot in the city, and is this car registered
in the suburbs?
 Is this cost to be shared by several arriving persons'
metrocards (i.e., carpooling)?
 Is this charge to be billed to a credit card or deducted
from an existing deposit?

Fig. 4. Schema of the garage
b – depth of the cell rack / garage cell/, m;
a – width of a corridor between racks / in this corridor is
moving the storage machine/, m;
L – length of the cell rack, m;
L0 - not using length of the parking, m;
(1)
L0 = L'0 + L''0
B – width of the automated parking garage, m;
H – height of the rack, m;

H 0' - not using height of the parking, m;
We will look for Lopt - optimal length of the rack and H opt it’s optimal height.
We could lead in the following symbols:
∆F - frontally area of the garage cell, m2;
П - frequency of entering and exiting of parking garage
from automobiles.
The investments has an influence from the volume of the
parking garage /number of cars, which can by parked/
зпг /respectively Qyear - pervious ability of the parking
garage per year/.
zст - number of cell racks.
By the method for extremum of continuous function the
optimal height of automated parking garage will be
definited by minimal function of the total capital
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investments as building, racks, parking floor, land,
storage machine and others.
For this aim we could summarize all capital investments,
dependent on H and L /by constantly width of parking
garage/.

∑K

i

= K1 + K 2 ..............K i ⇒ min

(2)

where:
K1 is a cost of the building of parking-garage;

K2
K3
K4
K5

is a cost of the racks;
is a cost of the land;
is a cost of the floor of the parking garage;
is a cost of the storage machine;

After this sum will be defined by L and H and they will
be nullify we could defined the optimal value of the
length Lopt and of the height H opt :

H = optimal and L = optimal

(3)
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4. OPTIMIZING OF GEOMETRICAL SIZES
OF THE PARKING ZONE AUTOMATED
PARKING GARAGE
By planning and design of automated parking-garage we
could plan to be used different parking machines. Their
characteristics such as speeds for moving VL and VH are
definited in the catalogue of the producers.
For optimal using of their performance we must to
optimize the dimensions of the parking zone, i.e the
dimensions of racks.
By the defining of length L of the rack we could use the
speed characteristics of the parking machines:
L=

2VL2
aL

(4)

where:
VL is the speed of the parking machine by horizontal
moving, m/s;
aL – acceleration of the parking machine by horizontal
moving, m/s2.
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RESEARCH REGARDING ELECTRICAL
PRESSURE WELDING OF THE FITTING/
SHIELDING ON A TRUCK BRAKE
PLATE
Ioan LUCACIU
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Gheorghe GLIŢĂ

Abstract: The development of transportation – both in
terms of the size of vehicles and of the rapidity of
advances – has led to the production of great tonnage
(power) vehicles.
Keywords: Projection welding, friction lining, brake
plate, out shot, mounting

1. INTRODUCTION
Once the working speed of these means of transport
increases, there is need for maintaining maximum road
security, which is obtained by the secure braking systems
of the motor lorry and trailer. The element which ensures
the slowing-down and the stopping of the vehicle by
preventing the speed increase is the brake. Over 40% of
the accidents provoked by mechanical causes are due to
damages to the braking systems. The “friction lining –
brake plate” system absorbs the momentum of any
vehicle by the friction of the so-called “disk or drum
Ferodo” and of the tires on the road. That means that,
once the engine has transformed the heat energy into
movement, the brakes act in reverse.
This paper presents the experimental results obtained
during the fabrication of the friction plate-facing support,
Figure 1, made as a composite element: steel plate,
mounting and friction facing which is cast under pressure
and at a certain temperature, over the above-mentioned
unit.
The mounting obtained by drawing and equipped with
out shots is fastened to the supporting plate by electrical
projection pressure welding.

Fig. 1. Brake plate support and mounting

2. BRAKE PLATE – MOUNTING – FERODO
UNIT
2.1. Requirements and working conditions
The main conditions that any braking system must fulfill –
plate, disk; drum - are connected to the following
requirements:
 the efficiency of transmitting the pressing force from
the pedal to the wheels;
 it should be destroyed in the shortest possible time;
 it should be strong enough to block all the wheels, “at
limit”, on dry asphalt;
 it should function without noise;
 it should not “get tired” when continuously used for a
longer time;
 the parts should be as little sensitive to humidity as
possible;
 it should be safe when used.
The brake requirements and working conditions for all
modern vehicles are more and more difficult and require
more and more attention, because:
The power of motors, speed and acceleration are always
increasing, while the diameter of the wheels is decreasing.
We thus arrive to an almost complete “burial” of the disk
and the drum in the wheels, knowing that the brakes of
modern couches and strong vehicles are more effective
and admitting that for a 12-ton vehicle, at a speed of 90
km/h, braking takes place with a power approximately 10
times higher than the power of that vehicle’s motor.
Consequently, the assembly: braking plate – mounting –
Ferodo needs to be made to show maximum safety when
used. However, the vital element of the brakes is the
“friction lining”, which, under strong braking forces,
increasing temperatures, must not come off the plate
during braking.
That is why various technical solutions were found,
among which their casting in holes, like in figure 2.
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It has been established that for the support plate and the
mounting, the best recommended material is regular steel
of the type S235 J2G3, according to SR EN 10025/2004,
in the shape of a plate or board.
The chemical content and the mechanical characteristics
are presented below in tables 1 and 2.
Table 1. Chemical content

Fig. 2. a. with 12 holes

Material

σr

σc

δ%

S235 J2G3

330-350

230-250

25-45

Table 2. Main mechanical characteristics
Material

C%

Mn%

Si%

S%

P%

Al%

S235J2G3

0,10

0,50

0,20

0,010

0,010

0,052

According to SREN 288-3/group 2, the basic materials
need to have a maximum pulling limit of 460N/mm2,
while according to SREN 288-3/group 9, one needs to use
steels that are not sensitive to cracking, as in Table 3.
Table 3. Indications for the use of basic materials
Basic
material

Fig. 2. b. with 2 holes

Norm for the basic material
SREN 288SREN 288SREN2883
3
3/gr 4,5
/gr. 1,2
/gr. 9

S235
J2G3

a

b’

b”

a – adequate for any application, with transfer of force
b – adequate, within limits to the transfer of force
Table 4. Main mixture elements for friction and
connection
Mixture
materials

Minerals

Organic

Asbestos
China-clay Cellulose
Elements
Talc
Cotton
Graphite

Fig. 2. c. mounting before welding

Participatio
n in the
mixture
(%)

20-80

10-60

Nonmetals

Bonding
agents

Brass
Copper

Plastic
Alternative
rubber
Natural
rubber

10-15

Fabrication
pressure in
kgf/cm2 at
150-250oC

250-800

20-40

Fig. 2. Disk plate, mounting before welding

2.2. Presentation of the basic material
The basic material was chosen with respect to the
following criteria:





the importance and destination of the product;
the temperature and conditions of usage;
the dimensions of its stress;
safety in use.
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The support-plate, made of 10 mm steel of the type S235
J2G3, Figure 2, with 12 holes, is obtained by heat
drawing, while the 1.0 – 1.5 mm mounting is obtained by
cold drawing and forming.
The “friction lining” – FERODO – is cast over this subassembly resulted by welding. The content of the friction
lining is presented in Table 4.

3. PRESENTATION OF THE WELDING
PROCEDURE
Choosing the welding procedure of the mounting on the
supporting plate has been done with respect to the
following requirements:
 the quality of the welded joining;
 the uniformity of the welding on the entire surface of
the board;
 productivity;
 the possibility of measuring and recording the
welding parameters.
When analyzing the respective requirements and the
whole technical documentation, it was established that
the procedure which is mostly recommended is
“ELECTRICAL
PRESSURE
PROJECTION
WELDING”, presented in the drawing in Figure 3.

The lower electrode – as in Figure 4 – has a plain surface
that supports and comprises the entire surface of the brake
plate, while the upper electrode is limited in its width.
During the experiments, the width of this electrode was of
20 mm and may be accepted as such, depending on the
machine power.
The out shots on the elemental mounting were made
artificially when the mounting was drawn.
Their shape, size and number were established in such a
way that they would meet the following requirements:
 they are rigid enough not to become plain under the
effect of the pressing force before the current crosses
and when it starts to cross;
 they have enough volume so that when they reach the
welding temperature, they do not melt too early;
 they have a stable shape;
 they are simple, cheap and easy to make.
The out shots in the mounting (their diameter and height)
are made with respect to the thickness of the mounting, by
following Relation (1).
D = 2 s + 0.75 mm

and

H = 0.4 s + 0.25 mm

(1)

where:
D – dimensions of the out shot in (mm);
H – height of the out shot in (mm);
s – thickness of the mounting in (mm).
The welding parameters are also appreciated by empirical
relationships and they are then recognized, after being
tested in experimental trials, Table 5.

Welding
parameters

Current
(A)

Welding
time (sec)

Pressing
force (N)

Pressing
pressure
(MPa)

Diameter of
melted
nucleus (mm)

Shortening by
welding
(mm)

Relations

(0,10,2) (1)
(0,81,0)
(2)

Px(π
D2)/
4

70-120

(1,5-2)Dp

0.8±0.1

Test 1

28

1.2

550

50

-

0.6

Test 2
Fig. 4. The setting scheme of the plate-mounting
assembly between the massive electrodes of the machine.

jnp
2
(πD )
/ 4

30

1.2

550

50

-

0.7

Test 3

The energy needed for the welding is provided effect
Joule-Lenz, by an intense current that crosses the
wasteful resistance of the volume of the “n” out shots
comprised between the supporting board and the
mounting, as in Figure 4.

32

1.6

550

50

-

0.8

Test 4

Table 5. Main projection welding parameters
Fig. 3. Principial scheme of projection welding

34

1.6

550

50

-

0.8
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(1) – soft condition
(2) – hard condition
(3) – pressing pressure in MPa.

4. EXPERIMENTAL TRIALS
Experimental trials were done within The Polytechnic
University of Timişoara – Welding and Material Science
Department, on a Zgb 80 machine whose command board
is presented in Figure 5. The maximum current that the
machine produced was of 35KA.

Fig. 7.a. in initial state

Fig. 7.b. sandblast cleaned
Fig. 5. Command board of the Zgb80 machine
Main parameters: the welding current and time were
measured and recorded on a Myachi machine, Figure 6.

Fig. 7.c. sandblast cleaned and rubbed
Fig. 7. Various options for the brake support-plate.
The welding parameters are presented in Table 5.
Fig. 6. Measuring the welding current and time.
The welding components: plate and armature, were either
only sandblast cleaned or sandblast cleaned and rubbed,
on a surface of the braking plate, Figure 7.
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A number of part samples were welded (5 for each
condition and for each state of the plate surface), so that
the best condition was selected, sequel to the mechanical
tests. The welding process for sample no. 4 is presented in
Figure 8 as being considered the best.

wide, while the machine power was increased to
around 50KA maximum current;
 the joining is considered to be good if the shortening at
welding is of 0.8 ± 0.05 mm;
 the fact that the mounting was introduced when fixing
the friction lining made it possible to eliminate the
high number of holes: from 12 to 2.

Fig. 8.a.

Fig. 8.b.
Fig. 8. The process of welding a mounting on a brakingplate
For each welded sample, an attempt to detach the
mounting was made after one or two successive joints, as
seen in Figure 8.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The results of experiments permitted the making of a
semi-automatic machine for producing the mounting, by
projection welding, on the braking-plate, at SC TES
Welding Timişoara1.
Also, the following conditions and conclusions for
quality joint were established:
 the surface of the supporting plate must be
sandblasted even before welding;
 for increased quality, we also recommend rubbing the
surface, in certain situations;
 in order to increase the welding productivity and
lower the number of steps, the superior electrode
made from Copper-Chrome was made to be 40 mm
1

SC is the Romanian for Ltd. (tr.n.)
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DEFINITION OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT DESIGN
CHARACTERISTICS OF A LIGHT
PISTON-ENGINED HELICOPTER IN THE
INITIAL PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
STAGE
Zlatko PETROVIĆ
Slobodan STUPAR
Ivan KOSTIĆ
Aleksandar SIMONOVIĆ
Abstract: Point-to-point traveling both in rural and
densely inhabited urban areas using helicopters is one of
the most time efficient ways of transportation. On the
other hand, due to high market prices and operational
costs of the contemporary jet-engined helicopters, this
way of traveling is quite expensive. An effective solution,
considering the transportation of up to four persons, has
been found in the introduction of light piston-engined
helicopters, whose overall costs are reasonably lower.
The demands for such helicopters on the world market
are increasing daily. A project of such two seater
helicopter, under development at the Belgrade Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering, branches in two directions development of a technology demonstrator and a
commercial version for a foreign partner. This paper
deals with the aspects influencing the most important
design features, and calculation models used for
determination of flying characteristics. Helicopter design
is based on the extensive use of advanced composite
materials. The CAD modeling process of the most
important structure members has been described in brief.
Finally, the applied experimental procedure for static,
dynamic and frequency verification structure tests of the
main rotor blade prototype has been presented.
Key words: light helicopter, initial development, flight
performance, CAD design, blade testing

1. INTRODUCTION
Helicopter design is a very complex multidisciplinary
process, which in some aspects substantially differs from
the classical fixed wing (airplane) design. It mostly
originates from the fact that in progressive flight, during

one revolution, the main rotor blades are subjected to the
pitching, flapping and leading-lagging motions, repeated
several hundreds of times in a minute. Cyclic motions
keep the resultant rotor thrust acting in the plane of
symmetry, while flapping motions of the blades enable
tilting of the main rotor disc in certain directions when
desired, to generate forward, backward or lateral thrust
components. Thus the blades are exposed to very complex
unsteady dynamic loads [1,2], which is not the case with
the airplane wings. The rotor generated lift enables
helicopters to take off and land vertically, but the
consequence of such flying concept is that they are less
fuel efficient than the airplanes. Design complexity also
makes them generally more expensive than airplanes of
the similar category.
In short range transportation of up to for persons, both for
executive or personal purposes, the introduction of light
piston engined helicopters has proven to be a successful
solution for reducing this gap between the airplanes and
helicopters. Unfortunately, practice shows that the
available budgets for light helicopter designs are often
proportionally much smaller than for the military or large
commercial helicopters, while certain high design
complexity issues still remain. This certainly puts
additional challenges in front of their development teams.
This paper deals with an on-going light helicopter project,
under development at the Belgrade Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering. It branches in two directions: a two seater
piston engined commercial version for a foreign partner,
and its slightly simplified and lighter - domestic
technology demonstration version, partially financed by
the Serbian Ministry of Science.
Confined to the initial development stages, the three most
important aspects will be described. Beside the definition
of the general concept, the first aspect considers
procedures applied for the selection of the most important
design parameters, including the reference helicopter
masses, the characteristic rotor geometries, etc. These
parameters are optimized in several iteration cycles within
the preliminary flight performance calculations, until the
posted design requirements are satisfied.
Based on these values, the second aspect implies the
development of the helicopter CAD model, defining
assumed dispositions of the structure members and
assemblies (engines, fuel tanks, gear boxes, main and tail
rotor components, control system linkages and their
kinematics, cockpit ergonomics, etc.) that will both
provide their proper functionality and satisfy the
requirement that the center of gravity of the whole
helicopter is always within the prescribed limits. This
process also involves the initial structure analyses of the
most critical and influential parts for their adequate spatial
structure definition and weight determination.
Computational methods can hardly provide a totally exact
insight in one of the most important issues - the severe
dynamic loading influence on the fatigue of the rotor
assembly. The third aspect considered in this paper
involves experimental simulation of the real-life loading
conditions, to which the main rotor blade was subjected
during 100 h time (later, all other rotor components must
be tested for fatigue as well), using custom designed
laboratory equipment. The most important conclusions
from these tests are presented as well.
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2. BASIC DESIGN PARAMETERS AND
PRELIMINARY FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
CALCULATIONS
Primary commercial requirements considering the class of
light piston engined helicopters is to keep the costs of
their development, manufacturing and production, as well
as their operation and maintenance, at the lowest possible
level, without affecting any of the safety aspects. In other
words, the design must be kept as simple as possible, but
efficient and reliable at the same time. So the natural
selection for here presented helicopter project was the
classical single main and single tail rotor concept.
One aspect in which it differs from other similar existing
models - the twin engine concept - came out from the
foreign partner's request of very high safety level while
flying over large urban areas. In case of the engine failure,
a pilot of a single engined helicopter can switch from the
regular to the autorotation regime, in which the rotor
continues to rotate as a windmill, still producing sufficient
amount of lift to perform successful forced landing.
Unfortunately, in case of many existing light piston
engined helicopters, the available period for transition to
autorotation is very short, only about 1 ÷ 2 seconds (this
is not the case with larger helicopters which have massive
rotors), and that was the primary cause of a certain
number of light helicopter fatal crashes in the past. On the
other hand, even a successful autorotation landing
approach on the crowded city streets would most probably
finish up with serious ground collision damage.
Considering the here presented helicopter project,
solution was found in the application of two coupled 100
HP piston engines, instead of the initially intended single
200 HP engine. In case of one engine failure, calculations
show (see Fig. 3.) that the helicopter could continue
flying on a single engine's power in a certain progressive
speed range. When sufficiently long clear space is
reached, it can land safely in decelerated horizontal flight
low above the terrain, supplemented by the ground effect.

natural sacrifice for higher safety. It also complies with
the contemporary more and more restrictive international
air regulation standards and requirements considering
flights over the urban areas.
It is a custom practice to make the initial estimates of the
most important design parameters using the existing
successful designs of the similar category as a start point.
When the helicopter mass issues are considered, the trend
diagram is formed. Based on some twenty existing light
helicopter designs, (appearance of the diagram is shown
in Fig. 1.), the functional dependence between the
adopted maximum take of mass mto and the corresponding
helicopter empty mass me has been derived as:

log10 me = 1.12815log10 mt o − 0.60818

(1)

For the adopted maximum take off mass of 650 kg (all
values given in this chapter correspond to the domestic
technology demonstrator version), equation (1) gives the
estimated empty weight of about 370 kg. The difference
between them, after subtracting the maximum crew and
baggage mass, defines available fuel quantity.
At the initial design level it is a usual engineering practice
to optimize the rotor geometry applying the aerodynamic
parameters averaged over the rotor disc. This enables
efficient generation of functional dependences among the
influencing rotor geometry parameters and definition of
their combinations that can give satisfactory solutions.
Fig. 2. shows an example of the possible combinations of
the rotor radius R and blade chord c values necessary to
establish the required certain main rotor power P [kW] for
hovering at H = 0m ISA (International Standard
Atmosphere).

Fig. 2. Main rotor power for hovering at H = 0 m as a
function of the rotor radius and blade chord

Fig. 1. Mass trend diagram for some existing designs
The adopted twin engine concept partially complicates the
design and production, increases helicopter market price
and maintenance costs to a certain extent, but represents a
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Optimization process has been applied through the
calculations mostly influenced by the air regulation
requirements and the usual flight performance estimates.
Complexity level of the applied procedures and equations
[2,3] has been established as a reasonable balance
between the required accuracy level and overall time and
resource efficiency for the preliminary design level.
Custom computer programs have been written for this
purpose, and in several iteration steps a set of geometry
parameters has been adopted, giving satisfactory outputs.

Considering the main rotor, the most relevant parameters
that were obtained are: number of blades n = 2, radius R =
3.8 m, blade chord c = 0.205 m, solidity factor σ =
(n·c)/(R·π) = 0.0343, disc area A = 45.96 m2, number of
revolutions per minute N = 440 rpm = const for all flight
regimes, giving blade tip tangential velocity VT = 175 m/s
= const. Due to the limited space of the paper, only a few
representative examples of the applied calculation
procedures corresponding to the preliminary design stage,
based on the helicopter mass of m = 650 kg, will be
presented briefly.
The two reciprocating power plants give the maximum
output of P0 max = 147 kW (i.e. 2 × 100 = 200 HP) at the
sea level. The available engine power at other altitudes is:
PAV = P0 max ⋅ (1.11ρ / ρ 0 − 0.11)

(2)

(see also Fig. 3.) where ρ0 = 1.2255 kg/m3 represents the
density of air at H = 0 m, and ρ is density at a given
altitude, defined by the ISA equation:

ρ = ρ0 ⋅ (20000 − H ) /(20000 + H )

(3)

in which the altitude H is expressed in meters. For the
purpose of preliminary calculations, the optimum fuel/air
mixture at all altitudes is assumed.
The average blade lift coefficient is determined as:
CL = 6CT / σ

(4)

while the thrust coefficient in hovering and level flight is
given by:
CT = T /( ρ ⋅ R 2π ⋅ VT2 )

(5)

and T = W = m·g. For initial estimates, equation (5) can be
used both for hovering and progressive flight. At higher
iteration levels, more accurate CT calculations for the
progressive flight regimes must be applied.

Fig. 3. Diagrams of power available and power required
for level flight at different altitudes ISA
Total power which is required for hovering and horizontal
flight of a helicopter can be obtained as the main rotor
power increased by approximately 10% to take into
account required tail rotor power and transmission
losses P = 1.1 ⋅ CP ρ AVT3 .

The main rotor power coefficient CP in hovering is
calculated from:
CP = κλh CT +

σ
8

CD 0

(6)

while for horizontal flight (Fig. 3.) it becomes:
CP = κλi CT +

σ
8

CD 0 (1 + k µ 2 ) + µ

RD
CT
W

(7)

In previous equations κ represents a coefficient which
takes into account the induced velocity distribution
irregularities over the main rotor disc. For hovering κ =
1.15, while for forward flight κ = 1.2; µ = V/VT, where V
is progressive flight velocity. Constant k = 4.65 is an
empirical value [3]. Drag of the helicopter body is
RD = 0.5 ⋅ ρ ⋅ CD ⋅ S ⋅ V 2 = 0.5 ⋅ ρ ⋅ f A ⋅ V 2 ; f A ≈ 0.8 ÷ 1 m2 is
the flat plate equivalent area. If vh and vi are velocities
induced by the main rotor in hovering and horizontal
flight, then the induced velocity coefficient in progressive
flight λi = vi /VT is obtained from λi = λh ( vi / vh ) and

( vi / vh ) + (V / vh ) ( vi / vh )
4

2

λh = vh / VT = CT / 2

2

− 1 = 0 . Parameter denoted as

represents the induced velocity

coefficient in hovering. For the calculated average rotor
disk lift coefficients determined using (4), the averaged
blade profile drag coefficients CD0 for representative
altitudes have been obtained using standard roughness
polar for NACA 8-H-12 airfoil and Re= 1.8×106 from [4].
Main rotor power required for climbing is P = CP ρ AVT3 .
In this case, the power coefficient is given by:
CP = κλi CT +

σ

f
1
CD 0 (1 + k µ 2 ) + µ 3 A + ξλc CT
8
2
A

(8)

In equation (8), λc = w / VT is the relative climbing
velocity, where w represents the rate of climb (Fig. 4.).

Fig. 4. Maximum rates of climb for different
speeds and altitudes ISA
Parameter ξ = 1.3 takes into account additional losses
caused by the changes of relative flow direction in climb,
while other parameters have the same meaning as before.
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The highest rates of climb at given flight velocity V and
altitude H can be reached when maximum available
engine power PAV for this altitude is applied. Since the
main rotor receives approximately 90% of the total engine
power, the equation for λc becomes:

λc =

0.9 ⋅ CPAV

ξ CT

−κ

λi σ CD
µ3 fA
−
(1 + k µ 2 ) −
ξ 8 ξ CT
2ξ CT A
0

(9)

After calculating the powers required for progressive
flight and the available powers for different altitudes
using already presented algorithms, at their crossing
points, the minimum (Vmin) and maximum (Vmax) speeds
of flight have been determined (Fig. 5.).

Fig. 6. Some elements of the helicopter structure in the
preliminary design stage
The overall model of the helicopter (the commercial
version) contains more than 4000 nonstandard and newly
designed components. The whole assembly and all of its
members have been designed and developed using
various appropriate modules of this software.

Fig. 5. Altitude-speed envelope and optimum climb speed
It should be noted that the composite rotor blades must
have a flat tab formed at the trailing edge for proper upper
and lower surface merging. According to [1,5] if the
preliminary calculations are done using the original airfoil
data (without tab), no significant influence on final
performance estimates should be expected. On the other
hand, according to [5], even a small impropercy in
angular tab positioning in case of asymmetrical airfoils
(such as here applied NACA 8-H-12) can seriously affect
the pitching moment coefficient, which for helicopter
rotor blades must be kept small. This issue has to be be
considered very carefully in main rotor blade design and
manufacturing.

Fig. 7. Components of the tail rotor assembly, generated
using the Mechanical design module
The mostly widely used modules within this project have
been the "Shape design" and the "Mechanical design",
and their workbenches:
- Sketcher
- Part Design (Fig. 7.)
- Aerospace Sheet Metal Design
- Assembly Design (Fig. 8.)
- Generative Shape Design

3. APPLICATION OF THE CAD/CAE/CAM
After defining the most important geometry parameters,
in the second development stage, the extensive use of
contemporary CAD/CAE/CAM tools was an imperative
in order to achieve high time and resource efficiency of
the project. Modern commercial design tools have been
used together with additionally developed software
routines and applications in almost every step, which has
enabled high quality design level and very efficient
modifications when needed.
3D modeling of the entire helicopter has been done by the
CATIA V5 software package. This software is a standard
tool in aerospace industry, which contains several useful
workbenches adapted for aerospace engineering purposes.
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Fig. 8. The tail rotor assembly, formed using the
Assembly design workbench

Very useful tool of the applied software package, which
has highly contributed to the design time reduction during
the project development, is based on its parameterization
capability. Widely used for the main and the tail rotor, the
inner and outer body shape, the skid and engine mount
geometry defining etc., it has enabled extremely flexible
approach in the optimization of the overall helicopter
assembly (Fig. 9.). Parameterization option was also of
the primary importance during the transition from lower
to higher complexity design development phases.

Fig. 11. Manufactured tail rotor gearbox components

Fig. 9. CAD model of the complete helicopter
A great deal of the computer aided engineering work,
considering very detailed weight distribution and analysis,
detailed stress analysis, dynamic, fatigue and damage
tolerance analyses is yet to be done. Preliminary CAE
activities were conducted using partly CATIA V5 and its
"Analysis & Simulation" module, and partially using a
certain number of custom developed Fortran routines.

The choice of such structure components is mostly based
on the fact that their eventual major redesign requirement
at higher design levels would most probably lead to the
inevitable redesign of many other members influenced by
them, which should be avoided by all means. Examples of
the manufacturing process and prototype components of
the tail rotor gearbox are shown in Fig.s 10. and 11.
A very special case considering this particular issue is the
main rotor blade, produced entirely of the advanced
composite materials (with the exception of the metallic
main and auxiliary bolt shells). Some specific aspects
considering its experimental verification will be presented
in the next chapter.

4. LABORATORY TESTS OF THE MAIN
ROTOR BLADE PROTOTYPE
The aerodynamic forming of the main rotor blade, i.e. the
CAD definition of its outer shape, span, chord, twist, etc.,
has been done at the Belgrade faculty of Mechanical
Engineering. On the other hand, internal composite
structure definition and design was done by the foreign
partner, as well as the prototype manufacturing. The root
segment of the blade, about 2 meters long (Fig. 12.), was
supplied to Belgrade for the structural laboratory tests.

Fig. 10. Manufacturing of the tail rotor gearbox casing
Software package CATIA V5 contains the CAM module,
which enables programming and adjustments of the
component manufacturing processes on the specified
machine, generating APT and NC code. This option has
been applied in the production of several vital member
and assembly prototypes in the initial helicopter
development stage. Even at this design level, certain
components should be manufactured and tested for the
verification of the production technology, functionality,
endurance, fatigue resistance, etc.

Fig. 12. Root segment of the main rotor blade prototype
The main rotor blade structure was such that the skin,
consisting of the carbon fibre plies, did not propagate all
the way to the root (black domain in Fig. 12.) - a design
approach which, according to the partner's initial
analyses, should have been quite appropriate for the
particular light helicopter requirements (in case of larger
helicopters, plies generally spread all the way to the root,
where their number progressively increases).
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The prototype blade was subjected to a series of complex
static, frequency and dynamic tests, described by a flowchart shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 15. Facility for the dynamic tests of the blade

Fig. 13. Flow-chart of the blade test procedure
Prior to the dynamic loading, the blade was initially put to
the static loading tests, including normal flexion,
tangential flexion (Fig. 14. - left) and torsional tests. After
that, the variable frequency tests were performed (Fig. 14.
- right). Vibrations were induced by an electromagnetic
shaker, using the sinusoidal input with progressively
increasing frequency. The blade response amplitudes
were measured at the tip by double integrating the
piezoelectric accelerometer signals, showing peaks at 4.32
Hz and 19.60 Hz, which corresponded to the first and
second natural mode frequencies of the blade - shaker
dynamic system.

Fig. 16. Loading scheme and the mixing hub

Fig. 14. Static (left) and variable frequency tests (right)
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Blade was then subjected to the dynamic tests, which
lasted for 103 h and 40 min, with the total of 2.6 million
combined loading cycles (Fig. 15.). Reinforced blade
segment tip was attached to the mixing hub (shown in the
small frame in Fig. 16.) by the connection flange. The
steady centrifugal force of about 5000 dN, acting on the
blade root, was generated by a hydraulic cylinder and
applied to the hub via the tension cables "1 - 1". Dynamic
loading unit consisted of the electric motor, drive belts,
gear box, adjustable excentre and a vertical push rod "2",

with its line of action offset from the blade's elastic axis
"6". Since the blade root chord was tilted 6.8o with respect
to the horizontal plane, such an arrangement has enabled
the simulation of the flapping moment "3", lead-lag
moment "4" and pitching (torsional) moment "5".

Fig. 17. Good agreement of frequency test results

After the completion of the dynamic tests, static and
frequency tests were repeated, and the results have been
compared with the values obtained before dynamic tests.
The first and the second mode frequencies of 4.357 Hz
and 19.605 Hz, obtained after dynamic tests, have shown
good agreement with the values obtained before them
(Fig. 17.), although a certain difference in the response
amplitudes was noticeable. Agreements considering
torsional and normal flexion test results were also good
(Fig.s 18. and 19.).
On the other hand, blade tip displacements in tangential
flexion after dynamic tests were some 0.4 mm, or about
10% larger than before them (Fig. 20.). Regular
distribution of the measured values, without scatter,
suggests that this is most probably not the consequence of
eventual measurement errors. It should be mentioned that
the root structure of this blade (light green-grey domain,
see Fig. 12.) consisted of the unidirectional rowing
filaments woven around the two bolt shells, (which then
propagate along the blade and form the spar), immersed in
the resin and glass fibre mat mixture. The resin-mat
combination acts more as a filler then the load carrying
structure, and forms the visible blade shape in this
domain. This particular arrangement has most probably
lead to the slight degradation of the blade root's tangential
stiffness during the dynamic tests (more detailed analyses
exceed the scope of this paper). These experimental
results suggested that the blade root design should have
been reconsidered for the second blade prototype, with
carbon plies propagating over it as well, as one of the
possible solutions.

Fig. 18. Good agreement of torsional tests

Fig. 21. Determination of the elastic axis position

Fig. 19. Good agreement of normal flexion tests

Fig. 20. Slight discrepancy in tangential flexion tests

Another important result obtained from the laboratory
tests is the position its elastic axis. Both before and after
the dynamic loading, torsional tests have shown that the
elastic axis is at about 36 % of the blade chord (Fig. 21;
vertical displacement values of the chord are given for the
cross section at 1.13 m from the main bolt). On the other
hand, for the optimum blade design, both the sectional
centre of mass and the elastic axis should coincide with,
or at least be very close to the aerodynamic centre of the
applied airfoil. For NACA 8-H-12, this position is at the
28% of the chord. Thus it has also been suggested that the
nose structure of the blade should be locally reinforced by
adding additional skin plies in this domain.
Performing experimental tests of the main rotor blade in
the initial project development stage has proven to be of a
high importance for the overall project efficiency.
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper the three most important aspects of a light
piston engined helicopter design, corresponding to its
initial development stage, have been presented. After
establishing the helicopter design concept influenced by
its general operational requirements, calculation models
aimed for the determination of its flight performance
characteristics have been selected. They represented a
reasonable compromise between the required accuracy
and time and resource effectiveness at the preliminary
design level. The custom written computer programs,
based on them, have enabled very efficient variation of
the most important input design parameters. After several
iteration steps, their optimum values have been focused,
satisfying the air regulation requirements and the
expected flight performance characteristics. Using them
as primary inputs, the helicopter CAD model has been
generated in progressively increasing complexity steps,
using the CATIA V5 computer package and certain
software routines specially developed for this purpose.
Beside all of the advantages of the computer aided design
and engineering, the manufacturing of some of the most
important assemblies and component prototypes, and their
experimental verification was considered necessary even
in the initial development stage. Experimental tests of the
composite main rotor blade prototype, presented as an
example in this paper, have provided some important
feedback information considering its design upgrades at
the higher project development levels.
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aerodynamic flow model and to verify calculated values
in relation to the test values.
The significance of an accurate estimate is obvious
because the classic symmetric projectile with muzzle
velocity as the main energy resource flies to target,
without any other influence but drag.

2. AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS

THE AERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS DETERMINATION
OF CLASSIC SYMMETRIC PROJECTILE
Damir JERKOVIĆ
Marija SAMARDŽIĆ
Abstract: This paper deals with the research of
aerodynamic characteristics of classic symmetric
projectile. On the basis of constructed parameters and
dynamic characteristics of 40 mm projectile model it
calculates aerodynamic coefficients and their derivatives,
which represent aerodynamic force and moment, through
all flow regimes – subsonic, transonic and supersonic. It
performs the static measurements of coefficients and
gradients of aerodynamic forces and moments depending
on Mach number and angle of attack, in the three-sonic
wind tunnel. By means of wind tunnel flow visualisation
chart and numerical results of aerodynamic coefficient
the comparative analysis is made and the accuracy of
aerodynamic characteristics is evaluated. The further
implementation into mathematical equations to analyze
and model the flight of projectile is considered.
Key words: aerodynamic force, aerodynamic momentum,
aerodynamic coefficient, derivative of aerodynamic
coefficient, flow visualization, three-sonic wind tunnel.

1. INTRODUCTION
The accuracy and precision of any mechanical system
depends on a proper model and experimental results. The
projectile as a mechanical system with its geometric and
dynamic characteristics has to save energy during a flight
through the atmosphere. The optimal – aerodynamic
shape of projectile provides stable flight, decreasing drag
and preserving velocity.
A modern classic projectile is symmetric solid with front
part – nose (shape of ogive or paraboloid), main
cylindrical part (with rotating band) and rear part - boat
tail (shape of truncated cone). The aerodynamic shape of
a projectile is very well known. The precise dimensions
and construction of the projectile determine the specific
physical effects of air flow. The main task is to determine
influence of air flow to the projectile with adequate

The projectile is assumed to be either a body of revolution
whose spin axis coincides with a principal axis of inertia,
or a finned missile with three or more identical fins
spaced symmetrically around the circumference of a body
of revolution. In addition to the requirements of
configuration and mass symmetry, the projectile is also
restricted to small yaw flight along its trajectory. In
conventional aircraft aerodynamics, the terms “pitch” or
“angle of attack” refer to the aircraft’s nose pointing
above or below its flight path; the terms “yaw” or “angle
of sideslip” refer to the nose pointing to the left or right of
the flight path, [2].
The aerodynamic drag force opposes the forward velocity
of the projectile and that is the classical aerodynamic
force of exterior ballistics as the “air resistance”.
The aerodynamic force acting on projectile in the centre
of pressure is given by, [1]:

⎡X ⎤
⎡C X ⎤
r ⎢ ⎥
ℜ = Y = q∞ S ⎢ CY ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣⎢ Z ⎦⎥

(1)

⎢ ⎥
⎣⎢ CZ ⎦⎥

where
ρV∞

2

q∞ =

- Dynamic pressure,

2

d π
2

S=

- Projectile reference area,

4

CX , CY , CZ

- Coefficients of aerodynamic forces,

ρ

- Air density,

r
V∞

- The vector velocity.

The aerodynamic moment acting on projectile is given by,
[1]:

⎡L⎤
⎡ CL ⎤
r ⎢ ⎥
M = M = q∞ S d ⎢ C M ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣⎢ N ⎦⎥

⎢ ⎥
⎣⎢ C N ⎦⎥

(2)

where
CL , CM , C N

- Coefficients of aerodynamic moments,

d

- Referent diameter - calibre,

These aerodynamic coefficients representing aerodynamic
forces C , C , C and representing aerodynamic moments
X

Y

Z

CL , CM , C N depend on:
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 airflow characteristics (Mach number, Reynolds
number),
 aerodynamic velocity,
 the angle of attack - σ ,
r
 the angular velocity vector Ω of the body frame with
r
respect to the I frame.

The acting of normal force and pitching moment on
projectile is illustrated in Figure 2.

The components of aerodynamic force and moment,
illustrated in Figure 1, are:

X
Y
Z
L
M
N

- Axial aerodynamic force,
- Side aerodynamic force,
- Normal aerodynamic force,
- Aerodynamic Rolling moment,
- Aerodynamic Pitching moment,
- Aerodynamic Yawing moment.

Fig. 2. Normal force and pitching moment
The side aerodynamic force and the yawing aerodynamic
moment, also called Magnus effect, are illustrated in the
Figure 3. They depend on the projectile shape, Mach
number, Reynolds number, yawing angular velocity r
and the angle of attack, [1]. The coefficients of the force
and the moment consist of the derivatives. Magnus force
coefficient represents the derivative of angle of attack and
rolling angular velocity p (6),

CY

( p ,σ ) = (C
*

Ypσ

+ CYpσ σ

2

2

)pσ.
*

(6)

Magnus moment coefficient represents the act of the side
force at the attack point i.e the derivative of the angle of
attack and rolling angular velocity, as

(

) (

C N p σ = C Npσ + C Npσ σ

Fig. 1. Total aerodynamic force and moment
acting on projectile
This paper considers numerical calculation of these
aerodynamic coefficients of forces and moments. To
calculate any of these coefficients it’s nessecery to know
the influence of aerodynamic parameterers and their
interaction.
The axial aerodynamic force coefficient is given by (3)
and depends on Mach number and the angle of attack σ ,
[1]. That force represents the main component of the total
aerodynamic force (Drag),
C X = C X 0 ( Ma ) + C X σ

2

( Ma ) ⋅ σ

2

+ ... .

*

0

2

2

)pσ .
*

(7)

The Magnus force and moment are lower than the normal
force and the pitching moment, i.e. they point at the
stability of flight and the precision of the weapon‘s
system.

(3)

Aerodynamic axial coefficient C X 0 ( Ma ) depends on
Mach number and the shape of the projectile, [1].
The normal force coefficient depends on the angle of
attack, Mach number and Reynolds number, given by, [1],
CZ = CZ σ ( Ma ) σ + CZ σ

3

( Ma ) ⋅ σ

3

+ ... .

(4)

The pitching moment coefficient also depends on the
angle of attack, Mach number and Reynolds number, [1]
described by (5). It consists of static derivative, caused by
normal force and dynamic derivative – caused by the
change of the angle of attack σ and pitching velocity q .
CM = CM σ σ + CM σ σ + CM σ& σ& + CMq q
3

3
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*

*

(5)

Fig. 3. Side force and yawing moment
The rolling aerodynamic moment coefficient depends on
the rolling angular velocity p , Mach number, Reynolds
number and the angle of attack σ , [1]. The most
influential parameter, the rolling angular velocity, that
defines the derivative of aerodynamic coefficient of
rolling angular velocity is also called the spin dumping
moment coefficient and is given by (8),
*

CL = C Lp p .

(8)

3. NUMERICAL CALCULATION

CM σ

This paper deals with mathematical interpretation of
presented aerodynamic coefficients. These mathematical
equations are given on the basis of theoretical research
presented with partial differential equation and solved by
finite elements method [1,3,4]. Also some derivatives are
improved in relation of measurements and results of the
experiments. In this chapter there are the results of the
numerical calculation of the derivatives and aerodynamic
coefficients.
The object of the research is the model of the classic
symmetric projectile with following characteristics:
 Reference diameter (caliber) : 40 mm,
 Total lenght :
206,8 mm,
 Nose lenght :
122,5 mm,
 Boat tail lenght :
18 mm,
 Center of mass :
151,8 mm,
 Mass :
0,985 kg.

Ma

Fig. 5. Static derivative of aerodynamic pitching
coefficients versus Mach number
The characteristic of the summary of two aerodynamic
derivatives CM σ& + CMq , according to (5) is represented in
the Figure 6. The summary represents the dynamic part of
the total aerodynamic pitching coefficient.

On the basis of these geometric and dynamic
characteristics, according to the calculation developed in
the literature [1,3,4], the aerodynamic coefficients and its
derivatives are calculated. Graphic illustration of the
derivatives and aerodynamic coefficienets versus Mach
number is given in this paper. Mach number best
represents the characteristics of airflow, i.e. the velocity
of the projectile in relation to the sonic velocity.
The characteristics of axial aerodynamic derivative C X 0 ,
according to (3) is illustrated in the Figure 4, show the
correct change in the relation of the velocity, through all
airflow regimes. This illustration shows the change of the
coefficient as of other classic symmetric projectile.
CX 0

Ma

CM σ& + CMq
Fig. 6. Dynamic derivative of aerodynamic pitching
coefficients versus Mach number
The characteristic of aerodynamic derivative C Nσ ,
according to (6) is represented in the Figure 7. It
represents the result of calculation Magnus effect on the
projectile during the flight through all air flow regimes
(Mach number 0,2 – 3,0)

C Nσ

Ma

Fig. 4. Graphic of axial coefficient vs. Mach number
The characteristic of aerodynamic derivatives CM σ ,
according to (5) is represented in the Figure 5. The
diagram shows the correct change of the values in relation
to the Mach number. It represents the static part of the
total aerodynamic pitching coefficient.

Ma

Fig. 7. Derivative of yawing coefficeint
versus Mach number
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4. WIND TUNNEL TESTS

4.3. Instrumentation and data recording

A series of wind tunnel tests of the Projectile model of 40
mm were performed in the T-38 wind tunnel [6].

Data reduction was performed after each run, using the
standard T38-APS software package in use with the windtunnel facility. It was done in several stages, i.e.:

4.1. The T-38 wind tunnel facility
Projectile model of 40 mm mounted in the T-38 test
section are shown on the Figure 8.

Fig. 8. Projectile Model of 40 mm
mounted in the T-38 test section
The T-38 test facility of Military Technical Institute in
Belgrade is a blow down type pressurized wind tunnel
with a 1.5m x 1.5m square test section [7]. For subsonic
and supersonic tests, the test section is with solid walls,
while for transonic tests, a section with porous walls is
inserted in the tunnel configuration. The porosity of walls
can be varied between 1.5% and 8%, depending on Mach
number, so as to achieve the best flow quality.
Mach number in the range 0.2 to 4.0 can be achieved in
the test section, with Reynolds numbers up to 110 million
per meter. In the subsonic configuration, Mach number is
set by sidewall flaps in the tunnel diffuser. In the
supersonic configuration, Mach number is set by the
flexible nozzle contour, while in transonic configuration,
Mach number is both set by sidewall flaps and the flexible
nozzle, and actively regulated by blow-off system. Mach
number can be set and regulated to within 0.5% of the
nominal value.
Stagnation pressure in the test section can be maintained
between 1.1 bar and 15 bar, depending on Mach number,
and regulated to 0.3 % of nominal value. Run times are in
the range 6s to 60s, depending on Mach number and
stagnation pressure.
Model is supported in the test section by a tail sting
mounted on a pitch-and-roll mechanism by which desired
aerodynamic angles can be achieved. The facility supports
both step-by-step model movement and continuous
movement of model (“sweep”) during measurements.

4.2. Range of tests
Tests of the model were performed in the Mach number
range from 0.2 to 3.0. The complex angles of attack were
in the interval from –10° to +10° and roll angle was 0°.
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 Data acquisition system interfacing and signals
normalization;
 Determination of flow parameters in the test section of
the wind tunnel;
 Determination of model position (orientation) relative
to test section and airflow;
 Determination of non-dimensional aerodynamic
coefficients of forces and moments.

Each stage has been performed by a different software
module.
The stagnation pressure P0 in the test section was
measured by a Mensor quartz bourdon tube absolute
pressure transducer pneumatically connected to a Pitot
probe in the settling chamber of the wind tunnel. Range of
the transducer used was 7 bar.
The difference (Pst -P0) between the stagnation and static
pressure in the test section was measured in
subsonic/transonic speed range by a Mensor quartz
bourdon
tube
differential
pressure
transducer,
pneumatically connected to the P0 Pitot probe and to an
orifice on the test section sidewall. In transonic and
supersonic speed ranges an absolute pressure transducer
of same type and range was used. Range of these
transducers was 1.75 bar;
Atmospheric pressure Patm was measured by a Mensor
quartz bourdon tube absolute pressure transducer
pneumatically connected to a pressure port in the wind
tunnel exhaust. Range of these transducers was 1.75 bar.
The stagnation temperature T0 was measured by a custommade RTD probe in the settling chamber of the wind
tunnel.
The pitching and rolling angle of the model support
measured by NPL resolvers integrated in the model
support mechanism. The accuracy of the pitching angle
reading was 0.05° and of the rolling angle reading was
0.25°.
Aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the model
were measured by ABLE 1.00 MKXXIIIA internal sixcomponent strain gauge balance. Nominal load range of
the balance was 2800 N for normal, 620 N for side forces,
134 N for axial force, 145 Nm for pitching, 26 Nm for
yawing moment and 17 Nm for rolling moment; the
accuracy was approximately 0.25% F.S. for each
component.
The data acquisition system consisted of a Teledyne 64
channels “front end” controlled by a PC computer. The
front-end channels for flow parameters transducers (i.e.
transducers for P0, Pst -P0 and T0) were set with 30 Hz,
fourth-order low pass Butterworth filters and appropriate
amplification. The data from all analog channels were
digitized by a 16-bit resolution A/D converter with the
overall accuracy of the acquisition system being about
0.05% to 0.1% F.S. of the channel signal range. All
channels were sampled with the same 200 samples/s rate.
Mach number Ma was calculated using the isentropic
relation:

1

κ −1
⎡
⎛
⎞⎤ 2
⎢ 2 ⎜ ⎛ P0 ⎞ κ
⎟⎥
−
M =⎢
1
⎜⎜ P ⎟
⎟⎥
−
1
κ
⎜ ⎝ st ⎠
⎟⎥
⎢
⎝
⎠⎦
⎣

(9)

Figures 9 – 11 show some of the schlieren components in
the T-38 wind tunnel.

Aerodynamic coefficients C X , CY , K , C N in the body
axes system were calculated from the aerodynamic forces
X, Y, Z and moments L, M, N as:
X
(10)
CX =
5
qS ref ⋅ 10
CY =
CZ =
CL =
CM =
CN =

Y
qS ref ⋅ 10

(11)

5

Z
qS ref ⋅ 10

(12)

5

L
qDref S ref ⋅ 10

5

M
qDref S ref ⋅ 10

5

N
qDref S ref ⋅ 10

5

(13)

Fig. 10. Light source-Xe lampof schlieren system
in the T-38 wind tunnel

(14)
(15)

The factor 105 appears because pressures were calculated
in bar, not in Pascal, referent model diameter Dref , and
2
S ref = Dref
4 as referent area).

Test results are given for model aerodynamic center
located at distance 151,8 mm downstream of the model
nose – for the center of mass.

4.4. Flow visualization with schlieren system
The Schlieren method is a relatively simple and very
useful method.
The combined holographic interferometer and schlieren
device has been designed, made and tested for wind
tunnel T-38. The device can be included in tests either as
schlieren system or interferometer. The dimensions of the
system are out of standard (optical field diameter is Φ=
900 mm, uniform, without aberrations). It allows
visualizing flow in transonic and supersonic wind tunnel
test sections. Detection range of: the density gradient is
0,1- 6,52 kg/m4, the refractive index 10-7 to 10-4
and resolution in full scale is 10-7 [5].

Fig. 11. Schlieren window on the T-38
wind tunnel test section
Figures 12-14 shows the schlieren effects around the
projectile model in wind tunnel T-38. The model of the
tested projectile is of real dimensions – it is not enlarged
on account of the relatively large pitch-and-roll
mechanism. As shown in the figures 12 to 14, during the
measurement there is an influence of the discontinuity on
the total load acting on the projectile. Thus there are
particularly great values of axial aerodynamic load in
transonic airflow regime.

Fig. 12. Schlieren flow chart of 40 mm model projectile at
Fig. 9. Large mirror of schlieren system in the tunnel

Ma = 2, 0 and σ = 0o
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The measured values are shown in the following graphs.
The values of the axial force are most important and that
is why the special attention is paid to them.
The values of the axial aerodynamic coefficient at the
angle of attack σ = 0o in depend of the Mach number
( Ma = 0, 2 ÷ 3, 0 ) are represented in the Figure 15.
The experimental results of axial aerodynamic coefficient
and for three values of the angle of attack σ = 0o ,
Fig. 13. Schlieren flow chart of 40 mm model projectile at
Ma = 2, 0 and σ = +10o

σ = −10o and σ = +10o are given in the Figure 16.
C X exp

Ma
Fig. 14. Schlieren flow chart of 40 mm model projectile at
Ma = 2, 0 and σ = −10o

Fig. 16. Axial force coefficient C X exp ( Ma ) versus Mach

4.5. Results of measurements
The model projectile of 40 mm described in chapter 3 is
tested in the T-38 wind tunnel. The experiment included
measurements of the aerodynamic load on the projectile
and the alteration of the measured values in aerodynamic
coefficients of forces and moments. During every
measurement the angle of attack was changed from -10 to
+10, and the values of the load were measured as well. …
There were 15 blows altogether with different Mach
numbers from 0,2; 0,5; 0,7; 0,8; 0,9; 0,95; 1,0; 1,1; 1,2;
1,5; 2,0; 2,25; 2,5 I 3,0.

number for angle of attack σ = 0o , 5o , 10o
The experimental results of aerodynamic coefficients in
subsonic regime - Ma = 0, 2 , and for the angle of attack

σ = −10o ÷ +10o are given in the Figure 17. These
aerodynamic coefficients are Axial force coefficient
C X exp (σ ) , Normal force coefficient CZ exp (σ ) and
Pitching moment coefficient CM exp (σ ) .

C X exp

Ma
Fig. 15. Axial force coefficient C X 0 ( Ma, σ = 0 )
versus Mach number
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Fig. 17. Coefficients C X exp , CZ exp , CM exp
versus angle of attack σ = −10o ÷ +10o for Ma = 0, 2

The experimental results of aerodynamic coefficients in
transonic regime - Ma = 0, 95 , are given and for the
angle of attack σ = −10o ÷ +10o in the Figure 18.

Fig. 20. Diagram of CY exp , CL exp , C N exp
versus angle of attack σ = −10o ÷ +10o for Ma = 0, 2
Fig. 18. Diagram of C X exp , CZ exp , CM exp
versus angle of attack σ = −10o ÷ +10o for Ma = 0, 95
The experimental results of aerodynamic coefficients in
supersonic regime - Ma = 0, 95 , and for the angle of
attack σ = −10o ÷ +10o are given in the Figure 19.

Fig. 21. Diagram of CY exp , CL exp , C N exp
versus angle of attack σ = −10o ÷ +10o for Ma = 0, 95

Fig. 19. Diagram of C X exp , CZ exp , CM exp
versus angle of attack σ = −10o ÷ +10o for Ma = 0, 95
These three coefficients are the most influential forces
and moments on the projectile flight – axial force, normal
force and pitching moment. On the basis of the
experimental results, as in theory, side force and yawing
moment are less significant for flight trajectory.
The experimental results of aerodynamic side force
coefficient CY exp , aerodynamic yawing moment
coefficient C N exp and aerodynamic rolling moment
coefficient CL exp in the various sonic regimes (different
Mach numbers),

and for the angle of attack

σ = −10o ÷ +10o are given in the Fig. 20 – 22.

Fig. 22. Diagram of CY exp , CL exp , C N exp
versus angle of attack σ = −10o ÷ +10o for Ma = 3, 0
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5. CONCLUSION
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THE AXLE BREAKING ELECTRICS
LOCOMOTIVE 441-02
Nadežda ŠUBARA

Abstract: In this paper there are analyses the causes of
the engine axle breaking of the sign Z 76 55 0122 5257
ZO/NiCrMoV 145 248 BO.BO.BG 126 JŽ., put in the
electrics engine with the sign 441-02 that is property of
the hit power plant "Nikola Tesla" Obrenovac.
The aim of the paper is to confirm relevant dates of the
breaking causes and nature of the locomotive axle
breaking in the trailing of the empty train on the rote
Vreoci-Tamnava - local train, to avoid similar effects at
the rest locomotives of the same series.
Key words: crack railway vehicles axes, corrosive
fatigue, brake from fatigue

1. INTRODUCTION
Railway vehicles structure elements are submitted, at
first, to high static stress due to dimension differences and
residual welding stresses. Cycle stress components during
railway vehicle running on track (steel to steel) are
mechanically transmitted.
Vibrations of compressor connection equipment, traction
motors, brake systems, buffing and coupling gears,
temperature cycling etc. are added here. Fatigue process
starts from stress concentrators, like discontinuities and
cuts, which provoke triple axes stress condition in
material. Progressive development of a crack or more
cracks at the moment when residual section loses ability
to respond to a load brings to fatigue fracture, because of
action of cycle changeable operational stresses.
Prognosis of total useful endurance of components of
railway vehicle structure in relation to growth of fatigue
material crack is a function of necessary time for
initializing and a time to critical crack development.
Region of initialization is limited to a very narrow
discontinuity or to a crack growth, which becomes
measurable and outspreads due to material fatigue. Sub
critical crack growth can be described with one of the
existing growth “lows”, and then crack enters in aria of
sudden growth which brings to the failure, or creep,

which results lost of a part or a structure. In designing
process according to previous component durability can
be prolonged with increase of endurance until
initialization or until critical crack growth.
For prognosis of residual life from simultaneous
influence of corrosive stress and corrosion due to fatigue,
instead of relation that describes momentary crack length,
the relation for damage accumulation during time should
be used:
νtscc = Jm /2 α0 N0 t0, where are:
Jm (J4, J6, J8 i J10) – values of accumulated force that
provokes crack spreading for material endurance curve
parameters m = (4, 6, 8 or 10);
α0 -parameter nominal value for function which presents
reduction of material endurance limit α(σ) and
t0 - mean value of acting time for operational stress.
Tab. 1. The values of accumulated force that provokes
crack spreading for material endurance curve parameters
m = (4, 6, 8 or 10);
x −1 =

2αt

0,5

1,0

0,01
0,02
0,03
0,04
0,05
0,06
0,07
0,08
0,09
0,10
0,15
0,20
0,25
0,30
0,35
0,40
0,45
0,50

0,159
0,322
0,488
0,657
0,830
1,006
1,186
1,370
1,558
1,749
2,766
3,891
5,137
6,514
8,038
9,724
11,59
13,65

0,037
0,075
0,114
0,154
0,194
0,236
0,278
0,321
0,366
0,412
0,653
0,922
1,221
1,553
1,922
2,332
2,787
3,921

0,01
0,02
0,03
0,04
0,05
0,06
0,07
0,08
0,09
0,10
0,15
0,20
0,25
0,30
0,35
0,40
0,45
0,50

15,67
31,98
48,95
66,62
85,00
104,1
124,1
144,8
166,4
188,8
315,6
470,5
659,7
890,8
1173
1518
1939
2453

0,976
1,992
3,050
4,151
5,297
6,490
7,732
9,024
10,37
11,77
19,68
29,35
41,16
55,58
73,20
94,74
121,0
153,2

σ −1(t )2
2s 2

1,5
Ј4
0,014
0,029
0,045
0,060
0,076
0,093
0,110
0,127
0,145
0,163
0,260
0,369
0,492
0,629
0,783
0,955
1,147
1,362
Ј8
0,190
0,388
0,594
0,808
1,032
1,265
1,507
1,760
2,023
2,296
3,844
5,739
8,058
10,89
14,36
18,60
23,78
30,11

2,0

2,5

0,007
0,014
0,021
0,028
0,036
0,044
0,052
0,061
0,069
0,078
0,125
0,179
0,241
0,311
0,389
0,478
0,578
0,692

0,003
0,007
0,011
0,015
0,019
0,023
0,027
0,032
0,036
0,041
0,066
0,096
0,130
0,169
0,214
0,265
0,323
0,388

0,058
0,119
0,182
0,247
0,316
0,388
0,462
0,540
0,621
0,705
1,184
1,772
2,494
3,379
4,464
5,793
7,421
9,412

0,022
0,046
0,070
0,096
0,122
0,150
0,179
0,209
0,241
0,274
0,462
0,694
0,982
1,335
1,770
2,305
2,962
3,767
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x −1 =

2αt

0,5

1,0

σ −1(t )2
2s 2

1,5

0,01
0,02
0,03
0,04
0,05
0,06
0,07
0,08
0,09
0,10
0,15
0,20
0,25
0,30
0,35
0,40
0,45
0,50

1,459
2,963
4,513
6,110
7,756
9,452
11,20
13,00
14,86
16,77
27,24
39,41
53,56
69,99
89,09
111,3
137,1
167,0

0,179
0,364
0,555
0,751
0,954
1,163
1,378
1,600
1,829
2,065
3,360
4,866
6,620
8,660
11,03
13,79
17,00
20,73

Ј6
0,051
0,103
0,157
0,213
0,270
0,329
0,391
0,454
0,519
0,587
0,957
1,391
1,873
2,489
3,180
3,984
4,923
6,016

0,01
0,02
0,03
0,04
0,05
0,06
0,07
0,08
0,09
0,10
0,15
0,20
0,25
0,30
0,35
0,40
0,45
0,50

196,9
403,8
621,4
850,2
1091
1341
1609
1888
2182
2491
4289
6598
9563
13369
18257
24533
32592
42940

6,149
12,61
19,41
26,55
34,06
41,96
50,26
58,99
68,16
77,81
134,0
206,1
298,7
417,7
570,4
766,5
1018
1342

Ј10
0,806
1,655
2,547
3,484
4,470
5,507
6,597
7,743
8,948
10,21
17,60
27,08
39,26
54,99
75,01
100,8
133,9
176,5

2,0

2,5

0,020
0,040
0,061
0,083
0,105
0,128
0,152
0,177
0,203
0,230
0,376
0,550
0,754
0,993
1,274
1,603
1,989
2,439

0,009
0,018
0,028
0,038
0,048
0,058
0,070
0,081
0,093
0,105
0,174
0,256
0,353
0,468
0,604
0,765
0,954
1,176

0,189
0,388
0,597
0,818
1,049
1,293
1,549
1,819
2,102
2,401
4,140
6,378
9,256
12,96
17,71
23,82
31,67
41,76

0,060
0,124
0,191
0,261
0,336
0,414
0,496
0,583
0,674
0,770
1,331
2,055
2,988
4,190
5,738
7,730
10,29
13,58

2. INVESTIGATIONS OF AXLE BREAKING
ELECTRICS LOCOMOTIVE 441-02
The axes unit is produced Thyssen Germany, the axes
sign Z 76 55 0122 5257 ZO / Ni Cr Mo V 145 248 BO.
BO. BG 126 JŽ. The basics data has been fond
practically and through the documentation.
Till axes cracking the locomotive passed 2.660000 km.
The locomotive has been produced 1976. in the factory
"Rade Končar". Locomotive had been running from 1978.
for full loading train 2500 tons, and when empty 1000
tonsils. The locomotive repair had done in the proposed
periods (the last repair (SO) was 1997. in MIN
"Locomotive", Niš with wheel frame changing).
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The proposed characteristics of the quality of inquire into
are under Standard UIC 811-1. If we compare data from
TENT Obrenovac with the results had got during
investigating from table 2. We can conclude that
inspected axes belong to A4 class (see table 2.).
Through investigating program it is anticipated
examination the axes work in technological and running
conditions, also visual cracking examine and putting in
photo, ultrasound examination of axes from the same
series hardness measuring on axes surface, stroke
toughness and metallurgic examination.

3. RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS
The results of analyses as for technological and running
conditions are confirmed by data’s that this is the first
case of axes cracking considering that it was in long
period of running (exploiting from 1978.).
So we can conclude that the cause of axes cracking should
not ask in material mistakes, but the cause could ask in
number of dynamic loaded in condition of exploitation
(depended of course, of intensity and how often it shows,
fatigue crack and crack from corrosion fatigue).

Fig. 1. Cracking surface
At visual revision surface of the axes, there were no only
opposite of cracking that could be seen tiny diagonally
cracks with no more than 2 mm in depth.
It is visible two points of the some parts, so looking at we
can conclude where and what course the cracking have,
and together with it what is the kind and character of axes
cracking (see fig. 1. and fig. 3.).
Ultrasound inspection has been done by impulse - echo
method and with apparatus units Krautkremer type USM2 and ultrasound probe type: MB2F, MB4F, MWB45N2
and MWB70N4. Inspection has done in range of 100%
axes capacity, on the parts after cracking.

Tab. 2. Proposed quality characteristics of locomotive
axes according UIC 811-1
UIC 811-1
CLASS A4 SIGN T – BETTERMENT

Chemical content Mechanical characteristics

Measuring place

HB 2,5/61,3

7

262

8

255

9

262

Re, N/mm2

10

258

C - 0.22 ÷ 0.29 %

T- 420

11

242

Si - 0.15 ÷0.40

Rm, N/mm2

12

218

Mn - 0.50 ÷0.80

T – A% min 18

13

218

P - 0.035

T – KU Jmin 40

14

223

S - 0.035

T – KU Jmin 20

15

225

16

220

17

223

T – 650-800

Cr - 0.90 ÷1.20
Cu - 0.30
Mo - 0.15 ÷0.30
V - 0.05

4. THE DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Ni - 0.30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Fragile
zone

17
16
15
14
13
12
11
Cut
zone

Fig. 2. Layout of disposition place measuring
The conclusion is that axes material is without non
homogeneous (porous, un-metal content, bead and other)
and those on inspected parts there were no found mistakes
as micro porous and cracklings (see Fig 2. and table 3.).
There were no inspected stroke toughness and metallurgic
inspection.
Tab. 3. The results of toughness measuring

Measuring place

HB 2,5/61,3

1

270

2

260

3

258

4

250

5

260

6

270

At first time at axes cracking we started from hypothesis
that the cause of axes cracking was fatigue crack and
crack from corrosion fatigue of material, of outside
loading from time to time.
It is confirmed from the points beginning with two cracks
(fig. 1) and axes cracking that happened on the spout
between wheel and axes carrier (on the part where setting
extremely strong, from outside, in various directions
cycles loadings).
The first initial crack appeared on the most loaded section
in the crack inside of axes and it is certainly main
cracking cause. It is the result of corrosive fatigue of
material, of working loading and chemical process and of
the age of steel.
The crack becomes every time larger at the outside
surface, so the crack became more week.
As the result of extremely big concentration of stress on
the part of the surface, almost in the same direction (but
opposite from inner crack) one new crack inducted
outside that spread over axes inside.
The 2 mm depth was quite enough to bring to the axes
cracking (fig. 3c).
Two zones show the surface of cracking.
When the crack becomes larger the zone usually is
without glitter oxidation, and dirties absorbing from the
outside during the process of fatigue and it is smooth
because of frictions surfaces.
The rest of the crack surface has rough, big grains
structure with glitter color, characteristically for fragility
fracture. Crack is not growing with equal velocity because
of work stopping of locomotive and of working time with
smaller stress amplitude.
The time of resting could be recognize by confirmation at
so called lines of the resting fallowing each other from the
cracking place beginning (picture 3b and 3c).
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5. CONCLUSION
Regarding till now there was no cracking of such
characteristics, in order to prevent, the suggestion is (for
others axes with equal exploitations characteristics)
because of not endangering safe lifetime, suggestion is
completion ultrasound inspection for detections existent
cracks.
Recommendation is and adequate process inside holes of
the axes, to eliminate inherent corrosion processing and
initial cracks (shield surface insider holes with the define
warmth chemical process) for increase strength at initial
cracks and lifetime.
a) Initial cracks

b) Evolution of fatigue destruction

And definitely, accurately predicting the reliable life of
railway vehicle structural elements creates the opportunity
for defining work time, which is a base reference for
reliability and rolling stock efficiency determination, as
well as for organizing processes of exploitation and
maintenance.
The predicted crack length with time is the starting point
for the definition of technical-technological and structural
methods for its repair, for preventing further growth, or
the replacement of the damaged element. This increases
operational reliability with significant savings in service,
control and maintenance.
This chapter gives the explicit dependency of crack
growth (at the moment of stress) and the total function of
remaining life and reliability distribution, with a change
of KIN, for the current crack length.
Damage control (i.e., crack removal and structural repair)
is suggested once 2/3 of the predicted remaining life is
used.
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c) Appearance break’s surface after fracture

Fig.3. Shame s account of hypothetical initial, evolution
end growing cracks
The lines of the resting on the fracture surface are sure
proof that it is fatigue braking (time of exploitation axes
23 years).
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operational security and predictive maintenance, being
correlated with the noise produced by entity and its wear
degree.

2. MEASUREMENTS OF FAN VIBRATIONS
Taking into account the aspects mentioned at
Introduction, for the fan object of this study and which
works at a cement factory, has been choosen the
measurement of produced vibrations speed, with specific
transducers. Determinations have beed performed at
periods of time of about two weeks, and values obtained
for speeds (fig. 1) show a normal operation of that entity.

Teodor VASIU
Adina BUDIUL-BERGHIAN

9

Le v e l o f v ibratio ns [mm/s ]

STATISTICAL PROCESSING
OF RESULTS FOR
THE PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE
OF AN INDUSTRIAL FAN

8

Horizontal vibrations

7

Axial vibrations

6

Vertical vibrations

5
4
3
2
1

3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA PROCESSING
The problem put in discussion by the the authors of this
study is if a value recorded after the date of 22.03.2007
represents a normal fan operation or not, i.e. which is the
probability to obtain a certain value of the fan vibrations
speed. This implies a statistical processing of data
detained until present and determination of the
corresponding distribution law, able to offer the
possibility to calculate the searched probability.

Standard
Error

Min

Max

Range

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics Report
Summary Section of horizontal vibrations
Standard
Deviation

Predictive maintenance is based on status measurement of
an entity using technical diagnosis means. Depending on
diagnosis results are set up the moment and mode of
intervention.
For fans, the first indication of operational problems is
noise appearance, which has two main components: of
aerodynamical and of mechanical nature. Fans are
considered silenced if the sound level produced by them
at a distance of 1,5m is under the level of 60dB for the
frequency band between 20 and 8000Hz [1]. Mechanical
failures are caused by wear phenomenon of the
components in contact and relative motion and determine
changes of the fan vibrations level.
Measurement of vibrations is followed by selection of the
best characteristic quantities for vibration as well as by
choosing of places where they should be determined. Any
vibrating motion is characterized by movement, speed and
acceleration. [4].
Because the three quantities are in close connection seems
to be unimportant which of them will be measured, but
has been ascertained that [4] vibrations produced by most
equipment have a wide range of frequencies with relative
constant speed components on a range of frequencies up
to 1kHz, thus being recommended speed measurement.
Also, high-freqency components play an important role in

Fig.1 Experimental values of fan vibrations

Mean

1. INTRODUCTION

Date of measurement

Count

Key words: statistical methods, predictive maintenance,
measurement of vibrations

0 4 .0 3 .2 0 0 5
2 6 .0 3 .2 0 0 5
0 3 .0 4 .2 0 0 5
2 3 .0 4 .2 0 0 5
1 5 .0 5 .2 0 0 5
1 1 .0 6 .2 0 0 5
2 3 .0 6 .2 0 0 5
2 5 .0 8 .2 0 0 5
0 1 .0 9 .2 0 0 5
1 0 .0 9 .2 0 0 5
1 9 .0 9 .2 0 0 5
1 0 .1 0 .2 0 0 5
1 7 .1 0 .2 0 0 5
2 4 .1 0 .2 0 0 5
3 1 .1 0 .2 0 0 5
1 0 .0 3 .2 0 0 5
2 4 .0 3 .2 0 0 6
3 0 .0 3 .2 0 0 6
0 7 .0 4 .2 0 0 6
0 5 .0 5 .2 0 0 6
3 0 .0 6 .2 0 0 6
1 2 .0 7 .2 0 0 6
0 7 .0 9 .2 0 0 6
1 7 .0 9 .2 0 0 6
1 9 .1 0 .2 0 0 6
2 7 .1 0 .2 0 0 6
1 2 .1 1 .2 0 0 6
2 2 .0 3 .2 0 0 7

Abstract: This survey approaches the appearance mode
of vibrations for an industrial fan from statistical point of
view. Experimental data are processed statistically
therefore being determined the related distribution laws
and then is calculated the probability in which appear
different parameters of the fan vibrations.

28

4.4357

1.9110

0.3611

1.6

8.1

6.5

Table 2. Means Section of horizontal vibrations
Parameter

Mean

Value
4.4357
Std Error 0.3611
95% LCL 3.6946
95% UCL 5.1767
T-Value 12.2822
Prob
1.45528ELevel
12
Count
28

Median
3.9
3.2
4.7

Geometric Harmonic
Mean
Mean
4.0506
3.6919
3.4165
4.8024

3.1454
4.4682

28

28

Sum
124.2
10.1121
103.451
144.948
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1.000682

1.1581

1.2447

Kolmogorov0.1616056
Smirnov

0.151

0.164

D'Agostino
Skewness

1.355558

0.1752399

1.645

1.960

D'Agostino
Kurtosis

-1.2125

0.225312

1.645

1.960

D'Agostino
Omnibus

3.3078

0.191307

4.605

5.991

Count

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Standard
Error

Min

Max

Range

28

2.1142

0.7942

0.1501

1.1

4

2.9

Parameter
Decision
(5%)

MartinezIglewicz

Probe
Level

5% Critical
Value

Table 5 Means Section of vertical vibrations

10% Critical
Value

Table 3. Normality Test Section of horizontal vibrations
Test
Value

Table 4 Descriptive Statistics Report
Summary Section of vertical vibrations

Test Name

Procesing of data showed in figure 1 was performed using
the NCSS software (Statistical System for Windows) and
it is presented herein for the vibrations measured on all
the three directions (table 1-9).
The geometric mean confidence interval assumes that the
ln(y) are normally distributed.
The harmonic mean confidence interval assumes that the
1/y are normally distributed.

Can't
reject
normality
Can't
reject
normality
Can't
reject
normality
Can't
reject
normality
Can't
reject
normality

Mean

Median

Value
2.1142
1.85
Std Error 0.1501
95% LCL 1.8062
1.5
95%
2.4222
2.1
UCL
T-Value 14.0851
Prob 5.839773E14
Level
Count
28

Geometric Harmonic
Mean
Mean
1.9912
1.889

Sum

1.7434

1.686

59.2
4.2029
50.576

2.2742

2.147

67.823

28

28

The geometric mean confidence interval assumes that the
ln(y) are normally distributed.
The harmonic mean confidence interval assumes that the
1/y are normally distributed.
Histogram of Vibratii_verticale
12.0

Histogram of Vibratii_orizontale
8.0

Count

9.0

Count

6.0

6.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

0.0
1.0

1.8

2.5

3.3

4.0

Vibratii_verticale
0.0
0.0

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

Vibratii_orizontale

Normal Probability Plot of Vibratii_verticale
4.0

Normal Probability Plot of Vibratii_orizontale

Vibratii_verticale

Vibratii_orizontale

10.0

7.5

5.0

2.5

0.0
-2.0

-1.0

0.0

1.0

Expected Normals

Fig.2 Plots Section of horizontal vibrations
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2.0

3.3

2.5

1.8

1.0
-2.0

-1.0

0.0

1.0

Expected Normals

Fig.3 Plots Section of vertical vibrations

2.0

5% Critical
Value

0.719345

1.645

1.960

D'Agostino
Omnibus

5.7554

0.056263

4.605

5.991

Can't
reject
normality
Can't
reject
normality

6.0

Count

10% Critical
Value

0.3593

Histogram of Vibratii_axiale
8.0

Decision
(5%)

Test
Value

D'Agostino
Kurtosis

Probe
Level

Test Name

Table 6. Normality Test Section of vertical vibrations

2.0

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

Standard
Error

Min

Max

Range

Vibratii_axiale

Standard
Deviation

2.3142

0.0
1.5

0.5118

9.673428
E-02

1.6

3.2

1.6

Mean

Count

Table 7. Descriptive Statistics Report
Summary Section of axial vibrations

28

4.0

Normal Probability Plot of Vibratii_axiale
3.5

Parameter

Mean

Median

Value
2.3142
Std Error
9.6734
95% LCL 2.1158
95% UCL 2.5127
T-Value
23.9241
Prob Level
o
Count
28

Geometric Harmonic
Mean
Mean

2.3

2.2605

1.9
2.4

2.0753
2.4624

Sum

2.2087 64.8
2.7085
2.0370 59.2424
2.4120 70.35

Vibratii_axiale

3.0

Table 8. Means Section of axial vibrations

2.5

2.0

1.5
-2.0

28

-1.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

Expected Normals

28

Fig.4 Plots Section of axial vibrations
The geometric mean confidence interval assumes that the
ln(y) are normally distributed.
The harmonic mean confidence interval assumes that the
1/y are normally distributed.

5.15168
2E-02

MartinezIglewicz

0.9745

KolmogorovSmirnov

0.1182

D'Agostino
Skewness

0.7743

1.1581

0.4387

1.2447

0.151

0.164

1.645

1.960

Decision
(5%)

Probe
Level

0.7479

5% Critical
Value

Test
Value

AndersonDarling

10% Critical
Value

Test Name

Table 9. Normality Test Section of axial vibrations

Can't
reject
normality
Can't
reject
normality
Can't
reject
normality
Can't
reject
normality

4. CONCLUSIONS
From statistical processing of experimental data has been
ascertained that all recorded data have a normal
distribution (Gauss) no matter the measurement direction.
For this type of distribution the probability density is:

f (x) =

1
σ 2π

e

−

(x − µ ) 2
2σ 2

, σ>0

(1)

where σ is the standard deviation and µ represents the
mean. Values of the two parameters are found, for every
type of vibration separately – horizontal, vertical and
axial - in statistical calculations presented above.
In accordance with the same distribution law, appearance
probability of a measured value xo is:

P (x = x o ) =

1

xo

∫e

σ 2π − ∞

−

(x − µ ) 2
2σ 2

dx

(2)

If the calculate probability is relative low, it means that
the value xo represents the consequence of some
malfunctions appeared in the fan operation and also it
consists a signal for a possible failure which will start to
become evident earlier or later. Estimation of the moment
and possible failure is done starting from the personal
experience of those who interprete the data, specialty
technical literature not offering specific solutions in this
respect.
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Some modules which are part of this method are shown
on {6,7}.
The purpose of the current work is to present some new
approaches for solution of heuristic tasks by usage of the
‘Vagueness’ method.. These approaches were created on
the basis of a logical analysis as well as tested at TU –
Sofia.
2. MODULES

2.1. Method of Details silhouettes

ABOUT THE HEURISTIC METHOD OF
‘VAGUENESS’ APPROPRIATED FOR
SOLVING OF TECHNICAL ISSUES
Michail LEPAROV
Georgy DINEV
Abstract. Tasks which can not be formalized and for
which there are no known methods for solving are called
‘heuristic tasks’. In most cases they are to be solved by
usage of solutions of tasks which have already been made
and due to the intelligence of the person who solves them.
There are various methods which support the solution of
heuristic tasks. The purpose of the current work is to
present some new ways for solution of heuristic tasks.
These methods were produced on the basis of a logical
analysis as well as tested at TU – Sofia. These methods
have been unified in one common method called
‘vagueness’. The method has been presented through a
heuristic algorithm and examples. It can be used for the
purpose of solving of issues in the field of engineering
which require creative thinking.
Key words: heuristics, heuristic methods, heuristic tasks

1. INTRODUCTION
The heuristics is a science about creative thinking. Tasks
which can not be formalized and for which there are no
known methods for solving are called ‘heuristic tasks’. In
most cases these tasks have to be solved by usage of
solutions of other tasks which have already been made
and due to the intelligence of the person who solves
them. There are various methods which support the
solution of heuristic tasks. Some of the works which
concern the heuristic methods are {1 – 5 and many
other}:
One of the methods in question, developed by the authors
is called ‘Vagueness’. It is based on the following
assertions:
 a vague object creates different associations in
people’s minds (it is assumed as different
accumulations of symbols);
 a vague object starts up a man’s imagination;
 a vague object gives opportunities for various
approaches while searching solution;

Algorithm
1. Specifying of the problem.
2. Determination of the silhouettes of all details of an
assembled unit (AU). If the number of details is more
than expected, the minor ones are to be omitted. If the
initial AU contains too many details, one can
determine the silhouettes only of the significant
details and those of the technological groups. The
technological groups represent a group of details of
the AU which interact between each other and they
are relatively immobile.
Composing of the silhouette of the initial AU.
3. For each detail of the AU, the following is to be done:
An outline of each silhouette is to be removed one by
one.
4. Composing of possible combinations.
5. The silhouettes of the compound parts from it.2 are to
be laid out in different combinations despite their
new, various ways of functioning (with all of the
outlines or without some of them).
6. The main function is to be given to the mediator along
with one of the combinations from it.4 or it.5. ‘A
mediator’ is the person who is assigned to find a
solution to the heuristic task. The mediator either
solves issues imposed by another person or seeks
solution for his own issues.
7. For each combination, the following is valid:
The mediator searches for solution for the problems
from it.1 on the basis of an engineering analysis of the
combination. If necessary, he makes changes in the
location of the silhouettes as well as to their form.
Note: it.1-4 are to be handled by on person, whereas
it.5 is to be accomplished by either by a person or by
a group of people who are to solve the issue together
yet in an independent way.
Example
1. There must be found a new outer look, an additional
function or another realization of a function of the
technical object (TO) from it.1.
2. The silhouette of the initial AU is shown on it.2a.
3-5,7.The result from the application of these items is
shown on it.2b-n. In some of the items, the mediator
made some revisions in order to make the AU real. Using
the silhouettes from it.2b-n one can easily achieve the
real AU-s.
6, 7. It.3a shows the silhouettes of all of the details from
it.1 as some of the silhouettes have been rotated. A
possible solution is presented on it.3b.
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Fig.1

Fig.2
a)

Fig.3

2.2. Module of ‘Hints’
Algorithm
1. Specifying of the problem.
2. Description.
2.1. Describing the role of the TO.
2.2. All verbs and verbal nouns referring to the role of the
TO must be collected from its description and then
arranged into a list.
2.3. Determination of the most essential elements from
the list in terms of functionality of the TO.
2.4. The verbs from it.2.3 as well as the task itself are to
be assigned to the mediator (or to the mediators)
separately or together. The task is to be completed
through an engineering analysis of the verbs. This
activity is the first phase of the solution searching.
Note 1. Instead of using the most essential verbs, one can
assign all elements from the list from it.2.2.
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2.5. Each verb must bear the name of its compound part
which realizes it.
2.6. The mediator receives the new information in order
to start the second phase of the solution searching.
3. Common functions.
3.1. Random choice of a few functions of Coler. The
functions are as follows {2}:
Emanation- absorption, conductivity- isolation;
unifying- dissolving; conducting (limitation)- nonconducting (unlimitedness); transformation –
counter-retransformation; increasing- decreasing;
change of destination; stabilization – fluctuation;
linking- breaking; joining (of heterogeneous flows)splitting; merging (of homogeneous flows) –
separating; accumulation- dissipation;
According to Coler, only these few functions (linear
and their counterparts) he calls ‘basic operations’ are
relevant to the TO.
3.2. These functions are to be assigned separately,
consecutively and/ or simultaneously to the mediator
as basic ones which realize the main function of the
TO. The type of the flow for realization of the
functions does not have to be determined. The
mediator now goes into the third stage of solution
searching.
4. Displacement.
4.1. Determination of the simple sentences from the
description. Part of the specifying words could be
omitted in order to make the description to sound
more vague.
4.2. Displacement of the simple sentences.
4.3. Assigning of new information to the mediator for the
purpose of the fourth phase.

4.1. Pressure has been applied. The spring has been
tightened. The pressure stops. The spring returns in
its initial position.
4.2. The spring has been tightened. Pressure has been
applied. The spring returns in its initial position. The
pressure stops.
4.3. Possible solutions: using the first two sentences- it.4a
(the washer 6 is being pulled by a resilient element 7; the
button falls due to its own weight and thus indicates
working mode of the TO) whereas using the last two
sentences it.4g (the button 1 tightens the spring;
maintaining the pressure on the button and pressing the
mobile foundation 6, the body 4, lid 2 and the screws 3
return in their initial position and after that the button is
to be released).

Note: The method could be conducted in the form of a
contest with an arbitrator and a mediator. Each person
that participates works independently, and if there is a
difficulty that can not be overcome, the arbitrator is to
provide additional information about the TO like main
function, type of flow, engineering effect, etc.
Example
1.

There is to be found a new outer look, an additional
function or another realization of the TO from it.1.
2.1. When pressed, button 1 tightens the spring and
moves downwards. When released, the button returns
in its initial position pushed by the spring 5.
2.2. Pressure, tightening, moving, releasing, returning.
2.3. Moving.
2.4. A possible solution is presented on it. 4a.
3.1. Emanation, isolation, unification.
3.2. ‘The TO emanates a flow’. Possible solution –
emanates rays of light thus signaling
that working mode.
‘TO isolates a flow’. Solution- movement is induced by
electrical magnet.
‘TO unifies flows’. Solution on it. 4b.

Fig.4
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2.3. Module of ‘Shadows’
Algorithm
1. Specifying the problem.
2. Determination of the silhouettes of the initial TO and
its shadow at various locations of the
lighting source.
3. For each shadow the following is valid:
It is assumed that it is the real TO. One has to look
for changes indicated by the shifting of the shadow.
If necessary, one has to make suitable changes in the
compound parts and the links of the TO.
Example
1. There has to be found a new outer look, an additional
function or another realization of the function of the
TO from it.1.
2. On it.5a are shown two possible types of shadows.
3. On it.5b and it.6g are shown possible solutions to the
issue with the two different shadows.

Fig.5

Fig.6
Module of ‘CAD systems’
Algorithm
1.
2.

Specifying the problem.
Proper choice of CAD systems and application
programs. The main requirements for that
choice are the following:
• the mediator must be very well accustomed with
programs;
• the programs should have the abilities to open and edit
the 2D and 3D images of the TO (through records in
different file extensions);
3.
For each element from the list of it.2, the following
is valid:
3.1. All of the basic functions of the system (the
program) are to be thoroughly studied. The
purpose is to find those functions which affect the
TO in a way that makes it look vague.
3.2. For each function from the list of it. 3.1, the
following is valid:
3.2.1. A function must be realized on the basis of the
initial TO.
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3.2.2. The obtained results are to be given to the
mediator for the purpose of solution to the issue
from it.1. Different results must be divided to
different mediators. The purpose is to find
different approaches for solution.
Some of the capabilities of the most frequently
used CAD systems and programs are described below. It
is an initial condition that a 2D model of an AU is
presented which has been developed by one of the CAD
systems, and it has been stored either in *.dwg or *.dxf
file format. Most of the CAD systems support these two
formats, therefore this condition is easy to fulfill. By
considering the following:
•
Using AutoCAD the model can be stored in *.bmp
format (File\Export) and then using Adobe
Photoshop it can be transformed into *.jpg format
(File\ Save As);
•
Using Solid Works the model can be saved in
*.jpg format instantly by using the Save As option
nonetheless the image could be of Part, Assembly
or Drawing type;
•
Using AutoDesk Inventor the model can be
recorded into *.jpg format by using the
Save As option;
•
Using Solid Edge the model can be stored either in
*.jpg or *.bmp file format nevertheless the image
could be of Part, Assembly or Drawing type;
it is most certain that the initial condition is
transformed in the presence of a model recorded
into one of the *.dwg, *.dxf, *.bmp or *.jpg
formats.
CONCEALING (REMOVING) OF A PART OF THE
TO
CorelDraw
• Making of a rectangle (Rectangle Tool), i.e. an
object with different suitable form which is filled
with the colour of the background (Fill Tool) and
whose outlines have been removed; when moving
the rectangle on the AU, the rectangle conceals part
of the AU; the size of the rectangle can be changed
through the manipulators;
Paint
• Making of a rectangle filled with the colour of the
background; it conceals part of the AU; by holding
the left mouse button and dragging forward and
backwards one can respectively hide a larger or a
smaller part of the AU and could also restore the
concealed part of the initial AU;
• Deleting a part of the AU by the use of Eraser
CorelPhoto- Paint
• Cropping of an image: Crop; Image\ Cutout, Object\
Crop To Mask;
• Using of masks and colouring of the variable parts of
the object;
Adobe Photoshop
• Deleting of a part of the AU through Eraser Tool;
• Cropping (Crop Tool);
• Concealing a part of the AU (Rectangle Tool);
AutoCAD
• Application of a new layer whose colour
characteristic is the same of the screen colour;

•
•

making of a rectangle or an object with another
suitable shape which is to be filled with hatching in
Solidp; the rectangle is to be transferred into the new
layer; when moving the rectangle on the AU, the
rectangle conceals part of the AU;
Erasing using the manipulators;
Placing of each of the details into different layers;
some of the layers become invisible;

It. 7-10 show some types of transformation of the AU
from it.1 as it.7 has been created by concealment of a part
of the AU by the usage of Paint, it.8 shows the following
effects applied to the AU: Filter\ Blur\ Radial Blur in
Adobe Photoshop; it.9 shows the following effects:
Effects\ Distort\ Swirl; it. 10 shows rotation of the figure
at 180º by the use of Revolved Surface.

OBSCURING
CorelDraw
• Deleting a part of the AU by the use of Eraser Tool;
CorelPhoto- Paint
• Using of effect; Effects\ Creative\ Weather\ Snow,
Rain, Fog;
• Deleting a part of the AU by the use of Eraser Tool;
Adobe Photoshop
• Deleting a part of the AU by the use of Eraser Tool;
• Using of effects; Filter\ Distort\ Ocean Ripple, Pinch,
Polar Coordinates, Ripple, Spherize, Wave, ZigZag,
Filter\ Blur\ Radial Blur;
•
DEFORMING
CorelDraw

Fig.7

•

Increasing and decreasing of the format size by the
use of the manipulators;
• Change of format by the use of Interactive Envelope
Tool, Interactive Distortion Tool;
• Change of the lines thickness (provided there is no
hatching) – Outline Tool;
• Using some of the effects ; Distort\ Wind, Wet Paint,
Whirlpool, Shear, Swirl, Ripple; Effects\ Blur\ Radial
Blur, Zoom;
CorelPhoto –Paint

Fig.8

•
•

Change of format by the use of manipulators;
Using some of the effects: Effects Distort\ Wind,
Wet Paint, Whirlpool, Shear, Swirl, Ripple; Effects\
Blur\ Radial Blur, Zoom;
Adobe Photoshop

Fig.9

•

Changing of only one aspect of the size (changing
the shape in one direction) – Image\
Image Size;
AutoCAD
•

Changing the form of each segment of the AU by
the use of the manipulators;
Solid Works
•

Rotation of the 2D model of the AU at a certain
angle by the usage of surfaces
(Revolved Surface);
• Development of a 3D model and revision of a sketch
(Edit Sketch, Edit Feature);
Note: The options presented above refer to a certain field
of CAD systems and application programs and the
mediator must use those which he deems suitable. Some
of the functions introduce new approaches in the usage of
those systems and programs.

Fig.10

3. CONCLUSION
This report represents exploration of the method of
‘Vagueness’ by the usage of the following modules:
‘Details silhouettes’, ‘Hints’, ‘Shadows’ and ‘CAD
systems’. The modules have been represented through the
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use of heuristic algorithms and examples. They can be
used for the purpose of solving of issues in the field of
engineering that require creative thinking.
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ACOUSTIC COAGULATION OF
DUST IN CYCLONE
Vladas VEKTERIS
Rolandas ZAREMBA
Vytautas STRISKA

Abstract: Acoustic coagulation of dust in cyclone at their
treating by acoustic field is analyzed in work. Research
stand with acoustic sound generators working at
frequencies 2000, 5000 and 8000 Hz was created for the
purpose. By research it is defined by that at dust particle
size range from 10 to 80 µm effectiveness if cyclone
cleaning is up to 98-99,8% while the particles of smaller
dust fraction sizes 1,2 – 5 µm are cleaned with 50%
effectiveness. The other received results are also shown in
the work.
Key words: coagulation, cyclone, sound generators,
fraction, effectiveness.

1. INTRODUCTION

On industry cyclones – inert devices for jumping dust are
usually used to jump solid fractions from air stream [1].
They are usual in wood, cement, food, metallurgy, glass
and other manufacturing enterprises. Dust setting tank
(cyclone) is considered to be efficient when it jumps more
than 95% of solid fractions from a contaminated gas
stream [2]. The main problem with these dust settling
tanks is that cyclones efficiently catch and jump only
those fractions the diameter of which is bigger than 5-8
µm. However, the fine solid fraction, the diameter of
which is less than 10 µm are much more harmful to
human health and fraction smaller than 5 µm are
especially harmful. A cyclone can not jump such fine
fractions. When they get into human body, they can cause
not only different lung diseases, but they can also cause
sudden early death. Unfortunately, a big part of dust that
arises in the process of production processes and that gets
into the atmosphere is made of these fine fractions.
The solid fractions that get into the atmosphere are
harmful not only to human health, but also to the
environment (buildings, plants, animals). Moreover, it
also causes big economical and financial losses to
manufacturing enterprises, because the fractions that get
into the atmosphere are a part of the manufactured
production which is lost. Sometimes the fractions caught
can be returned back to production, which is done in the
cement industry, but the biggest part of them is lost
irreversibly [3].
One of the ways to decrease the contamination of the
environment with solid particles is increasing the cleaning
efficiency of the working cyclones, through adding an
acoustic camera to a cleaning system. In this camera the
solid fractions affected by a acoustic field coagulate
(become larger) and later are jumped in the cyclone [4,5].
Acoustic coagulation was applied for military, later for
civil purposes, e.g. to jump fog in airports, in navigation
and so on.
There is no particular research carried out to establish
what frequencies are optimum for fractions of particular
disperse class, there are no precise recommendations how

Fig. 1. Research stand
1 – cyclone, 2 – acoustic camera, 3 – acoustic sound generator, 4 – ventilator, 5 – HEPA filter,
6 – cyclone bunker, 7 – compressor
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efficiency depends on increasing frequency, intensity of
sound, and so on, moreover, there is a lack of information
about the relations between fraction features and their
ability to coagulate.

2. OBJECT RESEARCH
In order to carry out the research a stand was constructed
and manufactured (Fig. 1).
First the air stream with quartz sand fractions gets into the
acoustic camera 2, where coagulation of fine fractions
takes place. An acoustic sound generator 3 is put into the
acoustic camera and it works when compressed air goes
from the compressor 5 through it. The air stream with
enlarged fractions gets into the cyclone 1, where the dust
fractions that coagulated are jumped. The air stream is
blown by a centrifugal ventilator 4.
Research fractions are quartz sand, the density of which is
ro=2670 kg/m3. Thus, fractional distribution of the sand
is from 1,2 µm to 100 µm. Acoustic coagulation will be
affected by the fraction of quartz sand, which varies from
1,2 µm to 100 µm. Acoustic sound generators were
assembled in the stand, each of which could work
accordingly at the frequencies of 2 kHz, 5 kHz and 8 kHz.
The compressor power of which is 1,0 kW provides air
compressed by 1 bar to the sound generator. A
mechanism for dosing quartz sand is assembled next to
the ventilator. The geometric quantities of the acoustic
camera are adapted to the stand in the way that it would
take 1-2,5 sec for the stream in it.
Bearing in mind that the air stream is 180 m3/h in the
system, the length of the acoustic camera is not less than
1,4 m, and the diameter is 250 mm. The air stream speed
in such an acoustic camera will be 1,13 m/s.

3. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
20 g. quartz sand is placed into the dosing mechanism. A
clean HEPA filter is weighed on the scales and its mass is
determined. An empty cyclone bunker is weighed and its

mass is determined. The HEPA filter and the bunker are
put into the stand. The ventilator is turned on and it works
for 10 sec, then the ventilator is turned off. During this
period of time the stream makes the whole circle by
through the stand. After the experiment the HEPA filter is
disassembled and weighed. The cyclone bunker is
disassembled and weighted. Thus during experiment it is
determined, that the primary quantity of the quartz sand
distributes as follow: 62,8 % jump in the bunker, 32,0% is
held by HEPA filter, 5,2% remain in the system, i.e. on
the sides of the network of tubes, cyclone, acoustic
camera and the ventilator.
The experiment is repeated, when acting on the stream by
acoustic field. A new HEPA filter is assembled, the
cyclone cleaned bunker and an acoustic sound generator
emitting the frequency of 2 kHz at the intensity of 48,2
dB is put into the acoustic camera. First, the compressor is
started, which activates the operation of the acoustic
camera. Then the whole process of work is repeated –
after activating the acoustic camera, ventilator is switched
on. The experiment takes 10 sec. After switching off the
compressor and the ventilator , the HEPA filter and the
cyclone bunker are weighted again. This time the mass of
quartz sand distributes as follows: 70,5% jump in the
bunker, 25,6% is held by the HEPA filter, 3,9% remain in
the system.
Seeking to ensure the validity of the experimental data,
the experiment is repeated for 3 times with sound
generator of the same frequency.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The results achieved are presented in fig. 2 and fig. 3,
when the sound generator emits the frequency of 2 kHz.
Experimental results are presented in fig. 4, when the
intensity is 48 dB emitted 5 kHz frequency.
In fig. 5 presents the results when the sound generator
emits the 8 kHz frequency at the intensity of 47,9 dB.
After carrying out the experiments, achieved the
efficiency of the cyclone cleaning is presented in fig 6.

Distribution of quartz sand fractions mass
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Fig. 2. The diagram of quartz sand particle distribution when the frequency of acoustic sound generator is
switched off.
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Fig. 3. The diagram of quartz sand particle distribution when the frequency of acoustic
sound generator is 2 kHz.
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Fig. 4. The diagram of quartz sand particle distribution when the frequency of acoustic sound is 5 kHz.
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Fig. 5. The diagram of quartz sand particle distribution when the frequency of acoustic sound is 8 kHz.
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Cyclone clean efficiency at different frequency
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Fig. 6 cyclone cleaning efficiency ,when affected by acoustic generator and not affected.

5. CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.

3.

It was established, that when affecting the air stream
with quartz sand by an acoustic field, the particles of
quartz sand coagulate, i.e. stick together and make
larger units.
During the experiment there will the sound
generators examined the highest intensity of which
range from 2 kHz to 8 kHz.
The experiments that were carried out proved, that in
case of affecting gas stream, with quartz sand with
acoustic field, the efficiency of cyclone cleaning
increased at an average from 68% to 91%.
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 The adaptation of DPS according to the upper
conditions with minimal costs

2. SOLUTIONS FOR THE OPTIMAL
REHABILITATION OF SOME EXISTING
DPS

THE REHABILITATION OF DRAINING
PUMPING STATION
Gelu BALAN
Lucian-Corneliu OCOLISAN
Gheorghe VERTAN
Abstract: The draining pumping stations DPS must
comply with the following four demands: to pump reliable
all the necessary time, even when flooded; to pump with
high efficiency; to offer enough installed debits; the
adaptation of DPS according to the upper conditions with
minimal costs.
This paper is proposing a new global DPS and electric
pump EP design and manufacture manner, already
successfully tested a month ago.
Key words: electric pump, draining pumping stations

1. NEW DEMANDS REGARDING THE
DRAINING PUMPING STATIONS
The effects of the floods in 2005 were many victims and
major material damages in various regions of the world
[1], [2], [3].
As an objective consequence, the worldwide elaboration
of a new strategy for preventing and minimizing the flood
effects is needed. During those floods the damages were
huge DPS themselves were flooded and out of function
exactly when their working field was most necessary.
In other cases the DPS that worked as long as needed
managed to avoid the floods or at least to belittle their
effects.
For this reason, inside of a new strategy, the DPS have a
very important role.
Based on the experiences in the last years (mostly 2005)
the functioning demands need to be completed and
changed.
As a result new DPS have to be designed and the existing
ones have to be modified so that they simultaneously
satisfy the following four demands:
 To pump reliable all the necessary time, even when
flooded;
 To pump with high efficiency;
 To offer enough installed debits;

Case studies mention that 18 DPS were flooded in the
Timis county in April 2005.
Each of these DPS has been technically examined [3].
This examination focused on computing the up-to-date
necessary values of the installed debit in the station Qnec
and the pumping elevation H.
This survey recommended additional equipment by
installing submersible pumps in the aspiration pit for
every DPS.
The upper supplementation has already been performed
on 4 DPS.
This solution is appropriate according to the
contemporaneous knowledge.
There are some inconveniences in practice:
 The low global efficiency of the DPS (low efficiency
of the classical submersible pumps or of the existing
pumps because of the deprecation of technical
nominal rated parameters);
 Don't assure the reliable functioning of the DPS at full
capacity in case of temporary flood when the existing
pumps would be out of order again;
 Requires high costs for the following:
− Optimal modification regarding the construction of
aspiration pits;
− Purchase of submersible pumps;
− New repression pipes for the submersible pumps;
− The connection of the submersible pumps to the
electrical power supply network.
Other technical solution (which is optimal for many DPS)
is the adaptation of the existent pumps to the 4 demands.
By this, the existing buildings, pipes and plants (like the
rolling bridges) are reused and many pumps can be
rehabilitated.
This is cheaper than purchasing new ones.
This paper is proposing [2] typical solutions for the
adaptation of the pumps to the four demands.
These solutions have been computed on three of the
eighteen DPS and can also be applied on other DPS.
Table 1 states precisely for the three DPS from the
existing equipment endowment in 2005:
 The aspiration pipes' diameters ØpA
 and the repression pipes' diameter ØpR of the three
DPS,
 The simultaneously absorbed electrical power SEP in
kW approved by the local provider – S.C.
ELECTRICA S.A. through the connection note,
 The necessary values of the pumping elevation H and
the debit Qnec.
For all these DPS, the optimal rehabilitation solution
consists in the adaptation of the existing “Brates” pumps
to the four demands by properly transforming them at
“S.C. AVERSA”, Bucharest and the training engines at
“S.C. Transformers, Motors and Various – TMD”, Filiasi.
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Table 1. DPS with optimal lucrative rehabilitation solutions
Existent Equipment (in 2005)
Crt
Nr

DPS
Name

1

Carastau

Pipes
diameters
Фp Фp
A
R
mm mm
400 350

2

Chizatau

500

400

3

Capat

600

500

Pumps
Pieces
x Type
2x
Brates350
2x
Brates400
2x
Brates500

Asynchronous
Motors
Power
rpm
kW

Rolling
Bridges

SEP

DPS
Demands
Qnec
H

tf

kW

mc/s

m

3,2

30

0,385

4,4

15

750

Transformers
Pieces
x Power
kVA
1x250

40

750

1x160

3,2

80

1,052

7,6

75

600

1x400

3,2

150

0,387

5,4

Here are the optimal solutions found for each DPS:
 Carastau DPS: the adaptation of the “Brates500”
pumps supplied by engines with the same electric
power (15 kW) with a different rpm. (600 rpm. instead
of 750 rpm.);
 Chizatau DPS: the replacement of the existing
“Brates400” with “Brates500” pumps from Capat
DPS and supplied with asynchronous electrical motors
at 55 kW and 600 rpm.;
 Capat DPS: the replacement of the present
“Brates500” with “Brates400” pumps redistributed
from Chizatau DPS and supplied with asynchronous
electrical motors at 30 kW and 600 rpm.
It is mentioned that by the suitable transformation of the
pumps and engines all four demands are simultaneously
satisfied. This is further exemplified by describing the
final tests of a “Brates500” pump at 55 kW, 600 rpm for
Chizatau DPS.

good way to replace the existing rotors of pumps with a
new ones. This reason is illustrated in the new functional
characteristics realized by the pump made for Chizatau
DPS, in which the oldest and used rotor was replaced
with a new ones having high quality for materials,
manufacture and test. The new diameter of rotor was
fixed at maximum value (Dmax=560 mm). The functional
characteristics of this pump are illustrated in Table 2. This
pump has not optimal value for the pumping elevation
needed at Chizatau DPS H=7.6 m, but it’s possible to
rights modify it and the functional characteristics too, by
reducing the rpm or reducing the rotor diameter. The
adjustment of the speed of a pump from the synchronous
one n0 to a certain effective value n (n<n0), leads to an
adequate modification of flow, pumping head, power and
efficiency according to well-known relations:

Q = Q0 ⋅

(1)

n
n0

(2)

2

3. THE TEST FOR AN ELECTRICAL PUMP
ADAPTED TO THE FOUR DEMANDS

⎛n⎞
H = H0 ⋅ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ n0 ⎠

The horizontal electric pump “Brates500” has been fitted
to the four conditions. A suitable modification of a
common pump (replacing the initial rotor with a new one
for higher efficiency) and of a common asynchronous
electrical motor made it possible. The electrical pump was
installed stand from S.C. AVERSA, Bucharest in a testing
loop placed in a dry pool, which could become flooded.
After the installation the pool became flooded, so that the
electrical pump was immersed under 3 meters during the
entire period of the test. The tightness of the dry enclosure
of the pumps (including the space between the pump and
the electrical motor with the training coupling) at two bar
pressure after ascertaining that the enclosure was
perfectly impervious the electrical pump was turned on.
Measurements have been made for the characteristic
functional curves.

⎛n⎞
η P = 1 − (1 − η P 0 ) ⋅ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ n0 ⎠

4. OPTIMAL FLOW OF WATER BY DPS
USING PUMPS ADAPTED TO THE FOUR
DEMANDS
To obtain a high efficiency and optimal running of water
by DPS using pumps adapted to the four demands, is a
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Pshaft

⎛n⎞
= Pshaft 0 ⋅ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ n0 ⎠

3

0.1

(3)
(4)

Where

Pshaft = ρ ⋅ g ⋅

Q⋅H

(5)

ηP

Respectively:

Pshaft 0 = ρ ⋅ g ⋅

Q0 ⋅ H 0

(6)

ηP0

(With “g” = acceleration due to gravity; “ρ” = water
density at the working temperature; all size are measured
in S.I. units). For small variations of speed, we can
consider ηP = ηP0 = η.
Using the equations (1) to (6), there are modify point by
point the functional characteristics of the pump illustrated

The values regards the H(Q) and η(Q) variables and their
curves.
There were many tests in many conditions.
The idea was to tray to identify all point that offer a pair
of computable variables with physically possible
measured value at a good precision.
Making after others tests on the stand, there was obtained
optimal functional characteristics for Chizatau DPS these
are presented in Table 4 and Fig.1, Fig.2.
Some intermediary results used to guide the optimization
process are shown in Fig.3.
The computational work was realized using proper
software originally developed for this scope.

in Table 2 the results are new functional characteristics
for a range of n rpm as is shown in Table 3.
The rpm can be reduced using a mechanical gear (with an
efficiency η≈99%).
Of course that is possible to use frequency converters
(with an efficiency η≈98%).
The deficiency of first way is that is needed to modify the
foundation of construction; the second is generally
expensive.
For this reason was adopted the solution with reducing of
the rotors diameter of the pump.
We reduce the pump diameters from D=560 mm to
D=530 mm and we obtain a little global highest efficiency
of DPS.

Table 2. Brates500 pumps characteristics for maximum rotor diameter D = 560 mm, at n=600 rpm
Variable
1
825
11,75
50
52,83

Q(mc/h)
H(m)
η(%)
PShaft(kW)

Order numbers
3
4
1650
2055
10,3
9,37
80
89
57,889
58,956

2
1255
11,2
70
54,718

5
2320
8,45
89
60,023

6
2405
8,05
87
60,604

Table 3. Brates500 optimized and submersed pump with rotors diameter D = 560 mm, at different n rpm
n
rpm
(curve…)
600
η(Q1,H1)
575
η(Q2,H2)
550
η(Q3,H3)
525
η(Q4,H4)
500
η(Q5,H5)

Order numbers
Variable
η(%)
Q(mc/h)
H(m)
Q(mc/h)
H(m)
Q(mc/h)
H(m)
Q(mc/h)
H(m)
Q(mc/h)
H(m)

1
50
825
11,75
790,625
10,791
756,250
9,873
721,875
8,996
687,500
8,160

2
70
1255
11,2
1202,708
10,286
1150,417
9,411
1098,125
8,575
1045,833
7,778

3

4

80
1650
10,3
1581,250
9,460
1512,500
8,655
1443,750
7,886
1375,000
7,153

89
2055
9,37
1969,375
8,605
1883,75
7,873
1798,125
7,174
1712,500
6,507

5
89
2320
8,45
2223,333
7,761
2126,667
7,100
2030,000
6,470
1933,333
5,868

6
87
2405
8,05
2304,792
7,393
2204,583
6,764
2104,375
6,163
2004,167
5,590

Pmax
kW

60,640
53,371
46,708
40,624
35,093

Table 4. Brates500 adapted to four demands pump with rotors diameter D = 530 mm, at n = 600 rpm
Variable
Q(mc/h)
H(m)
η(%)

1
2407,9
6,7
86,37

2
2078,9
8,0
89,39

Fig.1 Brates500 pump adapted to four demands
Curve H(Q), D=530 mm

Order numbers
3
1900,1
8,5
87,8

4
1639,5
9,2
85,27

5
987,5
9,8
58,73

Fig.2 Brates500 pump adapted to four demands
Curve η(Q), D=530 mm
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Fig.3. Brates500 optimized and submersed pump with
rotors diameter D = 560 mm, at different n rpm,
Curve Pmax(n)
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Based on original lucrative solutions - which are about to
be copyrighted, new pumps and engines can be realized or
existing ones can be modified. After these procedures any
DPS equipped with these pumps and electrical motors
should satisfy the following four conditions:
1. Even if temporary flooded, the DPS have to work
reliably at full capacity even during and after the
floods (this is required only to those DPS which risk
to be flooded or at least to those ones that once have
been flooded);
2. To work at high global efficiency;
3. To offer enough installed debits;
4. The adaptation of the DPS to the upper conditions
should occur with minimal costs.
According to these we are developing original software
with which we are able to optimal evaluate the situation
of DPS. Using this, we are able to give best solution for
their rehabilitation satisfying the on field demands of the
beneficiary.
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2. MATHEMATICAL MODELING.
Because it operates with differential equations describing
a certain class of physical problems, the stages of
mathematical modeling are specific for numerous
investigation domains. It is assumed that for the
examined problem both the analytic model and the FEM
model are known, eventually a computing code is also
available. The phases of the computing process are the
following:

HYDRODYNAMIC PHENOMENA IN
DIRECTIONAL SPOOL VALVES
Victor BALASOIU
Ilare BORDEASU
Mircea POPOVICIU

Abstract. The first step of the present study was the
definition of the geometrical structure for the spoolhousing ensemble. In order to analyze the flow through
the valve, the equation of continuity, motion and energy
were used in a COSMOS program and the numerical
solutions were obtained. A TURBO PASCAL program
was built in order to obtain post-processing results of
high quality. As a final result the hydrodynamic field
together with the velocity and pressure variations is
presented.
Key words: hydrodynamics drives systems, directional
spool valves, control valves, finite element method, ,
hydrodynamic field.

 the selection of the finite elements and adequate
interpolation functions;
 meshing with finite elements the analyzed domain;
 the evaluation of elemental matrices;
 the assemblage of matrices and formation of the
equations system;
 solving the system of equations and obtaining the
numerical solutions;
 numerical or graphic presentation of results.
The selection of finite elements type, respective of the
interpolation functions must be performed taking into
account the variation of the analyzed parameters (for
instance linear, parabolic, etc.), the geometry of the
investigated domain and the active memory of the
computer used.
The meshing of the analyzed domain means the
generation of both the finite elements array and the matrix
of connections. The computer implementing of an
analogous model with finite elements leads to the
formation of some matrices, which reflects dynamic
properties of the elements. Thereafter follows the
assembling of the finite elements upon the investigated
domain. This process is done with the connection matrix,
using either the elements or the nodes.

1. INTRODUCTION
The working qualities of hydraulic directional control
valves included in automatic control and operating
hydraulic systems are dependent on the internal flow
conditions, both in stationary or transition operation.
The qualities of proportional control valves and spools are
of greatest importance for the work performance of the
whole drive system, both in continuous and transition
operation. The rigorous definition of flow characteristics
in the cross-section passage depends on the mathematical
modeling of the liquid flux. For this purpose the Finite
Element Method (FEM) is generally used. The analysis of
the numerical results with specific computing programs
allows the generalization of results and the possibility to
obtain a set of numerical functions to describe the
operation for a whole family of similarly control valves.
The use of FEM in order to obtain the numerical solutions
of the partial differential equations which describe the
flow near the spool valve presume the knowledge of some
theoretical and practical aspects of the method.

Fig.1.a. The analyzed spool valve
The numerical procedures for solving the systems of
equations with finite elements are generally divided into
linear and nonlinear ones. The strategy of solving the
equations for non-stationary flow is the same as in the
case of finite differences.
The hypothesis of potential flow through the de
control valve substantially simplifies the partial
differential equations. Using FEM it was determined the
structure of the velocity field (stream lines and velocity
distribution along this lines) for an incompressible, nonviscous fluid.
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In accordance with that hypothesis, the continuity
equation is:
∂
(r.v ) + ∂ (r.v z ) = 0
∂r
∂z

Fig. 1. b. The analyzed plane surface

The differential equation of streamlines (Lc) in
plane zOr is:
(2)

dz dr
=
vs v r

The geometry of the valve is presented in figure 1. The
flow domain through the control valve is considered ax
symmetric. With this hypothesis it is sufficient to study
the flow in the domain ABCD of the meridian crosssection yOr, presented in figure 2.

3. ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATION OF THE
FLOW
In order to study the axial-symmetric movement of the
fluid, a cylindrical coordinates system is used, having the
Oz as symmetry axis. The unit vectors of the Frenet
trihedral are k, ir and iθ, (fig. 3).
The fluid movement is called ax symmetric if the
following condition are satisfied:
a). rot v = 0

(1)

(3)

or : v r dz − v s dr = 0
v i / i = v r / r + v z / z = −r.v r / r + r.v r / z = 0
Introducing the stream function ψ:

ψ = ∫ ε ij .v i .dx j

(4)

in which the following necessary and sufficient condition
is satisfied:

dψ =

∂ψ
∂ψ
dz +
dr = r.v r / r + r.v z / z = 0
∂z
∂r

(5)

where:

b). the movement parameters do not depend of q, so

∂ (...)
=0
∂θ

vz =

1 ∂ψ
1 ∂ψ
; vr = −
r ∂r
r ∂z

(6)

the velocity fields is:

Consequently it is sufficient to study the movement in the
meridian plan q =const.

v j = ε ij .ψ / j

(7)

Because the movement is potential ( rotv = 0 ), there is a
function ϕ called the velocity potential. The velocity
components can be obtained as follows:

∂ϕ
∂ϕ
; vz =
∂r
∂z
v j = ε ij .ϕ j
vr =

(8)

(9)
which verify the identity:

ε ij = v j / i

(10a)

The link between ϕ and ψ is given by the relationship
Fig.2. Flow domain

ϕ / i = ε ij .ϕ j

(10b)

Taking into account the previous relations it can be
established the Laplace equation for the stream function:

ε ij v j / i = εij .ε jk .ψ / ki = −δik ψ / ki = −ψ / ii

(11)

and the velocity potential:
Fig. 3
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ϕ/ii= 0

(11a)

From the relation ( ) it can be observed that y = const. are
stream lines and the difference ya - yb is the liquid flow
capacity between two stream lines.
The curves j = const. are orthogonal upon the curves y =
const, so that the relationship implies:
(12)
ϕ / i ψ / i = ϕ / r ψ / r + ϕ / z ψ / z = ε rz ψ / z ϕ / r + ε zr ψ / r ϕ z = 0
The assemblage of the curves family y =const. and j =
const. form the hydrodynamic field of the
axisymmetric movement. Consequently, in order to
obtain the velocity is necessary to solve the Laplace
equation for j, corresponding to the axisymmetric
movement:
∂ 2 ϕ ∂ 2 ϕ 1 ∂ϕ
+
+
=0
∂z 2 ∂r 2 r ∂r

(13)

5. RESULTS
Departing from the identification-interpolation module of
the point values it is possible to study local peculiarity in
the interesting zones of the flow domain. The plotting of
stream lines is now possible, in any interesting zone,
specifying interactive the chosen point by digitization.
Figure 4 present the obtained streamlines in various
interest zones for the analysis of flowing phenomena. The
streamlines are individually drawn indicating the first
point of the line. Figure 5 gives the pressure and
velocities along the streamline. The velocity variation can
be also drawn along the streamline in curvilinear
coordinates.

With the mentioned expressions of the velocity
components it can be obtained the Helmholtz equation for
the stream function:

∂ 2 ψ ∂ 2 ψ 1 ∂ψ
+ 2 −
=0
r ∂r
∂z 2
∂r

(14)

In the potential ax symmetric movement the stream
function y is not harmonic. The complex function having
as real part j and as imaginary part y is useless because it
is not homomorphous.

4. LIMITING CONDITIONS
The domain on which the Laplace equation is solved by
using FEM is the working chamber of the control valve,
defined by the boundaries of two elements in relative
movement, namely the control valve body and the
cylindrical spool. These elements assure the flow capacity
control by modifying cross section passage (the flow
capacity is one of the most easy controllable parameter).
The moved element is called control element and in this
particular situations is the spool. The spool displacement
is noted with y, the algebraically sign being
conventionally defined. In order to have a reference
position for measuring the spool displacement y, it is used
a value y0 named reference opening.
In order to specify the limiting-conditions in fig. 2 there
has been noted the inlet (the fragment AB of the boundary
G), the outlet (the fragment CD of the boundary G), AD
and BC being the solid boundaries.
The velocity component perpendicular upon the solid
boundaries being zero, the solid boundaries is streamlines.
At the inlet cross-section AB and at the outlet crosssection CD the velocity upon normal direction being
constant, we have:
a) for j
∂ϕ
= 0 or AB and CD
∂n

(15)

Fig. 4 The obtained streamlines

Fig. 5 The pressure and velocity distribution
The future developments foresee especially the increase
of the available filters in order to allow comparisons
between the results obtained with different programs but
also the increasing the interaction precision screendigitization-operator by describing some working
methods in windows and by this way to increase the
selection precision (in correlation with the computing
power).

b) for y; ψ =0, on AB

6. CONCLUSIONS

where:
 Q - the volume flow;
 R - the boundary radii at inlet and outlet;
 b1, b2 - the length of inlet and outlet zones.

6.1. The problem of greatest importance for a good design
is the knowledge of the hydrodynamic field inside de
working domain of the control valve. This field depends
on the liquid physical characteristics (viscosity and

(16)
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density), the running conditions (flow capacity, pressure
difference between inlet and outlet cross-sections,
temperature), the control valve geometry and the value of
the opening determined by the spool position.
6.2. In order to obtain the hydrodynamic field there have
been determined approximate numerical solutions for the
partial differential equations describing the flow, using
computer programs and the finite element method.
6.3. A TURBO PASCAL program was built in order to
obtain post-processing results with high quality and great
precision. From the numerous obtained data have been
retained the numerical values of significance for the
hydrodynamic and cavitation phenomena in control
valves.
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2. MEASURING POINTS
The measuring points were established by the client.
Hottinger 3/120XY11 (k=1.99) rosettes was used during
the tests.
The measuring points are presented in fig. 2÷7.

EXPERIMENTAL STRESS
ANALYSIS WITH STRAIN GAGES
AT 1000 CUBIC METERS
SPHERICAL RESERVOIR
Ion SIMION
Tiberiu Ştefan MĂNESCU
Nicuşor Laurenţiu ZAHARIA
Fig. 2. Measuring points – upside view
Abstract: Spherical reservoirs (fig. 1) are used in
refineries to ledge oil products in liquid state.
Periodically are performing tests (dimension measuring
of shell reservoir, welding control, experimental stress
with strain gages etc.) to confirm the ability for service of
the reservoir.
Key words: Experimental stress analysis, strain gages,
spherical reservoir, rosettes.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due his dimensions (at volume of 1000 cubic meters the
diameter of the sphere is 12.5 meters) to purchase a new
reservoir is expensive even for a refinery. ISCIR
procedures (Romanian Authority for Pressurized
Reservoir Inspection) allow prolonging life time of the
reservoir if it passes some tests. This paper present the
experimental stress analysis tests performed.
In fig. 1 it is presented the spherical reservoir.

Fig. 1. Spherical reservoir 1000 cubic meters volume

Fig. 3. Detailed view of the measuring points – lateral
view

Fig. 4. Measuring points – downside view
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pressure which must be created in the reservoir is created
by a water pump.
The reservoir was filled up with water; the pressure was
increased in steps until 0.75 [MPa]. Each pressure step
and length of time for it, was established by the client.
The recordings was made at the beginning and at the end
of each step. Test diagram pressure versus time it is
presented in fig. 8
Hottinger Multipoint Measuring Unit Centipede 100 is
presented in fig. 8 and fig. 9.
Diagrama presiune-timp
0.8
8(21:02; 0,75)

20(2:03; 0,75)

9(21:32; 0,75)

21(2:33; 0,75)

0.7
6(20:06; 0,6)

Fig. 5. Measuring points – photo

Presiune [MPa]

0.6

10(21:45; 0,6)

11(21:55; 0,6)

18(1:07; 0,6)

7(20:16; 0,6)

19(1:17; 0,6)

0.5
4(19:07; 0,4)

0.4

5(19:17; 0,4)

12(22:12; 0,4)

13(22:22; 0,4)

0.3
2(18:05; 0,2)

0.2

3(18:15; 0,2)

15(22:51; 0,2)
14(22:41; 0,2)

0.1
1(17:50; 0)

0
16:48

18:00

16(23:12; 0)

22(4:00; 0)

17(23:17; 0)

19:12
20:24 21:36
22:48
0:00
1:12
2:24
11 noiembrie 2005
12 noiembrie 2005
Timp [hh:mm]

3:36

4:48

Fig. 8. Test diagram pressure versus time

Fig. 6. Measuring points – photo

Fig. 9. Hottinger Multipoint Measuring Unit
Centipede 100

Fig. 7. Measuring points – photo

3. TESTS
The experimental stress analysis with strain gages was
performed during a pressure test (fig. 8).
A Hottinger Multipoint Measuring Unit Centipede 100
was used (fig. 9 & fig. 10). The data acquisition was made
on a laptop with software Catman 4.5 (the acquisition
software of Hottinger).
Mo matter the product which is stored in the reservoir, the
test are allowed to me perform only with water. The
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Fig. 10. During the tests

4. RESULTS
During the tests, with Catman 4.5 software, based on
signal from the rosettes was calculated:
 Principal nominal stress

σ1

E
⎡ N ⎤
(ε1 + νε 2 ) ⎢
2
2
1 −ν
⎣ mm ⎥⎦

σ1 =

12

108,1

77,5

96,5

411,5

223,2

13

108,3

77,5

96,6

412,2

223,1

14

54,8

39,7

49,0

207,8

115,5

15

54,3

39,1

48,6

206,6

113,0

16

7,2

5,8

6,6

26,6

18,0

17

7,8

6,6

7,3

28,3

20,8

18

161,5

115,3

144,0

615,1

331,6

19

161,2

115,2

143,8

613,9

331,3

in each point

20

196,2

140,1

175,1

747,8

402,7

from the diagram pressure versus time – fig. 8.
Results for rosette 13-14 is presented in table 1 (at the
rosette 13-14 was recorded the highest result for the
stress).

21

196,6

140,5

175,4

749,2

403,9

22

9,0

7,4

8,3

33,1

23,1

 Principal nominal stress

σ2 =

(1)

σ2

E
⎡ N ⎤
(ε 2 + νε 1 ) ⎢
2
2
1 −ν
⎣ mm ⎥⎦

(2)

 Referent stress according to von Mises criteria

σ ech = σ 12 + σ 22 − σ 1 * σ 2 [ N / mm 2 ]
 Principal strain 1

1 ⎛ ∆R ⎞ ⎡ µm ⎤
⎟
k ⎝ R ⎠ a ⎢⎣ m ⎥⎦

(4)

ε2

1 ⎛ ∆R ⎞ ⎡ µm ⎤
⎟
k ⎝ R ⎠ b ⎢⎣ m ⎥⎦

ε1 = ⎜
Recordings of

(3)

ε1

ε1 = ⎜

 Principal strain 2

σ ech

(5)

σ 1 , σ 2 , σ ech , ε 1 and ε 2

Table 1. Results for rosette 13-14

ε2

Point

σ1

σ2

σ ech

ε1

1

0,0

-0,2

0,1

0,0

-0,7

2

53,5

38,3

47,7

203,6

110,1

3

53,4

38,2

47,7

203,4

110,0

4

107,6

76,7

95,9

409,9

220,4

5

106,8

76,0

95,2

407,3

218,0

6

160,9

115,0

143,6

613,1

330,7

7

161,0

114,6

143,6

614,1

328,7

Equivalent stress calculated with von Mises criteria for all
measuring points it is presented in fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Referent stress according to von Mises
8

200,4

143,0

178,7

763,6

410,8

9

200,6

143,1

178,9

764,2

411,3

10

163,4

116,7

145,8

622,7

335,4

11

163,9

117,3

146,3

624,2

337,6

criteria

σ ech

5. CONCLUSION
After the test, based on Testing Report from experimental
stress analysis and other documents recorded during other
tests (dimension measuring of shell reservoir, welding
control, experimental stress with strain gages etc.) the
commission from ISCIR decides to extend the life time of
the reservoir.
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Length
Width in folded position
Width in unfolded position
Height

till 6000mm.
1200 mm.
till 8000 mm.
till 3400 mm.

Providing the small sport halls dimensions
60m x 50m with these tribunes with eight rows, makes it
possible to put 1000 seats on the two sides of the halls,
while the width of the halls is being decreased to 34 m. In
folded stage useful width of the hall is
47, 6 m while the coefficient of utilization of the surface
of the hall is 0, 95.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE DOMESTIC
CONSTRUCTION OF THE TELESCOPIC
TRIBUNES FOR SPORT HALLS
Živorad MILIĆ

Abstract: Tendencies in building of the sport halls go to
multipurpose halls, which are realized in combination of
the fixed and telescopic tribunes according to need, which
enables changing of the surface of the podium – terrain of
the halls.
In collaboration with company "Blazeks" from
Kragujevac and "Osa" from Arilje, Author has developed
domestic construction of the telescopic tribunes in
variants with manual and automatic unfolding and
folding of the tribunes.
The paper contains methodology of the optimization
construction of the telescopic tribunes with review of the
critical points in the project and corresponding solutions.
Keywords: telescopic tribunes, complex structure,
support, seat

1. INDRODUCTION
Contemporary sport halls are built in combination of the
fixed and telescopic tribunes which enables increasing or
decreasing of the surface of the podium. In that way
number of the seats in hall will increase or decrease.
From the statistical point of view, there are usually
60 % of fixed tribunes and 40% of telescopic ones in big
halls. In smaller school halls and recreation halls, it is
very suitable to use only telescopic tribunes. By any
architectural solutions telescopic tribunes are in folded
position stored in boxes in the walls. In this
case tribune in folded position are invisible, see Fig. 1.
Well known producers of the telescopic tribunes in the
production program have telescopic tribunes up to thirty
rows with automatic unfolding and folding. On the base
investigation of the market of the west Balkan countries,
we have opted for the development of the telescopic
tribune up to eight rows with manual and automatic
unfolding and folding of the tribunes. Dimensions of the
tribune module are as fellows:

Fig.1

2. GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELESCOPIC
TRIBUNES
Telescopic tribunes shall satisfy conditions of the
reliability, functionality, strength, durability, safety, using
security and aesthetic.
Fig.2 shows one module of the telescopic tribunes with
eight rows developed for the company "Blazeks" from
Kragujevac and "Osa" from Arilje. Module of the
telescopic tribunes consists of eight single segments
mutually connected by limiting - stroke sliders. Eight –
the highest segment is connected with two supports which
are fixed to the floor, a side, wall or to the ceiling of the
pocket –boxes.
Appearance of the complex structure of the telescopic
tribunes in semi folded position is shown in Fig.3.
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Fig 4 shows mechanism for keeping of the tribunes.

(a)
Fig. 4
Segments of the complex structure are supported on the
floor of the halls by means of four polyamide wheels of
high statical and dynamical strength, and over the front
side of the frame by means of the six polyamide rollers on
the first lower frame. In this way supporting of the
platforms with seats is realized through the columns in
points A and B and six supporting points C – H, see
Fig.5.

A
(b)
Fig.2 Module of the tribune
(a) unfolded , (b) folded

C
D

B

E
F

H
G

Fig. 5

Fig. 3
Breaking – keeping of the tribune in unfolded and folded
stage is enabled by unloading and loading of the leaf
springs. Unbreaking of the first – the lowest segment is
enabled by foot breaking, and unbreaking of the others
segments is enabled by suppressor.
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Safety functioning of the telescopic tribune is also
depending on satisfaction of the tolerances deviations
forms and locations (parallelism, straightness, coaxsiality,
angle deviation). Since during the forming of the frame of
telescopic tribunes weld technology is used, which is in
collision with limitation of the tolerances of the forms and
location, it is necessary to define technologic cycles
which will satisfy set conditions.
From security aspect, platform of the telescopic tribunes
to which seats and steps are fixed, shall be produced from

water resistant antiskid materials. Platforms with seats
must be protected with protection fences.
In order to satisfy ergonomic and aesthetic characteristic,
telescopic tribunes shall be provided with ergonomic
designed seats and covered with aluminum profiles and
panels produced from decorative materials.
Except of the manual folding and unfolding tribunes we
have developed tribunes with automatic telescoping and
remote control.

3. ANALISING OF THE LOADS, STRESS
CONDITIONS AND DISPLACEMENT
Frame of the telescopic tribunes is exposed to changeable
exploitation loadings. If we suppose that in the most
unfavorable case there are 20 persons on the platform
tribune, it comes out that statical loading of the single
segment is 1500 daN. If we add mass of the frame of the
platform with seats, steps, fences and covering of 200 kg
to this load we find that the calculated load of the
platform is 2500 daN. This value approximately
corresponds to load of 500 daN/m2, according to
regulations of civil engineering for testing of the tribunes.
Due to the changeability of the load we have estimated
that the calculation should include axial transversal and
longitudinal forces in the value of 10 %of vertical load.
Figure 6 shows schema of the loading telescopic tribunes
with vertical forces and reactions of the supports.

FA
Fq = 2750 daN
FB

FC

Fy
FI

FH

FK

FJ

FL

Fig. 6
In the most unfavorable case of loading of the frame
platforms, when the front support of the frame is
supported on the first lower frame in the most remote
supporting points C and H, reactions in points A,B,C and
H are:
FA = FB = 6,8 KN
FC = FH = 5,8 KN

Vertical loading of the wheels of the support of the
telescopic tribunes are:
FI = FJ = 7,25 KN
FK = FL = 5 KN
Since statically allowed load of the polyamide wheels
dimensions Φ 125 x 50 x 20 is 12 kN we have concluded
that wheels of the tribune are dimensioned with high
safety rate.
Because of appearance of the longitudinal and transversal
forces, segments of tribunes are realized with strengthens
– bowsprits which in combination with horizontal beams
form complex structures which enables statical and
dynamical loading.
Evaluation of the stress conditions of the complex
structure is realized by using FEA, while the following
simplicity is performed:
-Complex structure consisting of large number of
elements is approximated by approximation with
elements which incorporate characteristics of the single
elements and joints.
-Vertical load on the platform of 2750 daN is distributed
on the eleven transversal supports which are welded to the
front and rear support of the frame.
Calculation made for the case of supporting of the front
support of the frame only in two extreme points, what can
be realistic in case of geometrical deviations of the
straightness of the front support or failure on anyone out
of the six rollers.
Steel construction of the wheel supports and pillars is
constructed of rectangular steel profiles wall thickness 3
mm, whereas the frames of the platforms are constructed
of rectangular steel profiles wall thickness 2 mm.
Yield strength of the used steel is 340 to 450 N/mm²
Figure 7 shows distribution of the stresses and
Figure 8 distribution and displacements in complexe
structure.
Based on the realized FEA, we have concluded that active
stresses don't go into region of the critical stresses,
because active stresses in critical regions are far below the
Yield stresses.
Results of the calculation will be tested by statical and
dynamical investigations.
Bearing in mind that steel construction is constructed by
weld technology, it is necessary to satisfy safety
conditions according to the ISO 3843 standard in regard
to the welding quality.
Also, telescopic tribunes shall satisfy EN13200 standard
which specifies design requirements for layout and
product characteristics for separating
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Max stress 245 N/mm²
Fq = 2750 daN

Fq = 2750 daN

Fy= 250 daN
Max. translational
displacement 6,75 mm

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

elements within spectator accommodation at permanent
or temporary entertainment venues including sport stadia,
sport halls, indoor and outdoor facilities for the purpose
of enabling their functionality.
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The paper contains short review of the development of the
domestic telescopic tribunes like modest contribution to
development of the domestic production and substitution
of the import.
FEA performed on the steel constructions of the tribune
shows that stress stages and displacement are within the
limits of elasticity.
Investigation of the prototypes of the modules shall
confirm results of calculations.
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The local mode happens at the halfwave length that is
shorter than the highest maximum characteristic
dimension of the cross section. The local buckling
includes only the rotation at the places of the points of
connections of the plates of which the cross section is
made. In that case there is no translation of the connecting
points. It includes the distortion of the whole cross
section. In another way, all parts of the cross section are
bent in both planes.

INFLUENCE OF THE INTERACTION
BETWEEN LOCAL AND DISTORTIONAL
MODE OF THE LOSS OF STABILITY ON
DECREASE OF BEARING CAPACITY IN
POSTCRITICAL ZONE
Nebojša RADIĆ
Abstract: The cold formed steel thin-walled cross section
columns have three characteristic modes of the loss of
stability: local, distortional and Euler (global) mode. The
existence of three different modes of the loss of stability
makes the analysis of the stability of thin-walled beams
complex, particularly the analysis of their bearing
capacity in the postcritical zone. The thin-walled columns
loose their stability in the elastic zone at relatively low
critical stresses. That is why in the case of thin-walled
columns a significant increase of the loads in the
postcritical region is permited as long as the plastic
deformations are not achieved. In this paper the analysis
of the relations between the local and the distortional
critical stress is done applying numerical methods. It is
shown that these two stresses can be very near or even
equal. After that in these cases the influence of the
interaction between the local and distortional mode on
the decrease of bearing capacity is considered.

Fig. 1. Local buckling
The distortion mode appears at the halfwave length that is
between the local and the global mode and it is several
times longer than the maximum characteristic cross
sectional dimension. The distortional buckling, in contrast
to the local buckling, includes also the translation and the
rotation of connecting points of the profile. The next
difference between the distortional and the local mode
consists in the fact that only some parts of the cross
section are bent like plates in both planes but the other
parts are stiffer and they do not deform in both planes. All
that is shown in Fig.2.

Key words: thin-walled section, buckling, distortion, local
critical stress, distortional critical stress, interaction
Fig. 2. Distortional buckling

1. INTRODUCTION
Thin-walled open section beams due to their low weight
are widely applied in different engineering structures. One
of greatest problems in their applications is their high
sensibility to the loss of stability in elastic zone. Besides
the fact that their loss of stability appears at low critical
stresses, an aditional problem in the analysis is the
existence of three different characteristic buckling modes.
These modes are: local, distortional and global (Euler)
mode. They mutually differ by the shape of the cross
section and by the length of the halfwave after the loss of
stability.

The global (Euler) mode appears at the wave lengths that
are considerably longer than the wave lengths inthe cases
of the local and distortional mode. That is why very often
the global mode is known as the “long mode“ and the
local mode is known as “the short mode“. In contrast to
previous two modes in this case the cross section does not
change its shape. The global mode, depending on the
shape of the cross section, can appear as bending, torsion
or as the combination of bending and torsion. The
combination of bending and torsion when the translation
and the rotation of the cross section exist is shown in
Fig.3.
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laterorsional

buckling mode. It is a particular finite element method.
Theoretical fundaments and the methodology are identical
for both methods. The basic difference between them
consists in the way of the discretization of thin-walled
beams in their longitudinal direction. The FSM obtained
its name due to the fact that only one element (strip) is
used for the modeling in the longitudinal direction. In that
way the number of elements is decreased and it has not
any influence on the exactness of the solution because the
by the choice of the apropriate shape function the shape of
the halfwave is quite exactly approximated in the
longitudinal direction. The difference in the way of
modeling between the FEM and FSM is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Global mode

2. DETERMINATION OF LOCAL AND
DISTORTIONAL CRITICAL STRESS
The local critical stress can be determined analytically
and numerically. The analytical approach to the
determination of the local critical stress is entirely based
on the theory of stability of plates simply supported at the
their ends. The numerical methods as the Finite Element
Method (FEM) and the Finite Strip Method (FSM) are
much more exact because they take into account the
interaction between the elements (plates) from which the
beam is composed and that is why they are more often
used.
The distortion mode is an interactive mode between the
local and the global buckling. It can be concluded on the
basis of the shape of the deformed cross section and on
the basis of the halfwave length. Just because of that the
distortion is much more complicated for the analysis and
for a long time it was ignored in the analysis of the
stability of thin-walled profiles. On the basis of
wellknown Vlassov’s equations of elastic equilibrium,
after a number of approximations, the analitical
expressions for the calculation of critical stress and
critical length were derived. The main disadvantage of
these expressions is the fact that they are very
complicated and that they contain a lot of geometric
characteristics of thin-walled cross section that need a lot
of time to be calculated. There are two expressions for the
calculation of the distortional critical stress. One was
derived by Lau and Hanckock in 1987 and the second one
by Schafer in 1997. Due to the mentioned disadvantages
of the analytical methods the numerical methods are used
much more for the calculation of the critical stress. The
application of these methods permits more intensive and
more exact study of the distortion of thin-walled beams. It
can be shown that the distortion in the cases of some cross
sectional shapes appears as the primar mode with critical
stress lower than that one in the case of local buckling.
The distortion appears also as the mode that initiates the
colapse of the structure in postcritical zone. The most
efficient way for the determination of the distortional
critical stress is the application of numerical methods.
Today, two numerical methods are used: FEM and FSM.
The FSM is the most suitable and the most efficient
method for the determination of critical stress and its
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Fig. 4. Finite elements and finite strips
The application of the FSM decreases the number of
degrees of freedom and of equations that are needed for
the determination of the critical stress. By choosing the
shape function in the longitudinal direction in an
appropiate way a higher exactness of the solution with
respect to the FEM is obtained. The shape functions in the
lateral direction are polinomials, and harmonic functions
are chosen in the longitudinal direction depending on the
way the in which the beam is supported. Most frequently
a sinusoidal function that corresponds to the boundary
conditions of the simply supported ends of the beam is
used.

Fig. 5. Finite strip, degrees of freedom
The determination of the critical stress reduces to the
determination of eigen values of the problem that has the
same form as in the case of FEM and it is defined by the
equation (1).

[K ]{d } = λ [K g ]{d }
where :
[K] – initial stiffness matrix

(1)

{d} – displacement vector
[Kg] – geometric stiffness matrix
λ - eigen value

From Figs 8 and 9 it is obvious that even in the case of
central compression the distortional critical stress can be
equal and even lower than the local one.The thin-walled
beams, due to their thin walls, loose their stability at
relatively low load levels and the stresses in all

3. EXAMPLES OF THE CALCULATION
In this chapter the distortional and the local critical
stresses for a C-cross section beam are calculated
applying the program CUFSM. The dimensions of the
cross section are varied in order to obtain the rate between
these two critical stresses.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the distortional and local critical
stress for C-profile having web length h=150 mm and
thickness t=2 mm.

Fig. 6. Profile C 200x75x10x0.8
(Bending – local mode of the loss stability)
Simply supported, eccentricaly compressed beams, are
analyzed in this work. The computer program CUFSM
represents the implementation of the FSM and it is
specialized only for the analysis of the elastic stability of
thin-walled beams. In contrast to many programs that use
the FEM, the CUFSM at the end of the analysis, gives the
results in the form of the buckling curve where it is
possible to notice the points on the curve where the local
and the distortional critical stresses have their minima.
From the buckling curve it is immedeateluy possible to
notice the rate of the local and the distortional critical
stress and it can be found which mode corresponds to the
lower critical stress. On the abscissa, it is possible to find
the value of the halfwave length and it is immedeately
possible to notice the deformed shape of the deformed
cross section. On the ordinate, the critical stress can be
seen. But the program CUFSM can not be used for the
beams of non constant cross section and for the beams
that are not simply supported at their ends.
In Fig.6 the graphical representation of the program
CUFSM is given with the buckling curve in its central
part. The characteristic of the buckling curve in the Fig.6
is that the local and the distortional critical stresses are
very near to each other. The local critical stress is σcrl =
8.31 kN/cm2, and the distortional one is σcrd = 7.91
kN/cm2. In figs. 7 and 8 distortional and local critical
stresses are compared for the case of central compression.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the distortional and local critical
stress for C-profile having web length h = 200 mm
and thickness t = 2 mm
points of their cross sections are in the elastic zone. Loads
can be still increased and after the primary loss of stability
the region in which they are increased is called the
postcritical zone. There exist two methods for the
determination of the bearing capacity of thin-walled
beams in the postcritical zone: Effective Width Method
and Direct Strength Method. In some cases the loads that
are causing the colapse of the beam can be even three
times higher than the critical load that caused the loss of
stability in the elastic zone. The interaction of the local
and the distortional critical stresses appears when both of
them are in the postcritical zone. In another way it can be
explained by the fact that one mode of the loss of stability
appears on the deformed configuration that corresponds to
the other mode. This phenomenon can have to a great
extent the influence on the increse of the bearing capacity
in postcritical zone as it is shown in Fig. 10. The
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interaction between the local and the global (Euler) mode
is shortly denoted by L+E, and the interaction between
the local and the distortional mode by L+D. The
interaction L+D is completely neglected in calculations,
but it can be dominant in the colapse mechanism,
particularly in the cases of short beams when the Euler
stresses are high. In [1] four methods are derived for the
determination of the bearing capacity in postcritical zone
in the case of the interaction L+D. The comparison of the
Method 3 (M3) from [1] and the experimental
investigations is shown in Fig.10.

[2] Brush D.O. and Almroth B.O., Buckling of Bars,
Plates and Shells, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1975
[3] Yu, W.W., Cold-Formed Steel Design, Wiley, New
York, 2000.
[4] Ben Schafer, Finite Strip Analysis of Thin- walled
Members . In:CUFSM: Cornell University, 2001.

BEAM CHARACTERISTICS:

C profile ( h = 127 mm, b = 63 mm, d = 26 mm,
t = 0,81 mm, L = 1295 mm)
Fexp=20,7 kN, σ y =24,2 kN/cm2 (yield stress),
Loughlan (1979), Pekoz (1987)

Fig. 10. Comparison of the Method 3 [1] and the
experiment (Loughlan, 1979, Pekoz, 1987)

4. CONCLUSIONS
The determination of the bearing capacity of thin-walled
beams can be a very complex procedure. Mainly because
the thin-walled beams have three modes of loss of
stability in elastic zone that can appear very near to each
other. That is why a significant decreasing of the bearing
capacity (even up to 50%) can appear because of the
coupling of different modes. In the case of relatively short
beams (less than 1,500 mm) the decreasing of the bearing
capacity can be caused by the interaction between the
local and the distortional mode (L+D). That is something
that is necessary to be taken into account when the design
of thin-walled structures is done. Depending on the length
of the beam quite different calculation model must be
applied.
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Beside the researches that were performed, the literature
of leading world companies from this field of work is
used. Here are some of them: Bruel & Kjear, Vibro;
SCHENCK; Bently Nevada; SKF; SPM etc.

2. ANALYZERS VIBRATION-EXAMPLE

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW ANALYZERS
VIBRATION
Ranko ANTUNOVIĆ
Saša NIKOLIĆ

Abstract: This paper describes new vibration analyzer
which including an optimal set of vibrodiagnostic
methods that will provides minimum combination of
methods for maximum detection possibility of dynamic
disturbances, with full efficiency and simplicity for use
and performance. The existing systems with their content
and possibilities for use were processed and here is given
the optimal concept of vibrodiagnostics methods which
should be the base for the program structure of new
analyzer The choise of minimal combination of
vibrodiagnostics format wich are going to give an
optimale opportunity of detection dynamical problems is
made, with complete effection of use end simplicity in
using.
During evaluation application software of new analyzer,
we can conclude it is in class leading world products, but
simpler and more reliable in comparing with all
commercial analyzer.
Key words: vibrodiagnostics,
optimizacion, development

analyzers

Vibration and process data from machines can be visually
monitored, and/or manually acquired and reduced into
meaningful for mats. The advances in computer
technology have brought tremendous improvements in
increasing accuracy, as well as in reducing time and effort
consumed by data acquisition and processing. The
improvements are also in the volume and speed of
performed operations, from the beginning of data
collection, to the final display of the data now available in
cross-correlated
formats.
Decreasing
costs
of
computerized data acquisition/processing systems, and
their efficiency, result in increasing cost-effectiveness of
their application in industry maintenance problems.
A typical system consists of a computer and a data
acquisition instrument, which digitizes the transducer,
provided electronic signals. Dedicated computer software
provides data processing, displaying and archiving
routines. The computer can perform many of the data
processing functions previously described, thus replacing
a portion of hardware. Computers can provide the
processed data in almost real time, but their most
important advantage may lie in their ability to store data
for further analysis, especially in correlation with other
operating parameters, and in comparison with previous,
historical data.
Development analyzers vibration Leader Company in
world presented.
Leonova is a hand-held machine condition analyzer with
hooch screen, operating under Windows CE [6].
Technical data, instrument: processor 206 MHz Intel,
memory 64 MB RAM i 32 MB Flash, communication
RS232 and UBS, dynamic range 16 bit A/D converter,
battery power for minimum 8 hours normal use, weight
600 g.

vibration,

1. INTRODUCTION
Vibration measurement and analysis have acquired
special significance, because they provide a large amount
of quality information with a low capital investment.
Existing vibrodiagnostics methods witch are development
on existing analyzers vibration of leading word
companies, are researched end quality. Which method to
choose in an individual case is determined not only by the
construction of the machines to be investigated, but is
mainly dependent on the expenditure commitment and the
depth to which machine diagnosis will be utilized.
The function of set aim in this particular case is the
selection of optimal set of formats of vibrodiagnostics that
provide the maximal possibility of detection, selection
and verification of dynamic problem, considering
economic rationality and simplicity for use.

Fig. 1. Photo of Leonova platforms
Input-output channels:
 2 multiplexing vibrations channels with IEPE signals
type,
 vibration velocity with measuring range 10-10000 rpm
and resolution 1 RMP with TAD-18 i TTL-pulses
transdyzers,
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 analog output with measuring range 0-1 V DC, 0-10 V
DC, 0-20 mA, 4-20 mA,
 temperature measurement
Vibrodiagnostics methods including in analyzer: 1measure overall of vibrations (velocity, acceleration and
displacement), incorporated ISO 10816 standard. 2spectrum analysis in option zoom, 6400 line spectrum and
measure range 0,5 Hz - 20 kHz., 3- envelope analysis, 4order analysis, 5- SPM analysis (measure bBm/dBc,
LR/HR, SPM spectrum)
Including function:
 Balancing single and two plane
 Laser misalignment centerline.
PULSE Analyzers & Solutions
PULSE analyzers is Bruel & Kjear’s multi-analyzers
system with vibration and acoustics analysis [9].
Computer configuration in systems is Pentium II, 300
MHz processor, 256 MB RAM, operating systems
Windows.

machines has its recommended and allowed level of
vibration, measuring points for vibration, the way of
measurement and the selection of parameters for
measurement. Analyzing certain causes of dynamic
problems, we can conclude that the certain causes are
typical for two types of machines:
- GROUP 1
Machines classes I – in according ISO 10816
Machines classes II - in according ISO 10816
Characteristics of this group machines has owning
rolling-element bearings.
- GROUP 2
Machines classes III - in according ISO 10816
Machines classes IV - in according ISO 10816
Characteristics of these group machines has owning
journal bearings
Rolling-element
bearing defects
25-30%

Misalignment
15-20%

Base forms defect
5-10%

Unbalance
35- 45 %

Other
problem
10-15%

Fig . 3. Possibility of certain defect appearance in
machines Group 1
Fig. 2. Photo of PULSE analyzers
Vibrodiagnostics methods including in analyzer: 1- time
picture of signals, 2- measure overall of vibrations
(velocity, acceleration and displacement), incorporated
ISO 10816 standard, 3- spectrum analyzes in option
zoom, 400 line spectrum and measure range 0,5 Hz - 40
kHz, 4- envelope analysis, 5- cepstrum analysis, 6-CPB
analysis, 7- order analysis, 8- DC analysis, 9- orbital
analysis, 10- acoustics analyzes, 11-modal analyzes
Including function balancing single and two planes.

3. OPTIMAL OF VIBRODIAGNOSTICS
MODEL
During research, we came to conclusion that optimal
model could be seen when using four valuable functions
[1]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identifying the cause of dynamic problem
Simplicity for use and performance
Early detection cause of dynamic problem
Economic aspect

3.1. Dynamics problem in machines
Dynamic problem is typical for certain group of
machines, depending on their power, rotation,
construction, base etc. Using standard ISO 10.816 all
machines are classified in 4 classes and each class of
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Base forms
defect
15%

Resonance
15 %

Journal
bearings
defect
15 %
Misalignment
15 %
Unbalance
25 %

Other the cause
dynamic problem
15%

Fig . 4. Possibility of certain defect appearance in
machines Group 2

3.2. Chosen set of vibrodiagnostics format
Vibrodiagnostics formats that are taken into consideration
came from parallel analyses of appropriate equipment of
leading world companies in this area and also from our
long term research and development. For this selection of
specific set of formats we requested minimal number of
vibrodiagnostics formats which could discover the
existence of certain cause for dynamic problem in
machine systems [3].
Optional set of vibrodiagnostics formats, which has
maximal possibility of early detection on causes for
dynamic problems with simplicity for use and
performance, the observed model which contains:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Overall of vibration
Spectrum plot
Polar trend plot
Time picture of signals
HFD values
Bode plot

4. STRUCTURE OF NOW ANALYZERS

Sensor of vibration in chosen is SKF industrial
accelerometer CMCP1100. For measurement faze angle
and rotation sped chosen is optical sensors ROS-5P (by
Monarch Instrument), measurement range 1- 250,000
RPM.

4.2. Programs structure

Programs structure of now analyzers including optimal set
of vibrodiagnostics formats.

The application software is made, and it performs analysis
and shows vibrodiagnostics formats with optimization of
important parameters.

4.1. Hardware platforms

Base of programs structure:

Computers platforms of now analyzers chosen is SBX255, this is based standard PC/104+.
This is platforms including PCMCIA controller and slots
[11].

- Overall of vibrations
ISO 10816 standards incorporated. Measured RMS value
overall of velocity vibrations ( vRMS ), frequency range 22000 Hz.

Fig . 5. Photo of platforms SB-X255
Characteristics of SB-X255 platform are:
 Motherboard: computer PC/104+ with using CMX255 module
 Procesor: Intel XScale PXA255 CPU, 400 MHz
 Memory: 16-64 MB SDRAM and 1-512 MB flash
memory
 Four
comunication
ports
with
RS232/RS485/RS422/TTL driver options
 Interface IrDA, LPT, GPIO, RS/2 for keyboard and
mouse
 USB ports
 Hard disc interface
 Audio I/O options
 VGA graphic controler
 One or two 10/100 BaseT exterior ports
 One or two PCMCIA slots
 RTC with Li batery
 Dimension 96 x 91 mm

Fig. 7. Overall of vibrations
- Spectral FFT analyzis
Measure velocity vibration in values Zero-to-Peak (p-k).
Window function is Haning, number of line frequency
1000. Ompinization parameters of spectral plot shows
table
6.

Fig. 8.. Frequency spectrum
Table 1. Parameters of spectral plot

Fig. 6.. Photo of new analyzers

Rotation
spid
[ob/min]

Spectral
plot [Hz]

Frequency
line spacing
[Hz]

to 500
500 - 1.500
ap 1.500
ap 500

1 - 100
1 - 500
1 - 1000
1 – 10.000

∆f=0,1
∆f=0,5
∆f=1
∆f=10

Long
time
measure
[s]
10
2
1
0,1

- Measure faze angle
Chosen vibrodiagnostics format for show faze angle is
Polar plot. Measure vibration velocity , RMS value, 1X
and 2X vibration harmonics.
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Fig. 12. Bode plot

Fig . 9. Polar plot
- Time picture of signal
Of now analyzers shows time picture of signal in
accelerometers.

5. MEASUREMENT RESULTS OF NOW
ANALYZERS
This is presented practically identifies the cause of
dynamic problem that occurred in machines in real
conditions of exploitation.

5.1. Diagnosis of EP
1. Thermal Power Plant Gacko
2. Plant: Pump
3. Data and time measurement: 25.06.2006 in 11:30
4. The results

Fig. 10. Time diagram of signals
Additional format for machines Group 1
- HFD values
Measure night frequency vibration acceleration. Measure
rang 5 kHz to 60 kHz, values RMS acceleration and
show in ‘g’. This is vibrodiagnostics format shows
detection of damage in rolling-element bearings.

Fig. 13. Show plant pump
- Overall of vibrations
Table 2. Overall of vibrations in pump bearings
Horizontal
Vertical
Axial
Bearings

1
2
3
4

∑v

RMS

∑v

RMS

[mm/s]

[mm/s]

1,6
1,2
1,9
3,2

1,2
1,1
2,1
3,1

∑v

RMS

[mm/s]
1,8
1,3
1,5
1,2

EVOLUTION MACHINES
Evolution from in ISO 10816 standard: permissible.
Fig. 11. Show HFD values
Additional format for machines Group 2
- Bode plot
This is vibrodiagnostics formats show amplitude and faze
1X vibration harmonics during start-ap end turn-of
machines. Measuring is vibration velocity, RMS values.
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- Spectral analysis
Let’s show spectral plot horizontal vibration in 4-th
bearings.
Damage characteristic frequency for SKF6318: BPFO=
38,6 Hz, BPFI=61,2 Hz; BSF=26,1 Hz; FTF=4,75 Hz,
frequencies hydraulic damage BPF=75 Hz, for
RPM=1500.

Fig. 14. Spectrum plot horizontal vibration for 4 bearings
This is spectrum plot which shows detection of damage in
rolling-element 4-th bearings.
.

- HFD values
HFD values is 9,2 g. This is highs values.

Fig. 17 . Spectral plot vertical vibrations in bearings 6
From the spectral plot dynamic damages can be
identified: unbalance and misalignment.
- Polar plot
Let’s show Polar plot 1X harmonic vibration in 6-th and
7-th of bearings, various in parameters process.

5.2. Diagnostics of turbine
1. Thermal Power Plant Gacko
2. Plant: turbine
3. Data and time: 23.02.2006 in 18:30
4. The results

Fig. 15.Show plant turbine
- Overall of vibrations
Table 3. Overall of vibrations in pump bearings
HOR
VER
AX
Bearin
v RMS
v RMS
v RMS
gs
[mm/s]
[mm/s]
[mm/s]
1
3,4
1,8
1,8
2
2,1
1,8
2,1
3
1,4
3,6
2,2
4
2,0
1,9
2,3
5
3,2
2,7
2,1
6
3,3
4,6
6,5
7
3,8
5,8
9,3
8
6,4
5,2
4,1

∑

∑

∑

Fig. 18. Polar trend plots of 6 and 7 bearings
From the Polar plot we can see change of amplitude and
phase 1X harmonics vibrations.
We can see B1- vector thermal unbalance, C1- vector
asymmetric magnetic field.
- Bode plot
Let's show Bode plot 1X harmonics vibration during startap machines in 1-st bearings.

Evolution from in ISO 10816 standard: permissible.
- Spectral analyzis

Fig. 19. Bode plot

Fig. 16. Spectral plot vertical vibrations in bearings 7

We can see resonance frequencies turbine: 1- 840; 21370; 3- 1670; 4- 2400; 5- 2720.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

[6] Integrated Condition Monitoring, SKF, CM5057
(Revised 1-04)

We came up to the following results this paper:

[7] Master Catalogue, Bruel & Kjear, 2005 Edition,
version 2

 The application software is made, and it performs
analysis and shows vibrodiagnostics formats with
optimization of important parameters
 The concept of multi-channel analyzer is set. Its
program structure contains optimal model of
vibrodiagnostics
 The value of application software of a new analyzer is
compared with up to date world solutions on the same
issue.
The final results of measurements and research, shown in
the section seven, confirmed that the program structure of
new analyzer quickly and practically identifies the cause
of dynamic problem that occurred in machines in real
conditions of exploitation.

[8] Product Catalogue 2005-02, SPM
[9] Multi-channel & multi-task Analyzer-PULSE, Bruel
& Kjaer advanced training course, held in Budapest,
Hungary, on 14-16 June 2005
[10] Seminar C100, Competence & Innovation, Solution
for condition monitoring, condition diagnosis,
condition-based maintenance and field balancing of
machinery, Bruel & Kjear, Schenck
[11] http://www.compulab.co.il/x255/html/x255-sbdatasheet.htm
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Ljuberada) and intake piping with facilities, capacity
800 to 1,450 liters per second.

APPLICABLE IMPORTANCE OF VIBRODIAGNOSTICS IN PREDICTABLE
MAINTENANCE OF “NAISUS” AQUEDUCT
SYSTEM
Miloš MILOVANČEVIĆ
Đorđe MILTENOVIĆ
Milan BANIĆ

Abstract: In order to secure the working order of
mechanical systems, it is necessary to ensure a variety of
supervision measures of working reliability. Basis of this
control are supervision of vibrations and their measuring
by electric devices.
“Naissus” waterworks with its wells, intake system,
adequate distribution and manifold network, pumping
stations and water reservoirs – all represents the Nish
Aqueduct System (NIVOS). It supplies with fresh water
about 240,000 people and very diverse industry of Nish
municipality with 103,377 cubic meters per day, making it
37,732,608 cubic meters per year.
Important part of this complex system of water
distribution to consumers is about fifty functional
pumping stations. These pumping stations contain 115
pumping power units with different assignments. Use of
vibrodiagnostics to provide predictable maintenance is a
key segment in realization of the flawless work for
pumping power units.

Fig. 1. Nish waterworks system
Mentioned systems with its wells, intake systems,
belonging distribution and manifold network, pumping
stations and water reservoirs – all represents the Nish
Aqueduct System (NIVOS). It supplies with fresh water
about 240,000 people and very diverse industry of Nish
municipality with 103,377 cubic meters per day, making
it 37,732,608 cubic meters per year.

2. JKP “NAISSUS” NISH – PUMPING
STATIONS
Important part of this complex system of water
distribution to consumers is about fifty functional
pumping stations. These pumping stations contain 115
pumping power units with different assignments. Use of
vibrodiagnostics to provide predictable maintenance is a
key segment in realization of the flawless work for
pumping power units. The most convenient procedure in
this case, to secure flawless work of the system, is
vibrodiagnostics.

Key words: water distribution, vibrodiagnostics, pumping
power units

1. INTRODUCTION
Water distribution of Nish municipality today is achieved
via three territorially separated, but functionally very
dependable waterworks systems. These are:
 Waterworks system “MEDIANA” – ground water
well supplemented with previously purified water
from Nishava River, capacity 100 to 150 liters per
second.
 Waterworks system “STUDENA” – natural well and
intake piping with facilities, capacity 220 to 340 liters
per second.
 Waterworks system “LJUBERADA-NISH” – group
of natural wells (Krupac, Mokra, Divljana and

Fig. 2. Vibrodiagnostics system on pumping power unit
Measurings were performed at „Knez selo“ pumping
station to determine its working capabilities.
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3. MEASURING POINTS SELECTION
1.2 bar

12.5 bar

Correct selection of measuring points is a key factor in
working order diagnostics, especially if vibrodiagnostics
procedure is applied. For use of vibrodiagnostics
procedure at “Knez selo” pumping station, the measuring
points were defined to diagnose working order of bearings
on pump shafts and the electromotor shafts.
Measuring points are the following ones:
1. Measuring of electromotor bearing vibrations
2. Measuring of pump bearing vibrations
3. Measuring of pump bearing vibrations

3.1. Performed measurings

Fig. 3. JKP „Naissus“ Nish – „Knez selo“ pumping
station

First measuring point is located at rotor bearing cover.
Choice of this measuring point enables diagnose of
bearing absolute vibrations. Measuring results indicates
that maximal value of vertical acceleration is 3 meters per
square second.

„Knez selo“ pumping station main function is to increase
water pressure and fill the reservoir. Its pumping power
units operation is periodical. Pump designation is VP 50-5
with 4.4 to 9 liter per second flow; its electromotor
operates at 2910 prm.

Fig. 5a. Measuring at first point
Fig. 4a. Pumping power unit

Fig. 5b. Measuring at first point

Fig. 4b. Pumping power unit
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One-dimensional discreet FFT analysis, which was used
to transform the vibration spectrum from time to frequent
domain, provide the actual condition of bearing working

order. The analysis of frequency-amplitude diagram
shows that bearing is not in order, i.e. there is damage
either bearing sleeve or its rotation units.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Figure 7b. Measuring at third point

0.000

Frequency picture, obtained by measuring at pump
bearing cover, indicates that there is significant influence
of pump radno kolo at amplitude-frequency diagram
(segment 2 from Figure 3).

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

4. CONCLUSION

0.000
0

50
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200

250

300

350

400

450

50

Fig. 6a. Measuring at second point

Fig. 6b. Measuring at second point
Measuring of vertical and horizontal vibrations on pump
bearing cover indicate that there is no damage on bearing.
Also clearly noticable are amplitudes from frequency
spectrum, which depicts the vibration transition from
engine rotor shaft and over clutch, all the way to pump
shaft.

Vibrodiagnostics represents a significant tool in
determining the mechanical systems working order. The
use of frequency-amplitude analysis in determination of
pump power units working order condition is a quick and
simple way to bearing diagnose based on absolute
vibrations. Special importance and great specific
magnitude have measuring that via determining the
system working capability prevents damage halts.
Diagnostics of pumping systems for waterworks is
important from the aspect of maintaining the production
process continuity.
Diagnostics of pumping power units based on FFT
analysis of vibration spectrum of pump engine work
proved itself in this case very successful. Measuring
results clearly indicates flaws at pumping power unit
engines – this is consequence of correct sensor choice and
well conceived A/D convertor. Also, important influence
at adequate determination of pumping power unit working
order has the choice of FFT algorithm and correct
amplitude-frequency characteristics. Overviewing all
previously mentioned, the conclusion can be drawn that
vibrodiagnostics of pumping power units engine working
order is potent weapon in struggle with damage failures
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The larger is the width of the boom, the larger is the tips
displacement, even for small deformations of the
structure. Important spray boom body motions affecting
the uniformity of the spray pattern are rolling, yawing and
jolting. Rolling expresses the rotation of the boom around
an axis in the driving direction of the tractor (Fig. 1). In
figure 1 the blue cones represent the sprayed liquid
through nozzles.

MEASUREMENTS ON THE
SPRAYER BOOM VIBRATION
Iulian LUPEA
Cristina STĂNESCU
Ioan DROCAŞ

Abstract: The quality of pesticide spraying depends on
boom movement. The present paper presents experimental
studies on the EEP-600M sprayer machine. The sprayer
is tractor mounted and his boom is 12 m long. The boom
sprayer vibrations on a smooth track and on a track with
obstacles have been measured by using a portable
acquisition system. Observations with regard to the boom
vibration level and natural frequencies of the structure
are presented.
Key words: spray boom, vibrations, field measurements,
natural frequencies

1. INTRODUCTION
In agriculture, chemical control method through spraying
is the most used among the methods for crop protection.
The chemicals are distributed as a liquid by a sprayer
mounted or trailed by a tractor. The chemicals are
distributed through spray nozzles mounted on a boom.
The width of field sprayers has increased drastically,
hence sprayer booms with the width up to 42 m are
already in use today. The efficient distribution of
chemicals is associated with homogeneity of drops on
target surface and at the same time with uniformity of
pulverization all over the field.
Recently, researches have been conducted in Europe to
develop new methodologies to study boom sprayer
movements under laboratory and field conditions. The
horizontal and vertical movements of boom sprayer
represent a cause for the unevenness of chemicals
distribution. The amplitude of the boom motion depends
on various factors, such as:
 the soil condition;
 the mechanical characteristics and status of the sprayer
and/or tractor;
 the boom width;
 the boom suspensions;
 the soil unevenness.

Fig. 1. Vertical boom movement
Yawing is a rotational motion around an axis
perpendicular to the field (Fig. 2) and jolting is the
oscillation motion in the driving direction of the tractor.

Fig. 2. Horizontal boom movement
During vertical movements, the nozzle height from the
ground is modified and the volumes are underestimated
for the higher nozzles and overestimated for the lower
ones. Horizontal boom movements cause an unequal
absolute velocity of the nozzles, resulting in variable
spray deposition in the driving direction [1]. A
consequence of the horizontal movements is that the
nozzles speed is unequal with the tractor speed and
increases or decreases at the same time with horizontal
boom displacements. Horizontal and vertical movements
as well as geometrical features of the boom sprayer
influence the pulverization quality. Lebeau et al. [2] made
a spray controller aiming to compensate the effect of the
horizontal boom movements on the spray deposits
homogeneity.
Sprayer boom movements have been investigated by
several researchers. Field tests are rarely described in the
literature. In the same time, their labour cost is very high.
Theoretical studies, simulations and field experiments
have indicated that due to spray boom vibrations, spray
deposit distribution varies between 0 and 800% (ideal
100%) [2, 6, 7, 8].

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Experimental arrangements
 Test track
Measurements of the sprayer boom movement were made
on an artificial concrete test track. To create a rough
artificial test track, artificial unevenness such as bars with
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various heights, were placed transversally on one side of
the track (Fig. 3). The speed of the sprayer machine was
kept at a constant value of about 2.8, 4.2, 5.6 or 10.9 km/h
in the portion with obstacle. This track segment is about
15 m long.

of about 20 ºC. The influence of the wind on the boom
motions can therefore be neglected.

2.2. The sprayer description
The EEP-600ME sprayer equipment was made by
University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary
Medicine of Cluj-Napoca in cooperation with
Tehnofavorit Company from Bonţida.
The construction characteristics of sprayer machine are
depicted in Table 1.
Table 1. The construction characteristics of EEP-600 ME
sprayer machine
No

5.

Characteristic name
type of tractor/sprayer
combination
type of hydraulic pump
width work
positioning height of
sprayer boom
number of nozzles

6.

type of nozzles

7.

capacity of main tank
capacity of washing on
hands tank
capacity of cleaning tank
capacity of mixer
charging system
agitation system
electronics plant

1.
Fig. 3. Track length with obstacles

2.
3.
4.

 Sensors placement

8.

Fig. 4. LMS Pimento acquisition system
The measurement of the sprayer boom movement has
been performed with LMS Pimento acquisition system
(Fig. 4). The accelerometers were mounted on the left arm
of the boom (Fig. 5). This is the side with the obstacles on
the track. The first accelerometer was attached at a
distance of 0.1m far from the tip of the boom arm (Fig. 5,
6 a). The second one was located near the central section
of the boom at 1.7 m away from the boom center (Fig. 5,
6 b). The accelerometers were placed in vertical or
horizontal planes for different measurement cases [3].

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

EEP-600 ME
carried
Imovili D-82
12 m
0.35 - 1.2 m
24
Lechler (ISO10265 Visi-flo)
600 l
20 l
65 l
10 l
with strainer
hydraulic
Bravo 180

Fig. 5. Top view of the boom with accelerometers

Fig. 7. The EEP-600 ME sprayer machine
1 – main tank; 2 – cleaning tank; 3 – boom sprayer;
4 – hydraulic pump; 5 – mixer tank; 6 – foaming plant
tank; 7 – unit control.
a

b

Fig. 6. Accelerometer mounting spots
 Climate
All the measurements were done under moderate climatic
circumstances: a weak wind, a clear sky and temperature
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The sprayer equipment can be described according to
figure 7. Boom sprayer and the equipment are tractor
mounted. The boom structure (Fig. 5) consists of three
sections: the main frame which has 2 m in length and two
arms, each of 5 m in length and mounted on both sides of
the main structure. These sections are interconnected by
hinges. The total length of the boom sprayer is 12 m

3. RESULTS AND DISSCUSION
The measurements were made in vertical and horizontal
planes, for the same track length of 15m and four
different operational velocities, as follows:
 Case 1:
Vertical vibrations of the boom were measured with both
accelerometers. The artificial test track was smooth
(concrete track).
 Case 2:
Vertical vibrations measured with both accelerometers
and the artificial test track was rough having two
transversal obstacles (bars) with different heights placed
on one side of the track.
 Case 3:
Horizontal vibrations of the boom were measured with
both accelerometers and a smooth track.
 Case 4:
Horizontal vibrations measured with both accelerometers
on the artificial test track with obstacles.
 Case 5:
Natural frequencies of the boom were measured in
location number 1 with the tractor stopped.

The acceleration of the vibration was double integrated to
get the displacement versus time in locations P1 and P2
and in vertical and horizontal planes. A typical
displacement versus time curve is depicted in figure 10,
derived for the vibration in the vertical plane, with
obstacles, in the locations P1 and P2 and at a velocity of
2.8 km/h. The dominant role of the lower natural
frequencies can be observed in the graph, in parallel with
the oscillation amplitude at the tip of the boom, which is
considerable.
SD [g], H
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0.148
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2.8/ 2

2.8/ 1

4.2/ 2
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5.6/ 2

5.6/ 1

10.9/ 2

10.9/ 1
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0.2853
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0.1104

0.0857

SD [ g] , V
0.333
0.237

2.8/ 2

0.174

0.159
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0.099

2.8/ 1

4.2/ 2

4.2/ 1

5.6/ 2

4.2/ 2

4.2/ 1

5.6/ 2

5.6/ 1

10.9/ 2

10.9/ 1

Fig. 9. SD of acceleration in horizontal plane

0.071

2.8/ 2

2.8/ 1

0.167

5.6/ 1

10.9/ 2

10.9/ 1
0.449

0.328
0.274
0.206
0.170
0.117

0.091

2.8/ 2

0.138

2.8/ 1

4.2/ 2

4.2/ 1

5.6/ 2

5.6/ 1

10.9/ 2

10.9/ 1

Fig. 8. SD of acceleration in vertical plane
Figure 8 depicts the bar chart of the standard deviation of
the acceleration in vertical plane for the tractor running on
a smooth surface (upper chart) and for the case with
obstacles on the track (lower chart). The measuring points
P1 and P2 are alternating starting with P2.
The general ascending trend of the level of vibration
acceleration with an increased peak at 4.2 km/h can be
observed. The vibration level registered at the tip of the
boom arm (P1) is higher than that measured at P2.
Figure 9 depicts the bar chart of the acceleration standard
deviation for four different tractor velocities in horizontal
plane for the measuring points P1 and P2, without
obstacles (upper chart) and with obstacles (lower chart).
The trend is similar with that observed in the vertical
plane.

Fig. 10. Displacement at P1 and P2, vertical plane
The boom has been impulsively excited in vertical and
horizontal planes with the tractor stopped. The resulted
vibration was transferred from time to frequency domain
by using FFT and the picks of acceleration were
registered in function of the frequency, assessing the
natural modes of vibration in vertical and horizontal
planes without to proceed, for now, at a rigorous modal
analysis procedure.
The assessed natural frequencies [Hz] are as follows: 3.9,
5.4, 26.4 and 67.6 in the vertical plane and 1.2, 4.9, 16.3,
22.9, 27.8, and 43.7 in the horizontal plane. Further
investigations upon the mentioned spray boom are in
progress.

4. CONCLUSION
The vibration of a boom arm of 12 m in length was
studied, for several operational velocities, on a smooth
track and on a track with rigid obstacles. A portable LMS
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acquisition system has been used to acquire the
acceleration along the boom. Observations upon the boom
vibration level in vertical and horizontal planes, in
correlation to the transportation velocity, have been
presented. The motion amplitude at the boom tip was
found and interpreted as significant. The main
contribution on this level is coming from the first two
modes of vibration. Further studies on this subject are in
progress.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL OF WIRE
ROPE ABSORBER
Aleksandar KARI
Momčilo MILINOVIĆ
Olivera JEREMIĆ
Abstract: Paper consider experimental model for
dumping shock loads applied on the wire rope absorber
initiated by shock forces usually appeared in defence
technologies on the weapon. Dumping of impulse
loadings is realized by wire rope absorber with nonlinear,
nonperiodical dumping performances. Experimental
model of absorber is tested by equipment able to simulate
real weapon forces approximately. Different short
dynamical loadings are approximated with linear and
harmonic functions as initial shock and unsteady forces.
Relations between initiation shock forces and response
forces at the exit of wire rope absorber are compared
experimentally by results tested in real time. Results
presented in the paper shows force-time performances
and possibilities for possible application of new circular
designed of wire rope absorber.
Key words: dumping, shock absorber, dynamical loading

1. INTRODUCTION
Absorbing concept of shock forces is one of the most
important questions in mechanical engineering. This
question is not only technical but also, theoretical from
the mechanical point of view. There are two principal
approaches for solving performances of typical dynamical
loadings. First approach is mathematical modeling of
displacement and theoretical comparation of their
absolute and relative coefficient and performances.
Second approach is modeling of the forces and their
theoretical absolute and relative performances and
coefficients. Both approaches needs experimental work
and have to be supported by experimental data of real
behavior for modeling and designed performances.
Considering parts and elements in real structure usually
are tested and evaluated on dynamical loadings. Types of
these loading depend of construction type and assemblies
and subassemblies goals in functional performances.
Strong shock impulse forces, and loadings initiated by

them, usually follows questions important for weapon
structure exploitation, mounting and undercarriages
reliability [1, 2]. One of the best components possible to
absorb strong shocks, with aperiodical transient time
functions is design of wire rope absorber [3, 4, 5].
Novel principle of design in wire rope absorber
technology is given in [6]. This study shows more
sophisticated distribution of shock pressure on the contact
surfaces attacked by forces from different space
directions. Standard and classic mathematical approach
for dynamical performances evaluation [7] was not
possible to use for determination full spectrum of
performances for ring wire rope absorber determined in
[6]. New theoretical mathematical approach [3, 5] needs
derivations of classic performances determined by new
hypotheses. This approach is not complete and
estimations for extreme loadings show unacceptable
errors. Computer simulation shows good possibilities for
modeling, but some input data needs to be more precise
and taken from real experiments.
The basic concept of this paper was to setup simple
methodology for real testing of ring wire rope shock
absorber, and estimation of performances by loadings,
similar to real. This model also provides simulation of
weapon loadings and approximations close to real.

2. GOALS AND CONCEPT EXPERIMENTAL
TESTING
The basic goal of wire rope absorber testing was to
evaluate output forces and displacements as response on
initiated shock forces. Absorber was shocked by impulse
forces and by continual oscillatory forces with different
frequency and amplitude initiation performances. This
goal was able to realize on the equipment with possibility
to generate different forms of forces and linear or
nonlinear gradients vs. time. The gradients form of
initiated forces was increasing or decreasing in the given
interval of time. Equipment was able to realize also
harmonic oscillatory amplitude of forces and
displacement as input. More sophisticated functions of
forces in the time were not possible to realize on the
testing equipment. Program circled next types of shock
loadings usually appeared on self propelled weapon.
Simulation of shock loadings usually could be represented
by exponential form of forces in time [8]. This form of
force was not possible to simulate on represented
experimental equipment. The problem was overbridged
by special modeling and mathematical evaluation of
criteria able to compare harmonic oscillatory force
function as appropriate effect of exponentional function in
time. That means possibility, for all cases of real shocks
to simulate experimentally by oscillatory and linear
dynamical loadings. Model expressed in [3, 5] provides
recalculations of time, amplitude and frequency
performances.

3. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND WIRE
ROPE ABSORBER MODEL FOR TESTING
Testing model was ring form wire rope absorber (Fig. 1)
[6] with appropriate plates. Input plate uses for receiving
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of shock and dynamical forces simulated from hydraulic
press machine and controlled by appropriate analog and
digital equipment. The other plate (exit) of absorber was
fixed on the force transducer connected in machine (Fig
2). This transducer received output force generated after
shock force through absorber.

as the input force generator in time, output data from
experiments was output force measured on transducer and
displacement of the machine stick. Wire rope ring
absorber was designed as the model for specially weapon
purposes. Absorber was able to use for experimental
purposes more than hundred times without hysteresis
deformations and displacements.
Processing equipment was divided in three canals: control
canal for input commands and two measured canals for
output data collection. Input data was taken from machine
(displacement or force) and output data was taken from
force transducer settled on the output plate of wire rope
absorber. Complete measurement and equipment with
experimental and control data links is shown on Fig. 2.
Set of equipment consists of:
1. Experimental hydraulic press machine “МТS – 810”
2. Inductive transducer of force integrated with hydraulic
press machine
3. PC with AD/DA converter

Fig. 1. Ring wire rope absorber
Displacement of input moveable plate was measured
jointly with moveable stick connected by machine as
dynamical force generator and oscillator. When stick from
the machine operates, attacking on the plate of absorber,

4. Appropriate software (MATLAB - special and
standard command and data collection applications)
Connection between output plate and machine force
transducer for dynamical output force measurement is
jointed with total rigid steel stick.

Fig. 2. Measurement equipment with experimental and control data linking
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Tab. 1. Schedule of experiment
static overloading

F0 = 1500 N
overdisplacement

z = 10 mm

linear form
time
decreof
max
asing
force max
time
Fmax force

t1

kN
1
1.5
1.75
2
3
4
5
6

ms
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

t2

ms
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

harmonic form
Amplit.
force

Freq.

Fmax

f

kN
0.6
0.6
0.6
1.5

Hz
2
5
20
10

Number
of
circles

n

10
10
100
100

Fig. 3. Relation between maximum input shock force and
maximum output measured force

Experiment was realized by approximations of real
expected forces profiles in time. Next type of simulated
functions was generated as input force in to the absorber
as initial dynamical loading:
 linear increasing and decreasing loadings with
different gradients, and static fixed overloading as the
initial force condition,
 linear displacement initial function vs. time,

Fig. 4. Relation between maximum initial shock force
and displacement

 harmonic sinusoidal function with different initial
force frequency and fixed amplitude.
Schedule of experiment is given in the Table 1.
Problem of transducer frequency, and dynamical loading
response and initiation frequencies and their relations in
measurement technology is well known question of
compatibility. Used output force transducer was enough
good for fast dynamical input loadings of few
milliseconds. Linear loadings determined in time
intervals lower then 20 ms was enough short to consider
impulse shock. Oscillatory frequency of initial harmonic
loading was less then 50 Hz.

4. RESULTS OF TESTING
Experimental results are collected and represented in four
blocks of graphics.
Figure 3. represents relation between input maximum
shock force and output maximum measured force
dumped into the absorber. The form of curve could be
with small error approximated by linear function into the
given interval initiated shock forces. Graph on the figure
4. represents relation between maximum initial shock
force and displacement. This diagram represented
equivalent stiffness as nonlinear function during shock
initiations. Curve is algebraic function of second order.
On figure 5 is represented output forces response on to
the initial linear shocks in time. Figure 6. represents
harmonic oscillatory output force initiated by harmonic
oscillatory input force with given value of initial
amplitude keeping constant during oscillations.

Fig. 5. Output forces vs. time

Fig. 6. Harmonic oscillatory output force vs. time
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Collected graphs represented material for analyzing and
after selected typical behaviors getting from regular
control experiments. Conclusions about absorber
behavior are given in the next item.

5. CONCLUSION
Experiments show undoubtedly next conclusions:
 Ratio between input and output forces is between 2
and 3. That shows force amplitude dumping of
absorber.
 Frequency of harmonic oscillatory input force keeps
constant as output oscillatory dumped force. This is
typical for linear property of absorber initiated by
harmonic input force for the given interval of
frequency.
 System has phase delay given on graphs for output
shock forces response vs. time.
 For shock loadings absorber shows typical nonlinear
behavior. Diagram on the fig. 4 shows second order
ratio between force and displacement expressed by
experimental
equation
in
the
form:

impulse force, First Serbian (26th YU) Congres on
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Kopaonik,
Serbia, 2007
[6] Patent No. 16283/06-P-2006/0579 and 16282/06-MP2006/0155, Serbia
[7] RADOSAVLJEVIĆ, LJ., Teorija oscilacija, Mašinski
Fakultet , Beograd , 1971
[8] MILINOVIĆ, M., Osnovi projektovanja lansera i
raketa, Mašinski Fakultet , Beograd , 2002
[9] KARI, A., MILINOVIĆ, M., Modeliranje kriterijuma
borbene žilavosti višecevnog lansera pod dejstvom
impulsne pobude eksplozije, , OTEH, Beograd, 2005.

2
xmax = 0.33 Fmax
. Finally, stiffness is not constant

function for the shock loading and linear differential
equation model is not possible to apply, theoretically.
 Ratio between input shock forces for maximum
values and output dumped forces, also for maximum
values, shows approximately linear function for big
interval of experimental forces measurement. This
ratio
is
given
by
next
expression:
max
max
Fout
= 0.42 Finp
.

This

expression

shows

approximately constant force amplitude dumping in
the given interval of measurement. Greater
nonlinearity into the force amplitude ratios is visible
at the maximum threshold impulse forces in sense of
bigger ratio coefficient, which means less dumping
performances.
Any how, absorber shows absolute performances of
amplitude dumping for forces both, in the shock and
harmonic unsteady state loading conditions.
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POSSIBILITIES OF MODERN
MONITORING UNIVERSAL GEAR
REDUCERS
Siniša KUZMANOVIĆ
Miroslav VEREŠ
Milan RACKOV
Ružica TRBOJEVIĆ
Abstract: Universal gear reducers certainly belong to the
group of the most utilized mechanisms in mechanical
engineering. Therefore special attention is dedicated to
their testing, development, manufacturing, examination,
checking, conservation, packaging, transport, storaging,
opening, deconservation, mounting, activation, running
in, exploitation, monitoring, service, maintenance and
repairing. Testings of gear reducers done during
particular phases of their operating life have especially
great importance. Therefore producers of gear reducers
attempt to precisely define all activities which are
necessary for maintaining the realized quality level of
gear reducers. This paper indicates only few
characteristics of testing of universal gear reducers
during their monitoring, as well as the requirement and
possibility of computer tracking of investigated
parameters alterations.
Key words: testing, gear reducer, vibrodiagnostic

1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that universal gear reducers, opposite to
special gear reducers, are distinguished by more complex
assembly and more components. Thus, they can satisfy
almost all operating demands regarding their dimension,
mounting way and position, necessary revolution number
and requisite electric motor power. Because of these
characteristics, universal gear reducers are usually
subjected to more complex testings than special gear
reducers are.
There are different types of testings: testings done during
development of gear reducers which end with so called
type testing and testing regarding endurance, testing
during manufacturing, or during receiving gear reducers,
i.e. delivering testings (in the case of big gear reducers
and if contract defines so), testing during mounting,

testing after activation and during running in, during
exploitation, service and maintenance, testing before
repairing and obligate after repairing of gear reducers.
Therefore, some testings of gear reducers are done in
factory where they are produced, and some testings are
implemented out of the factory. Also, some testings need
laboratory conditions, and some testings can be carried
out on the operating place of gear reducer. Measuring can
be done by not accredited and/or accredited laboratories,
but in order to have valid results, these measurements
certainly must be done by accredited organization. Also,
evaluation of measurements results is valid, only if it is
issued by accredited organization. Time, location and
extent of these testings are usually defined by designer of
gear reducers, but there are exceptions, too. Testing
instructions usually contain information who, when,
where, what, by which means and how often to
investigate, what are the normal values of investigated
parameters, what are the cut off and critical values, and
what to do when critical values are obtained.
Because of the complexity of this topic, this paper deals
only with testings done during the exploitation of gear
reducers, ie. during monitoring gear reducers.

2. GEAR REDUCERS TESTING DURING
THE MONITORING PROCESS
All users of gear reducers have interest that their reducers
operate reliably for a long time, with reasonable costs of
maintenance. Hence, most of users of gear reducers
strictly keep these rules obtained by manufacturer
regarding mounting, activation and running in, service,
maintaining, repairing and monitoring gear reducer. Of
course, users of gear reducers control gear reducer
condition during the monitoring and estimate its
condition. Monitoring principally consists of visual
control reducer condition and oil level inside reducer,
while the temperature or reducer casing, noise and
vibration of reducer are measured by appropriate
measuring instruments. Depending on complexity and
responsibility of the system, these testings might be
committed to professional investigator, or they can be
done automatically, using sensors, by supervising system
that signalizes and stops operating if some of the
parameters exceed permissive values. However, even in
that case, professional investigators should occasionally
control the system. Because of complexity of this
problem, this paper deals only with nonautomatized
testings.
Visual inspection of gear reducer can detect only possible
oil dissipation, condition of foundation screws, coupling
condition, color changing of reducer casing and,
eventually, layers of dust and filthiness on casing and
motor of gear reducer. When problem occurs, certain
measures are momentarily carried out in order to resolve
it. For example, when layers of dust occur, supervisors
demand removal of filthiness, so that reducer and motor
do not burn out.
Oil dissipation usually signifies sealers damaging and
demand for their replacement. Service personnel, if the
reducer is in warranty period, or customer maintenance
service, if failure occurs after the warranty period, can
easy and quickly resolve that failure. Of course, oil
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dissipation can be also caused because of insufficient compared with permissive values. On the basis of
tightness of screws for oil draining and oil level control, measured values and performed assessments (Fig. 1), for
but it is uncommon case. If oil dissipation is caused both cases, stopping period is planned and scheduled in
because of damaging of supporting surface of shaft and/or order to maintain, to do some replacement or to
casing, then gear reducer must be repaired. Customer completely rebuild the reducer. If vibrations velocity is
maintenance service brings decision about certain outside the permissive area, according to mentioned
standards, operating is momentarily stopped. Registered
necessary measure.
Increasing of oil temperature in gear reducer, or signals values are subjected to frequent analyse, in order
temperature of reducer casing, straightway after starting to find out the cause of increased vibrations. With further
operating, usually indicates that there is a malfunction in processing of measured and assessed values, proposal of
mounting, or sometimes a lack of oil in reducer. Of measures, for removing the causes of incorrect work, is
course, heating of gear reducer can be also caused by being created.
wrong selection of reducer, when its thermal capacity is
smaller then power losses in it. Heating usually occurs
y(t)
because of intensive friction which is the result of lack of
y(t)
oil, bearing failures or deformations of shaft or some
Py(t)
∆y
other component. Nowadays, by applying thermo vision,
y
heating points can be exactly located and thus, its cause G
α
Pτ(t)
y1
can be easily detected. Hence, the period when system
y0
does not operate because of repairing is much shorter.
Noise increasing is usually caused by failures and
damages of bearings, gears, shafts and incorrect
mounting, but rarely it can be the result of lack of oil and
using inadequate oil type.
Increasing of vibrations is usually caused by relaxing of
foundation screws and disturbing the axis line,
foundations damaging, i.e. incorrect mounting, but it can
also be the result of heavier damaging of reducer, crack
occurrence on reducer casing, gears and shaft, shaft
deformations, etc.
All specified testings are carried out on three different
complexity levels. On the first level, the problem of
system operating is just indicated. On the second
complexity level, the problem and its proportion are
detected. On the third level, the solution for problem
resolving is found. It should be known that official
accredited laboratories can not suggest measures for
problem resolving; even the laboratories of manufacturer
or customer can not do it. Results of their measurements
are used by the experts of maintenance (or even
development) service in order to detect a cause of
irregular operating.
Because of problem complexity, this paper deals only
with the third level, which is the most complex level of
testing, and analyses only vibrodiagnostic of gear
reducers.

3. VIBRODIAGNOSTIC OF GEAR REDUCERS
Unexpected break and process interrupt, caused by gear
reducer breakdown, can not be tolerated at responsible
machine constructions. Therefore, regular automatic
control of vibroactivity is implemented at this type of
mechanical systems. That control is done by using
vibrometers that are mounted on gear reducer or
foundation of reducer. Vibrometers measure vibrations
velocity, register measured values and compare them with
permissive values, regulated by ISO and DIN standards. If
permissive values are exceeded, the operating is
automatically stopped. Manual vibrometers are used for
measuring vibroactivity at less responsible machine
constructions. Measured values are also registered and
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∆t

t1

t

tG
t – operating time, tG – expected operating life,
t1 – time when testing starts, ∆t – interval of testing,
Pτ(t) – probability of expected operating life occurrence,
y(t) – value of measured parameter,
yo – initial value of measured parameter,
y1 – measured value of measured parameter,
∆y – alteration of measured parameter,
yG – boundary value of measured parameter,
Py(t) – probability of measured parameter occurrence
α – inclination angle of degression line

Fig. 1. Graphic review of testing procedure
Vibrodiagnostic procedure of gear reducers is not
implemented in the case of reducers that belong to
machine constructions which responsibility is not
important.
On the basis of periodical testing it is possible to detect all
initial failures in reducer operating. Hence, by small
reparations it is possible to prevent occurrence of larger
failures and damages and stopping overall system, so
perfect operating period without failures can be extended.
This certainly brings direct benefit to user of reducer and
saves his money, so that vibrodiagnostic is always
profitable.
Vibrodiagnostic procedure of gear reducers can easily
detect failures and damages of reducer foundations,
foundation screws, bearings, shafts, casings, lids, etc., as
well as manufacturing defect in material or design defects
in reducer assembly. For example, sometimes gear
reducer operates in resonating range of some reducer
component, which very unfavourably influences operating
of overall system.

4. MEASURES PROPOSAL
Modern diagnostic methods enable monitoring of, in this
case, gear reducers condition, in order to prevent possible
occurrence of breaking downs, accidents or crashes.
Therefore all manufacturers of gear reducers should

provide detailed description (CD with program or
algorithm) of testing and monitoring procedure of
reducers to all customers of their products. The customers
would enter type of gear reducer, serial number, date of
reducer activation, reducer’s characteristics obtained from
testing table (Fig. 2), define mounting location (Fig. 3),
exploitation regime (Fig. 4), as well as measured vibration
velocity values at the moment of activation and running
in. As a result, that program should indicate the quality of
mounting and suggest intervals of next testings and
controls, which users of reducers should obey.
y(t)

y(t)

P02(t=0)

α

y02
t
t – operating time,
y(t) – value of measured parameter,
y02 – initial value of measured parameter regarding to the quality
of mounting
α – inclination angle of degression line regarding to the quality
of mounting

Fig. 3. Influence of location and quality of mounting on
the initial condition of gear reducer during exploitation

P01(t=0)
y01

y(t)

t
t – operating time,
y(t) – value of measured parameter,
y01 – initial value of measured parameter regarding to the quality
of manufacturing

Fig. 2. Influence of manufacturing quality on the initial
condition of gear reducer
After defined interval of time, users would enter current
measured values and the program should suggest new
testing terms, i.e. suggest new activities that should be
done in next period (Fig. 5), in order to provide long
lasting and reliable operating of gear reducer.
Also, after entering the values of characteristically
parameters after accomplished repairing works, program
should automatically evaluate the quality of performed
repair and foreseen next time intervals for testings.

Measured values
of controlled
parameters

Simulation
of gear
reducer

P02(t=0)

αi

y02
t
t – operating time,
y(t) – value of measured parameter,
y02 – initial value of measured parameter regarding to the quality
of mounting
α – inclination angle of degression line regarding to the
exploitation regime

Fig. 4. Influence of exploitation regime on gear reducer’s
behavior during its operating
Assessment of gear reducer condition
and description of measures that should
be done, assessed time interval till next
investigating, expected values of
controlled parameter and assessment of
overall operating life of gear reducer

Fig. 5 Schematic review of simulator work

5. CONCLUSION
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low cost, thus product that will have place on global
market. Power and material save, life environment
protection and successful recycling at the end of product
life cycle is also product of this cooperation. Thus, all
phases in product life cycle (Fig.1) must be taken in
account.

MODERN APPROACH TO EDUCATION
OF CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEERS
Vojislav MILTENOVIĆ
Miodrag VELIMIROVIĆ
Milan BANIĆ
Fig. 1. Product life cycle
Abstract: The increasing complexity of product
requirements in affect with a customer tendency to prefer
more simple and profitable solutions needs the integrated
use, by the design engineers, of targeted combinations of
organisational, technical and systematic tools based on
an holistic view of the entire product development
process. The education of design engineers has to react to
these new professional requirements and excellence in
professional competence must be generated. The
education of mechanical engineering students in machine
design can make a decisive contribution in obtaining
technique and social competence for later professional
success.
Mechanical Engineering Faculty, University in Nis has
established, in cooperation with Institute for Product
Development of TU Karlsruhe (FR Germany), a new
education model for education of modern development
engineers. This paper presents the new education model
and initial experiences of its integration into curriculum
of Mechanical Engineering Faculty, University in Niš.
Key words: new education model, industrial product
development, core competences

1. INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing and development are central units in all
modern enterprises. It’s a place where modelling and
product manufacturing decisions are made. In that sense
engineers have key role, enterprise destiny is in their
hands. Global market conditions and hard concurrence
demand special obligations and demands.
Thus, development engineers in modern conditions must
have knowledge about technologies and that are needed
for successful product creation and manufacturing. It is
necessary to have closers cooperation between
development and manufacturing engineers, because it is
the way to achieve high reliability, quality, good design,

All of this is demanding need for interdisciplinary
engineer’s education and their training for team work with
adequate competence.

2. INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS AND
PROCESSES FROM EDUCATION ASPECT
A company success in modern conditions is possible to
achieve by introducing innovative products and product
processes. It is necessary to consider market needs,
customer wishes, concurrence etc. Innovative products in
mechanical engineering are different from other products,
in one hand it is assembly of mechanical, electronic and
informatics components and on the other mechanical
product development must consider all product life cycle
phases. Application of micro mechanical, micro electronic
and micro optical components in combination with
software components, manufacturing and assembly
process are completely automated. Innovative products
are characterized by strong logistic backup related to
product exploitation maintenance and recycling.
Equipment and machine innovative product processes are
characterized by modern technology, economy (material
and power save), productivity, manufacturing time and
quality demands.
It can be achieved by using intelligent approach in
automated manufacturing with specific regulation,
meaning flexible management based on intelligent
sensor/actor systems.
Therefore application of innovative products and product
processes is very complex and demands new work
approach, which is primarily related to resource
optimization, precision defining of competence and
cooperative work approach.
In comparison to convectional primarily functional
oriented approach, cooperative work process is based on
interdisciplinary project teams, methodical work approach
is connected to specific parallel process structure
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(simulate engineering) with use of modern information
technologies. This approach has influence on shortening
time period for creating and lunching new product (time
to market), reduction of prices (design to cost) and to
insure quality (best quality).
Cooperative processes foundation are methods and
systems which in all phases transparently present
complete
product
development
process
and
manufacturing. Methodical approach implements
application of different product development methods,
methods for planning and process management, as well as
project management and organization management.
Systematic approach implements computer backup in all
phases of the product development process and
manufacturing. Operational platform are used CAX- and
PPS-system, as well as process management (Workflowsystem and Product-data-Management systems).
Furthermore this implicates demands which extend
engineers professional competence in the field of
economy, working processes and quality assurance. In the
frame of interdisciplinary and partially work processes,
additional competence for cooperative social behaviour is
with competence for leadership and communication. All
this naturally demands application of specific plans and
programs in education.

Tab. 1. Tasks and methods
Tasks and activities
• Generating ideas and concept solutions for
products
• Macro and micro technical components
blueprints and dimensions
• Prototype and model testing considering
manufacturing and functions
• Other corporation departments counselling
• Introducing, development and application of
informational technologies
• Working process and project management
Method and expert education
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Methods for product development
Methods
for
planning
and
managing
development processes
Information technologies methods and systems
Learning energy and power techniques transfer
Measuring and regulation techniques
Mechatronics
Quality insurance techniques
Micro system manufacturing techniques

Special attention in education should be dedicated to
innovation management and analyses which implicates
economical side of developing projects in the future.

Fig. 2. Team work-precondition for successful product
development
Development engineers must have wide education and
process product orientation in product development.
Product orientation is implemented with wide education
in the filed of natural and technical science oriented to
creating new or developing current technical products.
Project orientation is actually implementing and defining
product, creating blueprints, calculation, dimensioning,
modelling and simulation of mechanical, hydraulic, also
regulation and management components of system, as
well as crating and testing prototype. Activities related to
connect information about other departments in company
as costumer care, sales, and manufacturing are also part of
product orientation.
Process orientation is education in the field of process
monitoring methods, process systems and management.
This is primarily related to implementing and further
development of education methods and systems backup
for all activates as well as planning and managing
development projects in the role of assistant as well as
project leader.
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Fig. 3. Less than 1% idea becomes innovation
Percent of success in product development (Fig. 3) is very
low. Actually mistakes are, rather than success, results of
product development projects. Large number of these
mistakes is consequence of mistakes in defining goal
system. Goal system is an assembly of determent goals
and their mutual interference which define product. In
goal system, demands are structured, most often regarding
hierarchy of importance or time line of partial goals. In
order to increase success rate and to decrease companies
business coasts it is very important to educate
development engineers so that they can easily define
system of goals.

3. KaLeP – KARLSRUHE INSTRUCTION
MODEL FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
During previos two years Faculty for mechanical
engineering in Nis had a sucessful cooperation with
Institut for product development. IPEK, Tehnical
Univesity in Karlsruhe, Germany. Mutual participation on
a project „Entwicklung und Einführung eines Lehrmoduls
für Produktentwicklung nach dem Karlsruher Modell” in
the frame of Stability packt for South-east Europe, new
model for modern developing engineers is implemented.
Karlsruhe model for development engineer’s education
(KaLeP) at Technical University at Karlsruhe is
established in 1999 and it has shown excellent results in
modern development engineer’s education. KaLeP is
general concept oriented to real product development
process in industry, based on construction theory in
education, created to improve developing engineer’s
competence in product development.
Constructivism is a model of the human learning and
understanding process that bases on the acceptance that
any knowledge of people is not a thing that can be learned
as facts but it is a result of the own interpretation of the
entirety of each person’s own sensations. This involves
that it is hard and almost impossible to understand a big
amount of facts without having the chance to bring them
into an individual context. So any kind of teaching should
permit phases of individual construction of the handled
learning matters. Trough KaLeP students must get a
possibility to think about the taught subjects in a very
individual way that allows them and embedding into their
previous knowledge.

model was defined. The new education model is based on
KaLeP but takes into account cultural and social
characteristics of our region and previous experience in
product development education. Implementation of new
education model was preformed through subject
Integrated product development which is part of
curriculum of Mechanical Engineering Faculty,
University of Nis since year 2003.
The course Integrated product development integrates
theoretical and methodological knowledge aimed to make
a decisive contribution to the promotion of theoretical and
methodological competence. Course programme is
designed to promote the development of creativity and the
potential to elaborate by combining the lecture with
independent development work of the students.
To accomplish that goal course is divided into three
different components:
 Lectures,
 Workshops, and
 Student work on development project.
These components cover different educational goals. The
lecture, always the major component of the education
concept, provides the theoretical fundamentals for both
the other educational components. Purpose of other
components is to enable students to in practice implement
their knowledge because in that way best education
results are achieved.
Students enroll course in 9th semester of their studies.
Course covers the whole semester and it is the only
subject in the semester.

Lectures

KaLeP was established because of dissatisfaction of
German companies about quality of engineer’s educated
by classical education concept. Development engineers
have possessed excellent professional competences but
their creativity potential and elaboration potential were on
a low level. IPEK determined that it is necessary to
perform a radical change of education process to
effectively answer demands of industrial enterprises.

In Lectures students are introduced to product
development of industrial enterprises with particular
reference to the requirements of small and medium sized
companies. Based on practical experiences and examples
from industry, the theory of planning, design, cost control
and management of the development and innovation
process knowledge is introduced and discussed. Problem
solving processes, system analysis, team leading, product
lifecycle and development strategies are presented and
discussed, as well. Students are taught how to define
profile of the product and product concept from ideas and
how to efficiently evaluate different concepts and variant
solutions.
During lectures teacher actively communicate with the
students by discussing of all the topics presented during
lectures. The lecture is designed for a limited number of
students (maximally 30) to ensure interactive contact of
professor and students.
This offers the possibility of teaching in discursive form
with the use of multimedia tools to aid better presentation
of the subject. If necessary the official time allotted to
lecture can be relaxed to enable open-end discussions.
Teaching process must be in accordance with
development project and effectively accompany phases of
the student’s development project.

4. NEW EDUCATION MODEL

Workshops

During the mentioned project lifetime, on Mechanical
Engineering Faculty, University of Nis the new education

In the workshops knowledge is actively built up and
developed with the first real application experiences. This
is achieved through:

Fig. 4. KaLeP – basic elements of education model
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The content in this project is the development of realistic
industrial product from product profile up to the virtual
prototype (3D-CADModel) or from the idea up to the
validation of manufactured prototype (Fig. 5) by
independent student team.

On project start, based on set of predefined tests, course
professor and his assistants select candidates for the
course. Teams are formed by course professor based on
the results which determine personal profile of the
students from the aspect of team work.
Students work in the simulated environment of the
midsized enterprise in which the virtual management is
composed of course professor, his assistants, project
sponsor represantives and guest professors. Management
role is to ensure all recourses needed for successful
project work as students are actually employed in
midsized enterprise. Student teams are located into
separated virtual offices in which they dispose with all
hardware and software tools necessary for project work.
Students have to think about the whole project when they
generate a solution for a small part, they have to think
about system correlations and interfaces and the problems
that they have to solve are mostly evolved from the
project itself and not given in the task itself. So they get a
very high self-reliance of their learning process and the
motivation for understanding and learning is quite high.
This requires a bigger autonomy of the students than a
“classical” way of education as it is practiced in most
fields of academic studies, but it gives the students the
best chance to understand the things they are learning.
The basic task of management is to control and evaluate
student’s project work. The project is divided into four
phases. At the end of each phase a milestone is predicted
in which students present their project work to virtual
management which decides on future course of the project
based on these presentations. On the project end student
teams present the whole development project to virtual
management and represantives of regional industrial
companies. In certain cases the management awards
prizes for the best solutions. Each team makes an
evaluation of their group performance and their individual
team members in a feed-back briefing. The results are
handed to the management for an assessment.

Fig. 5. Two variants of the development project: from
product profile to virtual prototype and from idea to
validation of actually manufactured prototype

Fig. 6. Final project presentation

Provider of the development task is always an industrial
company which defines either the development area (if
projects start from product profile) or an idea (if project
starts from the idea). The number of participants in the
project work, and by that in the course, is limited to 30.
The project work is so extensive, that it can only be
solved by division of labour within the team.

Based on assessment of virtual management and student’s
engagement on lectures and workshops, the work,
knowledge and degree of understanding of course
problematic of individual students is evaluated. In that
way, students are evaluated not only by course professor
and in that way additional objectivity is added to
evaluation process

 A direct and practical translation of the learnt methods
directed to the industrial product development
process.
 Simulation of team work during solving of practical
problems on the workshop.
A total of 13 Workshops covers and expand knowledge in
the following topics:
 Team processes,
 Product lifecycle,
 Project management,
 Definition of product profile, check list, design
process,
 Presentation technique,
 Evaluation of concepts and variant problem solution,
 CAD,
 Simulation,
 Organisation processes in enterprises, procurement
process
 Validation of mechanical systems.
Certain workshops are led by guest professors and
industrial engineers, depended by topic covered by a
workshop. Guest professors are often presenting via
audio-video link which enable engagement of
international leading experts which significantly improve
quality of the course.
These workshops are set up to deepen and extend
knowledge and are not used for the direct concurrent
support of the student project work.

Student development project
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5. NEW EDUCATION MODEL
IMPLEMENTATION EXPIRIENCES
During the winter semester 2006/07, lectures in the
Mechanical Engineering Faculty in Nis were held
according to newly implemented educational model.
Educational process was organized and executed in
cooperation with IPEK, so that two undergraduate student
teams from Mechanical Engineering Faculty were
involved in the product development project defined by
German company Kärcher.

During the project, student teams produced 2 prototypes
according to the ideas defined by Kärcher. The validation
of these prototypes was done and consequently it is
completely in accordance with the product profile defined
by students themselves.
Students
demonstrated
strong
motivation
and
achievement orientation. Their presence on the lectures
was over 95%, so in some critical phases of the project
they demonstrated the behaviour that exceeded demands
of a new educational model. Although the involvement in
this project is based on a hard work, the knowledge and
experience gained in this way can be directly applied in a
practical work. That makes great benefit for future
engineers once they graduate.

Fig. 9. Closing presentation of Kärcher’s developing
project, Karlsruhe, Germany

Fig. 7. Student team WAFIPO prototype
The lectures, as well as, practical workshops for students
were delivered by Mechanical Engineering Faculty Nis
teaching personnel. For the purpose of student’s project,
IPEK, Mechanical Engineering Faculty Nis and Kärcher
representatives formed a virtual management team.

Students delivered the final presentation on their project
work to 300 people at Technical University Karlsruhe, as
a part of Kärcher project closing ceremony. The project
work of our students was assessed by German partners as
very good. Consequently an article in the University in
Karlsruhe magazine reports about the good cooperation
between German and Serbian University. During the
presentation, both team’s prototypes have drawn the
attention of German industry representatives.
The main result of student’s development project, are two
products that could be implemented in the manufacturing
program of the company that has sponsored the project.
With this issue, the quality and the effectiveness of the
project are proven in the best possible way.

6. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF NEW
EDUCATION MODEL

Fig. 8. Student team CFS prototype

The new education model is expanding and improving
based on experiences gained in first year of
implementation. Teaching staff continues to receive
training from IPEK staff. Teaching staff is also expanding
by engagement of visiting professors with distinguished
results in field which are in course programme. Besides
teaching staff development, research is done aimed at
determination of influence of cultural differences and
student background and origin on team work processes.
This is especially important because in the next education
cycle course will be internationalised by participation of
students from Universities in Serbia, Montenegro,
Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Greece.
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For successful continuation of course development it is
necessary to improve infrastructure of Mechanical
Engineering Faculty in Nis. Infrastructure improvement is
already planned for next course cycle and it will be
performed by support of DAAD.
For now, there is no feedback from the industry about
quality of engineers who enrolled new model of
education. Based on IPEC experiences and validation of
education quality by IPEK it is expected that regional
industry will positively evaluate quality of new engineers.
Reactions and industry demands will be incorporated into
educational model, thus performing of its upgrading and
his adjustment to industry demands. Plans for
development of education model foreseen that regional
industry support future student projects and in that way
have an insight of future engineer’s competences.

7. CONCLUSION
Experiences of introduction of new instruction model are
very positive. Education process is characterised by
exceptional willingness and motivation of the students,
which represent a chronic problem of today’s education.
During the project work students demonstrated high
interest and invested work that surpasses the educational
frame although the demands toward them are much higher
than in classical education. Besides higher demands for
students, new education model demands higher
engagement of teaching staff.
As more is demanded of the students, the higher are the
demands on the teaching staff. Implementation and
education process of new model requires higher expenses
related to classic education. But increase of expense is
very profitable, because of striking competences
improvement of student’s educated by new model. To
further prove new education model in practice it is
necessary to have feedback from industry about
competences of students educated through new education
model. Experiences of German partner suggest that local
industry will be more than pleased with quality of
engineers educated by new model.
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THE DEVELOPMENT AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF SYSTEM AND
PROCESS OF OPERATOR`S LEARNING
AND TRAINING IN INDUSTRIAL
OPERATIONS
Miroslav CAR

Abstract: In the industrially advanced countries, to the
learning phenomena has been dedicated a significant
amount of attention in the last 60 years. One of the more
basic reasons are the multiple purposes of the results.
Until now, there have been applied various approaches,
methods and procedures for the empirical data
approximation, and in this articles some possibilities of
an artificial neural network application are being
researched.
Key words: learning curve, manufacturing process,
operator`s training, operation time cycle, artificial neural
network

1. INTRODUCTION
In the world, especially in industrially advanced
countries, there has been dedicated significant amount of
attention to the research and the application of learning
phenomena in manufacturing. There were two more
important reasons : (1) multiple purposes of the results,
with direction of the application results in the low lot size
and work manufacturing, and in equipment investment
manufacturing, (2) establishing of time as a correct and
objective measure of the technological processes
projecting. Relationships “quality-cost-term deliverance”
consist of three affecting factors, two of which depend on
the registering of working time and of the incentive
(allowed) time, as well as on the processes and time
learning.
In preceding researches, there have been applied various
approaches, methods, techniques and procedures for the
time data establishing by a stopwatch and some other
registering instruments, from classical models (Wright,
De Jong, etc.), cross nonlinear models of polynomial
regression to the models of time series. For analysis and
partial forecastings (foreseeing, prediction) of the legality

of manufacturing phenomena, there`ve been applied the
Hancock and BBC models for the time data projection by
the most important of PDTS, the MTM-1 system.
Around the world, there have been developed two basic
approaches to the artificial neural network modelling : a)
neurocomputers with parallel processing design, and (2)
models simulating the human behaviour, the way to the
artificial intelligency that`s been the selected approach of
this article.
Depending on the selected criterias, there are various
categories, types and models of the artificial neural
networks, learning modes with adequate procedure, as
well as various algorhytms. In this article, artificial neural
network have been applied for an analysis of the learning
process data and its comparison with the preceding
results.

2. LEARNING PHENOMENA IN
MANUFACTURING
A literature from the learning phenomena in
manufacturing coverage is especially extensive and rich
in the industrially advanced countries : USA, G. Britain,
Germany, France, Sweden, etc. If, for example, a person
who is insufficiently acquainted with the research about
the phenomena, has a possibility to list literary reviews of
this learning phenomena, as well as the exhibitions of the
famous and acknowledged authors of single modes and
methods, it easily shows several different name of curves
or functions.
Unaquainted person can easily come to the wrong
conclusion about various phenomenas, but a well
acquinted person, an expert, can point out the only
existing learning phenomena, divided by the criteria (non)
existing break or interruption in learning on to two
groups: (1) learning with breaks (discrete-discontinuos
learning) and to 2) learning without breaks (continuos
learning).
W. M. Hancock cited in [1], that an operator often works
with low lot size, in which usually have to be changed the
predictions of the learning rate. Researched data shows
that very short breaks with the maximum time rate of one
work day, for example, drinking a coffee in varying
waitings and breaks with various reasons, these don`t
have a significant affect on learning with a break. Łonger
breaks, from one to ten days and more, represent a
significant affect on forgetfulness. For learning without
breaks, few authors exhibited in their own article an
order and a description of the application.
R. W. Conway and A. Schultz jr. cited in 1959., in [2], the
five main Manufacturing Progress Functions. G. Nadler
and W. D. Smith 1963. in [4] cited that a lot of authors
suggested applying of the Reduction Time Curve in four
areas (field, span), and Zieke in [2] in 1964. gave seven
main applications of Introducing Curve in industry. The
cited applications from three reviews interference one
another and the synthesis would be to have ten main
purposes.
Time (cost) and reasons of breaks startup are divided in 2
types : (1) external, it consists of hiring persons, as well
as releasing of existing empoyees and employing new
employees, and (2) internal, as well as turnover of tasksworks in shift, and changeover tasks from shift to shift.
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D. Marić is one of rare authors from ex-Yugoslavian areas
who, beside articles [6.;7;8] to [9] and its belonging
authors, have researched the learning phenomena. He
exhibited in 1979. in [9] the reasons of the curve startup,
which are seen in the fact, that in the beginning of any
process (production or manufacturing, technological,
operation, etc.) in the belonging system and with the
purpose of making products, all participants-operators,
and every operator especially, are uneducated or
insufficiently educated (without or with insufficient
motivation, acknoledgement and skills) and costed much
more time than is the cost rate of repetitive sameness /
like cycles. Opposite to the previously establishing a lot
of partially nonadvanced approaches, with their own
researches, proclaimed in the [6.;7;8;9], there are some
established basis of the more rational design for different
modes of classification and order researching phenomena
by means of selected seven criterias. Those suggest a new
shape and content of an entire classification and order.
Consequences are most often the designs with the
following deficiencies :
1) too low estimation of requested investment resources
at the investment to capacity phase,
2) optimistic contracted term delivery, later hard to carry
out,
3) unreal normatives and incentive (allowed) time,
problems in the production-manufacturing planning
and realization. To have better and objective control
over deficiencies, it needs to be aquainted with the
learning process legality.
The order and description of application for learning with
breaks has a few significant differences towards learning
without breaks and they are caused by influencing the
forgetfulness and repetitives on increasing of time and
cost learning. The five most important applications are
cited in [10].
Some authors gave more significant contribution in the
general approach analysis for the purposes of a break
(time) determining, but some of them are in a special
application analysis. By example, 1974. in [11;12] Adler
and Nanda exhibited the influence of learning, breaks and
forgetfulness on economical lot size determining, as well
as Agrawal in 1978. in [13].
About the definition of phenomena, famous researches in
the preface of (R. Nanda, G. L. Adler, 1977.) cited the
following: “Learning Curve is graphically or analitically
representation of the expected decreasing in the input
resources at the manufacturing process repetition. In this
matter, price or time decreasing, as well as increasement
in manufacturing size, it`s performed in one part by an
improvement of the operator`s performing the direct work
and in the other, by improving personal`s work managing
and organizing.”.
Three basic ages of an entire learning phenomena are :
(1) age of introducing,
(2) age of learning (framing), and
(3) age of the acquired (trained).
W. M. Hancock, in 1971., in [1], has exhibited and
explained the learning with breaks on the example from
MTM-1 system analysis.
Schendel and co-operators established in 1978. in [14], in
the studied experiment, that exists with significantly
different “discrete” tasks and “continuously controlled”
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tasks. “Discrete” tasks consist of a series of discrete motor
reaction, like applying the pressure of the fitted buttons
and montage of the fitted discs and tracks for the
computer work. “Continuously controlled” tasks involve a
repeated movement without a clear beginning or end, as
driving a bicycle or visual control of the parts on the line
of the assemble. So, “discrete” task does not consist only
of the learning motion, but it requests multiple makings of
the decision about what has to be done. In the application
of the experiment is involved the “discrete” task of a
mechanical assemble and disengagement, because it
represents more than a nature of “continuously
controlled” task.

3. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK, [15]
Long-term trials of man`s biophysiology and man`s brain
work modelling with capability of an information
processing influenced on the conception phenomena of an
artificial neural network. W. James setup, in [16], basis
for the basic structure of artificial neuron by means of
acknowledgement of the existing activity of any point in
the brain with a purpose assumed by the sum tendency to
the discharging of residual points in the selected point,
with dependence on :
(1) number of neurons (relationships),
(2) intensity (weight, complexity) of those relationships,
(3) absence of a point towards which the direction of a
sum tendency to discharging of residual points could
be changed. Based on previously written literature,
McCulloh and Pitts made a simple model of the
artificial neuron [17], and even today, the basic block
for building an artificial neural network, which have a
distinction from one to another through relationships
of structure between a neuron and those with
enviroment, as well as by methodology of the
determining of the action intensity, which makes a
learning process.
In the world have been developed two basic approaches to
the artificial neural network modelling :
1) models of simulating human behaviour, which leads
to artificial intelligence,
2) neurocomputers, designed with parallel processing.
Approach 1) is here the subject of our interest.
The artificial neuron is often called, by the authors, a
McCulloh-Pitts neuron. Artificial neuron functions like a
biological neuron : goes out from other neurons and/or
enviroment of watched neuron, which are instructed to
watch the neuron, then multiply with the weight factor
and lead to sumator. In the sumator, the products are
summarized and led on the activity function input, which
on belonging output can give an output of the neuron,
[18]. For instance, the output of neuron y, output of
sumator x and activity function sinus, and the result is
y = sin (x).
It can be gotten through various categories of artificial
neural networks depending on the setup criteria, for
instance towards :
1) number of layers of an neural network (one layer,
more layers),
2) kinds of the relationships of network layers,
respectively, to the direction of the moving signal

(feedforward, for instance MADALINE, feedback or
recurrent, by example Hopfield), [19;20],
3) time (time-continuos, time-discontinuos or discrete),
4) main span of application (perceptions, associatives,
adaptives, cognitrons, neocognitrons),
5) method for learning (feedback propagate, opposite
propagate, static).
6) author`s name (Kohonen`s, Hopfield`s, etc.), [21],
7) way of implementation-application (software,
hardware, optics, etc.).
Now and in future developments, other criterias and
categories of artificial neural network are possible. There
exists a basic division on the following types towards
criteria of learning kinds of artificial neural network :
1) learning beside a supervisor : it requests an external
“teacher” of neural network, who is watching the
network simulation, correcting it, until it gives the
desired network simulation :
(1) learning (training); process of the network,
(2) testing process of the neural network;
2) learning without a supervisor : an external teacher
isn`t used for network learning, but neural network
has been organized autonomously, and networks
learned by this method are called self-organized neural
networks. Procedure consists of the:
(1) learning process,
(2) testing process.
Possibilites of an implementation, besides advantages and
lacks, are by means of an analogue technique (better for
feedback networks), digital techique (better for
feedforward networks), hybrid, technique of impulse
modulation and optics (optoelectronics). Usage is for the:
signals classification, control and leading of a system,
robotics, identification of complex dynamic systems,
medicine, reading of a manuscript, language translating,
articulation of the English language, identification of 2
and 3 dimensions (neural vision), linear programming,
optimized communication and making decision and
conlusions. Interconnecting of the development of the
artificial intelligence and of the artificial neural network
will cause great, now barely assumed, changes in the first
half of the 21st century.

The basic idea of the dynamic neuron concept is to
introduce some dynamics to the neuron transfer function,
such that the neuron activity depends on the internal
neuron states. In this study, an ARMA (Auto Regressive
Moving Average) filter is integrated within the well
known static neuron model. Such a filter allows the
neuron to act like an infinite impulse response filter, and
the neuron processes past values of its own activity and
input signals. The filter input and output at time instant
(n) are given in (2) and (3) respectively [23]:
J −1
j=1

~y (n ) = b net (n ) + b net (n − 1) + b net (n − 2) −
0
1
2
−a ~
y (n − 1) − a ~
y (n − 2).
1

2

y(n ) = ~y (n ) + w J u J

where
Bias.

(4)

uJ = 1 represents a threshold unit,

y(n ) = γ ( y(n )) =

2
1 + e− y(n )

−1

(2)
(3)

also called

(5).

The network (DNN) proposed in this study has three
layers. The neuron in the first, input layer (i=1) has a
single input, which represents the external input to the
neural network. The second layer consists of 10 dynamic
neurons. Each j-th dynamic neuron in a hidden layer has
an input from every neuron in the first layer, and one
additional input with a fixed value of unity, usually
named Bias. The neuron in the third, output layer (k=1)
has an input from every neuron in the second layer and,
like the second layer, one additional input with fixed
value of unity (Bias).
DNN learning algorithm
The goal of the learning algorithm is to adjust the neural
network parameters ϑ (both the weights and filter
coefficients) in order to determine the optimal parameter
set, that minimizes the performance index E [24] as
follows:
E=

1 N
∑ (Od ( n) − O( n)) 2
2 n= 1

(6),

where N is the training set size, and the error is the signal
defined as difference between the desired response Od ( n)
and the actual neuron response O(n). This error is
propagated back to the input layer through the dynamic
filters of dynamic neurons in hidden layer. Iteratively, the
optimal parameters (both the weights and filter
coefficients) are approximated by moving in the direction
of the steepest descent [24]:
ϑnew = ϑ old + ∆ϑ

Dynamic neural network

net (n ) = ∑ w ju j

The input of the neuron activation function is given in (4),
and the nonlinear continuous bipolar activation function is
described in (5) :

∆ϑ = −η∇E = −η

(7),
∂E
∂ϑ

(8),

where
is a user-selected positive learning constant
(learning rate). To accelerate the convergence of the
learning algorithm, given in (7), the momentum method
can be applied. The method [24] is given in (9) and
involves supplementing the current learning parameter
adjustment (8) with a fraction of the most recent
parameter adjustment. This is usually done according to
the formula
∆ϑ( n ) = −η

∂E( n )
+ α∆ϑ( n − 1 )
∂ϑ( n )

(9),

where the arguments n and n-1 are used to indicate the
current and the most recent training step (instant time),
respectively.
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4. CURVES FITTING RESULTS
The research is performed on the object with the
following features : assembly of products is a stator of an
electro motor 4 AL 180 6/24, beside an average lot size
pieces 60-80, in the selected shop factory work places and
operations groups are “Inserting and joining the spool in
the stator package” (integrity of an assembly working
consists of four interconnected operations in order, signed
1.1 to 1.4), and in this matter, work places are stabilized
according to familiar principles.
For the research, as realized and proclaimed in 1999. in
[25], at the first, it's selected manual work with operation
of the sign 1.1 “Inserting of the first layer of spool” as a
variant simplification of an existing work mode (work is
performed by only one operator, earlier there were two
operators). Between the total of 41 operator on the
selected group of work places, an operator with 16
months of total experience on the existing operations
unlike the researching, is selected. There is established a
sample of 11 cycles (stators), with 15 performing each,
total of 165 performing.
In [8], it's showed that it'd be applied the priority models
of linear regression Y3 (standard type of exponential
function – model T. P. Wright) for establishing on time
registering by chronometer, at request of less accuracy,
fitting the theoretical data to empirical ones. Besides,
there are applied single data, with less economic than the
average ones. For Y7, legality is mathematically assumed
by means of:
Y7 = 7,651165 – 0,878493 ln x

(10).

Adequate attributive conclusion about fitting to an
empirical (real) data, which is also possible to get and
with the “graphic comparison” of single parts and entire
legality. Complementary numerical data, as supplement to
diagrams, assure more successful comparison analysis,
more expressive deviation of values one data to another
(of single or series of single in some interval-age) data, as
well as more accuracy and more precision concluding
about the comparison.
Because of the cited reasons, there are shown some
comparative numerical, empirical (real) and estimated for
NLF and DNN, data in separated tables, depending on the
ordinal number of performing. From the cluster of an
empirical (real) data for single samples-operations (1.1
with n=165, 1.2 with n=131 and 132, 1.3 and 1.4 with
n=132 data), that are selected towards expectations of
possible deviations in entire learning legality, two of the
most affective sub clusters – intervals from age (2)
(learning age) of entire legality. The first is initial, the
most steep-sheer, part in which are selected all of the
single performances from 1 to 10, while the second,
always the steep-sheer, yet less than the first, part in
which are shown performances in the interval from 11
(relatively / 15) to 80, with single interval by 5 units.
Because of a too great extent of tables for all of 4
operations, it's separated and shown only in table 1 for
operation 11, but explanations are given for all of the four
operations. Basic features of fitting are :
(10) separately for single operation,
(11) operation 1.
Features are shown in table 1.
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Table 1. Comparison of empirical and estimated data for
operation 1.1
Operation 1.1: time ti, min,
Kind
for performing ordinal number
of
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
time
9.
10.
15.
20.
25.
30.
35.
40.
data
45. 50. 55. 60. 65. 70. 75. 80.
Empi- 7,18 6,75 6,18 6,25 5,76 6,78 5,78 5,9
rical 6,01 5,77 5,76 5,31 4,36 4,8 3,74 4,32
data 4,4 3,72 4,1 4,13 4,08 3,93 3,53 3,95
7,65 7,04 6,68 6,43 6,23 6,07 5,94 5,8244
33 73 71 17
Esti- 12 22 6
mated 5,72 5,62 5,27 5,01 4,82 4,66 4,52 4,4105
with 09 84 22 94 34 32 78
Y7
4,30 4,21 4,13 4,05 3,98 3,91 3,85 3,8016
7
45 08 43 4
89 83
6,89 6,62 6,45 6,25 6,25 6,38 6,29 6,1601
Esti- 8351 5538 453 3721 514 032 6251 48
mated 5,83 5,68 5,35 5,18 4,98 4,66 4,41 4,2950
with 9294 1051 2127 9089 1976 543 4413 15
DNN 4,24 4,21 4,14 4,05 3,83 3,82 3,77 3,7479
5636 613 8563 4757 0656 5544 8264 72
In an approximative interval n=1 to 15, time values of
DNN are continuously larger than the NLF ones, for 16 to
30 time values of DNN varying about NLF ones, for 31 to
60 time values of DNN are continuously less than NLF
ones, while for 61 to 80 time, values of DNN
continuously varying around the NLF ones;
(12) operation 1.2.
Origin sample with 132 data : time values of DNN have
larger amplitudes than NLF ones for the interval to n=100
(single data with extreme deviation towards legality),
while from 101 to 132 time values do more smooth down
function.
Sample with 131 data (excluded single data on n=100),
table 1.: in interval n=1 to 15 time values of DNN have
small amplitudes around NLF ones (more smooth out
curves), for 16 to 35 time values of DNN are less than
NLF ones, for 36 to 80 time values of DNN varying
around NLF ones, beside those beyond the n=100, which
have greater amplitude, especially at the end;
(13) operation 1.3.
In interval from 1 to 30, time values of DNN varying
around NLF ones, while for 31 to 80 time values of DNN
are greater than NLF ones;
(14) operation 1.4.
In interval from 1 to 10, time values of DNN varying
around NLF ones, for 11 to 20 time values of DNN are
less than NLF ones, for 21 to 80 time values of DNN are
larger than NLF ones;
(20) Common (joint) for all of 4 operations;
(21) for the empirical (real) data; boundary of time/data
deviation are significantly greater in approximative
interval n=1 to 80, than the resumption towards the end
of legality,
(22) analogous to boundaries of time data deviation from
(21), amplitudes estimated with DNN are in the interval
n=1 to 80 significantly larger than in prolongation
towards the end of legality,
(23) time values of DNN much better follow (fit
themselves, exhibit) empirical (real) data than NLF data.

5. CONCLUSION
Learning phenomena is in the industrial, productionmanufacturing and wider, pretty important. Because of
the previous fact, in this article have been exhibited
theoretical hypothesis and serves of basic features of the
learning phenomena, including such features as
approaches, methods and techniques, along with the
procedures of learning, as well as the most important, the
results of those same researches.
Also, there have been exhibited theoretical hypothesis and
series of following basic features of an artificial neural
network: definition of an artificial neural network;
biological neuron; similarity and differences of brain and
computer; artificial neuron; kind of artificial neural
networks; learning of the artificial neural network;
implementation, application and trend of development of
artificial neural network and artificial intelligence.
The research has been realized on a group of four
interconnected operation 1.1. to 1.4., called “Inserting a
spool in a stator package of electro motor”. There are
suggested, both through graphic and analysis, the data of
a natural logarithmic function NFL and dynamic neural
network DNN. It concludes the following : (1) in the first,
steeped (sheered), part of am entire learning legality
(learning age), empirical (real) data have the greatest
boundary of deviation, (2) relationships of legality NFL
and DNN show that in a single parts of learning legality,
DNN has larger or less time time values than NFL ones,
or DNN time values varying around NFL ones, (3) NFL
is a good estimating for the empirical (real) data, but it
makes better, with greater sensitivity, estimates of DNN,
it can be also be said that DNN estimates just NFL data
with a larger sensitivity.
It's desirable, in the research resumption, to check the
same or some future samples with various kinds of
models and algorithms of the artificial neural network
and soon after, the research of a learning legality
predicting can begin.
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1. INTRODUCTION

EFFECTS OF PROCESSING
PARAMETERS
ON TENSILE STRENGTH OF 3D
PRINTED PARTS
Adis FAJIĆ
Džemo TUFEKČIĆ
Alan TOPČIĆ
Jozo BEJIĆ
Edin CERJAKOVIĆ

Abstract: The outstanding essence of contemporary trade
is mainly defined by globalization, whereby the function
of time and its influence on further development plays a
prominent function. At the same time the forehead
mentioned factor in no lesser degree determnines the
projection, manufacturing and last but not least the price
of the end product it self.
Technologies of Rapid Prototyping –RP, within numerous
of applications, represent significant step forward
because they enable easy and early identification of
constructive errors and their correction, i.e. they
eliminate expensive phases, which so far were present in
phases of new products forming.
The process of Three Dimensional Printing - 3DP, which
is based on original MIT 3DP technology (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology –MIT) and improved by Z
Corporation nowadays it is intruded in direct and indirect
parts manufacturing regardless its level of complexity.
Main driving factors in a real-life application of the
printed models are their mechanical properties,
dimensional precision and surface texture quality.
Selections of powder and infiltration material are the
main factors for the mechanical properties of printed
parts. Furthermore, it is possible to achieve significant
variations of the mechanical properties with variations in
processing and post processing parameters for same
powder. In this paper we are presenting research of the
effects of the layer thickness, building direction and post
processing on the tensile strength of three-dimensional
printed models.
Key words: RP technologies, 3D printing, process
parameters, post processing, tensile strength

3D printing process is based on generating of solid
structure of the physical model by the successive
deposition and binding of build powder and
implementation of suitable post processing operations to
improve material properties depending on customer
demand. This RP process offers very good ratio between
used materials, price, application and a quality of printed
models. Our recent researches of the process properties
showed that 3DP is best for use in cases where production
time and price have priority versus application of printed
model [1].
Within domain of available materials and characteristics
of 3D printers and with the aim of production
improvement there are numerous possibilities for research
on influences of process parameters on characteristics of
manufactured 3DP parts. In this paper we are presenting
research of the effects of the layer thickness, build
direction and post processing on the tensile strength of
three-dimensional printed models.

2. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
In a research framework we embraced the printer model,
base material and variations of processing and post
processing parameters. For of processing parameters we
considered variations of a layer thickness and model
orientations regarding a build direction of the printer. For
post processing parameters we considered variations of
infiltration material and oven drying as heat treatment. 3D
printer used in our research was model Z310 Plus from Z
Corporation [2].
Used software i.e. printer driver, ZPrint for selected base
powder type zp130 allows two values of the layer
thickness: 0.0875 mm and 0.1 mm. Therefore, limited
variation numbers of the layer thickness are also
considered as research constraints. First value of layer
thickness was labeled with D1 and second with D2.
Considered model orientations regarding build direction
of the printer are explained in presented illustration
(Figure 1.). Axes of coordinate system indicate the travel
direction of the main printer units.

3D BOX

Z

Y

X
X
Y

Fig. 1. Considered model orientations in printer building
box
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Table 1. Considered model orientations legend
Main dimensions
build plane
xy
xy

Main model
orientation
X
Y

Designation

Note

X
Y

Along the gantry direction of travel
Along the binder cartridge direction of travel

Axis X indicates the gantry direction of travel, axis Y
indicates the binder cartridge direction of travel and
finally axis Z indicates invert build piston direction i.e.
layer build direction.
Binder ratio was set regarding layer thickness and basic
material according to recommendation from printer
software manual [2]. Because used binder type zb58 is
directly determined by selection of basic material, it is
therefore considered as research constraint. In most cases,
binder ratio is determined automatically by algorithm
implemented in software and it is higher for higher layer
thickness.

Considered post processing parameters - variations of
infiltration material and oven drying as heat treatment are determined by selection of the base material, so their
choice also has to be considered as research constraint.
Post processing parameters variations in experiment were:
heat treated green model (T) and heat treated and wax
infiltration (VT). After determination of the research
framework, we build up the experiment plan 23 (three
factors-two levels) and summarized it in table for easier
tracking (Table 2.).

Table 2. Factors and variations
Factor
Model orientation (build direction)
Layer thickness
Post processing

Variation
X, Y
D1, D2
T, VT

Designation
A1, A2
B1, B2
C1, C2

3. EXPERIMENT
Measurement of rupture force on the test specimens was
performed on the ZMGi 250 rupture testing machine with
maximum force of 2.5 [kN] and with speed of 50
[mm/min] (ISO 527/1A/50 [3]). Preparation of test
specimens for tensile strength investigation is illustrated
below (Figure 2.)

For the purpose of the investigation of process parameters
and successive post processing on tensile strength, test
specimens according to ISO 527-2:1993 [3] were
manufactured.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 2. Preparation of test specimens - Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina (adefining process parameters, b-printing, c-various model orientation, d-sorted by layer thickness and model
orientation, e-wax infiltration, f- sorted and designated)
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4. RESULT ANALYSIS
Obtained results for the rupture force e.g. treated results
for tensile strength according to the model of experiment
are given in Table 3.
Table 3. Treated results of tensile strength
Rm,
MPa
A1

X
A2

Y

C1
T

C2
VT

 Variance Analysis – in this step effect significance is
being put to test i.e. variations significance which can
be associated to altering state of the experiment it self
is being evaluated in relation to repetition and error of
the experiment itself (Table 5.) .
The statement does the factor has any influence on the
result can be expressed by the null-hypothesis: H0
(arithmetic mean of the base sets are equal):
H0....µ1= µ2= µ3 =.....= µK = µ,

(1)

B1
0,0875
(1)
1,33
1,41
1,52
1,13
1,43

B2
0,01
(b)
1,21
1,14
1,40
1,30
1,19

B1
0,0875
(c)
3,02
3,01
2,91
3,46
3,00

B2
0,01
(bc)
2,85
3,28
3,47
3,71
3,20

or it is expressed with reversal hypothesis H1 (at least one
population has an arithmetic mean different than µ ):

(a)
1,76
1,55
1,62
1,52
1,53

(ab)
1,64
1,68
1,46
1,40
1,45

(ac)
3,27
2,92
3,23
3,08
3,19

(abc)
4,07
3,82
3,92
3,36
3,65

ν0 =

H1.... ∃ µj ≠ µ

(2)

j=1,2,3.....k;

If the null-hypothesis is accepted, then all results belong
to the same set because there is no influence on the factor.
Final evaluation of the hypothesis is done on the basic of
the criteria or by the comparison of the variance:
S 2F
S

(3)

2
G

Where:
ν 0 -coefficient of the highest estimated variance and the
lowest estimated variance

Analysis for this model of experiment is performed in two
steps, namely:
 Effect Analysis – as it is well known, an average
effect is an average value or contribution to the
change of the factor during the transition from the first
to the second level (Table 4.)

S F2 - highest estimated variance
S G2 - lowest estimated variance
Resulted value with defined probability is compared with
the value c from the F-distribution tables. If the ν 0 > c,
considered factor has significant influence and hypothesis
H0 is rejected.

Table 4. Effect analysis
Effect
designation
A
B
AB
C
AC
BC
ABC
M

(1)

a

b

ab

c

ac

bc

abc

Sum

Divisor

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

5,15
3,31
2,25
37,75
0,05
5,17
1,79
95,09

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Average
effect
0,2575
0,1655
0,1125
1,8875
0,0025
0,2585
0,0895
2,3773

Table 5. Variance analysis
Effect
designation

Sum of squared
deviations

Degrees of
freedom

Mean square
deviations

ν0

c

ν
A
B
AB
C
AC
BC
ABC
Deviation error
Total

0,6631
0,2739
0,1266
35,6266
0,0001
0,6682
0,0801
1,2063
38,6449

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
32
39

0,6631
0,2739
0,1266
35,6266
0,0001
0,6682
0,0801
0,0377

17,589
7,2658
3,3573
945,06
0,0017
17,726
2,1249

for
= 95%
4,15
4,15
4,15
4,15
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5. CONCLUSIONS
From the analysis of obtained results for the given model
of experiment through analysis of effect and analysis of
variance, following conclusions can be drawn:
 all factors and their interactions shown influence on
the increase of tensile strength,
 factor C (post processing C1-T, C2-VT) significantly
increase the value of strength (for approximately 1.9
MPa) (see Table 4.)
 factor A (build direction A1-X, A2-Y), factor B (layer
thickness B1-0.0875 mm, B2-0.1 mm) and interaction
of factors BC (layer thickness and post processing)
increase the value of tensile strength (within range
0.17-0.26 MPa) (see Table 4.)
 interactions of factor AB (build direction and layer
thickness), AC (build direction and post processing)
and all three factors ABC (build direction, layer
thickness and post processing) slightly contribute in
the increase of tensile strength (within range 0.00250.11 MPa) (see Table 4.)
 comparison of obtained values for the coefficient of
variance v0 (with 95% probability) with values of c
(see Table 5.) showed that factors A (build direction),
B (layer thickness), C (post processing) and
interaction of factors BC (layer thickness and post
processing) satisfied criteria v0>c. Above mentioned
factors have influence on the tensile strength and
hypothesis H0 is rejected.
 comparison of obtained values for the coefficient of
variance v0 with values of c (see Table 5.) shown that
strongest influence have factor C (post processing),
until factors A (build direction) and interactive action
of factors BC (layer thickness and post processing)
have slightly lower influence. Also, for the given
model of experiment, the influence of factor B (layer
thickness) is negligible.
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undesired consequences of the presence of residual
stresses in the shape of distortion, flexure, angle
deformations, etc. On the basis of the established
distribution and value of the residual stresses in
longitudinal and cross sections measures have been
chosen for minimizing deformations in the meaning of
thermal procedures.
What has been used in this paper is the method of three
dimensional photoelasticity with a photoelastic coating
made of araldite B and a photoelastic apparatus with a
reflective polariscope (Fig. 1.).
R

C

A

K

DESIGN OF THE WELDED
CONSTRUCTION ON THE BASE OF THE
PHOTOELASTIC RESIDUAL STRESS
EXAMINATIONS
Andreja ILIĆ
Danica JOSIFOVIĆ

Summary: This paper shows the procedure of
photoelastic analysis of surface residual stresses in a
welded joint and their influence over the final form of a
welded construction. The essence of this paper is the
experimentally determination of the maximum values of
residual stresses in longitudinal and cross sections and
their influence on the shape of the construction and the
final dimensions, as well as the unwanted consequences
of the presence of residual surface
stresses
as
distortion, flexure, angle deformations, etc. On the basis
of the determinate distribution and value of the residual
stresses in longitudinal and cross sections measures have
been chosen for minimizing deformations by using
thermal procedures: preheating, additional heating,
throughout heating.
The final aim of this method is to achieve
correctly shaped constructions with given dimensions on
the basis of the calculations and the applied technological
procedure.
Key words: design of the welded construction , welded
joint, photoelastic residual stress analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper shows the procedure of examining residual
stresses in a welded joint using the photoelastic method
and their influence on the final form of a welded
construction. It is about steel plates s = 20 mm thick,
which are welded butt X joint using the procedure of
MMA welding, which has been applied in forming ship
constructions as well as in creating metal supporting
constructions where the presence of residual stresses is
crucial for the final form.
The essence of the paper is to experimentally establish
the maximum values of residual stresses in longitudinal
and cross sections and their influence on the final form of
the construction and the final dimensions, as well as the

Fig. 1. Reflection polariscope by Photoelastic Inc( A –
analysator, C – camera or movie camera, K – Babinet Soleil compensator, R – reflector.
Also, special glue was used, which contains reflecting
particles, and has the role of transferring stresses and
deformations from the surface of the examined welded
joint to the photoelastic coating. By observing the
photoelastic coating on the analysator of the reflective
polariscope a fringe patterns is obtained which is directly
connected to residual stresses in a welded joint.
The final aim of this method is to achieve correctly
shaped constructions with given dimensions on the basis
of the calculations and the applied technological
procedure .
Welding, today, represents one of the many ways for
joining metals. The technology and the procedures of
welding are continually developing thanks to application
of the new accomplishments in fundamental scientific
disciplines as well as in the other disciplines meeting the
needs of modern demands in mechanical constructions.
The technology of welding is based on certain scientific
concepts which should be known, not only by engineers
and technicians, but by welders as well. Today there is a
variety of procedures which can be used for welding and
thus joining metals, forming a construction. Thus, a
problem of choosing the most suitable one for actual
case appears. For the procedures of MMA welding, heat
sources of higher concentration are better because they
do not cause so many negative changes in basic material
(structural transformations, elasticity fall, residual stresses
etc.). By choosing the right procedures and technological
parameters of welding, including, when needed, thermal
processing of welded joints, these unavoidable changes
can be reduced to minimum or they can be turned to
useful. Thus, we can connect applied technology with the
useful features of the welded joint which are derived from
the use of a mechanical construction.
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The process of welding is based on localized heating and
cooling, which necessary creates uneven temperature
field, that is, disrupted expansion and contraction while
heating and cooling, which explains the appearance of
thermal stresses. Apart from thermal stresses, local
structural stresses in a welded joint can appear as a
consequence of the transformation of austenite into
phases of different specific volumes (perlite, bainite,
martensite ).
Thermal and structural stresses, originate from the
process of welding and represent their own stresses
which do not depend on the external load. These stresses
are always followed by certain deformations, also during
the process of welding and after the process is finished.
During the process of welding they change in size but
also in sign and represent transitional stresses, while
stresses which are permanently present after the welding
and the cooling of the joint represent their own residual
stresses. Both stresses negatively affect to the features of
the welded joint, and thus to the features of the whole
construction.
Knowing the value and distribution of the residual
stresses in a welded joint represents the base of examining
stress state in the whole construction and its correct
forming from the view of accomplishing more
homogeneous stress state in the whole welded
construction.

contraction, longitudinal contraction, angle deformation,
flexures and distortion. Residual stresses cannot be
completely eliminated, but can be significantly
diminished. All these occurrences can be somewhat
eliminated with some of the methods of heat treatment of
the welded joints.
To achieve dimensional stability and compensate of cross
and longitudinal contraction we take into calculation
supplements for cross and longitudinal joint contraction,
while corner deformations are compensated by fixing the
parts before welding. Stresses and deformations are
mutually connected. With good welded materials residual
stresses should not be worried about, but we should aim
to obtain the accurate form and dimensions of the final
construction. The opposite principle should be applied
with low welded materials with which we have to ensure
the free deformations and make other steps to reduce the
level of residual stresses. Very often we choose the mid
solution so that residual stresses stay in allowed limits,
and deformations acceptable. The thickness of the
welded parts has a big role so with thin - walled
constructions there is a bigger problem with deformations
and with constructions of greater thickness or great
rigidity the critical are residual stresses. Globally
observed, construction, technology and performing of
the welded joints have influences on the value of residual
stresses and deformations.

2. THE DETERMINATION OF THE
RESIDUAL STRESSES BY THE METHOD
OF PHOTOELASTICITY

3. THE RESULTS OF THE EXPREIMENTAL
RESEARCHES

For the experimental determination of stress state of the
residual stresses in a welded joint the method of
photoelasticity has been used. Photoelasticity is a method
of analyzing stresses which is based on the characteristic
of photoelastic materials to become optically anisotropic
in a loaded condition. Optical anisotropy of these
materials can be measured with polarized light in a
polariscope and depends on the value and the distribution
of the stresses in them. Stress state, which is present in a
welded joint provokes some deformations which are
transferred to the photoelastic coating with special glue.
Provoked in this way, stress state of photoelastic coating
causes the appearance of its optical anisotropy which is
measured by observing by the reflective polariscope. The
obtained fringe pattern is in a direct connection with
residual stresses in the welded joint. With its help stress
state is determinate in this welded joint which represents
the basic element of many mechanical constructions.
Also, according to it we are able to foresee some of the
ways of eliminating the undesirable effects which are the
consequence of the applied technological procedure of
welding.
Globally observing, after welding, residual stresses act
along the axis of the joint, longitudinal, cross to the joint
and in the direction of the joint's thickness (for the
thicknesses more than 25 mm). This paper experimentally
determinates the distribution and the value of the residual
stresses in longitudinal and cross sections by photoelastic
analysis.
As a consequence of the applied technological procedure
of welding, some permanent deformations appear: cross
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Figure 2 shows the schematic view of the welded plates
and the manner of determining residual stresses in the
welded joint using the method of photoelastic coating.
Reflective polariscope has been used for the examination.
welded steel plates

photoelastic coating

adhesive layer

Q

P

L

Q

A

W

R

Fig. 2. Residual stresses analysis in the welded joint
using the method of photoelastic coating
In the figure 2 there are: A – analysator , P – polarizer, R
– reflective polariscope, Q – quarter wave plates, W –
watcher or video camera and L – light source.
Observation of the coating by means of a reflection
polariscope gives a fringe pattern which is related to the
surface residual stress state in welded joint. For the
examination, a thin plate made of araldite B was used. As
a connective matter special glue CEMENT PC – 1, by
VISHAY Company was used. This special glue contains
reflective particles so it reflects polarized light while
spreading. Its main role is basically to ensure the transfer
of stresses and deformations from the surface of the
examined welded joint to the photoelastic coating. By

observing the photoelastic coating on the analysator of the
reflective polariscope a fringe is obtained, which is
connected with residual stresses in the welded joint.

3.1. Technical data for the research
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Fig. 3. The form and the dimensions of the examined
object
For the photoelastic examination of the residual stresses
in the welded joint a steel plate has been used which
consists of two parts welded with butt X joint while the
shape and dimension of the plate is given in the figure 3.
The examined plate is made of St37 DIN, that is, Č.0361
(JUS). The plate is of rectangular cross section (figure 3).
The photoelastic examinations were carried out in the
laboratory for the experimental stress analysis at the
Institute of Mechanics, Technical University in Munich.
The preparation of the plate for welding was carried out
by cutting and treatment on the milling machine, and
then welded with butt X joint. After welding grease was
removed from the steel plates to remove the particles and
the cooling product from the previous phase, and then it
was prepared for the photoelastic examinations and the
next phase.
To carry out the photoelastic examination with the
method of photoelastic coating araldite B – epoxy resin
by CIBA – GEIGY in the form of a plate 6 mm thick was
used as material.
First, an adhesive layer of the liquid glue was put between
the photoelastic coating and the welded plate, which,
apart from the good features of sticking contains the
particles which reflects light.

3.2. The characteristics of the examined adhesive
matter
Name: CEMENT PC – 1 + HP PCH - 1
Company: PHOTOELASTIC Inc, Lincoln branch office
in Germany VISHAY
Color: Reflective glue with silver particles
Coexistence: Liquid glue
Work temperature: room temperature
Hardening: 12 h at room temperature
Application: 1 g of the glue is enough for the surface of 6
– 9 cm2

3.3. Surface Preparation for the Setting of the
Photoelastic Coating
After the mechanical treatment steel plates must be
prepared for the photoelastic examinations because the

surface must be able to reflect light so the remaining
deformations in the surface level can be transferred
through the transparent adhesive layer onto araldite B
(photoelastic coating).
Preparation of the steel plate is carried out by removing of
the corrosive layer by grinding with grinding papers,
firstly rough, then fine, to achieve maximal condition of
the surface and then grease is removed by acetone or
three-chlor-etilene which has the aim to free the surface
of grease and remaining particles from grinding. If these
mentioned procedures are not enough to achieve the
suitable quality of the surface and good sticking of the
adhesive layer of the glue some additional chemical
procedures must be carried out. Nitric acid is often used
in combination with methyl alcohol which is used for
biting into the surface by putting the plate for 10 minutes
to a bath heated to 600C. After that, it is cleansed by a
metal brush, then washed with cold running water and
dried with hot air. The company as the producer of the
adhesive matter often gives a special product for the
preparation of metal surfaces and a manual with the glue.

3.4. Preparation of araldite B Plate
After the cutting of the araldite B plate to the assigned
dimension, grinding with a fine grinding paper is carried
out to the assigned measures. Finally, the araldite plate
must be cleansed with acetone to remove the particles left
of grinding and to enhance the plate's sticking power to
the examined surface.
Plate of araldite B must be free of pre loading and
residual stresses.

3.5. Forming of the reflective layer
To enable total light reflection from the surface of the
examined object an adhesive matter is applied onto
prepared metal surface and it contains reflecting particles,
most often silver or aluminum. The adhesive matter in the
form of liquid glue is applied onto the metal surface
evenly in a 5 µm thick layer, so the reflective particles are
uniformly arranged along the whole surface of the welded
plate. Set in that way, the adhesive layer is ready for
pasting of the araldite B plate.
Firstly, the araldite B plate is leaned onto one edge of the
surface, and then gently pushed to the opposite end so that
air between the glue and the araldite B plate can be
squeezed out. As the plate is transparent, the remained air
can be controlled in the form of bubbles which is gently
squeezed out by evenly pushing from the upper side of
the araldite B plate to achieve even sticking.
Hardening of the adhesive matter (glue) is carried out by
the manual given in the catalogue of the producer of the
adhesive matter. In actual case the hardening time is 12 h
at room temperature.
Because of the realization of the experiment and obtaining
of fringe patterns best is to carry out the process of
hardening in the same room under the same temperature
and pressure conditions.

3.6. Fringe Recording
After the hardening of the adhesive layer, the examined
object is ready for the photoelastic experiment. Because it
is the three dimensional photoelasticity, the reflective
polariscope is used. As there is a small number of fringe
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patterns to be determined, araldite B plates should be as
thin as possible. To obtain a complete fringe patterns, the
procedure of compensation of the fringe order must be
used, which, for example, cannot be used with materials
made of nonmetals. Because of that, it is better to use
white polarized light which gives colored fringes, and for
photographing, a color film. With this procedure it is
simpler to determine the zero fringes. As we deal with
residual stresses, it is necessary to determine maximum
fringe order δmax at the basis of which we can come to
numerous values of residual stresses at the cross section
of the examined welded joint.
The optical constant for the araldite B is determined for a
sample of the plate, 6 mm thick, according to the well
known procedure for determining the optical constant in
Tiedemann’s device and it is fσ = 10.3 N/mm and the
fringe order, and elasticity module is Es = 3 400 N/mm2.
The room temperature during the experiment was 230C.
The fringe order is determined in two mutually vertical
directions, one of them is δ1 which is proportional to the
longitudinal deformations (εl) and the other is δ2 which is
proportional to the deformations in cross sections (εq).
The relation between deformations and the fringe order is
determined according to the formula

There are certain obstructions in the further quantitative
determination of the stresses due to the thickness of the
coating but it is enough for the further reproduction of
the results to use the obtained experience about the value
of the residual stresses particularly when it comes to the
thick plates in the ship constructions and metal supporting
constructions.
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We calculate deformation in the cross sections according
to formula
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Where there are δ – fringe order obtained from the
reflective polariscope, εl - real longitudinal deformation
ds – araldite plate thickness, Es = 3400 N/mm2 – araldite
elasticity module, fσ – the photoelastic constant for
araldite B.
The maximum fringe order was δmax = 3. According to
this we can calculate
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the residual stresses in
longitudinal and cross section of the plate
The consequence of the residual stresses in the considered
welded construction is a deformation in the form of plate
distortion as well as angle deformation shown at figure 5.

(3)
That is
(4)
According to these formulas, we can obtain maximum
values of the residual stresses in vertical and cross section
of the plate. Furthermore, according to Hook's law we can
calculate the values of the residual stresses
(5)
(6)
The calculated values represent the values of the residual
stresses.
In the figure 4 distribution of the residual stress in
longitudinal and cross section of the plate are presented.
In the direct connection with the residual stress is the
form of the plate’s deformations which is shown in the
figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Deformation of the welded plates
The measures for reduction, or even elimination of the
residual stresses, and at the same time for prevention of
the possibility of deformation of the welded construction,
by which the final form and dimensions are changed, are
reduced to the procedure of preheating. These are thick
steel plates and the process of cooling after the welding is
finished is very sudden, so the deformations are very
visible.
The other option is releasing the steel plates with
additional heat treatment. Basic goal of thermal treatment
of welded joints is to reduce the speed of cooling.

However, with the ship constructions and big supporting
constructions it is difficult to do, so in that case we should
hold on to the previous heating of the construction to
lessen the deformations, as well as to reduce the value of
the residual stresses.
Residual stresses, which can not be pre calculated, add
with working stresses so new summary stress state has
bed influence to the strength of the construction.
Procedures of minimizing of residual stresses influence
can be divided into two big groups: technological and
constructional.
With thick plates, which are often used for ship building,
is good to use shorter joints with smaller masses because
local heating is weaken. Also, good preparation of the
plates or sheet metal must be done with regulate angle on
the opposite side of the expected deformation.
One of the technological procedures for reducing the
deformation is to applicate several thin layers of welding
when thicker sheet metal or plates are used. Further more,
sequence of applicated welding has great importance. The
most undesirable event is welding in one passing.
Cross section of the welded joint has big influence in
cooling process because of the big mass of irregular
additional material causes bigger deformations.
Symmetrical cross sections of welded joint are preferred
to lessen deformations of the construction after cooling.
In construction process of the welded forms joint must be
placed according to external loading and concentrations
of stresses. When very changeable loads are to deal with,
the welding of root must be predicted obligationaly.
Also, in some cases, special treatment of the joint crown
with grinding must be done because in that way stress
concentration is lessen and dynamical persistence of the
joint is increased. Disposition of the joints must be
organized according to action of the active loading.
Avoiding the unnecessary gathering of the joints in the
area of active loading is desirable. Welded joints, by
themselves, are sources of stress concentration thus with
adding of stress concentration caused by form, in the
changeable load condition, decreasing of dynamical
persistence occurs.
Selected constructional forms of the welded constructions
must be in conformity with predicted technological
procedure. Performing of the technological procedure of
welding joint has big influence with basic position in
which welding can be performed. The easiest and the best
ways for welding are in horizontal positions. Also for
greater quality of welding additional devices as
supporting devices for lessen the deformations in welding
process may be used.

4. CONCLUSION
In the process of planning and final shaping of the welded
construction, experimental examinations of the model are
often carried out with the purpose of judging the choice of
a suitable technological procedure for the making of the
mentioned construction. In this case, the method of three
dimensional photoelasticity was used and according to it
we determined the value and the direction of spreading
the residual stresses in longitudinal and cross section in
the welded steel plates of s = 20 mm thickness used in
making the supporting constructions and in ship building.

While planning the welded construction, it is desirable to
choose steels which are good or conditionally welded,
minimal necessary thickness of the parts, as well as the
number of joints with the use of suitable half - finished
products. Also, it is desirable to plan symmetrical joints,
narrow grooves and alternate filling on the both sides of
the groove, so the corner deformations can be balanced.
The preparation of the parts, positioning and the finally
the performance connected with the technology of
welding can add to reduction of the residual stresses and
deformations.
The obtained experimental results point to the appearance
of the residual stresses and deformations and corner
moving caused by them, as well as the changes in the
final form of the construction.
The measures for elimination of the residual stresses are
reflected in the processes of preheating, additional heating
and throughout heating. In some cases it is possible to
carry out the release by introducing a special heat
treatment, but with ship constructions it is more difficult
to do and is not applied. With these constructions, it is
more suitable to do preheating.
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ASPECTS CONCERNING QUALITY
INSPECTION OF MANUFACTURED
PIECES ON FLEXIBLE CELL USING
VISION SYSTEMS

grippers with 2 and 3 fingers, equipped with active
compliance devices, two CNC machines EMCO (Concept
MILL 155 mill with 3 axis and a Concept Turn 155 lathe)
a conveyor what feed semi-finished parts an assembling
table with pallets, and a OptiMaster vision system. The
OptiMaster is a multifunctional vision system that can
perform various tasks, such as the identification,
localization, positioning of the parts for robot guidance
and inspection, measuring and control of the
manufactured parts [3]. This is a fix system and is
composed by a Sony XC-ST50 CCD video camera, with
lens Fujinon HF16 HA-18, a processing unit of the image
(Active Mill MATROX), that are integrated in flexible
cell main robots controllers using RS 232 serial line. The
communication with the CCD camera is made through the
Matrox video card, the information being passed to the
application by means of ActiveMill components [4]. The
architecture of the OptiMaster vision system and how it is
connected with a robot controller is presented in figure 1.

Cozmin COJANU

Abstract: This paper describes implementation of the
vision systems in a flexible manufacturing cell for quality
inspection. It presents aspects about the lighting
technique, camera calibration, image processing, models
definition, and how the vision system is integrated in the
flexible manufacturing cell. Furthermore, the paper
presents the inspecting and measuring possibilities of the
manufactured pieces on flexible cell using vision system.
The pieces manufactured on the mill and turn CNC
machines are manipulated with the two industrial robots
to carry on inspection area with this vision system.
In this way it is concludes that the vision system is
multifunctional and due to its robust construction is
suitable for use in the flexible manufacturing cell.
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Key words: flexible manufacturing cells, system vision,
inspection, industrial robots

1. INTRODUCTION
One very important influence, for a good development of
the technologic flows and increasing productivity in the
flexible manufacturing cell, is quality inspection of the
manufactured parts. Frequently, the quality inspection can
be made with vision systems that can be implemented in
the automatic flows of the manufacturing cell. Vision
inspection is a relatively new technology, more concerned
with systems engineering that offer to manufacturing
industry in terms of improving efficiency, safety and
product quality.

2. PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH
EQUIPMENTS
Flexible manufacturing cell in which was developed the
researches is placed in Product Design and Robotics
department of “Transilvania” University of Brasov. The
flexible cell contains two industrial ABB robots (IRB
1600 X-145 and IRB 2400L) with 6 degrees of freedom,

Part of
examination

Robot ABB

Fig. 1. The architecture of the OptiMaster vision system
The functionality of the vision system is based on the
image capture from the work area, image processing,
using filtering and segmentation techniques, and
obtaining the characteristic features of the object that are
significant to the model.
The software facilities allows operations such as camera
calibration, robot calibration, grip definition, image
processing, models definition, projects definition,
recognition and measure training, digital I/O
configuration and communication with robots controller.

3. VISION INSPECTION TECHNIQUES
USING OPTIMASTER VISION SYSTEM
The main components and tasks of a typical vision system
such as the image acquisition, processing, segmentation,
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and pattern recognition are described as follows. The role
of image-acquisition sub-system in a vision system is to
transform the optical image data into an array of
numerical data, which may be processed by computer [2].
In the figure 2 is shown a diagram for such a vision
system. It includes systems and sub-systems for different
processes. In the rectangles are shown the component
sub-systems while the types of information are presented
between rectangles.
Preprocessing
Optical
array

Segmentation
Image
array

Feature
extraction

Optical
acquisition

Feature
description

Optical
image

Classification
interpretation

Inspection
scene
Scene
Light

Image
array

Scene
description
Interaction

Actuation

Fig. 2. Structure of a typical inspection vision system
The light from a source illuminates the inspection scene,
and an optical image is generated by image sensor. Image
arrays, digital camera, or other means are used to convert
optical image into an electrical signal that can be
converted to an ultimate digital image that preprocessing,
segmentation, feature extraction and other will be actions.
Image acquisition is a process whereby a sensor is used to
generate an optical image that can be converted into a
digital image. This process involves the image sensing,
representation of image data, and digitization. Image
processing is a process to modify and prepare the pixel
values of a digital image to produce a more suitable form
for subsequent operations. Segmentation seeks to partition
an image into meaningful regions that corresponds to part
or whole objects within the scene. Feature extraction in
general seeks to identify the inherent characteristics, or
features, of objects found within an image. Pattern
classification refers to the process in which an unknown
object within an image is identified as being part of one
particular group among a number of possible object
groups. The actuation sub-system, provides an interaction
loop with the original scene in order to adjust or modify
any given condition for a better image taking.
When performing a specific application requirement, it is
always well worthwhile analysing the problem from
systems vision perspective. So, in the present action of
these techniques used in vision inspection it is utilised a
concrete case with help the OptiMaster vision system
(fig.1). In order to use this vision system in applications
of robot guidance, inspection, measure or control, are
necessary the following steps: arranging camera and the
lighting system, camera calibration, robot calibration,
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model definition, grip position definition. To fulfil the
previous steps suppose utilization the following
techniques: lighting techniques, camera calibration,
models definition, project definition, definition of grip
position, using of standard machine vision routines for
activating and controlling the OptiMaster system.
In order to all the solutions of vision inspection the rightly
illumination of the scene is of fundamental significance
for the success of the application. The effectiveness of a
light source is determined by the direction at which light
strikes an object, and the direction of the reflected light
into or away from the camera.
At inspection with OptiMaster vision system if the parts
are very bright, the image segmentation can be easily
performed by threshold. After a model definition, if the
lighting conditions are maintained, the feature of the part
is recognized as in the figure 3, a, the diameter of the hole
is measured again the lighting conditions is changed, the
recognition performances are modified, the diameter of
the hole is not measured, as in the figure 3, b.

a.
b.
Fig. 3. Illumination comparison a. adequate illumination,
b natural illumination (insufficiently)
The illumination techniques used in the vision inspection
are Bright Field, Dark Field, Back Lighting, Diffuse Light
and Co-Axial Lighting. The type of illumination used for
recognized features of the various parts is Diffuse
Lighting, because the parts are characterised by smooth
and regular surfaces. Reflected light provided a nondirectional soft illumination free of harsh shadows that is
well suited for highly specular objects. In the cases when
illumination of objects requiring high degrees of contrasts
it is used Bright Field lighting. Light is aimed directly at
an object, often creating distinct shadows, but when are
used shiny or reflective materials this type of light creates
specular reflections. In the case of choosing to take in
visibility aberrations on the surface it is used Dark Field
lighting. Light is projected at an angle to the surface,
causing any variations to deflect light up into the camera,
creating bright spots on a dark background. In the case
when it makes measurements or determining part
orientation, it is used Back Lighting with an even field of
illumination is projected from behind an object. The
object is seen by the camera as a silhouette. In the case
when it is used highly reflective objects or in situations
where the area of inspection is obscured by shadows from
its surrounding it is used Co-Axial lighting. A variation of
diffuse light in which light is aimed at an angled beam
splitter that reflects the light down. The object is viewed
from above through the beam splitter.
When vision system is intended using with a robot, it is
necessary calibration, namely that their co-ordinate
systems is related to one another. The operation that is

necessary for the calculation of the gripper position in the
robot co-ordinate system after OptiMaster system has
identified the part is called calibration. The OptiMaster
system has a calibration kit that consists of a calibration
etalon and tool mounted on the robot during the
calibration procedure.
Before starting the model definitions it is possible to
perform image processing. The image processing may be
is adjusted using segmentation levels, adjust gradient
level and to apply the filters. Segmentation level adapts
changing brightness and contrasts of the image and will
assure that all the regions in the image will be detected.
Using “Process” OptiMaster function, that apply
segmentation on the original image, it is shown the areas
of the detected regions. Every detected region has
assigned a number. The results of the “Process” function
are presented in the figure. 4.

a
b.
Fig. 6. Model definition a. Primitive definition
b. Primitive relations
The connectivity between the image primitives are
encoded to reflect the topological structure of a model. In
this way may be define the measurement of the distance
between primitives, contours, the measurement of the
holes diameters or measure of the ovality.

4. INSPECTING AND MEASURING THE
MANUFACTURING PIECES USING
VISION SYSTEM OPTIMASTER

Fig. 4. Segmentation of the image
During image adjustment using “Gradient” OptiMaster
function [4] a gradient image can be obtained
superimposed on the camera image. This image displays
all edge pixels, which exceed the gradient level, in green
superimposed on the gray image (fig. 5, a). In order to
obtain high accuracy can be applied filters such Noise
Filter, Gradient Filter, or Custom Filter. The Gradient
Filter function displays all edge pixels (fig. 5, b).

a.
b.
Fig. 5. Image processing a. gradient b. filters.
A very important task in quality inspection process is the
model definition. The model is composed of a number of
smaller elements with certain topological relations. To
recognise a model, there must be identified basic
primitives (fig. 6, a.) and its particular structural relations
(fig. 6, b). The primitives have various characteristics
such as closed contour, blob, histogram, pattern match.
For the primitives of closed contour or blob type the
features like area, perimeter, compactness and angle can
be measured [3].

In order to present the importance implementation of the
OptiMaster vision system in the flexible manufacturing
cell is presented one application of quality inspection by
measuring of the pieces dimensions.
The pieces are manufactured on the mill and turn Emco
CNC machines and are manipulating with the two robots
ABB. For instance, the piece manufactured on the CNC
mill is one parallelepiped with dimension 60x60x15 mm,
on which are processed holes with various diameters,
counterbores and circular pockets. The pieces
manufactured on the turn are simple pieces with two
diameters Φ25 and Φ12 mm. The semi-finished and the
pieces manufactured on the CNC mill are manipulated
with the IRB 1600 robot and the semi-finished and the
pieces manufactured on the CNC turn are manipulated
with the IRB 2400 robot. After manufacturing, the parts
are manipulated by robots in the inspection scene of the
system OptiMaster.
In order to perform quality inspection by measuring with
vision system OptiMaster are necessary trough the steps
presented in the section three, namely, light adjustment,
camera calibration, robot calibration, project and model
definition for identification, localisation and inspection of
the pieces. The illumination type used for inspection and
measuring of the pieces is diffuse lighting. The models
defined are performed with the help of the solid model of
the piece that has accuracy dimensions and positions of
the primitives.
In the case of inspection of the pieces manufactured on
the CNC mill, these are successive positioned in the
inspection scene with help of the robot IRB 1600. In order
to be inspected the two manufactured faces of the piece, it
is rotated by the robot at 90° (fig. 7). For either face is
necessary to create one procedure named “Project-x”
which contain the models with properly features. These
procedures describe what to do when a request arrives
from robot via the serial port. Before the model definition
starting, it is checked if the correct features are detected
by testing different segmentation levels such as in the
figure 4.
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Fig. 9. Measuring results of the two primitives who
defined the two diameters
Fig. 7. Inspection of the two faces of manufactured piece
In the first model are defined the features for
identification and measuring of the primitives on the first
face namely the holes, the counterbores and circular
pocket size. In the second model are defined the features
for identification and measuring of the primitives on the
second face, namely overall measuring, the holes, and the
circular pocket (fig. 7.). After features definition the
model is learnt for the identification of the inspected
pieces having on base features previously learnt.
The robot activates the OptiMaster vision system, using
VIS_Exec (ProjectName) command of RAPID on-line
ABB package. In the moment when the piece is in the
position of inspection for the first face it is called the
procedure “Project-1” that includes the function, the
models the window structure and the associated
calibration procedure. For second face inspection is called
the “Project-2”.
In the figure 8 are presented measuring results of the few
primitives, off the one manufactured piece. These
primitives were measured through defining and learn of
the features in associated model.

The diameters of the learnt models are 25 and 12 mm,
respectively, and the results obtained after diameters
measuring are 25.1 and 11.98 mm, respectively (fig. 9).

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The inspection of quality using the vision systems is a
modern method that can be implemented as automatically
process, increasing the productivity and the degree of the
reproducibility and consequently reducing the production
costs. The OptiMaster vision system is designed to be
quickly and easily integrated in automated production
processes. The system is multifunctional, with capability
for inspection, sorting, measurement, quality control and
robot guidance.
In future work the vision system, included 3D, will be
used for inspection of flow technological on flexible
manufacturing cell, namely, it will inspection of the
position, orientation and trajectory of the robot endeffector and it will made correction during developing the
process that lead to high accuracy and efficiency.
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unquestionably boomed over the past few years.
Combined transport where the major part of the European
journey is by rail, inland waterways or sea and any initial
and/or final legs carried out by road are as short as
possible.
Figure 1 presented the comparisons in the development of
international combined transport accompanied and
unaccompanied in 2002 – 2005 period [5].
International Combined Transport (ICT)
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Abstract: Combined transport where the major part of the
European journey is by rail, inland waterways or sea and
any initial and/or final legs carried out by road are as
short as possible.
The paper presents the quality management system and
the place of production processes, planning, marketing,
supply and commercial in the activity field of a transport
organisation related to its logistics and objectives relative
to combined transport of freight. Quality management
system in logistics has, here, the role to synchronise the
supplied qualities with the necessary level with a view to
diminish the immobilisation of too large financial
resources in the inventories of the intermediary deposits.
The process of quality labelling for combined transport
involves creating an information chain and setting up a
quality measurement system based on regular statistics.
Key words: transport, combined transport, logistic chain,
quality management

1. INTRODUCTION
The terms combined transport or intermodality definite by
the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
has been used to describe a system of transport where by
two or more modes of transport are used to transport the
same loading unit or truck in an integrated manner,
without loading or unloading, in a door to door transport
chain.
The Railway Companies offer two types of combined
transport:
 accompanied transport, also known as "rolling road"
and
 unaccompanied transport - changing from one mode
of transport to another using a purpose-built terminal
(road, maritime, waterway, rail, air).
The combined transport of freight which takes in both
carriages of containers by rail and piggyback traffic
(transport of road vehicles or semi-trailers on trains) has

10.00
0.00
2002
Unaccompanied ICT

2005
Accompanied ICT

Fig. 1. The development of international combined
transport accompanied and unaccompanied [6]
The process of quality labelling for combined transport
involves creating an information chain and setting up a
quality measurement system based on regular statistics.
The systematic monitoring of traffic helps identify the
main causes of anomalies and the corrective action to
take.
For example the statistics collated by the UIC Combined
Transport Group (CTG), show that combined transport
traffic increased from 80 million tonnes in 1986 to 180
million tonnes in 2000, reflecting an average annual
growth rate of 7%. Hence, the volume of combined
transport conveyed by rail more than doubled between
1987 and 2000.

2. QALITY PARAMETERS IN THE FREIGHT
TRANSPORT
The parameters that define the quality in the freight
transport [7] are able to improve the following ones
aspects:
¾ Internal aspects:
 Related to the vehicle: the driver ability and
knowledge, vehicle security and comfort.
 Related to the infrastructure: transport and via type,
climatologic conditions.
 Relative to the load: technology and guide systems,
shocks and incidences, comfort and lost or damage of
the load.
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 Relative to the organization: coordination dependency.
 Relative to the management flexibility: capacity to
react or to adapt to the necessities variation and the
conditions changes that can appear in the freight
transport.
¾ External aspects:
 Traffic jam.
 Environmental effects.
For example the "Quality" Group of CTG the main aim of
which is to develop a system for managing the quality of
combined transport trains and monitoring the
development of quality on combined transport routes in
Europe.

3. LOGISTIC CHAIN MANAGEMENT
A product, “transport service”, is qualitative when it
satisfies the necessities and expectations of the customer.
The place of production, planning, marketing, supplying
and commercial processes are in the activity field of an
organisation related with its logistics and objectives [2,3].
It can be noticed the logistic functions that make the link
with the processes of the organisation and logistic
functions specific to the logistic chain to which the
organisation belongs to.
The following categories of functions are evinced:
¾ generally variable:
 transport,
 inventory/evidence,
 following the product or material handling;
¾ linking functions with the processes of the
organisations:
 production – imposed by the geographical place of the
organisation, by the programming of the production

and the economical and financial power of the
organisation;
 marketing – conditioned by the services to the client,
information receiving and transmission from the and
to the client, of the packaging mode of products, the
payments to the client and the geographical place of
the client in order to plan the transport of goods.
For the coordination of processes in a logistic chain
management specific methods should be applied [3, 4].
So the managerial approach of the logistic chain
corresponds to a structural thinking for an organisation,
but in the same time for its suppliers and clients (figure
2).
The first managerial level corresponds to the logistic
chain management globally treated that includes the
supplier, the production organisation (together with the
supply) the dealer and the deliver even the client. The
usual denomination of this level is “management of the
logistic chain” “Supply Chain Management”, (SCM)
respectively, the English language denomination being
adopted by the majority of sources indifferently what
language is used.
For the second level of the production organisation the
logistic chain refers to the activities inside it, namely
supply, storage of goods, extraction from the ware house
of the raw material / semiproducts, transport of the finite
product to warehouse, extraction from the ware house and
transport of the finite product. Synthetically, here are
transport activities between the source place to the
destination place passing or not through the warehouse or
storehouse. All these activities refer to raw material /
semiproduct fluxes but also to finite product fluxes.
The management of these fluxes, in most of the
organisations is the task of “Supply chain management”,
“Logistic management”, respectively[6].

Logistic chain management
Provider

Supply

Production

Dealer

Distributor /
small trader

Supply chain managementul
Warehouse /
storehouse

Source place

Destination place

Transport chain management

Loading
point

Transporter
mod 1

Transporter
mod 2
Monomodal transporters

Fig. 2. Logistic management
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Transporter
mod “n”
Delivery
point

The third hierarchy level refers to the transport activities,
which are most times combined on the internal and
external fluxes of the organisation. Not always the
transport activities chain is realised by the production
organisation
itself,
often
specialised
transport
organisations are applied to.
Even so the activities should be managed by “Transport
chain management”, “Transport Chain Management
System”, respectively.
In the current English language the system word appears,
too to evince the complexity of these activities and the
multitude of factors that interfere for the achievement.
Shifting the balance between modes of transport is
reflected in improving quality in the road sector, in

revitalizing the railways, in controlling the growth in air
transport, in adapting the maritime and inland waterway
transport system and in linking up the modes of transport
The relations between the processes of an organisation
and the logistic functions presented, in principle, in figure
3 can be customised or any organisation with a known
concrete activity field, if its processes are described in
detail and if the position and the role of the organisation
are known in the logistic chain.
The place of production, planning, marketing, supplying
and commercial processes in the activity field of an
organisation is related with its logistics and objectives [7].

The organisation field

Logistics
1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.

market study
product promotion

fabrication and handling
technologies
2. control the quality of
execution
Linking functions
1.
2.

3.

geographical place of
producer (sit selection)
program planning
material and information
flux control for
production
economical and
financial power

Linking functions

Logistics objectives

2.

1.

3.
4.

Marketing process

program planning stock
control
inventory stocking /
evidence
following product or
material handling
organise planning
transport control

Fabrication process
1.

5.
6.

services to the client
post sale
Information
packing / delivery
conditions
payment from the client
geographical placement
of the client

2.

Planning process
3.

planning operational
activities / execution
4. maintenance

reducing the time to the
market request
client’s satisfaction

Supplying process
3. selection of suppliers
4. acquisition / sale / delivery to the clients
Commercial process
5. price calculation and efficient evaluation

Fig. 3. Relation between the processes of an organisation and logistic functions (adapted after Himanen)
The difference among traditional freight forwarding and
supply chain management is by responsibility for design
optimisation and management with customised
information system.
In Supply Chain Management (SCM) the firms now
compete not as entities but rather as supply chains. They
are two direction push and pull supply chains.
In push chain the costs are transmitted up the chain
determined by selling price at preceding level cost plus
approach.
Pull chain place downward pressure on suppliers who
determine profits from their input costs.

The quality system (ISO 9001:2000) must be adapted
with the transport chain management where everything
will have to be certain, measurable and capable of being
checked like:
 Control of data and documentation.
 Product control provided by the customers.
 Control of the processes of the service.
 Inspection and controls in the service.
 Control of the equipment.
 Incidences and not conform services.
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There are many examples and requirements in ISO
9001:2000 that require the organization to address the
effectiveness of its quality management system.
Further requirements specify the need for continual
improvements to the quality management system.
To implementing quality management systems compliant
with ISO 9001:2000 the organisation participated in the
transport chain respects the follows intent:
 minimal load of management;
 maximal utilization of IT;
 maximal flexibility of the system with minimal costs
in future;
 identification and optimization of processes;
 support of strategic goals of the management;
 minimizing administration and paperwork with
minimum load of organization's employees.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The main assets of combined transport can thus be
summed up as: reliability, timekeeping, capacity
purchasing, safety, speed efficiency, environmental
compatibility reduced noise, reduced pollution and energy
consumption, optimisation of the resources, flexibility and
integrated logistics especially in reduced costs for society
as accidents and road traffic congestion.
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MAINTENANCE BUDGETS –
AN EFFICIENT INSTRUMENT
IN OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT
Ioan CUCU
Claudia ISAC
Codruta DURA

Abstract: This paper proposes to identify several
financial procedures regarding: the examination of the
intervention cycle; taking over the internal execution of
the contracted maintenance/service activities; verifying
the spare part stocks; the ways of rehabilitating some
subassemblies and spare parts from the equipment that
was retired from the technologic flow; the reduction of
resource and energy losses, etc.
Key words: maintenance budgets, maintenance costs,
operative management, industrial equipment.

1. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic and unpredictable, contemporary managerial
strategies have gone into the melting pot, especially in the
last decades, therefore the complexity and discontinuity
of changes dominate the background against which
companies develop in present days. This is the result of
the new and often cross-correlated trends and phenomena
that came out to challenge companies in this third
millennium. There are some things that must be
considered: the globalization tendency of the market,
accelerated internationalization and globalization of
economies, which suggest the emergence of an
interconnected economy in progress in a boundless world,
the importance of technical and technological changes,
the information outbreak, the intensification of
international competition together with the shifting of
emphasis from price factors upon technical quality
factors, the diversification and gradation of requests
together with “the personalization of commodities”,
limited
resources
and
requirements
regarding
environment protection and ecologic equilibrium, high
costs and mobility of capitals, and so on. Such changes as
those mentioned above do not only generate problems but
also have the ability, on the other hand, to break the

ground for companies and managers who are creative and
flexible enough when conceiving strategies.
The high technical complexity of industrial equipment
and the sometimes catastrophic economic and social
consequences of accidental failures have forced
specialists to tackle the problem of maintenance more
frequently. Taking into consideration the changes within
the maintenance field and the limits of the traditional
maintenance and repair systems, it is necessary to
establish some methods of action which will lead to the
reduction of the maintenance cost and to an increase in
the efficiency of their activity.
Maintenance costs must be approached separately from
investment budgets by elaborating specific maintenance
budgets which include, in their turn, specific jobs defined
based on types of activities, so that they could be
monitored efficiently. Since most of the people in charge
with maintenance activities consider both the replacement
and the rehabilitation of technologic equipment as being
similar, in practice it is necessary to simultaneously
examine the maintenance budget and the investment
budget, calculated for new works.

2. THE PROCEDURE FOR PREPARING THE
MAINTENANCE BUDGET
The forecasting instruments are made of/represent the
company’s budgets which, unlike the balance sheet and
the result account, are not open to the public, but to
internal needs in order to achieve the objective established
for the next financial year. The budgets of the company
indicate the trajectory towards the objective. Further
events on this trajectory will be carried out more or less,
according to the realism within the financial prediction
and to the managerial activity. Just like in the case of any
cost forecast, the procedure for preparing the
maintenance budget begins with the identification of the
company’s
strategic
orientations.
Taking
into
consideration the complexity of maintenance works,
during the first phase, the budget characteristic for this
type of activity is based on the following variables:
 Regulations characteristic to maintenance activities,
which include: standards and general regulations,
such as conceptual regulations of equipment,
performance standards of equipment, acquisition and
control regulations of materials; reception standards of
equipment, etc.; specific regulations for maintenance
activities,
such
as
equipment
maintenance
standards/regulations, regulations for maintenance
works, control standards for technologic equipment,
maintenance standard specifications, regulations for
restoring in service, specifications for carrying put
maintenance works;
 The indicators for planning and supervising
maintenance works are based on the analysis of the
degree of priority regarding maintenance works of
technologic equipment, and on setting/establishing
annual and monthly dates for carrying out service
activities which should check the ways of ensuring
equipment reliability during operation;
 Managing maintenance activities; this process
consists in carrying out, at minimum costs, preventive
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maintenance activities of equipment or service works
for re-setting the equipment into operation after it has
been repaired or modernized. Starting from these
variables and according to the level of forecasted
indicators regarding the turn-over, the production
level and the value of investments, implicitly, a new
frame project of the maintenance budget is being
recommended. The method for preparing the
maintenance budget is graphically represented in the
figure 1.
After deciding on the maintenance budget, there comes
the next phase, managing the maintenance budget, which
is important for the efficiency of the service activity. This
means adjusting maintenance costs to the level of
technologic equipment, so that the allotted budget should
be used as efficient as possible. In this respect, one of the
following methods for evaluating a maintenance budget
can be chosen: evaluation based on the results of
production activities, evaluation based on the unit
consumption rate and the zero-base method/budgeting.
The use of one of these methods allows us to structure
maintenance costs based on debit items, as presented
below in table 1.
Table 1. Structuring the costs for the evaluation of the
maintenance budget
Description and
No
Debit items
implementation
Expenses on
Purchase costs, storage costs
1.
spare parts
and operation costs
Expenses on
Expenses due to repair works
2.
repairing
on parts and subassemblies
broken parts
Expenses on employees
salaries within the
Conversion
maintenance department or
3.
costs
from other departments
involved in the maintenance
activity
Lubrication oil, special oils for
4.
Upkeep costs
hydraulic controls, other
consumables
Costs for
Expenses for eliminating the
improving
risk of accidents, on extending
5.
maintenance
the operation period of
activities
equipment, etc.
Expenses caused by the nonNonmaintenance of the functional
7.
maintenance
characteristics of industrial
costs
technological equipment
The inefficiency cost of equipment will be determined by the
difference between operating results which were estimated to
be obtained in an ideal situation, a situation of reference and
according to which the equipment has no deficiencies all
along the analyzed period; and the present situation, the real
situation respectively regarding the results obtained during
the same period. For the economic analysis of the final
economic results, of the net profit respectively, profit which
can be obtained as a consequence of an optimum functioning
of technologic equipment and installations within a
production unit, it is necessary to mark out the main
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expenditure and income accounts with their closing balance
based on which we can establish the efficiency level of the
analyzed unit. Thus, table 2 illustrates the analysis of the
closing balances of the accounts and the method of
calculating the results, the profit which was made by the
productive activities within the industrial company.
Table 2 represents a model of the sales analysis for the
analysis account and for the way the results are
calculated, respectively of the profit obtained as a result
of the productive activity in the industrial firm that we
analyze.
Table 2: Analysis model of the efficiency of a production
unit
Balance
Balance at
Costs
at the
Incomes
the end of
end of
(no taxes)
(no taxes)
the period
period
Operational
Operational
expenses:
income:
Variation of
Sold
X
X
stocks
production
Production
Taxes
X
stock
Social
Immobilized
X
X
insurances
output
costs
Equipment
Operational
depreciation
X
subsidy
costs
Provisions
X
Total
T1
Total
T2
Operational
T2-T1
result
Financial
Financial costs
X
X
income
Extraordinary
Extraordinary
X
X
income
costs
Profit tax
X
Total
T3
Total
T4
From Table 2 results that the proposed analysis emphasis
the operation results of the equipment and technological
installation in «the operational results account => T2 –
T1». These results are directly correlated with the
availability of the equipment and this indicator
contributes to the growing of the operational results and
the final clear results, respectively to the growing of the
net profit obtained as the result of the exploitation when
the equipments in the analyzed company are efficiently
used. «Net results = T4 - T3».

3. MANAGING EFFICIENTLY THE
MAINTENANCE BUDGET
Improving the maintenance activity within industrial
companies represents a necessity in order to
ameliorate/develop productive activities, while managing
efficiently the maintenance budget proves to be the
unquestionable condition in this process. Thus, by
analyzing the documents, the service registers

respectively, and the corresponding information flows and
circuits, several variables can be determined, variable
which must follow these stages (fig.1):
a. Explaining the objectives and the plans related to the
annual maintenance budget to the entire personnel
involved in service activities. The need to succeed in
their object must be explained and argued according to
those particular conditions and to the situation in
which the company can be found during the period for
which the maintenance budget has been established;
this is compulsory in case we are looking for a full
and unitary cooperation from the staff;
b. Using an information system with an appropriate data
base where one can find all the data regarding the
costs grouped on types of equipment and the costs of
maintenance techniques;
c. Carrying out precise actions according to each
problem which occurs with the help of the person in
charge with managing the maintenance budget, who
should check the data regarding the expenses and who
should take measures in accordance with the reality.
One of the objectives of the maintenance department must
be the implementation of new efficient working
techniques and methods for supervising and reducing
costs. For this to happen it is necessary to start from the
premise that in any productive economic company there
is the possibility to reduce, more or less, maintenance
costs which differ from one field of activity to another
and the types of installations or equipment are also
different. Considering these assumptions/premises, the
key points controlled by the maintenance department have
in view the following phases:
a. Examining the intervention cycle. The parts of the
equipment do not break down all at the same time;
therefore, the repairing cycle is defined according to
the parts of the equipment which have the shortest
service life. Moreover, the frequency of these
interventions is often set at six or ten moths, and
because of that it is recommended that the cycle of
interventions should be re-analyzed for all the
equipment within the company based on the data from
the information system. On the other hand it is
recommendable to switch gradually from periodic
maintenance to conditional maintenance by adopting
modern techniques for diagnosing the state of
technologic equipment and installations;
b. Taking over the internal execution of the contracted
maintenance/ service activities. Generally, the most
important part of the maintenance costs is represented
by preventive service works and by the cost of
contracted maintenance works. Sometimes, the works
contracted to a third party involves a loss of technical
competence, and because of that, most of the times it
is more efficient to get the service work done by the
company’s personnel, that can be trained in this
respect, than to call upon external maintenance team;
c. Verifying/checking the spare part stocks. This process
often determines whether the stock does exceed its
limit or not. In order to avoid this situation the
“control point” method for handling spare parts is
considered to be outdated, therefore it is necessary to
reduce the spare part stock by scheduled orders;

d. Rehabilitating some subassemblies and spare parts
from the equipment that was retired from the
technologic flow, due to physical or premature moral
depreciation, or due to reduced technical and
economic performances and which are in accordance
with the service period. The parts that can be recycled
are recovered from these categories of equipment, thus
leading to an important resource savings;
e. The reduction of resource and energy losses refers
especially to companies which permanently face
significant losses, but they are ignored in the case of
technologic equipment and installations such as: oil
leakage, compressed air losses, steam losses, water
leakage, useless/faulty lighting, idle heating and
running of equipment, etc.
After ranking the key points which were identified based
on a good collaboration between production and
maintenance departments and other interconnected
departments, in order to manage the maintenance budget
so as to reduce the costs, we can establish the action
procedure for which we propose the following stages:
a. building up a team for elaborating the procedure,
which will reunite representatives of the maintenance
department of the production and operation sector, of
the supplying sector and even some specialists from
the financial department;
b. conducting a research of maintenance costs based on
the results achieved during previous periods in order
to be aware of the level of maintenance costs, of the
frequency of service works and the need to call on
external services in case of major maintenance
problems;
c. defining the objectives for cost reduction, starting
from the values entered in the tables at the end of the
analysis of maintenance costs corresponding to
previous periods and identifying the lines of action;
d. elaborating a plan for implementing the measures
according to the established objectives. Concurrently/
At the same time, a time budget will also be
determined in accordance with the proposed measures
and there will be appointed certain people in charge
with the implementation. During this stage, PARETO
charts will be drawn charts which are going to
determine the category of costs for each installation or
equipment and a list of priorities will be drawn up.
e. Evaluating the solutions found during brainstorming
sessions between the team in charge with the
elaboration and the one in charge with the
implementation of the plan.
These priorities are taken from the research table by
classifying the equipment according to identified debit
items and to their total value during the analyzed period.
Thus, the greatest debit items will be determined and they
will be supervised by the people in charge with the
maintenance activity; it is recommended that they
specialize on a single field regarding the costs, which will
also constitute the subject of their cost reduction plan, so
that the actions proposed should be efficient.
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THE OBJECTIVES OF THE
COMPANY

Management plans
Incomes, Sales,
Production, New works,
Personnel, Capital

THE
COMPANY’S
ACTIVITY
PLAN

RATE OF MAINTENANCE COSTS
Maintenance costs / Turn-over
Maintenance costs / Production level
Maintenance costs / Fixed assets

Proposals for the
maintenance budget

Determining the level of
the budget

Coordination

Requirements for the
budget

Calculations for the
evaluation of maintenance
costs

Particular maintenance
plan

Evaluation standards
Price indexes

Preventive maintenance
Restoring maintenance
Corrective maintenance

Fig. 1. Sample of a chart for the analysis and preparation of the maintenance budget

4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, in the case of a more and more complex
operative management, an efficient control of the
maintenance budget represents one of the conditions for
the company’s competitiveness. Maintenance is a
productive activity and not an extra activity of the
company; therefore, by managing the maintenance budget
we obtain an optimum ratio between the availability of
equipment and their maintenance costs.
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A STUDY ON APPLICATION OF THE
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES IN
THE PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT AND
ORGANISATION IN FURNITURE
ENTERPRISES IN BULGARIA
Marina MLADENOVA
Viktor SAVOV

Abstract: The present paper analyses the findings of a
study conducted in 2006 on the production organization
and information technology (IT) needs’ assessment of
furniture enterprises in Bulgaria; the study’s probable
reliability is in the range of 0.90%-0.99%, and the data
error is up to 10%.
The obtained data have shown that the furniture
enterprises have highly developed information and
communication environments with PCs and the Internet
being an indispensable part of their technical equipment;
with respect to this, the furniture enterprises have better
values than the average for the small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) in Bulgaria. However, most of the
furniture enterprises have not assessed their IT needs
correctly, and they also lack clear understanding of the
advantages that the use of IT can have, as well as of the
enhancement
of
production
management
and
organization through this use.
The paper summarizes the main areas that should be
considered in the IT needs’ assessment, and draws
conclusions on the benefits the IT systems can have for
the
production
management
and
organization
enhancement and on the software selection criteria.
Key words: furniture enterprises,
organization, IT valuation rate

production lines that cannot be exceeded without the use
of modern IT systems is 60%. Unfortunately a number of
managers realize this only after they have encountered the
difficulties to implement such a production system.
The crucial moment of this process is the IT selection.
There is not a single software programme that provides
solutions to all problems in furniture enterprises. The
traditional division into management, furniture design and
production is used by the software developers. Most
furniture enterprises start with automation of furniture
design and production, which is completely justified. It is
exactly this that allows for a significant efficiency
increase for the shortest possible time. The
implementation of management information systems is
the next step, which is a priority today of the large
companies and the companies aiming to develop.
According to the data of the National Statistical Institute1
as of 2004 there are 1,525 furniture enterprises in
Bulgaria. Most of them are small or medium-sized. In the
furniture sector only 15 enterprises or 0.9% of all are
state-owned. The largest number of companies is that
with 1-9 workers – 727 in total. Second are companies
with staff of 10-49 employees or 21.7% of all. Much
smaller is the number of companies with more than 50
workers – only 6.1%, and with more than 250 workers –
0.6%.2

2. APPLICATION OF THE INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES IN THE PRODUCTION
MANAGEMENT AND ORGANISATION IN
FURNITURE ENTERPRISES IN
BULGARIA
In 2006 we conducted a study on the production
organization and an assessment of the IT needs and use in
the furniture enterprises in Bulgaria. The study has а
probable reliability in the range of 0.90%-0.99%, and data
error of up to 10%. Two hundred companies for the
production of ready-to-assemble (RTA) furniture were
surveyed: 190 companies completed questionnaire forms
which were sent by e-mail, and 10 companies were
interviewed in person.
The survey results concerning the information and
communication environment in the furniture enterprises in
Bulgaria are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Information and communication environment in
the furniture enterprises in Bulgaria
Questions:
Do you have:
- a functioning local network?
- an Internet access?
- a website?

manufacture

1. INTRODUCTION
Considering all formal characteristics (private ownership,
modern equipment availability, market demand, dynamic
development and etc.) furniture enterprises in Bulgaria are
ready to implement modern IT systems in production
management. Immediately after new production lines are
installed, the management realizes the need of IT. The IT
sector experts believe that the load threshold of

Number
185
193
190

%

92,5 %
96,5 %
95,0 %

The obtained answers show that furniture enterprises in
Bulgaria have a highly developed information and
communication environments with PCs and the Internet
1

www.nsi.bg
Source:
http://www.timberchamber.com/?chamber=publications,,1,,0,,1,,
0,,0,,0,,0

2
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being an indispensable part of their technical equipment;
with respect to this, furniture enterprises have better
values than the average for the small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) in Bulgaria3.
The results concerning the information technologies used
in the work activities of the furniture enterprises are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Information technologies used in furniture
enterprises in Bulgaria
Software Type

Number

Office software
Accountancy software
Warehouse management software
Automated design and production
software (CAD/CAM)
Technological production planning
software (CAE)
Technological processes management
software (SCADA)
Integrated automated management
system software (ERP)
Customer relationship management
software (CRM)
E-commerce (“online business”)
Supply chain management software
(SCM)
Product lifecycle management
software (PLM)
Human resource management
software (HRM)

198
163
47

%
99,0 %
81,5 %
23,5 %

190

95,0 %

3

1,5 %

2

1,0 %

3

1,5 %

50

25,0 %

31

15,5 %

8

4,0 %

3

1,5 %

71

35,5 %

The obtained data show that almost all companies use
office software, accountancy software, and automated
design and production software. It has been a surprising
finding that a relatively high percentage of companies use
human resource management software. We believe that
this high percentage is due to the fact that a large number
of companies consider the human resource management
to be the activities of the payroll departments – the
electronic payrolls, and time and attendance recording.
However, these functions are only a small part of the
software for human resource management.
One fourth of the companies use customer relationship
management software. This means that there is already a
significant number of companies which realize the
advantages of using this type of software for attracting
and keeping their customers.
Very similar is the percentage of companies using
warehouse management software (23.5 %). However, this
percentage is still far away from the average percentages
for using such software of the leading RTA furniture
companies in the EU. Maybe it is not well understood yet
that the benefits of using such software can be significant:
reduction of minimal storage materials, warehouse area

3

The study on the use of information and communication
technologies by the enterprises in 2004 is a joint study of the
National Statistical Institute and the European Community
published on 16 March 2005. Source: National Statistical
Institute.
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reduction, stock-turn increase and, as a whole, warehouse
optimization.
Relatively low is the percentage of companies using ecommerce technologies, but their number is rising
continuously.
Low is the percentage of companies using supply chain
management software. As the information and
communication environment in Bulgaria becomes more
sophisticated, this type of software will be increasingly
used by the furniture companies.
The use of technological processes management software
(SCADA), technological production planning software
(CAE) and product lifecycle management software (PLM)
is out of question for now. The reason for this may be the
fact that the use of such software programmes
presupposes a high level of production automation; it is
still early to discuss such a stage in the Bulgarian
furniture companies.
Very low is the percentage of using integrated automated
management system software (ERP). The reason is the
high price of such systems, and the fact that their
implementation is not justified for micro and small
enterprises.
The results concerning the assessment of the IT needs of
furniture enterprises are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Self-assessment of the IT needs of furniture
enterprises
Software Type
Number
%
Office software
198
99,0 %
Accountancy software
181
90,5 %
Warehouse management software
85
42,5 %
Automated design and production
200
100,0 %
software (CAD/CAM)
Technological production
21
10,5 %
planning software (CAE)
Technological processes
7
3,5 %
management software (SCADA)
Integrated automated management
8
4,0 %
system software (ERP)
Customer relationship
59
29,5 %
management software (CRM)
E-commerce (“online business”)
48
24,0 %
Supply chain management
62
31,0 %
software (SCM)
Product lifecycle management
9
4,5 %
software (PLM)
Human resource management
101
50,5 %
software (HRM)
The obtained data show that most furniture enterprises in
Bulgaria do not have a sound assessment of their IT
needs. They believe that using MSOffice, AutoCAD (for
automated designing), a software for panel/sheet cutting
(the most common is Optimik) and an accountancy
programme is enough to cover their needs without making
any efforts to integrate the software programmes used.
This often results in wasting time for inputting the same
data twice which decreases work efficiency.
It has been found out that there is insufficient knowledge
of the IT products and their capabilities on the part of the
managers of the furniture companies in Bulgaria. There is

also a lack of clear understanding of the advantages that
the use of IT systems can have for companies, as well as
of the enhancement of production management and
organization they can stimulate.

3. ENHANCEMENT OF PRODUCTION
MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION
THROUGH USING IT SYSTEMS
On their way to the customers, furniture undergo through
the stages of design, construction, production and sales,
and the respective IT system should work efficiency
through each stage. Below are the main points that should
be addressed in assessing the IT needs, the effects of IT
use on the enhancement of production management and
organization in furniture companies, and in selecting
software.
I. What pieces of furniture can be designed with the
software: any type or only particular types within a
predetermined range of measurements? The second type
of software, called parametric systems, should be
regarded cautiously as they are suitable for designing only
furniture pieces that are included in the programme
database.
In order to make furniture, it is not only necessary to
beautifully draw them, but also to describe the additional
materials, to provide an assembly scheme, to specify the
type and colour of the boards, and to perform other
activity-specific operations. Software selection should
involve comparison of programmes taking into account
what operations a particular software can or will have to
perform. It should be noted that the software programmes
used by furniture companies have very similar functional
capabilities in view of the fact that they have to solve the
same tasks; what matters are the subtle differences.
II. An essential requirement for the IT systems in a
furniture enterprise is the option for automatical
generation of sheet cutting patterns, which can result in
saving time and materials. It is advisable to compare how
this function is executed by the various software
programmes. Very often software developers boast
cutting patterns with 99.9% utilization of material.
However, this figure does not show the characteristics of
the cutting patterns; such patterns often prove to be
complete technologically useless due to the fact that the
number of sheet rotations and position changes exceed the
reasonable limit. Cutting pattern development software
should be comprehensively evaluated and tested for the
particular furniture pieces manufactured by the company.
It is recommended to consider: (1) the material utilization
coefficient, (2) the technological usefulness of the cutting
patterns and the range of allowable adjustments such as
sheet size, grain direction, maximum circular saw carriage
movement and etc., (3) the availability of follow-up
handling
of
remaining/waste
materials,
waste
minimization, and the option for saving unutilized
material in the programme database for later cutting
patterns and etc., (4) the option for cutting several pieces
of furniture at the same time (e.g. a whole kitchen); (5)
the option for selecting the optimal model of a furniture
piece, and (6) the clarity and visual presentation of the
cutting patterns. Some of these considerations are valid
for mass furniture production companies, others for made-

to-order furniture companies. The software evaluation
should be on the basis of the production requirements; in
any case, however, a more flexible and adaptive cutting
pattern development software is preferable as the
production assortment and volume as well as the
production machinery can be modified.
III. The software should generate the product overall
blueprint and product elements’ technical drawings to
enable production. The comparison of the software
programmes should take into account the way the drawing
and construction documentation of a 3D piece model is
generated. The “3D-to-technical-drawings” route should
be as short as possible.
When a company wants to be certified, it is a requirement
that the technical drawing documentation meets the ISO
standards for technical documentation. Therefore, the
software should generate drawings in compliance to these
standards.
IV. Drawing plan and sheet cutting pattern generation
does not exhaust the needs of IT systems in the furniture
companies. The IT systems should provide data for the
necessary quantity of the basic and additional materials.
The marketability of the planned production should be
evaluated. The IT systems used should automatically
provide the following information:
 The necessary quantity of the basic and additional
materials, and their cost;
 The number of operations, the output/hour and cost
calculations;
 The product price including all other costs and
charges.
Moreover, these data are necessary for the financial
statements; therefore, they should be easily exportable in
a standard format as a database that can be imported in
the accountancy software of the company.
V. What capabilities do IT systems have for transferring
automatic data to digitally controlled devices? Most IT
systems can work with data in DXF format4 (in effect, it
can be considered a standard data exchange format). The
option for export in this format is not only a plus, but with
the increasing number of data-processing centers, it is a
must now.
VI. In the cases when the company has its own
distribution network or manufactures made-to-order
furniture, it is necessary to consider one additional option
– a system for accepting orders automatically. This means
that customers, before making up their minds to buy the
product, must have the opportunity to see it.
It should be noted that the availability of all these
functions is far from the complete list, and the
comparative assessment of the IT systems should consider
three more aspects:
1. Integration of the IT systems used. This means that the
system components should make up a whole. In other
words, once data are input, it should be possible to use
them for various purposes as required without
inputting the same data twice and wasting time and
4

ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange)
is a drawing format created with AutoCAD for exchange with
other CAD/CAM systems.
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efforts. This will ensure a single database and an
integrated information flow along the route from
product design through production to sales.
2. Ease and convenience of use. The software should
have “intuitive user interface5”, or, in other words, the
users of such an interface should be able “to sense”
what they have to do in order to accomplish a given
task. This does not mean that the programme
algorithm has to be simplified; it is only the simplicity
of use that is a target.
3. Availability of competent and efficient maintenance.
The automated systems are, in essence, complex
programmes, and the interface simplicity cannot entire
solve the problems of implementation, and train the
users how to work on them. The best it can do is to
reduce the problems as much as possible.

4. CONCLUSION
The presented approach for assessment and selection of
IT systems requires a significant amount of time and
efforts. However, on the other hand, these systems will
not be implemented to be used only for a year. The
accuracy of the assessment of the specific IT needs will
determine, to a great extent, the future of a given furniture
company. IT systems are just the tools ensuring a more
efficient business.

5

User interface is the medium through which the user takes
advantage of the functions of a system or device. It allows the
user to input data and to receive processed data results. With
regard to software, user interface is defined as the combination
of buttons, menus and their appearance for a given application.
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accept some conventions for the graphical representation
(figure 1). The representation pentagon of the process
shows the sense of the transformation flux and shoul be
accompanied by the input and output magnitudes in the
process and optionally by corellations, limits, interactions
or constrains the process development needs.

PROCESS
NAME
Process
inputs

THE ROLE MAP OF PROCESSES IN THE
LOGISTIC AUDIT OF A TRANSPORT
SERVICE ORGANIZATION
Georgeta Emilia MOCUŢA
Abstract: Planned process oriented management becomes
a standard in today's highly competitive business
environment.
The highest level management draws the map of
processes in internal official documents, through which
the responsibilities of invested positions, are also written,
with authority and responsibility to realise the control
and take decisions in the development of elementary
processes for a better understanding of the functioning
mode of the organisation by the own personnel.
The relations between processes of an organisation and
the logistic functions can be customised for any
organisation with a known concrete activity field, if its
processes are described in detail by a map of processes
and if the position and the role of the organisation are
known in the logistic chain.
A logistic audit is typically the first stage of logistic
optimisation.
Key words: transport, audit, logistic chain, quality
management.

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to understand the functioning mode of an
organisation and to reach a suggestive mode to achieve
analyses, the practice of the last years offered an
identification and description methodology of processes
by mapping.
This method allows the drawing of a “map of processes”
to clearly identify processes as well as the interactions
between them.
So, the map of processes is a useful work tool both for
analysis and for modelling, it enables the realization of
objectives to work on groups to improve the efficiency of
an organization or of a logistic chain of organizations.
The identification of a process is given by names, inputs,
outputs and several activities which transform inputs in
outputs adding some value.
Before starting to make a map of processes one has to

Activity within
the process
(add value)

Process
outputs

Correlations / limits /
interactions / constraints
Fig. 1. Conventional representation of a process
to realize a product
Any useful process makes the transformation in it to add
some value which is to be find again in its output
elements. Otherwise corrective actions are to be done for
its elimination or reengineering.

2. ORGANIZATION AND CLASSIFICATION
OF SYSTEMS
In some processes the development of activities supposes
the existance and influence of some corellations, limits,
interactions, constrains coming from the environment or
the functioning of the system the process develops.
It is obvious that depending on the established relations,
that which at a given moment is a system can become,
once the conditions are changed, only a component in the
system or can be decomposed in simpler systems, but
corellated with each other.
The approach of processes in any organization being
linked by the approach, of the organization or of the
logistic chain it is part of , as a system allows implicitly a
classification on subsystems of different classes, of
processes developed in subsystems from each level,
respectively, which can be dealt with by their
interconnection.
So, for each N level the subsystem of the „r=N” class is
included in a subsystem of the „r=N+1” class,
respectively includes subsystems of the „r=N-1” class.
Any subsystem of the r=N class can be considered as
being the medium for the subsystem of the „r=N-1” class.
Table 1 presents a type of this structure. From this
structure that referring to a concern type organization
with more enterprises, which in their turn, are organized
in shops and/or departments those presented above are
identified.
So, for example at the N=2 level the competitive market
is a medium for the enterprise. On the other hand the
enterprise is a subsystem as regards the concern, and the
concern is a subsystem for the competitive market.
The other levels can be dealt with correspondingly.
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The organization in subsystems is made up to the rational
level for a proposed analysis.
Table 1 Classification by subsystems of diffrent classes
Class

Medium of
the system

Level
Level 6 Working post
(class 5)
Level 5

Shop /
department
(class 4)

Level 4 Enterprise type
organization
(class 3)
Level 3 Concern type
organization
(class 2)
Level 2 Competitive
market made
of logistic
chains
(class1)
Global
Level 1
economy
(class 0)

System

Subsystem

Equipment +
operator in a
working post
(class 6)
Working post
(class 5)

-

Equipment +
operator in a
working post
(class 6)
Working post
(class 5)

Shop /
department
(class 4)
Enterprise type
Shop /
organization
department
(class 3)
(class 4)
Concern type Enterprise type
organization organization
(class 2)
(class 3)
Competitive
market made
of logistic
chains
(class1)

Concern type
organization
(class 2)

Knowing the organization on subsystems at all levels
identified on the logistic chain, extended maps can be
drawn up with all the correlations between them.
Inputs in a process can represent the outputs reunion or
only of some outputs in more processes. Outputs in a
process can be inputs in different other processes or only
in one.
For some processes inputs can be the inputs in the r=N
class system in its medium or of the R=N+1 class.
Correspondingly outputs of some processes in the r=N
class system can be outputs to its medium of the R=N+1
class.
The correlation between them represents most times
adjustment loops.

3. LOGISTIC AUDIT
A logistic audit is typically the first stage of long-term
projects of logistic optimisation.
In order to make the audit of a complex system such as a
logistic chain, the utility to draw up a map of processes as
a working tool for the audit is justified under the
conditions it is confirmed as regards the correct
correlations of the highest management level of the
system.
If when developing the audit other correlations are
identified, it must be checked if these do not correspond
to some redundant fluxes in the system.
Properly implemented quality management system
includes formalization of vision and strategy of future
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development, mapping and optimization of internal
processes, formalization of organization structure,
decision making based on facts, definition of employees
responsibilities and competences, effective allocation of
resources needed for organization's operations, supplier
evaluation system, and other beneficial aspects.
The logistic audit is a complex process which must be
started with the identification of existing problems then
the issues are analyzed, prioritized and addressed in
proposal of optimisation measures.
The initial task, which is a prerequisite of successful
solution, is to devise a detailed specification of the
problem, if it is possible by the identification of the
structure as shown in table 1.
Only in close cooperation with the client of the audit the
auditors can define the desired objectives and criteria of
solutions.
The client's subjective ideas are specified and clarified in
the phase of detailed monitoring of the logistic system.
The proven procedure is to carry out a logistic scan or
more elaborated logistic audit.
The goal of logistic audit is to obtain full-scale overview
of particular logistic functions and activities.
Evaluation of their performance must be based on
analysis of information collected from a number of
sources. Objective measurements include selected
characteristics of quantities and times. Subjective
information must be obtained from interviews and
consultations with representatives of the client from
managers to operators. Completeness of the view usually
is supported by photographic documentation and by the
experience of audit team.
The primary output of the logistic audit is, besides a
description of the existing logistic system, a list of
identified problems of the system and proposals for their
elimination.
The logistic audit provides an outline of the complexity of
logistic problems and potential benefits of the solution
such as time or cost savings.
Optimisation of the transportation process is together with
warehousing and information technologies the most
common source of logistic cost savings. On the other
hand, modern concepts of inventory minimization imply
increased requirements for fast response and reliability of
transport. The results of assessment of the function of
transportation in logistic chains determine requirements
on technological equipment and better organization of
processes.
The combined issues of transportation with the
organization of distribution network using cross-docks
and regional warehouses are compared with direct
deliveries from central distribution centre.
The logistic audit domain is the field of all organizations
with logistic functions of the logistic chain.
The transformation process of a product suffers from the
raw material to the user and supposes several welldefined stages to pass through. This can be done in more
ways. The way a product follows depends on more factors
of which some are independent and others, which
represent most times the majority, are inter-conditioned.
Figure 2 presents, in principle, the logistic chain for
achieving a generic product. Starting from the supplied
raw material within an organisation, which has a certain

production profile, the product is realised within specific
technological processes.
The product realised in this way is sold to the client who
is the user of the product. The user can be the next seller
of the product or can treat the product as “raw material”
for another technological process in the fabrication of a
new product the initial product is included.
Generically, the base activities for a product can be
grouped as supplying, processing and marketing.
On all these categories of activities logistic is
overlapping.
So, the supplying logistics is focused on physical
acquisition, on transport and storage of “raw materials”
(ores semiproducts, consumables, tools, energy etc.) as
well as on the informational processing for inputs in the
“production” process.
Logistics has, here, the role to synchronise the supplied
qualities with the necessary level with a view to diminish
the immobilisation of too large financial resources in the
inventories of the intermediary deposits.

So, the supply should be planned along other logistic
functions to minimise the total cost instead of the partial
minimisation.
For the supply logistics the materialisation of the logistic
functions can be done directly by the interested
organisation from specialised production organisations on
a certain class of products or by means of other
organisation having a producer profile or raw material
deliver. The costs of the physical supply are bigger for
organisations which products use “raw materials" /
”semiproducts” that have a larger previous processing
flux.
Additionally, the costs paid to specialised transport
services organisations, are added.
The production logistics refers, in principle, to the
management activities inside the organisation and follows
the harmonisation of the production volume that is
wanted to be realised with the available production
capacities and the market request, which it takes into
account.

LOGISTIC CHAIN DOMAINE
ORDINARY ORGANISATION
Raw material

Transport

Supply logistics processes
(influenced by the buying power of the
organization)

Production

Transport

Inventory

Distribution /
sale

Production logistics processes

Marketing logistics processes

(influenced by the technology production
profile, etc)

(influenced by the product promotion and
client’s requirements)

C
L
I
E
N
T

Producer and or raw material
deliver organizations
Organizations specialized for
marketing activities
Specialised production
organizations for certain class
of products

Organizations for transport
services

Fig. 2. The structure of the processes in a logistic chain as a support for the realisation of a generic product
(according to Lehtonen 1991)
Logistic functions are focused on the in time execution
with the optimum use of the production capacity and of
the factors influencing the information management on
the activities in the production process.
The production management is an operative level of the
production logistic function involving both the controls of
inventories, of stocks and market requests.
Marketing logistics influenced by the promotion of the
product and the client requirements can be realised both
by the producing organisation or, by a specialised
organisation for marketing activities, which assumes by

contracting relations, the distribution of products to
clients and consumers.
Generalizing the production process notion as a function
of the product notion (defined according to SR EN ISO
9000:2000) there are four generic categories:
 services - for example, transport,
 software - for example, computer program, dictionary,
 hardware - for example, mechanical part of a motor
 processed materials - for example, lubricant.
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The materialisation by the production macro-process of
the organisation’s activity object in a logistic chain leads
to the same four categories:
 Organisations for services;
 Organisations for software production;

and let to the auditor’s choice the identification of
processes, the practice proves the utility of representing
the map of processes.
The extension of the application process of the map of
processes is very laborious as the audited domain is very
wide as it includes all components of the logistic chain.

 Organisations for hardware production;
 Organisations for processed material production.
The service is the result of at least one activity made,
essentially at the interface supplier - client, so that
organisations for services are nearest to the logistic
functions afferent to fluxes oriented to client.
The software consists, generally, in immaterial
information, under the form of approaches, transactions or
procedures. So, software production organisations are
nearest to the logistic functions related to the
informational flux.
The hardware is, generally, tangible and its properties are
measurable. So, hardware production organisations are
the nearest to the factory, plant, enterprise etc.
Likewise are the organizations for processed materials,
where tangible material products have as mutual
characteristic the quantity.

4. CONCLUSION
In all cases the map of processes from N+1 level should
be an uninterrupted chain of elementary processes that
makes the links betwen all inputs and outputs of the map
of processes for the N level. For example in the map of
proceses of a class 3 system base processes are descriubed
in an organization. Concretly it is realized by decsribing
activities necessary to transform the requirements of the
clients in products that meet this requirement.
The map of processes also allows the identification of
material, energetic, information and financial fluxes in the
class 3 system where the macroprocess develops.
As a tool to analyse an organization the application of the
map of processes is useful and suggestive being used
more and more frecvently by auditors of quality
management systems by which an organization orients
and connects in its „ medium system” as regards the
quality according to SR EN ISO 9000:2001.
The map of processes is applied when from SR EN ISO
9001:2001 is verified the application of clause 4.1 that
stipulates ”the organization should identify necessary
processes of the quality management system and their
application in the whole organization” and of clause 4.1 b
that stipulates that”Organization should determine the
succession and interraction of these processes”. Although
the standard does not impose the graphic representation
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2. CAM MECHANISMS – COMPUTER AIDED
DESIGN
No mater the method, cam mechanisms are designed by
an input data’s, such as: cam motion, what kind of motion
is and cam follower motion rules, mechanism’s
eccentricity, cam rotation angles for the four phases of
motion, cam follower dimensions, respectively cam
follower motion.

2.1. Cam modeling

CAM MECHANISMS - MODELING AND
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS WITH AUTODESK
INVENTOR
I. Zsolt MIKLOS
Imre MIKLOS
Carmen ALIC
Cristina MIKLOS

It will be design a cam mechanism with the following
input data’s:
1. cam follower motion – translation
2. cam motion - rotation
3. cam follower motion rule - parabolically
4. cam mechanism eccentricity – e = 5 mm
5. cam follower roller radius – r = 10 mm
6. base circle radius – Rb = 55 mm
7. sense of rotation
8. The four motion phase by maximum motion – h = 60
mm and corresponding rotational angles - ϕ1 = 160
dgr., ϕ2 = 40 dgr., ϕ3 = 120 dgr. şi ϕ4 = 120 dgr.
Program interface is presented in fig.1.

Abstract: In this paper the authors presents how to use
Design Accelerator Disc Cam Generator – component of
Inventor Professional 2008 to design and edit cams. It
shows cam modeling relating on design initials dates
(roller radius, mechanism eccentricity, follower motion
rule) and how to insert these into the assembly. Cam
mechanism dynamic analysis with Inventor Professional
2008 is made by defined joints between mechanism
elements, compression spring modeling to assure the
follower-cam contact, the input motion and mechanism
load. After the cam mechanism dynamic simulation it
obtains the output data chart variations (the main
kinematical data, contact force between the cam and
follower, the force in the spring and the torque required
to drive the cam).
Key words: cam mechanisms, cam design, dynamic
simulation, FEA analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Fig.1. Data’s input interface
Cam mechanisms design, respectively profile obtaining,
may be realize by many methods. The first design
methods for cam mechanisms war graphical. These
methods require many graphical constructions with low
precision.
With the new entry calculation systems, have develop
analytical methods to obtain cam profile by software
writing (Basic, C++, Matlab, MathCAD, etc).
In our days cam mechanisms are computer aided designed
with specific software (AutoCAD Mechanical, Autodesk
Inventor Professional, etc). These interactively methods
are faster, giving to the plant designer varieties data
results and charts. Forwards it will be presented cam
mechanisms design (modeling and dynamic simulation)
with Autodesk Inventor Professional software - Design
Accelerator program module - Disc Cam Generator.

After the calculations, the program generate disk cam’s
3D model and insert him in the mechanism assembly by
corresponding constraints specification (fig.2).

Fig.2 Disk cam 3D model
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2.2. Cam mechanism stress calculation
Geometric point of view, disk cam is defined and inserted
in the mechanism assembly. As any cam mechanism
design method, is necessary to determinate the stress
calculation, by maximum pressure angle (based on
kinetostatic data inputs) and compare this value with
maximum admissible value (αa = 30 dgr).
The interface for stress calculation is in Calculation page
according to fig. 3.

Fig. 5. Follower acceleration variation

Fig. 6. Pressure angle variation

Fig. 3. Mechanism stress calculation
According to interface from fig.3, will be input the
following data:
1. cam angular speed - ω1 = 6 rad/s
2. follower weight - m = 2 kg
3. force on roller - Fu = 10 N
4. spring rating – c = 0,06 N/mm
5. cam and follower materials
In the end of calculations, the program displays some of
the design and stress results (pressure angle, moment,
contact force, radius of curvature, etc.) and indicate that
these values are covering for the design data who were
input.

Fig. 7. Cam radius of curvature variation

2.3. Results
The program generates a report with the numeric and
graphic results for a cam mechanism kinematic cycle.
The graphic variations of some of these data are presented
in fig.4 - fig.8:

Fig. 4. Follower movement variation
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Fig. 8. Cam – follower contact pressure variation

3. CAM MECHANISM DYNAMIC
SIMULATION
Dynamic simulation with Autodesk Inventor Professional
can be assimilated with a virtual prototype. The product
designed it consider a mechanism, by defining the
kinematic joints and loads, respectively by his simulation
it will be obtain similar results with the real prototype.
Dynamic simulation follows the next steps:
 Defining the kinematic joints
The mechanism contains three mobile elements and four
kinematic joints, from these, two joints are from rotation
of C5 (shaft-cam, follower-roller), one joint is for
translation of C5 (follower-slideway) and one joint of C4
(cam-follower roller).

Kinematic joints are defined by new joints or, where is
possible by converting assembly constraints. Kinematic
joints defining mode is presented in fig.9-fig.12.

Compression spring who assures permanently the contact
between cam and follower is modeling with an elastic
joint, with the geometric and dynamic characteristics of
the real spring (fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Elastic joint modeling
Fig. 9. Cam - shaft joint

• Cam mechanism loads determination. The mechanism
loads will be: dead load, resistance force who reacts on
follower (F = 10 N), respectively cam carry off moment
(M = 469 Nmm, who result on mechanism design)
• Defining the carry off motion of mechanism - Input
motion. In rotational joint cam-shaft it will be defined a
rotary movement, with constant velocity, onto the
kinematic cycle (fig.14).

Fig. 10. Cam – roller joint

Fig. 14. Input motion

Fig. 11. Follower – slideway joint

• Dynamic simulation and results generated. After the
dynamic simulation (mechanism is doing his the
kinematic cycle) it will be generating numerical and
graphical results. Some of these results are presented in
fig.15.
Acceleraţia tachetului (mm/s^ 2)
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conclusions regarding the designed product function,
respectively, on project modifications if there are
necessary.

Forţa de contact camă - rolă (N)
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Fig. 15. Dynamic simulation results

4. CAM ANALYSIS BY FINITE ELEMENT
METHOD
Dynamic simulation module allows analyzing by finite
element method mechanism component’s on time
moment established by user. Joint conditions and loads on
respectively moment are automatically taken from
mechanism assembly. For example it will take the cam
element on time step t = 0,9 s, when contact force
between cam and roller is maximum (fig.15). Equivalent
stress distribution and deformation by method Von
Misses are presented in fig. 16.
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Fig. 16. Equivalent stress and deformation at time step
0,9s
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5. CONCLUSION
The design method for cam mechanism presented in this
paper is efficient, design costs are lower, and the
obtaining results from dynamic simulation are similar
with the results from prototype function in real
conditions. By analyzing these mechanisms result some
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Within development of those technologies, the trend is to
get the highest possible integration where the integration
is based on PC in hardware sense as well as on Windows
and Linux operational systems and corresponding
development environments in software sense. ‘’CAD to
Motion’’ and ‘’Picture to Part’’ are modern approaches in
this integration, where CNC machine is directly
controlled from CAD environment during the process of
manufacturing. The goal is to get the fastest and the
cheapest product development. Because of that, the trend
is to adapt CAD environment for specific purposes using
developmental possibilities of CAD packages themselves.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

DEVELOPMENT OF PC CONTROLLED
CNC MACHINE OF SPECIAL
PURPORSES
Milenko OBAD
Karmela MILETIĆ
Abstract: Current CAD/CAM/CNC/ technologies are
being developed in direction of complete integration with
the aim to get the fastest and the cheapest development of
products. Mentioned integration is based on PCs and
corresponding HW and SW technologies. PC platform
and CAD systems are a base on which all other CAx
technologies are integrated with the aim to make products
on CNC machines directly from CAD. Modern CAD
systems of general use have developmental environments
thanks to which the systems are able to adapt to very
specific purposes. PCs are more and more used as cheap
and very reliable control units of CNC machines and that
enables further integration of CAx technologies. This
paper explains development of one specialized PC
controlled CNC machine, which uses PC as a control
unit. PC is at the same time a CAD/CAM platform with
AutoCAD program in which all necessary adjustments
have been done with the aim to be used for special
purposes. Visual Basic language within AutoCAD is used
as environment for development of CNC machine control
software.
Key words: CAD/CAM, CNC, AutoCAD

1. INTRODUCTION
Today most modern manufacturing machines are being
computer controlled and that enables programming of
machining procedures. Programs used for those machines
are known as NC and today they are automatically
generated into CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing)
systems, after geometry of the product to be manufactured
is modeled in powerful CAD (Computer Aided Design)
systems. Computer based technologies of product
development and manufacturing known as CAD/CAM
and CNC technologies use personal computers more and
more as well as their corresponding operational systems
for both product development and CNC machines control.

For the purpose of manufacturing of wood product range
which needs processing on milling machine, the task is to
develop cheap CNC machine which should do milling
operations. The products in the range are mainly different
in dimensions but not in shape and material they are made
from. Geometric shape of the products is such that, during
the milling process, it is necessary to do liner
interpolation simultaneously in direction of all three axes
and circular interpolation in a plane which does not
always match to parallel planes of coordinate system of
working table. In mechanical sense, the machine design is
similar to conventional milling machines with 3
controlled axes – 3 translations along the X, Y and Z axes
(Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Machine scheme
As the requirement is that the range of products to be
processed on one machine, and because of frequent
change of product dimensions, the solution is to develop a
milling machine with 3 controlled axes with one main
spindle. Step motors are used for the machine axis drive.
Corresponding controlling unit had been developed to
control. PC is used as a control device. PC is, at the same
time, a CAD working station which is used for product
development.

3. COMPUTER AIDED PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT
PC working station with CAD system AutoCAD is used
for development of mentioned products. Modern CAD
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systems are mostly developed on PC platform, with the
intention that both CAD system and its core become a
base for integration of CAM, CNC and other functions.
The intention is that PC is mutual hardware base for all
tasks within CAD/CAM and CNC areas. That provides
strong integration of these systems, and it is almost
completely possible to avoid translation of data related to
product model through different standard formats of
records with the aim that data are transfered from a
module to module, and finally to CNC machines
themselves [1].

4. PC BASED CNC CONTROL SYSTEM
PC based CNC control system has been developed as
controlling system. All 3 axes are driven by step motors.
Corresponding electronic interface which connects PC
with step motors has been developed (Figure 2). Step
motors work in so called bipolar mode with 200 or 400
steps per revolution. PC is used as a generator of signal
for control with linear movements in direction of 3 axes
[2]. Electronic interface is connected with PC through
parallel PC port where 3 axes are monitored by the first 6
bits of data port. Two bits are used for each of the 3 axes
where one is used to regulate the step motor speed (step)
and the second one to regulate rotation direction (dir).
Corresponding limit switches are used for both control of
end position of working table in direction of all 3 axes
and to stop movement at any moment. Their status is
registered by status port at PC parallel port.

Fig. 2. Princial sheme of machine drive
Key reasons for development of PC based CNC control
system are:
 Advanced and simple Windows based programming,
simulation and control of processing;
 Net communication, elimination of too many
databases and making both product development and
machining faster;
 PC memory and discs are simultaneously on disposal
in all phases of products development and
manufacturing;
 Open computing nets, database integration and wide
range of development tools;
 Lower price.

cheapest way. In hardware and software sense, PC has
become the key point of CA integration. All other
technologies are completely integrated onto PC platform
within CAD system, and it enables the product to be
manufactured on the machine directly from CAD. This
trend in CAD/CAM and CNC technologies development
is called ‘’CAD to Motion’’ and ‘’Picture to Part’’.
Modern CAD systems of general and specialized
purposes have developmental environments which enable
the system to be adapted to specific purposes. This paper
explains AutoCAD program adaptation for mentioned
purpose. AutoCAD has two types of developmental
environments which enables development of program
module for specific problems solving. The first
developmental environment is AutoLISP, the interpreter
program language. AutoLISP is used for calling and
activating of AutoCAD commands, system variables and
dialogic frames. Second developmental environment is so
called ObjectARX (AutoCAD Runtime Extension).
ObjectARX is developmental environment for application
under AutoCAD development. This program environment
has possibility to include so called DLL libraries which
work in the same address area as AutoCAD.
The programs are made together with central AutoCAD
data structure and code. Those libraries improve
AutoCAD open architecture, provide direct access to
AutoCAD base, graphic system and AutoCAD geometric
subsystem. DLL libraries are additionally used to create
new commands which work in the same way as
completed AutoCAD commands. ObjectARX libraries
can be used in connection with other AutoCAD program
environments such as AutoLISP or Visual Basic for
Applications, enables in that way so called cross-API
integration.
AutoCAD
also
supports
.NET
developmental
environment. Because of that, it is possible to develop and
write programs in any program language which is
supported within .NET, including Visual Basic. Writing
of applications, which can be read and designed by
AutoCAD databases of DWG format is also possible as
well as access to AutoCAD user interface, including
command line, dialog frames, AutoCAD editor and other
possibilities. Thanks to use of Visual Basic program
language within AutoCAD, control software for three
axes CNC milling machine has been developed, where
machine is controlled through computer parallel port [3].

5. ''CAD TO MOTION'' APPROACH
Current
trend
in
CAD/CAM/CNC
technology
development is so called complete integration, with the
aim to get product development in the fastest and
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Fig. 3. Milling machine tool path during machining

The software takes over the data about geometric of
processed objects directly from the AutoCAD interface.
An example of tool path is shown in Figure 3. It is
obvious that interpolation of direction within the space is
present, as well as the circular interpolation within X-Y
plane and the circular interpolation in a plane which is not
parallel to either of the existing planes in XYZ coordinate
system. The first step to be done, after the product model
is completed, is to define the objects which make tool
path. Lines, arcs and circles are the objects which are
recognized by developed software. It is followed by
definition of the first object in the object chain, which is
the tool path. Further sequence comes from continuity
which is defined through the first and final points of all
selected objects. After simulation and all necessary
checks are accomplished, the software, while processing
on the machine, generates electronic signals for CNC
machine control. The program code for electronic signals
generating (step, dir) is able to generate signals for lines,
arcs and circles and is explained in [3], [4] and [5]. Data
of all objects which are used as objects that make the tool
path are comprised in CAD base itself. Characteristics of
a line and an arc as objects which make tool path during a
product processing are shown in figures 4 and 5.

paragraph. Lines that are objects of AutoCAD model can
be directly interpolated under AutoCAD by which
AutoCAD environment becomes program environment
for CNC machine control. Data about co-ordinates of the
first and final point are taken over from the table of line
characteristics (Figure 4), after what it is easy to calculate
distances between all three axes (Lx, Ly, Lz). Distances in
direction of all three axes are than compared and put in
line according to their size from the biggest to the
smallest one. Depending on the step motors
characteristics and transfer ratio, so called transfer linear
offset (P) is calculated. Transfer linear offset shows us the
size of the linear offset which will appear as a result of
one angle turn of the step motor. For example, if we have
step motor with 200 steps under one full circle of 360
degrees upon which a threaded spindle, with a step of 1
millimeter, is connected to its axis, than we know that,
upon one full circle of a step motor, working table will be
linearly moved in direction of one axis of one millimeter.
It is than easy to calculate that linear move, which appears
upon a single step of step motor is P = 1/200 = 0.005 mm.
This is followed by calculating of number of steps (BP)
which are needed for complete line, which is, in fact,
calculated for the longest projection of the line at the
coordination system axis. So called computing linear
offset for all three axes is calculated after that:
Px = Lx / BP
Py = Ly / BP
Pz = Lz / BP
Direction of rotation of each motors is also calculated and
it, in fact, defines characteristics of signal for each engine
direction definition (dir). Therefore it is needed to say that
engines are linked in the following way: engine on x axis
uses pins 1 (step) and 2(dir), engine on y axis uses pins 3
(step) and 4 (dir), and engine on z axis uses pins 5 (step)
and 6 (dir):

Fig. 4. CAD characteristics of line 2.

If Xb - Xa > 0 Then Pin2 = 0

:CW

Else Pin2 = 2^1

:CCW

If Yb - Ya > 0 Then Pin4 = 0

:CW

Else Pin4 = 2^3

:CCW

If Zb - Za > 0 Then Pin6 = 0

:CW

Else Pin6 = 2^5

:CCW

Starting values of Greska variable for all three axes are
assumed:
Greska_x = 0: offset error in x direction
Greska_y = 0: offset error in y direction
Greska_z = 0: offset error in z direction
A program part which serves to generate a range of
impulses generated and proceeded trough parallel port to
the engine electronic interface by computer is:
Fig. 5. CAD characteristics of arc 1.
Procedure of linear interpolation programming in Visual
Basic under AutoCAD will be explained in the following

For i=1 to BP step 1
Greska_x = Greska_x + Px
Greska_y = Greska_y + Py
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Greska_z = Greska_z + Pz
If Greska_x => P Then Pin1 = 2^0
Else Pin1 = 0
If Greska_y => P Then Pin3 = 2^2
Else Pin3 = 0

directly from CAD environment what is the newest trend
in CAD/CAM/CNC technologies. The goal of this trend is
faster development as well as manufacturing itself. “CAD
to Motion” and “Picture to Part” approach suggests CAD
usage in the way to make it adjustable to all further
activities needed to obtain the final product on the
machine.

If Greska_z => P Then Pin5 = 2^4

REFERENCES

Else Pin5 = 0
Signal=Pin1+Pin2+Pin3+Pin4+Pin5+Pin6
Call Portout (888, Signal) :instruction to motor
Time = T

:pause

Call Portout (888, 0)

:instruction to motor

If Greska_x => P Then Greska_x = Greska_x - P
If Greska_y => P Then Greska_y = Greska_y – P
If Greska_z => P Then Greska_z = Greska_z – P
Next i
Circular interpolation is also solved in similar way, where
data from the table of AutoCAD model object
characteristics are used. Software also contains a graphic
part that is needed for visualization of machining process.
Electronic signals (step, dir) needed for CNC machine
control, are generated at parallel computer port with the
help of corresponding DLL library. All technical data
needed for quality machining are given within the
software trough adequate menus.

5. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
As PC computers have become a mutual hardware base in
CAD/CAM and CNC area, there is a higher integration of
those systems so that it is possible to avoid translating of
data concerning the product model through different
standard formats with the aim to transfer data from one
module to another and at the end to CNC machines
themselves. Development of this system has to be led in
direction of making further various abilities. First of all, it
is ability of interpolation of various curves, the ability of
loading NC programs generated in other CAM systems. It
is also needed to develop completely the ability of so
called real-time visualization of tool position during
machining. Stronger net capabilities provide the use of
those kinds of systems in a network in the way that CNC
machines are controlled from one place.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper shows development of one CNC milling
machine, its control unit based on PC as well as needed
software. The software is developed in Visual Basic
program under AutoCAD. This enables integration of
CAD and CAM functions in product development. At the
same time, it is possible to control CNC machine in
machining procedure. Key functions of linear and circular
interpolation are involved. The software was tested and it
proves to be effective. This enables manufacturing
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IMPLEMENTATION OF
THREEDIMENSIONAL – 3DP PRINTING
PROCESS IN CASTING
Alan TOPČIĆ
Džemo TUFEKČIĆ
Adis FAJIĆ
Edin CERJAKOVIĆ

Abstract: Shortening of time for development of new
products and their introduction on the market have forced
production companies to find new ways and technologies
for satisfying mentioned claims with minimal expenses.
One solution is implementation of Rapid Prototyping
technologies in different areas of industrial production.
Owning to its characteristics, threedimensional printing
process has found numerous applications and one of them
is its usage in casting. In this paper are presented
possibilities, potentials and real examples of usage of
threedimensional printing process in casting.
Key words: Rapid Prototyping, threedionesional printing3DP, casting, quality

The 1980’s began with development of several new
technologies mostly dedicated to rapid production of
prototypes and because of that they have become known
as Rapid Prototyping-RP technologies. However, with
more and more usage these technologies are getting many
different names like Solid Freeform Fabrication –SFF or
Layered Manufacturing-LF. In general RP is a name for
several similar technologies for part production directly
from CAD files or some other digitalized data by
deposition of material layers gradually. These methods
are unique because they add and affiliate material layers
and form solid parts. This is diametrically opposite to the
classical methods like milling or scraping where parts are
produced during mechanical removing of material
particles.
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1. INTRODUCTION
More and more complex operation conditions force
mechanical productive companies to abandon some of the
universally accepted business postulates and customize
their own processes to new global market demands. Those
demands are drastically modified comparing to twentythirty years ago and can be shaped through:







Reduction of product time duration;
Individualisation of products;
Rigorous terms for protection of human environment;
Shortest response on market impulse;
Product design and
Time-to-market i.e. shortest time for product
development.

For accomplishment of the above mentioned demands,
with the goal of achievement and long-term maintenance
of competitive potentials as well as insurance of
innovative capabilities industry demands new, expanded
and adaptable methods and procedures. [4]

c)
Fig. 1. Working principle of threedimensional printing
processes a) spread layout of powder, b) print crosssection, c) spread layout of powder
Production of three dimensional part layer by layer, with
material addition allows production of free form parts
with rarely complex geometry automatically from its
CAD model, without usage of special supports like it is
case in processes with removing of material.
According to intention of produced RP models usage, RP
technologies can be divided in technologies whose parts
are:
- Designers and functional prototypes;
- Models for further manufacturing and
- Functional prototypes for small series – soft tools.
Afore-mentioned distribution is limited by kind of RP
materials which are used for models production.
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a)

b)
c)
Fig. 2. Different usage areas of three dimensional printing- 3DP models in dependence of building materials

2. THREEDIMENSIONAL – 3DP PRINTING
PROCESS
One of Rapid Prototyping processes which has, owing to
its characteristics, found numerous potential application
is process based on patented 3D™ MIT-technology
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) as
three
dimensional printing - 3DP. Basically, these systems
work is based on chemical binding by adhesive liquid

appliance of powder building materials whereas physical
objects are "printed" directly from 3D CAD encirclement.
Regarding to control per xyz-axis threedimensional
printers - 3DP presents mini Computer Numeric Control CNC devices where system software is in charge for
converting of 3D CAD models in cross sections, which
are printed during production process on gradually
deposited layers of building materials with adequate
thickness – function of willing accuracy.

Box
3DP part - positive

Mold setup

Pour silicone

Make parting line

Cast Part
Mold with cavity,
pouring cup, air branch, etc. negative

Pour of casting
material

Fig. 3. Schematic review of RTV casting process
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casting part
Forming of
mold and core
CONVENTIONAL
METHOD FOR
SAND CASTING

a)
b)
Fig. 4. a) Implementations comparison of DMC and classical methods of sand casting time diagrams, b) phases of
DMC casting processes
Using threedimensional printing - 3DP process prototypes
can be created quickly and easily at any point in the
design process. [3] The production speed and low part
cost make this system ideal for printing numerous
iterations throughout the design process.
Different kinds of materials are used for building of 3DP
models, which can be arranged in following categories
according to their usage:

 Composite materials based on plaster which contain
silica crystalline (zp130)– highest green strength,
satisfactory hardiness of models, building of thin
walled models, accurate presentation of parts details
and presentation of coloured models, application for
sand casting (figure 2.a);
 Starch/cellulose composite materials (zp14, zp15e) –
fast printing, fine overlapping, production of thin

a)

b)

c)

c)

d)

e)

Fig. 5. 3D CAD model (a), experimental 3DP pattern (b), take out of casting part from mold (c), aluminum casting
part (d) and (e) produced at Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Tuzla
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walled models, large ponderous parts and flexible
parts (figure 2.b);
 Plaster/ceramics
composite
materials
for
implementation in casting processes (Z Cast 501) –
suitable for casting low temperatures materials
(aluminium, magnesium and zinc), direct production
of casting patterns and cores, alternative for sand
casting (figure 2.c).

a)

 Indirectly – wanted parts (positive) are produced by
Rapid Prototyping systems and its final molds
(negative) are produced based on the positive. By
application of this method costly and long term
processes of model production by conventional
methods (CNC machining) are avoided.

b)

c)

Fig. 6. 3D CAD model (a), STL fail of casting core and model in threedimensional printing – 3DP working chamber
(b), casting core (c) produced at Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Tuzla

3. POTENTIAL OF THREEDIMENSIONAL
PRINTING – 3DP PROCESSES USAGE IN
CASTING
At the beginning, in the first phase of development, Rapid
Prototyping systems were mainly used for prototypes
production of certain products.[4] However, with
technology development and broadening of used materials
palette wider implementation of those processes was
enabled in tool production for different requirements.
Such usage in tool production gained concrete term Rapid
Tooling – RT. One of the fields where Rapid Tooling was
found to be usefull is its implementation in casting. In the
mention field, Rapid Tooling can be applied in the one of
two following ways:
 Directly - readymade molds (negative) are produced
by Rapid Prototyping systems. Advantages of this
method are unnecessary production of tools and in
some cases parts can be produced only by material
addition processes – RP systems. Besides, this kind of
molds production significantly reduces costs and
necessary production time and with that competitive
capability of users can be increased.

a)

Threedimensional printing - 3DP process, as one of the
outspread RP processes, allows users to go from a CAD
design directly to a pattern quickly, inexpensively and in
casting can be implemented through one of the following
ways:
1. Room Temperature Vulcanization – RTV process, also
known as Silicone Rubber Molding – SRM process ;
2. Direct Metal Casting – DMC process – direct casting
of aluminium and some other non-iron alloys;
3. Sand casting,
4. Shell casting, and
5. Combination method.
Implementation of produced 3DP parts through RTV/SRM
casting process (figure 3) presents a simple and
inexpensive solution for creating of smaller numbers of
plastic parts with good accuracy. Process itself is based on
production of molds from silica rubber with great
hardness from 3DP parts. Every detail is completely
translated from 3DP part to silica mold and according to
that on casting part. It means that 3DP parts from which
molds are produced must be of exceptional quality.

b)

Fig. 7. Z Cast components of shell mold (a), assembled mold with Z Cast components packed in foundry sand (b)
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To achieve this goal 3DP parts must be postprocessed
through following phases: infiltration with cyanoacrylate
or epoxy, sanding the part, coating the part with filler,
sand the filler, prime the part with a sprayable/sandable
primer, drying the part and dry sand the part with sand
paper.
Usage of 3DP parts in Direct Metal Casting DMC method
enables fast production of aluminium and some other
non-iron alloys casting parts at relatively low price,
whereat dimensional accuracy and wall thickness of
casting parts are preserved within industrial standards.
Entire molds, cores, pouring cup, sprue, well, runners, dirt
traps, ingates, etc. are printed in 3DP process, on the basis
of CAD model, by use of ceramic powder and thermal
resistance up to 1200 °C. Advantages of DMC method
usage can be shaped through:
1. Fast production of prototypes and metal parts by direct
printing of molds and all other mold segments;
2. Significant cost reduction of tools production and
assemblies needful for prototype casting with respect
to classical ways, and
3. Large time and cost saving in casting parts production.

and is held in place by backing it with conventional sand.
This method is suitable for larger molds and when the
gating system requires very large ceramic components.
Implementation of this method is more difficult then
previous two because mold design is complicated, and
requires the designer to be familiar with tool design for
conventional sand casting.
Combination method is one of the methods which uses
threedimensional printed parts for casting too. In fact
combination method presents combination of direct metal
casting - DMC method and traditional casting processes
and still can keep the cost per prototype down to a
minimum. In this method mold sections (cores in
particular) are made in ceramics based material while the
rest of the mold is made conventionally - foundry sand is
packed around a pattern. This method requires a clear
understanding of the design of conventional sand molds
and has similar restrictions as DMC.
In all presented methods, process of patterns production
can be broken down into four distinct stages: data
preparation (by some of commercial 3D CAD packages),
threedimensional printing, reinforcement and finishing.

Table 1 Comparison of different RP processes implementation in casting and traditional casting
Traditional
SLA
CASTING
GREEN
Z Cast
casting
QUICKCAST
TECHNIQUE
SAND
Low
High
Medium
High
Costs, large quantity
Low
Lowermost
High
Medium
Costs, small quantity
Relatively low
Medium
High
Medium
Mold coast
Adoption of
Low expense
Lower costs
High expense
Low expense
prototypes
Medium
Shortest
Long
Short
Production time
Unlimited
56,8
13,6
13,6
Max. weight, [kg]
0,75
0,38
0,08
0,08
Tolerance, [mm]
4
3
1,3
1,3
Thinnest sect., [mm]
Average
Average
Very good
Good
Surface quality
Complexity of the
Average
Good/excellent
Best
Good
shape
Easiness of design
Best
Best
Average
Good
changing
Al, Zn, Mg,
Unlimited
Unlimited
Unlimited
Alloys
bronze
Sand casting is a widespread method of casting, where
mold cavity has approximately same shape and
dimensions as the future casting part. In traditional sand
casting patterns are typically machined or made by hand
and it often takes a significant amount of time to produce
them. Often a trained CNC operator or skilled craftsman
is required as well. If outsourced, the production of even
simple patterns can be expensive and time consuming.
Threedimensional printing process, owning to
characteristics of used materials, enables successful
application of produced 3DP parts as pattern cores.
Namely, 3DP parts based on plaster/ceramics composite
building materials are used for impressing in foundry sand
and production of patterns (figure 6).
One of implementation methods of 3DP models in casting
is shell method (figure 7). Depending on casting part
materials direct production of 3DP parts as shells is
possible. The mold cavity is formed by a 15 mm thick
shell of building material (plaster or ceramics composite)

Plaster
MOLD
Medium
Medium
Average low
Average costs
Average
113,6
0,1
1
Good
Good/excellent
Very good
Al, Zn, Mg,
bronze

Of course, some of those steps are not always necessary
to perform and their implementations vary from case to
case.

4. CONCLUSION
Thanks to process characteristics, method of parts
generation and available materials threedimensional
process – 3DP has been imposed as the leading Rapid
Prototyping process in casting. Namely, building
materials based on plaster or ceramics composites enabled
not only indirect production of casting tools (case with
most other Rapid Prototyping processes) but also direct
production of casting tools which present significant and
quality step forward comparing to other Rapid
Prototyping processes.
With the aim to master with modern Rapid Prototyping
processes and their implementation in different areas of
mechanical industry, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
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in Tuzla has equipped Laboratory for Rapid Prototyping
where significant activities have been done so far in
promotion and implementation of threedimensional
printing – 3DP process in casting. Results of some of,
until now, implemented projects are presented in this
paper. However, it is important to emphasize that, besides
promising results achieved until now additional research
is necessary to assure full and satisfactory implementation
of 3DP processes in casting. According to that research
work at Laboratory for Rapid Prototyping will be based to
the following: accuracy of produced casting parts, quality
of casting parts surfaces, possibilities of alternative
building materials implementation, selection of best postprocessing practice for threedimensional parts which will
be used in casting (according to selected method) and
finding of best practice for specific implementation
methods in casting of produced threedimensional parts.
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made of one-layer steels with good cutting resistance.
Whereas the heat treatment of the knives to hardness of 60
HRC has been done either by hardening of the whole knife,
Figure. 1.a., or by hardening of the cutting zone only,
Figure.1.b.

OPTIMIZING OF EXPLOITING
CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIGN
PARTS BY IMPLEMENTATION OF
MULTI-LAYER MATERIALS
Radovan ĆIRIĆ
Biljana SAVIĆ
Vojislav RADONJIĆ
Abstract: This paper contains the results of
improvement of the existing engineering solutions by
implementation of multilayer materials as well as
contemporary technologies. These solutions have been
realized in home industry and they are results of my
own research project.
Key words: bimetals, friction welding, knives, ploughs,
rotors

1. INTRODUCTION
Construction of the machine parts and devices includes
procedures for designing and dimensioning, as well as
the choice of variety and state of materials. Whereas
for the reliable functioning of machine elements
correlation among the adopted dimensions (shapes) of
parts and variety and state of the material is important.
New market requirements ask for the usage of new
engineering materials instead of the traditional ones.
Their application enables the improvement of the
existing products as well as the development of new
industrial fields. Whereas of the particular importance
are multilayer materials which enable the development
of new projecting, constructive and technological
procedures and technical solutions. The aim of this
paper is to show the examples of the improvement of
engineering solutions by application of multilayer
materials and the contemporary joining technologies.
These solutions have been realized in home industry
and they are results of my own research project.

2. BIMETAL KNIVES FOR GRAPHIC
MATERIALS CUTTING
According to the conventional procedure, plate knives
for graphic materials cutting ( Figure. 1.) have been

Fig. 1. Cross sections of plate knives for cutting graphic
materials made of one-layer materials completely hardened
(a) or partially hardened (b),two-layer materials (c, d) , two
varieties of materials (e) or by joining two-layer material
with one-layer material(f.).
1- cutting material; 2-basic material;
hardness zone of about 60HRC has been shaded.
Bimetal knives, Figure. c,d,f, , own better technological and
exploiting characteristics. They have been made of
multilayer steel which in most cases has been joined by
explosive welding or by rolling. Joining of cutting and basic
parts is also possible by melting welding, Figure. 1.e., with
the application either of conventional or austenitic additional
materials.
The production of the knives shown in Figure. 1.d. and 1.f.
has been introduced into industrial procedure on the basis of
my own research. Whereas for the cutting part of a knife of
lower to medium resistance low-alloyed or carbon steels
(Č4830, Č1832 ,etc.) have been used, of medium resistance
–chosen low alloyed steels( Č6444) have been used and for
the knives of high cutting resistance – HSS and high alloyed
tool steels with about 12 % of Cr have been used.
The results of the research with the aim to optimize the
process of explosive welding, heating treatment and
straightening [1-4] have shown that by varying the applied
regimes of the preceding and concluding heating treatment,
good plasticity zone to the joint in both basic materials can
be obtained and considerable improvement of mechanical
characteristics of the cutting part can be reached.
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Bimetals application with certain knives has required
certain change in the geometry of the cutting part.
Besides, the application of the knives shapes according
to Figure. 1.f, as well as of the partially hardened
knives shapes Figure. 1.d., enables the application on
numerous machines by additional drilling of the
tightening holes or the usage on the same machine after
numerous numbers of sharpening.

experimentally tested, Figure. 3, the optional design of a half
product and the finished rotor.

3. BIMETAL PLOUGHS
Wearing of agriculture machine parts is a very
important factor which affects the reliability and long
lasting exploitation. The projecting of the parts of
machines for efficient and economical working process
requires the choice of optimal materials as well as the
usage of technological procedures so that the material
characteristics can be improved.
The aim of this paper is to present home solutions for
the production of the self-sharpening plough made of
multilayer material.
As opposed to the mono metal plough wearing,
Figure.2.a., the self- sharpening multilayer material
enables the intensive wearing of the basic material(1)
while sharp cutting part remains the same(2).
Figure.2.b. Therefore ,ploughing has been made easier
and the fuel consumption has been decreased as well.

a)

b)

Fig. 2. Scheme of the shapes of wearing of mono metal
plough (a) and bimetal plough (b)
Since the cutting part of the plough has been made of
good cutting resistance steel and the supporting part
has been made of low carbon steel, the plough is highly
resistant to wearing and acquires necessary toughness
of the base. Besides, the technological procedure of
these ploughs production (heat treatment and
straightening) is more simple. Particular advantage of
these ploughs is that once they have been fitted in, they
do not need any further forging or heating treatment.
Exploiting researches have confirmed high quality of
the ploughs made of multilayer materials. Whereas the
solutions for standard and the most difficult ploughing
conditions have been developed. [5]

4. TURBO-COMPRESSOR ROTORS
Turbo-compressor rotors work in the atmosphere of hot
exhaust gasses with a great number of rotations( even
up to 150 000 min-1).They have been designed as a
welded joint of a rotor of a turbine, made of super-alloy
of nickel, type INCO 100, INCO 713C and similar, and
shaft of steel for improvement. Because of the
distinctive difference in characteristics between basic
metals(BM) and bad welding ability within the
optimizing
procedure
of
rotational
friction
welding(FW) there was need for adoption of , between
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c)
Fig. 3. Profiles of preparation of half products for welding;
1-alloy INCO,2 Č 4732
As far as the welding ability and the characteristics of the
welded joint as a whole are concerned, each of the
constructions mentioned has its own specific advantages and
disadvantages.
It turned out that the solution in Figure. 3.a., as opposed to
solutions band c, enables FW on the machines of lesser
power (less energy consumption) within shorter heating
cycles, which ensures better mechanical characteristics (first
of all ,toughness) of the welded joint. Whereas the obtained
shape of the welded joint, Figure. 4., ensures high enough
strength of the joint as well as the obtaining of a less
massive rotor [6].
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Fig. 4. Welded joint of rotors preparation according
to Fig.3.a.
As opposed to disposable literature data, which show
information on the welding of this product by the
procedure of inertia FW, in our case, welding has been
done within RFW procedure. Whereas the parameters
of FW have been chosen on the basis of experimental
results, and the regime of heating treatment after FW,
on the basis of literature recommendations [7] as well
as the experiments [8].
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5. CONCLUSION
1. The choice of optimal variety, condition and shape
of a material has a great and very often decisive
influence on exploitinge, aesthetic, economic and
marketing characteristics of a product.
2. Experimental results have shown that the bimetal
materials
application
improves
exploitable
characteristics and simplifies technological procedure
of the production of knives for cutting of graphic
materials and ploughs. In some cases the multilayer
materials usage has required certain changes in the
geometry of the cutting part.
3. Application of rotational friction welding in the
procedure of turbo compressor rotors production has
required optimal choice of a half product shape. Rotors
obtained in such way have a tube shaped cross section
in the area of the welded joint and therefore they have
necessary strength and plasticity , as well as lesser
mass and less inertia forces.
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From fig. 1, it can be understudied why consequently and
without exception automobile of the future description
begins with the word "lightweight". On the other hand,
eco-problems do rise, which are partially solves by an
adequate selection of materials and processes. Materials
with low energy content minimize environment burden.

STRATEGY SELECTION OF MATERIAL
IN MASHINING DESIGN
Radinko GLIGORIJEVIĆ
Jeremija JEVTIĆ
Djuro BORAK

Abstract: Material development has played a vital role in
machine components design. The development or
selection of a material to meet given design requirements
generally requires that a compromise be struck between
several, usually conflicting objectives. Selection of
materials and fabrication process involves evaluating the
two way interactions between function, material, shape
and fabrication process.
The vast number of materials and processes are the root
of difficulty of selection problem. When selecting
materials, a large number of factors must be taken into
account. The development of computers allows a large
amount of information to be treated rapidly, and has
allowed for the implementation of selection methods that
are rapid enough for the iterative nature of the selection
procedure to be respected, without tiring the patience of
the engineer. From this aspect, paper deal with one of
methods to guide selection of materials and processes in
machine design .
Key words: material, selection, strategy

Fig. 1. Material price share in the cost of product of the
four different industrial branches
The basic relation between the material price, field
behavior and production behavior shows fig.2. With
respect to these three points an equilibrium conditions has
to be reached when choosing a certain material for the
best technical behavior with the greatest economical
profit. This is illustrated by the center of gravity S of the
triangle in fig.2. If the material selected cannot be
represented by the point S, it means that one of these
material aspects is overvalued on other two material
properties. It is the field behavior (point S`) in the fig.2.

1. INTRODUCTION
In whichever technological progress, material choice is
unavoidable factor. The technological challenge in the
materials consist not only of inventing new materials but
to a large degree of the research of the as yet unknown or
not sufficiently known relation between the material and
the field behavior of the constructional part on the one
hand and material and behavior in the production process
on the other hand.
In the definition and design phase of a technical product
the most important task is to determine the technical data
of a certain structural part, its form, its mechanical
strength, its stiffness or other physical properties.
In selecting material it is absolutely necessary to take the
material price into account, because about 50% of the
budget and thus the biggest part of it is due materials in
mainly industrial branches (fig. 1).

Fig. 2. The basic relation between the material price, field
behavior and production behavior
Developing a new material is a slow, expensive process;
to do so without knowing how it will be used may be a
poor investment of time and money. For that reason
designer must use a procedure which will take out some
of the risk.
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2. MATERIAL SELECTION STRATEGY
Designing a product is an iterative process which begins
with the formulation of need and follows with the
definition of a function the specification of shape, the
selection of a material, the option for a fabrication
process.
Material selection is a difficult and subtle task, due to the
immense number of different available materials, and due
to the fact that any machining component has one or more
functions, for example., to support a load,, to contain a
pressure and so forth. Engineering materials are
conventionally grouped in the broad class (Fig.3) which
subdivides in sub-classes and families, according to the
ranges of the attributes [1].

Fig. 3. Classes of engineering materials
Considering the attributes and two of them plotted one
against the other, charts are produced, which offer a quick
and concise search. Data bases as charts and computer
programs make possible to find the materials which offer
the best match. Systematic procedures compromise the
definition of the function, in order that the object may
satisfy the need, the development of a model, where the
analysis of alternative concepts takes place, and the
selection of the materials and fabrication processes. There
are interactions between function, material, shape and
fabrication process (fig.4) [2].

Fig. 4. Interactions between function, material, shape and
fabrication process
The best solution is attained by calculating the property
limits for the working conditions, which provides
separating the materials that satisfy the conditions from
all others. Therefore, best design solutions are those
which maximize design performances.
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When selecting materials, a large number of factors
should be taken into account. These factors are
mechanical properties, physical and electrical properties,
corrosion resistance, environmental friendliness and
economy. In mechanical design, however, mechanical
properties are the most important. The most important
mechanical material properties usually encountered in
material selection process are: fatigue strength, tensile
strength, yield point, hardness, stiffness, toughness, creep
resistance and density.
The initial requirements lead to a first selection that
suggests modifications to the requirements. If they are
insufficiently restrictive too many solutions are obtained.
If over-restrictive, none may
remain, requiring a
relaxation of constraints or the need to develop a
completely new material or hybrid of two or more
materials. As the result designer must correct, modify
and respecify his requirements and repeat the selection
procedure. They must allow this iterative procedure and
accommodate a range of databases appropriate to the
various stages of the design.
A simple architecture which meets these requirements has
two main components. The first is a set of databases
structured hierarchically (fig.5) [3], which data attached
to the records at each level of the hierarchy so that they
can be used at the required level of precision and selection
algorithms which allow ease of iteration.
The main aspect is that these databases need to be
comprehensive and complete, with data for every
properties of every material requiring innovative methods
for estimating properties where data are missing.
The second component is an information system that can
manage large amounts of supporting information in a
range of data formats, which can be searched for

`
Fig.5. The organization of structured data of materials
and processes
background on a particular material by keywords on fulltext searching.
These are the basic principle underlying development of
software [4, 5]. One of the most suitable models, for

ranking alternatives materials is ELECTRE (Elimination
and Choice Expressing the Reality) [1, 3, 5].
There are a few strategies for material selection: on the
base experience, on the base trial and error, Ashby
method [1, 3, 6], which is advances Grenoble's team [5],
graph theory and matrix approach [7].
When choosing a new material or replacing an existing
one on a mechanical component, experts usually applies
trial and error methods or builds on previous
experimentation.
In choosing the right material there is not always a single
definition criteria of selection and the designers and
engineers have to take into account a large number of
material selection criteria -factors.
Selection strategy has tree components [1, 3, 5, 6]:
1. The formulation of constraints that must be satisfied if
the material is to fill the desired function,
2. The formulation of a performance or value function to
measure how well a material matches a set of
requirement, and
3. A search procedure for exploring solution-space,
identifying materials which meet the constraints and
ranking them by their ability to meet the requirements.
Fig. 6 shows the steps in quantities rational analyses in a
form "find me material for a beam of length L to support
a force (F) at temperature (T) and make it as light as
possible". It is required that the beam should be as light
as possible, while having a specified stiffness S and that
it should operate without failure at 500oC.
One of the example the design requirements expressed in
fig.6, i.e. the function bending moment, constraints,
objective minimizing weight and free variable are listed in
fig. 7.

The quantities S, L and C1 (constant which depends only
on boundary conditions and the way in which the load
(F) is distributed) are specified by design. The lightest
beam is made of the material with the greatest index value
of E1/2/r. There are many such indexes each describing
a combination of objective and constraint - a few are
indicated on fig. 8.

Fig.8. Material indexes groups which are relevant to
design of beam of minimum mass
Selection proceeds in three steps: steps of screening,
ranking and supporting information, which are illustrated
on fig.9.

Fig.9. The steps in material and process selection

Fig 6. The identification of function, objectives and
constraints

Fig. 7. The design requirements

The screening step has the function of eliminating
materials and processes can not meet the constraints. The
ranking step orders admissible solutions using material
performance base on the objective. In the supporting
information step, specific information is gathered about
top-ranked candidates-alternatives.
Software to support decision-making of this kind takes
the form shows fig.10 [3].

Fig.10. Typical contents and linkages in relational data
base for selecting material and processes
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Now there are all information which is need for screening
and ranking all materials. Using a database of material
properties, software such as the SEC4 [8] material
selection system allows the constraints (T>5000 C) to be
applied. The system combines the two stages, listing their
information and that is the material that can operate at
T>500o C and have large values of E1/2 /r.
This method is fast, systematic and has the potential for
innovation, and user must be able to formulate the design
requirements precisely, to develop one or more material
performance and express them in the form of indices.

[7] VENTKAT, R.., A materials selection model using
graph theory and matrix approach, Material Science
and Engineering 431 (2006), 248-255
[8] ASHBY,M., JONSON K., Material selection, the art
and Science of Product Design, Oxford, Butterworth
Heinemann 2002

4. CONCLUSION
On the base this overview it can be concluded:
1. Material selection it is not easy task due to the vast
number of available materials, as well as the variety of
requirements in the design procedure.
2. When selecting materials, a large number of factors
must be taken into account.
3. These factors are mechanical properties, physical and
electrical
properties,
corrosion
resistance,
environmental friendliness and economy. In
mechanical design, however, mechanical properties
are the most important.
4. The development of computers allows a large amount
of information to be treated rapidly, and has allowed
for the implementation of selection methods that are
rapid enough for the iterative nature of the selection
procedure to be respected.
5. Using a database of material properties, software such
as the SEC4 material selection system allows fast and
systematic selecting material in machining.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
REGARDING THE METALLIC
MATERIALS DIE FORGING PROCESS IN
SEMISOLID STATE
Vasile George CIOATĂ,
Imre KISS

Abstract: The paper shows some particularities of the die
forging in semisolid state of the metallic materials, points
out the advantages of using this process for producing the
pieces and presents a new method of semisolid processing
in the semisolid state. Through this method, that is a
variant of the Rheocasting process, is eliminated the
operations of pouring into the crucible and reheating for
the homogenization of the temperature of the ingot,
operations that consumes much energy and time. In the
paper is accomplished a study looking the influence of the
technological parameters of the process about the
mechanical characteristics of the pieces (tensile strength,
elongation and Brinell hardness).

behavior and characteristics of the materials in semisolid
state. So, due to the heat content, lower than that of the
liquid metal, high processing speeds can be applied, the
wear of the deformation tools being lower. The presence
of the solid during the filling of the die and the
controllable viscosity, that is higher than that of the liquid
metals, makes possible to reach parts with low blister
cavities, with low macro and micro-segregation and with
a fine micro-granulation structure. The gas capitation is
also low, and the parts have an excellent surface quality.
The materials in semisolid state have lower flow
resistance than the material in solid state, which is why
parts having complicated configuration and thin walls can
be produced. The energetic consumption is lowered by
approximate 35…40% as comparing to the conventional
processing.

2. THE PROCESSING METHODS IN
SEMISOLID STATE
The semisolid state processing as know, generally, twodevelopment route: thixo-forming route and rheo-casting
route.
Thixo-forming is the general used term for described of
the obtained process of the final parts from the semisolid
state materials, with a help of the metallic dies/forms and
the top die. If the part is obtained in a metallic closed
form, the method is called thixo-casting, and if the part is
obtained in a open die, is called thixo-forging.
In figure 1 is presented a scheme of the thixo-forming
process, where the processing stages are pointed out:
elaboration and casting of the ingots (a), cutting of the
ingots in the semi-finished products (b), reheating of the
semi-finished products (c) and forming: through dieforging (thixo-forging) (d1) or through casting (thixocasting)( d2).

Keywords: semisolid state, thixotropy, thixo-forming,
rheo-casting, technological parameters, tensile strength,
elongation, Brinell hardness

1. INTRODUCTION
The development and the realization of new materials, with
better property and performances and with lower costs, and
finding of new methods of processing, mixed or
unconventional, that permit the obtained of the parts with
highly mechanics characteristics, at low prices, constitute
two the major aims of the metallurgical industry and of the
materials processing.
Relative new classes of the forming technologies, which
realize these qualities, are the techniques of processing
materials in the semisolid state. Based on the student
discovery from Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), in the 70 years, these techniques of processing
were used-up first in USA.
Today, efforts for the development and implementation of
these done on entire world because these offers many
advantages as comparing to the conventional processing
methods (casting in liquid state and forging, die-forging,
stamping in solid state), advantages that come out of the

Fig. 1. The scheme of the thixo-forming process [3]
The Rheo-casting is other route for development of the
semisolid processing in the semisolid state. It is used, still
from beginning of the researches like as the technology
for obtaining of the material with non-dendrite
microstructure for ulterior processing through thixoforming. In 1996, is developed a new rheo-casting (NRC)
process, which was patented by UBE Industries Ltd. In
November 2000, the authors H. Kaufmann, M. Nakamura,
H. Wabussey and P. J. Uggowitzer mention this new
method in the Diecasting World magazine.
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In the NRC process, as shown schematically in figure 2, a
slightly overheated melt liquid alloy (a) is poured into
specially designed steel crucibles (b), which are placed on
a carousel next to a vertical SQC machine.

Fig. 2. The scheme of the New Rheo-casing Process
(NRC) [5]
By controlling the material temperature (therefore solid
fraction), a stable skeleton of the solid phase is formed
within a few minutes after pouring. The solid-like slug of
cylindrical shape is then heated by induction heating to
homogenize the slug temperature (c) is inverted (d) and is
transferred into the casting machine (e), where it is cast
into its final shape.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
Some experiments for determine the influences of the
technological parameters upon the mechanical
characteristics of the used-up alloys in building machines
area, obtained through die-forging in semisolid state, are
effectuated. The experimental equipment is presented in
fig. 4.
The equipment is composed by a die and a press die (B), a
device for production of mechanical vibrations (C),
assembled on the die’s basic plate. For the measurement
of the temperature in the processed piece (and in the die’s
walls) are used the equipment D, consisted in one
thermocouples T, the module of acquisition AD, the
converter CT and the computer PC.
The deformation’s pressure is determined using the
equipments E, composed by the electronic transducer of
pressure TPE, the alimentation source, the converter
SCCP and the tachograph IN. These entire modules are
assembled on a hydraulic press with a special construction
(A).

3. A NEW METHOD OF PROCESSING IN
THE SEMISOLID STATE
Another method of the rheo-casting process is presented
in [6] and [7]. This method is proposed and studious of a
collective from Faculty of Engineering Hunedoara. This
method, whit NRC-p symbolization, is composed from
the next stages: elaboration of alloy, alimentation of the
mould with alloy and the mechanical agitation through
vibrations and the forming in presence of the vibrations.

Fig. 4. The experimental equipment’s scheme for the
study of die-forging in semisolid state

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 3. The scheme of the new Rheo-casting method:
a) alloy elaboration,
b) alimentation of the mould with alloy and the
mechanical agitation through vibrations;
c) forming in presence of the vibrations;
d) finite part
Figure 3 presents a scheme of this method, where the
processing stages are pointed out. With red arrows is
symbolized the mechanical agitation of the material and
the die.
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We effectuated a theoretical analysis regarding the
influences of the technological parameters upon the
mechanical characteristics of the pieces obtained through
die-forging in semisolid state [7]. The technological
parameters which have a major influence upon these
features are: the pressure of deformation (or the force of
deformation Fd), the temperature of processing (TP), the
vibrations frequency (f) and the die’s preheating
temperature (TOM).
For the study of these influences of the main
parameters upon the mechanical characteristics, we
effectuated some experiments that consist in obtain of
a cylindrical full pieces from aluminum alloy
(AlSi7Mg0.38), in various processing conditions.
Before of the casting, the alloy temperature is
between 630…650 0C. The die and the press die are
lubricated with a lubricating mixture’s layer. For the
resulted pieces, we determined the following
mechanical characteristics: the tensile strength Rm
[N/mm2], the elongation A [%] and the Brinell
hardness HBS. The results are presented in the
diagrams (fig. 5).

increasing temperature of processing and force of
deformation.
In figure 6 is presented the mechanical characteristics of
pieces obtained to different preheating temperature of the
die, in the next conditions of processing: Fd=4000 daN,
TP=5650C, f=500 s-1. The influence of the die’s preheating
temperature upon the mechanical characteristics is
insignificant.

a.

Fig. 6. The influence of the die’s preheating temperature
upon the mechanical characteristics (fd=4000dan,
tp=5650c, f=500s-1)

b.

Thus, in condition of the duplicated values of the
deformation’s forces, depending on the processing
temperature and the vibration’s frequency, the tensile
strength scale up by 3.5…5.0 %, the hardness HBS scale
up by 4…10%, and elongation with 15…20%.
Also, at the duplicated values of the vibration’s frequency,
the tensile strength scale up by 1…2%, the hardness HBS
scale up by 2.1…3.0% and elongation with 8…10%.
In the comparing with casting in the metallic die, the
pieces have, in the all the situations, better mechanical
characteristics (figure 7).

c.
Fig. 5. The processing temperature’s influence upon the
mechanical characteristics (in the conditions: f=500 s-1)
Such as observed in fig 5.a., the tensile strength increase
significant with increases of the forces of deformation.
The increase of the temperature of processing cause next
behaviour of tensile strength: in the domain of low forces
of deformation (<4000 daN) an easy-increase of the
tensile strength, in the domain of medium forces (8000
daN) influence is negligible, and in the domain of great
forces (>11780 daN) an easy decrease of this
characteristics.
The elongation (fig. 5.b.) presents same behaviour as the
tensile strength, and the hardness (fig. 5.c.) increase with

Fig. 7. The improvement of the mechanical characteristics of
pieces obtained through die-forging in semisolid state,
comparison with the pieces obtained through casting:
Die-forging Min. - processing in the conditions:
TP=5600C, Fd=4000daN, f=500s-1
Die-forging Max. - processing in the conditions:
TP=5600C, Fd=11780daN, f=2500s-1
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6. CONCLUSION
The experimental researches concerning the mechanical
characteristics of pieces obtained through die-forging in
the semisolid state permit to drawn the following
conclusion: the mechanical characteristics of pieces
increase sensitive with increase the force of deformation
and frequency of the vibrations. This thing is explained
through obtaining the structures extremely fine and
improvement the toughness of wall of the piece, therefore
increase density and the defects absence of structure, that
form discontinuities in metallic mass or primers for
propagate the fissures.
The pieces, obtained from aluminium alloy AlSi7Mg0.38
through die-forging in the semisolid state, presented,
comparing with similar pieces obtained through casting in
the metallic die, a tensile strength with 2.8…13.4% elder,
a Brinell hardness with 4.8…30% elder and an elongation
with 7.6…50% elder.

[7] CIOATA, V. G.: Studii si cercetari privind matritarea
metalelor si aliajelor in stare semilichida (Studies and
research on die forging of the metals and alloys in the
semisolid state), Doctorate Thesis, University
Politehnica Timişoara, 2004
[8] CIOATA V., KISS I., MIKLOS I.Zs., The influences
of the technological parameters about the mechanical
characteristics of the pieces obtained through dieforging in semi-liquid state, Rewiev Of Faculty Of
Food Engineering, University Of Szeged, Hungary,
No.25 / 2005, pag. 46...54
[9] CIOATA V. G., MIKLOS I. Zs., ALEXA V.,
MIKLOS C., KISS I., Possibilities of controlling the
qualitative characteristics of the die-forging parts of
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27...30
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2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The analyzed case deals with the problem of processing
the inner edges of holes. The possible diameters of the
processed holes are between 150 and 500 mm. The
dimension of the processed metal plate is 1000 x 2000 x
0.5 mm. The developed processing machine is presented
on Fig. 1.

DETERMINATION OF FEED DURING
PLASTIC DEFORMATION OF HOLE
EDGES USING FEM ANALYSIS
Stevan FIRSTNER
Igor FÜRSTNER
Gábor LADÁNYI
Abstract: This paper presents a nonstandard case of
plastic deformation of inner edges of holes on metal
plates that are fixed on four places. Opposite from the
known cases that are widely analyzed in literature, the
presented problem is solved using FEM analysis. The
results from the simulation are compared with real
measurements, and a qualitative similarity is found. The
quantitative difference between the results is
approximately 20%. The results show that FEM analysis
can be used to determine the proper values of the needed
parameters during the process of plastic deformation. The
results of the case study give a possibility to develop an
empirical model of the presented technical problem in the
future.

Fig. 1. The developed machine
The processing is done by special pair of rotating heads
for drawing (Fig. 2 – a, b). The value of specific
deformation resistance (K) is approximately 300 MPa.

Key words: Plastic deformation, FEM analysis, Feed
value

1. INTRODUCTION
Metal drawing is a compression-tension metal forming
process in which a sheet metal blank is radially drawn
into a forming die by the mechanical action of a punch.
The existing literature deals with the basic factors during
drawing of hole edges on metal plates (the speed of the
drawing, the forces and indirectly the stresses)
considering only a few limited cases. Those cases are the
fixing of a circular plate continuously on its outer edge,
the fixing of a rectangular plate on its counter-sides or just
on one pair of sides. The work presented in the paper
deals with a nonstandard case, which can not be found in
existing literature. That is the case of determining the
speed of the drawing, and indirectly the feed (f), when the
metal plate is fixed on four places considering the unique
design conditions.

Fig. 2. Rotating heads
The plate fixing is done on four points (four-point
support) that is showed on Fig. 2 – T and Fig. 3 – T.
Between the fixing points there is an area on the metal
plate that is relatively free. Due to discontinued fixing,
periodically changing stress values occur as the drawing
rotating heads deform the plate. During the processing,
the material is in the state of complex stress.
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At first, the functional relation between the angular
position and the resulting stress was determined using the
finite element method (FEM) supported by
COSMOSWorks software. The base model was a shell
with dimensions that are showed on Fig. 4. The highest
stress values (critical position for further analysis)
occurred when the value of the angular position was

Z

ϕ

ϕ = 45o . That is the position between two fixing points
(Fig. 3 and Fig. 5).

G

L

T

Fig. 3. Plate fixing

2.1. Technological requirements
The resulting main stress values ( σ 1 ) can reach the values
of the specific deformation resistance (K) only in the
processed area (the edges of the holes), while on the other
parts of the metal plate the values should be in the area of
elastic deformation. This results in a final product that has
no undesirable deformations.
The investigated zone is the one that is directly behind the
rotating heads, and is the critical zone (Fig. 4). The
resulting stress in the material is in direct connection with
the resulted deformations that are performed by the
rotating heads during their rotation with an appropriate
feed (vertical movement). This means that by controlling
the values of the rotating heads’ feed the described
problem can be successfully solved.

3. SOLUTION
During the deformation, the stress value is a function of
two parameters. The first parameter is the angular
position of the rotating heads ( ϕ ) that is showed on Fig.
3. The second parameter is the value of the rotating
heads’ feed (f) that can be seen on Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The geometry of the deformation and the critical
zone
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Fig. 5. The average value of the stress in the critical zone
considering the position of the rotating heads
During the processing, the lower rotating head moves
upwards and deforms the edge of the hole. By that, stress
is registered, not just in the deformation zone, but also at
the other parts of the metal plate (Fig. 4). If the feed is to
mm
intensive (more than 1.5
) a cleavage occurs. If the
rev.
mm
feed is too slow (under 0.1
), there is proper
rev.
permanent deformation in the deformation zone, and no
permanent deformation in the critical zone, but the
processing time is too long. To determine the values of
the stress that still satisfies the requirements, an elastic –
plastic model of FEM analysis was used.
During the analysis, the deformation was modeled step by
mm
step by raising the feed value by 0.1
. During each
rev.
step, the maximum feed value was determined that still
satisfies the requirements. Each of the following steps
was performed by new modeling, considering the current
shape of the deformed plate as the starting shape. The
iterative procedure was repeated until the final shape of
the edge was reached. Fig. 6 shows three characteristic
positions.

Fig. 6. Characteristic positions during the deformation
The determined functional relations between the feed and
the position of the rotating heads are showed on Fig. 10.
If the total deformation height (H) is increased, the
allowed feed values can be also increased (there is no
plastic deformation in the critical zone).
The simulation results are showed on Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and
Fig. 9.

Fig. 7. Optical representation of stress

Fig. 8. Optical representation of stress if the value of
specific deformation resistance is overstepped in the
critical zone

Fig. 9. Optical representation of stress if the value of
specific deformation resistance is allowed in the critical
zone
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phase of the machine development leads to the following
conclusion:
 The FEM analysis is useful and it can be used for
qualitative analysis considering the presented
problem;
 The results obtained by the FEM analysis and the real
measurements on the developed machine show a
qualitative similarity;
 Future research gives a possibility to develop an
empirical model of the presented technical problem,
which would be helpful in the research field of plastic
deformation.

REFERENCES

Fig. 10. Maximally allowed values of feed in functional
relation with deformation hight
The results of the FEM analysis are compared with the
real results during the prototyping phase of the machine
development. Both results are qualitatively the same. A
quantitative analysis showed that the real usable values
for feed are approximately 20% lower than the values
obtained by FEM analysis. This result can be explained
considering the impossibility of dealing with all the
relevant factors during the process of drawing (e.g.
friction, homogeneity and anisotropy of the used material,
change in the material properties in the area of
deformation, thermodynamic influences...).
During practical experiments on the prototype, several
technological details considering the roughness of the
surface are observed that influence the feed value (the
roughness of the rotating heads and the roughness of the
metal plate).
By lowering the roughness of the lower rotating head
(better quality), higher feed values can be used. At the
same time the roughness of the upper head has no
significant influence on the feed value. Lubrication of the
rotating heads lowers the wear of them, but there is no
significant influence on the feed value.
Concerning the process reliability, the homogeneity of the
metal plate has the highest influence on it.

4. CONCLUSION
The performed FEM analysis and the comparison of the
results with the results obtained during the prototyping
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CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING THE
DETERMINATION AND UTILIZATION
OF THE FORMING LIMIT DIAGRAMS
Monica IORDACHE
Crina AXINTE
Abstract: Forming limit diagrams are used in order to
determine whether a given configuration part can be
obtained by drawing. That is why one calculates the
maximum stresses to which the material is submitted at
the part’s drawing. If the point where the maximum
stresses appear is placed under the curve, the piece can
be made without risks. Within the framework of this
article is presented the way to determine and use the
forming limit diagrams for the steel A5 STAS 10318-80.

In the middle, ε2 = 0, a plane forming takes place: ε1 = ε3, so there is no variation on the width. The axial
extension areas are under a line whose grade is: -R/(1+R).
So the line’s grade depends on the material’s anisotropy
factor R.
The attainment of different forming states is done by
using certain means that allow to obtain appropriate states
of stress.
Therefore, in order to determine the forming limit
diagrams for a given material, drawing tests must be
performed, with the forming state varying from uniaxial
tension to biaxial tension, followed by accurately
measurement of forming at the contraction or breaking of
material.
In this work, the limit diagrams for the steel A5 STAS
10318, supplied by Mittal Steel Romania, were
determined, using as a forming test the Marciniak test and
as a forming determination method, the image correlation
method.
The FLD was determined using the Marciniak test, fig. 2,
where blanks of different widths are clamped between a
die and a blank-holder, and stretched over a flat-bottomed
cylindrical punch. A counterblank is placed between the
punch and the specimen. In order to localize the
deformation in the central region, the counterblank has a
central hole in the case of large blank widths.

Key words: forming limit diagrams, drawing, steel

1. INTRODUCTION
For the assessment of the forming ability of metal sheets,
a frequently used method in the industrialized countries is
the forming limit diagram method.
Plastic forming, to which a sheet can be submitted during
a drawing process, is restricted by the appearance of
necking and cracking. Knowing the restricted forming and
the forming description of the sheets represents an
important problem for the users. In order to solve this
problem Keeler (1965) introduced the “forming limit
diagram”. Starting from 1968, many scientists have
oriented their activity towards this field.
Forming limit diagram, in the two axis system ε1-ε2,
represents the forming limit obtained either at the
appearance of necking, or at the cracking of sheet.
The forming conditions of the material are different
during the drawing process, fig.1.

Fig. 2. Marciniak punch test
The image correlation method developed by Brunet et al.
[2] eliminates the disadvantages of measuring the
deformations with the help of networks.
The measuring of the network’ strains are done by
correlating two images: the initial image of the specimen
and the deformed image, fig. 3. In order to perform this
correlation, acquisition of images by using a video camera
connected to a computer, an image acquisition program
and an image correlation program are necessary.

Fig. 3. Speckle aspect at the beginning and at the end of a
Marciniak test

Fig. 1. The forming conditions

Therefore, a good accuracy at the calculation of the
forming limit diagrams through the image correlation
method results.
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2. METHODS AND MEANS FOR
DETERMINATION OF THE FORMING
LIMIT DIAGRAMS
The material whose behavior was determined was the
deep drawing steel, A5. The drawing tests focused only
on this material for three thicknesses: h = 0.73 mm, 1 mm
and 1.23 mm.
Its chemical composition, according to STAS 10318-80,
is given in table 1:
Table 1 Chemical composition
Element
Content %

C
0.08

Mn
0.40

Si
0.10

P
0.025

S
0.03

In order to determine the forming limit diagrams,
rectangular sheet specimens were used, with the length of
200 mm and different widths, such that to obtain different
forming paths: from uniaxial tension - for a width of 80
mm, to biaxial tension - for a width of 200 mm.
In the case of flat-bottom cylindrical deep-drawing
process, the forming limit diagrams were determined by
using the following devices: a compression stress
machine, controlled by the computer; the drawing
module; a video camera; a computer with a data capture
program for the images correlation; a black paint
atomization device; an air engine; a material for the
settlement of the aleatory grid.
The tensile machine used for the drawing test is a Zwick
machine with a maximum force of 200 KN. It was started
up several minutes before the tests begin, in order to
establish the force. The machine was equipped with the
experimental device presented in fig.4.

3. DETERMINATION AND USE OF THE
FORMING LIMIT DIAGRAMS
The blanks obtained after punch stretching with the
Marciniak tool are show on Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Blanks after punch stretching with the Marciniak
tool
Using the image correlation method, with the help of the
Icasoft program, the majors and minors strains ε1 and ε2
were determined. The obtained results are presented in
table 2.
Table 2 Major and minor strains
No

Width

1
2
3
4
5
6

80
100
120
140
160
200

h=0.73 mm
ε2
ε1
61.2
-25.3
47.15 -11.6
40.5
-6.25
36.75 1.75
36.3
23.1
40.9
32.6

h=1 mm
ε1
ε2
65.8 -26.5
47.1 -12.4
43.5 -4.75
38.3 2.335
38.9 19.5
35.9 26.9

h=1.23mm
ε1
ε2
58.4
-25
46.55 -14.5
39.35 -5.85
32.35
-2.4
34.35 7.55
46.8 25.75

The above calculated strains were used to trace the
forming limit diagrams (FLDs), fig. 5.

Cap
Pillar
Pillar bracket
Top guide
Guide pin
Mirror inclined
at 45°
Holder

Miror bracket

Set-screw
Flat headed punch

Seat

Fig. 4. Experimental device
It is placed under the mobile blaster such that the machine
develops the compressive force necessary to drawing.
During drawing, the punch is fixed but die and blankholder respectively are mobile. This assemblage was
realized in order to allow the setting of camera so that the
camera-specimen distance remains fixed, the use of a
special device being unnecessary. With this assemblage,
good quality images can be obtained, as there is enough
light for shooting the specimen’s surface.
The Vision Stage image acquisition program was used
during the tests. With its help one can record 300 images
on the film. At the end of test, the images can be sorted.
Those that do not present interest can be deleted, which
means a part of the intermediate images recorded up to
the appearance of the crack.
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Fig. 6. Forming limit diagrams
The forming path, fig. 6, was obtained by calculating the
main strains for different stages of stress of the specimen
up to its break.
For each width, the strains were calculated with the help
of Icasoft, by using images acquired before the crack
appearance.
In order to determine whether a part of a given
configuration can be obtained by drawing, using the
forming limit diagrams one should know the maximum
strains to which the material is submitted to during the
drawing process. In the case of parts with a complex
configuration, determination of the maximum strains
could be done experimentally, or by simulation of the
drawing process. In order to emphasize the way of using
the forming limit diagrams, let’s take into consideration a
concrete case presented in the work [ZGU 77]. It refers to

the experimental determination of the maximum strains
that appear at the drawing of the lower panel of a minibus.
Maximum strains appear in points A, B, C, D, figure 7.
The obtained results are presented in table 3.

Supposing that the material used is a deep drawing A5
steel, let’s represent on the forming limit diagram each
coordinate point ε1, ε1, fig. 8. From the figure one can
notice that all points, in which the strains were calculated,
are placed under the diagram, which means that there is
no risk of the material cracking during drawing.
These points being majority placed under the diagram, the
secure range in building the piece is big enough, but the
material is uneconomically used. In this case, in order to
obtain the piece, one can use a material that has a lower
drawing limit diagram, which is a material with lower
forming characteristics and consequently cheaper. At the
same time one should not forget that the strains
distribution is different for other types of material.

a

b

Fig. 9. Use of the forming limit diagrams

4. CONCLUSION

c
Fig. 7. Forming paths
Table 3. Maximum strains
Measurement place
A
B
C
D

ε1
0,137
0,218
0,218
0,094

ε2
-0,025
-0,105
0
0,028

The contraction forming limit diagrams that were
obtained for the A5 steel have a regular aspect, that is the
maximum strain is obtained for the axial traction, and the
minimum one for the plane forming.
Along with the increase of the material’s thickness the
strains in the case of biaxial tightening are bigger and in
the case of the uniaxial tension they have closed
dimensions.
Determination of the forming limit diagrams of the
material by using the image correlation method is done in
a quite short time.
From the representation of the forming paths it resulted
that the specimen’s stress (uniaxial tension, plane
deforming and biaxial tension) is stored whatever the
depth of deep drawing might be. So, the forming paths are
linear. The forming limit diagram can be used in
simulation in order to determine whether a given part can
be obtained by drawing. That is why one calculates the
maximum stresses to which the material is submitted to at
the part’s drawing. In this sense, one calculates the strains
(ε1, ε2) to which the material is submitted to at the
drawing for all the points of the piece. If the points (ε1, ε2)
are placed under the curve the part can be made without
risks.

Fig. 8. Piece real
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more force on a material, creating more restraint on
material going into the tool.
The remaining key elements affecting metal flow are
examined in more detail in the remainder of this paper. To
illustrate the principles of metal flow, this work examines
two basic draw shapes, round and square. All deformation
modes that occur in any given part shape are present in
one of these common shapes.
Also, draw depth is limited by the onset of wrinkling and
fracture. Controlling blank holder force plays a major role
in achieving the amount of draw you want from the
material.

CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING
ALUMINIUM DEEP DRAWING
Liviu COMAN

Abstract: Aluminum alloy sheet is a primary candidate
for use in automotive body panels due to its good strength
and stiffness-to-weight ratios, recyclability and moderate
formability. Stretch flange features are of particular
interest since they are used in structural inner door cutouts where optimum formability is required. This
overview discusses rules for aluminum stamping
involving: die clearance, die radius, punch radius,
minimum bend radii, round cups, rectangular box parts
and overhang limit. It covers part design considerations
and practical part and tooling design rules in order to
improve the formability of aluminum stampings and
design methodology.
Key words: deep drawing, aluminium, die, formability

1. INTRODUCTION
Successful deep drawing depends on many factors.
Ignoring even one of them during die design and build
can prove disastrous. However, regardless of the many
factors involved, the most important element to a
successful deep drawing operation is initiating metal flow.
The following are key elements affecting metal flow, and
each of them should be considered when designing,
building, or troubleshooting deep drawing stamping dies:
material type, material thickness, n and δ values, blank
size and shape, part geometry, press speed (ram speed),
draw radii, draw ratio, die surface finish, die temperature,
lubricant, draw bead height and shape, binder pressure,
binder deflection, standoff height.
Because thicker materials are stiffer, they hold together
better during deep drawing. Thicker materials also have
more volume, so they can stretch longer distances.
Die surface finishes and lubricants are important because
they can reduce the coefficient of friction, allowing
materials to slide through tools more easily. Die
temperatures can affect the viscosity of lubricants. As a
controller of metal flow, draw bead height and shape can
cause materials to bend and unbend to create restrictive
forces going into a tool. Increasing binder pressure exerts

2. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
OF FORMING ALUMINIUM
Customers and government regulators continue to demand
environmentally friendly, fuel-efficient cars. Of all the
ways to increase efficiency, weight reduction is by far the
most effective. Automotive weight can be reduced by
optimizing the design and using a lightweight material.
Aluminum alloy sheet is a primary candidate for use in
automotive body panels due to its good strength and
stiffness-to-weight ratios, recyclability and moderate
formability. Stretch flange features are of particular
interest since they are used in structural inner door cutouts where optimum formability is required.
On the other hand, aluminium is universally known for its
inability to stretch, its abrasive nature, and its tendency to
wrinkle. Although these statements may be partially true,
aluminum does have several advantages:
1) It is about one-third the weight of steel, which makes it
an ideal candidate for aerospace products that require
certain strength-to-weight ratios.
2) It has good dent resistance for outer body automotive
panels.
3) It is fully recyclable.
4) It is rust-proof (brown rust).
As disadvantages, aluminum is:
1) Far more expensive that steel.
2) Limited to certain geometric features using economical
processes.
3) Abrasive to tooling (aluminum oxide is very abrasive).
4) Difficult to weld.
5) Prone to severe springback.
Commercially pure aluminum has a tensile strength of
about 90 MPa, so its usefulness as a structural material in
this form is somewhat limited.
By alloying and cold working, the strength of aluminum
alloys can be approximately doubled. Much larger
strength increases can be obtained by alloying aluminum
with small percentages of one or more other elements,
such as manganese, silicon, copper, magnesium, or zinc.
Some alloys are further strengthened and hardened by
heat treatment, giving them tensile strengths approaching
600 MPa.
Aluminum has one-third the Young's modulus of steel.
Thus, the final product stiffness will be reduced unless the
product design is modified to account for this factor. Two
possibilities are to increase the ribbing used in the product
or to increase the part thickness.
The reduction of Young's modulus will result in an
increased tendency for wrinkling, oil canning, and surface
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distortion. Flange wrinkling typically can be controlled by
using a blank holder (binder), but wrinkling, oil canning,
and distortion in the product body or addendum features
(gainers, drawbars, and ribs) can be difficult to control.
Increasing the material thickness can improve these
problems, but the best method is to introduce more
appropriate geometric features in the problem addendum
areas.
The yield strength of aluminum alloys is less than that of
steel. Consequently, the overall strength, dent resistance,
energy absorption, and crash resistance of an aluminumalloy stamped panel also are lower than in a steel stamped
panel. Certain alloys series can be baked after forming to
increase yield strength. Otherwise, good design must be
employed to make up for this strength loss. To achieve
good part quality and accuracy in aluminum stampings,
many die and part design rules must be observed.

3. TECHNOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
FOR ROUND CUPS

appropriate distance from the blank edge, and the die
entry radius is acceptable, the metal can flow freely,
progressively thickening as it enters the die cavity (fig. 3).
When a very tall small-diameter part is being processed,
draw reductions likely will be necessary (table 1). A draw
reduction is a process in which a part is first formed
within acceptable draw ratio limits and then is
progressively reduced or reshaped to a desired profile.
The most important factor to remember when performing
draw reductions is that all of the material necessary to
make the final part shape must be present in the first
draw. Figure 4 is a reduction chart for the first, second,
third and fourth draws with draw-quality aluminium.
Reduction percentages are based on thickness and type.
Die clearance, uD is the distance between the punch
surface and the die surface. In deep drawing, if the die
clearance is too large, the component forms a cone instead
of a cylinder. If the die clearance is too small, ironing can
take place, which increases the drawing load and the
danger of cracking.

In general, deep drawing (figure 1) is a process in which a
blank is forced into or through a die by a punch to form a
hollow component that has essentially the same thickness
as the original material. The most critical region of a deep
drawn cup is the flange because of the circumferential
stresses that occur there.

Fig. 2. Drawn cups

Fig. 1. Draw principle sketch
The draw ratio is the relationship between the size of the
draw post and the size of the blank. The draw ratio must
fall within acceptable limits to allow metal to flow.
During forming, a blank is forced into circumferential
compression, which creates a resistance to flow. If the
resistance is too great, the cup fractures (figure 2). If the
post is too small or too far from the blank edge, the metal
stretches and thins to the point of failure. If the post is the

Fig. 3. Draw ratio

Table 1. Reduction percentages for various thicknesses of draw-quality aluminium
Thickness of
Reduction from
Reduction from 1st Reduction from 2nd
st
material [mm]
blank to 1 draw
draw to 2nd draw
draw to 3rd draw
0,2 – 0,4
73 % … 68 %
83 % … 82 %
83 % … 81 %
0,5 – 0,7
65 % … 61 %
79 % … 78 %
80 % … 79 %
0,8 – 0,9
58 % … 56 %
77 % … 74 %
78 % … 76 %
1,0 – 1,1
54 % … 53 %
72 %
75 %
1,3 – 1,4
53 % … 52 %
71 %
74 %
1,5 – 3,2
52 %
70 %
73 %
3,2 – 6,3
53 %
72 %
74 %
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Reduction from 3rd
draw to 4th draw
83 % … 81 %
80 % … 79 %
78 % … 76 %
75 %
74 %
73 %
74 %

4. TECHNOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
FOR SQUARE DRAWS
Because of the radial corner profile, material flowing
toward the corners is forced into compression. The
straight sections of the square are simply being bent and
unbent. Considerably less flow restriction takes place in
the straight walls of a square draw than in the corners
(fig.5).
Fig. 4. Draw reduction
To determine the post diameter and height of the first
draw, the total surface area of the finished part must be
calculated. (If the part is to be trimmed, allow additional
material during this calculation.) The calculated surface
area is then converted into a flat blank diameter. The
primary step in calculating the first draw post diameter is
determining the blank diameter.
Multiplying the blank diameter by the percentage given in
the chart, and then subtracting the result from the original
blank diameter, yields the diameter of the first draw post.
It is important to remember that all dimensions are taken
through the centerline of the material. The height of the
first draw is an area calculation directly related to the
material necessary for finished part.
Other important factors for successful deep drawing are
the size, accuracy, and surface finish of the die entry
radius. Decisions regarding the die entry radius should be
based on material type and thickness.
Die radius, rD, depends on the thickness of the workpiece.
To lower the drawing load, large radii are desired. Large
radii, however, reduce the contact area between the blank
holder and the flange and increase the tendency to form
wrinkles in the region of the die radius. The possibility of
wrinkle formation is reduced if the die radius selected is
small. Recommended values for die radii for aluminum
stamping are 5 to 10 times the sheet thickness.
Selecting the proper punch radius, rp, is essential to obtain
a good-quality part. For small components of large sheet
thickness, it is advisable to use a gentle transition (for
example, parabolic) from the punch radius to the
cylindrical portion of the punch to avoid wall thickness
reductions in the transition zone from the bottom of the
cup to the wall. The punch radius must never be smaller
than the die radius, or the punch might pierce the material.
The recommended punch radii values for aluminum
stampings are in the range of 8 to 10 times the sheet
thickness. Punch radii greater than 10 times the sheet
thickness will cause wrinkling because of the high
compressive hoop stresses that occur while the sheet
wraps around the punch radius.
The minimum bend radii to sheet thickness ratios, r/s0, is
between 0,3…1,2.
In drawing round cups from higher-strength alloys of the
same gauge, the maximum single depth of draw must be
reduced. The diameter and height of a part should be such
that the ratio of punch diameter to blank diameter, dp/dB,
is at least 0,5 for 2024-O or 5052-O aluminum alloys and
0,3 for 6061-T4/ T6 alloy. The die radius should be within
the range of 5 to 10 times sheet thickness, with 8 sheet
thickness optimum.

Fig. 5. Square draw sketch and efforts.
Increasing the profile radius of the draw greatly increases
the ability to draw deeper in a single operation because a
larger profile radius reduces compression.
Increasing the profile radius and reducing the blank size
reduce forming severity. Mitering the corners of the blank
also can help to reduce compression. To help balance
metal flow conditions during square draws involving
heavy metals, it may be necessary to draw spot the corner
areas of the binder or draw ring face with respect to the
increasing material thickness. This process allows metal
to thicken in corners without being pinched excessively
between the draw ring and the binder. If a proper draw
spot is achieved, blank holding force is evenly distributed
through the perimeter of the drawn shell. When thin
metal is used, draw spotting the corners may
cause undesirable wrinkling in the relieved areas. This
results primarily from a lack of control of the metal flow
and the inability of thin stock to resist wrinkling.

Fig. 6. Draw depth for square draw
In drawing rectangular or box-shaped parts, the draw
depth is limited to 7 times any corner radius, rC, from 12,7
to 25,4 millimeters or 12 times corner radii of 6,35
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millimeters or less (fig.6). Both the draw and the corner
radii must be a minimum of 5 times the sheet thickness;
bottom radii, rB, can range from 3 to 8 times the sheet
thickness.
For 3003-O, 2024-O, and 5052-O alloys, the box heightto-width ratio is about 0,6 for corner radii up to 9,5
millimeters and 0,75 for radii exceeding 12,7 millimeters.
Included corner angles of less than 60 degrees reduce the
feasible depth of draw.
If the square drawn shell is too tall to be drawn in a single
operation, it must undergo a draw reduction. As with
round draws, all material necessary to make the final part
must be present in the first draw. Draw reductions for
square shells are achieved by increasing the profile radius
to acceptable compression limits and increasing the width
and length to obtain the necessary surface area of the
finished part.
The overhang limit is the limit of a certain amount of
material that is not supported in the die. The maximum
overhang for aluminum should not exceed 75 times the
sheet thickness. As shown in fig. 7, an overhang of 50
times the sheet thickness or less is desirable. When an
overhang is too large, wrinkling caused by compression
stresses will occur in shrink flanging areas.

A successful aluminum stamping begins with a good
product design. Because aluminum has poor strain
distribution characteristics, the part either must be
designed to stretch evenly, or the part’s geometry must be
obtained by feeding the metal into the draw cavity.
It was shown that die entry radii and draw ratio depends
on the number of operations which are necessary to obtain
the drawn part. Were presented some values for these
parameters, and also was presented the principle of using
blank holder force, in order to increase the quality and the
precision of the manufactured part.
The draw ratio is the direct relationship between the draw
punch diameter and the size of the starting blank. Metal in
compression resists flow; therefore, you must limit the
amount of metal in compression.
If the blank edge is too far from the edge of the punch, the
metal does not flow and stretches extensively. If the blank
edge is close enough to the punch, the metal is forced to
compress, resulting in inward flow.
Large radii and gentle flowing geometries are used to help
force the metal to stretch as evenly as possible. Aluminum
inherently does not like to stretch extensively within a
small area, but it can be stretched a little over large areas.
The key is to design the part so that it forces even stretch
distribution of the metal.
Keeping friction to a minimum while controlling metal
flow is also a condition for successful deep drawing.
Excessive blank holder pressure forces the aluminum to
stretch. It must be used just enough pressure to keep the
aluminum from wrinkling, or use stand-offs to control the
gap between the die face and the blank holder surface.
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Fig. 7. Overhang limit
Other guidelines to follow when drawing square shells
include:
 Use the minimum blank size required to make the part.
 Use standoffs to control metal flow, not binder pressure.
 To redraw a square shell, increase the width, length, and
profile radius of the first draw to contain the necessary
surface area of the final part geometry.

5. CONCLUSION
Many controlling factors contribute to the success of an
aluminum deep drawing, and many of those factors are
controlled to a great degree by the mechanical properties
of the aluminum sheet.
This paper highlights only the most frequently violated
design and build principles for aluminium parts. Although
designing and building deep draw dies is fast becoming a
science, the fundamental metal flow principles should
never be ignored, for they are the foundations of a
successful deep drawing operation.
Most general use aluminum alloys have elongation
percentages ranging from 10 % up to perhaps 25 %. This
is poor elongation compared to commonly used steels.
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INFLUENCE OF THE STRESS-STRAIN
STATE ON THE SPRINGBACK OF
METAL SHEETS
Crina AXINTE
Monica IORDACHE

Abstract: In the case of thin sheet metal forming
processes, springback is a problem all designers and
manufacturers deal with. This phenomenon manifests in
different ways, is influenced by different factors and is
determined by a certain stress-strain distribution within
the formed parts.
The aim of this work is to determine the stress-strain
distribution within the conical deep-drawn parts in order
to correlate it with the springback intensity. By
understanding this relationship, it will be possible then to
find methods to increase the parts accuracy by controlling
the springback phenomenon. The analysis is made by
using the ABAQUS software.
Key words: stress state, springback, conical deep-drawn
parts

1. INTRODUCTION
The manufacturing of light products obtained from metal
sheets made from different materials (the high strength
steels, aluminium and titanium alloys, etc.), with constant
or different thicknesses and with a high dimensional and
shape accuracy, represents an important objective of the
modern industry, especially for the field of automotive,
aeronautics industry, building of agricultural machines,
domestic appliance industry, etc. In the case of all these
industrial fields, the manufacturing of parts from metal
sheets by cold plastic forming processes must be
performed with a high accuracy, in order to assure an
easier assembly of the independent parts into the complex
structure. On the other hand, in the frame of these fields,
the parts made from homogeneous metal sheets were
replaced by parts made from welding metal sheets, which
have a multitude of technical and economical advantages.
The increase of the accuracy of deep-drawn parts made by
metal sheets can be obtained by the application of modern
method and techniques of experimental research,
modelling and simulation of the forming process, and also

by monitoring, control and optimization of the forming
process. In this sense, the efforts will be directed towards
the study of the instability phenomena which accompany
the forming processes and which determine the
inaccuracy of the formed parts. One of the most severe
problems encountered by the manufacturers of parts
obtained by plastic forming of metal sheets is springback,
which exerts a significant influence on the shape and
dimensional accuracy of the formed parts. The study of
this phenomenon is very important especially in the case
of complex parts, made of alloys with high strength
characteristics, for which special conditions of quality and
dimensional accuracy are imposed.
In the frame of this work we will determine the stress
distribution within the conical deep-drawn parts in order
to correlate it with the springback intensity. By
understanding this relationship, it will be possible then to
find methods to increase the parts accuracy by controlling
the springback phenomenon.
The analysis will be performed by simulation with finite
element, using the ABAQUS software.

2. METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
The simulations were performed by using a symmetrical
two-dimensional model (fig. 1). In order to reduce the
computational time, only half of the assembly was
modeled. Also, the blank was considered deformable
while the tools were considered analytical rigid.
The integration method was Gaussian with 7 integration
points, equal distributed through the sheet thickness. The
sheet used in investigation was made in FEPO 5MBH
steel with the following elastic properties: Young’s
modulus 2x105 MPa, Poisson’s ratio 0.3, density 7800
kg/m3. The material was considered elastic-plastic with
an isotropic hardening on the elastic field and anisotropic
on the plastic field. The blank had 100 mm diameter and
0.8 mm in thickness.
The working parameters were as follows: punch stroke –
29 mm, blankholder force – 25, 50, 75 and 100 kN,
coefficient of friction – 0,1.

Fig. 1. Geometrical model used in simulation
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3. SIMULATION RESULTS
3.1. Determination of the stress state
The complex loading of material during the forming
process leads to an alternative compressive-tensile state
on the upper zone of sheet and opposite on the lower one.
Particles inside the material follow different flow paths in
adjacent zones, generating thus residual stresses. These
stresses correspond to particular boundary conditions;

once these conditions are modified (for instance, when
tools are removed) a redistribution of stresses according
to the fundamental principle of equilibrium occurs,
producing the springback phenomenon. Therefore,
knowledge of stresses distribution within the formed parts
represents an essential condition to understand the
variation of the springback parameters.
In our case, the stresses distribution obtained for different
values of the blankholder force is presented in figure 2. In
order to better observe the evolution of stresses as a
function of used blankholder force, diagrams presented in
figure 3 were realized.

Fig. 3. Evolution of stresses function of blankholder force
(deep-drawing and springback, respectively)
The two faces of sheet were considered as it is shown in
figure 4.

Fig. 4. The sheet faces

Fig. 2. Stresses distribution
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Analysing the above diagrams, the following remarks can
be stated:
a. in the case of deep-drawing operation, the increase of
blankholder force value determines the following
evolution of stresses:

 the decrease of stresses at the bottom of part, with
the mention that no difference between the stress
states corresponding to the value of blankforce
equal to 75 and 100 kN was obtained (fact
observed along the entire part profile);
 the increase of stresses at the level of punch radius
and part wall; an important difference can be
observed only between the stresses corresponding
to the blankholder force value of 25 kN and the
other values - 50, 75, 100 kN - that determined
almost the same state of stresses;
 the decrease of stresses at the level of die radius
and flange of the part.
b. after springback, the stresses decrease significantly,
keeping only some higher values in the region
corresponding to the radii of part. This evolution will
determine modification of the part profile that will
differ from the theoretical one, fact that will be
observed in the next section.

3.2 Quantification of springback
In order to quantify the amount of springback, the
following steps were performed (fig. 5):
 the simulation of the deep drawing process into
ABAQUS/Explicit;
 the import of the forming results into
ABAQUS/Standard to simulate the unloading phase;
 the determination of the parts profiles using some
macros and calculus sheets;
 the measurement of the above resulted profiles using a
CAD software.

during the investigation in order to quantify the effect of
springback are shown in figure 6.

a. theoretical profile of part

b. supervised parameters
Fig. 6. Geometry of the part
The influence of blankholder force on the analyzed
geometrical parameters of part, obtained as result of the
performed simulations, is shown in figure 7.

Fig. 7. Part profile
Fig. 5 Springback quantification
The theoretical dimensions of the finished part and the
geometrical parameters whose variation was supervised

The values of geometrical deviations from the theoretical
profile due to the springback phenomenon, when different
blankholder forces were used, are presented in table 1.
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Table 1 Deviations from the theoretical profile of part
BHF
[kN]
25
50
75
100

R1
[mm]
0
0,12
0,32
0,76

R2
[mm]
49,58
55,15
58,14
69,78

R3
[mm]
140,23
-

R4
[mm]
4,75
4,69
4,48
4,21

α
[°]
0,42
0,39
0,26
0,13

By correlating the stresses distribution with the variation
of springback parameters, as a function of used
blankholder force, the following aspects were remarked:
 at the flange level, high values of the blankholder
force induce into material a state of stresses favourable
to the springback reduction;
 at the level of the part wall and in the zone
corresponding to the die radius, springback increases
due to the relaxation of material that was obeyed to
large tensions during the forming operation;
 in the zone corresponding to the punch radius, positive
effects on the springback parameter has the state of
stresses induced by the high blankholder force values.

4. CONCLUSION
 The residual stresses distribution within the conical
drawn part as a function of blankholder force and its
effect on the springback intensity was analized by
using the simulation with finite element method.
 The geometrical parameters of the part whose
variation was investigated in order to quantify the
amount of springback where as follows: the radius of
connection between the part flange and part sidewall
R1, the radius of connection between the part bottom
and part sidewall R4, the angle of flange α and the
curvature radii of the part sidewall R2, R3.
 The analysis of residual stresses distribution within
the conical drawn parts allowed explaining the
variation of the springback parameters as a function of
the blankholder force variation. I was observed that
high values of the blankholder force induce into
material states of stresses favourable to the springback
reduction in some zones of the part (flange and the
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zone corresponding to the punch radius); in other
zones (part wall and the zone corresponding to die
radius) the amount of springback increases when the
blankholder force increases and the reason could be
the complex way the material is loaded during the
forming operation.
 By using proper values of the blankholder force
during the forming process, proper stress states could
be induced into the formed material such that they
lead to minimum amount of springback.
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which still predominantly uses cutting technologies for
small- to medium-batch production.

Type 1

Type 2

ANALYSIS OF MATERIAL-SAVING
SUBSTITUTION TECHNOLOGY FOR
MANUFACTURE OF BUSHING FOR
CARDAN JOINT NEEDLE BEARING
Ilija TRBOJEVIĆ
Ognjan LUŽANIN
Dejan MOVRIN
Аbstract: This paper reviews prospects of substitution of
cutting technology with forming technology for a mediumbatch production of a bushing for cardan joint needle
bearing, which would allow material saving. The novel
manufacturing process uses cold extrusion which can be
classified as the so called NNSF (Near Net Shape
Forming) tecnology, since it results in workpiece
dimensions which are close to required and a very high
surface quality and shape accuracy. Used in the analysis
were several characteristic dimensions of the bushing
from the line of products of a domestic roller bearing
factory, which still predominantly relies on cutting
technologies. The analysis encompassed a detailed review
of preliminary and final bushing shape for both
manufacturing technologies, with a focus on material
saving. Also reviewed was determination of a critical
batch size based on the equivalent of material and tool
savings, which represent the major limitation in
application of the novel technology .
Key words: bushing, cutting, forming, material, savings.

1. INTRODUCTION
The rationale behind any technology substitution is to
decrease costs of manufacture, while at the same time
maintaining or even increasing the quality of product as
compared with the substituted technology.
This paper analyses economic justification of substituting
the cutting technology with some forming technology, for
a medium-batch manufacture of a bushing for cardan joint
needle bearing in order to achieve material saving.
The bushing for cardan joint needle bearing (Fig. 1) - was
chosen based on the detailed analysis of the line of
products of a domestic manufacturer of roller bearings

Fig. 1. The final shape of the needle bearing bushing
In domestic factories, bushings are predominantly
machined from initial billet, on automated or semiautomated machines. This method is justifiable for smallbatch production, since turning is completed in one setup,
producing high surface- and shape-quality.
However, the main disadvantages of this method are high
material losses and a relatively extended production cycle
which step up total material costs, labour and energy.
These problems become more pronounced with the batch
size increase.
Manufacturers worldwide have long since substituted
cutting technologies for large-batch or mass production of
such or similar parts. Novel manufacturing technologies,
mostly based on plastic forming, already are in broad use
and are under continuous development and advancement.
This paper focuses on the determination of the critical
small- and medium-batch size for which the substitution
of technology is justified.
Application of plastic forming technology results in lower
material waste, lower labour and energy costs, but also
exacts higher tool costs while producing lower quality.
The quality in such processes can be expressed as the
finishing allowance for machining. However, there is a
tendency towards development and application of
manufacturing technologies (Net Shape Forming - NSF)
which are able to produce parts which require no
additional machining, especially in the cases of larger
batch sizes where maximum accuracy of form and
dimensions is required.
In the case of parts with higher demands for dimensional
accuracy and surface quality, such as the roller bearing
components, Near Net Shape Forming – NNSF methods
are highly applicable. They allow manufacture of parts
which are of almost finish quality with finishing
allowances for grinding.
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2. SELECTION OF SAMPLES AND NEW
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
Based on numerous examples from the manufacturing
practice and literature, as well as drawing on experience
from laboratory experiments with plastic forming, one can
conclude that the most appropriate technology for
manufacture of bushing for cardan joint needle bearing is
the method of cold backwards extrusion (Fig. 2), with
following characteristics:
- high material usage ratio,
- low labour and energy costs,
- deformation strengthening of material,
- accurate shapes and dimensions which are close to
the finish quality (NNSF).

Tab.1 Basic dimensions and nett mass of
selected bushings
No

Nominal
bushing
designat.

1

Basic dimensions [mm]

Mass
Gn [kg/pc]

φd
15,7

H

h

20

φD
20,3

13,0

2,7

0,017

2

27

27,3

21,5

21,3

3,2

0,046

3

35

35,3

26,6

26,0

4,7

0,107

4

48

48,3

39,5

32,8

4,2

0,196

5

65

65,3

56,0

46,9

7,0

0,461

Complete analysis of technology substitution requires
comparison of total costs of manufacture for the original
and the novel technology, provided that such data exist.
Due to lack of accurate data, as well as for the sake of
bravity, we focus on material costs which can be
determined with the required accuracy.
As regards the rest of the manufacturing costs, some
general qualitative conclusions can be drawn.

3. STRUCTURE OF MANUFACTURING
COSTS
For the existing manufacturing technology (I) the total
costs of manufacture per bushing unit ( TpI ), up to the
stage of finishing grinding, which are the same for the
novel method, are defined by the following relation:
I
TpI = TrI + TeI + Tam
+ TaI + TmI [Є/pc],

Fig. 2. Backward extrusion
(1-specimen, 2-die, 3-stamp, 4-workpiece, 5-thruster)
This method achieves shape which is very near to the
required shape given in Fig. 1. The finishing of details on
the top and bottom surfaces which cannot be realized by
forming, requires additional turning. High requirements
regarding dimensional accuracy and surface quality, also
require grinding, which means that finishing allowances
for turning and grinding must be provided.
For the purpose of the analysis, five bushing sizes were
adopted. Their basic dimensions, together with turning
and grinding allowances, as well as the required masses
(Gn), according to Fig.3, are given in Table 1.

(1)

I
):
that is, in the case of mass production ( Tps

I
I
Tps
= n TpI = n( TrI + TeI + Tam
+ TaI + TmI ) [Є/ser]

(2)

where:
TrI – labour costs,

TeI – energy costs,
I
Tam
– machine ammortization costs,

TaI – tool costs,

TmI – material costs,

n – batch size.
Similar costs configuration is found with the novel
manufacturing technology (II) which is based on plastic
forming, with the difference of additional costs for
turning ( TdII ), required for the finishing of the cut-off
surfaces and shape correction. In that case, the unit costs
( TpII ) are:
II
TpII = TrII + TeII + Tam
+ TaII + TmII + TdII [Є/pc],

(3)

II
):
that is, in the case of mass production ( Tps
II
TpsII =n TpII = n( TrII + TeII + Tam
+ TaII + TmII + TdII )[Є/ser]. (4)

Fig. 3. Dimensions of bushing produced by extrusion
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Obviously, the novel technology brings significant
material savings, since the final workpiece shape is

obtained by forming the specimen (Fig. 2), while material
losses to chip removal are minimal.
Besides, there are evident energy savings, with potential
savings in machine ammortization, since the process of
forming is several times shorter than the machining.
The labour costs are lower with the novel technology
mostly because it requires less qualified operators.
The savings we considered are somewhat diminished by
the costs of additional machining ( TdII ).
There are no savings in the tool department. While cutting
technologies require relatively cheaper, standard tools,
which can be sharpened and reused several times, plastic
forming technologies demand special and very expensive
tools, whose price remains the major prohibitive factor in
technology substitution.
When considering economic justification of technology
substitution, it is necessary to first determine tool costs
equations ( TaII ) depending on the total costs of tool
manufacture for the batch

TaII =

( TaIIs )

and the batch size (n):

ΤasII
[Є/pc].
n

(5)

In order to cut back these costs for smaller batch sizes,
less complex tools are preferable.
The total costs of tool manufacture for the batch ( TaIIs ) can

be determined:
- approximately - relying on experience, or
- exactly - based on the tool vendor's offer .
If the comparison between the unit tool costs ( TaII ) and
total costs ( TpI ) shows large differences ( TaII << TpI or

TaII >> TpI ), it is easy to decide in favour or against
technology substitution.
In the case of less pronounced differences, it is desireable
to determine and compare the total costs for both
technologies.
Contrary to the soaring tool costs in the case of novel
technology, there is a slump in material costs. The
reduction of material costs can exceed 50%, depending on
the workpiece dimensional relationships.
The present technology's material costs are:

TmI = Cm· G Ib [Є/pc],

Based on the total tool costs for the batch ( TaIIs ) and the
unit material costs saving (∆Tm) there follows conditional
boundary batch size (nam):
II
nam = Tas [pc/batch],

∆Tm

(10)

which represents the number of pieces (parts) for which
the tool costs are entirely compensated by the material
costs saving.
Further consideration is focused on the review of initial
and finished workpiece for both technologies, with
determination of dimensions and gross mass of required
material ( G Ib , G IIb ) for the selected bushing shapes. This
data is required to define the unit material costs saving
(∆Tm), the conditional boundary batch size (nam), as well
as the costs saving for some batch variants (∆Tms).

4. MATERIAL INPUT FOR CUTTING
TECHNOLOGY
Exact calculation of the total volume, i.e. gross mass of
material required ( G Ib ), and material costs ( TmI ), require
exact dimensions of the specimen for machining (cutting
technologies).
Fig.4 shows the basic geometry of bushing, with turning
allowances, which represent specimen dimensions.
Following designations are used:
φD, φd, H, h - basic geometry of bushing with turning
allowances,
φDo, Ho, - overall specimen dimensions,
a - facing allowance,
b - cut-off allowance.
Specimen dimension φDo is chosen from the standard
billet diameters.

(6)

while for the novel technology:

TmII = Cm· G IIb [Є/pc],

(7)

where:
Cm – material costs [Є/pc],
G Ib , G IIb – gross material masses for the present and
novel technologies [kg/pc].
Unit material costs saving are:
I

II

∆Tm = Tm – Tm = Cm·( G Ib – G II
b ) [Є/pc],

(8)

that is, for the batch:
∆Tm s = n · ∆Tm [Є/batch].

(9)

Fig. 4 Specimen and workpiece geometry for machining

Table 2 presents specimen dimensions for the five
selected bushing sizes, which were used to calculate the
gross volume, i.e. mass of the material required for
machining ( G Ib ).
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Tab. 2. Specimen dimensions and mass –
cutting technologies

6. MATERIAL COSTS SAVING AND
BOUNDARY BATCH

No.

Nominal
bushing
designat.

1

20

1,0

3.5

22 x 17,5

0,052

2

27

1,0

3.5

30 x 25,8

0,143

3

35

1,5

3.5

37 x 31,0

0,257

4

48

1,5

3.5

50 x 37,8

0,574

5

65

1,5

3.5

70 x 51,9

1,549

Specimen dimensions
[mm]

Gross mass

a

b

φDo x Ho

G Ib

[kg/pc]

5. MATERIAL INPUT FOR PLASTIC
FORMING TECHNOLOGY
Fig. 5 shows bushing geometry, with facing allowance
(c), and specimen geometry (Ho, Do), with cut-off
allowance (b), which define the total height of initial
material (Hou). Specimen diameter (Do) should be equal or
somewhat smaller than the outer bushing diameter.

Material saving (∆G) achieved by the application of the
novel technology is shown in Tab. 4. It equals the
difference between the gross mass of required material for
the original and novel manufacturing technoogies:
I

II

∆G = G b – G b [kg/pc],

(11)

or as percentage:
G I −G II
∆G = b b 100 [%].
G Ib

(12)

As can be seen from the table, the savings are substantial,
ranging from 46 [%] for the smallest bushing (NO 20), to
over 63 [%] for the largest bushing (NO 65). This should
be noted, considering the ever increasing demand for steel
materials whose price is likely to rise in the future.
Tab. 4. Material savings
No.

Nom.
bush.
desig.

Specimen mass
[kg/pc]

G Ib

G IIb

Mat.costs saving
[Є/pc]
∆G
∆G
[kg/pc]

[%]

1

20

0,052

0,028

0,024

46,15

2

27

0,143

0,065

0,078

54,54

3

35

0,257

0,138

0,119

46,30

4

48

0,574

0,252

0,322

56,10

5

65

1,549

0,561

0,988

63,78

Shown in Fig. 6 are the gross material inputs for all five
bushings for both manufacture technologies ( G Ib , G IIb ), as
well as their difference (∆G) which representas the
savings. Obviously, the material savings increase with the
size of the bushings.
Fig. 5. Specimen and workpiece geometry
for plastic forming

Table 3 presents specimen dimensions required by the
novel technology for all reviewed bushings (according to
Fig. 5), which were then used to calculated the total
volume, i.e. gross mass of material required for plastic
forming ( G IIb ).
Tab. 3. Specimen dimensions and mass – plastic forming
No.

Nom.
bush.
desig.

Specimen dimensions [mm]

Specimen

mass
[kg/pc]

b

c

φDo x Ho

φDo x Hou

G IIb

1

20

3,5

1,5

20x7,7

20x11,2

0,028

2

27

3,5

1,5

27x10,9

27x14,4

0,065

3

35

3,5

1,5

35x14,8

35x118,3

0,138

4

48

3,5

1,5

48x14,3

48x117,8

0,252

Unit material costs savings ∆Tm [Є/pc] are shown in
Tab. 5. They are calculated according to expression (8),
with the adopted material cost of:

5

65

3.5

1,5

65x18,1

65x21,6

0,561

Cm = 0,85 [Є/kg].
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Fig. 6. Diagram of material inputs and savings

No.

Nom.
bush.
desig.

1

20

0,052

0,028

0,0204

2

27

0,143

0,065

0,0663

Cost savings increase is proportional to batch size as well
the bushing size, according to ∆G.
In relation to tool costs, the material costs savings
calculated in Tab. 7, can be classified into two groups,
thus allowing us to differentiate between the two
technologies:
I. ∆Tms< TaIIs - area of original technology

3

35

0,257

0,138

0,1012

II. ∆Tms> TaIIs - area of novel technology.

4

48

0,574

0,252

0,2737

5

65

1,549

0,561

0,7896

Tab. 5. Material costs saving per piece
Specimen mass
[kg/pc]

G Ib

G IIb

Mat.costs saving
[Є/pc]
∆Tm= Cm·( G Ib – G II
b )

The line drawn between the two areas in Tab.7 identifies
the conditional boundary of economic justification for
technology substitution, according to the criterion of
equality between the tool costs and material costs saving.

Presented in Tab. 6 are the tool costs for the batch ( TaIIs ),
which were estimated empirically, and the conditional
boundary batch (nam), which was calculated using
expression (10).
The tool costs can be lower in the case of an own tool
production, or the adoption of various savings which are
necessary for small- and medium-size batches. A good
example of possible saving is the design of universal tools
with exchangeable cutting elements.
Tab. 6. Conditional boundary batch size nam
Conditional
boundary
batch size
[pcs/ser]

Total tool
costs
[Є/ser]

Nom.
bush.
desig.

Mat.costs
saving
∆Tm [Є/pc]

1

20

0,0204

3000

147 059

2

27

0,0663

4000

60 332

3

35

0,1012

5000

49 407

4

48

0,2737

6500

23 749

5

65

0,7896

8500

10 765

No.

TaIIs

nam

Real boundary batch sizes shall always be smaller than
the nominal, i.e. calculated ones, considering the expected
savings in labour and energy costs.
Shown in Tab.7 are material costs savings for the batch
(∆Tms), calculated according to (9) for 4 batch sizes (n):

n = 15 000; 50 000; 100 000; 150 000 [pc/batch].
Tab. 7. Material costs saving for the batch
Nom.
No. bush.
desig.

Mat.
costs
saving
∆Tm
[Є/pc]

Mat. costs saving for the batch
∆Tm s = n ∆Tm [Є/ser] [x1000]
No. of parts per batch (n) [x1000]

15

50

100

150

1

20

0,0204

0,306

1,020

2,040

3,060

2

27

0,0663

0,995

3,315

6,630

9,950

3

35

0,1012

1,518

5,060

10,12

15,18

4

48

0,2737

4,106

13,69

27,37

41,06

5

65

0,7896

11,84

39,48

78,96

118,400

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper examined the economic justification of
substitution of chip removal technology with forming
technology in the case of bushing for cardan needle
bearing. Examination was limited to a medium-batch
production with focus on material saving.
Plastic forming technology allows manufacture with less
material waste, lower labour and energy costs, however,
with lower product quality and multiplied tool costs.
Method of cold backward extrusion was selected as the
most favourable technology for manufacture of bushing
for cardan needle bearing. This method can be classified
as the so called NNSF technology, due to its ability to
produce high surface quality with shape which is very
close to final.
For small-batch production, where high tool costs
represent major prohibitive factor, there is an issue of
critical batch size, which defines the boundary of
economically justified technology substitution.
Defined in this paper is the concept of conditional
boundary batch, which can be easily determined based on
the ratio between the total tool costs for the batch and the
unit material costs saving. It represents the number of
manufactured parts for which the new tool costs are
compensated by the saving in material costs.
Analysis of material saving was based on a detailed
review of specimen and finished workpiece geometry for
both machining and plastic forming technologies. The
examined examples showed that material saving can be
significant, ranging from 46 [%] for the smallest bushing
(NO 20), to over 63 [%] for the largest one (NO 65).
Real boundary batch sizes are certainly lower than those
calculated, given the expected labour and energy savings.
Extension of application of novel technology on smallbatch production is possible if tool costs are reduced by
various measures. One of them could be the design of
universal tools with exchangeable elements.
The reviewed analysis methodology is simple and easily
applicable in real manufacturing environement. Using
more precise data on tool and material pricing would
certainly yeald better results.
The described procedure can be used for development of
a software application to be used for simple and efficient
analysis of technology substitution over a wider gamma
of bushing-shaped products, including a more complex
analysis of tool costs reduction.
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METHODS TO DETERMINE THE
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE CYCLES
OF SHEARS TYPE MECHANISMS
ASIGNED TO CUT METALLURGICAL
PRODUCTS
Adina BUDIUL-BERGHIAN
Teodor VASIU
Abstract: This survey presents two mathematical models
of preventive maintenance that take into account
stochastic factors which influence the failure rates and
working life of an entity. The models are hybrid so that
they combine the reduction of proper operation time with
failure rate. The starty point consists in idea that
preventive maintenance is done with imperfections: it is
not reduced the proper operation only but it is increased
the probability of entity failure as much as the number of
maintenance is increased. The target of this survey is to
determine the optimal graphic of planned maintenance
activities either to reduce the related costs or to maintain
the reliability above a prescribed minimum level.
Key words: cutting shear; reliability; maintainability;
working life

1. INTRODUCTION
A condition for preventive maintenance success is to
determine the moment of its execution. One of the most
used concepts is periodical preventive maintenance,
which specifies interventions done at equal times of
continuous operation. Another concept is the so-called
sequential preventive maintenance, which means that
planned interventions to be done at unequal times of
continuous operation. The first concept is more
confortable, but the sequential preventive maintenance is
more realistic because it takes into account that an entity
should be recovered oftenly as much as its working life
increases. The bond between these two concepts is done
by corrective maintenance, which is applied when the
entity fails. Corrective maintenance solves the cause of
that failure only and not all the status problems of the
entity. By other words, corrective maintenance doesn’t
change the failure rate and doesn’t increase the working
life either.

The most used two methods to determine the periods of
performing the preventive maintenance are based on
minimization of maintenance costs and keeping the
failure rate under a prescribed value.
In [5] are adopted some correction factors for failure rates
h(t) and for the proper operation time elements t within
the preventive maintenance i.e.:
1. Failure rate during the next operational time element
is ah(t), where h(t) refers to the previous time element,
a ≥1 is a correction factor and t ≥0 represents the time
refluxed from the previous intervention.
2. Time element t for proper operation of the entity
before preventive maintenance is reduced to bt after
intervention, where b ≤1 is a proper operation
reduction factor.
According to the proposal of Nakagawa, for a failure rate
h(t), t∈(0, t1), the preventive maintenance started at the
moment t1 determines a new failure rate g(t), t∈(t1, t2),
which depends on the previous failure rate and
maintenance work. This survey proposes a specific form
of g(t), using both the concept of increasing the failure
rate and reducing the proper operation according to the
entity exploitation:

g ( t1 + x ) = ah( bt1 + x )

(1)

Where a ≥1, 0≤ b ≤1 and x∈(0, t2-t1). For a = 1, the
proposed model is resized to the one of working life
reduction, and b = 0 is the equivalent of increasing the
failure rate.
Using the hybrid proposed model is developed an optimal
policy of preventive maintenance, with two implications
i.e.:
 Renunciation to the classic, uneconomical approach
of constant periods for preventive maintenance
execution;
 Execution of preventive maintenance depending on a
maximum predetermined failure rate or depending on
the related costs’ level.
2. ENUNCIATION OF MODELS AND OPTIMAL
SOLUTIONS
At this moment is necessary to specify the notations that
follow to be used:
h(t) – failure rate;
H(t) – cumulated failure rate;
λ - maximum value accepted for the failure rate;
xk – moments of preventive maintenance execution, k = 1,
2,..., N;
tk = x1 + x2 + ... + xk, k = 1, 2,..., N;
yk – continuous operation time immediately after the
number „k” of preventive maintenance, k = 1, 2,..., N;
N – number of proper operation time elements;
ak – failure rate correction factor after the number „k” of
preventive maintenance;
1 = a0 ≤ a1 ≤ a2 ≤ ... ≤ aN – 1;
k −1

Ak = ∏ ai , k = 1, 2,..., N;
i =0

bk – correction factor of proper operation time;
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c m AN h( y N ) = C

0 = b0 ≤ b1 ≤ b2 ≤ ... ≤ bN – 1< 1;
cm – corrective maintenance cost;
cp – preventive maintenance cost;
cr – overhaul cost (entity replacement);
C – average cost of entity;

⎤
⎡ N −1
AN h( y N )⎢∑ (1 − bk ) y k + y N ⎥ −
⎦
⎣ k −1
(5)
N
c r + c p (N − 1)
Ak [H ( y k ) − H (bk −1 y k −1 )] =
∑
cm
k =1

1

⎡ (1 − bk )α ⎤ α −1
dk = ⎢
α ⎥
⎢⎣ Ak − Ak +1bk ⎥⎦
It is considered the situation in which an entity is
subjected to the preventive maintenance at the moments
t1, t2, ..., tN-1 and overhauled or replaced at the moment tN.
Corrective maintenance is executed as a consequence of
failures appeared between the works of preventive
maintenance. The overhaul from the moment tN makes the
entity to be like a new one. The entity has the failure rate
Akh(t) between the numbers „ k-1” and „k” of preventive
maintenances, i.e. in the range (tk-1 , tk). The proper
operation time is bk-1yk-1, immediately after the number „
k-1” of preventive maintenance, becoming yk = xk + bk-1xk1 + ... + bk-1bk-2...b2b1x1 after the number „k” of preventive
maintenance, meaning that the proper operation time is
changed from bk-1yk-1 la yk in the range (tk-1 , tk).
Obviously yk = xk + bk-1yk-1 or xk = yk - bk-1yk-1.
From [5], the entity average cost is:
N

C=

cr + c p ( N − 1) + cm ∑ Ak [H ( yk ) − H (bk −1 yk −1 )]
k =1

(2)
There are two possibilities to determine the moments
when the preventive maintenances should be done. One of
them is to determine the periods of proper operation in
order to minimize the average cost C [2]. The other
possibility is to determine the periods of proper operation
in order to limit the failure rate or reliability [7].

2.1 Model 1
In this model, the time moments when preventive
maintenance is done are t1, t2, ..., tN-1, with overhaul done
at the moment tN. All values are considered as
independent. By other words, the variables are N and yk (k
= 1, 2, ..., N), i.e. the target of this model is to determine
the optimal values for N and yk in order to minimize the
average cost given by the equation (2).
According to [7] and equation (2), from equation

∂C
= 0 is obtained :
∂y k

Ak h( y k ) − Ak +1bk h(bk y k ) = AN (1 − bk )h( y N ) , k =
and
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where each yk (k = 1, 2, ..., N - 1) is a function of yN.
The algorithm to find the optimal maintenance time
moments is:
1. Solving the equation (2) and finding the
solutions yk in accordance with yN;
2. Replacing the solutions of step 1 in equation (5),
solving the equation and determination of yN;
3. It is chosen N to minimize ANh(yN), where yN are
the solutions acquired for step 2;
4. Calculation of yk (k = 1, 2, ..., N) through the
relations of steps 1 and 2, for the value of N from
step 3;
5. Calculation of xk = yk - bk-1yk-1, k = 1, 2, ..., N .
2.2 Model 2
In this model the preventive maintenance is executed
every time when the entity failure rate reaches the
predetermined value λ :

λ = Ak h( y k ) , k = 1, 2, ..., N

⎡
⎤
⎢∑ (1 − bk ) yk + y N ⎥
⎣ k =1
⎦
N −1

1, 2, ..., N – 1

(4)

Replacing each solution yk of the equation (3) in (4), will
be obtained :

(3)

(6)

Solving the equation (6) are obtained yk (k = 1, 2, ..., N) as
functions of λ. Replacing these expressions in (2) and
differentiating C with respect to λ, from

∂C
= 0 is
∂λ

obtained :

h( y k ) − a k bk h(bk y k ) h( y N )
+
h ′( y k )
h ′( y N ) C
k =1
=
N −1
1 − bk
1
cm
+
∑
AN h ′( y N )
k =1 Ak h ′( y k )

N −1

∑

(7)

From equation (7) is determined λ according to N; then is
find N which minimizes

h( y k ) − a k bk h(bk y k ) h( y N )
+
h ′( y k )
h ′( y N )
k =1
N −1
1 − bk
1
+
∑
AN h ′( y N )
k =1 Ak h ′( y k )

N −1

∑

(8)

Consequently the algorithm to determine the periods
when preventive maintenance should be done is:

(i) Solving the equation (6) and getting the yk as a
function of λ;

B(N ) =

(ii) Replacing the yk in equation (7) and getting the value
of λ;
(iii) It is choosen N in order to minimize the function in
the mathematical expression (8) where yk (k = 1, 2,
..., N) is obtained from the steps (i) and (ii);
(iv) Calculation of yk (k = 1, 2, ..., N) using the
mathematical expressions of steps (i) and (ii), for
value of N from the step (iii);

h(t ) = βt α −1

1
α −1

+

N −1

, N = 1, 2, ...

∑ dk

k =1

Optimal value N* for N can be find solving the
inequalities
B ( N + 1) ≥ B( N )
and

B( N ) p B ( N − 1) . The two inequalities involve:

3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
It is considered that in situation of a Shears for cutting
metallurgical steel products, which for the failure rate is
according to the Weibull distribution law:

−

AN

D(N ) ≥

(v) Calculation of xk = yk - bk-1yk-1, k = 1, 2, ..., N .

c r + c p ( N − 1)

cr
c
şi D ( N − 1) p r
cp
cp

(11)

1
N −1
ANα −1 +
dk
k =1
where D( N ) =
1
1
−
−
ANα+1−1 − ANα −1 + d N
−

∑

According to the described model, equation (3) becomes:

The optimal operation time elements up to the preventive
maintenance
have
the
following
form
α −1
Ak βy kα −1 − Ak +1bk β(bk y k )α −1 = AN (1 − bk )β y N
x k = y k − bk −1 y k −1 , k = 1, 2, ..., N where yk are given
, k = 1, 2,..., N-1
through relation (9) and (10).
For an accurate calculus of values xk, k = 1, 2, ..., N is
Solving this equation is acquired:
necessary to be known the economic parameters cm, cp
and cr, parameters α and β of Weibull law and
1
coefficients ak and bk. For economic parameters is enough
⎡ A (1 − b ) ⎤ α −1
c
c
k ⎥
to know the ratios r and r . Coefficients ak and bk
y N , k = 1, 2,..., N-1
yk = ⎢ N
cm
cp
⎢ Ak − Ak +1b α ⎥
k ⎦
⎣
c
(9) are recommended in [5]. In this numerical example r =
cp
Replacing the equation (9) in relation (4) is acquired:

[

]

1
cr + c p (N − 1) α

yN =

2, 5, 10, 20, 50,
1
⎫α

(10)

α ⎤
⎧
⎡
N −1
⎪
⎪
⎛ 1 ⎞⎢
⎥
1
α
−
c
A
A
dk ⎬
1
+
β
−
⎟ N
⎨ m ⎜
∑
N
⎢
⎥
⎝ α⎠
⎪
⎪
⎣⎢
⎦⎥ k =1 ⎭
⎩

β

α −1

]

α ⎤
⎧
⎡
N −1
1 ⎞⎢
⎪
⎪
⎛
α
−1 ⎥
c
A
A
dk ⎬
1
β
−
+
⎜
⎟
⎨ m
∑
N
N
⎥
⎝ α ⎠⎢
⎪
⎪
⎦⎥ k =1 ⎭
⎣⎢
⎩

AN h( y N )

minimization of the function

is

6k + 1
;
5k + 1

k
, k = 0, 1, 2,...
2k + 1

cr/cp
2
5
10
20
50
N*
3
15
28
42
68
Continuous operation time elements between two
planned interventions [hours]

α −1
⎫ α

of

ak =

Table 1. Cycles of preventive maintenance for the Shears
for cutting metallurgical products, based on cost
minimization

AN c r + c p ( N − 1) α

Minimization

= 4, and

The algorithm solving has been done using the MathCAD
[8] software, and the results of simulation are given in the
Table 1.

Then, the AN h( y N ) becomes :

[

bk =

cr
cm

equivalent

with

x1

38,672

43.514

46.100

48.330

51.764

x2

25,046

28.183

29.858

31.302

33.526

x3

23,738

24.937

26.419

27.697

29.665

23.390

24.781

25.979

27.825

x4
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x5

22.412

23.744

24.893

26.662

x52

12.841

x6

21.695

22.984

24.096

25.808

x53

12.667

x7

21.119

22.375

23.457

25.124

x54

12.496

x8

20.631

21.857

22.914

24.543

x55

12.327

x9

20.200

21.401

22.436

24.030

x56

12.160

x10

19.809

20.987

22.002

23.565

x57

11.996

x11

19.448

20.604

21.601

23.136

x58

11.834

x12

19.110

20.246

21.225

22.733

x59

11.674

x13

18.790

19.907

20.870

22.353

x60

11.517

x14

18.484

19.583

20.530

21.989

x61

11.361

x15

19.976

19.273

20.205

21.641

x62

11.208

x16

18.973

19.891

21.305

x63

11.057

x17

18.684

19.587

20.979

x64

10.908

x18

18.403

19.293

20.664

x65

10.761

x19

18.129

19.006

20.356

x66

10.616

x20

17.862

18.726

20.057

x67

10.473

x21

17.602

18.453

19.765

x68

11.413

x22

17.347

18.186

19.479

x23

17.098

17.925

19.199

x24

16.854

17.669

18.925

x25

16.615

17.418

18.656

x26

16.380

17.172

18.392

x27

16.149

16.931

18.134

x28

17.546

16.693

17.879

x29

16.460

17.630

x30

16.231

17.384

x31

16.005

17.142

x32

15.783

16.905

x33

15.565

16.671

x34

15.350

16.441

x35

15.139

16.215

x36

14.931

15.992

x37

14.726

15.772

x38

14.524

15.556

x39

14.325

15.343

x40

14.129

15.133

x41

13.936

14.926

x42

15.168

14.723

For the second model, solving equation (6) are obtained
the values :
1
⎞ α −1

⎛ λ
⎟⎟
y k = ⎜⎜
⎝ Ak β ⎠

, k = 1, 2, ..., N

Replacing the mathematical expression (12) in (7) is
obtained the value :
α −1
⎡
⎤ α
1⎢
c r + c p ( N − 1) ⎥
⎥
λ = βα ⎢
(13)

1⎞
⎢⎛
⎥
⎢ ⎜⎝1 − α ⎟⎠c m E ( N )⎥
⎣
⎦

where

E (N ) =

∑(

N −1
k =1

1 − a k bkα

)Ak

−

1
α −1

−

+ AN

1
α −1

Equation (8) becomes :
α −1

x43

14.522

x44

14.324

x45

14.130

x46

13.937

⎡
⎤ α
1⎢
c r + c p ( N − 1)⎥
⎥
βα ⎢
1⎞
⎢ ⎛
⎥
⎢ ⎜⎝1 − α ⎟⎠c m ⎥
⎣
⎦

x47

13.748

where :

x48

13.562

x49

13.378

x50

13.196

x51

13.017
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(12)

F (N ) =

N −1

−

∑ (1 − bk )Ak

k =1

1

[E (N )]α
F (N )

1
α −1

−

+ AN

1
α −1

(14)

Minimization of the function given by equation (14) is
equivalent with minimization of :
α −1

[cr + c p (N − 1)] α
Q(N ) =
F (N )

1

[E (N )]α

To determine the optimal value of N* should be satisfied
the following inequalities Q( N + 1) ≥ Q( N ) and

Q( N ) p Q( N − 1) , which involve :

c
c
W ( N ) ≥ r şi W (N − 1) p r
cp
cp

(15)

where
1
α−1

α
α−1

[E(N +1)] [F(N)]
−
α
1
α
[E(N)] [F(N +1)]α−1 −[E(N +1)]α−1[F(N)]α−1
−(N −1)

W(N) =

1
α−1

As to the previous model, the values xk have the following
form x k = y k − bk −1 y k −1 , k = 1, 2, ..., N, but here yk are
given by equations (12) and (13).
Table 2. Cycles of preventive maintenance for the Shears
for cutting metallurgical products, based on limitation of
failure rates
cr/cp
2
5
10
20
50
N*
2
15
29
42
68
Continuous operation time elements between two
planned interventions [hours]

x22

14.315

14.496

14.821

x23

14.110

14.289

14.609

x24

13.909

14.086

14.401

x25

13.713

13.886

14.198

x26

13.520

13.691

13.998

x27

13.330

13.499

13.801

x28

13.144

13.310

13.608

x29

12.960

13.124

13.419

x30

12.942

13.232

x31

12.763

13.049

x32

12.586

12.868

x33

12.413

12.691

x34

12.242

12.516

x35

12.073

12.344

x36

11,908

12,175

x37

11,745

12,008

x38

11,584

11,844

x39

11,426

11,682

x40

11,270

11,522

x41

11,116

11,365

x42

10,964

11,210

x43

11,058

x44

10,907

x45

10,759

x46

10,613

x47

10,469

x1

36.924

36.987

37.299

37.771

38.618

x48

10,327

x2

24.198

24.239

24.444

24.753

25.308

x49

10,187

x3

21.456

21.492

21.673

21.948

22.440

x50

10,049

x4

20.184

20.354

20.612

21.074

x51

9,913

x5

19.356

19.520

19.767

20.210

x52

9,779

x6

18.749

18.907

19.147

19.576

x53

9,647

x7

18.261

18.415

18.649

19.067

x54

9,516

x8

17.846

17.997

18.225

18.633

x55

9,388

x9

17.479

17.627

17.850

18.250

x56

9,261

x10

17.146

17.291

17.510

17.902

x57

9,136

x11

16.838

16.980

17.195

17.580

x58

9,013

x12

16.548

16.688

16.899

17.278

x59

8,891

x13

16.274

16.411

16.619

16.992

x60

8,771

x14

16.012

16.147

16.352

16.718

x61

8,653

x15

15.760

15.893

16.095

16.455

x62

8,536

x16

15.648

15.847

16.202

x63

8,421

x17

15.411

15.606

15.956

x64

8,308

x18

15.181

15.373

15.718

x65

8,196

x19

14.956

15.146

15.485

x66

8,086

x20

14.738

14.924

15.259

x67

7,977

x21

14.524

14.708

15.038

x68

7,869
437

4. CONCLUSION
This survey presents an approaching method for
execution periods of preventive maintenance starting from
the observation that repair works reduce not only the
working life of an entity but change the failure rate as
well. As example has been chosen a Shears for cutting
metallurgical products, whose distribution law of failures
is a Weibull one, because the algorithms described in the
survey can not be solved as for a general case.
From Table 1 has been ascertained that operation time
elements between two successive repairs are reduced,
except the latest time element for which is observed a
certain increase. That means that it is properly to be done
a preventive maintenance work in accordance with the
entity age and, in the same time, it is advisable that latest
planned intervention to be executed as late as possible,
because the next repair work is the overhaul one. From
technical point of view, Table 2, the operation times
between two planned interventions decrease because the
maximum admitted failure rate is reached faster with
increasing the entity working life and age.
For other entities the survey should be replayed because
the conditions of exploitation are different.
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y1………….yn – independent variables ( it represents the
determinative quality characteristic of resistance and
plasticity )
Each charge is characterized by characteristic
parameters:
Each charge is characterized by characteristic parameters:
 medium value
−

x=
−

y=
ESTABLISHING THE INFLUENCE
OF THE LAMINATION TEMPERATURE
UPON THE QUALITY PERFORMANCES
FOR THE PRODUCTS
OBTAINED BY HOT LAMINATED
Carmen CHITARU

Abstract: This paper is issuing the results obtained
through research done in industrial conditions of
establishing the way in which the type of steel and the
technological factors of plastic processing influence the
value of the characteristics of the quality and the
possibility to operative establish these values in the stages
of manufacturing process by the intermedium of the mark
polygon, without being necessary to make final analysis
or laboratory tests. The suggested method contributes to
an easier work in the rolling departments.

1 n
⋅ ∑ xi - dependant variable
n i

(1)

1 n
⋅ ∑ yi - independent value
n i

(2)

 the value of the square average

1 n 2 −2
⋅ ∑ xi − x
n i

(3)

1 n 2 −2
= ⋅ ∑ yi − y
n i

(4)

S x2n =
S

2
yn

 the value of the dispersions

S x n = S x2n

(5)

S y n = S y2n

(6)

The values of the characteristic parameters are presented
in table 2:
Table 2. The values of the statistics parameters

Element

Measure
unit

Medium
value

Deviation
of the
square
average

Dispersion

C
Mn
Rc
Rr
A5

%
%
N/mm2
N/mm2
%

0.1475
0.524
291.11
438.0
32.544

0.0008
0.0002
4.058
6.448
0.3397

0.028
0.0888
2.0141
2.539
2.888

Key words: steel, regression analyses, mark polygon

1. ESTABLISHING THE QUALITY
PARAMETERS FOR THE USED STEEL
Experiments were done using OL 37 In steel, laminated in
a U 100 profile taking into consideration a number of 90
charges. That steel has a percentage of 80% in the
producing of profiles of different dimensions and register
the quality parameters from table 1 :
Table 1. Quality parameters for the experimented steel
Type
OL
37 ln

Chemical composition, %
Cmax
0.25

Mn
Simax
Pmax
Smax
0.26...0.85 0.07
0.065 0.055
Mechanical characteristics
Rcmin
Rr
A5min
225
363 ... 441
25

Between the nature of the metallic material and the
qualitative characteristics obtained in the experimental
activity there is a dependence that can be shown by doing
the analyses of correlation. For each charge, are known:
x1………….xn – dependent variables ( it represents the
element of chemical composition )

The coefficient of correlation rx n y n expresses the intensity
of the linear dependence between the 2 parameters and
vary in the limits -1; +1.
If rx n y n > 0 between the 2 parameters there is a direct
relation;
a growth of the independent parameter
determines a growth of the dependent parameter.
If rx n y n < 0 between the two parameters there is an
indirect relation; so a growth of the direct parameter
determines a diminishing of the dependent parameter.
The more the value rx n y n is nearer ±1, the more the
independence between the two parameters is more
emphasized.
The coefficient of correlation is found with the help of the
following relation:
439

rx n y n

1 n
⋅ ∑ xi ⋅ yi − xn ⋅ yn
n i
=
S xn ⋅ S yn

(7)

Using the values from table 2 we can determine the value
of the coefficients of correlation for the qualitative
parameters depending of the chemical composition.
In table 3 it was underlined the way in which the chemical
composition influences the qualitative characteristics,
represented by resistance and plasticity, meaning the flow
resistance Rc , the breaking resistance Rr, and elongation
A5.
Table 3. The coefficients of correlation depending on the
chemical composition
Correlated
parameter
Rc
Rr
A5

Correlation coefficients depending on
C
Mn
+ 0.375
+ 0.4393
+ 0.450
+ 0.4301
- 0.382
- 0.4101

The more the content of C and Mn increases, the more
increase the values of the resistances Rc, Rr, while occurs
a decrease of the plasticity.
In practice it is of interest the coefficient of determination
d x n y n which allows us to find out the influence that the
elements in the chemical composition have upon the
resistance and plasticity characteristics.

d x n y n = rx2n ⋅ y n ⋅100

(8)

The following values were obtained:
rTf *Rc = - 0,541 ; dTf*Rc=29,26%
rTf *Rr = - 0,587 ; dTf*Rr=34,54%
rTf *A5 = 0,651 ; dTf*A5=42,38%

2. REALIZATION OF THE REGRESSION
ANALYSES
The regression analyses allow us to trace the graphical
dependence between the nature of the material and the
qualitative characteristics.
In order to realize the regression analyses we use the
equation:

y = a⋅x+b

(9)

a,b – the coefficients of the regression straight

a = rx n y n ⋅
−

S yn
S xn

(10)

−

b = y− a ⋅ x

(11)

Deviation from the regression straight:

S = S y2 ⋅ (1 − rx2n y n )

(12)

Using the values of the characteristic parameters from
table 2 and the relations (9) – (11), we find out the
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coefficients which help us to determine the straights of
regression and also the respective deviations.
Establishing the regression equations allows us to know
during the process of lamination the qualitative
characteristics, useful to unable us to take the necessary
technological measures to improve some qualitative
indicators.
Table 4. The results of the regression analyses and of the
deviation from the regression straight
Regression
coefficients
a = -0,4
b = 661,8
a = - 0,6
b = 857,4
a = 0,40
b = - 77,18

The equation of the Deviation from the
regression straight regression straight
Rc = - 0,4 Tf ( 0C) +
S = 69,2
661,8
0
Rr = - 0,6 Tf ( C) +
S = 65,8
857,4
0
A5 = 0,40 Tf ( C) –
S = 62,9
77,18

3. THE DETERMINATION OF THE MARK
POLYGON FOR THE TEMPERATURE AT
THE END OF LAMINATION.
The obtaining of a mark polygon guaranties a growth of
the minimum quality characteristics: resistance to
breaking Rr, resistance to flowing Rc, elongation A5
improving the characteristics of the steel.
The qualitative characteristics of the steel are influenced
by other technological factors, such as the temperature at
the end of the lamination. For emphasizing the
dependence between the nature of the material and the
temperature at the end of the lamination, a statistic and
correlation analysis have been made. Researches
regarding the efficient determination of the qualitative
characteristics of the hot rolled products.
There were studied 30 charges, registering the
temperatures at the end of the lamination, and also
through laboratory tests for the resistance and plasticity
characteristics. Were established the values of the
correlation coefficients and of the share in which the
temperature at the end of lamination (Tf) influences the
qualitative characteristics.
It can be seen that a growth of the temperature at the end
of the lamination an improving of the plasticity and a
reduction of the resistance characteristics. In the same
way, there were drawn the polygons that represent the
correlation between the temperature at the end of the
lamination and the qualitative characteristics (Rc, Rr, A5).
At the drawing up of the polygons it was considered as
superior and inferior limit the deviation from the
regression straight.
The left limitative vertical is determined by the final
minimum temperature, and the right limitative vertical is
determined in correlation with the lamination condition in
order to assure a fine grain.
So, for the studied steel we obtain 3 dependence polygons
between the characteristics of resistance, plasticity and
chemical composition. The polygons, depending on the
on the temperature at the end of the lamination are
obtained using the Matlab software.
The suggested method contributes to an easier work in the
rolling departments, in the programming and qualitative

control services, as well as within the steel plant.
The application field of the research carried out can be
also extended for other steel grades, as well as in the field
on non – ferrous metallurgy.

The obtaining of a mark polygon guaranties a growth of
the minimum quality characteristics improving the
characteristics of the steel.
The polygon of the optimum temperature for the studied steel

The polygon for the resistance at flowing

450

Rr(N/mm2) , Rc(N/mm2) , A5(%)

Resistance at flow Rc (N/mm2)

400

350

300

250

200

150
850

900

950

1000

Fig. 1. The polygon for the resistance at flowing
depending on the temperature at the end of the
lamination
The polygon for the resistance at breaking
Resistance at breaking Rr (N/mm2)

350

300

250

200

1050

Temperature at the end of lamination Tf(C)

150
850

900

950

1000

1050

The temperature at the end of lamination, Tf(C)

Fig. 4. The polygon for Rr, RC, A5 depending
on the temperature at the end of the lamination

350

It results that, if Tf –at the end of lamination is between
910 - 990 0C are obtained the best characteristics. In this
case it can be noticed a growth of the of the resistance at

300

flowing Rc from 225

400

N
And in the same way are obtained for Rr
mm 2
N
N
from 370
to 410
and for A5 from 25% to
2
mm
mm 2

200

150
850

900

950

1000

1050

Fig. 2. The polygon for the resistance at breaking
depending on the temperature at the end of the
lamination
450

The polygon for elongation

400
350
300
250
200
850

N
which was shown in table 1
mm 2

to 270

250

Temperature at the end of lamination Tf(C)

Elongation A5(%)

400

900

950

1000

1050

Temperature at the end of lamination Tf(C)

Fig. 3. The polygon elongation depending on the
temperature at the end of the lamination
The superposing of the polygons for temperatures
determines the obtaining of the best polygon for the
temperatures in the frame of which are obtained the
optimum characteristics, removing the necessity of
making analysis and laboratory experiments.

26,5%.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed method for the use of the correlation
analyses allows us to establish the influence of the nature
of the steel and of the processing technological factors
upon the qualitative characteristics represented by
resistance and plasticity.
As a result of the researches it was drawn the polygon for
the optimum temperatures, useful in the industrial
practice.
This polygon defines the optimum domain for the
temperature at the end of lamination
The framing within these domains determines the growth
of the minimum values of the characteristics of resistance
and plasticity regarding the technical normative stipulated
in table 1 and guarantees the obtaining of a constant
qualitative level after processing.
Knowing the chemical composition of the steel are
established the equations that allow the research of the
technology in order to assure a qualitative level for the
final product without being necessary to perform lab tests.
We can impose a certain temperature at the end of
lamination in order to frame in the technical limits shown
in table 1.
The use of the mark polygon determines an ease of the
process in the lamination, programming sections, but it
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can be used also for other steel marks, even in non-ferrous
metallurgy. The research takes place under industrial
conditions in the hot deformation and underlines the
possibility of determining the qualitative characteristics
obtained by rolling.
On the basis of experimental data, equations have been
worked out in order to estimate the value of the strength
and deformability characteristics, thereby avoiding
laboratory analyses or mechanical tests, knowing only the
chemical composition of the steel in the ladle.

[3] ILCA, I., (1997) Researches regarding the efficient
determination of the qualitative characteristics of the
hot rolled products, Review of metallurgy, No 38, pp
435 – 445
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OPTIMIZATION OF MANUFACTURE
TECHNOLOGY OF BIMETALS MILLING
ROLLS THROUGH THE COMPUTER
SIMULATIONS
Gabriela MIHUŢ
Monika Erika POPA
Abstract: In the paper it’s proposes, in main, to obtain of
a model of numerical simulation, valid general and
applicable the whole peculiars cases of bimetal casting,
model with which help can be studied through the
computer, the optimization possibility of flowing working
condition of liquid alloy of the distribution of
temperatures field, of the liquid phase and contraction
during the solidification, with the minimum price
(necessary reimbursement of the software and calculus
equipment) in very short time etc.
Key words:
simulation

bimetal

casting,

cylinders,

Fig. 1. Casting duplex proceeding scheme of a rolling
cylinders.
In this paper has as purpose the technology optimization
of bimetal casting, in static variant, as a result of
economic technical analysis of the current technology
from S.C. Cilindrul S.A. Călan, on a 78 cylinders
φ 750x1740 mm and φ 928x3300 mm lot, and also, by
originals contributions bringed casting assemble, by
numerical modeled and simulation of the shape filling
processes and alloys solidification. In sequel, under
surname “communication vessels system”, it is will be
present the purposed bimetal casting technology.

2. STUDIES AND RESEARCHS
2.1. The establish of the bimetal casting technology
(of a communication vessels), in porous metal
consumption reduction and taking out index
increasing

computer

1. INTRODUCTION
Bimetals cylinders rolling destination are make, in
Romania, by casting of a two alloys types into a shape
from making (for inferiors axels and maselote) combined
with metallic one (for pane), this casting could be made
static (S.C. “Cilindrul” S.A. Călan) or dynamic (S:C:
Fortus” S.A. Iaşi).
Static casting presume the casting of an alloy named
“primary”, alloy whit who it is wanted to obtain of an
hard crust, and an alloy named “secondary”, who is
whicker alloyed and leads to the obtain of a middle and a
inferiors axels with mechanical characteristics of an lower
resistance, but tenacious. This variant of casting, like in
figure 1, presume more stage: primary alloy casting
trough the casting net, until the filling of a certain part of
casting shape (over the chill mould level); after this
operation, it is stay a time part to realization the hard crust
solidification, from the chill mould thru the shape center,
next moment a refer to beginning of gradually washing of
the middle with secondary alloy, and then the finale stage
– continuous washing, until the axels and middle
obtaining.

Fig.2. Proceeding and plant for casting of bimetals
rolling cylinders, with the possibility of primary alloy
casting on ranged net: 1 – inferior axle shape; 2 –
inferior frame; 3 – alimentary channel; 4 and 8 – level
signalling device; 5 – metallic shape (chill mould); 6 dissolvable membrane; 7 and 15 the foot of casting net; 9
– membrane supports; 10 – superior frame (for making of
superior axle); 11 and 13 – casting reservoir; 12 and 14 stopper; 16 – the alimentary of ranged net.
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The presented proceeding in figure 2 remove the classical
method short comings, anterior remembered, by using of
un exact quantity of an secondary and primary alloys,
realization an hard crust and passing stratum dimension
well checked, removing of cracks appearance to warm
or/and to could and the cylinder relating, on base internal
tension decreasing.
The installation for the proceeding realization it is
composes from an inferior frame 2, provided with an
alimentary channel 3 which is in relation with an
alimentary net 7 (in cascade, with two alimentary). This
from behind distribute secondary liquid alloy from casting
reservoir 11, assured with an stopper 12, which role is to
begin and interrupt the shape supply and, also, retain the
slag in reservoir 11.
Over inferior axle shape 2 it is set the metallic shape 5,
having vertical separation surface to allowed the making
out and extract cast raw cylinder. In her interior is dispose
cooling membrane dissolvable of cylinder shape 6, which
symmetrical axe correspond to with the child mould one,
her role being the one of a separate this space in two
compartments: exterior compartment A destined primary
alloy casting, for making hard crust of the pane, and
interior compartment B is destined secondary alloy
casting, which will make the cylinder middle. Separating
membrane is centered at superior part of the chill mould
by three supports 9 (manufactured from the same material
as the membrane) fixed in shape wall, which have also the
role to stop membrane raising during shape alimentation
with the two alloy. Separating membrane and fixing
supports it is realized from alloys with thermo-physical
characteristics of well-determinate material, will alled the
dissolved during the solidification of two types of pig iron
(with which comes in contact), having measured thickness
from the condition of thermal balance.
To the inferior part of the chill mould it is dispose a
second casting net (in cascade, with three supply,
vertically set) mint to the primary alloy casting, adequate
dimensioned, from the shape filling condition, in
compartments A and B of the chill mould 5, with the
same speed:
salloyI ≅ salloyII,
in which salloyI and salloyII are increasing speeds in the
shape of the two alloys, primary and secondary. Casting
reservoir 13, with who are connected the net 15, is
assured with stopper 14, having the same role as the one
in the position 12.
Presented proceeding allowed concomitant casting of the
liquid alloys, by different ways, for the liquid alloy, which
will make the axles and the cylinder middle, to rise in
shape at the same level, with the alloy which will make
hard crust or active part of the cylinder.
After the both casting reservoirs are supplied with
adequate alloys, at the optimum temperatures of casting, it
is rise de stopper 12, beginning filling sequence of the
supply net 7 with secondary alloy, fallowed by the
inferior shape filling 1. When liquid alloy touched the
inferior level of the cylinder pane, begin also the casting
sequence of the primary alloy, by the second net of
casting 15. This sequence it is initiated by rising de
stopper 14, in the moment of touching realization between
the secondary liquid alloy and level signaling device 4.
This signaling device may by a immersion thermocouple
tide to a indicator device of temperature (SPEDOMAX),
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placed on the inferior shape at the adequate quote of the
inferior level of the pane.
Departing membrane it is dimension in such way the not
dissolve her self, on her height, before the chill mould
filling with the both liquid alloys. Because of the alloys
temperature, still in liquid phase, with which comes in
contact, the membrane it is dissolve, taking place a
miscibility a the two alloys, realizing the passing zone
between the hard crust and the tenacious middle of the
cylinder, on a thickness not bigger then 20 … 40 mm,
because of the solidification, in species by meeting of the
two crystallization fronts (from the chill mould 5 to the
cylinder axe and from the cylinder axe to the cavity
periphery A).
Next sequence of the proceeding it is refer to the stopping
of the primary alloy casting, when this level is in the right
of the second signaling device 8, identical from building
point of view with the signaling device 4, established in
the superior frame, at the superior quote of the cylinder
pane. The casting stopping it is realizes by obturating
supplies net 15, by descending of the stopper 14. In this
time, the secondary alloy casting continues, until the
filling of the superior shape, when it is descending also
the stopper 12, and the supply net 7 are so obdurate.
By comparison with the classical proceeding of the
bimetals cylinders casting, the major advantage of this
method consist in the fact that it is realizing the
alimentation with liquid alloy at the constant temperature
on shape height, eliminating so the non-dissolving risk of
the separation membrane at the superior part of the pane,
where it is usually register temperature lost of secondary
alloy to approximately 100oC, face to the temperature
which enter in shape.
If the alimentation net with primary alloy would have the
alimentary disposed ranged, differenced, no in the same
vertical plane, the rotation move imparted to the liquid
alloy will be accelerated, then eventual impurity attracted
in the time of casting processes will be decanted in the
exterior stratum of the pane and in the superior part of the
cylinder matelote, parts which, any way, are removed by
mechanical processing (of the ulterior unhitched).
The method disadvantage it is refers, in first place, to
manufacture necessity of the casting equipment (chill
mould), with more orifices mint to the alimentation, in
this case appearing locals overheats in the alimentary
zones (considerate cushion for cracks to heat). Although,
exist the possibility of lowering the number of the casting
cylinders be described equipment and frequetility
replacement of the chill mould 5.

2.2. Bidimensional numerical model (with finished
differences) of bimetal cylinder solidification
It is purpose a model of numerical simulation using the
method of finished differences, of the solidification
phenomenon of the bimetal cylinders rolling. In this
purpose, the analysis field, represented by a continuous
medium (fig. 3) is transformed in a discontinuous medium
(discreet), formed by a points net (discretionary net), of
which density is given by chooses steps for each
coordinates axe (fig. 4). The temperature in each knot
represents the medium temperature of the knot adjacent
surface. In those knots it is written the differential
equations of the transforming heat transmition in

equations with finished differences.
Differential equation of the heat transmition after the
∂t
three axes has the form:
= a ⋅ ∇ 2t ,
∂τ
where: t - temperature, [oC];
τ - time, [s];
a - thermal difuzivity, [m2/s];

∇ 2 - Laplace operator (laplacian).
The realization of numerical model
imposes the establishment of the
simplifications hypothesis:
1. It is considering that the system
has perfect axial symmetry (after z
axe). As a result would not be
transmitted heat only radial and
vertical.
2. Because the cylinder has a
complex shape, this will be
simplified, removing the conics and
connection rays.
3. It is neglecting the density
variation, so of volume of the
materials which form the system.
4. The heat transmition to the chill
mould surface and the frames to the
ambient medium take place by
convection and radium.
5. It is neglecting the heat release by
the superior surface of the matelote
and the inferior one of the inferior
axle frame of the cylinder.
6. The hit transmitions by removing
Fig. 3. The
surfaces (middle – membrane – hard
dimensions cast crust – chill mould) take place by
raw cylinder and conduction.
the casting
7. The latent heat release of melting.
assemble.
It is making during liquidus –
solidus, proportional with the
temperature.

Fig. 4. Quality schem of thermic system used in
simulation: 1 – chill mould; 2 – hard crust; 3- cooling
membrane; 4 – middle and cylinder axle; 5 – axle shape.

2.3. The description and program function for
thermic field simulation. The results
presentation.
The simulation was realized for the casting assemble from
figure 3 (the casting shape and casting raw cylinder),
which geometrical dimensions are φ1440x8200 mm. As
the number of discrimination knots are bigger (for the
casting shapes, as for the bimetal cylinder), respective
enthalpy variation maximum in a smaller iteration, so as
the real time of simulation is bigger. In the case of

presented data, de simulation time was of 20 minutes for a
real time of flowing process, solidification and cooling of
500 minutes.
The program could be interrupted (time step), with the
mention that can′t be turn on from the same time step, but
must be rolled the program from the beginning. For a
better illustration of the program functions, I effectuated
captures of the computer screen, at the differentials time
steps, and the figures such as resulted are presented next,
from them obtaining regarding information to
temperatures from diverse knots of the discretionary net
and the real time (of calculation) covered of the simulated
process. At the stopping of simulation process, the
program presents the bill sticking option of simulated
parameters variation in time.
The realized program allowed the quality seeing of the
thermal field, for differentials time moments, in planes
section of the cylinders φ928x3300 mm, perpendiculars
on z axe of the chosen reference system (in cylindrical
coordinates). z axe is identical with symmetry axe of the
bimetal cylinder, and the section are situated at the
different heights face to the base plan, with whom those
are parallels (for example z = 0, the plan is situated at the
inferior axle base of the rolling cylinder).
In 1 table are presented the planes quotes of the
discretionary net section from numerical model field with
finished differentiae, those having correspondent with de
planes from real field. (casting assemble φ1440x8200
mm, for bimetal rolling cylinder).
Table 1. The coordinates of sections planes and points in
discretionary net
Mesuring plan from
Quote on z Mesuring points from
discretonary net inside of
axe
cylinder inside
cylinder
z1=1750

1 (r1 =0; z2/2 =2675),
placed in cylinder axe

z2=5350

2 (r2 =455;
z2/2=2675),
placed in cylinder
crust

z3=8000

3 (r3 = 415;
z2/2=2675), placed in
membrane
4 (r4 = 500;
z2/2=2675), placed to
the interface of chill
mould - crust
5 (r5 = 700;
z2/2=2675), placed to
the interface ambient
field – chill mould

In 5 figure is presented the dialog window which is open
with the initialization moment of the program “Bimetal
cylinder” it is realizes pushing the button “Start/Stop”. In
the very next moment, the obtained image allowed the
seeing of the discretionary net (fig. 6), of the simulation
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time and of the temperatures from different zones of
bimetal cylinder, as also the level to which are arrived the
alloys in shape. The temperatures are showed trough

Fig.5. The principal dialog window
color gradient, with the values: red for casting
temperature, blue for ambient thermal temperature and
green for their mediate. Any intermediate temperature is a
combination of those.

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

a) simulate time
200,2 s

b) simulate time
333,1 s

c) simulate time
8045,8 s

d) simulate time
11180,9 s

e) simulate time
15553,9 s

f) simulate time
24349,1 s

8

Fig.6. Seeing the simulation steps of the solidification and
filling processes of bimetal cylinder: 1 – chill mould;
2- hard crust; 3 – dissolvable cooling membrane;
4 – inferior axle; 6 – touche temperatures in differentiae
zones of the casting assemble; 7 – simulated time;
8 – iteration (simulation step).
In 6 figure, the 5 color gradient allowed an quality
analysis of the solidification in time. So, the colored
zones in red are liquidus, tore in blue are solids, and the
zone in greed shades show the distribution of biphasic
zones (liquid and solid), with other words liquidus –
solidus interval.
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From 6 figure it is could be observe that at the 4848
iteration (mining 156,458 seconds simulated time)
secondary alloy, arrived to the table level. Next step, to
158,08 seconds from the simulation beginning, mentions
the beginning of 2 crust alimentation with primary alloy,
to the temperature of t4 = 1370oC (in figure 6, indication t4
= 0 show that still it is not begin the primary alloy
casting).
The membrane temperature is introduced in simulation
with initial value t3 = 250oC, so as the one of the chill
mould t5 = 250oC. The temperature t1 is measured to the
superior part of the cylinder superior axle, and the
indication t1 = 0, from 6 figure, is refers to the fact that, at
this moment of simulation, the liquid alloy have not
arrived to the respective level.
Notes j = 34 respective lev = 1738,42, from 6 figure show
the level (z and r coordinates) to which has arrived the
fusion, meaning in 34 point of the discretionary net at the
1738,42 quote.
For a correct analysis, as a quality point of view but also
quantitatively, in 7. a, b, c, d, e and f figures are presented
the liquids alloys evolutions (primary and secondary)
during the shape filling and in solidification time.

Fig. 7. The liquid phase distribution on filling up way
of the shape and during the solidification of
bimetal cast cylinders.
Is observe from 7.a and b figures the filling of two cavity
of chill mould (2 crust and 4 middle) with the same speed
and, also, moving forward of the solidification from to the
cylinder axe (fig. 7, c, d, e and f). The program cannot

establish, so, the place of contraction defaults and either
their measure.
From the tridimensional representations of the thermal
field it is could be made the conexions between the level
(z quote) to which had increase the alloys in shape, the
temperatures and the simulated time (fig. 8). This
imagines types are obtained by activating the dialog
window Metal3DGraph, or of the buttons from main
window (3D Cem R etc).

Fig.8. The temperature variation in time, determinate at
the quotation z2/2 = 2675, after 400 minutes from the
simulation beginning
Observation: The variation graphics of the time,
temperature, at the differentiae planes of the section in
long axes r and z, use the percentual expression of the
coordinates.

Fig.9. The graphic presentation of temperature evolution
at the chill mould middle (z2/2 = 2675), after 400 minutes
from the simulation beginning
The evolution in time of the 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 points
temperature (table 1) may be fallowed by activating the
window MetalGraph, or directly, pushing the main
window buttons (Cen R, Sus R etc), presented in figure 9.
The obtained data can be exported in purpose of their
comparation with the obtained values by casuals
experimental measures, realized with the helps of

immersion thermocouples (placed in points of real field
corresponding to the points of definite measure in
discretionary net, simulated with the helps of finished
differentials method.

3. CONCLUSION
As a result of critical analysis of actual technology of
bimetal casting, in static regime, of the big diameters
cylinders, destined pane rolling, it were proposed three
variants (author own conception) of technology
improving, final, establishing as optimum the vessels
communication, which use a dissolvable micro-cooler
membrane and of ranged casting nets.
Beginning from filling up principle of the two cavity of
chill mould (A – destined to the tenacious middle
obtaining of the cylinder pane and B – destined the hard
crust realization, of equal thickness on pane generator) at
the same level, on filling up whole way, it was
dimensioned casting system, compose from the
independent alimentary two nets.
Taking account of micro-cooler effect played by the
dissolvable membrane, introduced in chill mould, was
effectuated a molding study of solidification process of
bimetals cylinders (casting from A and B fusions), in this
ipothesis.
The numerical and analytic molding of the flowing
processes solidification and cooling constitute a base
instrument, useful as in conception phase such as in the
analysis one of the metallurgical processes, which,
combined with computers use, allowed the establish of
the optimums regimes of those development.
The results and the obtained conclusions after numerical
molding with the help of finite differences method can be
extrapolated with a high veracity at the industrial
processes which take place at the solidification
conduction of bimetal cylinders of big diameters, in
porous of their quality improving in exploitation.
In the presented context, one of the main objectives of
this thesis (the quality improving of big diameters bimetal
cylinders) was realized by solidification research and the
links establishment regarding to technologic parameters
various (casting temperature, specific consume of microcoolers and those dimensions) depending on operational
variables specific of solidification processes, to
determinate the influence modalities of those in view of
obtaining of some pieces (bimetals rolling cylinders) of
superior quality, reproducibility conditions and maximum
economic – technical efficiency.
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THE ELABORATION OF THE WHEEL
BOX CASTING TECHNOLOGY FROM
THE GYRATING BREAKER FOR
BREAKING INTO PIECES HARD
MATERIALS
Ion SPOREA
Igor ARTEMOV
Remus BOBOESCU
Victor BUJOR

Abstract: In this work are presented the elaboration and
casting technologies of the antifriction wheel box of the
hard materials grinding breaker. The very big sizes of the
wheel box φ860 x 960 and height 1900 mm conditioned
the building of a casting die made of two tin rolls thick of
10 mm in order to assure the rigidity of the die and the
size precision of the casting piece.
Key words: alloy, antifriction ,die, " in rain" casting
network.

1. INTRODUCTION
The antifriction die used for the hard materials gyratory
breaker after the purveyor's documentation is casted of an
antifriction alloy that after .STAS 202-73 that may be
noted asY83.and has the chemical composition Sn 83 % ,
Sb 11 % .and with Cu 6 %.
It has to be specified that the non-ferrous alloys raise
difficult problems connected to the physical-chemical
features of the elements that are made of casting
temperatures (in our case) from 232oC to 1083oC; the
vaporization temperature from 5,8 8,94 g/cm3 to 8,94
g/cm; specific weights, the oxidation capacity etc.
That's why it has to be taken accounts of the fact that for a
successfully realization/production of the non -ferrous
alloys it is necessary to establish a rational order of the
smelting components that the respective alloy contain.
To underline the fact that the notion of. "smelting order"
can not reflect correctly the essence of the process that
take place when a component or another is introduced in
the casting, as sometimes is more advantageous to

dissolve a component witch has the smelting temperature
higher/bigger (for example Ni with the casting
temperature of 1450 oC ) in the metallic bath with a lower
temperature(the alloy case Cu-Ni at 19% Ni and the bath
at the temperature of 1190 oC ). As a consequence the
old recipe is not respected "first melt the difficult
fusible/liquefiable component and then introduce the
component easier fusible.
This fact can be thrown into relief by the state diagram
Ni-Al (fig.1) to witch for example for the production of
an alloy( prealloy) with 25-30 %Ni.if the Ni is firstly
casted at 1500-1550 oC and Al it is introduced(even in
pieces/fragments/parts) then it is possible to obtain the
casting solidification because of the presence/appearance
at 68,5% Ni and 31,5%Al of the chemical component Al
Ni witch has the casting temperature of about 1640 oC.
From the diagram of state of the binary scale Ni-Al result
that from this alloy can be obtain the casting and the
superheating of the Al over 900 oC (the most critical
moment of the alloy with 30%nickel). and then the
introduction of the Ni in different warmed up portions at
over 250 oC. From this results that the alloy is obtain not
by smelting the component that has the biggest casting
temperature but by dissolving this one in the metalic bath
that has a lower temperature than the component Ni.
This method of alloys elaboration (especially of prealloys
for the non- ferrous alloys must be taken into account all
the time as it reduced the casting and elaboration
/duration/length of time of the alloy and so of the
combustion ;it protects the elaboration kiln ( most of the
times the melting pot);the alloy is less saturated with gas;
reduced usage of deoxidizes; the reduced air pollution of
the foundry -works etc.

2. THE CASTING DIE BUILDING OF THE
WHEEL BOX FOR THE HARD
MATERIALS GYRATORY BREAKER
The wheel box antifriction sizes demand the presence of a
steel role( fig.1)where to fall out by casting the exterior
rolls 2 and the icora 3 from alloy Y83.
Because of this the casting die composed of ring aprons. 4
and 5 of steel tin thick of 10 mm, in which the metal can
be introduced on the higher part/side of the common
tunnel 7 using "in rain" a pouring/casting network 8
witch to eliminate the possible poring/castong flows. The
rig pumping 1;4 and 5 are welded on the metallic
proprieties.

3. THE ELABORATION AND CASTING OF
THE TIN BASED ALLOYS
The alloys white Sn base can be elaborated in flame kilns
(boiler type) but are preferred the electric resistance kilns
because of the very low casting temperatures .The casting
order (loading in the kilns)is depending on the nature of
the raw materials. For example:
 All the stibium quantity and the prealloy CuSb is
loaded.
 1/3 of the whole Sn quantity is introduced.
 The loading is covered with dry and small charcoal
pieces.;
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 After the smelting it is introduced the rest of Sn and if
the case also Pb;

a) Casting ensemble

Observation: The Sn quantity is introduced in portions(
and even pre warming up)in order not to have partial
solidifications ( or total) of the melting;
 The alloy is separated from the slag;
 It is well mixed and it is casted.
 During the casting it is also recommended to mix in
many turns using if wanted poles of birch tree.
Observation: If in the alloys composition with base Sn
enter big Pb quantities then is introduced on the same
time with the Sb also the prealloy CuSb. If chips or waste
material is used then they are loaded/put at the beginning
in the kiln.
For the alloys protection (melting)on the base of nonferrous metals are used waves of covering and refinement.
As wave of covering in the Y83 case is used the charcoal
which creates a protecting layer for the atmosphere and
reduced the losses by combustion as also the degree of the
melting saturation with gases .But as the charcoal is
intensively absorbing the surrounding atmosphere
humidity (and can saturate the gas melting) is obligatory
the wood coal dry/calcinations.
As it is shown in the literature and industrial practice in
the alloys with the base of Zn ,Pb ,Sn the oxides are
presented as solid inclusions. usually in floating state ,and
can move away from the melting by flotation or
stratification.(We have to precise that SnO2 has the
smelting temperature of 1627oC and the density is about
7,0/g/cm3 and Sb2O3 corresponding to 656 oC and 5,67
g/cm3. One of the methods of liquid alloy bath
purification of Pb or Sn presents /is made of a mix of the
poplar poles and due to the gases that result the Sn and Sb
solid oxides that we have presented earlier are involved.

4. THE ALLOY Y83 CASTING IN THE
GYRATORY BREAKER DIE

b) section

c) section
Fig. 1. The antifriction wheel box casting ensemble
1-inferior mould, 2-external roll,3-internal roll, 4workpiece from steel, 5-exterior lager of composition, 6interioe lager of composition, 7-casting funnel, 8-casting
network, 9-alloy
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The precautions that have been taken against the alloy
Y83 exaggerated oxidation as well as the usage of the
alloy casted small sized blocs/ casted as the protection
with the help of the charcoal during the warming up
/heating, melting ,and over warming up to the temperature
of 450 oC can not guarantee the metallic bath exclusion
and the production/apparition of .SnO2 , SnO , Sb2O3
.That is for moving away the the oxidesSnO2 , SnO ,
Sb2O3 .that are produced during the alloys elaboration of
the type Y83, it is recommended the usage of two good
effectiveness methods:
 the blow of gases in the smelting before casting;
 the introduction of solid substances in the melting in
order to produce gases;
In the usual practice the blow with chlorine or other
gases is used, and which produce a degasing of the
metallic bath but which needs special equipment and in
our case can not be put in practice from an economic
point of view. That is why it remain advantageous the
introduction of solid substances as rosin , tar, sal
ammoniac[1].The practice show that [1] the usage of 180
g/t alloy Y83 ammoniac chloride ClNH4 assure the
necessary effect of separation in slag of the oxides Sn
and Sb.
The ammoniac chloride introduction was made with the
help of the bell and for the acceleration of the separation

process was introduced also 20 g/t of S powder melted
alloy which as it is known [2] has a good effect for the
non -ferrous alloys.

5. MULTILEVEL CASTING NETWORK AS
ALTERNATIVE METHODE

that at least to dissolve or melt during the casting of
the two alloys .Fig 2
 To assure the tin dissolution but also for not
permitting the mix because of that tin smelting of
those two alloys ( 1and 2 ) the layered casting network
will be adopted/used.
 The use of the balls will be excluded and the supply of
the casting piece at angles over 10..,it will be adopted ,
respecting the spindle feeds areas .at different levels:

Alevel 1 > Alevel 2 > . . . > Alevel n [mm2] (1)
This fact allows the simplification of the casting
technology contrasting the situation from[10] where were
used balls for the alloys jets obstruction from one or
other lower level.
The main problem in this case is not the supply condition
with liquid but the condition of assurance of equal rise
speeds of the two alloys vu 1 , vu 2 ,in other words to be
respected: vu 1

Fig. 2. Method and installation for the casting bimetallic,
laminor cylinders with the possibility casting of primary
alloy through multilevel network:
1-a shape fusului inferior; 2- casting space inferior -; 3supply pipe; 4 şi 8-level marker; 5-metalic shape
(cochila); 6-membrana which will be dissolved ; 7 şi 15casting network pillar ; 9- membrane suport ; 10- casting
space superior ; 11şi 13-melt pool; 12şi 14-dop; 16network supply ; 17- support for casting network pillar;
18- the masselotte
In the plastically deformation process through lamination
the main working mechanism devices/.parts are the
lamination cylinders .As these ones have to take all the
stretching, bending, compression, twisting( whose
variations are cyclical) efforts, o have /possess higher
hardness, witch to maintain itself under the action of the
temperature also in the case of the lamination at warm , it
means to have higher resistance at dry and humid
abrasion ,it is easy to understand that the simultaneously
possession ( in the same casting piece) of the plasticity (
axial part) and resistance at usage ( at the surface)
features/properties, it can be made only by casting two
distinct metals.[3]
For the accomplishment of this desideratum in the
industrial practice they found the usage of two bimetal
casting methods of the lamination cylinders: the
centrifugal method[6] and the method with using "a
membrane" [7], [9] of separation. Any of this procedures /
methods has its own advantages and disadvantages, but
from a technological point of view it is sketched the
method of using the separation membrane with some
amendments[5].
 The usage as separation membrane ,the aluminum tin

≈ vu 2 [ m/s ] (2),what will stop of course

the premature melting of the membrane as the mix of the
alloys 1 and 2 .The accomplishment of this desideratum
can be possible if the following conditions are fulfilled:
The casting network used to follow the principal of a
minimum supply (with hydraulic braking) network that
assures the maintenance of the casting blocks full 11 and
13 during all the casting process.[9].The relation
Aa < Acz < A p [mm2], (3) will be respected. Where

Aa , Acz , A p are the areas of the spindle feeds Aa ,
surfaces of the slag sewer Acz (supply) A p and surfaces
that of the casting pillar.
The alloy casting network 1 will be arranged in layers or
even better under the shape of a slit in order to eliminate
the local overheating at the supply place, over warming
up that can melt the separation membrane much earlier
than the filling up with the two alloys of the casting shape
on the height L.
3 Calculations will be made regarding the reparation
membranes witch has to dissolve at least before the
total/complete crystallization of the two alloys ( at the
interferences alloy 1 -membrane-alloy2).
4 In order to assure the alloy 2 directed crystallization it
is necessary to made his final casting through. the
masselotte18 after the shape had been completely fill up
with alloy 2 on side L.
The calculation of the .spindle feeds surfaces in the case
the relation is respected[4] .is made with:

Aa =

G
Vt ρ t 0

(4)

where G is the weight/mass of the casted piece with the
casting network, Vt the casting speed, p the density of the
alloy that its is castyed,t0 .the optimum casting time

Vt = µ 2 gH p

(5)

In general: where µ..is the speed losses coefficient ,g the
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acceleration gravity and Hp the height of the casting
pillar at the level of the metal from the casting tunnel ,at
he entering level of the casting shape void. Finally the
casting, t0 is determined with

t0 = K G

(6)

and it is determined by the alloy nature, the casted piece
walls thickness and by many others factors, but imposed
(7)
as t 0 ≤ t î ,r
that means that the casting time to be lower than the
starting time of the "repeated stages"(the solidification of
the casted alloy in any time, in any spot, before the
casting shape void filling in completely )
Observation The calculation example is made for the
aluminum alloys (Al) and an alloy made of aluminum,
zinc, copper, magnesium called "zamac"(Z).
If we start from the imposed condition(2) we have too

t 0, I = t 0, II and from (8) t 0 I z =
respectively t 0 Al =

Gz
Vt , Zn ρ Zn Aa , Zn

G Al
Vt , Al ρ Al Aa , Al

.(9)

We deduced that :

Gz
Vt , Zn ρ Zn Aa , Zn

=

G Al
Vt , Al ρ Al Aa , Al

(10)

Taking into account the fact that Vt ,Al = Vt ,Zn (11) we
obtain the final

Aa z =

G z ρ Al Aa Al
G Al ρ z

(12)

5. CONCLUSIONS:
After producing the wheel box of the sliding bearing, the
gyratory breaker for hard materials crushing in die using
antifriction alloy the following have resulted:
5.1 The alloy Y83 being made of the elements Sn,Sb, Cu,
keen on oxygen. will be elaborated and casted in blocs
and only by a remelting the respective piece is casted. In
this case the alloy will contain much less oxides .SnO2 ,
SnO , Sb2O3 ( and even oxides of Cu ) as well as
gases(N,H,O).
5.2 For the elimination of the alloy oxides and gases is
obligatory. The operations of :protection with the dry
charcoal during the elaboration, the bath mixing( with
birch probes is advisable),the purification with salt
ammoniac before casting( preferable together with S
powder ),introduced in the metallic bath with the help of
the bell.
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THE STEEL AND METALLURGICAL
SECTOR IN POLAND AFTER
RESTRUCTURING PROCESS
Bożena GAJDZIK
Abstract: The paper shows the summary of the
restructuring process in Polish steel and metallurgical
sector with special regard to the changes in the
organization of work, management, marketing and
distribution of product. During the restructuring process
around 43 thousand employees were laid off. Besides
steelworks plants changed their organization of work.
Foreign capital that bought Polish steelworks plants had
been interested in economic improvement of their
activities. Productivity was increased. The level of
productivity of ca. 320 thousand tonnes of finished steel
products per employee per year approaches the world
level that is 500-600 tonnes per employee. In the steel and
metallurgical sector consolidation of companies, building
of distribution nets and centres take place. Besides
external changes there are internal changes, too.
Steelworks plants use modern methods of management
and work organization. Companies’ development is
sustainable and based on the balance of all activities that
is production, distribution, trading, etc. to protect
environment and to be client and worker-oriented.

applied. According to the UE directive on construction,
each new product and material needs to have a CE
certificate before it is introduced on the market. Now, all
products in steel plants are required to have a CE symbol.
The companies on steel and metallurgical market
implement a brand and marketing strategy. The brand
strategy helps the enterprises to achieve a good position
on the market. Nowadays a brand stands for a certain
value. Clients look at the enterprises through new values
such as: quality, sustainable development, solidarity,
openness, experience, enterprise, leadership, etc. So we
can say that the new brand of steel producers is connected
with ‘responsible business’. Modern steelworks plants’
strategies are active, constant and preventive and they are
also a set of activities integrated into the environmental
protection domain.

2. RESTRUCTURING PROCESS IN STEEL
AND METALLURGICAL SECTOR
The restructuring process is a consequence of changes
that have taken place in the Polish economy after 1989.
Restructuring of the metallurgical sector was part of the
country’s development programme in the period of
transformation. The restructuring process stands for
complex changes in ownership, organization, technology
and finance of companies in a given industry sector [1]. In
1991 the Polish government commenced work on the
restructuring programme for Polish steelworks. The
programme was eventually approved in December 1992.
It was subsequently updated due to changes in the sector
and other external circumstances (Polish membership in
the EU).
Table 1. Polish iron and steel industry restructuring
periods [2]
Period I
(1992-1995)

The Polish government draws up first
restructuring programmes for the
metallurgical sector

Period II
(1996-1997)

Faced with the prospect of market
economy the companies develop their
strategies.

Key words: restructuring process, change management,
sustainable development

1. INTRODUCTION
The Polish steelworks plants after restructuring process
changed. They more and better produce. The employment
was reduced. The products have better quality. More over
the companies use the new methods of management
(Kaizen, CRM, 5xS, Just in Time, CRM, etc.). The
enterprises apply the Kaizen principles according to
which workers put in order and improve processes in their
work. Moreover, modern companies realize the strategy
of safety at work to protect workers’ health. Many
problems, such as safety issues, are solved by employees
themselves. They learn how to take care of their
workplace.
Furthermore,
international
standards
connected with quality and environmental protection are

Period III
(1998-2000)

Period IV
(2001-2005)

Period V
(2006-2007)

A crisis in the iron and steel industry as
a result of unfinished restructuring
programmes and delays in the
impelmentation of functional
strategies. The government proceeds to
the development of a new restructuring
programme for the sector.
End of the crisis situation, first positive
effects of the restructuring process of
iron and steel industry in Poland,
foreign investors take over key
metallurgic companies. 2004 saw a
great run on steel, which enabled the
companies to bring considerable net
profit.
Mergers, acquisitions, steelworks on
the Polish market become part of
multinationals such as ArcelorMittal.
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3. OWNERSHIP OF STEEL COMPANIES ON
THE POLISH MARKET
Some companies in the steel industry were liquidated,
somelared bankrupcy, whereas other were privitized.
A number of limited liability (Ltd.) and public limited
companies (Plc) were also spun off. Only a few remained
the property of the State Treasury. The biggest steelworks
were acquired by foreign capital including Hindus
American and Spanish.

18.

Szczecin SA

Privatization by Stalexport 1996

19.

Zawiercie SA

20.

Zabrze SA

21.

Zygmunt SA

22.

Cedler SA

23.

Florian SA

24.

Katowice SA

25.

Sendzimira
SA

Privatization by Impexmetal
1996, CMC Huta Zawiercie SA
(2003)
Privatization by NIF (1995),
steel production ceased
Privatization by NIF (1995),
bankrupcy in 2000
Spinning off companies (19992001), consolidation by Polskie
Huty Stali in 2003, privatization
by Ispat Polska Stal SA (2004),
Mittal Steel Poland (2005),
ArcelorMittal Poland (2006)
Spinning off companies (19992001), consolidation by Polskie
Huty Stali in in 2003,
privatization by Ispat Polska Stal
SA (2004), Mittal Steel Poland
(2005), ArcelorMittal Poland
(2006)
Spinning off companies (19992001), consolidation by Polskie
Huty Stali in 2003, privatization
by Ispat Polska Stal SA (2004),
Mittal Steel Poland (2005),
ArcelorMittal Poland (2006)
Spinning off companies (19992001), consolidation by Polskie
Huty Stali in 2003, privatization
by Ispat Polska Stal SA (2004),
Mittal Steel Poland (2005),
ArcelorMittal Poland (2006)

Table 2. Legal, ownership and organizational
transformation in Polish steelworks [3]
No
1.

Steelworks
Andrzej SA

2.

Baildon SA

3.

Bankowa
Sp. z o.o

4.

Batory SA

5.

Buczek SA

6.

Częstochowa
SA

7.
8.
9.

Ferrum SA
Gliwice SA
Jedność SA

10.
11.

Kościuszko
SA
LW Sp. z o.o.

12.

Łabędy SA

13.
14.

Łaziska SA
Mała Panew
SA

15.

Ostrowiec SA

16.

Pokój SA

17.

HSW –ZH
Sp. z o.o.
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Organizational transformation
Bankrupcy in 2003,Walcownia
Rur ANDRZEJ sp. zo.o. (2002)
Bankrupcy in 2001, Przeróbka
Plast na Zimno Sp. z o.o (1999)
BGH Edelstahl Polska Sp z o.o
(2004)
Acquisition by Huta Katowice
(1976), setting up a limited
liability
company
(1996),
acquisition by Alchemia (2007)
Bankrupcy in 2003, HK
Walcowania
BG
Batory
Sp. z o.o (2000), Walcownia
Bruzdowa Batory Sp z o.o 2000,
Huta Batory 2005
Privatization
by
National
Investment Fund (NIF) in 1995,
Technologie Buczek SA (2003),
Huta Buczek sp z o.o (2005),
bankrupcy
of
Technologie
Buczek (2006)
Spinning off companies in 2000,
Huta Stali Częstochowa (2002),
ISD Huta Częstochowa Sp z o.o
2006
Privatization by NIF (1995)
Bankrupcy (2000)
In liquidation in 2003, Gonar
walcownia Rur Sp z o.o. (2004)
Huta Królewska Sp z o.o (2000)
Privatization by LUCCHINI
(1992), Arcelor Huta Warszawa
(2005)
Property of State Treasury,
Ferrostal Łabędy Sp. zo o (2003)
Privatization by GZE
Bankrupcy in 2002, Zakłady
odlewnicze
Mała
Panew
Sp. z o.o.
Bankrupcy in 2002, CELSA
Huta Ostrowiec Sp z o.o (2003)
Privatization by NIF (1995),
Euroblacha SA (2000)
Bankrupcy in 2000, HSW Huta
Stali Jakościowych Sp z o.o
(2004)

4. RESTRUCTURING OF EMPLOYMENT
At the beginning of 90s of the 20th century Polish steel
industry employed over 153 thousand people. Already in
1998 the employment in the sector was reduced to 81
thousand. It was assumed then that for the steelworks to
remain competitive employment needed to fall to approx.
40 thousand employees. To reduce employment in
steelworks the following services were outsourced: trade,
IT, management, handel, welfare, public utility services,
transportation, scrap iron collection and processing,
maintenance, repairs and construction services,
environment protection, medical services, legal services,
special product manufacturing services, metal and steel
structures manufacturing services, electrical power
engineering services. A special social package was
prepared for steelworks employees. The employees were
offered early employment with severance pay or were
transferred to companies spun off for the purpose of
outsourcing. The statistics show that between 1999-and
2003,
3 thousand people took advantage of the
opportunity to draw retirement or invalid pensions,
whereas 2.2 thousand took pre-retirement benefits, 11.9
thousand pre-retirement pension, 3.9 thousand
unconditional severance pay, 0.6 thousand enrolled for
training courses and 11.1 thousand chose other forms of
lay-off [3].

160
140
120
100
80
60
40

steelworks plants produced: 960 200 tonnes of cold rolled
flat products, 508 900 tonnes of zinc coated sheets,
107900 tonnes of organically coated sheets, 210900
tonnes of seamless tubes, 212400 tonnes of welded tubes,
373100 tonnes of hollow sections [7].

1 47
123
106

99

93 9 1

90 87
78

Table 3. Steel manufacturing figures in 1990-2006
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Year

Production of crude
steel [mln tonnes]

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2005
2006

13,5
10,3
9,8
8,9
11,0
11,7
10,4
11,6
9,9
8,8
10,5
8,8
8,4
8,3
10,0

32 26 29 30

20
0
19 901 99 11 99 21 993 19 94 19 951 99 61 99 71 998 19 99 20 002 00 12 00 22 005 20 06

Fig. 1. Level of employmeny in Polish steel s ector
(person in thousand)

5. CONSOLIDATIONS IN THE SECTOR
Consolidation consists in the acquisition of a number of
companies, often a great number of them, in order to
strengthen a company’s core business activity. Recently
the leader of consolidation on the steel market is Mittal
Steel that concluded an agreement with Arcelor. The
agreement (horizontal integration) was signed on 25th
June 2006. The value of the transaction was USD 22 bn.
The new brand called Arcelor Mittal was launched on 29th
May 2007. The newly created company has a 10% share
in the world production of steel. The concern also
comprises steelworks located in Poland. According to
experts by 2010 there will probably be 2 or 3
multinationals with a yearly production capacity of
100 mln tonnes each (as a result of capital concentration
in the sector). In Polish metallurgical sector the so-called
horizontal consolidation occurs i.e. companies
manufacturing similar steel products merge. Vertical
consolidation, on the other hand, takes place when
companies dealing with different production stages of the
same product merge, whereas conglomerate consolidation
consists in the merger of companies from different
sectors [4].

6. CHANGE IN STEEL MANUFACTURING
AND DISTRIBUTION
As a result of restructuring the structure of production has
undergone changes. The crude steel production has
systematically decreased (table 3). Steelworks have
increased the production of processed goods. The
production of crude steel by the converter (BOF) and
electrical (EAF) methods has also grown. In 2006
Poland’s steel makers produced 10 mln tonnes crude
steel. BOF and EAF processes accounted for 58% and
42% respectively [5]. In May 2002 the production of
open-hearth furnace steel ceased. The continuous steel
casting is constantly growing (CSC). Poland’s apparent
consumption is about 10,7 mln tones. The structure of
apparent consumption is: 51% flat products, 39% - long
products and 10% tubes and hollow sections. In 2006

In Poland the dominant type of steel products distribution
is direct sales, i.e. sales directly from steelworks to the
end-customers. The market share of sales via distributors
i.e. intermediaries is around 18-22% (fig. 2).
Indirect
distribution
20%

Direct
distribution
80%

Fig. 2. The key forms of distribution of steel
and metallurgical products on Polish market
[6]

In the rest of Europe, however, the situation is
reverse. Over 65% of steel products are sold via
wholesale intermediaries and specialist distribution
networks equipped with, among others, modern service
centres (fig.3).
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temporary
storage
6%

Direct
distribution
35%
Indirect
distribution
65%

neutralised
15%

recycled
79%

F ig. 3. The key forms of distribution of
steel and metallurgical products on
European market [6]

Fig. 4. Solid waste management at steel
making sities [7].

The distribution system operating on the Polish market

DIVISION

(direct distribution) is ineffective and generates costs for

of environmental strategies

the manufacturers. The market of distributors, rather
fragmented now, is bound to undergo changes in the next

Chronology

few years. A certain consolidation of distributors is
already visible on the Polish market, which may result in
a change of the steel products distribution

C riteria: m od el of en viron m en tal p ro t ect io n

methods.

Distributors are making investments in modern service
centres and steel yards and extending their service offer.
now. The newly established service centres also process
hot-rolled metal sections offering a wide range of services
including cutting, painting or sand-blast cleaning[6].

Static model

Cutting metal plates into sheets has become a standard

M o d el o f
co n tr o lled d r o p s

M o d el o f eff ects
r em o v al

Dilution strategy
Filtration strategy
Neutralization of the
waste strategy
Recycling strategy

Modern environmental management is active, constant
and preventive and it is also a set of integrated activities
into the environmental protection domain. To realize the
active environmental management companies should

Dynamic model

7. ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
M o d el o f
p r ev en tio n o f
w aste
p r o d u ctio n

Waste minimization
strategy
Cleaner Production
Strategy

identify the environmental aspects and their influence on
the environment. An analysis of environmental aspects
helps to solve environmental problems of steel smelting
companies. On the basis of the performed analysis,
companies set their environmental strategy. Companies in
metallurgical sector use the Cleaner Production Strategy.
All

modern

strategies

are

based

on

dynamic

environmental model. The ideal strategy is the Clean
Production Strategy but nowadays we can only talk about
the Cleaner Production Strategy. Production processes
still create waste and pollution although a significant
amount is now recycled. For example in metallurgical
companies located in the Polish market about 80% of
solid waste is recycled (fig 4) [7].
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Fig. 5. Division of environmental strategies [8].
In recent decades in Polish steel industry physically
destroyed were more than 40% obsolete and
environmentally noxious crude steel capacities. Processes
became less energy and material intensive. Main air
emission –NOx,SO2 and dust –got reduced. In 2006 dust
emission index was 0,7 kgs/mt crude steel average.
Percentage index of dust caught in dedusting systems was
at 98,8%. Iron and steel enterprises operate closed-circuit
water systems. About 98% effluent discharged by steel
manufacturing sites are treated [7]. The waste
minimization programme is an element of the Cleaner
Production Strategy. Minimization of the solid waste in
Polish steel industry is realized by recycling. The
recycling enables the companies to use waste (secondary
materials) to the same productive process or similar one,
or even totally different industrial branches, for example
in construction industry. The companies use some active

tools to reduce the wastes which are the result of
production process. So we can say that they realize the
waste minimization strategy. This strategy we can call Cleaner Production Strategy [8]. Nowadays we cannot
talk about the Clean Strategy in steel industry because the
pollutants and waste are still created in production
processes. Fig. 5 shows an example of environmental
strategies classification.

Staff

−

The company realizes the Knowledge
Management Programme (KMP).
This programme consists of training,
instructing, lectures etc. In 2005
24 000 workers take part in it.
Besides personnel learn English
language. Training is both off -the job
and on-the-job. Managers learn and
study new areas of management for.
example: change management, total
quality management, environmental
management, staff management,
marketing management, financial
management, time based
management, knowledge
management, benchmarking,
reengineering, just in time, lean
management. In the company there is
knowledge system that is called
Mittal University.

−

The company develops
communication system. For workers
the company presses the journal
“Polish Steel”. In the company there
is Intranet – indoor communication
system. Each worker’s problem is
solved at now. Besides the company
does research to know what workers
think about company activities and
what their needs are.
The company organizes rest for its
personnel. Workers take a rest during
their holidays in company’s rest
centres. Besides they take part in
sports competitions and celebrate The
Day of Steel Worker.
The company remember about
workers’ families (children obtain
sweets – The Children Day).
Quality Management is very
important part of the management
system (ISO 9001:2000).
Clients can contact by Internet
(www.mittalsteel.pl)and mail address
There is electronic customer data
system
The company has got computer
system –SAP R/3.The system renders
efficient all the business processes.
The company organizes various
events, open door days for municipal
community.
The company sponsors local schools,
libraries, hospitals and local events.
In 2006 the company bought
computers for school in
Świętochłowice, equipment for
hospital and library in Dąbrowa
Górnicza.

8. NEW METHODS OF MANAGEMENT
The main goal of industrial companies nowadays is to
gain a competitive advantage. A competitive advantage is
a consequence of low costs and high work efficiency, and
customer-oriented operations. So they use the new
methods of management like: Kaizen, 5xS (namely: sort,
systematize, sweep, sanitize, self-discipline), TQM (Total
Quality Management), CRM – Customer Relationship
Management, TPM, i.e. Total Productive Maintenance,
JiT – Just in Time, TBM – Time Based Management,
FMS Flexibility Manufacturing System , Knowledge
Management, Lean Management LM, Reengineering,
Benchmarking, outsourcing etc. The method makes it
possible to improve work organization, increasing
effectiveness and increasing the customer satisfaction.

9. RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS
“The social responsibility is […] an effective strategy of
managing a company which contributes to the increase of
competitiveness of a given company, building its
reputation and, at the same time, forming favourable
conditions for the social and economic development”[9].
Every year there are more and more companies,
implementing the corporate social responsibility systems,
including companies from the metallurgical sector. The
largest metallurgical company in Polish steel industry in
ArcelorMittal. In the paper I present some examples of
company ‘s activities in CSR - Corporate Social
Responsibility[9] – table 4.
Table 4 ArcelorMittal Poland social responsibility
(examples of activities) [9].
Activity
Environmental
protection

−

−
Clients

Examples
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

The company realizes environmental
management according to ISO 14001
Environmental investments are very
important part of the business plan
The company uses the BAT
technology
The company obtains the
environmental standards
The company organizes
environmental happenings
During the Day of Environmental
Protection the company planted 100
000 trees in the protection zone,
Workers of the company participate
in training to increase their
environmental awareness

−
−
−
−

Municipal
community

−
−
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10. CONCLUSION
To sum up, the iron and steel sector in Poland has
changed and is now owned by foreigh capital. The iron
and steel sector is fully private, with the biggest investor
in the sector being ArcelorMittal. Steelworks in Poland
have improved their produciton capacities. 2006 was the
third consecutive year when the metallurgical industry in
Poland brought a net profit. Other positive changes
concern the technology applied in production. In May
2002 the production of open-hearth furnace steel ceased.
The continuous steel casting is constantly growing (CSC).
The production of highly processsed products with a great
added value is on the increase, too. The number of
employees in the sector has decreased while work
efficiency has increased. Outsourcing has been applied to
spin off companies dealing with specialist issues so that
steelworks plants could hand over some of their functions
to other entities. In the near future changes will also take
place in product distribution (distribution networks,
service centres). In addition, steelworks companies
undertake actions related to the so-called ‘responsible
business’ i.e. environment protection, sponsorship of local
communities, care for the employees’ and shareholders’
welfare.
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The present study aims to establish the importance of
using thermoplastic materials, organic matrix composites
and light metal alloys containing Mg, Al, Ti or Cr-Mo for
manufacturing of different bicycle components.
At the same time, reliable solutions can be provided for
modern bicycles in terms of weight reduction and
performance increase through replacement of certain
classical metal components (made of steel) with lighter
and more performant ones.

STUDY REGARDING THE IMPORTANCE
OF USING POLYMERIC MATERIALS,
ORGANIC MATRIX COMPOSITES AND
LIGHT METAL ALLOYS AT BICYCLE
DESIGN

2. BICYCLE COMPONENTS THAT CAN BE
MANUFACTURED OF POLYMERIC
MATERIALS, ORGANIC MATRIX
COMPOSITES AND LIGHT METAL
ALLOYS
The materials represent a special chapter of the project
elaboration in design of an industrial product.

Gheorghe Radu Emil MĂRIEŞ
Abstract: Using the bicycle for individual transportation
can be an option in the more and more crowded traffic of
big cities.
The present study aims to establish the importance of
using thermoplastic materials, organic matrix composites
and light metal alloys containing Mg, Al, Ti or Cr-Mo for
manufacturing of different bicycle components.
At the same time, reliable solutions can be provided for
modern bicycles in terms of weight reduction and
performance increase through replacement of certain
classical metal components (made of steel) with lighter
and more performant ones.
Keywords: organic matrix composites, bicycle, light metal
alloys.

1. INTRODUCTION
Bicycle can be considered as an alternative for individual
transportation in the more and more crowded traffic of big
cities.
Using a modern bicycle – lighter, safer, reliable and more
performant in use than the classical ones - is a major
advantage for the user.
For achievement of all these performances, strict design
conditions and requirements must be fulfilled by the
materials employed at manufacturing of bicycles [1]:
 good behaviour at different environmental conditions:
use in a wide range of temperature, rain, UV
radiations, etc.
 durability
 remarkable mechanical strength
 a short term between design and manufacturing
 providing user's safety
 providing user's satisfaction through product
aesthetics
 capability forongoing innovations

Fig.1 Bicycle components incorporating thermoplastic
materials, organic matrix composites and
light metal alloys
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With reference to bicycle design, the replacement of
different classical metal components with others made of
thermoplastic materials [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], organic matrix
composites [7] or light metal alloys [8] has a positive
effect on the end-product, both on weight reduction and
improvement of certain properties.
Bicycle components that can be manufactured of
polymeric materials, organic matrix composites and light
metal alloys :
a) Pedals, chain anti-skid system, speed changer gear
pedals - polyoxymethylenes/ polyamides/
polypropilene
components of the chain anti-skid system polyoxymethylenes / polyamides
tooth wheels - polyamides / polyoxymethylenes
hubs - thermoplastic polyesters
b) Gear wheels
gear blocking mechanism – polyoxymethylenes
tooth wheels – polyoxymethylenes
c) Tubes
tyre tubular - thermoplastic polyurethane
d) Accessories
components of the speed changer lever polybutylene terephthalat /
polyoxymethylenes / polyamides
components of the speed meter polyoxymethylene / polyamides /
polycarbonates / polypropilene
components of the bicycle lights polybutylene terephthalat /
polyoxymethylenes /
polyamides / polypropilene
handbrake mechanism polybutylene terephthalat /
polyoxymethylenes / polyamides
buzz components - polyoxymethylenes /
polypropilene
e) Saddle
insert - polyoxymethylenes /
thermoplastic polyurethane / polyamides
support - polyoxymethylenes / polyamides
f) Pump
pump components - polyoxymethylenes /
thermoplastic polyurethane / polyamides
g) Speed changer
speed changer housing - GF polyamide
(glass fiber reinforced polyamide)
h) Bicycle frame
frame - organic matrix composites reinforced
with carbon fibers ot carbon fabrics /
light metal alloys containing
Mg, Al, Ti or Cr-Mo
i) Fork
fork – composite materials based on
thermoreactive or thermoplastic organic matrix
reinforced with carbon fibers or carbon fabrics

3. PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS
Each type of material used for manufacturing of bicycle
components has certain properties which made it suitable
and performant for replacement of the classical materials
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Polyoxymethylenes and polyamides.are the most used
thermoplastic polymers for manufacturing of such
components.
GF polyamides and materials based on thermoreactive or
thermoplastic resins with a carbon fiber reinforcement
are used as composites for this purpose.
At frame manufacturing can be used not only the light
metal alloys containing Mg, Al, Ti or Cr-Mo, but also the
organic matrix composites based on carbon.

3.1. Polyoxymethylens (POM)
Polyoxymethylenes - sometimes called polyacetals - are
high crystalin macromolecular compounds having a
regular structure of methylenic ethers.
The polyoxymethylenes are used for manufacturing of
bicycle components due to their following remarkable
properties [10, 11, 12, 13]:
 exceptional dimensional stability
 good rigidity
 high fatigue strength
 high repetitive impact strength
 friction and wear resistance
 proper balance between rigidity and elasticity
 exceptional resistance to action of moisture, petroleum
and solvents
 self-lubrication
 resistance to the action of UV rays
 wide range of colours
 easy processability
 wide range of using temperatures (between -50˚C
..+90˚C or intermittently up to +160˚C )
Due to these exceptional properties, polyoxymethylenes
are replacing now the metals in several fields of
performance.
Their remarkable strength of polyoxymethylene to
fatigue, friction, wear and impact are some properties of
great importance for manufacturing of various bicycle
components.
The experimental determinations of fatigue strength and
impact strength were performed on polyoxymethylene,
grade Derlin 100, used at injection moulding of the speed
changer gears, the pedals and the gear’s wheels and
blocking mechanism.
Derlin 100 is the trade mark of DuPont De Nemours
company for the injection mouldable polyoxymethylene
and it has the following main features :
- high viscosity
- melt flow index (ICT), at 190˚C/2,16 kg
= 2,3 g/10 min,
- flexural modulus at 23˚C, 1mm/min = 3,1 GPa
- Izod impact strength at 23˚C = 14 Kj/m²
The polyoxymethylenes have a high tensile breaking
strength under fatigue conditions in a wide range of
temperature (- 40˚C ...+80˚C).
The fatigue strength of polyoxymethylenes is slightly
influenced by presence of water,natural oils and grease.

The fatigue strength of polyoxymethylene,Derlin 100
grade is represented in Fig. 2

The factors that are influencing the impact strength of
polyoxymethylenes are temperature, molar mass and the
geometry of part.
Temperature is the most important among all factors.
Compared with other technical polymers, the
polyoxymethylenes have the advantage of a remarkable
impact strength both on low and high temperature (Fig.4)

Fig. 2. Flexural fatigue of Delrin 100 at 23˚C; 50% RH
The results presented in Fig 2. were obtained using a
POM test-sample stressed, at 23˚C with a constant load at
1800 cycles per minute (30 Hz) frecquency.
The test-sample is fractured after 10.000.000 stress cycles
when the load reaches 32 MPa.
The bicycle components made of unmodified
polyoxymethylenes are wearing by friction less than the
components made of steel (Fig.3)

Fig. 3. The frictional wear behavior of polyoxymethylenes
compared with other materials [10]
The surface hardness of metal is higher than the surface
hardness of polyoxymethylenes.
The natural lubrication of polyoxymethylenes made them
suitable for manufacturing of several bicycle components
subjected to frictional wear.
The factors that are influencing the frictional wear are:
 contact pressure
 relative speed
 temperature
 geometry of mechanism
 movement frequency
 surface finishing state
 lubrication

Fig. 4. Izod notched impact strength vs. temperature for
Delrin 100

3.2 Polyamides (PA)
The polyamides are semi-crystalin macromolecular
compounds with a wide range of use in technical fields,
both as non-reinforced polyamides and polyamides
reinforced with glass fibers, carbon fibers, molibden
disulphur, silicium dioxide, metal fibers, etc. [1, 13].
The polyamides are used also for manufacturing of
various bicycle components due to their following
properties [14, 15, 16] :
 good mechanical strength
 moderate rigidity
 impact resistant
 resistant even used at low temperature
 frictional wear resistant, especially if reinforced with
molibden disulphur or graphite
 good adherability on steel
 easy processability
 agreeable look of the surface
For manufacturing of bicycle parts, the most important
property of polyamides is their good impact strength.
The impact strength of polyamides is influenced by
temperature and moisture.
The moisture increase is causing the increase of elasticity
and impact strength of polyamide as the absorbtion of
energy required for breaking is higher.
The increase of temperature is causing the increase of the
impact strength of polyamides.
The repetitive impact strength of polyamides is higher
than many other plastic materials.
The fatigue strength of polyamides is lower than the one
of polyoxymethylenes and it is moisture and temperature
dependant.
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The fatigue strength is influenced by moisture (Fig.5) and
by temperature (Fig.6).

Zytel 70G(XX)HSL is the trade mark of DuPont De
Nemours for the polyamide 6.6 reinforced with XX %
glass fibers, resistant in wet environments.

Fig. 5. Flexural fatigue data for Zytel 101 using Sonntag
machine. Constant maximum stress and 1800 cycles per
minute at 23˚C.

Fig. 7. Tensile strength vs. glass content, 23˚C, Zytel
70G(XX)HSL
In Fig.8 is represented the dependancy of the flexural
modulus on the glass fibers content of polyamides

Fig. 6. Effect of temperature on Sonntag axial fatigue of
Zytel 101 with alternate tension and compression, 1800
cycles per minute.
Tests at 23˚C and 100˚C
Zytel 101 is the trade mark of DuPont De Nemours for
non reinforced polyamide 6.6, having a Charpy impact
strength of 5 Kj/m² and a modulus of elasticity E = 1200
MPa.
The increase of temperature or of moisture in polyamide
parts induce the decrease of fatigue strength.

3.3. Glass fiber reinforced polyamides
The glass fiber reinforced polyamides are used for
manufacturing of speed changer, a component that
requires high rigidity and a good tensile breaking
strength. These properties are obtained by reinforcement
of polyamides with glass fiber.
The effect of glass fiber reinforcement of polyamides on
the tensile breaking strength is represented in Fig.7.
Increasing the content (measured in %) of glass fibers in
polyamides is causing the increase of compounds tensile
breaking strength.
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Fig. 8. Flexural modulus vs. glass content, 23˚C, Zytel
70G%HSL
The graphical representation shows that the increasing of
fiber glass content (in %) implies the increasing of
flexural modulus values of polyamides, meaning that the
rigidity of component will be higher.

3.4. Composite materials with organic matrix
and carbon fibers or fabrics
As organic matrix can be used both thermoreactive resins
(respectively polyesteric, epoxidic, polyimidic resins) and
thermoplastic resins (polysulfone, polyamide 6.6,
polyimide, polyphenylene sulphide).
The combination of the organic matrix with carbon fibers
is a composite material used more and more for
manufacturing of bicycle frames and forks.
Carnon fibers and carbon fabrics are used as inserts in the
manufacturing process of bicycle frames and forks.
The weight of components produced with these materials
are less than the one of the same components made of
steel.The achievement is a bicycle frame with a good
rigidity, long service life, a lighter weight compared with
the steel equivalent and an exceptional absorbtion of
vibrations. The frames made of carbon composite
materials combines properly the vertical flexibility with
an exceptional lateral rigidity.

3.5 Light metal alloys
Beside using the organic matrix composites with carbon
fiber reinforcements as a solution for reducing the weight
of classical metal frames (made of steel), there is also the
alternative of using light metal alloys containing Mg, Al,
Ti or Cr-Mo for manufacturing of metal frames.
The weight comparison between steel and light metal
alloys is presemted in Tab.1.
Tab.1 Comparison of the specific density & weight of
frame materials

thermoplastic
or
thermorigide
thermoplastic materials).

matrix

and

 By means of new types of materials, the fatigue, wear
and impact strength were ameliorated for certain
bicycle components. Also the frames performance
was significantly improved (higher durability and
better vibration absorbtion) for frames made of light
metal alloys containing Mg or made of composite
materials. Moreover, a proper combination of the
vertical flexibility with an exceptional lateral rigidity
was obtained for frames made of carbon composite
material.
 The improvement of the product aesthetics and
creating a more diversified and attractive offer
through the replacement of various metal components
with equivalents made of mass pigmented plastics
within a wide range of colours or bearing of painted,
screen printed or pad printed marks and logos on the
component surface.
 As thermoplastic materials used for manufacturing of
various
bicycle
components
there
are:
polyoxymethylenes,
polyamides,
polypropilene,
thermoplastic polyurethane,
polybutylene
terephthalat (PBT), polycarbonate, etc.
 As composites, there are used thermoplastic and
thermorigid resins with a carbon fiber or glass fiber
reinforcement.
 As light metal alloys there are used alloys based on
Mg, Al, Ti or Cr-Mo.

Mg

Al

Ti

Cro-Mo

Steel

Weight

23

35

58

90

100
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SHAPING OF COMPOSITE PACKAGING

Fig. 1. Paper cores
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Abstract: The shape of packaging must satisfy aesthetical,
functional and practical needs of a consumer (user).
Fulfilment of the above mentioned needs, besides the
appealing appearance of a product facilitates its usage,
transport, storage and disposal, creates the feeling that
the consumer is cared for, inspires trust and inclination
towards the product. All this has brought about the
introduction of modern packaging materials, new shapes
of packaging and modern packaging techniques.
Efficiently shaped packaging should provide the following
to the packaged product: visual effect (it has to be
noticeable in the visual competition), information
message (it should convey the essence of its contents
quickly), emotional message (it should provoke pleasant
impressions in the consumer’s consciousness) and
practicability (the protection of its contents and
functional usage).

Fig. 2. Paper rings

Key words: composite packaging, shaping, composite
containers, cores, cases.

1. INTRODUCTION
The shape of modern packaging should incite potential
customers to purchase. Decorative effect of packaging is
very important because aesthetically its appearance
should be in harmony with the setting in which the goods
are stored and spent.
Modern and rational packaging is effective on the market
facilitating the launch of the products and adding to the
design function.
The most important types of composite packaging are:

Fig. 3. Composite containers

 paper cores of 50 to 300 mm in diameter (figure 1),
 paper rings for adding rolls and self-adhesive tape
(figure 2),
 composite containers (figure 3),
 cardboard cases for diplomas and charts (figure 4).

Fig. 4. Cases for diplomas
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As its name suggests, composite packaging is composed
of several different materials.
The tube is made of packaging paper and cardboard by
the procedure of spiral, parallel or normal (right angle)
winding, where the layers of paper are pasted together by
adhesive. The bottom and lid may be made of tin, plastic,
cardboard or some other material. The combinations of
these materials are very often, so that the container closes
with the aluminium membrane and plastic lid on one side,
and with the metal lid on the other, after having been
loaded with its contents. Depending on whether the
contents are wished to be protected from the environment
and whether the aroma of the contents is wished to be
maintained along with the properties and types of the
substance which is packaged, the composite packaging is
lined and on both inner and outer surface with various
flexible materials, such as: laminated aluminium foil,
papers coated with polyethylene, polypropylene etc. Such
packaging is successfully applied in packing variety of
products:
 In food industry (the containers with aluminium
membrane for packing cocoa powder, roasted and
ground coffee, walnuts, instant drinks, frozen fruit
juices, cakes, candies, chocolate desserts, crisps,
instant mashed potatoes and many other products,
 In chemical industry (various powder substances for
phitopharmacy, chemicals, paints and varnishes,
cosmetic products, pastes...),
 In oil industry (motor oils, grease and other oil
derivatives).
Paper cores and composite containers are produced from
the materials of the utmost differences in quality, which
have to allow the possibility of miosturizing with
adhesive, i.e. with glue on both sides. The basic and
covering plies are exceptions with the possibility of
moisturizing on only one side.

dz =

Rs − Ru
2

(1)

L – the length of the core (composite container) [mm].

Fig. 6. The cross-section of the composite container
(core)

Fig. 7. The geometry of the core
Figure 8 shows the schematic representation of the
construction and material of which the composite
container is made.

2. THE SHAPE AND CONSTRUCTION OF
COMPOSITE PACKAGING

Fig. 8. The schematic representation of the construction
and material for making composite container
Fig. 5. The characteristics of composite containers
The basic geometrical parameters of the cross-section of
composite containers (cores) are as follow (figures 6 and
7):
Rs – the outer diameter [mm],
Ru – the inner diameter [mm],
dz – the wall thickness [mm]:
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The following winding procedures are used in the process
of producing cylindrical paper cores and composite
containers:
 normal,
 parallel,
 spiral.
At normal winding, the fibres in the paper are at the right
angle to the axis of the composite container, figure 9.

 butt seam winding or zero winding, when the outer
plies only touch, figure 12.
 outer plies may be spaced from each other (the plies
do not touch). Outer plies narrower than other (inner)
plies are used for this, figure 13.
 overlapped seam winding, at which the outer plies are
5-10 mm wider than other (inner) plies, figure 14.

Fig. 9. Normal winding

Fig. 12. Butt seam winding

At parallel winding, the paper is wound onto a mandrel,
so that its fibres are parallel to the axis of the composite
container, figure 10.

Fig. 13. Gapped seam winding

Fig. 14. Overlapped seam winding

3. SHAPING COMPOSITE PACKAGING

Fig. 10. Parallel winding
At spiral winding, the paper or cardboard plies of certain
width are wound onto a mandrel spirally, one overlapping
another at a certain angle. Depending on the number of
the plies and their weight, the core of the demanded
properties is produced. The direction of the fibres in the
finished core is at a certain angle to the axis of the paper
core, figure 11.

Fig. 11. Spiral winding
Due to a larger number of plies which are wound spirally,
there is the possibility of combining several different
materials, which depends on the purpose of the paper core
or combined container. There are three types of winding
regarding the relationship between the wound paper plies:

Shaping composite packaging implies the procedure
which determines all components of packaging,
depending on the properties of the packaged products and
the results of the market investigation. Shaping mainly
involves the choice of the means of packing, its shape and
dimension and artistic and graphical equipment.
Printing and shaping packaging are supposed to be the
sales factors, which not only improve the sales, but also
encourage raising graphic-wise culture of the customers.
These procedures give packaging its final quality, which
makes it an excellent means of propaganda in all manners
and conditions of sales, and even after that.
The packaging has to be shaped as to allow: easy opening,
preparing goods for use, taking a certain amount of the
packaged product without littering and closing again. The
shape of the packaging has to provide safe opening by the
customer. At the same time, it has to be opened easily
without using any tool. If the packaging is used several
times, which is the case with composite containers, after
taking a quantity of the goods, it has to be closed well
until its contents are completly consumed.
The task of shaping and decorating packaging is to
encourage potential customers to decide on the purchase.
The greatest attention should be paid to common goods
with a longer shelf life. Special attention is paid to
packaging for the goods which may serve as a present and
it has to be luxurious.
After it has been emptied, the used packaging may serve
as a container for keeping other goods, or as a material or
raw material.
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Fig. 15. Simple, but nicely shaped packaging

4. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
COMPOSITE PACKAGING
The most important advantages of this type of packaging
are:
 easy loading and usage,
 low weight,
 good resistance to weather conditions, if the material
has been treated in a suitable manner,
 suitability for printing and rectangular messages,
 good possibility for exhibition of products,
 high level of economy,
 great hardness and stability which facilitates solving
economical unit of delivering transport packaging and
storage of one container on top of another.
 Its disadvantages are:
 higher costs due to mechanisation of numerous
working production operations,
 relatively weak bond between the tube and the bottom
and lid, which certainly depends on the construction
and type of the container.

5. CONCLUSION
The shape of packaging, along with the design of the
graphic product, represents the factor which influences
the speed of recognition of products and efficiency of
manipulating during distribution. High informative result
must be taken into account at shaping, because it is liable
to rapid ageing, much more than aesthetical. The main
task of the process of shaping packaging is to create one
which provides maximum protection for the packaged
product and creation of necessary communication effects
at the lowest costs possible. Composite containers have
their market in the future, and owing to their properties,
they are yet to expand.
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2. TECHNOPOLYMERS USED FOR
CLIMBING, SKIING AND
SNOWBOARDING EQUIPMENT
2.1 Climbing
Climbing is a performance sport requiring safety as a
must. For manufacturing of climbing sport equipment
there are used technical polymers providing a very good
combination of rigidity, strength and comfort.

THE INFLUENCE OF ATMOSPHERIC
FACTORS ON THE DIMENSIONAL
STABILITY OF POLYOXYMETHYLENES
AND POLYAMIDES USED FOR WINTER
SPORT PRODUCTS DESIGN
Adrian SAMOILĂ
Gheorghe Radu Emil MĂRIEŞ

Abstract: Due to their remarkable properties,
technopolymers and organic matrix composite materials
are used for manufacturing of performance sport
products for climbing, skiing and snowboarding.
The present article aims to present the employment of
technopolymers for manufacturing of these products and
the studying of changes that may be induced by
atmospheric factors on the dimensional stability of sport
products made of polyoxymethylenes and polyamides.
Keywords: polyoxymethylen, polyamides.

1. INTRODUCTION
Beginning with the 80`s decade, the performance sport
products have undergone an unprecedented development.
Technopolymers and organic matrix composites, a series
of materials with remarkable properties, are used for
manufacturing . The sport equipment for climbing, alpine
skiing, snowboarding, roller skating, cycling, athletics, as
well as any other sport equipment, must have an useroriented design in order to provide user's safety and
excellent performance for professionals' and amateurs'
benefit.
The technopolymers used for manufacturing of the
performance sport products are the following [1]:
polyoxymethylenes
(POM),
polyamides
(PA),
thermoplastic polyurethanes (TPU), polycarbonates (PC),
polypropilene (PP) and polybuthylene terephthalat (PBT).
The present article aims to present the employment of
technopolymers for manufacturing of performance sport
products for climbing, skiing and snowboarding and the
studying of changes that may be induced by atmospheric
factors on the dimensional stability of sport products
made of polyoxymethylenes and polyamides.

Fig. 1. Climbing
a- climbing shoe; b-climbing harness;
c- head lamp; d-ice crampon; e-snap-hook;
f-helmet; g-ice axe
a) Climbing shoe
eyelet - POM/PA
sole - TPU
b) Climbing harness
buckle - POM/PA
snap-hook - TPU
c) Head lamp
lamp components - POM/TPU/PA/PC
buckle - POM/PA
d) Ice crampon
buckle - POM/PA
base - PA
lock - POM
e) Snap-hook
over moulded-hook - POM
f) Helmet
buckle - POM/PA
shell - PA
g) Ice axe
buckle component - POM
handle - PA
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2.2. Alpine skiing
By means of the technical polymers incorporated in ski
equipment, this sport is now more accessible and safer [2,
3].

d) Ski pole
handle - POM/TPU/PA
basket – TPU/PA
e) Goggles
frame – TPU/PA
buckle – POM/PA

f) Ski
top layer – TPU/P

2.3 Snowboarding

Fig. 2. Alpine skiing
a-sunglasses; b-ski boot; c-ski binding;
d-ski pole; e-goggles; f-ski
a) Sunglasses
frame components - POM/TPU/PA
b) Ski boot
buckle and fitting - POM/PA
strap - TPU/PA
shell - TPU/PA
cuff - TPU
spoiler - PA
c) Ski binding
binding components - POM/PA
carving plate - POM/PA
setting window - PC
brake - POM/PA
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Fig. 3. Snowboarding
a-wrist protection; b-goggles; c-snow shovel;
d-soft binding; e-snowboard boot; f-step-in binding;
g-hard binding
a) Wrist protection
protection plate – TPU/PP
buckles – POM
b) Goggles
frame – TPU/PA
buckle – POM/PA

c) Snow shovel
handle – POM/PA
blade – POM
d) Soft binding
spoiler – POM/TPU/PA
buckle – POM/PA
base – PA
strap – TPU/PA
e) Snowboard boot
rear spoiler – TPU/PA
buckle – POM/PA
strap – TPU/PA
f) Step-in binding
base – POM/PA
lock – POM
g) Hard binding
lock – POM/PA
base – PA
After carefully analyzing
thermoplastic polymers for
products in the said fields, it
remarkable role is played by
and polyamides (PA).

 melt flow index (ICT), at 190˚C/2,16 kg =
14 g/10 min,
 flexural modulus at 23˚C, 1mm/min = 3.2 GPa,
 Izod impact strength at 23˚C = 9 Kj/m².
The dimensional stability of polyoxymethylenes is
influenced by the temperature and relative moisture of the
environment. Generally the polyoxymethylenes absorb
only a little quantity of water which can slightly influence
the dimensions of the part.
In Fig.4 is presented the relationship between the
dimensional alteration of a test-sample (3 mm thickness)
made of polyoxymethylenes Delrin 100, and respectively
Delrin 500, depending on the temperature and the relative
moisture content in the air.

the importance of the
manufacturing of sport
can be fully stated that a
polyoxymethylens (POM)

3. THE INFLUENCE OF ATMOSPHERIC
FACTORS ON THE DIMENSIONAL
STABILITY OF POLYOXYMETHYLENS
AND POLYAMIDES
The performance sport products are used in various
environmental conditions. For this reason, the
dimensional stability of the materials subjected to the
influence of the atmospheric factors is very important.
Since the polyoxymethylenes and the polyamides are used
for the manufacturing of skiing, snowboarding and
climbing equipment, in this chapter there will be studied
the dimensional stability of these polymers exposed to
atmospheric conditions.

3.1. The dimensional stability of sport products
made of POM depending on the atmospheric
conditions

Fig. 4. Dimensional changes of Delrin with variations of
temperature and moisture content [4]
It can be noticed that both temperature and moisture
affect slightly the dimensional stability of POM.
The dimensional alterations for the test-samples made of
Derlin 100 and Derlin 500 are identical depending on
temperature and moisture content in air.
The water absorption rate of POM at different
temperature and moisture conditions is presented in Fig.5.

The tests were performed using two representative grades
of polyoxymethylenes: Delrin 100 and Delrin 500.
Both grades are used for manufacturing of sport products
for skiing, snowboarding and climbing.
Derlin 100: trade mark of DuPont De Nemours company
for the injection mouldable polyoxymethylene.
Derlin 100 has the following main features:
 high viscosity
 melt flow index (ICT), at 190˚C/2,16 kg
= 2,3 g/10 min,
 flexural modulus at 23˚C, 1mm/min = 3,1 GPa,
 Izod impact strength at 23˚C = 14 Kj/m².
Derlin 500: trade mark of DuPont De Nemours company
for the injection mouldable polyoxymethylene. Derlin 500
has the following main features :
 medium viscosity

Fig. 5. Rate of water absorption of Delrin under various
conditions [4]
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It can be noticed that the polyoxymethylene, Delrin grade,
at 50% relative moisture in air and 25˚C temperature,
absoarbs only 0,2% water in 80 days. Moreover, if the
test-sample is immersed in water at 100˚C, the maximum
absorption of water is 1,7%, after 15 days.
The water absorption rates are identical for the POM testsamples made of Delrin 100 and Delrin 500.

3.2. The dimensional stability of sport products
made of PA depending on the atmospheric
conditions.
The tests were performed using several representative
grades of polyamides : Zytel 101, Zytel 101F, Zytel 408,
Zytel ST801, Zytel 70G30HSL, Zytel 151 and Zytel
77G33L.
All these grades are trade marks of DuPont De Nemours
company and they are used for manufacturing of sport
products for skiing, snowboarding and climbing.
Zytel 151 is the non-reinforced polyamide 6.12 having an
elastic modulus of E = 1700 MPa (at 23˚C temperature
and 1 mm/min rate).
Zytel 101 is the non-reinforced polyamide 6.6 having a
Charpy impact strength of 5 Kj/m² and an elastic modulus
of E = 1200 MPa.

Fig. 6. Moisture content as a function of relative humidity
The lower moisture absorption of Zytel 151 is a factor in
its selection for use in humid environments.
The time required to reach equilibrium is dependent on
the temperature, the thickness of the test-sample and the
amount of moisture present in the surroundings [6]. Zytel
101F and other 6.6 polyamides exposed in boiling water
will reach the equilibrium level, 8,5%, much sooner than
Zytel in cold water.
The relationship between absorption and time in various
environments for Zytel 101 and 151 is given in Fig.7– 10.

Zytel 101F is the non-reinforced polyamide 6.6, flexible
and liquid fuel resistant, suitable to be used between 40˚C and +150˚C and having an elastic modulus of E =
1200 MPa.
Zytel 408 is the non-reinforced polyamide 6.6 having an
Charpy impact strength of 20 Kj/m² and an elastic
modulus of E = 1100 MPa.
Zytel ST801 is the non-reinforced polyamide 6.6 having a
very high rigidity.
Zytel 70G30HSL is the polyamide 6.6 with a 30% glass
fiber reinforcement.
Zytel 77G33L is the for the polyamide 6.12 with a 33%
glass fiber reinforcement.
Freshly moulded objects normally contain less than 0,3%
of water, since only dry moulding powder can be
successfully moulded. Mouldings will then absorb
moisture until an equilibrium condition based on relative
humidity (RH) is reached and will vary according to the
particular resin involved.

Fig. 7. Moisture content vs. time Zytel 101F exposed to
50% RH air at 23˚C.

The moisture absorption is depending on the ratio
-CH2-/-CONH-, meaning that, as this ratio is higher the
moisture absoption is lower [5]. At the same time, the
moisture absoption decreases as the polyamide
crystalinity increases.
Equilibrium moisture content as a function of RH for
several Zytel polyamides in Fig.6.
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Fig. 8. Moisture content vs. time for Zytel 151 exposed to
50% RH air at 23˚C

In an environment of constantly varying humidity, the
most common exposure, no true equilibrium moisture
content can be established. However, mouldings of Zytel
will gradually gain in moisture content until a balance is
obtained with the mid-range humidities. A slow cycling
of moisture content near this value will then occur.

Fig. 9. Moisture content vs. time for Zytel 101 and Zytel
151 immersed in water at 23˚C

In all but very thin moulding (1 mm or less), the day-today or week-to-week variations in relative humidity will
have little effect on total moisture content.
The longer seasonal changes, such as between summer
and winter, will have some effect depending on thickness
and the relative humidity range.
The highest average humidity for a month generally will
not exceed 70%. In cold weather, heated air may average
as low as 20% RH. Even at these extremes, the change in
moisture content of Zytel is small in most cases, because
Zytel has a very low rate of both absorption and
desorption.
Fig.12 shows the dimensional changes which can be
expected due to cyclic variations in environmental
humidity.

Fig. 10. Boiling times to condition Zytel 101
These figures also show the effect of thickness on rate.
The equilibrium moisture contents are not affected
significantly by temperature. Thus, final water content at
equilibriim will be almost the same whether objects of
Zytel are exposed to water at room temperature or boiling
temperature. Desorption of water from Zytel 101 and
other 6.6 polyamides is slower than absorption.
As shown in fig.9, approximately 50 days are required for
1,5 mm thick samples immersed in water to reach the
8,5% moisture level. Upon exposing these saturated
samples to a dry atmosphere, more than double this
amount of time is required to reach a dry-as-moulded
condition (see Fig.11).

Fig. 12. Dimensional change as a function on cyclic
variations in environmental relative humidity
For increasing their dimensional stability, the polyamides
are reinforced with powder materials (talc, kaolin).

4. CONCLUSIONS
 A large range of technopolymers are used for
manufacturing of sport products for skiing,
snowboarding and climbing: polyoxymethylenes,
polyamides,
thermoplastic
polyurethanes,
polypropilene and polycarbonates.
 Polyoxymethylenes have a better dimensional stability
at atmospheric factors than polyamides, but both these
materials can be used for manufacturing of sport
products.

Fig. 11. Rate of moisture loss, Zytel 101, 23˚C, over
“Drierite”, 1,5 mm thick sample

 The environmental conditions of use do not affect
significantly
the
dimensional
stability
and
performances of skiing, snowboarding and climbing
products made of POM and PA..
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CARBONITRIDING OF TOOL STEELS IN
LOW TEMPERATURE PLASMA
Angel ZJUMBILEV
Iliya ZJUMBILEV
Abstract: The aim of the present work is to investigate the
influence of the process of carbonitriding in low
temperature plasma over the surface hardness, total
thickness and the combined zone thickness for BH11 and
~D2 – ВS (4Cr5MoVSi and Cr12MF- GOST) tool steels.
The influence of these process is considered at constant
temperature and the same time of treatment. In the
process of carbonitriding ammonia and corgon are used
as saturating gases in a particular percentage ratio (82 %
Ar and 18% CO2).
It has been established that the highest level of microhardness (HV0,1=13000MPa) for both tool steels under
investigation (BH11 and ~D2) is obtained during the
process of carbonitriding at : t = 550°С, РNH3 = 280Ра,
РАr+CO2 = 120Ра, τ = 4h.
It can be also noted that the gas corgon (82 % Ar и 18%
CO2) could be used as an indirect carbon carrier during
the process of carbonitriding of the tool steels BH11 and
D2.
Key words: carbonitriding, plasma, wear

1. INTRODUCTION
The thermo-physical diffusion processes, used in
industry, are known under the names “carbonizing”,
“carbonitriding”, “nitriding” etc. They have existed for
many decades and have been developed in the course of
time to become completely controllable and reliable
processes. In recent years some new developments and
improvements in various spheres have contributed to
increasing the importance of the diffusion processes.
Nitriding and carbonitriding are basic methods for surface
hardening of tools and instruments made of iron-carbon
alloys, during which only nitrogen or both nitrogen and
carbon are simultaneously introduced into the surface
layer.
Works [1,2,3,5] consider basically the mechanism of
construction, the structure and the properties of the
nitrided layers, obtained in low temperature plasma;

works [8,9] present basic questions related to the process
of carbonitriding in conventional gas furnaces; and works
[6,7,10] elaborate on obtaining such layers in a
smouldering discharge.
It has been established in [8,10], that when propane
butane is used as a carbon carrier during the process of
carbonitriding, it is impossible to regulate precisely the
phase composition of the combined zone of the
carbonitrided layer. Better results are obtained after using
a mixture of methane and argon [10]. Corgon is
frequently used as a protective gas during the process of
metal welding, as it contains argon and carbon dioxide in
a particular ratio.
The task here is to investigate the possibility of using the
gas corgon not only in the process of metal welding, but
also as an indirect carbon carrier in the process of
simultaneous saturation of metal surfaces with nitrogen
and carbon at low temperatures. The low content of
carbon dioxide (18%) in the gas corgon makes it possible
to control the amount of carbon, introduced into the
vacuum chamber. There are no data in the literature,
related to the processes of nitriding and carbonitriding of
materials in smouldering discharge plasma in a processing
medium, composed of ammonia and corgon ( 82 % Ar
and 18% CO2 ).
The aim of this work is to investigate the possibility of
using ammonia and corgon as indirect carbon-carriers and
the influence of the process of carbonitriding in low
temperature plasma over the surface hardness, total
thickness and combined zone thickness of the D2 and
BH11 tool steels.

2. METHODOLOGY OF INVESTIGATION
2.1. Materials under investigation and modes of
thermal treatment
Two types of steels have been chosen for the purposes of
the investigation. They differ significantly in their
chemical composition and find wide application in
manufacturing tools for hot (BH11) and cold (D2)
deformation of materials.
The chemical composition of the steels is investigated by
means of apparatuses for automatic analysis “Spectroest”
and given in table 1.
Тable 1. Chemical composition of the investigated steels
Type of
steels

Chemical elements, weight percentage
С

Si

Μn

Cr

V

S

P

Мо

BH11

0.38 0.81 0.48 4.93 0.66 0.04 0.03 0.78

~D2

1.46 0.26 0.27 12.18 0.21 0.03 0.03 0.31

From the steels under investigation samples sizing
15х15х10 mm are prepared and they are thermally treated
in a chamber furnace with an oxidizing medium in
accordance with the modes, presented in table 2.The
samples are tempered in advance at 760°С.
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Table 2. Modes of preliminary thermal treatment
t hard
t temp
t temp
t temp
Steel
[°С]
[ °С]
[°С]
[°С]
D2

1100

520

520

520

BH11

1020

500

600

-

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
ANALYSIS
3.1. Thermally treated samples
The results from measuring the hardness after the
preliminary treatment conducted with the two types of
steels are given in table 4.
Тable 4. Results from the preliminary thermal treatment
Hardness

Thus treated, the samples are grinded at Ra - 0,32 µm and
nitrided and carbnitrided afterwards in accordance with
the modes, given in tables 3 . Ammonia (NH3) and
corgon (82 % Ar and 18% CO2 ) in different percentages
are used as saturating gases. The temperature of treatment
during the process of carbonitriding is 550оС.

hardening

tempering

tempering

tempering

[HRC]

[HRC]

[HRC]

[HRC]

D2

60

57

60

60

BH11

54

51

47

-

Steel

Тable 3. Modes of ion carbonitriding
№
of the mode

Рtotal
[Ра]

РNH3
[Ра]

РАг+СО2,
[Ра]

τ
[h]

1

400

360

40

2

2

400

360

40

6

3

400

280

120

4

From table 4 it can be seen that after the preliminary thermal
treatment the D2 steel has a higher hardness than the BH11
steel, due to the higher content of carbon and alloying elements in
it. The strongest influence has the high content of chromium
(12,18%). After an alloyed martensite with chromium,
manganese, molybdenum, vanadium, and a great amount of
residual austenite is fixed. During the triple tempering of the D2
steel, special disperse carbide particles are excreted. They are
formed after the solution of the coarse carbide particles at the
temperature of 5200С. They are excreted on the dislocations and
once again harden the steel.

2.2. Metallographic investigations
In order to clarify the morphological characteristics of the
carbonitrided layers metallographic analysis is carried
out.
When defining the structure and the thickness of the
obtained layers the microscope Axioskop is used and
metallographic pictures are taken.
The thickness of the carbonitrded layer is determined by
the depth, at which hardness, equal to the core plus 500
Мра, is obtained.
Measuring the micro hardness of the obtained layer is
done by means of a micro-hardness meter – Leitz with a
load of 100 g, by the Vikers’ method.
The samples for investigating are developed with a 3%
solution of nitric acid in ethyl alcochol.
Тable 5. Ion carbonitrided BH11 steel samples
Mode №
Sample
Рtotal
РNH3
№
[Ра]
[Ра]

Through the micro-hardness of the ion carbonitrided
samples in depth the maximum surface micro-hardness
HV0,1 and - total thickness of the nitrided layer δtot are
defined; by means of a metallographic microscope the
depth of the combined zone - δCZ – is determined. The
results for BH11 steel are given in table 5, and for D2
steel – in table 6.
From table 6 it can be seen that after the process of
carbonitriding from steel samples at the temperature of

PAr+CO2
[Pa]

τ
[h]

HV0,1
[MPa]

δtot
[µm]

δCZ [µm]

40

2

11500

65

1

1

254

400

360

2

253

400

360

40

6

11700

130

4.5

3

255

400

280

120

4

13000

120

6

Тable 6. Ion carbonitrided D2 steel samples
РNH3
Sample
Рtotal
Mode №
[Ра]
[Ра]
№
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3.2. Carbonitrided samples

РАr+CO2
[Ра]

τ
[h]

HV0,1
[MPa]

δtot
[µm]

δCZ [µm]

1

3

400

360

40

2

12050

55

4.5

2

4

400

360

40

6

12000

100

7

3

5

400

280

120

4

13000

90

6

550°С, gas medium pressure of 400Pa (РNH3=360Pa,
РАr+CO2 = 40Pa) and time of treatment, equal to 2 h, a
carbonitrided layer with total thickness of 55µm and
combined zone thickness of 4.5µm and maximum micro
hardness of HV0,1=12050Mpa is obtained. With the
increase in the time of treatment the total thickness of the
carbonitrided layer increases up to 100µm, and the
combined zone thickness goes up to 7µm (fig.1) with
micro hardness of HV0,1= 12000MPa.

a

A carbonitrided layer with a lower concentration of
nitrogen and carbon is obtained. The more active
pulverization does not allow for the combned zone to
grow and a combined zone, less rich with nitrogen and
carbon is formed. Аfter carbonitriding of BH11 steel at
550°С, total pressure of the gas medium 400Pa
(РNH3=360Pa, РАr+CO2=40Pa) and time of treatment 2 h, a
carbonitrided layer is obtained (fig.2 a), having total
thickness of 65µm, combined zone thickness of 1µm, and

b

c

Fig.1. Microstructure of D2 steel after carbonitrding at:
а- t = 550°С, РNH3 = 360Pa, РАr+CO2 = 40Pa, τ = 2h
b- t = 550°С, РNH3 = 360Pa, РАr+CO2 = 40Pa, τ = 6h
c- t = 550°С, РNH3 = 280Pa, РАr+CO2 =120Pa, τ = 4h
After carbonitriding of D2 steel samples at 550°С,
ammonia pressure РNH3=280Pa, corgon pressure РАr+CO2
=120Pa and time of treatment 4 h, a carbonitrided layer is
obtained, with total thickness of 90µm and combined
zone thickness 6µm (fig.1b) and surface micro hardness
HV0,1= 13000Mpa. This is explained by the content of
argon in the gas medium, which, due to its bigger atomic
mass, has a strong pulverizing action. At the high
coefficient of pulverizing the length of the free run of the
pulverized atoms and the possibility for a reverse
diffusion of carbon and nitrogen are smaller.

a

maximum micro hardness HV0,1=11500MPa. With the
increase in the time of treatment to 6 h, a layer with total
thickness of 120µm, combind zone thickness of 4.5µm,
and surface micro hardness HV0,1=11700Mpa is obtained.
After BH11 steel samples carbonitriding at 550°С,
ammonia pressure РNH3= 280Pa, cordon pressure
РАr+CO2=120Pa, and time of treatment 4h, a carbonitrided
layer is obtained, with total thickness of 130µm (fig.2b),
and combined zone thickness of 6µm. The micro hardness
of the layer (HV0,1=13000MРa) is much bugger than the
one,

b

Fig.2. Microstructure of BH11 steel after carbonitriding at:
а- t = 550°С, РNH3 = 360Pa, РАr+CO2 = 40Pa, τ = 2h
b -t = 550°С, РNH3 = 280Pa, РАr+CO2 = 120Pa, τ = 4h
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The micro hardness of the layer (HV0,1=13000MРa) is
much bigger than the one, obtained during the above
mentioned modes of carbonitriding. This is probably due
to the availability of a bigger amount of argon in the gas
medium of treatment, which causes an increase in the
coefficient of pulverization. The higher rate of
pulverization leads to forming defects, which speeds up
the diffusion of the nitrogen and the carbon into the steel.
At the same mode of carbonitriding D2 steel possesses
higher micro hardness and smaller total thickness of the
carbonitrided layer than BH11 steel. This is explained by
the higher percentage of carbon (1.46 %) and chromium
(12.18 %) in the D2 steel. The carbon in the steel reduces
the coefficient of diffusion of the carbon and nitrogen
atoms into the crystal grid of the iron.
It can be noted that the use of corgon together with
ammonia during the process of carbonitriding, leads to
reducing the voltage of the discharge in the plasma, which
depends on their ratio. By introducing of corgon into the
chamber, For obtaining the required temperature of
carbonitriding in this case it is necessary to increase the
current of the discharge. Thus the power of the plasma is
retained. The increase in the current density leads to an
increase in the pulverizing action of the plasma, despite of
the low voltage. This is explained by the bigger amount of
ions, bombing the surface of the detail. The higher current
density does not lead to an increase in the kinetic energy
of the ions. The decrease in the gas pressure in the
chamber causes an increase in the discharge voltage,
which, in turn, increases the kinetic energy of the ions,
steel keeping their amount unchanged. Thus the
coefficient of pulverizing can be increased as well, which
could lead to reducing the thickness of the combined zone

[6] Nitriding and Nitrocarburising, Contract Heat
Treatment
Association,
Aston
University,
Birmingham, 1996.
[7] TOSHKOV B., Theoretical and practical aspects of
nitriding of iron and iron-carbon alloys in lowtemperature plasma, (Ph.D. thesis, Sofia Technical
University, 1997).
[8] ROUSSEV R., Theoretical and experimental
analysis of the system Fe-N-C and its application in
carbonitriding technologies, (Ph.D. thesis, Varna
Technical University, 1998).
[9] ROUSSEV R., Peculiarities, mechanism of forming
and morphology of carbonitrided layers, obtained in
ammonia and carbon dioxide medium, (Ph.D. thesis,
Varna Technical University, 1979).
[10] VARHOSHKOV E., Steel carbonitriding in
smouldering discharge, (Ph.D. thesis, Sofia
Technical University, 1985).

4. CONCLUSION
4.1. It is established that after carbonitriding of steels D2
and BH11 at: t = 550°С, РNH3= 280Ра, РАr+CO2=120Ра, τ=
4h, the highest surface micro hardness is obtained HV0,1=13000MPa.
4.2. It is proved that the gas corgon can be used as an
indirect carbon-carrier during the process of
carbonitriding of the tool steels under investigation.
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samples and of the nodular graphite separation made of
type VI graphite.
The study was centered on the metallographic structural
modifications induced to the matrix (concerning the
constituent report) by the heating of the breaking
deformation of the graphite nodules and the orientation
(distribution) of the graphite separations in the direction
of the deformation line, in the matrix.

2. EXPERIMETNTAL RESULTS
Table 1. The chemical composition of the ductile iron
[%].

Cincă Ionel LUPINCA
Nadia POTOCEANU

Abstract: This paper represents only a small chapter of
my research concerning the ductile iron. In this paper we
showed the results of the deformation by rolling - free
forging - on the characteristics of the ductile irons:
mechanical properties and structural metallographic
characteristics.
We are studied the influence of the deformation by
reducing the transversal section of the Y casting samples
with 10÷60% (degree of deformation). The samples was
heated at 950÷10000C.
Key words: the deformation by rolling of ductile irons;
free forging.

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cu

Cr

Ni

3.55

2.42

0.16

0.015

0.010

0.11

0.11

0.10

Obs. 0.037%Mgrem.
Table 2. Mechanical properties
No.

The state of
the samples

Rm
[MPa]

Rp02
[MPa]

A5
[%]

Hardness
[HB]

1

Casted

433

318

23.4

179

10

803

497

4

241

20

764

420

5

179

4

40

702

395

1.8

229

5

60

510

446

1.4

229

2
3

Table 3. The report of the matrix constituents [%]
The state of the
samples

Ferrite

Pearlite

Casted

90

10

Plastic
deformation

20

80

T ens ile Strength and
Yield Strength[M Pa]

1. INTRODUCTION
The ductile iron has been produced in an electric
induction furnace with a medium frequency and the
capacity of 250 kilos, from a metallic charge made up of
synthetic pig iron. In order to obtain the carburizing we
used graphite dust.
The modification of the ductile iron was made using
complex modificators from the FeSiMgRE category for
the nodular modification and from the FeSiSr category for
the graphite modification.
The study on the state of deformation was made on the Y
type casted samples which were deformed by stretching free forging - at different degrees of deformation them
being of the casted samples, from the main charge of
ductile iron, these were heated in a gas furnace, with a
mobile hearth, at a temperature of 950÷10000C.
In this partial study of the ductile irons we determined the
mechanical properties of the casted sample and of the
plastically deformation samples at the mentioned degrees
of deformation.
Also, in parallel, the structural modifications produced in
the plastically deformation samples were analyzed,
starting with a matrix of the ferrito-pearlitic casted

Degree
of def.
[%]

THE INFLUENCE OF THE
DEFORMATION BY ROLLING ON THE
DUCTILE IRONS CHARACTERISTICS

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Rm
Rp02

1

2

3

4

5

Sample no.
Fig. 1. The graphic representation of the tensile strength
and the yield strength.
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25

Elongation [%]

20
15
10

A5

5
0
1

2

3

4

5

a.

Sample no.

Fig. 2. The graphic representation of the elongation.

Brinell Hardness [HB]

250
200
150

b.

100

HB

Fig. 5. The metallographic structure of the plastic
deformation sample (10% degree of deformation): a.
100X; b. 200X (nital attack 4%).

50
0
1

2

3

4

5

Sample no

Fig. 3. The graphic representation of the Brinell
hardness.

90

a.

80

Percent [% ]

70
60

Casted sample

50
40

Plastically
deformation
sample

30
20
10
0
Pearlite

b.

Fig. 4. The graphic representation of the report
constituents of the matrix.

Fig. 6.. The metallographic structure of the plastic
deformation sample (20% degree of deformation): a.
100X; b. 200X (nital attack 4%).

Ferrite
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a.
a.

b.
Fig. 7. The metallographic structure of the plastic
deformation sample (40% degree of deformation): a.
100X; b. 200X (nital attack 4%).

b.
Fig. 9. The metallographic structure of the casted sample:
a. 100X; b. 100X (nital attack 4%).

3. CONCLUSIONS
3.1. Tables

a.

b.
Fig. 8. The metallographic structure of the plastic
deformation sample (60% degree of deformation): a.
100X; b. 200X (nital attack 4%).

 The study of the metallographic structures presents
unexpected results and even known ones, regarding the
character of the graphite separations from the matrix,
these being: regardless the degree of the deformation, the
graphite nodules are “broken - crumbled”, and the
resulted graphite is distributed on the deformation on the
deformation direction between the crumbles of the matrix.
The most pronounced “destruction” is represented by the
graphite nodules found, in most cases, as distributed in
the ferrite.
 Concerning the configuration of the matrix, as a
results of the heating process of the samples and the
plastic deformation through stretching, this one modifies
almost in a radical way by the passing from a mainly
ferritic matrix – ferrito - pearlitic (90%F; 10%P) to a
pronounced pearltic matrix – pearlito - ferritic (20%F;
80%P).
 The modifications of the metallographic structure lead
to a semnificative charge of the mechanical properties
values of the ductile iron, in the fallowing way: if in the
casted state, the cast iron presents optimal values of the
mechanical properties, after the plastic deformation, the
cast iron presents high tensile strength values, yield
strength values and Brinell hardness values, but, in
exchange, low values of the elongation, even close to zero
in high degrees of deformation. At the small degrees of
481

the plastically deformation (10÷20%) we can notice the
mechanical properties values of the cast iron specific the
compacted graphite iron.
 In the stage of the ductile iron research, in order to
maintain the nodular graphite iron characteristics even
after the plastic deformation-of course, with high values
of the mechanical properties-we may propose the
application of thermic treatments which may act on the
matrix configuration and the graphite separations. Such
technology may lead to the obtaining of the plastic
deformed cast irons with an ausferritic irons character.
The application of such metallurgical technologies would
lead to the obtaining of the cast irons with high
mechanical properties and with a metallographic structure
specific the ductile irons, especially the graphite
separations.
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between 33…59 Shore units (219…347 Brinell units) for
the 0 and 1 hardness class, measured on the crust,
respectively 59…75 Shore units (347…550 Brinell units),
for the class 2 of hardness.

Abstract: The paper presents the results of some
researches regarding the chemical composition of the
nodular irons destined for casting semihard rolls. It is
presented, in graphical form, used the Matlab area, the
influence of the main alloying elements upon the
hardness, and measured on the necks. This paper suggest
a mathematical interpretation of the influence of the main
alloy elements over the mechanical characteristics (the
hardness on the crust of the rolls) of this nodular irons,
resulting the average values and average square
aberration of the variables HB, and the main alloying
elements (Cr, Ni, Mo), the equations of the hyper surface
in the four dimensional space. For the statistical and
mathematical analysis, there were used 23 industrial
cases. The resulted surfaces, belonging to the threedimensional space, can be represented and, therefore,
interpreted by technologists. Knowing these level curves
allows the correlation of the values of the twos
independent variables so that the hardness can be
obtained in between the requested limits.
Keywords: mathematical correlations, molding, Matlab
area, graphical addenda, semihard cast nodular iron
rolls, alloying elements, hardness

1. INTRODUCTION
The rolls must present high hardness at the crust of rolls
and lower hardness in the core and on the necks, adequate
with the mechanical resistance and in the high work
temperatures. If in the crust the hardness is assured by the
quantities of cementite from the structure of the irons, the
core of the rolls must contain graphite to assure these
properties.
This study analyses iron rolls cast in the simplex
procedure, in combined forms (iron chill, for the crust and
moulding sand, for the necks of the rolls). The research
included rolls from the semihard class, with hardness,

Class of
Hardness
0
1
2
2

Recommended Hardness for these Rolls
on the Surface
on Core and Necks
of Rolls
of Rolls
[Shore]

[Brinell]

[Shore]

[Brinell]

33…42
43…59
59…68
69…75

218…286
294…347
420…491
499…550

30…40
30…40
35…45
35…45

195…271
195…271
218…309
218…309

Table 2. Recommended Chemical Composition
of the Semihard Cast Iron Rolls
Type

Imre KISS
Stefan MAKSAY

FNS
FNS
FS
FNS

Basic Chemical Composition, [ % ]
C

Si

Mn

P

S

FS

2,9...3,6

0,3...1,2

max
0,6

FNS

3,0...3,5

1,2...2,5

0,1...0,7

max
0,15
max
0,15

max
0,1
max
0,02

Type

THE SEMIHARD CAST NODULAR IRON
ROLLS MECHANICAL PROPERTIES IN
SOME GRAPHICAL ADDENDA

Roll Types

Table 1. Recommended Hardness of Semihard Cast Iron Rolls

Alloyed Elements and Nodulising Agent, [ % ]
Ni

Cr

FS

max
0,6

FNS

1,5...2,5

max
0,5
max
0,8

Mo

Mg

0,3...0,5

-

0,3...0,5

0,02...0,04

The chemical composition include both the basic
elements (C, Si, Mn, S, P), and the alloying elements (Cr,
Ni, Mo), as well as the magnesium content (in the case of
nodular irons). In special cases, these irons can contain up
to 0.15…0.2% vanadium. Also, in the case of elaboration
of irons with nodular graphite, destined to casting rolls
(type FNS), a higher content of phosphorus is accepted,
because this chemical element participates at the
hardening of the rolling surface of the rolls.
This study is required because of the numerous defects,
which cause rejection, since the phase of elaboration of
these irons, destined to cast rolls. According to the
previous presentation, it results that one of the most
important reject categories is due to the inadequate
hardness of the rolls. The research includes semihard cast
rolls, from nodular graphite irons (type FNS), hardness
class 1 and 2, with the semihard crust of 40…150 mm
depth. All these types of rolls have high strength,
excellent thermal properties and resistance to accidents
and there is very little hardness drops in the surface work
layer.

2. TECHNICAL INTERPRETATION AND
SIMULATION IN MATLAB AREA
Therefore, we suggest a mathematical interpretation of the
influence of the main alloy elements over the hardness on
the necks of these nodular cast iron rolls, resulting the
average values and average square aberration of the
variables HS, and the main alloying elements (Cr, Ni,
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Mo), the equations of the hyper surface in the four
dimensional space. For the statistical and mathematical
analysis, there were used 23 industrial cases. In Table 3
the chemical composition, the hardness and the error, are
presented.
Table 3. Experimental and theoretical data
Ni
1.99
2.21
2.16
2.16
1.59
2.24
1.82
1.97
2.22
1.49
1.63
1.55
1.52
1.63
1.65
2.11
2.19
1.62
1.63
1.66
2.08
1.94
1.92

Variables [%]
Cr
Mo
0.62
0.22
0.64
0.26
0.57
0.25
0.53
0.24
0.38
0.22
0.51
0.28
0.36
0.26
0.52
0.27
0.66
0.21
0.63
0.22
0.51
0.27
0.39
0.25
0.47
0.21
0.45
0.23
0.43
0.18
0.68
0.27
0.67
0.24
0.44
0.21
0.49
0.25
0.42
0.27
0.72
0.23
0.64
0.24
0.4
0.22

Hardness [HB]
Exp.
Theo.
270
262.39
269
263.75
266
265.57
256
262.61
249
244.5
269
258.32
246
245.84
242
257.95
266
265.49
219
223.71
238
239.9
251
246.71
241
246.96
244
252.09
239
235.33
247
249.77
253
265.16
242
248.65
276
249.19
238
247.5
258
255.56
264
255.99
242
242.08

Error
7.6085
5.2532
4.3272
- 6.6075
4.4997
10.6831
0.1602
- 15.9531
0.5067
- 4.7083
- 1.9021
4.2951
- 5.9577
-8.0851
3.6736
- 2.7694
- 12.1621
- 6.6516
26.8111
- 9.4975
2.4415
8.0067
- 0.0780

Following the experiments we determine the mechanical
features according to the technological parameters of
influences in the process. Because we dispose of real data,
afterwards it is required to present the model of
optimization on industrial data, sampled from rolling
mills cylinders. As parameters for optimization we
selected the Brinell hardness, measured on the necks of
rolls, HB(necks).
Next, there are shown the results of the multidimensional
processing of experimental data. For that purpose, we
searched for a method of molding the dependent variables
depending on the independent variables x, y, z:
u = c1·x2 + c2·y2 + c3·z2 + c4·x·y + c5·y·z + c6·z·x +
c7·x + c8·y + c9·z + c10

(1)

We consider the variations limits of the variables (x, y, z),
as well as the variation limits of the analyzed features.
Also, in the limits of graphical representation (lim xinf, lim
xsup, lim yinf, lim ysup, lim zinf, lim zsup), as well as the
average values of the variables and of the analyzed
features (xmed, ymed, zmed, umed) are stated.
At that rate, the equations of the regression hyper-surfaces
are in equation (1), for which there is a correlation
coefficient (rf) and a deviation from the regression surface
(sf).
The optimal form of molding, studied on a sample of the
cases is given by the equations:
HB(necks) = - 77.1259 Ni2 - 678.1307 Cr2
- 4915.8057 Mo2 + 384.4321 Ni⋅Cr
- 1990.8226 Cr⋅Mo + 646.2006 Mo⋅Ni - 39.5771
Ni + 471.3705 Cr + 2131.6892 Mo - 101.7176
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(2)

where the correlation coefficients are:
rf HB(necks) = f(Ni, Cr, Mo) = 0.7671
and the aberrations from the regression surface are:
sf HB(necks) = f(Ni, Cr, Mo) = 8.7376
In the technological field, the behavior of these hyper
surfaces in the vicinity of the saddle point, or of the point
where three independent variables take their average
value, can be studied only tabular, which means that the
independent variables are attributed values on spheres
concentric to the studied point. Because these surfaces
cannot be represented in the three-dimensional space, the
independent variables were successively replaced with
their average values. This is how the following equations
were obtained:
HB(necks) Nimed = - 678.1307 Cr2 - 4915.8057 Mo2
- 1990.8226 Cr⋅Mo + 1189.7571 Cr
+ 3339.2414 Mo - 445.0005

(3)

HB(necks) Crmed = - 4915.8057 Mo2 – 77.1259 Ni2
+ 646.2006 Mo⋅Ni + 1081.7467 Mo
+ 163.1691 Ni - 41.7373

(4)

HB(necks) Momed = - 77.1259 Ni2 - 678.1307 Cr2
+ 384.4321 Ni⋅Cr + 114.9492 Ni - 4.6957 Cr
+ 126.9318

(5)

These surfaces, belonging to the three-dimensional space,
can be represented and, therefore, interpreted by
technologists. Knowing these level curves allows the
correlation of the values of the twos independent variables
so that HS can be obtained in between the requested
limits.

3. GRAPHICAL ADDENDA
The performed research had in view to obtain correlations
between the hardness of the cast iron rolls (on the necks)
and the representative alloying elements.
The values processing were made using MATLAB
calculation program. Using this calculation program we
determinate some mathematical correlation, correlation
coefficient and the deviation from the regression surface.
This surface in the four-dimensional space (described by
the equation 1 and 2) admits a saddle point to which the
corresponding value of hardness is an optimal alloying
elements.
The behavior of the hyper surface in the vicinity of the
stationary point (when this point belongs to the
technological domain) or in the vicinity of the point
where the three independent variables have their
respective mean value, or in a point where the dependent
function reaches its extreme value in the technological
domain (but not being a saddle point) can be rendered
only as a table, namely, assigning values to the
independent variables on spheres which are concentrically
to the point under study.
As this surface cannot be represented in the threedimensional space, we resorted to replacing successively
one independent variable by its mean value. These
surfaces (described by the equation 3…5), belonging to
the three-dimensional space can be reproduced and

therefore interpreted by technological engineers (Figures
1, 3, 5). Knowing these level curves (Figures 2, 4, 6)
allows the correlation of the values of the two
independent variables so that we can obtain the hardness
within the required limits.

Fig. 5. The Regression Surface HB (necks) for Mo = Momed

Fig. 1. The Regression Surface HB (necks) for Cr = Crmed

Fig. 6. Level Curves HB (necks) = f(Ni, Cr, Momed)

Fig. 2. Level Curves HB (necks) = f(Ni, Crmed, Mo)

Fig. 3. The Regression Surface HB (necks) for Ni = Nimed

Fig. 4. Level Curves HB (necks) = f(Nimed, Cr, Mo)

These diagrams are built for the average values of the
parameters (xmed, ymed, zmed), only that through the
representation of the diagrams for parameters values
contained in the variations limits we can obtain adjusting
diagrams, with which we can completely controlled the
process.
The program can generates the correlation surfaces,
meaning the projection in the two-dimensional plan of the
variation volumes of the regression surfaces. These are
obtained through superposing of the u = f(xmed, ymed, zmed)
and one of surfaces corresponding for the average values
x = xmed, y = ymed and z = zmed, meaning u = f(xmed, y, z), u
= f(x, ymed, z) and u = f(x, y, zmed).
In the Figures 8, 10, 12 the level curves for the volume
variation of the regression surface HB(necks) (for the Nimed,
Crmed and Momed) are presented. Also, the Figures 7, 9, 11
presented the volume variation of the regression surface
HB(necks) for one of the middle value of the analised
chemical elements Ni, Cr, Mo.

Fig. 7. The volume variation of the regression surface
HB (necks) for Cr = Crmed
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Fig. 8. Level curves for the volume variation of the
regression surface HB(necks) for Cr = Crmed

Fig. 12. Level curves for the volume variation of the
regression surface HB (necks) for Mo= Momed
Because is disposed of real data, the optimization model
is based on industrial data, obtained from cast-iron rolling
mills cylinders. Their analysis shall lead to the
optimization pattern, through the prism of the
multicomponent correlations, enounced by mathematical
formulae.

4. DISCUSSIONS

Fig. 9. The volume variation of the regression surface
HB (necks) for Ni = Nimed

Fig. 10. Level curves for the volume variation
of the regression surface HB (necks) for Ni= Nimed

Fig. 11. The volume variation of the regression surface
HB (necks) for Mo = Momed
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The realization of an optimal chemical composition can
constitute a technical efficient mode to assure the
exploitation properties, the material from which the
rolling mills cylinders are manufactured having an
important role in this sense. From this point of view is
applied the mathematical molding, witch is achieved
starting from the differentiation on rolls component parts,
taking into consideration the industrial data obtained from
the hardness measuration on rolls, as well as the national
standards reglementations, which recommends the
hardness, for different chemical compositions.
The quality of rolls is determined through hardness and
through wear resistance, last index having a special
importance for all modern rolling mills with an growth
production. Of major importance for the rolls exploitation
is not merely growth resistance, but also the ability to
oppose to different types of wear. Thus, rolling mill
cylinders considerable influence the specific production
and the qualitative level of laminates, reason for which
they are given a special attention, in manufacturing, as
well as in usage. These requirements can’t be completely
fulfilled, compelling to the granting of priorities
depending on the type of laminates, therefore to
compromises. At large, the problem is reduced to the
correct material choice, eased by the rich available
experience in the current conditions of manufactured and
burdened, in the same time, by the large diversity of
material used.
This paper suggest a mathematical interpretation of the
influence of the main alloy elements over the mechanical
characteristics (the hardness on the crust of the rolls) of
this nodular irons, resulting the average values and
average square aberration of the variables HS, and the
main alloying elements (Cr, Ni, Mo), the equations of the
hyper surface in the four dimensional space. For the
statistical and mathematical analysis, there were used 23
industrial cases. The resulted surfaces, belonging to the

three-dimensional space, can be represented and,
therefore, interpreted by technologists. Knowing these
level curves allows the correlation of the values of the
twos independent variables so that the hardness can be
obtained in between the requested limits.
The paper presents the results of some researches
regarding the chemical composition of the nodular irons
destined for casting semihard rolls. It is presented, in
graphical form, used the Matlab area, the influence of the
main alloying elements upon the hardness, measured on
the necks.
The realization of a mathematical model starting from
industrial data, gathered at the rolls hardness
measurement, and at the national standards, which
recommends the hardness, for different chemical
compositions, also determines the degree of originality of
the suggested project. The determination of the equations
of regression hiperplanes, which describe the
mathematical dependency between the chemical
composition and the hardness, the determination of the
multi-component relations and the realization of the
graphic interfaces for the representations variation areas
of the cast-irons chemical composition, completes this
area of preoccupations within a processing mathematical
of molding and optimization.
The realization of an optimal chemical composition can
constitute a technical efficient mode to assure the
exploitation properties, the material from which the
rolling mills cylinders are manufactured having an
important role in this sense. From this point of view is
applied the mathematical molding, witch is achieved
starting from the differentiation on rolls component parts,
taking into consideration the industrial data obtained from
the hardness measuration on rolls, as well as the national
standards, which recommends the hardness, for different
chemical compositions.
The optimum solution is determined through some
mathematical restrictions to the input values that the
mathematical molding is started. As a work method is
chosen the way of the constraint of average successive
values to some of the elements of chemical composition,
leaving free the variation of a number of variables
submitted to optimization. Is searched to constraint
average values, inclusively to dependent variables,
desired to achieve through the chemical optimum
composition. It will be determined the equations of
regression hiperplanes, which describe the mathematical
dependency between the chemical composition and the
hardness, and is searched a solution which can determine
the optimum chemical composition for hardness desirable
values.

5. CONCLUSIONS
the performed study had in view to obtain correlations
between the hardness of the cast iron rolls (on the necks
and on the working surface) and its chemical
composition, defined by basic and the representative
alloying elements.
 the values processed were made using Matlab
calculation program. Using this calculation program
we determine some mathematical correlation,
correlation coefficient and the deviation from the

regression surface. This surface in the fourdimensional space (described by the equation) admits
a saddle point to which the corresponding value of
hardness is an optimal value of alloying elements.
 the existence of a saddle point inside the technological
domain has a particular importance as it ensures
stability to the process in the vicinity of this point,
stability which can be either preferable of avoidable.
The behaviour of this hyper-surface in the vicinity of
the stationary point (when this point belongs to the
technological domain) or in the vicinity of the point
where the three independent variables have their
respective average value, or in a point where the
dependent function reaches its extreme value in the
technological domain (but not being a saddle point)
can be rendered only as a table, namely, assigning
values to the independent variables on spheres which
are concentric to the point under study.
 as this surface cannot be represented in the threedimensional space, we resorted to replacing
successively one independent variable by its mean
value. These surfaces (described by the equation),
belonging to the three-dimensional space can be
reproduced and therefore interpreted by technological
engineers.
 knowing these level curves allows the correlation of
the values of the two independent variables so that we
can obtain a viscosity within the required limits.
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CARBON FIBER FABRIC BASED FILLED
EPOXY COMPOSITES
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Abstract: Wile the aim of composites is to replace metals
in various applications researchers are involved in
improving not only the mechanical but also the
electromagnetic and thermal properties of polymeric
composites. Also, it is known that filled polymeric
composites show interesting properties especially when
the fillers are nanosized. In such conditions it is expected
that laminate composites formed with filled epoxy will
show different properties.
Keywords: Laminate Composites, Ferrite, CNT,
Electromagnetic Properties, Mechanical Properties.

1. INTRODUCTION
While the use of composites is determined by their
excellent mechanical properties and their low specific
weight it is important to inquire about their
electromagnetic and thermal properties. The thermal
resistance and the low electric conductivity, mostly in the
case of polymeric composites, represent barriers in
enlargement of their application area.
Consisting in a reinforced polymer matrix, it is expected
that the thermal and electric properties of such composites
to be identical to the polymer ones. So, such materials
show low electric and thermal conductivity and they are
improbably to be used in application with high
temperatures or friction. Assuming that the heating of the
material will not affect its structural integrity still remains
the problem of electric charging.
One of the most important advantages of composites is
given by the fact that there are not necessary special
treatments of produced components or of their surfaces,
the state quality of surfaces and the requested mechanical
properties are usually designed and that makes cheaper
the composites than the metals. The design problem of
composite structures is a very difficult task [1], [2], even
if is only about the mechanical properties, if the input data
are enriched with requested thermal and/or electric

properties the problem become almost insolvable because
of the dependencies between the structural requirements
and their effect on material properties.
Using traditional methods as thin films deposition or
special surface treatments the cost of composite structures
would be increased so, the most usual and meantime
cheapest solution is to fill the polymer with certain
powders aiming to modify the properties. In these
conditions the size of filler’s particles is important in
order to evaluate the filler’s effect. The actual trend is
oriented toward nanocomposites as structures with
controllable properties. The nanocomposites are solving
the electric or thermal problems but they are loosing from
the mechanical properties point of view. That is why we
consider that a special attention has to be given to the
hybrid composites, reinforced materials with filled matrix.
This is a cheap solution but it leads to some other
problems such fillers particles dispersion [3], the nature of
interfaces [4] and offers the opportunity to control the
finite material properties through the filler’s concentration
and particles; dimensions. Also, there are many attempts
regarding the arrangement of filler’s particles inside the
matrix, hoping a periodic distribution will increase the
degree of properties control.
Regarding the reinforcement it has to be said that actual
trends are toward 3D or 4D fiber structures which offer
special mechanical properties but these technologies are
expensive so the aim of cheap replacement of metal
become more and more unrealistic. A solution seems to
be possible using various fillers and quasi arranged fibers
such as fiber textiles.

2. SAMPLES
Plates of four components composites with a 4 mm
thickness and 120 mm x 250 mm as planar dimensions
were formed, in glass moulds using polyvinyl alcohol
20% as unmoulding agent. As basic matrix for composite
was used the bi-component epoxy resin EPIPHEN 4020
and it was used in order to obtain the reference samples
for two types of reinforcements. Both reinforcements are
realized from carbon fiber fabric with an arrangement of
alternate 0 and 45 degrees sheets. The orientation of
reinforcement sheets is been given relatively to the
sample’s edges: 0 degrees means that the yarn and the fill
of the fabric are parallel to the length and the width of the
sample and 45 degrees means that the yarn and the fill of
the fabric are oriented at 45 degrees relatively to the same
dimensions of the sample. Two types of carbon fiber
fabric were used. Fig. 1. shows the simple type fabric of
untreated carbon fiber while Fig. 2. shows the simple type
fabric with treated carbon fibers. In both cases the textile
was prepared in order to avoid the tear during cutting. The
preparation mainly consisted in covering the surface of
textile with a thin film of rubber.
The forming of samples was made using a combined
method, first a “layer-by-layer” adding of resin imbued
sheets of reinforcement. After the mould was closed the
excess of resin was extract through application of a
mechanical effort, then the mould was introduced in a
rubber bag. The air and other gases from the bag were
removed using a small vacuum pump in order to avoid the
gas intrusions in the sample.
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Fig. 1. Carbon fiber fabric used as reinforcement

Fig. 2. Treated fiber fabric

After the extraction the samples were prepared for
electric measurements. First the edges were rectified by
abrasion in order to ensure the contact of electric
plungers, and then they were cleaned using alcohol.

The epoxy resin, as well as all the polymers, is a dielectric
so its resistivity has high value and, of course, its

conductivity has a small value. On the other hand we used as
reinforcement sheets of carbon fiber fabric which is an
excellent conductor so, the standard plate (a laminate
composite) looks like a sandwich of alternate conductor and
dielectric layers. To improve the electric conductivity of such
a material we may spread in dielectric a powder with high
value of conductivity, this is the case of CNT used as filler.
In such conditions the composite’s resistivity along the
reinforcement has to be smaller than the across one. There
are not reasons to consider that the matrix (filled epoxy) is
influencing the natural conductivity of carbon fiber
increasing or decreasing its resistivity. In fact, the yarn
and the fill will act as insulated conductors. Adding fillers
to the resin we can improve its conductivity and, as an
effect, we can have an improvement of composite’s
conductivity as a consequence of superposition principle.
Using ferrite as filler it is expected that the magnetic
response of material to be changed. In both cases it is about
field sensitive materials such as the results are frequency
sensitive. All the electric measurements were carried out at
100 kHz. Two types of plates were formed, in order to
ensure the same volume ratio of about 70%. The first type is
containing 15 sheets of reinforcement while the second type
is made with just 13 sheets (according to Fig. 1. and Fig. 2.).
In both cases fillers’ concentrations are the same.
The ferrite filled epoxy shows decreasing electric
conductivities when the ferrite concentration increases.
This is expected because the ferrites are oxides and charge
carriers are absent. Fig. 3. and Fig. 4. show the results for

Electric conductivity [S/m]
fabric type 1

Electric conductivity [S/m]
fabric type 2

3. MEASUREMENTS
Measurements were performed in order to determine the
electric conductivity, the electric capacitance and electric
inductance of each sample both across the reinforcement and
at surface. In this case because of sample’s anisotropy, it is
necessary to make distinction between transversal conductivity (measured between the large faces of the sample) and
longitudinal conductivity (measured along the yarn or the fill
of the external sheets of reinforcement). The resistivity
measurement techniques are described in [5] and [6].
Regarding the mechanical tests, the three point bending
was performed, according DIN EN ISO 10545-4 [7], [8].
Such tests were carried out on three types of samples
extracted from the initial plates in order to achieve more
information. So, there were cut samples along the yarn,
along the fill of external reinforcement sheets and samples
cut such as the length is at 45 degrees reported to fill or
yarn.

4. RESULTS
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Fig. 3. Ferrite filled epoxy, type 1 fabric

Fig. 4. Ferrite filled epoxy, type 2 fabric
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Fig. 5. CNT filled epoxy, type 1 fabric

Fig. 6. CNT filled epoxy, type 2 fabric

the two types of samples and can be noticed that the second
type of carbon fiber fabric leads to lower values of electric
conductivity but the decreasing trend is the same for both
reinforcements. Also it can be noticed that the treated
carbon fiber has a lower electric conductivity.
In the case of CNT filled epoxy, as can be observed in
Fig. 5. and Fig. 6., there is a soft increasing of electric
conductivity when the CNT concentration is of 0.5% and
decreasing when the CNT concentration is over 0.5%.
Also it can be noticed that the main contribution to the
electric conductivity remains the reinforcement one.
Meantime has to be underlined the fact that higher
concentrations of CNT cause some difficulties in the
process of filled epoxy preparation. It seems that in order
to obtain better electromagnetic properties it is necessary
to fill the matrix both with CNT and Ferrite.
In order to test the mechanical resistance of composites
three types of samples were cut out of the initial plates,
using a high pressure water jet machine. The type y
samples were cut such as their long edges were

parallel to the yarn of external reinforcement sheets. The
type f of samples have the long edges parallel to the fill of
external sheets while the type a samples were cut such as
their long edges are inclined with 45 degrees both from
fill and the yarn of external reinforcement sheets.
As in the case of electric conductivity it is important to see
which effects of fillers are. There are many studies
emphasizing the extraordinary properties of CNT. It is
expected that CNT filled epoxy to show better properties
than pure epoxy and the reinforced composites with filled
matrix to have better properties. The mechanical resistance
of such materials are showed in Fig. 7. and Fig. 8. for the
case of CNT filled epoxy. It can be noticed that in the case
of first type of reinforcement fabric the resistance is
decreasing with the increase of CNT concentration, that
could be because of poor quality of interface between
reinforcement and matrix while the second type of
reinforcement seems almost insensitive to the CNT
concentration. More, in higher concentrations, the CNT are
clustering and the quality of interface decreases. This is one
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Fig. 7. CNT filled epoxy, type 1 fabric

Fig. 8. CNT filled epoxy, type 2 fabric
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Fig. 9. Ferrite filled epoxy, type 1 fabric

Fig. 10. Ferrite filled epoxy, type 2 fabric

of the most important problems to be solved in order to
obtain multicomponent composites, even their properties,
theoretically – at least, could be better.
In the case of ferrite filled epoxy composites, because of
particles dimensions, it is expected a decreasing of
mechanical resistance. Fig. 9. and Fig. 10. show the results
of ferrite filled epoxy with the two types of reinforcement.
For the first type of fabric seems that ferrite is diminishing
the quality of interface between reinforcement and matrix.
In the case of the second type of reinforcement it seems
that first two concentrations practically are not important
while the 3% ferrite is damaging the mechanical properties.

[2] KALAMKAROV, A.L., KOLPAKOV, A.L., Analysis,
Design and Optimization of Composite Structures, John
Wiley and Sons, 1997.
[3] KIM, J.-K., MAI, Y.-W., Engineered Interfaces in
Fiber Reinforced Composites, Elsevier, 1998.
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and Sensors Handbook CRCnetBase 1999, CRC Press,
1999.
[5] ***, STAS 6108/71, Rezistenta placilor.
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Taylor and Francis, 1999.
[8] WINEY, I. Karen, VAIA, A. R. (ed), Polymer Nanocomposites, MRS Bulletin, Vol. 32, April 2007.
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Properties Correlations…, Phys. Rev. E, 54/3, 08/1996.
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Proceedings of DIPRE 2007, Galati, Romania.

5. CONCLUSION
The multicomponent composites could represent the cheapest
solution when controllable properties are required. In order to
establish the right amount of filler it is necessary not only to
analyze the electromagnetic and mechanical properties but
also the thermal properties. A structural microscopical
analysis is also required in order to identify the quality of
interfaces. In the case of a n-components composite there are
n-1 interfaces each one of them having its own contribution at
composites’ properties. The filler presence in the matrix
produces discontinuities at the fiber-matrix interface with
consequences regarding mechanical properties [9].
The aim of the composite with metal like electro-magnetic
properties could be reached using two or more fillers for
matrix or using different fillers for certain layers of matrix in
the laminate composite [10]. In the case of CNT and Ferrite
used as fillers it is interested to form a composite with the
matrix filled with small amounts of both fillers.
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INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL FIELDS
OVER THE PROPERTIES OF
CARBON FIBER FABRIC BASED FILLED
EPOXY COMPOSITES
Adrian CÎRCIUMARU
Gabriel ANDREI
Iulian-Gabriel BÎRSAN

Abstract: Fillers are used in order to improve the
properties of polymeric composites. It is possible to use
the filled polymer in order to form reinforced composites.
In both cases it is assumed that using some strategies the
fillers’ particles are uniform distributed in the volume of
matrix. Generally the particles which are used are
electric or magnetic sensitive such as using external fields
during the formation it can be obtained different
properties.
Keywords: Electromagnetic Properties, Mechanical
Properties, Laminate Composites, Ferrite, CNT.

1. INTRODUCTION
Both for engineers and physicists a new challenge arose
in last years: how to improve the electromagentic
properties of a composite. The necessity of metal
replacement in aircraft and spacecraft application requires
not only excellent mechanical properties but also good
electromagnetic properties. More, it seems to be possible
to obtain composite materials having electromagnetic
properties better than metals ones.
There are many solutions for solving the problem. The
most common is to fill the polymer with various powders.
An excellent review of this method which emphasizes
also the importance of the interface was recently
published [1]. Interesting is the fact that usually studies
are focused on bi-composites. Obviously the properties of
a filled composite are different from once of a reinforced
composite. There are many models which describe bicomponent’s properties but they are complex and limited
[2], [3], [4]. The problem of designing a composite
material is a complex one because all of mechanical,
thermal, elctromagnetic and chemical properties have to
be taken into account [5], [6]. On one hand, the
reinforcement is ensuring good mechanical properties and

another hand the filler is ensuring good electromagnetic
properties. From this point of view a composite able to
replace a metal has to be a tri-component one.
Many studies demonstrate that the main role in
determining the composite’s properties is played by the
interface fiber-polymer or/and filler’s particles-polymer.
This is one reason for which, at least, the accent has to be
put on designing the interface, at first, and then designing
the composite [7].
However, electromagnetic and mechanical properties of
composites, as manifestations at the external changes, have
to be averaged manifestations of the components. This is
just a “trail and error” approach viewed as a starting point
both for further studies and decision making in forming a
composite with certain properties. It is extremely difficult
to mathematically describe a four components composite
even if there are various models for bi-component
composites. The aim of this study, based on intuition, is to
present some empirical results in order to help the
manufacturers in decision making of forming a special
composite.
The fillers, CNT and Ferrites are field sensitive so
forming the composite in external fields could lead to
some arrangements of fillers’ particles along force lines
with consequences at material properties level. In the last
period there were purposed many strategies for particles
alignment inside the polymeric matrix. This study is
based on using electrostatic and magnetostatic fields as
orientation external factors in order to change some
properties of multicomponent composite materials.

2. SAMPLES
Plates of four components composites with a 4 mm
thickness and 120 mm x 250 mm as planar dimensions
were formed, in glass moulds using polyvinyl alcohol 20%
as unmoulding agent. As basic matrix for composite was
used the bi-component epoxy resin EPIPHEN 4020 and it
was used in order to obtain the reference samples for two
types of reinforcements. Both reinforcements are realized
from carbon fiber fabric with an arrangement of alternate 0
and 45 degrees sheets. For the magnetic field samples had
been used 15 sheets of reinforcements wile the electric field
samples containing 13 sheets of reinforcements. The
orientation of reinforcement sheets is been given relatively
to the sample’s edges: 0 degrees means that the yarn and
the fill of the fabric are parallel to the length and the width
of the sample and 45 degrees means that the yarn and the
fill of the fabric are oriented at 45 degrees relatively to the
same dimensions of the sample.
In the case of the electric field samples had been used a simple
type fabric wile in the case of magnetic field samples a satin
type fabric had been used. Both fabrics were prepared for
cutting in order to avoid the tear.
In order to obtain the filled resin certain quantities of
ferrite and CNT were dispersed in the A-component of
the resin using a mixer at a temperature of 85 Celsius. For
the sample realization amounts of filled A-component
were mixed with specified quantities of B-component and
the mixture was used in 15 minutes, 10 minutes after the
mixture was made.
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Fig. 1. Electric and magnetic fields fixtures

Fig. 2. Inductance and capacitance measurement fixture

The forming of samples were made using a combined
method, first a “layer-by-layer” adding of resin imbued
sheets of reinforcement. After the mould was closed the
excess of resin was extract through application of a
mechanical effort, then the mould was introduced in a
rubber bag. The air and other gases from the bag were
removed using a small vacuum pump in order to avoid the
gas intrusions in the sample. One hour after the described
above technique the moulds were introduced in electric or
magnetic field and kept there for 12 hours.
One of the goals of this experiment was to investigate the
influence of external fields over the electric properties of
composite. The idea is not new but it is possible to
improve such properties using electric and magnetic fields
or their superposition [4]. The electrostatic field was
obtained using a plan-parallel plates capacitor The
magnetostatic field was obtained inside of a tubular
wrapping of coils, Fig. 1.

Measurements were performed in order to determine the
electric capacitance and electric inductance of each

sample both across the reinforcement and at surface.
The electric inductance and electric capacitance
measurement techniques are described in [8]. Both methods
are based on the use of a measuring cell (three electrodes)
and an apparatus able to electric inductance and electric
capacitance, Fig. 2.
Regarding the mechanical tests, the three point bending was
performed, according DIN EN ISO 10545-4 [9], [10]. Such
tests were carried out on three types of samples extracted
from the initial plates in order to achieve more information.
So, there were cut samples along the yarn, along the fill of
external reinforcement sheets and samples cut such as the
length is at 45 degrees reported to fill or yarn.
Based on the observation that higher concentrations of fillers
are negatively influencing the materials properties it was the
authors’ option to present only the results regarding small
concentrations [11]. The design problem of a composite with
given electromagnetic properties is of high complexity. Taking
into account that not only the electromagnetic properties are
important but also the mechanical and thermal properties the
problem becomes almost impossible. The aim of this research
is to analyze the electromagnetic effects of the powders
presence in the polymeric matrix of a composite.

Electric properties in external magnetic field
fabric type 1
CNT 0,5%

Electric properties in external electric field
fabric type 2
CNT 0.5%

3. MEASUREMENTS
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Fig. 3. CNT filled epoxy, type 1 fabric

Fig. 4. CNT filled epoxy, type 2 fabric
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Fig. 5. CNT filled epoxy, type 1 fabric

Fig. 6. CNT filled epoxy, type 2 fabric
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The epoxy resin is a dielectric so, its electric capacitance is
expected to have higher values (in the measurement fixture’s
geometry). As can be seen in Fig. 3. and Fig. 4., small
amounts of CNT added to epoxy are not influencing the
capacitance but have effects regarding the inductance [12].
Using external electric or magnetic fields the situation is
changed. There could be noticed an important increasing of
impedance. The standard sample is the one formed with
reinforcement and pure epoxy. In Fig. 4. can be seen that the
capacitance is decreasing with filed intensity while the
inductance is increasing.

Fig. 5. and Fig. 6. are showing the mechanical resistance
of the samples. Type y are samples cut out perpendicular
on field direction, type f are parallel with the field
direction and, type a are samples having the long edges
inclined at 45 degrees relatively to field direction. The
mechanical resistance is increasing with the electric field
intensity.
As for Ferrite filled epoxy, as expected, there are present
both increasing of inductance and decreasing of
capacitance associated to presumed particle arrangement,
especially in the case of external magnetic field. Regarding
the mechanical properties, it can be noticed, in Fig. 9., the
decrease of resistance in external magnetic field while, in

Electric properties in external magnetic field
fabric type 1
Ferrite 1%

Electric properties in external electric field
fabric type 2
Ferrite 1%

4. RESULTS
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Fig. 7. Ferrite filled epoxy, type 1 fabric

Fig. 8. Ferrite filled epoxy, type 2 fabric
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Fig. 9. Ferrite filled epoxy, type 1 fabric

Fig. 10. Ferrite filled epoxy, type 1 fabric

the case of external electric field, Fig. 10., practically the
resistance is not affected.

[7] WINEY, I. KAREN, VAIA, A. R. (ed), Polymer
Nanocomposites, MRS Bulletin, Vol. 32, April 2007.
[8] ROBERTS, A. P., KNACKSTEDT, M. A., Structureproperty correlations…, Physical Review E, 54, 1996.
[9] TORQUATO, S., Modeling of physical properties of
composite materials, Int. J. of Solids and Struct., 37,
2000.
[10] DONGLU, S., et al., Magnetic alignment of carbon
nanofibers in polymer composites and anisotropy of
mechanical properties, Journal of Applied Physics, 97,
2005.
[11] LIU, L., et al,, Effective permittivity of planar
composites with randomly or periodically distributed
conducting fibers, Journal of Applied Physics, 98,
2005.
[12] ANTONOYIANNAKIS, I., PENDRY, J.B., Mie
resonances and bonding…, Phys. Rev. B 60, 1999.
[13] CIRCIUMARU, et al., A study of electromagnetic…,
Proceedings of DIPRE 2007, Galati, Romania.

5. CONCLUSION
The external fields could be used in order to modify the
electromagnetic
and
mechanical
properties
of
multicomponent composites. Perhaps, stronger fields will
produce more significant effects. In this stage of the
studies the focus were in qualitative identification of these
effects. Also, being hand made the samples could present
some structural defects affecting the measurements. A
necessary further step is to investigate the structure of
filled polymers in order to find out the influence of fillers’
particles dimensions.
Another way to arrange the particles inside the matrix is
suggested in
[13] and consists in the use of a
electromagnetic radiation and is based in electromagnetic
resonances that could appear inside the liquid mixture of
polymer and nanopowders. Also it is extremely interesting
to investigate the possibility of nanocomposite usage as
metamaterials. All of these assessments are leading to the
main conclusion that, in the near future, cheap composites
will be able to replace metals.
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2. DESIGN OF MATERIAL HANDLING
SYSTEMS

SIGNIFICANCE OF MATERIAL FLOWS
SIMULATION AND LOGISTIC STUDY IN
DESIGN OF MODERN MATERIAL
HANDLING SYSTEMS
Jovan VLADIĆ
Dragan ŽIVANIĆ
Radomir ĐOKIĆ

Abstract: In the technical systems there is not a perfect
solution, only partial answers to the solution. Whether
designing a new system or modifying an existing one,
decision-makers want to take the guesswork out of finding
the best possible solution. Market demands are different:
they tend to require individual, customized products of
high reliability and high quality and also produced in
right time. What is driving the design of modern material
handling systems in good-distribution center and
warehouse today? In this paper is showed an overview of
activities and significance simulation of material flows
and logistic study in design of modern good-distribution
centers and warehouse.
Key words: design, material flow, logistics study

1. INTRODUCTION
Every technical system is different and has its own unique
characteristics. To proceed from an initial concept to a
finished design requires a detailed engagement between
the client and supplier with particular focus on the
processes that will be required in the new design.
The basic trends in modern good-distribution centers and
warehouse systems are:
•

improve capacity utilization (5-10%),

•

minimize warehouse labor hours (10-30%),

•

reduce direct transportation spend (5-25%),

•

minimize total inventory (5%) and

• reduce shipping errors (80-100%).
Certain questions must first be answered before begin to
conceptualize system. An overall objective must first be
set, and a basic understanding of the type of system is
important.

A few examples of the type of material handling systems
are receiving, packaging, order picking, warehousing,
shipping and production. For those who get the solution
right for their business, the benefits can be substantial.
Every industry, company, and applications have their
unique characteristics, but these 9 steps outline must be
accomplished during the design process to the material
handling systems were selected from optimum viewpoint:
1. acquaint with materials and material flows in systems,
2. logistics study of problems,
3. visit sites companies in similar industries,
4. preliminary system design,
5. executive summary and cost justification,
6. modeling and simulation of systems,
7. hardware and software supply,
8. management team assignments,
9. delivery, installation and implementation.

2.1. Acquaint with materials and material flows
in systems
It is also important to consider the size, shape, and age of
the building, and possible future expansions.
Environmental conditions must also be taken into account
like temperature and humidity. Additional information
should include, sales forecasts, combined with production
capabilities, keeping in mind the need for flexibility since
manufacturing is ever changing in this world economy.
Load characteristics are vital, and include the size, shape,
weight, and material to be conveyed. The footprint is
important for it is what the conveyor will see, and will
help determine the best type of equipment to use. Rate of
flow is important for it will determine the speed that the
conveyor needs to run, and product orientation if you are
interfacing with automated equipment, and or need to
incorporate accumulation of products. Now that you have
a general layout, combined with the specific information
of your system, you can begin to specify the type of
equipment required. According to Brainstorm method we
can solve the problems by simplifying material flow,
control, speed, and process.

2.2. Logistics study of problems
Logistics activities include transportation, order
processing, storage layout, warehousing, inventory
maintenance,… These activities provide functions for
bridging between producers of goods and market
consumers, which are separated by time and distance.
Forward-thinking manufacturers use logistics strategically
to reduce safety stock levels and improve customer
service – and hence profits – through better information.
We should interview the main material handling players,
including operators to be identify key problems.
Use a layout of facility to document the flow of material
from receiving to shipping: chart and measure the actual
material flow path through your facility. At every place
material stops for whatever reason (e.g., inspection,
storage, subassembly, final assembly, packaging,
shipping) place a pin in the layout. When you have
finished, connect the pins, in order, with string. Add up
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the length of all the strings; this will give you a good idea
of how far material really travels and why it takes so long
to get through your factory. In the end it is required to
review applicable problem and solution scenarios and
available material handling technology.

At the initial stages of planning, it is important to focus
on techniques and not technologies. Deciding on the right
techniques will guide you in determining the right
technologies to use. A material handling engineer or
specialist will analyze where product is stored, how it’s
stored, and its loads, volumes and speeds.
Also, there are following: generate layout of material
flow, create high-level description of function, operation
of material control system and compare various
equipment options.

Fig. 1. The logistics study process helping to identify and
solve problem areas

2.3. Visit sites companies in similar industries
In this phase we must see how companies in similar
industries or with comparable operations have solved
their material flow problems. Ask an equipment
supplier/integrator to arrange site visits to see how the
process works in a real-world setting and validate
concepts.
Learn pitfalls, mistakes to avoid from users who have
been through the process. For an expert opinion on this
question, it is probably best to turn to a material handling
consultant or a systems integrator.

Fig. 2. Using barcode technology and RF scanners on
rack locations reduces errors and confirms picks

Fig. 3. A one-aisle unit load takes advantage of available
vertical space to store

2.5. Executive summary and cost justification
This design engineering phase involves the refinement of
one best-fit solution that has both technical and business
merit. To design or re-design a material handling
operation, one needs to develop a cost versus benefit
analysis to include the systems to be considered.
Research of quantify cost savings, primary business
advantages, and benefits include project return on
investment (ROI). After that, we should generate payback
analysis, simple payback, net present value, and initial
rate of return using a ROI calculation worksheet.
Automation can dramatically reduce labor costs by
replacing repetitive tasks with intelligent systems, and
redeploying human resources to points requiring true
human decision-making.
Compare current system against alternative solutions and
prepare a hard-hitting executive summary that makes your
case quickly, concisely, and logically:
 how current system works,
 why it must be changed,
 alternatives considered,

2.4. Preliminary system design

 how new system will work,

This is the preliminary “feasibility study” or “concept
study” as it is often referred to, where the business case is
generally defined and one or more reasonable approaches
are identified.

 how much new system will cost,
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 justification,
 design-build process and timetable.

2.6. Modeling and simulation of systems
Computer modeling and simulation are more and more
becoming an integral part of the design and verification
process for both small and large projects. It takes a unique
combination of skills to do meaningful simulation
modeling, especially when the systems are complex and
involve new technologies.
Simulation has become a widely used tool in material
handling. The primary purpose of simulation is to
describe and analyze the behavior of a system, ask "what
if" questions about a system, and aid in the design of real
systems.
Simulations can be beneficial during all phases of a
project. The cost of simulation is typically very small in
relation to the total investment while the cost of change or
modification after installation can be significant.
Simulation can help prevent costly mistakes from
happening. When designing new systems or modifying
existing ones, consideration must be given to all factors
impacting the functional areas involved. These include
process flow, product flow, production cost, inventory
cost, cost of facilities, new technologies, control systems,
and equipment selection.

challenges and assure desired results, allowing our clients
to:
 save time on system design and implementation,
 identify and resolve potential system bottlenecks,
 understanding how the operation really works,
 test and verify new operating procedures prior to
making modification or committing resources,
 compare alternatives and make decisions with
confidence,
 identify the variables having the greatest impact on
performance,
 test and verify plans for future capacity increases
 identify and test the critical performance variables to
be monitored after implementation,
 use the model to support marketing efforts or to "sell"
projects internally.

2.7. Hardware and software supply
These types of automation technologies require the
underlying software to support them, or required to
upgrade software to a system. We must be sure that
chosen suppliers have proven experience on a system of
similar size and scope. Write clear design specifications
and document expectations for equipment performance
and specify parameters for system acceptance tests.
Develop a comprehensive transition plan, including
installation and implementation schedule, workarounds to
ensure system installation does not impede existing
operations.
Clearly defined roles and responsibilities for both the
suppliers and customer. Finalize system price, and
negotiate terms for change orders. Ensure all terms and
conditions are fair to both parties.

Fig. 4. Simulation will show how material flows under
different operating conditions
With simulation, a whole day of operation can be studied
within a few minutes or two hours can be spent examining
just one minute of operation. Simulation provides
information on why something happens in a real system
by recreating the system in a model and controlling the
constraints to the system.
Once a valid simulation model has been developed, it is
easy to explore new policies, operating procedures, or
methods without the expense and disruption of
experimenting with the real system. Simulation can be
used to develop understanding about how a system
operates. Simulation allows for identification and
exploration of system constrains and interactions.
Simulation can be used to test and specify the
requirements of a system
Computer modeling and simulation has today become an
affordable and invaluable tool to overcome design

Fig. 5. Mini load systems are closed off to employees to
maximize safety and minimize loss

2.8. Management team assignments
Today’s material handling system managers face a
number of challenges. Customers demand perfect order
accuracy; smaller and more-frequent orders cover a
greater number of SKUs; senior management calls for
lower costs and increased productivity.
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Because of this reason, it should be assembled a transition
team including representatives from suppliers, an internal
project manager, and key managers from all relevant
departments. Logistics systems impact multiple
departments and areas of your business; make sure you do
not leave anybody out. Mission of this management team
is:
 document internal procedures and process changes,
 implementation progress on a regular basis,
 determine process for dealing with problems and
project roadblocks that may come up,
 educate internal audiences about the process change,
 workarounds to ensure system installation does not
impede existing operations,…

trusted components to be combined in a large number of
different permutations. This type of system design,
underpinned by intelligent information systems makes it
possible to put automation at the core of overall solutions
that can seamlessly incorporate fully automated, semi
automated and manual modules integrated in one whole
working system. The modular nature of the solutions
makes it possible to expand or adapt to match future
business developments or changes. This brings an element
of flexibility to modern automated systems that was
lacking in the past. Design flow, which are described in
this paper, are enabling to get effective, economy and
reliable modern material handling systems.

2.9. Delivery, installation and implementation
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3. CONCLUSION
In summary then, the latest generation of automated
solutions for material handling operations in distribution
centers and warehouse now allows modular tried and
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131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.

247
229
483
199, 309
149
13
459, 469

138.
139.
140.

142.
143.

502

147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.

154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.

161.

7

162.

49, 465

163.

465

164.

71

165.

65, 443

166.

141

167.

181, 385

168.

385

169.

181, 385

170.

141

171.

389

172.

313

173.

335

174.

141

175.

129

176.

129, 327

177.

343

178.

61

179.

377

180.

173

181.

91

182.

73

183.

427

184.

217, 229

186.

237

187.

321
73

Milenko OBAD
Lucian-Corneliu OCOLISAN
Milosav OGNJANOVIĆ

267
135
57
65, 443
209, 229
369
305
479
125

Milan RACKOV
Nebojša RADIĆ
Vojislav RADONJIĆ
Marilena RADU
Klara RAFA
Ciprian Aurel ROŞCA

339
317
399, 465
163
29
369

Suzana SALAI
Marija SAMARDŽIĆ
Adrian SAMOILĂ
Biljana SAVIĆ
Viktor SAVOV
Sava St. SEKULIĆ
Remus I. ŞERBAN
Ion SIMION
Aleksandar SIMONOVIĆ
Ana SOCALICI
Lucia SOTAKOVA
Ion SPOREA
Cristina STĂNESCU
Kiril STANULOV
Cornel ŞTEFANACHE
Darko STEFANOVIĆ
Jelena STEFANOVIĆMARINOVIĆ
Vytautas STRISKA
Slobodan STUPAR
Nadežda ŠUBARA

17
275
469
399
377
171
101
309
267
187, 233
253
449
331
149
77
61
111
297
267
283

T

369, 381

185.

Marin Silviu NAN
Branislav NEDELJKOVIĆ
Saša NIKOLIĆ
Vera NIKOLIĆ

57

S, [
160.

129, 327

Aleksandra PETROVIĆ
Zlatko PETROVIĆ
Oleg I. PILIPENKO
Marina PLJAKIĆ
Monika Erika POPA
Florin POPESCU
Mihaela POPESCU
Mircea POPOVICIU
Nadia POTOCEANU
Wolfgang PREDKI

R

203

O
141.

146.

203

N
137.

144.
145.

L
95.

P

Slobodan TANASIJEVIĆ
Liliana TOCARIU
Marián TOLNAY
Alan TOPČIĆ
Ilija TRBOJEVIĆ
Ružica TRBOJEVIĆ
Lucian TUDOSE
Džemo TUFEKČIĆ

49
37
225
355, 393
427
339
77
355, 393

U
188.

Mircea-Petru URSU

247

Jana VARGOVÁ
Tedor VASIU
Vladas VEKTERIS

25

V
389

189.

301

190.

1

191.

287, 433
297

192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.

Doru VELICU
Radu VELICU
Miodrag VELIMIROVIĆ
Miroslav VEREŠ
Gheorghe VERTAN
Jovan VLADIĆ
Aleksandar VULIĆ
Radun VULOVIĆ

95

Z, @

95,117

200.

343

201.

339

202.

301

203.

213, 497

204.

111

205.

237

206.

Nicuşor Laurenţiu ZAHARIA
Rolandas ZAREMBA
Angel ZJUMBILEV
Iliya ZJUMBILEV
Miodrag ZLOKOLICA
Dragan ŽIVANIĆ
Predrag ŽIVKOVIĆ

309
297
475
475
243
213, 497
107

503

